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ORGANIZATION AND CELL-LINEAGE OF THE ASCIDIAN EGG.

By Edwin G. Conklin".

Professor of Zoology, Universitj' of Pennsylvania

AVITH PLATES I-XII.

INTRODUCTION.

A. Organization" of the Egg.—Recent years have witnessed a revival of

the ancient controversy as to the nature and contents of the germ cells. On
the one hand are those who with Weismann maintain that the euii must contain

the elements or determinants of very many structures which will appear in the

course of development; on the other hand are ranged the modern epigcnesists

who find in the egg cell only complex chemical substances which have the. capacity

under certain outer conditions of undergoing regular transformations into other

substances which incidentally have peculiar forms, just as crystals have.

But while this modern controversy recalls the ancient one between the

adherents of evolution and those of epigenesis, it does so chiefly because it proceeds

from the same temper of mind, and not because anyone today is ready to defend

the views of either the evolutionists or the epigcnesists of a century ago. No one

now expects to find in the c^g or sperm a predelineated germ with all adult parts

present in miniature, neither can anyone now maintain that tlie egg is composed

of unorganized and non-living material. Everyone now admits that the truth is

somewhere between these two extremes; the real problem is how much or how

little of organization is present, and not whether the germ is organized at all.

Though the controversy as to evolution and epigencsis has thus been nar-

rowed within relatively small limits^ and has thereby lost much of its startling and

picturesque character, it is none the less a real and important controversy today.

In general the attitude of physiologists and those who deal with the processes of

development has ever been to place emphasis upon the epigenetic character of

development and the extremely simple structure of the germ ; whereas those who

are concerned chiefly with organic structures are prone to seek for antecedent

structures in earlier and earlier stages of development and so finally in the

unsegmented e^g itself

It is not many years since all embryological studies were dominated by the

germ-layer theory, since the time when germ layers were considered to be the

earliest appearing differentiations which could be profitably compared anOl homolo-

gized. More recently it has been shown that such diflerentiations appear at a

stage much earlier than the formation of the germ layers, and tlip.t many of
to

ly cleavage cells of different animals show such fundamental resembla

/
•w
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that they can be homologized with one another. May not these diiferentiations

appear at still earlier stages and "organ-forming germ regions" be marked out in

the egg before cleavage begins ? Finally does the organization of the egg arise

de novo in the ovary, or may a certain part of it be carried over from generation to

generation, and is this early organization of the egg in any way different from the

organization of any cell ? These are problems of profound importance which lie at

the basis of any thorough study of development, inheritance and evolution.

B. AsciDiAN Embryology.—Anyone who has observed the ascidian ^^^^ will

understand why it has been such a favorite object of study. The cleavage of the

egg is so beautifully regular and can be observed so readily in life that it is not

suri^rising that ascidians were among the first animals to which the "cell-lineage"

method was applied. It is surprising, however, to find such diversity of opinion

with regard to the development of these animals ; even in some of the most import-

ant points in the early development, such as the relation of the poles of the ^i^^ to

those of the gastrula, or the cell origin of the germ layers, scarcely two authors

agree, in spite of the fact that these eggs are perhaps as favorable as any others in

the whole animal kingdom for the study of these problems. Under the circum-

stances it is impossible to avoid the conclusion that a large amount of very careless

work has been done in this field. Accuracy is ever the avowed aim of science, and

when one finds scientific work unpardonably inaccurate he may justly feel indig-

nant. For some reason or other ascidian embryology has ever been a field of con-

flict and confusion. In some cases controversy has raged for years around a mere

blunder which has thus gained a sort of immortality rarely attained by accurate

work.

But ascidian embryology furnishes illustrations not only of inaccurate work
;

it also affords some of the most classical examples of accurate and substantial

research. Considering the time when they were written, Kovvalevsky's papers

(1866, 1871) are models of accuracy. The beautiful studies of Van Beneden and

Julin on the segmentation of the ascidian ^^^ and on the morphology of the tuni-

cates (1884, 1886) surpass in excellence anything which had been done up to that

time, and in some respects they have not been equalled by any more recent work
on the development of these animals. Chabry's (1887) classical paper on the nor-

mal and teratological embryology of ascidians is a masterpiece,—one of the first

and best illustrations of the application of the experimental method to the study

of embryology. After this, the most important work dealing with the early devel-

oj)Lnent of ascidians is that of Castle (1894, 1896), although it is marred by some
fundamental mistakes ; he has applied in detail the method of cell-lineage to the

study of the development of Ciona intestinalis, and has followed the history of

the iniiividual cleavage cells farther than had any of his predecessors. Other work
which deserves mention has been done by Kupffer (1870), Seeliger (1885), Davidoff

(1889), Samassa (1894) and others, and will be referred to later in the body of

this work.

f
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In the face of all this antcccilciit work, it mav seem sunerfluous to d

began. It

foi

per to this subject, and nothing \vas further from my purpoj^e whon I

was in the attempt to find out the manner ifi whicli the ascidian eirir

in its i)ohir bodies at the endodcrmal pole, ns described by Casth>. that I

was led to conclusions radically dilVerent from his, a< will hv described latt'r, and this

induced me to make a detailed study of the cell-linea-ro of three diHerent genera of

simple ascidians. In such a field it may be expecting too much to li(»pc (hat my
observations will meet with general acceptance; but perhaps it may be proper for

me to say that I have spared no pains or labor to make thorn accurate.

C. Material and Methods.—Earlv in Julv. 1903, \shih' workiivj at tin- M
Biological Labiu-atory, Woods Hull, Mass., I began the study of the maturation

and fertilization of the e^g of C/ona intcstiualis (L.) Flemmiug, wllli tlie aim mrn-
tioned in the preceding paragraph. Only a 5»mall nunilK'r of these animals was to

be found at that time at Woods Holl, thougli ihcy occurred more abundantly later

in the summer. I therefore turned my attention to two other simple aseidians,

Molgula 7>mn/iaffensisYQYv\\\ and Cynthia {Stycid) parti{a'^i\\\\\^^^n\. botli of which

occur in considerable numbers in the Woods Holl recion. The verv first lot of the

\rine

mf

living eggs of Cynthia which T examined showed a most r<'marka)»le phenomenon

and one which modified the whole course and purpose of my work ; for there on

many of the nnscgmentcd eggs, which were of a slate-giay color, was a brilliant

orange-j^ellow spot, which in other eggs appeared in the form of a crescent or band.

Further observation showed that this crescent became divided intu two equal parts

at the first cleavage and that it couhl be followe<l through the later eleavag<'S and

even into the tadpole stage. I thereafter, for a considerable portion of the summer,

devoted myself to the study of the living eggs of Cynthia, and a record of these

observations will be found in the body of this work and in plates I-V. Afterward

I took up also the living eggs of Ciona and Molgula. and finally I fixed and pre-

pared for microscopical examination, both as whole objects and as serial sections,

the eggs and embryos of all three of these genera.

Castle (1896) has described in considerable detail the time and manner of ^^^

aying in these three genera, and his observations I can entirely confirm. The eggs

of Ciona and Molgula are laid in the early morning, a little before daybreal

those of Cynthia are laid in the late afternoon, a little before sunset. These

ascidians rarely lay eggs the first daj' they are in i\\^ laboratory. Since the

yellow pigment of the egg of Cynthia is difiicult to observe by artificial light, it

was necessary to take eggs from the ovary or oviducts and artifically fertilize

them in the morning in order to be able to study by daylight the later stages in the

development. A large proportion of such eggs never develop, though the. q^i^^

seem ripe and the spermatozoa are active; however, some of them develop into

normal embryos and tadpoles, and from such I have obtained material for the study

of the later stages of the living egg. Whenever possible, however, I have relied
1/

upon eggs wdiich w^ere normally laid and fertilized, inasmuch as all such develop

normally. In Ciona and Molgula it is very easy to artificially fertilize the eggs

;
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in fact, almost every ripe egg of Ciona will develop if fertilized witli sperm from

another individual, but if fertilized with sperm from tlie same animal the eggs

rarely if ever develop, as Castle has shown. This is due to the fact that such

spermatozoa never enter the egg, though they may be quite active. Morgan (1904)

has recently discussed this interesting fact in a suggestive manner.

The method which I employed in studying the living eggs of these ascidians

was very simple ; they were placed in several drops of fresh sea water upon a

glass plate and were covered by a large cover glass, which was supported by

pieces of thin glass about 200 /x thick. In such condition the eggs can be rolled

over at will by pushing on the cover glass, and, if drops of water are occasionally

added at the edge of the cover, the eggs will continue to develop normally for

two hours or more. Inasmuch as the entire development of Cynthia up to the for-

mation of the free-swimming tadpole normally occupies not more than eight to

twelve hours, depending upon the temperature, it will be seen that a considerable

portion of the development can be followed on a single egg. I do not doubt that

with proper precautions the entire development might be followed on a single egg

;

however, since eggs which have been a long time under a cover glass develop slowly

and may become abnormal, and since there was nothing to be gained for my pur-

poses by the observation of a single egg through the whole development rather than

of several eggs through consecutive portions of it, I chose the latter and easier

method.

All my studies of the living eggs of these ascidians were made with a dry lens,

the 4 mm. Apochromat of Zeiss which, with the No. 4 ocular, gives a magnification

of about 260 diameters. Even with a magnification of 50 diameters or less the

yellow crescent of the Cynthia egg is plainly visible. In order to see this crescent

to the best advantage, especially with high powers, it is necessary to use wide angle

lenses with open diaphragm and clear white light. The fact that Castle studied

the development of this species but makes no mention of this yellow crescent is

difficult to explain. I can only account for it by supposing that he obtained the

eggs in the evening and studied them by yellow artificial light.

Preserved material was fixed in various fluids,—Perenyi's, Kleinenberg's, Picro-

Acetic, Sublimate and Sublimate-Acetic. For the study of entire eggs and embryos
Kleinenberg's fluid followed by the Picro-Hasmatoxylin, which I have used with

success on molluscan eggs, gave incomparably better results than any other method.

Eggs so stained were mounted in balsam under thin cover glasses without supports

of any kind, and were studied with an oil immersion lens, the 3 mm. Apochromat
of Zeiss. By occasionally applying a drop of xylol to the edge of the cover glass

the balsam remains sufficiently soft so that the eggs can be rolled into any position

desired. For serial sections, material fixed in Boveri's Picro-Acetic gave the most
satisfactory results. Such material was stained on the slide in Delafield's Haema-
toxylin and Eosin or in Iron Hoomatoxylin and Bordeau red.

Castle states that he found it necessary to remove the egg envelopes by
drawing the (ig^ into a pipette through an opening so small that the egg alone

4

\
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could pass in, after the manner re( onmiendod by Chahrv. In nn>.»^t ciisos I liave

found that the presence of the e^-g envelopes do(\^ in^t scriou.-ly interfore \vitli clear

seeing, possibly owing to the fact that in the study of preparations I have used an
immersion lens in which the depth of focus is relativelv sli'dit. In lafe staircs,

that these, tog

fusing, and in tlie case of Ciona I found

loj)cs, could be removed liv sim])ly rollinir

the eggs under the cover glass. In CyniJiia the envelopes may sometimes be

removed in the same way, though not so easily as in Ciona.

I. THE OVARIAN EGG.

Much has been written on the egg envelopes and ovarian eggs of! ascidians

and I shall not here go over that ground in any detail. But in searching for the

earliest diflerentiations of the egg substance it is necessary to go back to the

d in so doing I have found some structures the real significance ofOO' "---^ "•* "^ v*^x.._

hich has not hitherto been annreciated

1. Development of the Ovocyte.

In a young ovocyte the cytoplasm stains unifonnly and there is no trace of

yolk or of test cells. Close around the nucleus is a granular mass which is deeply

colored by plasma stains, the yolk nucleus or "j'olk matrix" of Crampton (1899).

As the egg grows, small spherules of yolk begin to ap})ear in the viciuit}' of the

yolk matrix, and this yolk gradually fills the central portion of the k^^^'I surrounding

the nucleus, while the cytoplasm, which is free from yolk, occupies a ])en2>heral

position. Some of the follicle cells which surround the egg at this stage then

invade the q^^., thus forming the "test cells" which arc located chiefly in the

peripheral layer of cytoplasm. My observations as to the origin of these "test

cells" agree with some of the most careful work, both ancient and modern, which

has been done on this subject (Kow\alevsky, 1866, 1871; Seeliger, 1882; Van
Benedenand Julin, 1886; Morgan, 1890; Floderus, 1896; Bancroft, 1899).

The earliest appearance of polarity is found in the location of the yolk matrix

on one side of the nucleus and in a slight eccentricity of the latter. I consider it

very probable that the yolk matrix is derived from the attraction sphere of the last

ovogonic mitosis, and that the chief axis of the ^^^^ represents the cell axis which

passes through the centrosome and nucleus, and which, as I have previously shown

(Conklin, 1902), is preserved in every cell throughout the cleavage of the egg and

probably also in all later cell divisions. If this be true, the polarity of the egg is a

differentiation which is carried over from generation to generation, and as this chief

axis of the egg is identical with the gastrular axis, and bears a constant relationship

to the principal axes of the embryo and adult, it will be seen that at least one

important difierentiation of an animal is predetermined (not predelineated) at all

stages. Although this chief axis of the egg is usually recognizable at all stages by

2 JOUEN. A. N. S. PHIL A., VOL. XIIL



10 ORGANIZATION AND CELL-LINEAGE OF ASCIDIAN EGG.

a slight eccentricity of the nucleus, it is often difficult to observe it after the dis-

appearance of the yolk matrix. No other axial differentiations of the egg are

reco2:nizahle until after the fertilization.

2. Test Cells and Chorion.

In the fully formed ovarian eggs the test cells lie imbedded in a peripheral

layer of clear protoplasm ; this layer stains intensely with plasma stains, and in the

living eggs of Cynthia contains yellow pigment granules. In Cynthia the test cells

are distributed singly and pretty uniformly in this peripheral layer (fig. 61), and

the same is true of Ciona at an early stage in the formation of the ovocyte (figs. 1C8,

169), but in the fully formed ovarian egg of Ciona the test cells are found in little

masses or "nests" of from three to six or eight cells each (fig. 170). A similar

grouping of the test cells has been described by Morgan (1890) in an unidentified

species of Clavellina. These cells are much smaller and more numerous than the

test cells of Cynthia^ and are evidently formed by division of the original test cells.

The test cells of Cynthia become quite large and contain yolk spherules, though

they do not stain as densely as the yolk of the egg ; in Ciona tlie test cells are very

much smaller and do not contain these spherules. About the time that the ovarian

gs escape from the ovary the test cells are extruded from this peripheral layer of

protoplasm, and the outlines of the egg, which up to this time have been irregular,

become more nearly spherical. It is probable that the expulsion of the test cells

and the assumption of the regular spherical form by the egg have a common cause

in the increase of surface tension at this time.

At the time of the extrusion of the test cells I have observed in the ovarian

eggs of Ciona a faintly-staining, homogeneous layer which lies inside the outer

follicle cells and outside of the egg. The test cells lie on the inner border of this

homogeneous layer ; from its general appearance it is highly probable that the sub-

stance of which it is composed is extruded from the ^^,^ along with the test cells.

This homogeneous material does not long persist as such but soon disappears and
probably goes to form the chorion. At this time the egg undergoes considerable

shrinkage in size, a distinct perivitelline space being formed, and the (i^g becoming
regularly spherical {cf. figs. 171 and 172). It is evident that this is due to the

escape of fluid from the ^^^^ probably the homogeneous substance described above.

In this connection a word or two as to the significance of the test cells may be
permissible. The fact that in Cynthia they contain yolk and grow to a considera-

ble size, and that spermatozoa not infrequently enter them (figs. 80 and 85 sn.), may
be taken as evidence that these cells are rudimentary eggs ; a view which is held by
Floderus (1896), Bancroft (1899) and others.

*

3. Structure of Fully Formed Ovocyte.

When first lai^ the living eggs of Cynthia are, exclusive of the egg envelopes,

about 150 ^ in diameter; tliose of Ciona are about the same size, but in Molgula
they are much smaller, being about 100 }x in diameter. The very large germinal
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vesicle contains an abundant granular procipitato. an enormous nucleolus, and at

wide intervals within tlie vesicle, but cliit'lly near the nuclear membrane, a few
deeply staining chromatic granules. These 'nannies are small at this time and it is

diflBcult to determine their exact shape, though many of them apju-ar to Ik- V- or

Y-shaped; they are thi.^ bivalent chromosomes of tlie Hrst maturation division.

Close around the germinal vesicle and extending out lu-arly tt) the pi'rii>hiry of the

egg is the yolk, which exists in the form of spherules, imlu'dded clos<' toL^(>ther in

the granular cytoplasm. Finally there is the peripheral layer of deeply staining

protoplasm in which the tost cells were forincrh" imbedded :ind which oontaius no

yolk, but numerous refractive spherulef? much smallei- than those of the yolk.

In the living eggs of Cynthia this pcriplieral layer is clear and transparent and

contains uniformly but sparsely distributed yellow pigment, which seems to be asso-

ciated with these small refractive spherules. This pigment is soluble in alcohol

and hence cannot be observed in fixed and prepared material; on the other hand,

the alcohol in which large numbers of these eggs have been preserved, has the color

of a solution of potassium bichromate. The test cells of Cynthia also contain yel-

low j^igment granules which are gathered close around the nuclei of tlu'se cells. Tt

is noticeable that most of the viscera of Cynthia contain this same yellow or orange

pigment, the ovaries being especially highly colored. This pigment is much denser

in some individuals than in others, and correspondingly one finds som<' ova in which

there is little or none of the pigment, wliile in others it is very abundant. In gen-

eral the animals wdiich have little of the pigment in their viscera are those wliich

produce eggs with little or no pigment, while those in wliich the viscera are deejdy

pigmented produce well-pigmentcd eggs. The central yolk mass of the living q^'i

of Cynthia is of a slaty gray color, while the germinal vesicle is clear and trans-

parent. Therefore, in the living egg of this species of ascidian, three area? can be

distinguished with great clearness before the maturation divisions begin,—the

peripheral layer of protoplasm containing the yellow pigment, the central mass

of gray yolk and the clear germinal vesicle.

In Ciona and Molgula also these three areas are distinguishable in the living

egg before maturation, but not so clearly as in Cynthia, In Ciona the perij)heral

layer is nearly transparent, the yolk is a brownish red, while the germinal vesicle

is also transparent. In Molgula both the peripheral layer and the germinal vesicle

are transparent, while the yolk is gray, with a faint lilac tinge. A brief inspection

of the eggs of Boltenia shows that in this genus the yolk is a bright red.

This peripheral layer of protoplasm, which is present in all the ascidian ova

which I have studied, is, both in living and in stained material, the most striking

feature of the egg before maturation and fertilization. It is surprising therefore

that in spite of this fact it has received so little attention from those who have

studied the ovarian history of the ascidian ecrg ; in Hict, with a single exception, I

cannot be sure that it has ever been mentioned by any previous writer on this sub-

ject. In his paper on the origin of the test cells, Morgan (1890) figures and de-

scribes this "peripheral zone of protoplasm" in an unidentified species of Clavellina
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from Green Turtle Cay, Bahamas. What may perhaps be the same layer was de-

scribed by Kowalevsky (1866) as a "gelatinous layer," in which the test cells are at

first imbedded ; later, about the time of the first cleavage, the test cells move to the

periphery of this layer. In these respects this gelatinous layer of Kowalevsky re-

sembles the peripheral layer of protoplasm, but in other respects the diiferences

are very great ; for example, Kowalevsky says that this layer is formed by the

activity of the follicle cells, that it closely surrounds the blastomeres during cleav-

age, and that it becomes the gelatinous mantle of the adult, while the cells within

it (test cells) form the cells of the mantle. In none of these respects is this gela-

tinous layer like the peripheral layer of protoplasm described above, and I am in

doubt whether Kowalevsky actually saw this layer of protoplasm or whether he is

not describing the perivitelline space between the surface of the egg and the chorion.

It is interesting to note that Kowalevsky calls especial attention to the yellow color

of the test cells, though he nowhere indicates that he has seen any such yellow

pigment in the egg itself. Kupffier (1870), on the other hand, concluded that the

test cells were formed by free cell formation from the substance of the egg, because

'"'' die Zellen gleich Anfangs genau die Farbe des Doiiers haben''., however, he

nowhere indicates that the peripheral layer of the <i^^^ differs in any way from the

remainder. In not one of the many later papers on the ascidian ^gg can I find any

reference to this peripheral layer of protoplasm, except in that of Morgan already

referred to. In view of the ease with which it can be seen, both in living and in

stained material, and of the very important part which it takes in development,

this is most remarkable and inexplicable. If due attention had been given to this

feature of the ascidian ^^^^^ it is safe to say that some of the most conflicting accounts

of ascidian embryology would never have been written.

A peripheral layer of protoplasm, entirely similar in structure to that of the

ascidian ^^^^ has been observed and described by Sobotta (1897) in the egg of Am-
phioxus. In this case Sobotta says that the peripheral layer gives rise in large part

to the inner egg membrane, which forms about the time of the maturation, but even

after the formation of this membrane a portion of this layer may remain at the

periphery of the egg. Sobotta speaks of the desirability of observing this layer in

the living a^^^, and from what I have seen in the ascidians I can but emphasize this

suggestion. In the ascidians this layer does not disappear with the formation of the

egg membrane, to which it contributes, but collects at the lower pole when the

Qg^ is fertilized; from Sobotta's figures I judge that the same thing happens in

Amphioxus.
The colors of ascidian eggs deserve some notice at this place. In 1870

V. KupfFer observed in the living eggs o^ Ascidia canina [Ciona iniestinalis ?) that

in the early stages of the ovarian egg the ooplasm is yellow ; later, as the egg ripens,

this color changes to a brownish red (Kupffer, 1870, p. 10). In the later stages of

development this red color is limited entirely to the walls of the alimentary tract.

In different animals and at different periods of the year Kupffer found that this

color varied from a bright red to an orange tone (p. 17).

r
r —
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Van Bcneden and Jiilin (1SS4, pp. 4 and 5) call attention to tlic fact that

Corella parallelogrdmvia produces two kinds of e-'^rs, one yellow tlie other jrrav in

color. Both kinds of e.^s develop normally and in the same manner and give rise

to larvae, the endodcrm cells of which are colored yellow or gray. Clairllina n'sso-

ana also produces two differently colored kinds of et^gs, one pure rose the other
yellowish in tint. All eggs produced by the same individual have the same color.

In the species of Clavellina studied by Seeliger (18S5) the color of the proto-

plasm surrounding the nuclei of the cleavage cells is yellow, a? nn inspection of his

figures of the living eggs shows {v. his plate I).

These cases, taken in conjunction with my observations on the eggs k'X Cynthia^

Cwna^ Molgula and BoHem'a, show that the eggs of ascidiana are frequently

colored ; these colors are usually found in the yolk, and in the later development

pass into the endoderm cells. In Cynthia the peripheral layer is also colored, and

this fact leads me to hope that some other ascidian may be found in which still

other portions of the ooplasm may be diilerentially colored.

II. MATURATION AND FERTILIZATION.
These processes are so intimately associated in the ascidian ^^% that it is diffi-

cult and perhaps inadvisable to treat them entirely separately. As in so many
other eggs the entrance of the spermatozoon furnishes ?omc stinmlus to the egg

which leads to the completion of the maturation divisions. Without this stimulus

the egg may remain in the stage of the niclaphase of the first polar spindle for

dav

A. Maturation.

1. Disappearance of Nuclear Membrane.

The first steps in the formation of the polar Pi)iiidle take place before the

entrance of the spermatozoon. Almost as soon as the a^^ is laid, and sometimes

even before this, the wall of the germinal vesicle dissolves and the clear protoplasm

contained within the germinal vesicle moves up to the animal pole of the egg where

it may spread out into a cap or peripheral layer {Ciona\ or may form merely a

somewhat flattened disk {Cynthia^. As soon as the nuclear membrane has dis-

solved the chromosomes, nucleolus and a granular mass from which the spindle

fibres are formed gather together into the center of this area of nuclear proto-

plasm (figs. 62, 63, 77, 78) ; since the chromosomes lay at the periphery of the ger-

minal vesicle before its membrane dissolved, this involves a considerable movement

on the part of these various constituents. No distinct linin network is visible

throughout the germinal vesicle, either before or after its membrane dissolves, and

the drawing together of these scattered elements into a central mass must be due

to something other than the contraction of the threads of such a network.
*

The chromosomes, when drawn together into a central mass, are connected by

a faintly staining, finely granular substance, which is much denser than the sur-

rounding nuclear protoplasm. In the further development of the polar spindle this

mass gives rise to the spindle fibres, and from this fact, as well as from its staining

reactions, it may be identified with linin (figs. 62, 77).
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The question as to the cause of the dissohition of the nuclear membrane is an

interesting one. In a recent work, R. Hertwig (1904) suggests that it is due to

fact that the cytopLasm attacks the nucleus after the cell has ceased n

From such observations as I have made I should be inclined to think that the

cause was a quite different one,

—

viz.^ the continued growth of the nucleus at a

more rapid rate than the cytoplasm. In most if not all cases the nuclear mem-

brane dissolves only after the nucleus has exceeded in volume a certain ratio to

the cell body. In the ascidian egg the germinal vesicle does not begin to dissolve

as soon as the egg ceases to grow ; on the other hand, there is a considerable period

after the maximum size has been reached before the nuclear membrane disappears

;

during this period the germinal vesicle continues to enlarge, the test cells are

extruded, the secretion which gives rise to the chorion is poured out, the entire

egg shrinks in volume, and finally the nuclear membrane grows very thin and dis-

appears. This process is in no wise complicated by the presence of a centrosome,

since, according to my observations, no centrosomes are present at any stage of the

maturation divisions.

2. Chromosomes.

Even before the wall of the germinal vesicle dissolves the chromosomes may
be distinguished as small deeply staining bodies, some of which at least are V-

or Y-shaped (fig. 76). They are small and numerous, and I have not been

able to count them with any assurance of accuracy. After they have been drawn

together into the center of the nuclear area, as described above, they become a little

larger and are plainly V-shaped (figs. 62, 63, 77). When the spindle fibres appear

they are at first widely scattered on or among these fibres (figs. 63, 79, 80), and

only in the metaphase do they become arranged in an equatorial plate (fig. 66).

In the splitting of the chromosomes the daughter halves first separate at the apex

of the V and remain longest connected together by the two limbs ; this double V,

with the apices pointing to the two poles of the spindle, is then stretched out

until the two limbs of each V come to lie near together, thus forming a double Y,

each with a long stem pointing to opposite poles ; even the little space between the

limbs of the Y may disappear, thus forming cross-shaped chromosomes (fig. 66).

After the daughter chromosomes have separated they are plainly V-shaped (figs. 67,

68) ; and this shape may also be seen in the first polar body and in the second

polar spindle (figs. 68, 69). In the second polar spindle each limb of the V is sepa-

rated from the other, thus giving rise to rod-shaped chromosomes, which are found

in all the stages of the anaphase and in the second polar body (figs. 70-73).

Owing to the small size of the chromosomes it has not been possible to deter-

mine with certainty which of these maturation divisions is reducing and which

equational. If the two limbs of the V's in the first maturation represent two indi-

vidual chromosomes united at one end, then the first maturation division is equa-

tional and the second reducing, for these limbs of the V's are not separated until

the second maturation ; if, on the other hand, the cleft in the original V's represents

the splitting of two original chromosomes placed side by side (a thing which seems
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somes and hence be rod
cln

likely, since such parallel chromosonu's without niiy cleft are foun(\ in <

(c/. figs. 76. G2), then tlie first maturation divisi<m wouhl .separate wh.
icing. Avhile tlic socnnd would scjuiratr linlf cl

d therefore be ecp]ati..ual. Only a careful investigation of the manner of (»riffin

•<>nu>-

ronio

of these V-shaped

is unfavorable for such work

fii

3. Nucleolus.

The nucleolus of the germinal vesicle is lar^c and et1:

it usually lies eccentrically in the germinnl vesicle, though itn p(>siti<.n bears no
constant relation to the polarity of the eirg. As is usuallv the case, it iM-nni

to dissolve at the same time that the nuclear membrane doe^, and it d

pears with great rapiditv, so that no trace t f it Is lift bv the time that the fi

ni.i\

maturation figure has reached the metai>hase. Tn this respect it differs mate]

from the nucleolus of many other eir^s, whore its solution is so slow tliat it

not disappear until late in the first maturation division. In this case tlie Sfiliition

of the nucleolus is hastened by its breakin-jr up into manv small fragments (fi'j«.

62, 63, nl.).

4. Spindle Formation.

M}' observations agree entirely with those of Ijoveri (I'^OO), .Tulin (ISOo), Hill

(1S95), Castle (1S9G) and Crampton^ in showing that there is no trace of a centrt>-

some at either pole of either of the maturation ppindjes at any time in their his-

tory. These results arc directly opposed to those of Golski (ISOOj, who fouiul

minute centrosonies at the poles of the maturation spindhs of Ciofia inlcsti-

7talis. Not only are no centrosomc^ visible in my preparatioTis at the poles of the

spindle, but all evidences of astral radiations arc also absent. Under these circum-

stances the formation of the spindle is of unufual inten'st. The spindle fibres first

appear as lines of granules, which radiate in all directions from the finely granular

mass of linin substance which unites the chromosomes in the middle of the nuclear

(fig. 62). These lines of granules are quicklj* transformed into fil

o

run through the linin substance ; these fibres are never parallel at their first appear-

ance and frequently radiate in all directions, though they sometimes run in the

same general course (figs. 63, 64). As this mitotic figure with the surroundii

nuclear plasm is moved nearer and nearer to the surface of the egg the fibres come

to be more nearly parallel, becoming paratangential with the e^^ surface (fig. 65).

In this rearrangement of the fibres they are at first farthest apart at the ends, so

that the spindle has an hour-glass shape (fig. 65). Then certain of these fibres

unite at their ends into several groups or bundles, but the fibres which belong to

one group at one pole may be. associated with diflx}rent fibres at the opposite pole

0-. 65). There is thus formed a kind of multipolar spindle, closely resembling

the mitotic figure present in many jdauts {cf. Osferhout, 1897; Mottier, 1S97

* I am indebted to Dr. Crainpton for the privilege of seeing photographs of the beautiful plat

of his completed but yet unpublished work on the maturation and fertilization of Molguh.
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Nemec, 1899). Finally, in the metaphase all the spindle fibres are drawn together

at the poles ; but even in this stage, though the spindle fibres lie close together,

they do not unite into a central body, and there are no astral rays (fig. 66). In

the anaphase a few rays may be seen running from the margin of the chromatic

plate toward the equator of the cell and lying on the periphery of the spindle (figs.

67, 81, 82). These are the only fibres which are not continuous from pole to pole,

and are therefore the only ones which bear even a remote resemblance to astral rays
;

that they are not such, however, is shown by the fact that they radiate from no

center but lie only around the periphery of the spindle. In this respect they more

closely resemble peripheral spindle fibres than astral rays. Still, if one considers

that one of the characteristics of peripheral spindle fibres is that they are attached

to chromosomes, it will be seen that these fibres do not belong in that category. Of
course, since centrosomes are not present, there can be no central spindle. We have

in this case, therefore, a mitotic figure in w^hich are neither central spindle, periph-

eral spindle nor astral rays in the strict significance of those terms. The spindle

w^hich is present arises wholly from nuclear linin, and consists almost exclusively of

fibres w^iich are continuous from pole to pole.

The small size of the maturation spindles of the ascidian egg is notable as con-

trasted wdth the great size of the germinal vesicle. Among many annelids and mol-

lusks the first maturation spindle is at least as long as the diameter of the germinal

vesicle, whereas among the ascidians it is scarcely more than one-quarter as long.

However, in those animals in which the spindle is very long in the prophase or

metaphase it undergoes a great shortening in the anaphase,

—

e. g,, in Crepidula it

is not more than half as long in the anaphase as in the metaphase (Conklin, 1902).

This is probably true of all cases in which the maturation spindle Is a large one

;

for, since division of the cell body regularly takes place through the equator of the

spindle, the spindle must be relatively short at the time of the division of the cell

body, or the polar body will be relatively large. In all those cases In which the

first polar spindle is a long one, centrosomes are present near the periphery of the

germinal vesicle before its membrane disappears and the loose linin network of the

nucleus is transformed into the spindle fibres, thus forming a large, loosely con-

structed spindle. Later, by contraction of these fibres, the spindle slirinks In all

dimensions. In, the ascidians, on the other hand, no centrosomes are present and
the shrinkage of the linin takes place before the spindle is formed, so that from the

first it occupies but a small part of the volume of the germinal vesicle, and is no
larger at the beginning of mitosis than at its close.

The second maturation spindle arises in part at least from the remains of the

first, and is about half as large. Here also there is no trace of centrosomes or astral

radiations at any stage. The spindle is barrel-shaped, and a few peripheral fibres

are found around it in the anaphase (figs. 69-72) ; in all respects it closely resem-

bles the first maturation spindle.

Such a case of mitosis as this, in which we have the formation of a spindle, the

separation of chromosomes and the division of the cell body entirely without the

presence of centrosomes, offers a valuable opportunity for the study of the mechanics
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of indirect cell division. Inasnuicl I a? some of the cleavaircs al«o throw light on
this problem, its further consideration will be postponed to the section which deals

with the first cleavacre.

Jit

m^

5. Movements of Spindle and of Nuclear Plasm ; fonnation of Polar Bodies.

In Cynthia the first e an<l tlio puironndiiig nui^lcar pluMJi re-
%

ed

idefinitely in the condition >hown in fiiLcnres 77 and 78 unless the c'Tl'- be fi

In Cioiia the sta<re at which the mnturation nrocosses come to rt\<^^ is a li

more advanced than in Cynthia, as is shown in fi
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plasm which ha

upper hemisphe Unn
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three fo
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Fig. I.—Section of an egjr of fVifh»T pariitn which hmi lain twelve hours withont being fertilized.

The first polar spindle U p. s.) lini in the position in which it was first formed ; the peripheral layer

of yellow protoplasm fp. 1.) remains uniformly <listrihuted o%er the surface, but the clear protoplasm
has spread throughout the yolk and broken it up into irregular masses (compare with figs. 77 and 78
shov, ,_- unfertilized eggs in normal condition).

Fig. II.—Stained preparation of an entire egg of Cynthia partita, showing small spiudles at oppo-

site poles (1. p. s.\ which are poraibly two first mataratiun spiudles, though more probably one of these

is a precociously developed sperm spindle.

through the substance of the yollv in irregular masses {cf. text fig. I), and the eggs

thereafter are not able of fei Tlle ma d further

development of the egg are finally and forever halted in tliis early stage unless

the egg be fertilized As soon as a spermatozoon enters the egg active mo\

of the protoplasm begin and a localization of different ooplajmic material s

hich will be described later

moves to the animal

the same time the first maturation spindl

d is turned from a paratan to a rly rad

position The daujrhter chromosomes then parate and the first polar body

truded (figs. 66-68 and 79-8

Th d maturation spindle is smaller than the first, as Castle has sh

d. like the fi is paratang posit i 111 stages d later

becomes radial. The second polar body is extruded close to or immediately under

3 JOUBN. A. K. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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the first (figs. 71-73). The two polar bodies are of approximately the same size,

and neither ever divides. They are at first composed of clear protoplasm in which

the chromosomes are free ; later the chromatin is dissolved and diffused throughout

the cell body, so that they stain deeply and uniformly. They may at all times be

distinguished from the test cells by this staining reaction as well as by their being

closely attached to or imbedded in the egg. In Ciona they may further be distin-

guished from the test cells by the fact that they are larger than the latter. In

many eggs of Cynthia and in almost all of Ciona the polar bodies remain attached

to or imbedded in the egg at the point of their formation^ and they thus constitute

a most important landmark.

m

B. Fertilization.

As has been said, the first maturation spindle remains in the metaphase until

the egg is fertilized. The egg remains capable of fertilization for three or four

hours at least after the first formation of this spindle. As Castle (1896) has

shown, self-fertilization rarely if ever occurs in Ciona, though artificial cross-

fertilization is most easily accomplished. In Cynthia, on the other hand, arti-

ficial cross-fertilization is successful in only a small j)roportion of the

I have so far been unable to find any artificial means which will cause the

unfertilized eggs to develop beyond the metaphase of the first maturation division.

Violent shaking, various degrees of concentration or dilution of sea water, solutions

of sodium or magnesium chloride of varying strengths have all been without effect

in this regard. My experience in this matter is similar to that of Lyon (1903), who
reports that he was unable to cause parthenogenetic development among ascidians

at Naples by any artificial means.

'I.

1. Entrance of Spermatozoon.

Of the multitudes of spermatozoa which may be seen burrowing between the

follicle cells outside of the chorion after spermatozoa have been mixed with the

ova, only a few ever pass through that membrane. I have never seen a sperma-

tozoon in process of passing through the chorion and do not know how it is

accomplished. It is possible that there are one or more micropyles at the lower

pole, though I have never seen them. In whatever manner the spermiitozoa pass

the chorion it is. done very quickly and several frequently enter the perlvitelline

space ; dispermy or polyspermy, however, is very unusual. A spermatozoon enters

the egg in from two to five minutes after the spermatozoa are mixed with the ova,

and the presence of supernumerary spermatozoa in the perlvitelline space is show^n

by the fact that some of the test cells are occasionally fertilized (figs. 80, 85, sn).

The spermatozoon always enters the egg near the vegetal pole. I have not

found it possible to determine in living eggs whether the point of entrance lies

exactly at the vegetal pole or a little to one side of this. In stained preparations

of entire eggs, as well as in sections, the entering spermatozoon is usually seen to

lie eccentrically with reference to the vegetal pole (figs. 79, 173). In other cases,
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however, it lies almost exactly at that polo; in .sections this

be due to obliquity of the plane of section to the egg axis, but in preparations of

aj)pearance mig

itire eggs it can be seen that the spermatozoon (h»os «ometinu's enter almost e.v-

tly at the vegetal pole. It is lUKjuestionaLly true that the point of entrance is

ually eccentric as Castle affirms, but the degree of eccentricity just as certainly

different cases. It might be sup|

a single defmite meridian, Avcrc it nut for the fact that in cases of dispormy and
polyspermy the various points of entrance lie in difTeront meridians [rf. figs. 12. P-1).

I conclude therefore that the spermatozoon may enter at ajiy point on the vegetal

hemisphere within about 30° of the pole.

The fact that the spermatozoon always enters near the vegetal pole must be

due to some structural peculiarity; the j>eripheral layer of protoplasm is a little

thicker at this pole than elsewhere at the time that the sperm enters, and this might

be held to be the cause of the sperm*s ent(*ring at this pole, were it not for the fjut

that the sperm enters at the vegetal pole in many other eggs, e.^. thote of annelids

and moUusks, in which there is no peripcral layer. It is probalde that this very

general phenomenon is dependent upon some fundiiiiiental property, such as the

polarity of the e^^ or the direction of movement of the egg substance.

2. MoveVICJits of OopIasjH.

With the entrance of the sperm the most astonishing series of changes

place in the egg. These changes are most striking in the living eggs of Cynthia

where, owing to the yellow color of the periph«'ral protoplasm, the movements of

substance can be directly observed ; but they mny also be o

eggs of Ctona, and a detailed study of these changes may be made on fixed and

stained preparations. Almost immediately after the entrance of the spermato-

zoon the peripheral layer of protoplasm, which is nearly uniformly thick, and the

great area of nuclear plasm, in which the first maturation spindle lies (figs. 77, 78),

tlow around to the lower pole of the egg, leaving the first maturation spindle sur-

rounded by only a small amount of protoplasm. Thus within some ten minutes

after the entrance of the sperm the protoplasmic pole of the egg is transformed into

the yolk pole and vice versa. Castle does not figure nor describe this flowing of the

protoplasm from the animal to the vegetal pole, and it is probably owing to the fact

that he had not observed the early stages in which this occurs that he describes the

polar bodies as being formed at the yolk pole of the egg and the spermatozoon as

entering at the protoplasmic pole. Although he says that the presence of a sperma-

tozoon cannot be detected in the egg from which his figure 1 is drawn, I should sup-

pose from the fact that the first polar body is being extruded that the sperm must

already have entered {cf. my fig. 173).

4

a. Localisation of Yellow Protoplasm.

In Cynthia this downflow of protoplasm takes place so rapidly that it can

be seen in the livinc: egg and with such force that the test cells, which lie between
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the surface of the ei»2' and the chorion, are sometimes carried down with the strc

1 protopLasm to the lower pole of
1

ded together and

heaped up in the peri vitelline space (fig. 3, et seq.). Wliile this flowing is most

active, streamers of yellow surface protoplasm may be seen radiating toward the

upper pole. The yellow protoplasm thus carried to the lower j^ole coHects into a

deep orange-yellow spot which surrounds the sperm nucleus (figs. 4-6); it frequcntlv

forms a pi lower pole which recalls the polar lobe of the eggs of

annelids and mollusks. The clear nuclear protoplasm also flows to the lower pol

where it lies beneath the yellow disk or spot and is visible around its periphery (fig

4-6). The yellow protoplasm then gradually spreads again until it covers most of

the lower hemisphere (figs. 6-10). Then the sperm nucleus moves to one side of this

yellow cap, and a large part of the yellow protoplasm is drawn over with it until it

forms a yellow band or crescent, in the middle of which the sperm nucleus lies.

This crescent lies just below the equator of the egg and its middle point marks
the posterior pole of the future embyrb, while its two horns reach forward about

half-way around the egg to the middle of the right and left sides.

b. Localisation of Clear Protoplasm and Yolk.

At the same time that the yellow protoplasm is being formed into a crescent

and moved up toward the equator on the posterior side of the egg, the clear proto-

plasm which surrounds the sperm nucleus and aster is also drawn entirely away
from the lower pole to the posterior side of the egg and thence up to the equator

(figs. 82-92). Up to this time the sperm nucleus and the clear and yellow proto-

plasm have remained near to the egg surface ; finally, after the meeting of the germ
nuclei near the posterior pole of the egg, these nuclei and the clear protoplasm sur-

rounding them move inward to the center of the egg, while the yellow protoplasm

is largely left at the surface.

When the clear and yellow protoplasm are withdrawn from the upper pole the

gray yolk is there exposed (figs. 4, 5, 11). After the protophasm moves up to the

posterior pole the yolk is exposed over the entire (i'^^, except for the area of the

yellow crescent and a narrow line of clear protoplasm, which comes to the surface

just above the crescent (figs. 13-18).

In sections, small spherules which probably represent the yellow granules

of the peripheral layer of protoplasm, may be seen heaped up around the entering

sperm (fig. 74), this aggregation corresponding to the yellow spot of the living egg

g. 6). This massing of the yellow spherules is most marked, while the sperm
head lies in the peripheral layer; when it passes through this layer into the deeper

layer of clear protoplasm the yellow spherules again spread out into a flattened disk,

as shown in figures 75 and 80, which correspond to figures 7 and 8 of the living

egg (Plate I). Later, w^hen the sperm nucleus moves to the posterior pole and the

yellow protoplasm is drawn over to that side to form the crescent, sections show
that this crescent does not lie entirely on the surface, but that it extends for some
distance inward toward the sperm nucleus (figs. 87, 90, 92).

^

V
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In Ciona tlie same type of protoplasmic movement occurs as in C\nlhia, lait

with certain minor ditferonces. The peripheral hiyer is here decidedly thicker at

the lower pole than elsewhere, even before tlie fertilization of the eiig; the nuclear
plasm or clear protoplasm is also at this stage distributed as a layer over the entire

upper hemisi^here of the egg (fig. 172). After the entrance of the spermatozoon
the protoplasm of both these layers collects nt the lower pole. The nuclear plasm
and peripheral protoplasm cannot easily be distinguished in li\ ing egirs of Cioua, but

in fixed and stained material the latter stains more deeply than the former (fiirs.

1 i% 173). A crescent of peripheral protoplasm is formed here in the same way as

in Cynthia (figs. ITo, 176), and it occupies the same relativt' position (figs. 179-

183). Though Castle did not observe the peripheral layer of protoplasm and its

movement to the lower hemisphere it is evident that he recognized at least « part

of the crescent. His figures 17 and 45-47 show the middle portion of the cres-

cent in the 2-8 cell stages, and he describes this as an area of finely granular pro-

toplasm, which is clear in the living i^^^. and out of whicli the small posterior

mesenchyme cells are formed. According to my observations these cells arise from

a small part only of the middle portion of this crescent, while the greater part of

the crescent gives rise to the muscle and mesenchyme cells of the tadpole. From
his figures, as well as his descriptions, it is evident that he recognized oidy a small

portion of the crescent, viz., this median area of "clear protoplasm."

In many eggs of Ciona, if not in all, clear ]irotoplasni, whicli is composed of

large alveoles, surrounds the entering spermatozoon (fig. 17-)). Later, when the

sperm nucleus moves to the posterior pole, this clear area moves with it, and in sec-

tions in the median plane (figs. 175, 17G) forms a clear triangular an>a in the middle

of the deeply staining crescent. There is here shown a nivarkcd dilTcrentiation of the

substance of the crescent which continues to be recognizable throughout most of the

cleavage. I have not observed this clear median portion (^f the crescent in the 4-cen

stage, but in the 8-cell stage and thereafter it is plainly visible as a decpl}' st.aining

cap of protoplasm on each side of the mid-line. It corresponds In the main to the

clear protoplasm" described by Castle, which, as he discovered, marks the posi-ts

tion of the sperm nucleus at the ijosterior pole and which ultimately gives rise to

the "^ small posterior mesenchyme*' cells (B"-^) at the posterior pole of the gastrula.

This same clear protoplasm is present in the middle of the crescent in the Cynthia

esg, although it is here obscured by the surrounding yellow pigment; in the un-

segmented egg it forms a layer of transparent protoplasm over the surface of the

crescent, and in the cleavage stages of prepared eggs it is visible as two deeply stain-

ing caps of protoplasm similar to those in the egg of Ciona ; it ultimately gives rise

to the small posterior mesenchyme cells which are formed from the middle of the

crescent and whicli are composed of clear protoplasm in which there is no yellow

pigment (fig. 48, m'ch.). The substance of tlie crescent is therefore plainly differ-

4

\

I

entiatcd from the first into these two substances, clear and yellow protoplasm,

which remain distinct throughout the entire development.

._rii-j . -—
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3. Development of Sperm Nucleus and Aster.

Immediately after it has entered the egg the sperm head is rod-shaped and is

frequently coiled or twisted on itself (figs. 74, 79, 173). It decreases in length and

increases in width very quickly, and soon appears pear-shaped, the pointed end

being directed toward the sperm aster. At first densely staining throughout, it stains

less and less densely as it sw^ells in volume, until finally the chromatic and achro-

matic constituents are easily distinguishable (figs. 80-87). During this process there

are no evidences of chromosomal vesicles, the nucleus constituting a single vesicle.

In some cases there is a faint line between the head of the sperm and the egg

membrane which represents the middle piece and perhaps a portion of the tail (figs,

74, 79). Very soon after the spermatozoon has entered the egg a small aster,

with central clear area and minute rays, appears in the position of the middle

piece, between the sperm head and egg membrane (figs. 80, 173). The sperm aster

then grows with great rapidity, the rays extend throughout the greater part of the

clear protoplasm and even into the yolk and a minute body, the centrosome, becomes

visible at the centre of the rays, while the whole aster stains more deeply that the

surrounding protoplasm (figs. 81—87).

4. Path of the Spermatozoon within the

The spermatozoon usually enters the egg in a radial direction and keeps right

on through the protoplasm at the lower pole until it reaches the deeper lying yolk

(figs. 74, 75, 80). This may be known as the penetration path (Roux). The sperm

nucleus and aster then rotate so that the aster is directed forward in all further

movements, as is true in so many other cases (figs. 80-83). The path described

after the rotation is the copulation path (Roux), and it always forms more or less

of an angle with the penetration path. While the penetration path may apparently

lie in any portion of the lower hemisphere within about 30° of the pole, the copula-

tion path seems to be definitely determined by the structure of the o.^^^. The sperm
nucleus and aster move in this path from the neighborhood of the lower pole up to

the equator of the ^^^ on the posterior side, all the time keeping near to the surface

of the egg (figs. 81-87). But this path is not always the shortest path to the

equator; sometimes it is the longest, as in figures 81 and 85, in which the sperm
having entered to the left of the lower pole moves across to the right side in the

figure and then up to the equator. The point near the equator to which the sperm
nucleus moves invariably marks the posterior pole of the egg and of the future em-
bryo, and the copulation path by which the sperm nucleus reaches this posterior pole

must lie along the posterior side of the egg ; but since the point of entrance of the

sperm and the penetration path may lie near to or far from the posterior side, it is

evident that they can have nothing to do in determining the position of the posterior

pole. And since the copulation path is not always the shortest path to the equator,

but may sometimes be the longest, it seems probable that the direction of the copu-

lation path is not the cause but the result of the antero-posterior differentiation of

the egg. A further consideration of this subject will be found in the general part

of this paper

* ^

J
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5. The Egg Nucleus and I'/s Movements
After tlie formation of the second Duhir botlv tlio clin.inos n

form chromosomal vesicles which then unite to form the e^-ir nucleus (fl'^ 73). The
from the animal pole into the volk. apiiarentlv in tlir diiu rcc-

of the axis of the second polar spindle iliiis. 8C

and moves toward the sperm nucleus and aster at the posterior pole. At fn>t a fe

remnants of spindle fibres connect the c-l' nncU'us with

but these arc soon lost and tliereaft* r this nucleus, w Ith

of protoplasm or astral rays, is almost lust to view in th(

the animal pole (fiir, S"

>ul any sunoundlnp; an

dense mass of volk (fi

89). Finally the egg nucleus emerges from tliis yolk into thr clear protoplasm

d fth

about half way between the posterior pole and the center. The relative positions

of the two germ nuclei when they first meet is invarlalily the same; thr egg

nucleus always lying on the central (anterior) and animal pole (ventral) side of the

sperm nucleus (figs. 89-93).

G. Sperm Ajnphlaster and first Cleavage Spindle.

About the time that the sporm nucleus has moved to the edgi' of the yt'llow rap

(fig. 8) and some time before the imiou of the two germ nuclei, the sperm centro-

somc divides as shown in figures 88, 89. I have not oljsorved all the details

of this d that (lie ceutidsonu* here i:i\t's rise to n <'<'iitr(»-

spindle or netrum (Boveri 1901), at ilie poles of which the daughter eentro-

somes lie. After the ceiitrosome has r

a well-marked central spindle is lefl c

led. the spliere also di\ icK's (fi

(«

>(rcr

89). When these daughter centrosomew Inive moved to tlie i)oles of the sporm

nucleus the central .spindle is cui\eil around that nucleus, and finalh its fibres

become indistinct (fig. 90) and Www dlsa])[)ear altoLrether (fig. 01). Tlie pperm aster,

at the time of its division, invarial)ly lies on the central side of the spcnn nucleus,

and the axis of the amphiaster thus formed is at right angles to the copulation 2)ath

and to the plane of the first cleavage (figs. 88-91). Up to the time when the

two germ nuclei meet, the sperm centrosomes lie at the ])oles of the spenn luicleus

(fig. 91), whereas no trace of centrosomes are ever found in connection with the

nucleus, and after the latter has moved away from the animal pole, on its patl

the sperm nucleus, no trace of radiation.^, spindle fibres or even of surround

cyto]3lasra can be found near the egg nucleus. The cleavage centrosomes may Ix*

traced without a break back to the sperm amphiaster, to the sperm aster and

finally to the middle piece of the spermatozoon. There could not possibly be a

clearer case of the origin of the cleavage centrosomes from the middle piece of

the spermatozoon than is presented by the ascidian q^%. This conclusion agrees

with the work of all who have ever studied the fertilization in thi'se eggs (Boveri

c

1890, Julin 1893, Hill 1«05, Castle lS9n, Oolski 1899, Crampton). In Ciona,

Castle observed an archoplasmic mass in connection with each of the germ nuclei,

thouo-h that found near the sixjrm nucleus was larirer and more energetic than \\\(i
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one near the egg nucleus ; the hitter nFterward completely degenerates, according

t(j Castle, and takes no part whatever in the formation of the iirst cleavage spindle.

I have l)een unahle to find this archoplasniic mass in connection with the egg

nucleus unless the remnants of the second polar spindle (fig. 87) maybe interpreted

as such.

Any one who has studied the method of origin of the cleavage centrosomes in

the eggs of ascidians and of mollusks cannot fail to be impressed with the profound
*

diflerences between the two. Li the one we lune no centrosome or aster In connec-

any stage, while the spc d

visible at all stages after the entrance of the spermatozoon, and give rise directly

to the cleavage centrosomes; in the other, according to my observation f?, a centro-

some and aster are found in connection with each of the germ nuclei, and coinci-

dently with the union of these luiclei the asters or spheres also unite, while out of

fused s]:>her o ach gc

nucleus. It is recommended to those who maintain that in these details of fertili-

zation all animals must conform to a single type that they study the fertilization of

a gasteropod as compared with that of an ascidian.

;

< . Dispe) my.

Although it is a relatively rare thing for more than one spermatozoon to enter

an egg, still eggs are occasionally found into which two spermatozoa have pene-

trated. The entrance of more than two s])ermatozoa, if it occurs at all, must be a

very rare phenomenon. In stained preparations and in serial sections I have never

seen an nndoul^ted case of it; unsegmented eggs are sometimes found in wliich

there are a number of nuclei, but in all cases it is possible that these may have

arisen from the division of two sperm nuclei. In living eggs T have sometimes
4

observed several j-ellow spots on the lower hemisphere. Such an ii^^ is shown in

figure 12 ; there are here four yellow spots, each about ecpiidistant from the vegetal

pole, and presumably there is a nucleus in each of these, though nuclei were actualh'

observed in only two of them. It is p y have arisen by d

sion from two original nuclei, and that this is therefore a case of dispermy and not

of polyspermy. It is an interesting fact that dispermic eggs never diside, though

the nuclei may do so repeatedly, and of course they never develop normally.

Dispermic eggs have been repeatedly ol)served both in living and in fixed

material, in entire preparations and in serial sections. Such eggs afford a valualde

means of testing the question as to whether the point of entrance of the sperm is

predetermined, and more important still, as to whether the posterior pole of the

enir and the nlane of the first cleavaire is nre-existent in the eo-Qr or is esta})li•st cleavage is pre-existent in the egg or is estaljlished

by the entering spermatozoon. So far as I have observed, the two sperm nuclei

always enter the ^^^ near the vegetal pole, and at first they lie in a common proto-

plasmic field. As they move toward the equator, however, they frequently sepa-

rate, and when they have reached the equator and have each given rise to a spin-

dle they are often found on opposite sides of the ^^^^ with the surrounding proto-

m

r

1
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plasmic fielcLs (^iiite separate. The two spindles are UMiallv i.arallel to eaeli ..lliei

aiRl are always entirely indepenaent, the p<.les never heinV united into a triast«>i

or tetraster.

Sections of two dispermic cix^s are slii)\vn in fi^iuivs 04 and Oo : in the former
' sperm nuclei, whicli have not yet reached the erniator (»f the o<i

111 iiositions on each 9\r\Q of the mid-line, and the nrotonlasmie fi

side of o f

/

V

I

VI

Figs. III-VL—Dispermic eggs of C, partita; drawn from stained preparations of entire
eggs. Figs. III. and V are viewed from the vegetal pole, the polar bodiea being seen
through the egg. Fig. IV is viewed from the animal pole and Fig. VI from the posterior
pole. The boundary between the protoplasm and yolk is indicated by a crenated line;
when seen through the egg this boundary is represented by a line of stipples.

mal eggs. The yellow protoplasm here forms a continuous crescent, and save for the

fact that the sperm nuclei do not lie at the middle of this crescent and that a small

tongue of yolk partly separates the two sperm asti'is, the egg is not unlike a normal

one. In figure 95 a later stage of a dispermic egg is shown, in which the sperm nuclei

have reached the ecpiator and have moved in from the surface toward the center of

the egg, while one of tliese nuclei has united with the single egg nucleus. There

is here also a symmetrical arrangement of the sperm nuclei and of the clear and yel-

low protoplasm on each side of the mid-line. The protoplasmic areas are here further

4 JOUEN. A. X. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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separated than in tlie preceding figure, though they still lie nearer one pule of the

eirsr than the other. In this case also there can he little douht that the more riclilv

protoplasmic pole corresponds to the posterior pole of normal eggs while the yolk-

laden pole corresponds to the anterior one.

Other dispermic eggs are shown in text figures III-VI, and here also one hcmi-

phere of the egg contains more protoplasm than the other, and may prohahly be

identified with the posterior pole. In still other eggs, espe

cleavage spindles are fully formed, the spindle and protoplasmic fields may lie on

opposite sides of the egg [cf. text fig. V). In these cases neither pole can he cer-

tainly identified as anterior or posterior. In normal eggs the cleavage spindle

always stands at right angles to the chief axis of the <tg'^^ and to the plane of

first cleavage ; in dispermic eggs the spindles are frequently not at right angles to

the egg axis and if, as I believe, the plane between the two protoplasmic areas re])-

resents the normally median plane, they are more frequentlj- parallel with this

plane than perpendicular to it.

The phenomena of dispermy demonstrate that the point of entrance of the

spermatozoon is not predetermined but that spermatozoa may enter at different

points on the vegetal hemisphere ; they also render probable the view that the

plane of bilateral symmetry is not first established b\ the accidental path of the

spermatozoon within the egg, but that this plane is structurally present before ferti-

lization. This problem will be m(jre fully discussed in the general i)art of this paper

(Chap. VII).

III. ORIENTATION OF EGG AND EMBRYO.

As a preparation to the studj^ of the cell-lineage and'later development of the

ascidian egg it is necessary to consider at once the orientation of the egg and early

cleavage stages. This is the more necessary since the utmost possible diversity of

opinion has been expressed with regard to this matter.

1. Van Beneden and Julin's System of Orientation.

Van Beneden and Juliu (1884) were the first to undertake to relate the

early stages of development of the ascidian egg to the later stages. Their work
w^as in fact one of the earliest and most admirable contributions to the subject

of cell-lineage. They followed the cleavage, cell l)y cell, as far as the 44-cell stage

and pointed out what they supposed to be the relations of each of these cells to the

germ layers. They determined the relations of the axes of the egg and early cleav-

age stages to those of the gastrula and larva and, for the first time in the history

of embryology, established the fact that the principal axes of the larva ma\ be

identified in the unsegmented egg. The evidences upon which they based their

conclusions as to the axial relations of q^^^^ and embryo and as to the fate of the

cleavage cells are not fully stated in their brief paper of only fifteen pag(*s; but

their statements of fact are perfectly clear and explicit. In brief these are as

follows

:

J
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4.

(1) The finst cleavage spiiullo is eccentric foward tho posterior pole of the eirir.

and the median plane of the future embrvo is marked out by the bilateral svmmotrv
of till' unsegmented egg (p. 0).

(2) The plane of tlie first cleavage coincides witli tlie plane of bihitcral sym-
metry, and therefore divides tlie l^^^<^ into right and left halves (p. 6).

(3) The second cleavage plane is transverse to the lon-j axis of the eiiibrvo

and separates two large anterior cells from two suiall posterior ones {\^. 7).

(4) The intersection of these two planes marks the vertical axis of tlie i.'y[\i. ; one
end of this axis corresponds to the michHe of the dorsal, the other to the middle of

the ventral face of .the gastrula (p. 7).

(5) The third cleavage separates 4 larger dorsal cells from 4 smaller ventral

ones (p. 7); the latter are ectodermal, the former "mixed."

(6) At the fourth cleavage these 8 cells give rise to IG; 8 ventral cells, all

ectodermal, and 8 dorsal cells, G of which are mixed, and 2, which are smalh-r tliaii

any of the others and lie at the posterior pole, ectodermal (p. 8).

(7) By division these IG cells give rise to 32; 16 ventral cells, all ectodermal

and IG dorsal cells, 4 ectodermal derived from the 2 posterior ectoderm cells of the

previous stage, G ectodermal derixcil from the G mixed cells, 4 endodermal and 2

still mixed. With regard to the identification of the dorsal and ventral fares at

this stage they say:—**0u bien les cellules ectodermique fornu-nt ensemble uiie

calotte appliqnee par sa concavite contra les globes endodermiques et mixtes (commo
dans fig. 10, c), ou bien c'est le contrairc qui a lieu, les ghibes endodermiques et

mixtes s'etalent en surface de fa^oii a coiistituer ensemble uue calotte moulee sur

I'ectoderme (fig, 0, c)."

(8) At the next stage there arc 44 cells; 32 ectodermal, easily recognized by

their transpareney, and 12 other cells very nuuh larger. The ect<Hlermal cap is

notably extended and tends to envelope the endoderm.

From this stage onward there is no question as to the identification of the dtjr-

sal and ventral faces or the anterior or posterior ends. As will presently appear,

my work, like that of Chabry (1887), entirely confirms the orientation adopted by

Van Beneden and Julin, though I cannot agree with them as to the fate of certain

individual cells.

2. Seeliger^s System.

Seeliger's (1885) later work was much less detailed and satisfiictory with

regard to the orientation of the early cleavage stages, as Castle has shown. His

principal conclusions as to orientati(jn are :

(1) The first cleavage j)lane coincides with the median plane of the embryo,

but neither anterior nor posteiior, dorsal nor ventral can be recognized at this

stage (p. 48).

(2) The second cleavage divides the egg into tw*o smaller anterior cells and

two larger posterior ones (p. 48).

(3) The third cleavage separates 4 dorsal endodermal cells from 4 ventral ecto-

dermal ones; the two posterior ventral cells are larger than any of the others.

Stnicturallv all these cells are alike (p. 49).
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(4) In the 16-cell stage the 8 dorsal endodennal cells are yellow and have

small nuclei; the 8 ventral ectodermal ones are clear (p. 50).

In the identification of individual cells and their axial relations Seeliger was

much at fault. The small cells of the 4-cell and later stages are certainly not ante-

rior in position but posterior, as has been shown by Van Bencden and Julin, Clia-

bry, Samassa, and Castle ; while the two larger cells of the 8-cell stage are not ven-

tral but dorsal in position, not posterior but anterior, as their relations to the two

small posterior cells show. Seeliger therefore mistook anterior for posterior, dorsal

for ventral and consequently right for left ; in short, he committed all the mistakes

possible in orientation.
h

F

3. Samassa's System.

Ten years after the publication of Van Beneden and Julin' s work, Samassa

(1894) working on Ciona and Clavellina reached very different conclusions from

those set forth by the first named authors. With the first four conclusions of Van
Beneden and Julin mentioned above he agrees, save that in the unsegmented ^^^-^

he claims that only the median plane and the anterior and posterior, but not the

dorsal and ventral, poles can be recognized. With regard to the identification of

the dorsal and ventral sides he held that Van Beneden and Julin were completely

in error and that they had mistaken the dorsal for the ventral, the endodermal for

the ectodermal pole in all stages up to the 44-cell stage. As the most important

evidence of this false orientation Samassa cites Van Beneden and Julin's figures c

and 10 c, which represent optical sections in the sagittal plane of a 32-cell and a

44-cell stage respectively. In the first of these the ectoderm" cells are shown as

columnar, the endoderm cells as flattened ; whereas in the second, figure 10 c, the

ectoderm cells are flattened and the endoderm columnar. " The figures of these

two authors," says Samassa, " are sufficient to show that figure 10 c is projierly and

figure 9 c falsely oriented ; in both cases the cylindrical cells belong to the endoderm
and are dorsal in position." The words of Samassa directed against Van Beneden

and Julin apply with equal or even greater force to himself: "Van Beneden and

Julin have not once sought," he says, " to bring forward one fact in support of this

remarkable transformation." With the exception of the worthless a priori argu-

ment that cells which have once been cylindrical must always remain so Samassa

has not produced a single argument or fact in favor of his contention.

\

4. Castle's Systefn.

In the same year Castle (1894), in a preliminary paper and again in his

final paper (1896) on the early embryology of Ciona intestinalis, reversed the orien-

tation maintained by Van Beneden and Julin and held with Samassa that in all

stages preceding the 44-cell stage the Belgian investigators had mistaken dorsal

for ventral and vice versa. Furthermore, after having studied the formation of

the polar bodies, he was lead to the truly remarkable conclusion that these bodies

in ascidians are formed at the endodermal pole, whereas in all other animals, so

}
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far as kno^vii, thej are fonned at the cctiKlcniial pole of the e^'^^ l\\< coiiehi/ioii.^

were stated in the most positive manner niul \u\\v Wen widclv aoci'ptod. notwltli-

standing that such an orientation Is ahs«.hitrlv unuiiio, and for tliis ver\ reason

\

VII
Vlil

Fig, VIL—Four-cell s^ge of Cioita infeMtiualU Tiowwl from th<* animal pole; the crenated line
represents the boundary between the protoplasm and yolk; tlie dotted line mflrlcR the anterior
limit of the crescent at the veKetal pole ; the four cells are approxiiuatcly equal in size.

Fig. VIII.—Four-cell stage of Ct^nthh pnrtit>i seen from the animal |iole; the limitaof pn>to*
plasm and crescent are repreaented as in the preceding figure; the two poMerior ceila area little

smaller than the anterior ones.

plioiild have been received with caiitinn, Iiin?5iiiue]i as (^i^tle's work is the most

thorough and extensive treatment of tlie early development of ascidians sinoe the

appearance of Van Bencdin and Juliii's paper, and since his conchisliins arc diamet-

rically opposed to my own, it seem?? desirable to ^ive witli some fidness his conclu-

sions as to orientation as well as the evidences upon which these conclu.-ioiis arc

l)ased. In speaking of Van BenediMi and JuliiTs work he sa^s (l>>04j p. 200);

"It is my purpose to show that by yielding themselves to conjecture in so small a

matter as these three cell divisions, the eminent authors fell into an ei*r«»r which

invalidates the most important conclusions of their otherwise excellent work. F(»r

in correlating the 44-cell stage with the 32-cell sta2:c thev have changed the orien-n

identified the dorsal side of one with tlie ventral side oftation so that they have i

the other, the endodermal half of one with the ectodermal half of the other. T/iei?'

orientation of all the stages prior to the ^^-cell stage is accordingly wrong. Their

terms ectodermal and endodermal. ventral and dorsal^ as employed up to this stage^

must be interchanged!' Again Avith regard to the point at which the polar bodies

form he says (1804, p. 211) :
—"I have repeatedly seen the polar bodies and observed

continuously the cleavage stages following their formation. These observations lead

to the surprising but unavoidable conclusion that the point on the surface of the

Q<r<t at which the polar bodies form l)ecomes later the center of the dorsal or endo-

Again in his later W(^rk (18'J0, p. 220) h e savs w i t li

ii The form changes accompnnying maturation Dccur, in

denual half of the Qg'g.

regard to this matter

:

Ciona at least, and presumably in ascidians in general, at the pole of the egg oppo-

site to that at which they occur in Amphtoxus^ and, so fai* as known, in ail other

animals producing eggs with polar differentiation; for the changes connected with
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maturation are uniformly reported to take place at the animal, t. e., at tlie more

richly protoplasmic pole, whereas in Ciona they take place at the vegetative pole.

. . . The statement made in the preceding paragraph presents a condition of affiiirs

so directly contrary to that found in other groups of animals, as well as to what has

been assumed by all previous writers to be the case in ascidians, that it requires the

presentation of unmistakable evidence in its support. Such evidence I have to offer,

both from the study of the living egg and from that of preparations."

What is this evidence? So far as it relates to the origin of the polar bodies at

the vegetal pole it is twofold; (a) the polar bodies are formed at the yolk-rich

pole, (b) this pole becomes the endodermal pole of the gastrula. As to the first of

these propositions I have already shown that the germinal vesicle fades and the first

maturation spindle appears at the protoplasmic pole (figs. 77, /8, 1/2). Only later,

after the entrance of the spermatozoon, does the protoplasm flow away from this pole,

leaving the maturation spindle closely surrounded by yolk ; still later, during the

first cleavage, the protoplasm flows back again to near the center of the egg and at

the close of this cleavage it moves still nearer to the pole at which the polar bodies

lie (figs. 100, 102, 106, 107, 178); thereafter this pole is always the more richly

protoplasmic. Therefore, except for a brief period after the fertilization and before

the first cleavage, when the protoplasm is temporarily withdrawn from the matura-

tion pole through the influence of the spermatozoon, the maturation or animal pole

and the more richly protoplasmic pole are one and the same in ascidians as in other

animals.

As to the statement that the polar bodies are formed at a jDioint which corresponds

to the center of the dorsal or endodermal pole of the gastrula it is evident that

unless the polar bodies have been actually followed through tlie development to a

stage when the ectodermal and endodermal poles are unmistakable, this statement

must rest uj^on indirect evidence furnished by a study of the cleavage stages. As
a matter of fact, Castle has not figured nor described the polar bodies in any egg

later than the IG to 24-cell stage, whereas there is no trace of gastrulation in Ciona

before the 76-cell stage (fig. 200). Undoubtedly therefore Castle's evidence that the

polar bodies are formed at the endodermal pole must be indirect rather than direct,

and must be derived from the study and orientation of the cleavage stages. We
may therefore turn at once to the evidences which led him to reverse Van Beneden

and Julin's orientation of these stages. So far as I am able to discover there are, in

addition to several minor considerations which could at best be considered only as

confirmatory, two and only two general lines of evidence which he brings forward

in fiivor of his contention. They are the following

:

(1) The hemisphere in which division is earliest as the egg passes from the 16-

cell stage to the 32-cell stage, and from the latter to the 46-cell stage becomes later

the ventral or ectodermal hemisphere of the embryo (1894, p. 206 ; 1896, pp. 229 and

235). Tlie second paper refers to this proposition as having been demonstrated in

the first. What is this demonstration ? So far as T can ascertain it consists merely

in the assumption that the cells, which in the 16-cell and 32-cell stages divide earlier
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tliau tlie others, must continue to divide niuiv rajndlv and ilius .lmvo rise to the inoiv
iiuuiorous ectodenn cells of tlie -asfnilar ,-tajre. si> far from there bein<r any diTu-
onstration of this proposition there is actually no *'\ idcnee otK-ivd in sui.p».rt of it.

Furthermore, I can affirm from my own studies that It is not frue. The cells which
lag behind in division np to the (U-eell stage, theivafler divide nuuh mon^ rapidly

19G-204)

d. the ectndmn of flu' -astrula {cf. fi-s. 1on-l:;4

2) Castle's second reason for rejecting the orientation of Van Pxned.n and .Tulin

>e of the cells al Iht- two ijohs. In theis the same as Samassa's, viz.^WiQ peculiar sliapo

32-cell stage and even earlier the cells at the ma
while those at the opposite pole are thin and suiM»rficiall\

nar cells] retain this columnar form up to and thn»ugh(

37). Tliev thus "-ive rise directly to the columnar end

d columnai

le c«»

41

Innr

;astrulation " (ISOO. p.

ly invaginated. On the otlier hand. Van Benedcn and .Tulin maintained

flattened cells of the 32-cc'll stage became the columnar cells of the 4l-cell stage ai

that the cohnnnar cells of the earlier staw became the flattened ones of the latter

stage. Castle savs that their finures show at a dance the absurdity of such an

interpretation (1894, p. 208; 1800, p. 237). Since the whole orientation which he

adopts as opposed to that of Van IJeneden and Julin rests upon the estahlishmeiit

of this one point, it passes belief that he, as well as Samassa, should not have taken

the most evident and direct step to j>royc it. Van "neneden and .Fulin figure optical

sections in the sagittal plane of an egg in the 32-cell stage showing the columnar

cells at the ventral pole, and of one in the 14-cell stage showing them at the <lorsal

pole. Castle figures actual sections of a 32-cell stage and of a 7r)-ceU stage, bnt
*

none between these two. A study of actual or of optical se<'tious of eggs transi-

tional Ijetween the 32-cell and [\n' 7r)-cell stages wonhl have sliowii conclusivel}-

that the columnar cells of the former jire gradually tran.sformcd into the tlattencd

cells of the latter, and the flattened cells of the one into the colunniar cells of the

other, and would thus have com[)letely established Van Ueneden and Julin's

orientation. Such a series of optical sections of the Ciona Q'^^i^
viewed trom the left

side and also from the posterior pole, is shown in text figures IX to XVI, and the

various stages in this change of shape can thei'e be clearh' followed. A similar

series of actual sections of the q^% of Cynthia is shown in text figures XVII to XXIV.
I do not find that this transfonnation is quite as rapid in Cynthia and Ciona as is

indicated by Van Beneden and Julin's figures Oc and 10 c %f Clavellina. At the

44-cell stage the cells at both poles are columnar and of nearly equal height (text

figs. XIII, XIV), and not until the G4-cell or even the 7rM'ell stage is this trans-

formation complete. It must not l>e supposed, however, that this change in shape

of the cells at the two poles is a continually progressive one, since all tlie cells be-

come more superficial during divisiuii and more columnar during ro«t. Conseqnently

every cell changes shape more or less during each cycle of division; this is well

shown in figures XVIII and XX.

Other details which Castle regards as confirmatory of his view will be taken
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up later, Init enough lias now been said, in my opinion, to.sliow the untrustworthi-

ness of his principal evidence agahist Vnn Beneden and Julin's system of orientation

and in favor of his own.

5 Evidences in favor of Van Benedi d Julin's System

While it is evident from these man^' and serious differences of opinion that it

is easy to make mistakes in the orientation of the ascidian egg, it is not true that

the egg is an unusually difficult one to orient. In fact there are few eggs, except

IX XI

X XII

Figs. IX-XII.—Camera drawings of eutire staiueil eggs of Ctona intestinulis viewed as transparent
objects. Figs. IX and XI are seen from the posterior pole; Figs. X and XII from the left side. Figs.
IX aud X represent a 16-ceU stage passing into a 24-cell stage; Figs. XI aud XII a 32-cell passing
into a 44-cell stage. The head and tail of the arrow mark the position of the equator (third cleavage
plane) at the anterior and posterior j)oIes. The cells of the crescent (mesoderm) are B*-3, W'i and B*';
all the other cells of the lower hemisphere are yolk laden and the boundary betweea protoplasm and
yolk is indicated by a crenated line ; the stippled areas adjoining the median plane in the cells H5-' and
B*-3 represent caps of deeply staining protoplasm (clear in life). The segmentation cavity is shaded by
vertical lines and the cells bordering it are seen in median optical section ; the cells at the upper pole
are columnar, those at the lower pole flattened. The polar bodies, although shaded diagramatically, are
present exactly where they appear in the drawings.

those ill wliich the irkedlv hich this can be so

All the embryonic axes are clearly distinguishable in the unsegmenteddone,

and at ever^- stage in development there are numerous landmarks by which the

fferent poles of the q^<x may Ijc recognized W I the ption of Seel

of tlie earl
J'
development of ascidians have recognized that from tlie IC

cell statre onward, the po pole is marked 7 two m smaller than

[iii\ the entire etrir Tl le f ditficulty has be idenccd the
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work of Seeliger, Siimassn, and Castle, in distin-ui.sliino tl»o .li>rsal and vmlral laoos

in tlie pregastmlar stages. This is duo to the r^u-i that the cells at these two poles

are of somewhat similar shape, size and aiiangement, as nniy he seen ])\ referring

to figures 117, US, 120, 124, 130 and 131 of tliis paper. ILmH'vcr, the'dillervneos

between these poles are so marked that tlicre never need be anv confusion r( ward-

ing them.

(1) The most striking dilTerence between the two poles is found in the fact

that at all stages of the cleavage and gastrulation one pole is rich in protoplasm, the

other rich In jolk. This is particularly noticeal)le in Cynthia and Molguh, hut is

also true of Ciona, though in tliis genus thr (liflerences between the two poles are not

I

XIII XV

^i
A

XIV

a'l?

XVI 401

Figs. XIII-XVI.—Camera drawings of eutire eggs of Ciona intestinalis viewed as transparent objects

;

Figs. XITI and XV are seen from the posterior pole; Figs. XIV and XVI from the left side. Figs. XIII
and XIV represent a 44-cell stage passing into a 62-cell stage ; Figs. XV and XVI a 76-cell passing into a
110-cell stage. The position of the equator, the boundary between protoplasm and yolk and the segmen-
tation cavitv are represented as in the preceding figures. In Fig. XIV the cells A7-4 and A?-^ are neural

XIII and XIV)
otber cells of the lower hemisphere are endodermal. In Figs. XIII and XIV the cells bordering the seg-

mentation cavity (seen in optical section) are of about equal height at the two poles; in Figs. XV and
XVI the cells at the lower pole are columnar, those at the upper pole flattened. The polar bodies are

present exactly where they appear in the drawings.

quite so marked as in the other genera named This diHercnce is so great that in

properly stained eggs one can always tell at a glance Avliich is the yolk pole and

which the protopl

is red or light pt

pfrrv^iIn

the yolk

1 in

d the two pole

^} the protoplasm

so unlike that

5 JOURK A. X. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.

t
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be no excuse for mistaking them. In Cynthia, indeed, these dift s

be easily recognized liT o the yolk being slate-graj and the proto

plasm colorless or yellow (figs. 28, 32 38) The yolk spherules are not scattered

through the cytoplasm, but the limits of the yolk and cytoplasm are sharp and dis-

tinct. In the cells at the yolk pole the cytoplasm is limited to a small area around

lenucleus; at the protoplasmic pole the cytoplasm occupies a large part of t

the yolk being limited to the inner ends of the cells. This is seen especially

a s.-v

5.4-
H|.

Oi
.o
oq

O

'Cl

o
.»_ •

.0

n

-'«c<^^
J^ ^

vo

85s5

'0

XVll XIX

b53 ce.5

XV 1 11
XX

Figs. XVII-XX.—Actual sections of eggs of Cynthia partita; Figs. XVII and XIX in the median
plane, Figs. XVIII and XX in a transverse plane. Figs. XVII and XVIII represent a 20-24 cell stage;
Figs. XIX and XX a 32-44 cell stage. Unshaded portions of cells represent clear protoplasm ; closely
crowded spheres, the yolk ; minute spherules, the yellow protoplasm of the crescent. The clear protoplasm
is located chiefly in the cells of the animal half of the egg (ectoderm) ; it is also found in the crescent
cells (mesoderm) (Bs-^, B^^ B^-s) and neural plate cells (A?-^, upper half of A^*^) of the lower hemisphere.
The remaining cells of the lower hemisphere, (endoderm Bs-^, B^-', A^-^^ A^-3, and chorda, A7-3 and lower
half of A'^-*) are filled with yolk

;
yolk is also found in the central ends of all the other cells. The yellow

protoplasm is limited to the crescent cells and to a single pair of cells of the upper hemisphere (b5-3). In
Fig. XVII the cells at the two poles are approximately equal in height; in Fig. XVIII the cells at the
animal pole are flatter, probably owing to the fact that they are dividing ; in Figs. XIX and XX the cells
at the animal pole are columnar, those at the vegetal pole flattened. The polar bodies are actually pres-
ent where they are represented.

^

well in actual sections taken in the e«fff axis : such sections are shown in text fi

XYII to XXIY, and it can there be seen that the cytoplasm is largely found
o

hich lie on that side of th polar bodies are found the
n

cells at the opposite pole are almost entirely fdled with yolk. These yolk-lade

^^
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colls are ultiniaU'ly uiva<:lnat(.'(] and form cndodt-rm (text fijr^:. XXI to XX

H

are fore dorsal in po till' protoplasmic orlls at tlie opposite polt

form ectoderm and are ^c'ntral In position. The cells which form tlie

boundary of the jolk-rlch hemispl

which are characteristic of the ac

pu

;untain the small s])licvnles, already descrilM'd,

protoplasm oK Lvfithia. Tlie distrilniflon of

oik shows conclusively, therefore, that the cells of the animal or ventral hem
contain

the cells of the

protoplasm and

f proto] and ffive rise to the ectodi-rm. \\\\\Ve>

c dorsal homispluM^o contaii I r

to tl10 irLkIt)ai^ d incsoderm
b

a^'^ a^'2

\

\

JL

/'

A

I

BTS RTJ

XXIV

Figs. XXl-XXIV,—Sections of eggs of Cynthia partita; Figs. XXI and XXIV in the median plane,

Fig. XXIII a little to one side of the median plane at the posterior end. Fig. XXII in a tmnsverse plane.

Fig. XXI represents a 64-celI stage, Fig. XXII a 64-76 cell stage, Fig.XXIlI a 76-110-ce]l stage, and Fig.

XXIV a 110-cell stage. The clear protoplasm, the yellow protoplasm and the yolk are represented as in

the preceding figures. The clear protoplasm is localized chiefly in the ectoderm and nenral plate ceils,

the yellow protoplasm in the crescent cells (mesoderm) and the yolk in the endoderm and chorda cells;

yolk is also present in the inner ends of the ectoderm and mesoderm cells. The polar hoJies shown in

Fi^. XXIII in dotted outline do not lie in the plane of the section drawn, hut in that of the next section of

the series. It is probable that the neural plate and chorda cells of this figure (A"*^ and A7"3) have already

divided in a transverse plane (r. fig. 131), and that these cells should tlierefure be labelled A®-? and A®-s

as in Fig. XXIV. la Fig. XXII the mesoderm cell W^ (Fig. XVIII) has divided into a mesenchyme
cell (B7-3) and a muscle cell (B7'4),tlie former containing little and the latter much of the yellow protoplasm.

(2) This orientation is furtlicr confirmed hy \^ study of tlie y

Cynthia egg and of

f

V fi it. As has be how

protoplasm of this egg coUeets at the lower (vegetal) pole and then movcis up

!.

%

H^^, jT^ v _"'_x y"^
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to a position just below the equator on the posterior side where it forms a yellow

crescent. At the first cleavage this crescent is divided in the middle into right and

left halves ; at the second cleavage it passes into the two posterior cells of the 4-cell

stage ; at the third cleavage it goes into the two posterior vegetal cells of the 8-cell

stage. In two subsequent divisions the yellow protoplasm is separated from the

yolk with which it is associated and thereafter forms a crescent of yellow cells which

surrounds the posterior side of the egg just below the equator (figs, 37, 39, 41, 42).

At all stages of development this crescent or, the cells which arise from it, lies in

the posterior half of the vegetal hemisphere, and the yellow cells are never sepa-

rated from the mid-dorsal line by more than a single row of yolk cells (figs. 44-48).

On the other hand these yellow cells are separated from the mid-ventral line by an

ev^er increasing number of clear protoplasmic cells (figs. 43, 45, 122, 129, 137, e/

seq.). The single row of yolk cells mentioned above as lying between the yellow

cells and the dorsal mid-line invaginates during gastrulation and gives rise to the

ventral cord of endoderm in the tail of the larva, while the yellow cells, which are

also invaginated, give rise to the mesoderm. A study of this yellow crescent and

of the cells which develop from it shows conclusively that it always lies on the pos-

terior border of the yolk-rich or dorsal hemisphere, that at the 16-cell and 32-cell

stages, it is separated from cells which give rise to the ventral endoderm, and that

it is invaginated with the endoderm and forms the muscle cells and mesenchyme of

the tadpole.

(3) Wholly similar results as to the orientation of the egg and embryo follow

from a study of the lineage of all the other cells of the embryo. I believe that I

have seen every division of every cell up to the 21 8-cell stage, and in the critical

period between the 32-cell and 76-cell stages I have seen these divisions in hundreds

of cases. The evidence from this source as to the orientation cannot here be pre-

sented in detail but must be deferred to that portion of this paper which deals

particularly with the cell-lineage ; however, it can be said that in not a single inst-

ance have I found any evidence against the orientation according to Van Beneden

and Julin, while every observation which I have made on the cell-lineage speaks in

favor of that orientation.

(4) Finally a most direct and convincing evidence in favor of this system

of orientation is found in the position of the polar bodies throughout develop-

ment. In preparations of the eggs of the three genera of ascidians which I have

studied, the polar bodies are easily distinguishable from the test cells by their

deeper stain ; in Ciona they are also larger than the test cells. In the last named
genus I have seen the polar bodies attached to the egg or imbedded in it at every

stage from the unsegmented egg to the gastrula (Plates XI and XII). In every

single instance they have been found at a point on the ectodermal (ventral) hemis-

phere which a study of the cell-lineage shows to correspond to the animal pole of

the unsegmented eg^. I have not observed the polar bodies in every egg of Cynthia

which I have studied or drawn, possibly because they do not in this genus remain

attached to the egg so persistently as in Ciona, but wherever I have been able to

1

1
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identify them tlicy have been found

87, 92190, 102,106, 107. 108. 110. J 1 1 1 0,

pole of the egg as in Ciona (fi

133, 13 In pfaL^c'ji later

than figures 139 and 143 the nrotoidasni of r cells becomes vesicular and

C

faintly tliat the}- can no loUL^^r be identified

ned from indirect eviden«'e', as T have ali-.-adv shown, tliat the

polar bodies of Ciona are fc k middle of the endodermal oi I ilf of

the egg. 1 have never in a single instance observed anvthing whieli mi-

for a polar l)od pole, Avheri'as 1 liave found the most positive and oft

peated evid tliat the rm
f their formation to the g Tl .'se d

pole fi

\Vi\re f< !'( n rm
rule tli:»t the polar nexcepticm to the general

3 ectodermal hemisj^here of the egg.

It is not necessary in this place to point out in more detail than h

eady the sources of error in the work of S

coll-lincagc of every cell

m iddle u f

( » lb
ork does not dertake to f( the exact

ffastrular sta2;e or later.o A\ C
P the

work, however, the case is (juite difl)

for bile the considerations already mentioned probably explain the sources of

of orientation, they do not explain the way in which he has incorporated

error in the cell-lineage which he has followed to an advanced stane. I n f
t,,,^

figures correctly drawn, and I can without difli

for cell with my own. T most imp

ment are found in his TiLnires 53 and 54. but even here the dif-

I find almost all of Castle

cultv correlate his draw in ":s

ceptions to this stab

ferences are not L^reat. His gnstrular stages are of course correctly <)riented since the

dorsal and ventral faces of the embrj'o are unmistakably marked out as soon ns the

invagination begins. All of his pregastrular stages, liowever, witli the exception

of a 48-cell and a 64-cell stage, shown in his figures 57 to 60, are erroneously

ted, dorsal being mistaken for ventral and ventral for d AV 1 the

lineage which he
to

of eveiy 4 (his fig. 50), T entirely

but in passing to the 48-cell stage (his figs. 57 and 58) he inverts the

d shifts the equator one cell-row nearer the vegetal pole than it

consequently all of the lineage of the later stages is wrong. A\

hould be,

therefore

the from 48 cells on th^ orientated, the lineage of the individ

cells is incorrect; before the 48-cell stage the lineage is correct but the orientation

The evidence for this grows in part out of the general considerationswrong.

already mentioned, but also founded upon a detailed study of the cell-line-

age, to which we now- turn.

*
>

w

A.

IV. CELL-LINEAGE.

NoMEXCLATUKE.—In order to facilitate reference to the work of others, it

is desirable that some good system of naming the individual cleavage cells be

adopted and thereafter adhered to even if it be not ideally perfect. The system

which has been employed with only slight modifications in all the recent cell-line-

age work on annelids and mollusks is not well suited to the ascidian egg because in
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the latter there is no distinction of macromeres and niicronieros, because there are

no " quartets " which arise from stem cells, because this system is not well adapted

to show the perfect bilateral symmetry of the egg and embryo, which is one of the

most characteristic features of ascidian development, and finally because of the great

number of figures which must be used as exponents in the representation of later

stages [eg. the letter designating each of the cleavage cells of the ninth generation,

figs. 140-143, would need to be followed by no less than six exponents). Owing to

these reasons I early saw the difficulty of attempting to apply this system to the

cell-lineage of the ascidian egg. The most complete system of nomenclature which

has heretofore been used in the study of the cell-lineage of ascidians is that of

Castle, which is a modification of a system devised by Kofoid (1894). In this sys-

tem, as is well known, the four quadrants of the egg are designated by the letters

A, B, C, D ; after the third cleavage the cells nearer the vegetal pole are designated

by capitals, those ijear the animal pole by lower case letters. The first expon-

ent following a letter indicates the generation to which a cell belongs, the second

exponent the position of the cell relative to the vegetal pole. With this system it

is always difficult to determine at a glance the lineage of any cell since " to ascer-

tain the mother cell of any particular cell, its first exponent must be diminished by

one ; and its second exponent, if an even number, must be divided by two, but if

an odd number it must be first increased by one and then divided by two. Tn
^^ r

order to determine the daughter cell of a particular cell, simply reverse this process

;

that is, increase the first exponent by one and double the second exponent. To
determine the other daughter cell diminish this second exponent by one" (Castle,

1896, p. 227). While it is thus difficult to determine at a glance the lineage

of any cell, the number of exponents required is relatively small, and this fact,

more than any other, has led me to adopt Castle's system, with the following modi-

fications :—The right and left halves of the embryo are designated b\^ the same
letters, the names of cells on the right being underscored as compared with those

on the left. This method of desiojnatin"^ the cells of the right and left sides iso o

essentially similar to that employed by Cliabry (1887). In this way but two
letters are needed for the whole cell-lineage, one for the anterior and another for

the posterior quadrants. For these I desired to use the letters employed by
Van Beneden and Julin and by Chabry, viz. A and P, but owing to the difii-

culty of distinguishing between lower case and capital P, I finally chose the letter

B instead of P. The right anterior quadrant is A, the left A; the right pos-

terior quadrant is B, tlie left B. After the third cleavage all cells lying on the

polar body side of that cleavage plane are designated by lower case letters, while

those on the opposite side of that j)lane continue to be designated by capitals. This

modification not only emphasizes the bilateral character of the ascidian egg, but it

also simplifies the nomenclature. Furthermore, it facilitates reference to Castle's

work, for when in his orientation of the 48-cell stage the ^^'g is inverted as com-
pared with earlier stages the riglit side is substituted for the left, and the letters A
and D, which in the earlier stages designate the actual left side, are used after the
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48-celI stage to designate the actual riglit and vice versa. In my modification of his

system this substitution of one side for the otiier will be indicated only by the pres-

ence or absence of a line under the letter. Li all stages later than the 48-cell stage

I continue to use lower case letters to designate cells of the animal or ectodermal

hemisphere, and capitals for those of the o2)posite hemisphere, whereas Castle

reverses this rule.

B. Cleavage of the Egg; First to Seventh Generation qy Cells (1-G4 Cells).

Although the details of the early cleavages of the ascidian egg have been

treated at considerable length by previous writers on this subject, I have deter-

mined to present the subject here, cleavage by cleavage, both because my results

differ in many respects from the conclusions heretofore reached and because I wish

to call attention to certain features of these cleavages which have not as yet been

noticed. I shall shorten the account wherever possible by references to previous

work.

As is well known, ascidian eggs develop with great rapidity ; there are cer-

tainly few other eggs which develop so rapidly. Both Ciona and Cynthia reach

the fully formed tadpole stage in about twelve hours, while Molgula reaches this

stage in not more than eight hours after fertilization. Certainly there are few things

more wonderful than the origin of a complex animal,—of a chordate—, from an c

in the short space of from eight to twelve hours ! The portions of this brief period

devoted to the different stasres of devclonment are interestinix and smrsrestive. In

Cynthia about 40 minutes elapse between the fertilization and the appearance of

the first cleavage furrow ; about 140 minutes between the first cleavage and the

beginning of gastrulation ; and about 140 minutes between tliis stage and the young
tadpole stage shown in figure 163. The different generations of cleavi

separated from one another by intervals about as follows :

^

k r

Fertilization to first cleavage ( 1-2 Cells), . . 40 min
uFirst to second cleavage ( 2-4 '* ), . . 30

Second to third cleavage ( 4-8 " ), . . 30 "

Third to fourth cleavj o 8-16 " \ . . 20 ii

Fourth to fifth cleavage (16-32 " ), . . 20

Fifth to sixth cleavage ( 32-64 " ), . . 20

Sixth to seventh cleavage ( 64-112 "
), . . 20

Seventh to eighth cleavage (112-218 "
), . . 20

Eighth cleavage to young tadpole stage (fig. 163), . 2

a

a

u

li

1. First Cleavage; 1-2 cells. (Figs. 18-27, 96-100, 177, 178, 181.)

After the meeting of the germ nuclei^ which occurs about midway between the

center of the egg and the posterior pole (figs. 91, 92, 93), the cleavage spindle

develops rapidly and moves inward from the posterior pole until it lies almost

^ These figures are based upon the study of eggs laid and fertilized at 5 p.m. and put up at inter-

vals thereafter until 11 i\m. In each of these lots eo:2:s were found in several different stages and the

results can be accepted as only approximately correct.

lT_k.fl
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exactly in the center of the egg (fig. 96), always being oriented so that it lies at

right angles to the plane of the first cleavage and with its equator in that plane.

At the same time the clear protoplasm and a small portion of the yellow protoplasm

move inward from the posterior pole toward the center of the egg (figs. ^2, 90).

The larger part of the yellow protoplasm remains at the surface in the form of a

crescent, but the clear protoplasm is entirely withdrawn from the surface except for

a narrow zone which lies just above (ventral to) the crescent on the posterior side

(figs. 13-18, 96). During the formation of the first cleavage furrow, CA^en this

narrow zone of clear protoplasm is withdrawn from the surfiice to the center of the

egg, so that the yolk now covers the entire surface of the egg except for the area

of the crescent (figs. 100-102 and 178-179). This condition is just the reverse of

that which prevailed at the beginning of development, when the yolk was central

in position and the protoplasm peripheral (figs. 76-79).

The centrosomes and asters are larger and more easily studied in Ciona than in

Cynthia. Proceeding from the periphery to the center, the following parts of the aster
-

may be recognized (figs. 177, 179) : (1) The deeply staining, peripheral layer of the

aster, (2) the clear inner layer of the aster traversed by radiating fibres, (3) a granular

central body upon which the astral fibres end. The latter is the centrosome, and

is plainly composed of two parts, [a) an outer granular zone and (3) a central clear

area from which the netrum arises. In Cynthia the outer and inner layers of the

aster are not distinguishable and the centrosome itself is not so large as in Ciona ;

the latter is, however, composed of the same parts, viz.^ a peripheral granular zone

and a central clear area which gives rise to the netrum (figs. 98, 99). In these

ascidians, just as in the gasteropods which I have studied (Conklin, 1902), the

centrosome undergoes a decided growth and metamorphosis during the cycle of

division; in the early stages of the cycle it is a small, deeply staining body, in the

later stages it becomes much larger and ditferentiates into the outer granular zone

and the central clear area (cf. figs. 97, 98).

In Ciona both the first and second cleavage spindles are remarkable in that at

all stages of the division the nuclear part of the spindle can be clearly distinguished

from the polar or astral part (figs. 177, 179). The portion of the spindle derived

from the linin of the germ nuclei is short, deeply staining and barrel-shaped, and in

all respects resembles a maturation spindle (compare figs. 177 and 179 with figs. 67,

70, 71), Even in the possession of a few peripheral fibres which radiate from the

slightly rounded ends of the spindle toward the equator, this spindle resembles

those of the maturation divisions. These peripheral fibres are not in line with the

astral radiations, and hence are all the more striking. The astral rays which run

from the centrosomes to the ends of this nuclear spindle are small and faintly stain-

ing as contrasted with the heavy, deeply staining fibres of the nuclear spindle. No-
where else, so far as I am aware, is this double character of the mitotic figure so

clearly shown as in these cleavages of Ciona. This is due to the small size of the

nuclear spindle and to the large size of the astral systems, so that the ends of the

nuclear spindle are not easily confused with the astral rajs, and also to the ^reat
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diffe rence in tlie staining reactions of tlie two. Except Tor tlie presence of tlit

1 sjstems, this cleavage spindle is almost exactly like a niaturntion spindle.

In Cynthia the distinction between these two parts of the cleavage spindle

much longer and reaches nearlybecause he

mes (fig.
0' part can be distinguished fi

Th

1 by the stronger character of its fibres. In this genus also the astral sys-

not so Inrirc as in Ciona and the individual fibres are strouiit'i'. so that tin

between the nuclear and the astral portions of the spindle are but fainth

() f Ciona dies already d

of esi)ecial interest for the study of the mechanics of mitosis. I have not attempted

nake a detailed study of this subject, but it is quite evident tliat the separating

chromosomes move only as far as the ends of the nuclear spindle fibres (fig. 99).

They are never drawn up into contact witli the centrosomes, but remain at the

border of the aster, where they are transformed into chnnnosoniMl vesicles. In the

maturation divisions there are no centrosomes or asters at all to complicate the

problem, and here also the chromosomes move only to the ends of the nuclear spin-

dle fibres. These fibres elongate somewhat in the later stages of mitosis (figs. 70,

71, 72), thus separating more widely the daughter chromosomes.

The fact that in the maturation divisions the chromosomes aei

the aid of centrosomes or asters may be taken as evidence that in the similar spin

dies of the first and second cleavages the centrosomes and asters, althougli present

take no part in this work. Anything which will explain the movements of th(

chromosomes in such spindles as those shown in figures G9 to 72 will also cxplaii

their movements in such cleavage spindles as those shown in figures 177 and 1

In the maturation mitoses there are osomes nor asters, and v

separation of the chromosomes occurs in the usual manner. The spindle fibres

apparently serve only as a guide for this movement, and must be considered the

result rather than the cause of stresses in the cell substance. This is shown by
the fact that when they first appear these spindle fibres are not parallel but run

in all directions (figs. 62, 64). Later, under the influence of stresses in the cyto-

plasm, they become parallel. Under these circumstances there is no reason to

believe that the movement of the chromosomes is caused bv other factors than

those which bring about movements in the cell bodv

The constriction of the cell body first occurs, as indicated by figure 20

posterior pole. This is probably due, as Castle says, to the fiict that at th

pole is the more richly protopl Very soon the constriction extend

all the way around the o^^^ and, as the mitotic spindle lies in the middle, it follows

that the constriction must be about as deep on one side as on another (fig. 99).

This constriction divides the ooplasm with exact equality, not onl}' quantitatively

but qualitatively also. During and immediately folloAving this division the yellow

crescent undergoes some very remarkable transformations. These changes are

lown in figures 21 to 26, which represent consecutive stages of the same egg drawn

6 JOURN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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at intervals of about two or three minutes. The crescent is first constricted in the

middle (figs. 20 and 21) ; then the gray yolk penetrates into the lower part of each

half of the crescent and approaches near to the surface, being covered only by a

thin layer of the yellow protoplasm (fig. 22). Above and below this intrusion of

yolk the crescent remains deep yellow in color ; in the region of the intrusion the

color is gray with a superficial covering of yellow pigment granules. The lower

(dorsal) portion of the crescent thus cut off from the remainder is small as compared

with the upper part, and is median in position. Not more than tw^o minutes after-

w^ard this lower part unites with the upper along the median line (fig. 23), thus

forming a deep yellow semicircle in each blastomere. The intrusion of yolk may
still be seen entering this semicircle through its open half, which is dorsal and lat-

eral in position. Then these two semicircles come into contact with each other

along the first cleavage plane, the free ends enlarge into rounded knobs, and the

intrusion of yolk is less large (fig. 24). Finally, the intrusion becomes still smaller,

the open ends of each semicircle join, and the crescent is reestablished (figs. 25 and

26). Observation of the living egg during this period of division gives the impres-

sion of remarkable cytokenetic activity in all the ooplasm ; not only does the cres-

cent take part in this activity but the yolk and the clear protoplasm undergo

marked movements, in the course of which the clear protoplasm is divided into two

areas which are entirely separated from each other by a partition of yolk (figs. 25-

27). I have been unable to analyze all of these movements; one thing, however,

seems very probable, zji^.^ that they are in the main of a vortical nature and that

they are comparable with the movements in the constriction of the cell body which

I have observed in gastropods (Conklin, 1902). I have not thoroughly studied

these movements by the aid of serial sections ; since they take place with such

rapidity, this would be possible only by sectioning and studying a very large number
of eggs during the period of the first cleavage. In figure 99, which is an equatorial

section of an egg of the stage shown in figure 22 or 23, the substance of the crescent

(Cr) can be recognized on the posterior side of the egg ; it does not, however, show
any of the thickenings or thinnings indicated in the surface views mentioned.

Beneath the superficial layer of yellow protoplasm In this figure is an area of clear

alveolar protoplasm, while still deeper is the radiating protoplasm which constitutes

the astral svstems.

In the telophase of the first cleavage the centrosomes, daughter nuclei, and the

surrounding areas of clear proto^^lasm rotate toward the animal pole (fig. 100) in a

manner similar to that which occurs in the blastomeres of gasteropods (Conklin, 1902).

Through the agency of these telokinetic movements of the first cleavage the nuclei,

centrosomes and clear protoplasm are carried above the equator of the e^rcr toward
the animal pole. The pole at w^hich the polar bodies lie thus becomes more richly

protoj)lasmic than the opposite pole and ever after continues to be so (fig. 102, ^/ s^ffX

Castle has observed this telokinetic movement in Cioiia, and describes it in the fol-

lowing words (1890, p. 233): "The first cleavage spindle arises, as has been stated, not

far from the center of the egg. As its first cleavage is nearing completion, however,
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the attraction spheres and nuclei begin to move toward the dorj<al surface of the

earg, away from its more richly protophisniie animal pole, from whicli the plane of

separation cuts it more ra[)idly." I find, however, that in Ciona^ as in Cynthia,

this telokinetic movement of the nuclei and s}^heres is not away from the more

richly protoplasmic pole, unless the substance of the crescent be considered as con-

stituting the protoplasmic pole, but that tlie clear protoplasm also moves with the

nuclei and spheres toward the animal (ventral) pole (figs. 178, 182). Sobotta (1807)

has also observ^ed a similar bending of the tepindle axis and n"iovenu'nt of the

daughter nuclei and centrosomes in the anaphase or telophase of the first cleavage

of the egg of Amphioxus. He describes it as an attempt on the part of tlie centro-

somes and nuclei to regain the center of tlie blastomeres ; but it is probable that this

is only another case of the telokinetic rotation of the cell contents with the conse-

quent establishment of a new cell axis {cf. Conklin, 1902).

2. Second Cleavage; 2-4 cells. (Figs. 28-30, 101-105, 179, 182, 183).

During the anaphase of the first cleavage each centrosome becomes elongated

at right angles to the spindle axis and to the chief axis of the egg and gives rise to a

minute centrosomal spindle or netrum at each pole of the mitotic figure (figs. 98, 90).

These netra elongate in the antero-posterlor axis until the daughter centrosomes

come to lie at the anterior and posterior poles of the nucleus of each blastomere; the

nuclear membrane is then dissolved and the second cleavage spindles are formed (figs.

101, 102, 177, 179). These spindles, like those of the first cleavage, are composed

of a nuclear and an astral portion, the two being distinguishable with especial ease

in Ciona (fig. 179). The spindles lie in an area of clear protoplasm above the equa-

tor of the ^^}^, and in Cynthia are slightly eccentric toward the posterior pole (fig. 102).

Tlie areas of clear protoplasm become elongated in the antero-posterlor axis (figs. 28,

101, 102, 179) ; they arc surrounded on all sides by yolk, which forms a peripheral

layer over the whole surface of the q^^, except in the region of the crescent. The

substance of the crescent Is directly continuous with the clear protoplasm in the

region of the posterior pole of the second cleavage spindle (figs. 102, 170). Although

the yolk surrounds the areas of clear protoplasm it is not uniformly thick on all

sides ; on the upper or ventral side of these areas the layer of yolk is ver}'- thin, on

the lower or dorsal side and anterior to the crescent it is especially thick. This dis-

tribution of the yolk can be seen not only in sections, such as figures 102 and 179, but

also In entire preparation and in living eggs. In the latter the light gray of the

upper hemisphere (figs. 28, 29 and 30), as contrasted with the dark gray of the lower

hemisphere, indicates that the layer of yolk which surrounds the areas of clear pro-

toplasm is thin over the upper hemisphere and thick over the lower. The area at

the vegetal pole, where the layer of yolk is thickest, gives rise to the endoderm cells

which are alwaj-s yolk laden ; the uj^per hemisphere, where the yolk layer is thin,

gives rise to the ectoderm cells which contain a relatively small amount of yolk

;

the substance of the crescent gives rise to the muscle and mesenchyme cells, and in

Cynthia is always characterized by the presence of the yellow spherules. In later
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stages the yolk ceases to be peripheral in position and comes to lie in the central

portions of the cleavage cells (text figs. XVII-XXIV) ; this change in position is

brought about by the flowing of the peripheral layer of yolk inward along all the

developing cleavage furrows (figs. 104-107, et seq.) until finally the yolk comes to

occupy a central position in all the blastomeres, while the clear protoplasm is

brought once more to the surface. These cytokinetic movements which accompany

cell division do not change the relative distribution of yolk and cytoplasm in the

diiferent hemispheres and quadrants of the egg, but only its location in the indi-

vidual cleavage cells.

In the second cleavage the constriction of the cell begins at the periphery or

free surface and proceeds inward through the cell body (figs. 104, 105). The

peripheral layer of yolk is thus carried inward along the cleavage furrow, as has

been said, and the middle of each spindle is bent in toward the center of the Q^g

g. 105). At the same time the yolk and yellow protoplasm continue to be car-

ried in along the first cleavage furrow. The inflow of yolk along a developing

cleavage furrow leaves a protoplasmic connection between the two daughter cells,

into which the yolk does not penetrate for a considerable time ; this protoplasmic

connection is frequently of service in determining the lineage of cells since it always

connects daughter cells (figs. 104-107). Finally the inflow of yolk completely cuts

off* this connection.

The four cells which are formed by the second cleavage are all approximately

of the same size in Ciona ; in Cynthia the two anterior cells are slightly larger than

the posterior ones, just as Van Beneden and Julin found to be the case in Clavel-

lina (text figs. VII, VIII). But though the daughter cells are of nearly the same

size they are of very different quality. The

quantity of clear protoplasm as the anterior

rior cells contain about the same

but they contain little yolk and

practically all of the yellow crescent substance; the anterior cells on the other hand
contain a great deal of yolk, but practically none of the crescent substance. The
second cleavage is therefore differential in a very marked degree [cf. figs. 29 and 30).

3. Third Cleavage ; 4-8 cells. (Figs. 31-35, 106-109, 184).

In the anaphase of the second cleavage the centrosomes elongate in the verti-

cal axis and the daughter centrosomes, moving to the upper and lower poles of the

nuclei, form the centrosomes of the third cleavaije spindles. In an abnormal ef<y

shown in figure 103 this division of the centrosomes occurs in one of the blastomeres

in the prophase of the second cleavage and not in a vertical but in a horizontal direc-

tion. The position of these third cleavage spindles is peculiar and of great prospective

gnificance. They are slightly eccentric toward the animal pole, and accordinglyc?

the four cells which are cut off at this pole are smaller than those at the veffetal

pole. When the egg is viewed from either the right or the left side the spindles in

the anterior and posterior quadrants seem to be parallel and are both slanted for-

ward at the upper pole ; accordingly the four upper cells, when formed, lie slightly

anterior to the four lower ones (figs. 108, 184). When the egg is viewed from the
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anterior pole it is seen tliiit the spindles in the anterior quadrants are not parallel,

but that they converge toward the animal pole. The reverse is the ease if the egg is

viewed from the posterior pole, i.e., the spindles in the posterior <juadr;»nts diverge

toward the animal pole. Thus it comes about that the nuclei in the anterior-vege-

tal cells (A^^) are relatively" far apart, those in the anterior-animal cells Kyd'^) close

togi'tlier (iigs. lOG and H)9) ; whereas the reverse is the case in tin' posterior cells,

i.e.^ the nuclei in the posterior-vegetal ceils (B^') are near together, those in the

posterior-animal cells (1/^) far apart (lig. 107).*

Everj' one of these matters is of prospeetiv-e si'jrnificance in the further d(^vel-

opment of the embryo ; associated with the forward

the

slant of the spindles toward

animal pole is the fact that the cells nf the animal ncmispnen' ovcrnangh 1 hi those

of the vegetal hemisphere at the anterior pole ; whereas the posterior cells of the

vegetal hemisphere are not completely covered by those of the animal liemi-

sphere mIiou the egg is viewed exactly from the aiiinuil polo (Hgs. 110, 112, IIG).

Associated with the convergence of the spindles in the anterior quadrants toward

the animal pole and the convergence of the spiiulh's of the postt'rior quadrants

toward the vegetal pole is the fact that in later stages the anterior half of the

vegetal hemisphere is broad from side to side, its posterior half narrow, while the

anterior half of the animal hemisphere is narrow from left to right, its posterior

half broad (figs. 100-118, et seq.). While the position of these spindles is therefore

indicative of important prosj^cctive characteristics of the em])ryo, it must not be

regarded as the initial cause of these characteristics. Indications of these features

may be seen in the distribution of the yolk and protoplasm at the four-cell stage.

and there can be no doubt that the position of the spindles is itself the result of

cytoplasmic localization.

One of the features of this stage to which Castle calls particular attention is the

presence of a "cross-furrow" on the right and left sides between the anterior dorsal

and the posterior ventral cells (A*-* and l/~, figs. 31, 32, 108, 184). I find, as did

Castle and Chabry, that this cross-furrow is constant in position and that it marks a

downward bend in the equator, which may be observed as late as the gastrula stage

;

in the resrion of this downward bend tlie ectoderm cells srow down over the cells of

the vegetal hemisphere in advance of the neighboring ectoderm cells (figs. 116-119,

123-126, 128, 130, 134, et seq). I observed the process of formation of this cross-

furrow in the living egg, and have represented this in figure 31.

cleavage furrows first

When the third

appear, they are all in nearly the same plane, the furrows

between the daughter cells of the posterior quadrants being nearly perpendicular to

tlie egg axis, as indicated by the faint line between the cells B'*'* and b^-^ of figure 31,

which line represents the position of the furrow between those cells when it first

appears A minute or two afterward this furrow is tilted downward at its anterior

end and upward at its posterior, as indicated by the heavy line between those two

cells ; in tliis w^ay the cross-furrow arises on the right and left sides of the egg

between tlie anterior dorsal and the posterior ventral cells.

^ Figs. 106 and 107 represent two sections of one and the same ^gg, in the 8- cell stage, the

former through the nuclei of the anterior cells, the latter through the nuclei of the posterior ones.
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During telokinesis the movements in the cell body are simihir to those which

occur at the close of the second cleavage, i. e., the middle of the spindle is carried

in toward the centre of the egg while the poles of the spindle move outward toward

the surface (figs. 106, 107). By this movement the spindle axis is much bent on

itself. I have not observed in these eggs any tendency for the sphere substance at

the poles of the spindles to be carried as near as possible to the animal pole,—

a

thing which is very apparent in gasteropod eggs.

I have already called attention to the fact that the four cells at the animal pole

are smaller than those at the vegetal pole ; this disparity is most marked between

the upper and lower cells of the anterior quadrants (figs. 106, 107). The anterior

dorsal cells (A^-^) are the largest in the egg at the eight-cell stage, the anterior

ventral cells (a^-^) the smallest. The posterior dorsal cells (B^') are but little, if any,

larger than the posterior ventral ones (b^'^), and both are intermediate in size

between the upper and lower anterior cells.

The different cell substances are distributed to the eight cells as follows : The
clear protoplasm is found in all the cells, but is most abundant in the four ventral

cells and least abundant in the two posterior dorsal cells (B''-^)
;
yolk is found in

all of the cells, but is most abundant in the two anterior dorsal cells (A^-^) and least

abundant in the four ventral cells ; the yellow protoplasm or crescent substance is

confined almost entirelj^ to the two posterior dorsal cells (B^-^), but a very small

amount of it is found around the nuclei of all the cells (figs. 106, 107, Cr. s.). My
attention was first drawn to the yellow protoplasm around the nuclei in my study

of the li^'ing eggs of Cynthia (figs. 32-40, et seq.) ; since then I have found, in

preserved material, a few of the spherules of this yellow protoplasm around the first

cleavage spindle and around the resting nuclei of the 2-cell, 4-cell and 8-cell stages

(figs. 96, 106, 107). In later stages of development it is found around the nuclei

of a few of the ectoderm cells even as late as the young tadpole stage (plates IV
and V). In spite of this perinuclear distribution of some of this crescent substance, it

is largely limited to the two posterior dorsal cells (B^^) of the 8-cell stage, where it
'

constitutes more than half of all the substance of those cells (figs. 31-35, 106, 107).

Van Beneden and Julin first observed that the four ventral cells of the

8-cell stage are smaller than the four dorsal ones ; Seeliger, Samassa, and Castle

observed this same fact, though they incorrectly called these smaller cells dorsal in

position. Castle is quite right when he says (1896, p. 228) the *'four cells which lie

nearest the polar globules are smaller than those more remote," but I cannot under-

stand how it was possible for him to. reach the conclusion that the smaller cells

" are more abundantly supplied with yolk," while the larger cells are richer in pro-

toplasm (pp. 234 and 235). According to my observations this is not true of Ciona
Cynthia or Molgnla.

During the 8-cell stage two little bosses or caps of clear but deeply stainin^'-

protoplasm which will give rise at the 64-cell stage to the small posterior mesen-
chyme cells (B' '^ fig. 130 et seq.) are visible on the posterior surface of the cells B^^
and B^-^ (fig. 184). These little caps lie in contact with each other on each side of

A
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'the mid-line and right at the middle of the crescent, of which they form an

extremely small i)art. They are formed by the aggregation at tins point of a little

clear protoplasm which first appeared at the time of fertilization as a clear area

around the spermatozoon, and which afterwards lies at the middle of the crescent

(figs, 173, 17-5, 17G). In Cynthia this area of clear protoplasm does not usually

take the form of the deeply staining bosses or caps before the ll)-cell stage (figs.

113, 115), though these may sometimes appear, as they do in Ciona^ at the 8-cell

stai::e. Althouirh thev arise from the sui'face of tlie crescent thov contain no vellow

pigment, and in the living egg this small spot of protoplasm and the cells to which

it gives rise are .almost perfectly transparent and are therefore difficult to see. In

stained preparations they always stain deeply and thus form nn excellent land-

mark (figs. 116-120, et seq.).

Chabry and Castle have called particular attention to these prominences of

clear protophism which are found at the posterior pole of the G^'g, and Castle traces

them back to the 2-cell stasxe, and i>ives <i:ood reason for believing that this area

of clear protoplasm marks the point of entrance of the spermatozoon, and was

caused by it. I entirely agree with Castle that this aggregation of clear protoplasm

is caused by the entering spermatozoon, since I have .seen it surrounding the sper-

matozoon immediately after its entrance (fig. 173); but it can scarcelj' be said to

mark the point of entrance, as it does not remain stationary but moves with the

crescent from a point near the vegetal pole to one near the efpiator on the posteri<>r

side of the egg. So far as I am able to determine from a study of Castle's figures

and description, the area of finely granular proto[)lasm, which he represents in his

figures 17, 4o, 46 and 47, is the middle portion of the crescent. The large area of

clear protoplasm represented in each of these figures and marked x gives rise to

the middle cells of the crescent (C^', D"*^ of his fig. 49), therefore the small pos-

terior mesenchyme cells, C^'^ and D"-^ of later stages, can represent ])ut a snuill part

of the area marked x in the earlier stages. The earliest stage in which Castle

represents the substance of these future mesenchyme cells is at the posterior pole

of the cells C-^ and D^^ in his figure 51. I conclude, therefore, that he observed

the middle portion of the crescent (x of his figures) in the earliest stages of the

development, but that he did not recognize the substance of the small mesenclnme

cells as distinguished from the substance x (crescent substance) before the 24-cell

stage (his fig. 51).

All students of ascidian embryology agree that the first plane of cleavage is

median in position, the second transverse, and the third horizontal or coronal, but

beyond this there are ^ew agreements among them, as has been pointed out. In

the matter of the relations of these cleavage planes to the germ layers there are as

many opinions as there are concerning the orientation of the egg. Van Benedcn

and Julin (1884) maintained that the four ventral cells of the 8-cell stage are

purely ectodermal, but that the four dorsal cells are still " mixed," each of them

containing ectoderm and endoderm, while not until the 44-cell stage is the separa-

tion of ectoderm and endoderm in these dorsal cells completed. Seeliger (1885) held
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that the third cleavage plane separates the ectoderm from the endoderm, the four

ventral cells being ectodermal, the four dorsal endodermal. Davidoff (1891) found

that in Distaplia the four ventral cells are ectodermal, the four dorsal endodermal,

and a similar view is maintained by Samassa (1894). Castle (1896), on the other

hand, maintains that both the ventral and the dorsal cells of the 8-cell stage are

mixed, the ventral cells containing ectoderm and mesoderm, and the dorsal cells

endoderm and mesoderm, and not until the 48-cell stage are the substances of these

layers finally separated.

My work, like that of Castle, places but little weight upon the idea of germ

layers, since it undertakes to trace specific organs to certain cleavage cells, and

even to certain regions of the unsegmented q^^. Emphasis is therefore placed upon

organs and upon organ-forming cells and substances rather than upon the more

indefinite germ layers. However, I find that the four ventral cells of the 8-cell

stage are purely ectodermal, while the four dorsal cells are endodermal and meso-

dermal, save for the fact that four neural plate cells (A'-*, A'^-^, figs. 120, 121, 123)

will arise from the anterior portion of the dorsal hemisphere at the 44-cell stage.

The mesoderm and endoderm are first completely separated at the 22-cell stage

(figs. 117, 118). I find that only four ectodermal (neural plate) cells come from the

dorsal hemisphere, whereas Van Beneden and Julin hold that at a corresponding

stage (44-cells), sixteen ectodermal cells have been derived from the dorsal hemi-

sphere. Of these sixteen cells four only are really ectodermal (the neural plate

cells), eight are mesodermal, and four are endodermal. Castle's conclusion that a

portion of the mesoderm is derived from the ventral cells is due to his erroneous

lineage of the cells after the 48-cell stage; all of the ventral cells are ectodermal,

and all of the mesoderm and endoderm are derived from the dorsal cells. With
the exception therefore of these four neural plate cells, which arise at the 44-cell

stage on the dorsal side of the third cleavage plane, all of the ectoderm lies on the

ventral side of that plane, and all of the endoderm and mesoderm on its dorsal side.

This conclusion, it will be observed, is very similar to that of Seeliger, Davidoff,

and Samassa.

4. Fourth Cleavage; 8-i6 cells. (Figs. 36-38, 110-115, 186-188.)

The spindles for the fourth cleavage appear in all of the eight cells at about

the same time, though the dorsal cells sometimes divide slightlj^ in advance of the

ventral ones. All the spindles are approximately horizontal in position, and all are

oblici^ue to' the median and transverse planes (first and second cleavage planes).

As a result of the fiict, stated on page 4p5, that the dorsal hemisphere is broad in front

and narrow behind, while the ventral hemisphere is broad behind and narrow in

front, we find that the obli(iuity of the spindles of one hemisphere is reversed as

compared with that of the other. Thus the spindles in the anterior-dorsal cells

approach in direction a transverse plane, in the posterior-dorsal cells they approach
an antero-posterior plane ; whereas in the anterior-ventral cells they approach an
antero-posterior plane, while in the posterior-ventral cells they approach a trans-

verse plane (figs. 110-113, 186, 187).

/
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Corresponding with tlu'f^e po.^itions of tlie spindles the sub.scqiicnt divi.<ions of

tlic cells are such as to lead to an inverse position of the cleavage eells in the

dorsal as eonipared with the ventral lieniispliere. In the anterior-dorsal cells tlie

fourth cleavage furrows run from the anterior border of the cells to the transverse

(second cleavage) plane, and are approximately antero-posterior in direction; in

the poslerior-dorsal cells these clea\age furrows run from the lateral borders of the

cells to the median (first cleavage) jjlanc and arc approxinnttely transverse in direc-

tion. In the ventral hemisphere the reverse is tlie case; in the anterior-ventral

cells the fourth cleavage furrow? are approximately transverse in direction, in the

posterior-ventral cells approximately antero-posterior. Tlius it comes about that

two of the anterior-dorsal cells do not reach the mid-line, while all of the posterior-

dorsal cells do ; and that two of the posterior-ventral cells do not reach the mid-

line, while all of the anterior-ventral ones do.

The fact that each hemisphere is thus the mirrored image of the other with

respect not only to the width of the anterior and posterior parts, but also as to

the direction of the fourth cleavage spindles and in tlie positions of the resulting

cleavage cells,—this fact has contributed to the difficulties which most students of

ascidian embryology have experienced in distinguishing the dorsal and ventral

hemispheres, and has probably been responsible in some cases for the confusion of

those hemispheres. However, at this stage as at every other, the two hemispheres

are easily distinguished by the relative amounts of yolk and pi-otoplasm at the two

poles as well as by the position of the crescent and of the polar bodies.

All of the cell divisions of this cleavage arc approximately equal, except that

of the posterior-dorsal cells, B^-* and B*-^ These cells divide very uneipiully, giving

rise to two small posterior cells, B'^-^ and B'^', M'hich are the smallest in the entire

egg (figs. Ill, 113, 18G). Since the work of Van Beneden and Julin, thrse cells

have been observed by all who have studied the ascidian cleavage, and they have

served as .the most important landmark in the orientation of the cleavage stages.

In this stage as in the preceding one, the yolk is most abundant in the cells

of the dorsal hemisphere; the ^^rotoplasm, in those of the ventral hemisphere; while

the j-ellow protoplasm is almost entirely confined to the posterior cells of the dorsal

hemisphere (figs. 36, 37, 38). In stained preparations the limits of the yolk and
protoplasm are sharp and distinct, and are represented in the drawings by a cre-

nated line (figs. 108, et seq). The relative amounts of yolk and protoplasm at the

two poles can be readily seen by comparing figure 110 w^ith 111, and 112 with 113.

The yolk and protoplasm of the four ventral cells are about equallj- distributed to

their eight daughter cells ; the same is true of the two anterior-dorsal cells, which
divide so that each of their four daughter cells contains about tlie same proportion

of yolk and protoplasm (A^^, A'^, figs. 36, 37, 113). However, in the division of

the posterior-dorsal cells, the daughter cells are qnalitatively very disimilar; the

small posterior cells (B*^-) consist almost entirely of yellow protoplasm, while their

larger sister cells (B^-*) are about half and half, yellow protoplasm and yolk. The
outlines of the yellow protoplasm or crescent are perfectly distinct as shown in

7 JOUEX. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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figure 37, and the formation of the small posterior cells shows most beautifully that

the cleavage planes do not necessarily follow the lines of demarcation betw^een the

yellow protoplasm and the yolk ; for in this case they cut across those Hues so that

the small posterior cells contain a w^edge of yolk in addition to the yellow proto-

plasm (figs. 37, 113, 117). This yolk is later obscured by being covered by the

yellow protoplasm (fig. 39, et seq), but when the posterior cells are first formed it

is quite distinct. These small posterior cells contain not only yellow protoplasm

and yolk, but also those caps of clear superficial protoplasm which later go into the

small posterior mesenchyme cells. These cannot be seen in the living egg, but are

very evident in stained preparations (figs. 113, 115, 186, 187).

The localization of 3'olk and protoplasm at the vegetal pole is now practically

the same as at the beginning of gastrulation, and it is clearly indicative of the loca-

tion of definitive organs. The relative positions of the yolk and yellow^ protoplasm

are the same in the 16-cell stage shown in figure 37, as in the early gastrula stage

shown in figure 46. The area of yolk, free from protoplasm, which surrounds the

vegetal pole (figs. 37, 111, 113), gives rise to the endoderm of the gastrula, the

tongue of 3 oik which runs back between the arms of the crescent (figs. 37, 113)

gives rise to the caudal endoderm cord of the larva, wdiile the greater breadth of

the yolk in front of the second cleavage plane (fig. 37, 113) is indicative of the

great transverse extent of the endoderm of this region in later stages (fig. 46, et

seq.). The protophism of the anterior-dorsal cells is located at the anterior borders

of those cells (figs. 37, 113), and in this region the notochord and neural plate cells

later arise. In all these respects the localization of these substances is of direct

prospective significance ; in fact one may go further and say that all the regions of
the gastrula and certam important organs of the later larval stage are here

actually marked out on the egg at the i6-cell stage. This is no ideal mapping out

of the egg into orga7t forming germ regions, but an actual localization! of strikingly

different substances which need only to be followed through the development to

prove that they give rise to definite organs which occupy the same relative positions

in the larva\ and are composed of the same peculiar substances, as in the early

cleavage stages or even in the unsegmented egg.

5. Fifth Cleavage; 16-32 cells. (Figs. 39-42, 116-119, 189-195).

The fifth cle:avage does not occur simultaneously in all the cells of the fiftl

ration, but divisions appear in the cells of the vegetal or dorsal hemispheri

1

before they do in those of the animal hemisphere (fiirs. 116-118, 189
190). In Cynthia the anterior-dorsal cells divide a little earHer than the postt

dorsal ones (fig. 117), and the anterior-ventral cells a little in advance of the

ntral ones (fig. 118). In Ciona, also, the cells of the dorsal hemispl

po

divide before those of ^w^ ,^^.^^^^, but there is practically no difference in the time
of division of the anterior and posterior cells of this hemisphere. Neither at this

stage nor at any preceding or succeeding one are tlie cleavages more rapid or the

cells more numerous at the posterior than at the anterior pole, as claimed by Van
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Bciieden and Julin for Clavrllina (1S84. p. 13). AlthoiiLili this rloavngc niav be

subdivided into 20-cell, 22-ec11 and '24-coll sta;j,os, the duration of each of tbch^e

stages is verj- brief, and the fiftli cleavage is completed in all tlie cells before the

sixth appears.

Castle (ISOG, p. 229), in particular, has described the differences in the time of

division of the cells of the dorsal and ventral hemispheres, and has made it a prin-

,

/^ cipal evidence in favor of his scheme of orientation. The fact that at tliis and at

the succeeding cleavage the cells of one hemisphere divide earlier than those of the

other has been accepted by him as proof that the earlier dividing hemisphere is

Ventral and ectodermal, while the more slowly dividing one is dorsal and endo-

dermal, since, at the time of gastrulation, the number of cells of the ectodermal

hemisphere is greater than that of the endodermal. But neitlier the nflh nor

the sixth cleavage results in the formation of more cells in one hemisphere than

in the other, since all the cells of both hemispheres divide before the next cleavage

begins; at the close of the fifth cleavage there are sixteen cells in each hemisphere,

and at the close of the sixth cleavage thirty-two cells in each hemisphere. In the

seventh cleavage, as we shall see, the hemisphere in which divisions were slower at

the two preceding cleavages becomes the more rapidly dividing one, and thereafter

the number of cells is more numerous in this hemisphere than in the opposite one.

In the anterior-dorsal cells the fifth cleavage spindles aie parallel with the

median plane and are obliquely- posterior-dorsal and anterior-ventral In direction

(fig. 117); foiir of the resulting daughter cells (A''-^, A"-'*) lie around the anterior

border of the egg just below the eqntdor, while the other four (A"', A^'^) form a row

across the dorsal surface of the (i^^ just in front o^ the second cleavage plane (fig.

117). The former are composed of yolk and protoplasm in about equal parts, and

give rise to chorda and neural plate cells ; the latter are rich in yolk, but have little

protojilasm and give rise to endoderm.

The four posterior-dorsal cells divide a little later than the anterior ones, and the

spindles lie approximately in a transverse direction (figs. 117, 189). The protoplasm

of these cells is chiefly crescent substance; the small posterior cells (B^^) are almost

entirely composed of this substance, while the larger cells (B"'-^) are composed of thi?

substance and yolk in about equal proportions, the former occupying the outer half

of the cell and the latter the median half. These larger cells divide equally so as to

cut off all of this crescent substance and a small amount of yolk in the lateral

daughter cells and to leave but little protoplasm and much yolk in the median ones

(figs. 37, 39). This division occurs at the 20-cell stage, and Avhen it is completed all

of the mesodermal or crescent substance is finally and completely separated from

the endoderm, and, except for a small amount of yellow protoplasm which lies close

around the nuclei of manvof the blastomeres, all the crescent substance is contained

in the four cells which form the posterior border of the dorsal liemisphere (figs. 39,

40). The small posterior cells divide a little later than these larger ones and

unequally, the median daughter cells being smaller than the lateral ones (figs. 41,

42, 119). Thus there come to be six mesodermal cells, three on each side of the

mid-line, during this cleavage.

f-
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Divisions begin in the ventral hemisphere before they are finished in the dor-

sal (figs. 118, 191). In the most anterior and posterior pairs of cells of this hemi-

sphere (a^-^, b^-^) the spindles are nearly parallel with the median plane ; in the two

remaining pairs of cells (a^-^ and b^-^) the spindles are oblique from posterior-ventral

to anterior-dorsal (figs. 118, 191). The division of the, anterior pair of cells (a^-^,

figs. 118, 119) gives rise to a couple of cells (a^-^, a*^-^) which lie just above the equa-

tor and in contact with the chorda-neural-plate cells of the dorsal hemisphere.

Later development shows that these cells form part of the anterior portion of the

neural plate ; the only other cells of the ventral hemisphere which enter into the

formation of this j)late are jDortions of the cells a^", which lie on the lateral borders

of the cells a^-^. All of the cells of the ventral hemisphere are of practically tbe

same size and constitution ; each consists of a superficial layer of protoplasm, in

which the nucleus lies, and a deeper layer of yolk, the cells of this i)ole being

decidedly protoplasmic as compared wdth those of the opposite pole.

The result of this cleavage is the formation of sixteen cells in each hemisphere

which may be tabulated as follows :

Ventral hemisphere

14 ectoderm cells, protoplasmic.

2 neural plate cells, protoj)lasmic.

Dorsal hemisphere

6 endoderm cells, yolk laden.

4 chorda-nerve ^ cells, yolk and protoplasm.

6 mesoderm cells, yellow protoplasm or crescent substance.

32 cells.

At the close of this cleavage the cells of the ventral hemisphere are smaller

perficial area than those of the dorsal hemisphere ; when viewed from the vent

pole the dorsal cells are seen d the entire periphery of the egg, excei^t

onpoint

periphery

the right and left sides where a single ventral cell (b
6.5

h"-^) occupies the

nl\ of the ventral hemis])here which be from
9

I-

the dorsal pole (figs. 119, 19

the preceding cleaving

sphere

may be traced still farther back to the 8-cell

A similar condition prevailed at the close of, 193).

116, 117, 190), the only cells of

which could be seen from the dorsal pole being b^-^ and b

tral hem
This cond

ventral cells are

ventral hemisph*

sm than the dorsal and

wl

(figs. 108, 110, 184) where
where the only portion of

lies below the general plane of the equator is that par

of each of the posterior-ventral cells (b^-, b^-^) meets the anterior-dorsal

fu \r (figs. 108, 184)

At the close of fifth

smaller than at any preced

cleavage the superficial area of the ventral cells

o d that of the dorsal this

IS

is

due to a change in the shape of the cells, the ventral cells becoming Ion"- and col-

* Throughout this paper the cells which are to give rise to chorda, nerve, muscle and mesen-
chyme are, for the sake of brevity, frequent!}'- referred to as if they had already given rise to these
structures.
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iimnar. while tlio dorsal cells become relativi'lv broad and Hat (text tigs. XI, XI I,

XIX, XX). Tliis eliango of sliaj)e lias boen obsi'ivt'd and eommentod upon by

Van Bencden and Julin, Sauiassa, and Castle, and lM)tli of the latter authors attri-

bute the columnar form of the ventral cells to the pressure exerted upon them by

Lrrowth of the cells of b 4rrow tl I

as the beginning of gnstruhition (epilK)le). Whatever may be the eau^^e of the

f tlie eolls at tlic b
tliat thi:< ii< not the beginning of gastrulation, sinee, as I will show later, the

columnar cellos of this stage become the liattened ectoderm cells of later stages,

while the flattened cells of this stau:e bet^onie the eohunnar endodenn cells of the

gastrula.

f). Sixth Cleavage; 32-64 cells. (Figs. 43-45, 120-130, 194-197).

* In this cleavage the divisions are not synchronous, the cells of the dorsal hemi-

sphere dividing before those of the vent nd as in the preceding cleavage, and some

of the cells in the posterior half dividing later than those in the anterior one.

Accordingly it would be possible to sub-divide the period between the 32-ccll and

04 -cell stages into a 44-cellj a 46-cell and a 48-cell stage, as Castle does. These

stages, however, are of brief duration and all the cells of the sixth generation

divide before any of the seventh do; therefore, the sixth ch-avage is distinct from

preceding and succeeding ones.

The spindles appear in the four chordn-neural-plate cells at the anterior border

of the dorsal hemisphere in a neai'Iy dorse-ventral direction. The four \enti'nl pro-

ducts of this division (A'^*, A'^-*) form a band of small cells around the anterior bor-

der of the Qf^^i just dorsal to the equator; these cells ultimately give rise to the

posterior part of the neural j)late; the dorsal products (A"", A'^) give rise to the

chorda (figs. 119-123). The neiu'al plate cells are small and contain little or no

yolk, whereas the chorda cells are larger and are yolk-laden (text figs. XIX, XXI,
XXIII) ; this cleavage of these cells is therefore markedly diflerential.

AVhile these cells arc dividing, all of the endodcrm cells divide ; these are the

four median cells which meet at the vegetal pole (A*'-^, A*S B*^^, J>^-^), and a single

pair of cells which lie lateral to these and in front of the transverse (second cleav-

age) plane (A^-*, A,^-^). The spindles in the median cells are antero-posterior in

direction, while those in the lateral cells are nenrly transverse (figs. 120, 121, 123).

These divisions are equal and non-differential ip the median cells ; in the lateral

cells the division is differential, the inner product (A""^) being rich in yolk, the

outer (A'^*) containing more protoplasm; the former is an endoderm cell, the latter,

acf^ording to Castle, mesenchyme. By these divisions ten endoderm cells are pro-

dnoea, five on each side of the mid-line, and two mesenchyme cells (figs. 44-4C).

While the divisions of the endoderm and chord a-neural-j)late cells are occur-

ring, the most anterior mesoderm cell (B*"'", W'), forming the point of the crescent

on each side, divides, the spindle lying in a nearly dorso-ventral direction (figs. 43,

44, 120-129, 193, 194). This division, in fact, sometimes slightly precedes that of

If
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the anterior cells. The products of this division are nearly equal in size but are

qualitatively dissimilar, the dorsal one (B'-^) containing less of the yellow proto-

plasm and more yolk than the ventral one (B"-*). This difference between these

daughter cells is plainly visible in the living condition, the dorsal cell being a

fainter yellow than the ventral one (figs. 43-48, ^/ seq.)', in preparations the dorsal

cells always stain more deeply than the ventral ones, owing to the greater quantity

of clear protoplasm which they contain (text fig. XXII). This difference in the

constitution of these cells corresponds to a difference in their fate ; the dorsal cells

give rise to mesenchyme, while the ventral ones produce some of the muscle cells of

the tail of the tadpole.

The division of these twelve cells of the dorsal hemisphere are practically syn-

chronous, and they advance the egg from the 32-cell to the 44-cell stage. A little

later the second cell of the crescent on each side of the mid-line (B°-^) divides, its
w

spindle standing in a nearly dorso-ventral direction (figs. 45, 127—129). The dorsal

daughter cell (B^-'^) in this case also contains less yellow protoplasm and more yoll

than the ventral one (B'^^), and like the cell which immediately adjoins it anteriorly

(B^^) gives rise to mesenchyme, while the ventral moiety becomes a muscle cell.

By this division the mesenchjme and muscle substance of the crescent are finally

and completely segregated into separate cells, and the number of cells in the cres-

cent is advanced to ten, and in the entire Qgg to forty-six. This division of the cell

B^-* is sometimes delayed until the cells of the ventral hemisphere are dividing

(figs. 127-129), and a 46-cell stage is therefore not always present. The division

of the last remaining cells of the dorsal hemisphere, the middle cells of the crescent

(B^^ B*^"^), is delayed until divisions are well advanced in the ventral hemisphere,

and it may occur even after the ventral cells have divided (fig. 47). I do not find,

therefore, that there is commonly a 48-cell stage such as Castle describes.

The divisions of the cells of the ventral hemisphere are all synchronous, as

figures 124 to 129 show. The direction of the spindles in the different cells is so

different that it is difficult to give an exact description of them. In the four median
'cells which surround the animal pole (a''-^, b'^-^ and their fellows of the right side)

the spindles are transverse ; the spindles are also nearly transverse in the most
anterior and most posterior pairs of cells (a^^ b'"'-") ; in the only other pair of cells

which meet along the mid-line, the second pair in front of the animal pole (a^*^), the

spindles are nearly antero-posterior. In the other three pairs of cells of this hemi-
sphere (a^-^, b^^ b^-^) the spindles are oblique in position, and their directions can be
best appreciated by consulting the figures {v. figs. 124, 19G). The most anterior

pair of cells (a*^^) are neural 23late cells ; these cells divide transversely (figs. 124-
126), forming a transverse band of four cells just above the equator; on each side

of these a single cell (a'-'^, fig. 130) is added at the close of this cleavage " hich
completes the number of neural plate cells that are derived from the ventral

hemisphere. In figure 130 tlie band of six cell (a'^-^, a'^-*", a^^'^ and tlieir fellows

the right side) which lie around the anterior border of the venti-al hemisphere are

these neural plate cells.

All the divisions of the cells of the ventral hemisphere are equal, and all

>
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tlie dnnirliter cells aro similar in apixMranre. By this cleavap:e tho cells of tlie

ventral hemisphere are increased to thirty-two, ami wlien tlie small postc^ri«»r cells

\\\ this(B^^, B^-^) of the dorsal hi^nisphere liave dividcMl there are thirty-two ee

hemisphere also^ or sixty-four in the entire enil)ryo, all in the seventh gonoration

(figs. 130, 131). Talnilating these Aicts we find that there are at the close of the

sixth cleavage the following cells :

Ventral hemisplicre

2G ectoderm cells, protoplasmic.

6 neural plate cells, protoplasmic.

Dorsal hemisphere

10 endoderm cells, volk ladt^n.

4 chorda cells, yolk laden.

4 neural plate cells, protoplasmic.

4 niesencb^nie cells, light yellow protoplasm.

anterior mesenchyme cells, clear protoplasm.

2 posterior mesenchyme cells, clear i)rotoplasm.

6 muscle cells, deep j'ellow protoplasm.

64 cells.

At the beirinninir of f the ventral hemispl

d columnar, while those of t

figs. XT, XII, XIX, XX). This condition prevails P
the cells of tral pi

ventral cells become shorter d

begin to divide

ader. and at th

.'re are broad and flat (text

to the 44 -cell stage when
During their division the

time d

nmnar and much sm
botl P col-

which have passed into a resting stage, grow more co

surface area, and before the close of this cleavage th(

umnar and of about the same height (text figs. XII 1, XIV, XXI). This change

in the shape of the cells of the two hemispheres, which begins during the sixth

comi)leted o 13

134, 198-204). During this change of shape there is no difficulty in distinguish-

and the meso-

derm cells with y

pheres, fo endoderm cells are filled with yolk

the of

sphere are largely protoplasmic (text figs. XVII-XXIV). M
e polar bodies are often attached to the ^%g at its animal TX)le throughout theth

whole of this period {cf. figs. 100-204).

I have already discussed the views of Van Beneden and Julin, of Samassa and
of Castle relative to the shape of the cells of W\ii two hemispheres. Although Van

F

Beneden and Julin showed by their figures that tlie dorsal cells of the 32-cell stage

of Clavellina ari? flat and the ventral ones columnar, whereas the dorsal cells of the

44-cell oLage are columnar and the ventral (» fl lev did not observe nor

plain this ch o (>f On the other hand, as we have seen

Samassa and Castle denied that such a change of shape took place^ and they there-

fore reversed Van Ikmeden and Julin's orientation of all stages ]>efore the 44-cell

stage. 1 have already given what seems to me satisfactory and sufficient evidence

in favor of the orientation of Van Beneden and Julin, and against that of Samassa

and Castle, and I need not repeat tliat evidence here.

/
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5G ORGANIZATION AND CELL-LINEAGE OF ASCIDIAN EGG

Turning now to a detailed study of the observations of Samassa and Castle

during this critical sixth cleavage, we find that Samassa did not attempt to follow

the cell-lineage further than the 48-cell stage (his fig. 9), hut jumped at once from

this stage to one with at least 76 cells (his fig. 10). His orientation of all stages up

to and including the 48-cell stage (his fig. 9) is the reverse of that of Van Beneden

and Julin, and is wrong; his orientation of the gastrula, shown in his figure 10, is

right. Therefore, in the interval between his figures and 10 he has inverted the

egg so that the dorsal face of his figure 10 corresponds to the so-called ventral face

of all preceding figures.^

Castle, on the other hand, has traced the cell-lineage much further than the
F

IS-cell stage, and it is therefore possible to follow in detail the manner in which he

passes from the erroneous orientation of earlier stages to the correct orientation of

later ones. He has given correctly the lineage of every cell up to and including

the 46-cell stage (liis figs. 55 and 56), as I have convinced myself by comparing his

figureSj cell for cell, with my own, but his orientation of these stages should be

reversed. On the other hand his orientation of all staiies later than the 46-cell

stage is correct, but the cell lineage of these stages is wrong. This is due to the

fact that between the 46-cell and the 48-cell stages (his figs. 56 and 57) he has

inverted the e^rff so that the dorsal surface of all stages later than the 46-cell stage

corresponds with the so-called ventral surface of all earlier stages.^ This inversion

of the egg introduces many profound errors in the cell-lineage after the 46-cell stage.

Considering in detail Castle's account of this sixth cleavage we find that he

has correctly represented the divisions of the cells of the real dorsal hemisphere

which bring these cells up to the seventh generation and the entire Qgg up to the

46-cel] stage (his fig. 55). At this stage the cells of the ventral hemisphere are

still in the sixth generation {v. his fig. 56), and this stage is almost exactly compara-

ble with my figures 119 to 123. Immediately after this, in the 48-cell stage (his figs.

57 and 58), Castle supposes that the cells of the real dorsal hemisphere, which are

now in the seventh generation, divide again, thus passing into the eighth generation,

while the sixth generation cells at the opposite pole are supposed by him to remain

undivided. It is absolutely essential to his scheme of orientation that the cells of

one hemisphere should remain in the sixth generation, while those of the other hemi-

sphere are advancing to the seventh and eighth generation. If it jsould be shown
that all the cells of both hemispheres divide during this sixth cleavage it would com-

pletely break down Castle's orientation of the earlier stages and his cell-lineage of the

later ones. In all of his figures of this cleavage (figs. 55, 56, 57, 58) Castle represents

the cells at one pole in process of division while those at the other pole are in the

resting condition. However, in two of my figures of this cleavage in Cwna (fif^s.

1 In his explanation of figures he says that figure 9 is viewed from the cephalic pole; this is, of
course, a verbal error, since his lettering of the cells shows plainly that the egg is viewed from the
caudal pole.

' Unfortunately Castle gives no dorsal, ventral nor lateral views of this critical 48-cell stafe at

gs. XXV and XXVI
(h

\
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100 and 197), which represent ventral and denial views of one and the same eirir.

the cells at both poles are seen to be in process of division, and the only cells in

the entire embryo which are not dividing are the small posterior cells (B''"^). The
cells of the dorsal hemisphere are in the late anaphase or telophase, and their nuclei

are still small and densely chromatic ; tlie cells of the ventral hemisphere are all in

the equatorial plate stage. TJiesc figures show most conclusively that all the celts of
the emh)'yo divide during this sixth cleaz^age and arc adz'anced Jioni the sixth to

the seventh generation^ and they therefore make impossible Costless view that the

cells of the dorsal hemisphere remain undivided^ while those of the ventral hemi-

sphere divide twice. Another evidence that the cells which are shown dividing in

his figures 57 and 58 are not the same ones which have just divided in his figure 55

maj- be found in the fact that but sixteen of these cells are shown dividing in the

former figures, whereas the other sixteen cells, which, according to Castl(>, belong

to the ventral hemisphere, are in the resting stage, exactly- as are the sixteen cells

which immediately surround the dorsal pole ; at the two previous cleavages, and as

I have found also, at the two subsequent ones, all the cells of the ventral hemisphere

divide simultaneously, and this fact speaks against Castle's view that at the 4S-cell

stage one-half of these cells divides and the other hcalf docs not.

Since the dorsal hemisphere, f^hown in his figure 55, contains twenty-eight cells

of the seventh generation and two of the sixth, while the ventral hemisphere shown
in figure 56 contains only sixteen cells of the sixth generation, it is evident that if

the egg is inverted in its orientation at this stage the equntor must be shifted nearer

to the dorsal hemisphere so as to reduce the number of dorsal cells to sixteen and

to increase the number of ventral cells to thirty, or, after tlie division of the two

small posterior colls, to thirty-two. This is just what Castle has done; in his

description of the -IS-cell stage (pp. 238, 239) he says that at this stage the embryo
is composed of three zones of sixteen cells each, as follows :

Ventral hemisphere

16 cells of tlie seventh generation, ectodennal group.

16 cells of the seventh generation, equatorial band.

Dorsal hemisphere

IG cells of the sixth generation, endoderm, chorda and mesoderm. .

48 cells.

Immediately after this stage the Gl-cell stage is reached by the division of the

sixteen cells of the ectodermal group. Castle has tabulated the cells of this stage

as follows

:

Ventral h'^misphere

3? cells in the eighth generation, ectodermal group.

[•'> e«'lls in ..le seventh generation, the equatorial band.

48

Dorsal hemisphere

16 cells in the sixth jreneration.

64 cells.

8 JOUKX. A. N. S. PHIL A., VOL. XIIL



58 ORGANIZATION AND CELL-LINEAGE OF ASCIDIAN EGG.

As it can be proved that no cells of this stage remain in the sixth generation,

but all have passed into the seventh, it is certain that the equator both here and in

the 48-cell stage is in the wrong place, that it really lies between his equatorial

band and the ectodermal group, and that there are therefore thirty-two cells in each

hemisphere in the Gi-cell stage.

Wholly apart, therefore, from the perfectly conclusive evidence as to tlie orien-

tation of the egg and embryo which may be drawn from the histological character

of the cells at the two poles, as well as from the location of the polar bodies, it can

be shown by a detailed study of the cell-lineage that Castle has inverted the egg at

the 48-cell stage, transferred sixteen cells from the dorsal to the ventral hemisphere

and consequently shifted the equator of the embryo at least one cell row nearer the

dorsal pole than it should be. Of course the lineage of every cell is thereby pro-

I

CastIe Conkli n Conklin Castle

d

A"

XXV XXVI

Figs. XXV and XXVI.—Surface views of eggs of dona iniesiinalis ; copied from Castle's figures 57 and
58 (1896). Fig. XXV represents an anterior view; Fig. XXVI a posterior one of tlie same egg. The orienta-
tion and cell-lineage, according to Castle, are indicated by tLe designations of the cells in that Italf of the egg
under his name ; the designations of the corresponding cells in the other half of each figure shows the system
of orientation and cell-lineage adopted in this paper. Owing merely to differences in nomenclature the cells
in the right half of Fig. XXVI are designated by the letter D, those on the left by the letter B. Every-
where lower-case letters designate cells of the animal (maturation) hemisphere ; capitals, cells of the hemisphere
opposite the maturation pole. The equator lies between the cells designated by lower-case and capital letters.

foundly changed only cells which retain a semblance of former names
throughout this revolution are the small posterior cells (C^-^, D'-^ of Castle's system),

and their sisters (C^-*^, D"-*''), the most anterior cells of the crescent of each side (C"'',

D'-^), and the most anterior pair of cells of the dorsal hemisphere (A^'*, B'''), Even
in the case of these four pairs of cells the right and left cells of each pair are inter-

changed, so that everywhere A should re2)lace B, and C, D.

In subsequent stages Castle does not always preserve the sanie~4<v=?i ""nations for

given cells. For example cell which in his figure 58 is labelled A
fiir. GO ; a*^'^ of figure 58 becomes d®-^ of figure 60, while th lied d

in the former figure becomes AJ-^ in the latter Strangely" enough this last cell

hich had been variously located in the dorsal and ventral hemispheres, and

L-l
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anterior and po^torior <|Uti(!rants is finally hroii'ilit ]>ack tu its i-iirlit position and

than hivS figure 00 tlu* dc»signatlon

n u\y own.

<iiven its tnio dosiunnition. In all staixos later

A^*^ stands for tlie same cell in Castle's fii::ures niul i

The cliaiiiios in the desi^cnatioiis of the cells which are broiiirht about by this

inversion of the ori(Mitation nt the 48-C(^ll stage may be ujosl easih i<i'v\\ and appre-

ciated hy a ri^ference to the aeeoinpanying text figures XXV and XXVI, where the

desiirnations of the cells, accordinir to mv interpretation, are i^'iven on tlic ri^ht side

of n^Liro XXV and on the le(lt side of fiu.ure XXVL while Castle's depiunatlons of tht^

corresponding cells are given on the left side of figure XXV and on the right side

of figure XXA'I, Barring the exceptions mentioned in the preceding paragraph.

Castle has followed wllli su])stantial accuracy the suhsetpient lin(*age of the df)rsa1

hemisphere up to a stage of about one hundred and twelve cells, though always

upon the basis of his erroneous lineage of the 4S-cell stage. AVith {]iO exception ol*

a single pair of cells, T need not further explain my departure from Castle's nomen-

clature of the later stages. This exception is the pair of small posti^rior niesen-

hvme cells which Castle desiu;nates C^'^ D'-'j iiiasinuch as I find that tliey lie

ventral to their sister cells, I shall designate them B*^ P>"^, and their more dorsally

placed sister cells B""', B^'^-

With tlie c()ni[)leti()n of the sixth cleavage we reach a perio(l when the gastni-

lation is readj to begin. Already preparations for the gastrulation are apparent in

the changing shapes of the cells of the dorsal and ventral hemispheres, in the rela-

tive positions of the cells and in the directions of their divisions. Even the pecu-

liar type of the chordate gastrula^ with its overgrowing anterior lip and its nearly

stationary posterior one, is foreshadowed at a very early stage in the eccentricposi-

tion of the animal and vegetal poles in the two hemispheres of the egg.

In the 32-cell and C4-cell stages it is apparent that the aninnd and vegetal poles

Thijs wasdo not mark Wm middle of the ventral and dorsal faces of the embryo,

first noticeal)le in the 4-cell stage of Cynthia where the two posterior cells are

In the 8-cell stage the anterior-ventral cells are

posterior-ventral ones are elongated trans-

smaller than the anterior ones.

elongated antero-posteriorlj-, while the

versely; this brings the animal pole still farther back of the middle of the ventral

face. In the IG-cell stage there are two pairs of cells adjoining the mid-line in

front of the animal pole and but one pair behind it; in the dorsal hemisphere there

is one pair of such cells in front of the vegetal pole and two behind, but the most

posterior pair is smaller than the others, so that the vegetal pole lies near the mid-

dle of the dorsal face. In the 32-cell stage three pairs of pells adjoining the mid-

line are in front of the animal pole, two behind it; while in the doisal hemisphere

there are two pairs of such cells

though 1

in front of the vegetal pole and two behind it,

»ere again the most posterior cells are very small ones. In the 64-cell

stage (fig??. 1'^^, 131) there are four pairs of cells adjoining the mid-line in front of

t^ <; Rtumal p<»le and only two pairs behind it ; while in the dorsal hemisphere there

are four pairs of such cells, both in front of and behind the vegetal pole, but the

most posterior pair are the tiny mesenchyme cells (B^-^, B'-*^) which are partly cov-

^J*
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60 ORGANIZATION AND CELL-LINEAGE OF ASCIDIAN EGG.

ered by their sister cells (B' ^, B"^). Thus the vegetal pole is slightly posterior to

the middle of the dorsal face and the animal pole is decidedly posterior to the mid-

dle of the ventral face in all of the stages mentioned, and this condition becomes

even more pronounced in later stages; thus in the 124-cell stage (fig. 139) there are,

ventral to the equator, six pairs of cells adjoining the mid-line in front of the animal

pole and four behind it, while in the 184-cell stage (fig. 143) there are eight pairs

of such cells in front of the animal pole and five behind it; in the 218-cell stage (fig.

144-147) there are ten such pairs of cells in front of the animal pole and only five

behind it. All of the cells of the ventral hemisphere are of approximately the same

size, so that in these later stages it is evident that the animal pole lies far back of the

middle of the ventral hemisphere. This location of the animal pole posterior to the

middle of the ventral hemisphere is due in the first instance to the smaller size of

the posterior cells in the 4-cell stage and then to the fact that the prevailing position

of the spindles in the anterior cells of this hemisphere is parallel with the median

plane, while in the posterior cells it is transverse. It is not due, as might at first

thought seem to be the case, to the more rapid growth and division of the anterior

cells of the ventral hemisphere since all of these cells divide at nearly the same

time and are of approximately the same size. The prospective significance of this

eccentric location of the animal pole may be found in the greater length of the ante-

rior lip of the blastopore, as compared with the posterior lip.

C. Gastrulatiox ; Seyen-th to Ninth Generatiox of Cells, 64-218 Cells.
F

In both Ciona and Cynthia the gastrulation actually begins during the seventh

cleavage and it is far advanced by the close of the eighth, though the closure of the

blastopore and the completion of the gastrulation does not occur until about the end

of the tenth cleavage. I have followed the lineage of every cell through the seventh

cleavage and of almost all the cells through the eighth, and have therefore been able

to determine the part which each cell takes in the formation of the gastrula. At

no time after the 64-cell stage are all the cells of the embryo in the same generation.

From this time foward the endoderm cells lag behind the ectoderm and mesoderm

cells in division; the eighth cleavage occurs in the ectoderm and mesoderm before

the seventh is finished in the endoderm. Therefore the periods of the seventh and

eighth cleavages cannot be sharply separated, but for the sake of convenience we
shall consider these two cleavages as if they were distinct.

7. Seventh Cleavage ; 64-J6, 76-112 cells. (Figs. 46-51, 130-139, 198-204.)

The seventh cleavage begins in the anterior quadrants of the dorsal hemisphere

in the two pairs of chorda cells (A^-^, A'') and in the two pairs of neural plate cells

(A^-'*, A''-^) ; in the posterior quadrants it begins in the two most anterior cells of the

crescent on each side, the pair of muscle cells, W^, and the pair of mesenchyme
cells, B"-^ (figs. 130-132). With the exception of the two mesenchyme cells the

spindles in all of these cases are parallel with the plane of the equator and with the

surface of the eirg; in the mesenchyme cells the spindles, when seen from the dor-
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ORGANIZATION AND CELL-LINEACE OF ASCIDIAN EGG. CI

sal side, are directed obliquely forward, outward nud ventralwnrd (figs. l:~!L 132).

These divisions, when completed, give rise in the anterior (juadrants to four cliurda

cells (A^-^ A**', A''\ A^'% and to" four neural plate cells (A**', A«', A''\ A^^^'') on

each side of the mid-line, which are arranged in two rows of eight cells earli

running around the anterior border of the dorsal hemisphere (figs. lo4. 200). All

g

? divisions are equal and non-differential.

In the posterior quadrants the division of tlu^ anterior muscle cell on c

1 rise to two daughter cells (B^", B®*^), one in front of the other, which

iQ and qualitj-. The mesenchyme cell (B""^) divides unequally and diffe

1 side

>

yolk-laden cell (B'^"), ly ventral to its

large sister cell (B^^), which is more protoplasmic (figs. 131, 200). The former is,

according to Castle, the "posterior chorda fundament" while the latter is mc^^^on-

chyme. I have been unable to find suihcient evidence that this small cell is later

incorporated in the chorda, but on the other hand do not wish to deny that this is

the case. Since it is derived from the mesenchyme I prefer to class it Avith the

chvme cells initil its fate
^ %/

These divisions ad

the embryo to the 76-cell stage and the distribution and generations of

may be summarized as follows :

Vent

Ectoderm 7th generation 20 eel

Neural plate 7th " 6 ''

D
U 1 A i<10Endoderm 7th

Chorda .... Sth generation 8 cells.

Neural plate Sth " 8 "

Muscle. . . .8th " 4 " 7th " 2

Mesenchyme Sth " 4 " 7th " 8

((

<<

Sth generation 24 cells. 7th generation 52 cells.

76 cells.

The classification of the cells of this stage into chorda, neural plate, muscle

and mesenchyme,^ must of course be based upon the later historj- of these cells, but

even at this early stage important differences may be recognized in the histological

characters of the cells named. In the living eggs of Cynthia the endoderm cells

are slate-gray in color and are filled with yolk; the chorda cells are lighter

gray and contain less yolk than the endoderm cells; the ectoderm and neural

plate cells are clear and protoplasmic ; while the muscle and mesenchyme cells

are yellow, the forme- being more deeply colored than the latter. In the main
my classification of tne cells of this stage airrees with that of Castle; the most
important differeac^ concerns the mu-scle cells which he classes as " neuro-muscular

cells." Owing to the striking color of these cells in Cynlhia their later history can

.ie followed with relative ease ; they ultimately give rise to the three rows of muscle

' See note p. 52.

^I" ..iT: 1
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cells in the tail of the tadpole (figs. 58, 59), and so far as I am able to determine do

not contribute anything to the nervous system. In general the mesenchyme cells

may also be traced by their faint yellow color until they give rise to the mesen-

chyme of the tadpole, and, with the exception of the small cell which Castle calls

the '' posterior chorda fundament," I agree with him as to the fate of these cells.

Castle figures and describes the cell, A^'^, as the most anterior of the mesenchyme

cells. I do not find that it contains yellow protoplasm in Cynthia, but its histolo-

gical structure is different from that of the other endoderm cells ; I shall therefore

follow Castle in classing it as a mesenchyme cell. The median cells of the crescent

^g7.5j resemble in their deep yellow color, the muscle cells rather more than the

mesenchyme, and Castle reckons these cells with the "^ neuro-muscular ring," but

the later history of these cells show's that they lie just beneath the notochord and

at the hinder end of the ventral endodermal cord in the tail of the tadpole (figs.

161-1G5) ; therefore, they do no give rise to the lateral muscles, and they are pro-

bably to be counted as mesenchyme cells.

At this stage, therefore, the endoderm consists of four pairs of cells meeting

along the mid-line (figs. 134, 200), and of one pair of laterally placed cells which lie

just in front of the second cleavage plane ; the chorda consists of an arc of eight cells

bounding the endoderm in front; In front of the chorda cells and below the equator

is an arc of eight neural plate cells. Posteriorly the endoderm is bounded by an

.arc of twelve mesenchyme cells, while just outside these is an arc of six muscle

cells (eight, in fig. 134). The neural arc in front is separated from the muscle arc

behind by the most dorsally situated of all the ectoderm cells (b^^'). But for this

lateral interruption it would be possible to speak of a " neuro-muscular ring" as

Castle does. The chorda and mesenchyme arcs form a continuous chorda-mesen-

chyme ring, as Castle has shown.

Castle asserts (1896, p. 240) that the mesenchyme "is made up of cells

derived from both hemispheres and all four quadrants," and again that two cells

*' VIZ. d'-^^ and c'^^^ [my B^^'] are the sole contribution of the dorsal hemisphere to

the mesoderm of the larva" (p. 242). This is certainly not the case; the mesen-

chyme and muscle cells are derived entirely and exclusively from the dorsal hemi-

sphere and largely from the posterior quadrants. The most posterior cells of the

crescent on each side (B^ ^^ and its mate) are counted \)y Castle as part of the ecto-

derm; their histological structure, color in the living egg of Cynthia and later

history show that they are the most posterior of the muscle cells. Of two other

cells of this stage, Castle says (p. 242), " it is noticeable that d^-^ and its mate c^-^

have been shoved forward out of their own quadrants to a position beside the endo-

derm cells derived from the anterior quadrants." These ce)ls are realh' A^-^ and

its mate, as is shown by their origin and later history (figs. 120, et seq.), and do not

belong to the posterior but to the anterior quadrants.

The 76-cell stage is of very short duration, for immediately after tho;

sions in the dorsal hemisphere which advance the embryo from the 64-cell

76-cell stage, all the cells of the ventral hemisphere divide simultaneously. The
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illrectioii of the s[>in(llos in tlicso colls is Iiidicatnl by tlie cqiiatoriMl platrs repre-

sented ill figures IDS tu 20o. In the posterior ^luadnints all the spindles arc

nearly antero-posti'Hor in direction, except in tliose three ventral cells on eaeli side

(ly-^, ly.io^ [y.iij ^vhich lie nearest to the dorsal surfaei^ and betwivn the muscle erlls

behind and the neural plate cells in front (figs, 201, 203); in these cells the spin-

dles are nearly vertical. In the anterior quadrants the spindh^s are antero-2)os-

terior in a traiisverse row of four cells which lies just in fnmt of the aninuil pole

(a"^^, a*-'^'); in the row of fc^nr cell just in front of this the spindles are transv(^rs(*

(a^''\, a"^^); they are also transverse in a single pair of cells which meet at the mid-

line just in front of the last mentioned row (a^'''); in the most anterior row of the

ventral hemisphere, consisting of six neural plate cells (a*^-^^, a^^ iV*^), the spindles

are dorso-ventral in position, thereforCj at the close of tliis division tliere are

twelve neural plate cells in the ventral hemisphere, arranged in two rows of

six cells each.

All of these divisions of the cells of the ventral hemisphere are synchronous,

equal and non-differential, and they increase the number of cells in the ventral

hemisphere to sixty-four and bring the whole nunilxT of cells in the embryo up to

one Iiiindred anci eight.

Vcrj soon after tlicse divisions in the ventral hemisphere the posterior muscle

cell (ir") and one of the mesenchyme cells (B'") of each side divide; in the former

tlie spindles converge posteriorly and ventrally toward the median plane, in the

latter posteriorly and dorsally. By this division two mesencliyme and two muscle

cells are added to the total in the end)rvo which at this sta<z;e cnnsists of one hun-

dred and twelve cells (fig. 133, 134') which may he tabulated as follows:

Ventral hemisphere

Ectoderm . . Sth generation, 52 cells.

Neural plate 8th generation, 12 cells.

Dorsal hemisphere

Endoderm 7th gen., 10 cells.

Chorda .... Sth generation, 8 cells.

Neural plate . Sth ((

Muscle . . .8th
Mesenchyme Sth

ti

a

8

8

8

CQ

U

cc 7th a G iC

8th generation, 06 cells. 7th gen., IG cells.

112 cells.

The only cells m the entire embryo which have not passed into the eighth

generation at this stage are the ten endoderm cells, and six mesenchyme cells, two

of which are anterior, and four median and posterior; all of these cells except two,

the small posterior mesenchyme cells (B"-*^), divide soon after this stage and thus

{)ass into the eighth generation, but not until after other cells have passed. into

the ninth. This stage, therefore, may be taken as representing, as nearly as may-

be found, the close of the seventh cleavaire and the transition to the eiirhth.

^The division in a pair of mesencliyme celJs (B"**) of this atage is not com])lete(l ; therefore, in

the explanation of figures, this is called a llO-cell stage.
fri
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This stage is important as marking the beginnings of gastruhition for which

preparations were made in preceding stages. The endoderm cells and the four

posterior mesencliyme cells which remain in the seventh generation now lie at a

considerably lower level than the surrounding cells. This, although usually spoken

of as an invagination, can scarcely with right be called such, for as sections show

there is neither at this stage, nor at any preceding one, any considerable blastocoel

;

since there is no cavity into which the cells can push it is scarce!}^ permissible to

speak of their invaginating. In reality the gastrulation is due to two factors,

neither of which is invagination. The first and most important is the change of

shape of the cells, which has been described in part already ; the second is the

overgrowth of the cells lying around the endodermal area.

As to the first we have already seen that in the 16-cell stage the cells at both

poles are of about equal height; during the fifth cleavage the cells at the animal

pole become long and columnar, while those at the vegetal pole are broad and flat

;

during the sixth cleavage the cells at the two poles change shape so that at tlie

close of this cleavage (G4-cell stage) the cells of both poles are of nearly equal

height, those at the vegetal pole being perhaps slightly longer than those at the

animal pole. At this stage the cells of the dorsal (vegetal) hemisphere still have a

larger surface area than those of the ventral (animal) hemisphere, so that when
viewed from the vegetal pole only cells of the dorsal hemisphere can be seen, but

when viewed from the opposite pole a peripheral row of dorsal cells can be seen

around those of the ventral hemisphere (figs. 130, 131). During the seventh

cleavage this change of shape progresses rapidly so that at the 76-cell stage the

surface area of the dorsal cells is less than that of the ventral ones; the endo-

derm cells in particular grow long and narrow, whereas the ectoderm cells

become broad and flat (figs. 198-204). After the' seventh cleavage of the ecto-

derm and mesoderm cells (112-cell stage) a row of ventral hemisphere cells is

visible all around the periphery of the dorsal hemisphere when the embryo is

viewed from the dorsal pole (figs. 133, 134). The remarkable reduction in the

surface area of the endoderm cells, which occurs without any division in these cells,

and wholly by their change of shape will be best appreciated by comparing figures

131 with 134, and figures 197 with 200; in all of these figures the endoderm cells

are in the seventh generation, but the superficial area of these cells in the two older

stages is not more than half as great as in the two earlier ones. In proportion as

these cells decrease, in surface area they increase in depth, their inner ends become

enlarged, and at the same time their nuclei are withdrawn from the surface to a

deeper level in the cells (text figs. XXI-XXIY). The flattening of the ectoderm

cells leads to their covering a larger and larger surface area until they finally over-

grow the marginal cells of the dorsal hemisphere. Samassa undertook to explain the

columnar form of the cells at the animal pole in the 32-cell stage by the pressure

exerted on them by the overgrowing cells of the opposite^pole, but it is obvious

that neither at this early stage, nor during the later one just described, can the

cause of this change of shape be located in the cells of one hemisj)here rather than

in those of the other.

%
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The second factor of the gagtrulatioii, ^//>., the overgrowth of the cells sur-

round ing the endodernial area lias been well described by Castle, It Is the n^sult

in part of the first factor and also of the more rapid division of the cells of the ecto-

derm and the corresnondinir retardation of division in the endodermal cells. Th
overgrowth occurs in the anterior quadrants from in front, tlie chorda cells over-

growing the endoderni and the neural jdate cells the chorda; in the posterior quad-

rants it occurs from the sides, the muscle cells ovemrowin^i; the niescnchx rn(\ and

the ectoderm the muscle cells. At tliree points this overgrowth Is long delayed, at

the posterior pole where there is a deep notch in the blastoporic rim which persists

until the hhistopore has nearly closed, and at the riglit and left sides of the blasto-

pore where the overgrowth is slow. This leads to the peculiar form of blastoj)ore,

wide m front and narrow behind, which is found among ascidians.

8. Eighth Cleavage ; 112-1^2 cells, 1^2-218 cells. (Figs. 135-147, 205).

The eighth cleavage first appears in the two anterior muscle cells of each side

(B*^-®, B*'^), the spindles being nearly transverse to the antero-posterior axis of the

embryo (figs. 135, 136). Tliis division is equal and non-diflerential, and there result

four muscle cells on each side, an anterior pair [W-^^, B^'") and a posterior pair (B^",

B^"). When first formed the median cells of each of these pairs lie at a higher

level than the lateral ones (fig, 135) ; soon afterward the lateral and median cells

are at the same level (fig. 136) ; still later the lateral ones lie at a higher level

than the median ones (fig. 110). This is, of course, a result of tlie overgrowth,

whereby the colls which were lateral in the blastopore lip come to overly those

which were median in position.

At the same time that these muscle cells are dividing the pair of large mesen-

chyme cells, B^'^, divides, the spindles being obliquely antero-posterior and dorso-

ventral in direction (figs. 135, 136). This division is approximately equal and

non-differential, and gives rise to the mesenchyme cells B^-^, B^'", which lie on each

side of the caudal cndoderm cells.

the

While these divisions are proceeding in the mesoderm, and thereby ad

o uieration, the delayed seventh cleavage appears in the

mesenchvme and endoderm cells. The first of these cells to divide is the most

anterior mesenchyme cell (A*^®) ; the spindles are here nearly dorso-ventral in

direction, and the resulting daughter cells (A^-^\ A®-^^) are of about the same size,

though the dorsal cell contains more protoplasm than tlie ventral one, as Castle has

shown.

Colncidentl}^ with these divisions two pairs of endoderm cells (A'-^ and B'^-^

divide, the spindles being approximately transverse in the anterior pair and antero

posterior in the posterior one (fig. 135).

A little later the four endoderm cells which meet at the vegetal pole (A'-^ B"-*, fig

136) divide, the spindles being antero-posterior in direction. The last remaining paii

of endodf- ixfcells of the seventh generation to divide is the lateral one (A'', figs. 135

13*^} ; I have not seen this cell in division, but it is probable from a study of late]

9 JOURN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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stages that the spindle lies in it also in an antero-j^osterior direction. All of these

divisions of the endoderm are equal and non-differential.

Finally the median mesenchyme cells, B"^, divide, the spindles being antero-

posterior (fig. 136), and the resulting daughter cells alike in size and quality.

With this division all the cells of the embryo have passed into the eighth

generation, except the small posterior mesenchyme cells (B'-^) which never again

divide, so far as I have observed ; and excepting eight muscle cells and four mesen-

chyme cells which have passed into the ninth generation. The following tabular

statement summarizes the character and location of the cells at the close of this stage:

Ventral hemisphere

Ectoderm 8th gen., 52 cells.

Neural plate 8th " 12

Dorsal hemisphere

Endoderm 8th " 20

Chorda 8th " 8

Neural plate 8th " 8

Muscle .... 9th gen., 8 cells. . . 8th '' 4

a

a

a

a

(C

Mesenchyme, 9th '' 4 " . . . 8th " 14 " 7th gen., 2 cells.

9th gen., 12 cells. 8th gen., 118 cells. 7th gen., 2 cells.

132 cells.

The 132-cell stage is not a sharply defined one, for before all the divisions

which have been described above have been finished, other divisions are begun

which lead to the 184-cell stage (figs. 136-143). The cells which divide first in

this period are the four median neural plate cells A^'^, A^-^ (fig. 136); shortly after-

ward the four lateral ones A^-^^, A^-^^ (fig. 140), also divide. The spindles in all

these cells lie in a radiating position around the blastopore, and as a result of this

division there are produced in the dorsal hemisphere two rows of neural plate cells,

eight cells in a row, situated at the anterior border of the blastopore and dorsal to

the chorda cells.

About the same time forty-four of the fifty-two ectoderm cells divide; the

spindles are approximately transverse in all these cells, except in the most posterior

row of the ventral hemisphere, where they are dorso-ventral, and in two transverse

rows of four cells each, which are the third and fourth row^s in front of the animal

pole (figs. 139, 143), where the spindles are antero-posterior in direction.

By these divisions the dorsal neural plate cells are increased to sixteen, and

the ectoderm to one hundred and eight cells, so that at this stage the entire embryo
contains one hundred and eighty-four cells. Twenty cells, forming two rows of ten

each around the anterior border of the embryo just ventral to the equator, remain

undivided for some time and are conspicuous for the large size of their resting

nuclei and their more deeply staining cytoplasm (figs. 138, 142). The four hind-

most of these cells on each side belong to the posterior quadmnti^.b^ ^'', b^^^ b*^-^^-,

b«20); the other six pairs (a«-^, a«•^^ a« ^ a«-'^ a^-^^ a^-^o) which form the i.^c'^'ian

>*
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fo le

)f tiR'so rows, arc derived from the anterior quadraiit?. and tlio\

portion of the neural plate.

Finally in tlie stage shown in figures 144 to 147. these twenty i-ells d

About the siithe spindles being approximately dorso-vcntral in d time

o divide, the spindles standiuir in a dorso-ventral direction (fi

145), and a little later the six most anteri

the spindles being nearly transverse ^\^^, 1

(
A-^ ^ A^ •', A d

These tliirtv-four divisions ad *i \<H

'mbryo from 1S4

Bcj'ond this

o s • i^ec lis.

pom I have not d to foil the lineage of each and

J this Id be d

prep

fully only by a most exacting study of

Lrations. With sufTieient hibor and nu

1 believe that the lineage of every cell could be traced throuirh to the tadpole

but I lacked both the time and the material f( t' udy. Tab o
the cells of this stage we find that tl

Ventral hemisphere

Ectoderm . . . 9tli iren.. 104

Neural phite

.

Dorsal hemisphere

9th a 24 U

Endod(4*iiK . . 9t]i

Chorda 9th

Neural plate • 9th

Muscle 9 th

Mesenchyme . Otli

u

u

ii

u

u

12

IG

IG

8

4

8th gen., 14
«

a

u
% »

££
• •

8th

8 til

ii

ii

4

14

i.i

(( 7th gen., 2 cells

9th gen., 184 cells. Sth gen., ^2 cells. 7th gen., 2 cells.

218 cells.

At this stage the gastrula is nearly circular in outline when viewa'd from the

dorsal or ventral pole ; the gastrocoel is a cavity deep and wide in front and nar-

row behind, whore it opens to the exterior through a deep groove between the

mesenchyme and muscle cells of each side. The endoderm lies at a deep level, in

contact >vith the ectoderm of the ventral side ; in the anterior quadrants it consists

of nine pairs of cells which become the gastric endoderm of the larva, in the jws-

terior quadrants are four pairs of endoderm cells which meet along the median

plane; the two posterior pairs become the caudal endoderm of the tadpole, the two

anterior pairs are added to the gastric endoderm. Three pairs of cells at the hinder

end of this cord of caudal endoderm are mesenchyme, while on each side of these

and running forward lateral to the caudal endoderm are seven pairs of large mesen-

chyme cells (in fig. 147 only five pairs are visible, since twa lie at a deeper level,

one beneath the cell B^ ^^ and another beneath A^^-). The muscle rudiment consists

of six pairs of large cells, dorsal to the mesenchyme, on each side of the blastopore

groove and still uncovered by ectoderm. The chorda consists ofsixteen cells arranged

in two rows of eight each, one ventral to the other, and covered superficially by

cells of the neural plate. Sixteen cells of the neural plate which cover the chorda
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b

cells and form the anterior border of the blastopore belong to the dorsal hemi-

sphere ; the rest of this plate is composed of cells of the ventral hemisphere,

arranged in four rows of six each, and lying just in front of the chorda region
;

therefore in the 218-cell stage the nerve plate consists of forty cells arranged in six

transverse rows, each containing six cells except, the two most posterior rows which

contain eight each. The animal pole, with the polar bodies still attached, is still

situated back of the middle of the ventral face, six cell rows ppsterior to the

anterior edge of the neutral plate ; there are but five rows of cells of the ventral

hemisphere posterior to the animal pole, wliile there are ten such rows in front

of it.

V. LATER DEVELOPMENT.

My observations on the later stages of development agree in the main with

those of previous workers and particularly with those of Castle, who made a thorough

these stajres. how-study of these stages by means of serial sections. It is true of these stages,

ever, as it is of the cleavage stages, that many topographical relations can be made
out more satisfactorily by a study of entire preparations. I have therefore

devoted especial attention to such preparations, and my observation, both on living

and on stained material, are embodied in plates V and X.

%

1. Closure of Blastopore.

During the closure of the blastopore the embryo changes shape and at the

same time the egg axis is shifted. This stage is therefore an important one in

the orientation of the later stages. The gastrulais at first disk-shaped (fig. 134), it

then becomes saucer-shaped (fig. 136) and then cup-shaped (figs. 144, 145). During

this change as the embryo increases in depth it decreases in its other dimen-

sions so that it becomes more nearly spherical (fig. 145). The closure of the

blastopore takes place more rapidly from the anterior than from the posterior

side ; in fact after the general drawing together of the margins of the saucer-

shaped gastrula the posterior lip remains nearly stationary until the last stage in

the closure of the blastopore.

Soon after the 218-cell stage the gastrula becomes elongated and egg-shnped,

the posterior end being somewhat narrower than the anterior. The anterior lip of

the blastopore continues to grow posteriorly while the lateral lips draw nearer
4

together; thus the blastopore becomes T-shaped (fig. 148), and finally, by the

further growth of the anterior lip, the anterior part of the blastopore, represented

by the bar of the T, is covered and the blastopore is reduced to a longitudinal

groove between the lateral lips (figs. 152, 153). In the growth of the lateral lips

they come to lie at a higher level than the anterior lip, and consequently as the

latter continues to grow posteriorly, the former are tilted up at their anterior

ends until they become vertical in position. These lateral lips are at first formed

only of the muscle cells, but later the ectoderm cells completely overgrow them.

k
X

X,
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In this process tlie ectoderm does not. for some time, close up the notch at the pos-

terior end of the blastopore (fig. 52) ; this is one of the last steps in the process

of clo^iure.

The ovcr'n'owth of the anterior lii) continues until it has covered ahout three-

quarters of the dorsal face; mennwhile the animal pole is shifted nearer to the

point of greatest curvature at the anterior end, and the blastopore is transported

from the dorsal side toward the posterior end. Tn this process the rows of muscle

cells which at an earlier stage stretched from the posterior pole to the second

cleavage plane, and were antero-posterior in direction, are tilted up at their anterior

ends and pushed backwards until \^\v\ lie at the hinder end of the embryo and run

in a dorso-ventral direction (figs. 52, 53, 5G, 157). This complete change in the

direction of the rows of muscle cells I fiuind most perplexing and difficult to under-

stand. In early stages the crescent, and the mesoderm cells which form from it, lies

just below the equator of the q^^, and in the antero-posterior plane ; in these later

stages the muscle cells are transverse to the anterior-posterior axis. A detailed

study of intermediate stages shows how this change is brought about. Alter the

closure of the anterior part of the blastopore, corresponding to the bar of the T,

the anterior lip does not overgrow the blastopore groove (stem of the T) and its

lateral walls, which are composed of the muscle cells; on the other hand, these

}r level than the anterior lip, and the continued growth

'cle cells and the groove before it. As the posterior lipof this lip p

high

r imains stationary during this process it happens that the entire dorsal portion of

the posterior quadrants is tilted u^) in front and pushed backward until it forms the

posterior end of the embryo, the posterior lip becoming vental and the anterior lip

ursal in position. Thus the blastopore groove, which lay on the dorsal side pos-

terior to the middle, comes to lie at the posterior end of the embryo and the walls

t

of the groove, containin<i the muscle cells, come to be
• . •

d

tical in direction (figs. 50-53). The mesenchyme cells, as well as the caudal

endoderm, lie at so low^ a level that they are not disturbed by the overgrow th of the

anterior lip, consequently the rows of these cells still preserve an antero-posterior

direction (fig. 157). Thus the mesenchyme and muscle cells, which in earlier

stages lay side by side, come to be separated anteriorly, and only remain in con-

tact with one another at the hinder end of the strand of caudal endoderm cells

;

4

mesenchy o derived from the median part of the cres-

cent and they ultimateh'' become separated from the remaining portion of the

mesenchyme which comes to lie in the trunk (figs. 161-167).

These general changes in the shape of the embryo at this stage are accom-

panied ])y divisions of many of the cells, some of which we may now consider. In

all the ectoderm cells the ninth cleavage is nearly synchronous ; in the posterior

c[uadrants the spindles are approximately antero-posterior in direction, and the

same is true for the two hindmost rows of the anterior quadrants, but in most

of the other cells of the anterior quadrants the spindles are transverse, thus it

happens that the animal pole is shifted forward (fig. 149). As compared with
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the eighth cleavage there is therefore a regular alternation in the direction of

division in most of the cells. I have not observed the tenth cleavage of these

cells, but it seems probable that the direction of division is, in many of the cells,

loni^itvidinal rowssame as at the ninth cleavage, if one may judge by the

quadrants (figs. 155, 160).

the

of cells as well as by the number of rows which are present in the posterior

The animal pole is, therefore, shifted still further

forward during this cleavage. The postero-lateral ectoderm cells slowly overgrow"

the muscle cells, but for a long time they do not overgrow the median posterior

mesenchyme cells, and there is therefore left the deep notch in the blastopore at

the hinder end of the embryo w^hich has already been described.

The neural plate in the stage shown in figure 118 consists of six transverse

rows of cells, only four of which show in the figure. The two posterior rows are

derived from the dorsal hemisphere and consists of eight cells each ; the four ante-

rior rows consist of six cells each, and are derived from the ventral hemisphere.

In subsequent divisions of the posterior rows of this plate the spindles are antero-

posterior in direction, thus adding to the number of rows but not to the number of

cells in each row; lor example, in figure 152 there are eight rows of cells,for but

apparently only six cells in each row.^

The endoderm cells of the anterior quadrants divide chiefly in a transverse

plane; those of the posterior quadrants in an antero-posterior plane (figs. 150,

154, 156). This fact, taken in conjunction with the direction of division in the

ectoderm cells, contributes to the lengthening of the posterior part of the embryo

and to the widening of the anterior part, and consequently to the shifting of the

animal pole further toward the anterior end.

Of the two rows of chorda cells established at the eighth cleavage one has

come to lie posterior to the other, and both bend so as to become horse-shoe-shaped

153). Later these cells divide again (fig 157) and, pushing backward with the

anterior lip, carry the muscle cells before them, as already described.

In the 218-cell stage there were twenty mesenchyme cells; in the next stage

shown (fig. 150) these are increased by one or two divisions so that there arc twenty-

two or twenty-four cells. As in the preceding stage, they still lie on the ventral

side next to the ectoderm and along the posterior border of the gastral endoderm.

In figure 150 only one row of mesenchyme cells is found lateral to the caudal endo-

derm ; in figures 154 and 156 there are two such rows. In all these figures there

are three pairs of mesenchyme cells at the hinder end of the caudal endoderm ; the

most posterior of these is the small posterior mesenchyme cells (B^"), the others are

B^^ and B^-^^ All of these cells are protoplasmic, stain deeply and are strikingly

different in appearance from the endoderm cells.

The muscle cells, which in the 218-cell stage consisted of six pairs of cells, are

shown in figures 61 and 153 increased to eight pairs which are arranged in tw^o

rows on each side of the blastopore groove. By the continued growth of the ante-
r

^ la this figure it is possible that a single row of cells on each side of the stippled area should be

reckoned as part of the neural plate.

^
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rior lip those rows arc Itod P dortio-vontval d \ option

of tlio caudal ivy;u)ii at this staire shows fo

(fig. 158"^ ; a lateral view shows three row.^ of iiuiscle eells witli four or fi

cells hi ench row (fiirs. 50, 157). I

chancre from k

bserved

. but it must Ih»
1 '

itcd witli the d of o colls of the oriiriiial two rows. In fi
4_

51

there are eight iiuisele cells on each side; in iigure 55, thirteen ; in figure 56

fourteen ; in figure 157, fifteen; in figure 105 I I

o fi

therefore each of the cells shown in figure 51 must have divided once and some

f them twice during the period represented hy these fi res.

o Development of Larva (Figs. 57-00, lGO-107).

After the growth of the anterior lip has carried the notochord to a jjosi-

tion approximately corresponding to that of the blastopore groove in figure 153

and has shifted the rows of muscle eells into a nearly vertical direction

157, 158), these rows of muscle cell s agam come to be antero-posterior in direc-

Thi s etion (figs. 58, 59, lGl-165).

not observed all the steps in the process

hange takes place rather suddenly and T have

It seems probable, however, that

it is due to two factors; [a) the depression of the dorsal ends of the muscle

notochord, and {Jb) the outgrowth of the

This

rows to a position alongside of the

tail of the larva from the region of the ventral ends of the muscle rows,

outgrowth, which is associated with the lengthening of the ventral side of the

embryo, carries the caudal mesenchyme cells and the ventral ends of the muscle

rows backAvard into the tail and thus the rows of muscle cells again assume an

antero-posterior direction (figs. 58, 59, 101-167). Usually six cells are seen m
each row and in addition there are two or more cells at the hinder ends of

these rows which do not fall specifically into any one of them. In living

embryos the muscle and mesenchyme cells retain their yellow color and the

individual muscle cells may be plainly seen; all the figures shown in plate V
represent camera drawings of living embryos and in all of them the yellow cells

were distinctly visible as drawn.' When seen from the caudal pole (fig. 60), the

three rows of muscle cells are seen to be only one-layered and the cells of one side

are connected with those of the other by a group of small yellow cells (the caudal

mesenchyme), w^hich lie ventral to the notochord at its hinder end.

In stained preparations of young tadpoles these caudal mesenchyme cells can

be seen to consist of two or three pairs of cells at the posterior end of the caudal

endoderm and ventral to the notochord (figs. 161-165). The other mesenchyme

cells, which in a former stage (figs. 156, 157) were continuous with this caudal

group, are now separated from it In- the w^hole length of the muscle rows. These

mesenchyme cells at the anterior ends of the muscle rows are found in later stages

* Since tills paper was sent to press Misses Foot and Strobell haye prepared for me a series of

more than thirty photomicrograplis of the living eggs and embryos of Cynthia, These photographs

show in the most striking manner the yellow protoplasm and the cells which arise from it; even in the

tadpole stage these individual cells are plainly recognizable in the photographs.

R
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in the trunk of the larv^a, and thej may therefore be known as trunk mesenchyme

cells ; in figures 161-165 they consist of eight or ten cells on each side. Whether

there may be a few scattered mesenchyme cells between the caudal and the trunk

groups and ventral to the muscle rows must still be left an open question, but there
w

can be no doubt that most of the mesenchyme cells are located in these two groups.

The separation of the caudal from the trunk mesenchyme must have been accom-

plished in part by the same means which brought the muscle rows from a vertical to

a horizontal position, vt2., by the outgrowth of the tail. In addition there seems to

have been an actual forward movement of the trunk mesenchyme, as is indicated

by a comparison of such figures as 156 and 161. This is probably part of the general

forward shifting of the animal pole. In later stages when the tail is bent toward

the ventral side, the trunk mesenchyme is found ventral to the anterior ends of the

muscle rows (figs. 59, 166, 167). In these later stages the mesenchyme cells are

frequently found dividing ; they are smaller and more numerous than the muscle

cells and are more than one cell-layer thick.

In the formation of the larva the ventral cord of endoderm increases greatly in

length, being composed in very young tadpoles (fig. 161) of six or seven pairs of cells.

These cells form a double row between the muscle cells of each side and ventral to

the notochord. In front of the caudal endoderm and notochord lies the gastral

endoderm consisting of yolk cells which form a single but rather irregular layer

around a small central cavity, the enteron (figs. 161, 162, 164-166).

In young larvae the chorda cells are wedge-shaped and form two or more rows

of cells which interdigitate, as has been described by j^revious writers. In the

latest stage which I have studied (fig. 167) these cells interdigitate to such an extent
4

that they form a single row of disk-shaped or slightly wedge-shaped cells. I have

not followed in detail the method by which the two arcs of chorda cells shown in

figure 153 are transformed into the double row shown in figure 162, but I see no
reasjn to question the account given of this by Van Beneden and Julin and also

Castle.

The neural plate grows backward with the notochord nearly to the posterior

end of the embryo. I can find no evidence in favor of the view that any portion

of the nervous system is derived from cells which bound the bhistopore groove pos-

terior to the neural plate (figs. 152, 153), nor is there any evidence for the existence

of a nerve ring surrounding the blastopore. Since the neural plate, six or eio-ht

cells wide at its hinder end, is carried back with the chorda nearly to the hinder

end of the embryo where the last trace of the blastopore is found (fig. 53), and since

no portion of the nerve cord is found posterior to the blastopore and notochord

(figs. 163, el se^.), it seems most probable that the hinder portion of the nerve

cord, as well as all the rest of it, is derived from the neural plate and not from

the lateral lips of the blastopore groove. That the muscle cells do not give

rise to the posterior part of the nerve cord, as claimed by Castle, is made probable

by the fact that this portion of the nerve cord is not yellow, as are the muscle
cells ; I cannot therefore accept without further evidence Castle's statement that

1

^
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tlic posterior portion of tlie nerve cord is formed from the muscle cells (liis "neuro-

muscular" cells). Furthermore, I am unable to find satisfactory evidence that

the ectoderm which covers the muscle cells and ch)ses the blastopore notch behind

contributes to the formation of the nerve cord. Tlierefore^ it is probable that

the entire central nert'ons systejn comes from the neural plate ^ which is a portion

of the anterior lip of the blastopore.

After having overgrown the muscle cells and closed up the posterior notch

of the blastopore the ectoderm forms a pair of V-shaped folds (figs. 52-54), the

apex of the V b'ing just behind the blastopore and the limbs diverging anteriorly

and lateralh-. By the forward extension of these folds the neural plate is rolled

up into a tube which is covered with a layer of ectoderm, in the maimer character-

istic of vertebrates. These folds are at first V-shai)ed, but after they have extended

aronnd the anterior end of the nerve plate they inclose an oval area which is pointed

behind (fig. 55). The folds close from behind tbrward and ultimately convert the

entire neural plate into a tube, which retains a lumen in its anterior portion (the

sense vesicle) and an opening to the exterior (the neuropore), but which contains no

lumen back of the anterior end of the notochord (figs. 160, 167). That portion of

the 7iervous syston dorsal to the notochord and which contains no lumen is derived

from those neural plate cells which belong to the dorsal hemisphere and which

in origin were intimately associated with the chorda cells ; the anterior half

of the enlarged portion of the 7ierve tube lying in front of the notochord {sense

vesicle) is derived from those cells of the neural plate zvhich belong to the ventral

ke?nisphere. As nearly as I can determine the anterior end of the neuralplate lies

about jo° above the original equator of the egg and 6o° below the animal pole.

The cephalic pole of the larva lies ventral to the anterior end of the neural plate

but dorsal to the animal pole ; therefore, the antero-posterior axis coincides neither

with the egg axis nor with the equatorial plane but lies mid-way between the two.

The egg axis is therefore not dorso-ventral in the larva but is, strictly speaking,

postero-dorsal and antero-ventral in direction. Inasmuch as the forward shifting

of the animal pole by which this position of the axes is brought about occurs at a

late period in the development, and also for the sake of simplicity of expression I

have, in accord with all my predecessors, described the egg axis as dorso-ventral in

direction in all the early stages.

VI. COMPARISONS WITH AMPHIOXUS AND AMPHIBIA.
The remarkable differentiations apparent in the egg and early cleavage stages

of ascidians, the relatively small number of cells present during gastrulation and

organogeny, and the comparative ease and certainty with which the axial relations

of the Ggg and embryo can be determined at all stages,—these conditions render

the ascidian e^^ the most favorable in the whole phylum of the chordata for an

exact study of the early development. In no other chordate has the cell-lineage

been followed in detail up to the formation of definitive organ bases, and no where

else in the phylum has it been possible to determine with the same degree of cer-

tainty as here the relations of the axes of the egg to those of the gastrula and larva.

10 JOURX. A. X. S. PHILA., VOL, XIII.
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. It is therefore worth while to compare the early development of ascidians

with that of other primitive chordates in order to see what light may thereby be

thrown on certain disputed problems. It must, of course, be understood from the

beginning that such comparison can have the weight only of suggestion ; the jirob-

lems which have been raised in the study of any group can be solved only by the

further study of that group, but comparisons with other forms may be of great

service. If evolution be true, if ascidians are genetically related to other chordates,

then it must be true that their modes of development are related. Whether the

mode of development of ascidians as compared with Ajnphioxus and amphibians is

palingenetic or coenogenetic is largely a matter of opinion, and need not concern us

here so only it be granted that there is a relationship between these classes in the
L

matter of their development as well as in their later structure.

Klaatsch (1896) has attempted to elucidate certain disputed points in the

development of Amphioxus by a comparison with the ascidians, proceeding upon

the principle that it is well to reason from the relatively known to the relatively

unknown, from conclusions in which all agree to questions uj^oii which there is

diversity of opinion. Samassa (1898), on the other hand, holds that the ascidian

ontogeny has been so greatly shortened and modified as compared with that of

Amphioxus that it would be much better to explain the former by the latter than

the reverse. All this might be true without destroying the value of com23arison,

but when Samassa further proceeds, as he does in the following sentence, to deny
that there is any relationship between the two forms except in a single stage, he

takes away all basis of comparison except for that single stage. He says, p. 20,
" Nun ahnelt aber die Ascidienentwicklung der des Amphioxus nur in dem einen

Stadium, wenn der Urmund geschlossen ist, der Chorda nach hinten auswiichst und
die Organe der Larva die fiir Wirbelthiere characteristische eresfenseitiiie Lairerun"-

ziegen . . . Bis zu diesem Stadium ist aber die Entwicklung des Amphioxus und
der Ascidien so verschiedenen wie moglich." We have here, if I understand

Samassa correctly, homologies which are found only in a single stage of the onto-

geny, which have had no beginnings in homologous parts or processes, have neither

homological antecedents nor consequents and have therefore arisen de novo. This
it seems to me, is the logical conclusion to be drawn from Samassa's statement and
it is one as indefensible on zoological as on philosophical grounds. There are many
points of resemblance in the early development of Amphioxus and ascidians, as is

well known, and such differences as exist are explicable on the general principle of

evolution through divergent modification.

The study of the cell-lineage and early development of a larii-e number of

annelids and mollusks has shown that in such general matters as the relations of

the axes of the egg to those of the gastrula and larva, and the origin of the germ
layers and of spacific organs from certain blastomcre or regions of the eo-o- there is

a high degree of uniformity among members of the same phylum and even among
related phyla. It would certainly be surprising if the development ^i Amphioxus
and the ascidians should be found to be more dissimilar than that of annelids

and gasteropods.
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1. Axial Relations of Egg and Embryo.

Til ooiisidcrlii<r the axial relations of e^g and embryo one is confronted at once

with the difficnltv of deterniinini; what is meant bv tlie anterior i)oU% nnless it be

defini^d in terms of structure rather than function. The animal pole is a structur-

ally definite point, l)ut the anterior end of the embryo^—who can say what it is?

Tn the early development of Aniphioxus and as(M<lians the jioint which at one time

is most anterior does not continue such for any considerable period, and it is prac-

tically impossible to determine the exact point of this rounded anterior portion of

the embryo which will become the most anterior part of the body. Not onl^ is the

animal pole a structurally definite point but the anterior limit of the neural plate

is alsOj and the relative positions of tliese two can be deteimined with (considerable

accuracy The result of such a determination shows that there is great similarity

among the lower Chordata in that the anterior limit of the neural plate is always

some distance removedfrom the animal pole. In ascidians the chief axis of the egg is

plainly marked out not only by the well diflerentiated cleavage cells but also by the

polar bodies which in some cases remain attaclicd to the egg at the point of their

formation until the blastopore has closed. In the early gastrula the animal pole is

slightlj' posterior to the middle of the ventral hemisphere^ the vegetal pole marks

the middle of the dorsal liemisphere, and the deej^cst point of the gastrococl (text

XXVIII). Ill the closure of the blastopore the anterior lip overgrows the

archenteron, and the blastopore, being closed from in front backwards, is finally

limited to a longitudinal groove in the posterior half of the dorsal face of the

gastruUi.

Tiie relation of the egg axis to the embryonic axis is not a simple one, i. e.^

tlu'V neither coincide nor is one at riffht an<i;les to the other. Durinji; the over-

;rowth of the anterior lip the animal pole is shifted nearer to the anterior end of<>

CD

the gastrula. This may be, and probably is in part, due to a shifting of the point

of greatest curvature at the anterior end to a point nearer the animal pole. The

anterior edge of the neural plate never reaches farther forward than about one-

third of the wayfrom the equator to the animalpole, and consequently the animal
pole lies on the ventral side of the larva but near the head end. Correspondingly

the opposite pole of the extended e^^ axis lies near the posterior end of the dorsal

side and consequently not far from the place w^here the last trace of the blastopore

can be seen.

Previous students of ascidian embrj^ology, and particularly Castle and Samassa,

have considered that the egg axis was dorso-ventral and hence perpendicular to the

brv I at first held the same opinion, but observations on the chang

of shape of the gastrula and particularly upon the anterior limit of the al

plate during the closure of the blastopore have convinced me of the truth of

the position here taken {cf text figs. XXVII-XXIX)
The axial relations are not so evident in Amphi

the

and amphi

b

al and vegetal poles are ly marked as in the ascidians. H
k (1881) supposed that the animal pole of the ^^^^ in Amph

'-'
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to the cephalic pole of the embryo; and this view has been supported by

Garbowski (1898); on the other hand, Kowalevsky (1867) and many recent

writers on the development of Ajuphioxus (LwofF 1894, Klaatsch 1896, Samassa

1898, Morgan and Hazen 1900), have considered that the most highly arched

portion of the late gastrula represents the animal pole. Since this point is said

to become the anterior end of the embryo it is evident that according to this

view the chief axis of the ^g'g coincides with the chief axis of the embryo and

is antero-posterior in direction, whereas in ascidians it has heretofore been claimed

that the egg axis is dorso-ventral in direction and hence perpendicular to the

same axis in Amphioxus.

Such diversity in this most fundamental of all axial relations seems very

improbable considering the many points of resemblance between these groups,

and at least such conflicting results should be supported by the best of evidence

before being given general credence. .

Korschelt and Heider in their excellent text book attempt to harmonize these

differences in axial relations between Amphioxus and the ascidians by regarding

the anterior pole of the ascidian gastrula as the animal pole, but I agree with

Samassa (1894), and Castle (1896), that the animal pole never comes to lie at the

anterior end of the embryo, though unlike them I hold that it does move in that

direction.

In Amphioxus as in the ascidians the anterior limit of the neural plate is

situated some distance behind the most highly arched portion of the gastrula,

and even if the latter be regarded as the animal pole it would still be true of

Amphioxus as of the ascidians that the neural plate does not reach as far forward

as the animal pole. But there are reasons for o

tral to the most highly arched portion of the Amphioxus gastrula. M
pole

sra

agree that the animal pole lies opposite the blastopore ; Samassa has observed

dl percentage of eggs that the polar body is still attached to the embryo at

a time when the*blastopore is growing smaller, and in all such cases he found it at

the pole opposite the blastopore (although, as he maintains, at the anterior end of

the embryo). But the point opposite the blastopore lies ventral to the most hi"-hly

arched portion of the embryo. Even if it should be assumed that both ventral and
dorsal lips grow equally, the animal pole would still be located on the ventral side

of the most highly arched portion, owing to the peculiar shape of the embryo; if

the dorsal lip grows more rapidly than the ventral, which in the lio-ht of what
takes place in ascidians and amphibians seems probable, the animal pole must lie

still farther toward the ventral side. In any event a considerable space must inter-

vene between the anterior limit of the neural plate and the animal pole.

The work of Garbowski (1898), shows that the longitudinal axis of the larva

of Amphioxus forms an angle of about 70° with the gastrular axis,—a result which
like that of Hatschek and Sobotta, agrees very closely with my observations on
ascidians, and which practically removes the supposed discrepencies in axial rela-

tions between these two classes.

\
\

\

\
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On the whole it seems to me that there is every reason for helievimr that the

relations of tJic egg axis to the embryonic axis are essentially the same in Amphi-
oxus and ascidians^ that ifi both the egg axis is postero-dorsal and antcro-vcntral

in direction and that in neither does the neural plate extend more than one-third

of the wayfrom the equator to the animal pole [cf text fijis. XXVII-XXXH).
If the same axial rehitions exist in amphibians as in ascidians. the middle

of the ])igmented hemisphere oPtlie frog's egg does not correspond to the cephalic

pole of the embryo bnt lies ventral to this pole, while the white hemis2>here corres-

ponds in the main to the dorsal side. This is approximately the orientation which

has been maintained by Pfluger,Eonx, Morgan, Kopsch and II. \. AVilson. Kop?ch

(1900), in particular, has shown that the anterior margin of the neural plate lies

gome distance below the animal pole, and judging from his figures the axial relations

In the embryo of the frog must be almost identically liive those In the ascidian ((/!

text figs. XXXIII-XXXV).

2. Entrance of Sper^nalozoon.

Among ascidians the sperm enters the q^^ near the vegetal pole ; it then moves
to the posterior pole where it meets the egg nucleus, and the si)erm amphiastcr is

formed at right angles to the copulation path. The outer pigmented layer of pro-

toplasm collects around the sperm nucleus and moves with it to the posterior 2H)le

where the mesodermal crescent is formed.

In Amphioxus the sperm also enters near tlie vegetal pole according to Sobotta

(1897), but wlietlier it then moves to the poshM-ior pole and wlic^tlier there is a

colh'ction of superficial protoplasm around the sperm nucleus is unknown.
In the frog the sperm enters on the posterior side just below the erpiator and,

according to Roux^ the ])oint of entrance determines tlio postiM*ior poh/ uf the embryo.

Schultze, on the other hand, thought that the point of entrance la}' at the anterior

pole, but since he also with Roux holds that the entrance occurs at the pole oppo-

site that at which gastrulation begins, it is evident that this difference with regard

to the pole of entrance is only part of the larger difference between these authors as

to the general orientation of the embryo. The conditions which are found in the

ascidian egg closely agree with the orientation of Roux as against that of Schultze.

In another important respect Eoux's observations find a parallel in the ascidian

^%%\ he observed that after fertilization the ijigment cap of the frog's egg shifts so

that its margin lies below the equator on the side of the ^^^^ where the sperm
K

enters while at the opposite pole it comes to lie above the equator. -I believe that

this movement of the pigment is comparable to the movements of the layer of

yellow protoplasm in the egg of Cynthia.

3. Cleavage,

There are many differences in the cleavage of the q^^ in these three classes

of chordates, but some fundamental lly similar in all of

them. The most important of these is that the cleavage is usually bilaterally

.\
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symmetrical. The first cleavage always coincides with the median plane among

ascidians, and every subsequent cleavage is perfectly bilateral, one-half of the egg
Tbeing the mirrored image of the other. In the frog's egg the first cleavage usually

lies in the plane of symmetry \ and although the subsequent cleavages grow more

and more irregular, bilaterality is sometimes strongly expressed even in the later

stages [cf. M. Schultze, 18G3 ; Rauber, 1882).

In Amphioxiis, if I correctly understand Wilson (1893, p. 600), the first cleavage

coincides with the median plane. In the subsequent cleavages, both Wilson and

Samassa (1898) have been unable to find the remarkably regular alternation of

meridional and latitudinal cleavages described by Hatschek. These cleavages are

extremely variable in form ; among them Wilson recognizes three principal types,

one radial and two bilateral. After the 16-cell stage, however, almost all the eggs

become bilateral, whereas in the 8-cell stage three-fourths of them are radial.

Wilson suggests that variations from the bilateral type may occur among ascidians,

but I agree with Castle and Samassa that under normal conditions this is never the

case. In the 8-cell, 16-cell and 32-cell stages of the bilateral types there are many
striking resemblances to corresponding stages of the ascidian ; this applies particu-

larly to Wilson's bilateral type II {cf. his figs. 13-18, 33, 34, 36, 37-39, 41-43, and

Samassa' s figs. 2, 6, 7, 9). In these figures the form of the cleavage is so similar

and the position of the cells and even the direction of the spindles within the

cells so remarkably like what is found in the ascidians that the individual cleavage

cells can be correlated in these two animal classes.

Too little is known of the cell-origin of the germ layers in Amphioxus to

determine accurately how close is the likeness to ascidians in this regard.

Wilson holds that the eight animal cells of the 16-cell stage are purely ectodermal

and that the "secondary macromeres " (A^, B-, C^, D-,) which surround, and were

derived from, the four basal cells at the vegetal pole are of mixed character,

giving rise to both endoderm and ectoderm, and perhaps also mesoderm. He does

not give the evidence upon which this conclusion rests, but its similarity to the con-

ditions W'hich exist in the ascidians should not be overlooked. Here also the

eight animal cells are purely ectodermal, while the "secondary macromeres," and
In fact, all the cells of the vegetal hemisphere in the 16-cell stage are of mixed
character, the four anterior ones containing endoderm and ectoderm (neural

substance), and the four posterior ones, endoderm and mesoderm. Wilson expressly

states that he uses the terms macromere and micromere " solely for the sake of con-

venience," and he concludes that the cleavage is very unlike that of annelids •

Samassa also emphasizes this same conclusion.

We ma}' conclude, then, that there are certain fundamental resemblances be-

tween Amphioxus and ascidians in the matter of cleavage and that the most notable

diiferences between them are found in the number of cells and the degree of their

iiiferentiation at any given embryogenic stage ; in ascidians this number is rela-i

median plane.

Dieynydi/luSy Jordan (1893) found that tlie first cleavage is perpe
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lively small and {\\v dogree of difierentiation liiirh as c()iii[>air(l witli A?Nphioxus

;

e.g.y at tlie stage when invagination beLnns in Amphioxus there are aceonling to

Wilson about 512 eclLs, at a correspond inir stage in Cuma there are 7C eells. It

may be presumed tliat the relative oonstaney or variability of cleavaire in thi^se

two classes depends upon tlio two features just contrasted, viz., the number of the

cleava2;c cells and the de2;ree of their differentiation.

In a ii:eneral wav lh(* same kinds of lihcnrsst^s and diflercnces exist betwec^n

ascidians and amphibians in the matter of cleavage as between the former and

Amphioxus. Among amphibians, howi^ver, tliesc diflerences are further inrvea.^cd

by the presence of a relatively large (piantity of yolk. Whether tlit» e(*todi'rm

comes entirely from tlie four upper cells of tlie 8-ccll stage in these animals cannot

be affirmed, but it is evidently derived in chief part from these cells*

4, Biastula and Gastrula,

The form of the blastula and gastrula is much influenced by the relative

amount of yolk in diiferent cases. A large coelo1)histuhu such tas is presnit in

Amphioxus. does not occur in the ascidians or amplii1)ians. Tn the ascidians this

is due not merely, nor largely, to the amount of the yolk but rather to the shape of

the cells which are always elongated either at one pole or the other so as to nearly

nil tlio bl yo and larva very

compact. Tn the amphibians the relatively small size of the blastocoel is due

not only to the quantity of yolk, but talso to the many-layen^d character of the

blastula wall.

In all three classes the ectoderm arises from the upper hemisphore of tliC blas-

tula, the endoderm and mesoderm from the lower hcmispliero, but the precise rela-

tion of these germ layers to the third cleavage plane is not known in the cases of

Amphioxus and the Amphibia. ,

Most investigators affirm that the gastrula invagination in Amphioxus is at

first radially symmetrical, and only in tlie later stages does it become unsymmet-

rical. Samassa (189S), on the contrary, finds that the gastrula is bilateral from the

beginning and concludes that this bilaterality is the direct outcome of the bilater-

ality of the cleavage stages. In both ascidians and amphibians it is bilateral from

the first, the invagination appearing near the anterior border of the dorsal faee and

then extending so as to include most of the dorsal area.

5. ^ Closure of Blastopore.

In ascidians the closure of the blastopore^ results lai'gely from the progressive

posterior growth of the anterior (dorsal) lip, while the posterior (ventral) lip

remains relatively fixed in position. Owing to the peculiar differentiation of the

cells of the blastopore lip they can be individually followed through a large part of

this process; the number of cell rows between the posterior lip and the animal

pole and between the anterior lip and that pole can also be determined with accu-

racy during the earlier stages of the closure; from both of these facts it is certain
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Figs. XXVII-XXX VIII. —Schematic representations of three stages in the gastrulation of an ascidian, ot AmpJdoxus
and of an amphibian to show their supposed resemblances in (1) Axial Relations, (2) Closure of Blastopore, (3) Origin of

Neural Plate, (4) of Chorda and (5) of Mesoderm. The position assigned to the polar bodies in Amphioxns and the amphib-
ian is to a certain extent hypothetical. The head of the arrow marks approximately the anterior limit of the neural

plate; the tail of the arrow, the median mesenchynie cells in the posterior (ventral) lip of the blastopore. The meso-

dermal cells or areas are shaded by entire or broken lines.

Figs. XXVII-XXIX.—Right halves of bisected gastrulae of Cfjnthia; the chorda cells are shaded by coarse stipples,

the neural plate cells (n. p.) by fine stipples. The muscle cells {m.%,^ lie lateral to the meaencliyme cells (m*ch) and by the

overgrowth of the anterior (dorsal) lip of the blastopore are separated from the mesenchyme cells anteriorly (XXIX).
Figs. XXX-XXXII.—Right halves of bisected gastrulse of Amphioxns (mainly after I^at=^ohek). In the two earlier

stages the existence and position of the mesoderm is hypothetical, being based upon the conditions found in ascidians.

Figs. XXXIII -XXXV.—Right halves of bisected gastrulte of the frog (mainly after Kop«fh). The areas shaded by
stippled lines rey»reseut the supposed position ef the mesoderm, here covered by endoderm and yolk.

Figs. XXXVI-XXXVIII.—Dorsal views of late gastruUe of ascidian (XXXVI), AmpUoxus (XXXVIll, and frog

(XXXVIII). The circles marked 1, 2, 3, 4 indicate successive stages in the closure of the blastopore. The actnal pf»sitif»n

of the mesoderm in the ascidian and its supposed position in Amphioxna and the frog is shown by the radiating lines

around the blastopore. The unshaded area (Ch,) anterior to the blastopore and between the halves of the meftodurm rep-

resents the plate of chorda cells.
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that the
j

in the fiiii

(I I-

of

kes only a small part in llio closure of the hi

The l)hi>t<tp()re ip foinud

of niusodermal colls derived from tlic crescont ; {\\v>v ci'lls an' larger and more
rounded than tli V of arc

their and texture. In the closure of the hi

h- d ^tnl5iUl^lKll.tk' h}'

«>pore thev Rre rolU'd in at

the lateral marsrins hut not at the hinder end, and owin-jc \o the lar<re fi/e of

f hla^^( o

tudinal groove. Finallj

terior lip growing more

pore rcduciil to a loiigi-

jrroove is closed h^
ts 1^

id pos-

pidlv than tlie lUiti'rior one in the final stages uf

process.

The earliest trace of the anterior

cells, the cndodermal cells here hecoming

appears just posterior to the chorda

depres^sed (fig. 134) ; at this stage the

lans.

thought that th( growth of the anterior (dorsal) lip was the chief fae((»r in the

closure; Lwoff, Klaatsch, Samassa, Morgan and Ilazen agree in the main with
I

KowalCYskj. ^liU^Di'ide (^1808) funis that in tlic final .-^ta^^rs (if cli^^ure the ventral

lip grow< more rapidlj* than the dorsal.

Among the amphibians, observation and cxperhuent i?how tlint tlio over-

is greater tlian that of tlic ventralj but the relativegrowth of the dorsal lip

amonnt of growth of eaeli lip is not certain. In early stages of <'losure the dor^al

lip is alone concerned, as is also the case with ascidians ; in later ntnges growth

According to Piliiger the dorsal lip sometimes moves

;
Morgan

takes 2)lace from all sides.

throuiih
"-AOan arc of 180° in the case of the froir. accordinir to Iloux 170

estimates this movement at 120°, Kopsch at 75°, and II. V. Wilson at 72 J°. In

the ascidians there is no doubt whatever that the closure is due chiefly to the

growth of the dorsal lip, though owing to the changing shape of the embryo it

is difficult to estimate the angular amount of that growth.

In Amphioxus and the ascidians the growth of the dorsal lip occurs as rapidly

in the middle as at the sides and there is therefore no indication of concres-

cence of e]-al li ps. At no s n d O of bl ( >i>ore in the £5e

animals is there any ind of such concrescence, cither in the

form of a notch at the edge of the dorsal li]) or of a scam along the middle of

the neural In Cynthia and Ciona I h; li
# «

ive seen everv uivision of the cells

of this lip up to an advanced stage and these d visions ke place as pidly

^
J

/

chorda cells and the neural plate cells which lie just anterior to them are at the

same level, but in the posterior growth of this lip the chorda cells arc rolled in so

that they form the inner, as the neural plate cells form the outer, hni'r of the ante-

rior (dorsal) lip. None of the neural plate cells and none* of the ectodermal cells

are ever inrolled, the only cells which suffer this fate being the chorda cells and

the muscle cells (mjoblasts).

Tliere has been much C(»ntroversy ;is to the part played by the anterior and

the posterior lips in the closure of the blastopore in Amphioxns and the ani[>hib-

Kowalevsky supposed that the closun^ in Amphioxns occurred in a radially

symmetrical manner, the i^ntire l)orderof the blastopore grtjwing e<pjally
; IJatsebf^k /

^

i

/
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^ -

^

d uniformly along the mid as at the sides. Practically all

who studied the embryology of Amphioxus or the ascidi

pon this point, and if amon
some o o

I
the amphibian

denied by others, it can only be s

pect the amphibians are yery different from these other classes.

as is claimed

d that in this

The evidence

that the amjjhibians do form such an exception is by no means conclusiye, as Z

(1902) points out.

The question whether and to what extent there is an actual inrolling of

from the outer to the inner lay

been much discussed.

the closure of the blastoi has

In all three of these chordate classes an inrolling of

margin of the blastopore has been repeatedly observed, but the relative number,

Lwoif(1894)

la\

the origin and the character of such cells are matters of dispute,

maintains that the entire dorsal lip of Atnphwxus, inner as well as

formed from ectoderm cells which are inrolled. All of these inrollcd cells he counts

as ectoderm and consequently concludes that the chorda and mesoderm are of ecto-

dermal origin. The invagination of the endoderm is, in his opinion, the real gastru

lation, whereas the turning in of the ectodermal cells is a coenogenetic process

which has nothing to do with the formation of the enteron but is concerned only

with the formation of chorda and mesoderm. This conclusion has been criticised

by S (1898), Klaatsch (1896), Mor and H (1900)

ground that there h

With this conclusio

the cells which are

no fficient dence that rolled

al., on the

ectodermal.

whe tended to th dian I

oiled at the anterior border of

tily agree. H
blastopore are chord

ectoderm. The cellcells which are yolk laden and resemble endoderm and no

which are inrolled at the posterior lateral borders are mesenchyme and muscle c

and in histological structure are very unlike the ectoderm. While therefore ag

mg th LwofF that the chorda and mesod cells are d (though from

pposite portions of the blastopore lip in ascid ans) I agree with his critics that

hese cells, judged by their lineage and histological character, are certainly not

ectodermal

6. Neural Plate.

In ascidians the neural plate material becomes segregated into six ci

44-cell stage ; four of these cells lie in a transverse row at the anterior

the dorsal hemisphere, just below the third cleavage plane and two of th

border of

just above this pi d therefore the tral hem The four dorsal

cells lie just anterior to the four chorda cells from which they were separated

sixth cleavag Both

2:ivmor rise to an arc of eight cells th

dorsal and ventral cells divide transversely, the former

cells, and to these alatter one of four

igle additional cell is added on each side making an arc of six neural plate cells

the ventral hemisphere. In subsequent divisions the neural plate increases much
length and its anterior portion also increases in breadth, but it is never more than

<^
wide in its po pa Soon after gastrulation begins the neural

o horda cells and thereafter cover the dorsal P posterior
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margin. During all this tinio the antorior margin of the plate rcaolus only alxtut

one-third of tho way from thr equator to the animal polo. The posterior niarpn of

the plate reaches nearly to the hinder end of the embryo, and -when the blastopore

closes a pair of V-shaped folds runs forward from the reirion of the blastopore

neural plate between them. These neural folds then fuse from behiml

'convertimi: tho plate into a tube. Dorsal to the notoehurd the neural

the

forwards thus converting the plate into a tube,

tube becomes solid; in the retrion in front of the notocliord it retains its lumen.

There is no nerve ring around the blastopore and probably none of the ecto-

derm cells around the posterior margin of the blastopore are added to the neural

In Amphioxus and amphibians the neural plate is first recognizable about the

the time of the closure of the blastopore. As in ascidians it arises in the ouier layer

of the dorsal lip and extends back as far as the blastopore, but whether its cells

arise in close connection '^vith the chorda and from both dorsal and ventral hemi-

spheres as in the ascidians is unknown; furthermore, the distance of the anterior

edge of the plate from the animal pole is unknown. The work of Kopsch (1000)

indicates that in the frog the anterior margin of the plate is situated less than

half the distance fiom the equator to tlie animal pole, and H. V. Wihson (TOGO) in

particular has shown that the anterior part of the neural plate is formed from the

black hemisphere, the posterior part from the white hemisphere,—a result which

ly with my As Is well known the method

of closure of the neural tube in Amphioxus is peculiar, while the solid character

of the hinder part of the tube is peculiar to the ascidians, but with these exceptions

the later history of the neural plate and tube is essentially similar in all three

classes.

7. Chorda.

\\\ ascidians the substance of the chorda is se2;re£rated into a simrle trans-

verse row of cells just posterior to the neural cells at the 44-cell stage, hefnro

there is a trace uf gasti illation. These chorda cells are generally clearer t^nd

contain rather less yolk than the endoderni cells whicli lie immediately posterior to

them. These four chorda cells divide transversely forming an arc of eight cells and

soon thereafter a depression of the endoderni occurs posterior to this arc, which is

the 'beginning of the gastrulation. These chorda cells are flanked on each side by

the most anterior cells of the mesenchyme arc, the two arcs together forming the

chorda-mescnclivme rins: of Cfistle. The eiirlit chorda cells then divide antcro-

posteriorly forming two rows of eight cells each. This plate of cells by shoving,

by interdigitation and perhaps to a limited extent by folding, decreases in width and

increases in length, the cells finallv, in a late larval stage, becoming arranL'^ed in a

single linear series. When they first arise the chorda cells are superficial in posi-

tion, but in the overgrowth of the dorsal lip they are inrolled so as to lie in the

roof of the gastrocoel. The posterior growth of the dorsal lip carries the entire

chorda into the hinder half of the embryo, and it afterwards extends to the tip of

the developing tail.

/

/
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In Amphioxus the earliest stage at which the chorda has been positively iden-

tified is one when the blastopore is small and the embryo elongated. According to

Ilatschek it consists at this stage of a plate, about six cells wide, in the roof of the

archenteron and extending along the mid-line of the dorsal lip throughout its entire

This plate is narrower and longer than it is in the ascidians, but is other-

wise much the same in appearance. The later history of the chorda is essentially

the same in both forms. With

length.

regard to i\\^ origm of the chorda cells in

Amphioxus, Morgan and Hazen (1900) have shown that the cells which are inrolled

in the formation of the dorsal lip and some of which must take part in the forma-

ation of the chorda, are clear and contain less yolk than the endoderm cells.

Whether these cells form at this stage a plate which is wider from side to side

than it is long, as is true of the ascidian, is not known. Lwotf (1894) has also

recognized the fact.that the chorda cells are rolled in at the margin of the dorsal lip,

and for that reason he regards them as of ectodermal origin.

In Amphioxus and ip some amphibians the definitive roof of the enteron arises

from cells which lie along each side of the chorda plate, and which finally grow

under that structure and thus separate it from the gastric cavity ; in the ascidians the

chorda lies ultimately in the posterior part of the body where the gastric cavity is

almost entirely lacking and there is no growth of endoderm cells under it to form the

roof of the enteron. In most amphibians the chorda does not form a broad plate of

cells, but is a narrow rod closely united ventraliy with the endoderm, Avhich forms

the roof of the enteron, and connected laterally with the mesoderm. In these

three groups of chordates the chorda plate is widest in ascidians and narrowest

in amphibians. In all three it lies in the dorsal lip and is connected laterally

with mesoderm (text figs. XXXVI—XXXVIII). The later history of the chorda

is essentially the same in all three classes.

The question whether the chorda is of endodermal or of mesodermal origin is,

as has been frequently said, one of definition of terms. Castle concludes that it is

mesodermal because in Amphioxus and lower vertebrates it " is derived from a

common fundament with what is universally regarded as mesoderm" and also

because it *' comes to occupy a position between the inner and outer layers of the

embryo." On the other hand, the histological structure of the chorda cells In

Cynthia and Ciena is much more like endoderm than mesoderm, and they arc

unquestionably derived from cells of the gastric endoderm at the 32-cell stage (fig.

117, 193). I believe that special importance should attach to the structure of the

cells which form the chorda, and if this be accepted as a guide the chorda, at least

among ascidians, should be regarded as endodermal.

8. Origin of Mesoderm.

The exact place and manner of

lized with the greatest certaint\

of mesoderm of be

recogni:

the unsegraented
o

The crescent, from which most if

ages and eve

of the mesod
arises, lies just below the equator of omented g, and on the posterior
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side, its arms cxtoiuliiiir forward to the second cleavage ulano. Tt iHeup'kfi this

position throughout the whole o? tlie cU-avago. its suh>tanee hie<»T]uiig h>eali/( d in

a number of hirge rounded cells. Tn the gastrulation these cells arc inrolled along

the lateral-posterior borders of the blastopore, thus reducing the posterior p^^rtiun

of the blastopore to a gnv^ve and rendering the wholr hlast<»jH)rc jiear-.shaped. No
such appearance is found in Awphioxus or amj)hil)ians where the blastopore retains

its circular form until a late stage; this may be interpreted as due to the fact that

in these animals the mesoderm .is not so larirelv developed at an earlv stnire. but

it furnishes no satisfactory reason for supposing that (he niesodciiu is not formed
in corresponding positions in all three classes. "We know that the neural plate and
the notochord come from similar redons in all three, and it is most unlikt'lv thai

the mesoderm arises from wholly different icgious.

Hatschek's account of the origin of the mesoderm of Aviphioxiis .shows some
important resemblances to what occurs amomr ascidiaus. He found that runninir

back on each side from the first appearing primitive segments was a mevsoderiual

fold which led to a pair of pole cells in the ventral (posterior) lip of the blastopore.

All recent investigators have denied the existence of these pole cells, and there

can be little doubt that Ilatschck was mistaken with regard to them. Even in the

ascidian there are, strictly speaking, no p(»le cells in this region, nor anywhere
else in the embryo. The cells which in the ascidian occupy the position assigned

by Hatschek to the pole cells are the posterior mesenchyme cells. These cells form

tlic middle of the crescciit. and from tliem a baud of mesoderm cells runs forward

on each side, but these bands were not foruied by the teloblastic growth of the pos-

terior cells ; on the contrary, their gub4ancc was localized in the crescent before

cleavage began. However the non-existence of the pole cells of Auiphio.xHS <lo<'s

not destroy belief in Hatschek's account of the mesodermal folds which run back-

ward from the primitive segments to the blastopore. Several investigators have

recognized such folds or bands, and their existence can scarcely be doubted. These
bands liave been seen only in older gastruhe, and they here occupy a position

which corresponds very closelj' with the mesenchyme bands in the ascidian gas-

trula. The separation of the muscle band from the mesenchyme band in the older

gastrula^ of the ascidian {v. p. CD) is evidently a coenogenetic phenomenon, since

nothing of this sort is known to occur elsewhere. If the mesodermal bands of

Amphioxus are present in earlier stages than those in which they have been repre-

sented by Hatschek, and if they occupy the same relative position as in the asci-

dian they would surround the posterior border of the blastopore, and only by over-

growth of the dorsal lip and the narrowing of the whole blastopore would they

come to lie alongside of the notochord. That mesodermal cells are present in the

posterior lip of the gastrula of Amphioxus at an early stage is made probable by
the observations of Lwoff, Klaatsch, Morgan and Hazcn. Lwofi" has found that

the longitudinal musculature Qi Amphioxus arises along the hinder lateral parts of

the blastopore, where it comes from ectodermal cells, as he thinks, which are in-

rolled. Klaatsch agrees with this and compares the "pole cell bands" of ascidians
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witli these mesodermal folds of Amphioxus. He has observed that in both asci-

dians and Amphioxus these cells are more rounded than other cells of the gastrnla.

Like Klaatsch, Morgan and Hazen find that around and within the ventral lip of

the blastopore, during the early gastrula stages, there are frequently found small

ded yolk. They affirm that the form of these cells

the result of cell division, as Samassa had assumed, but that they preser

ded form 6 '^''"B

Samassa (1898), however, says that in Amphioxus the origin of the mesoderm
has no relation to the blastopore. The fact that the mesoderm has it growth

r

zone at the caudal end of the embryo, in the vicinity of the blastopore, is, he says,

a condition which it shares in common with all other organs of the embryo. In

the face of the positive evidence adduced by Lwoff, Klaatsch, Morgan and Hazen

o of Samassa' s seem to me to lose much of its weig

It seems probable from these accounts that mesoderm cells are present in

the ventral lip of the early gastrula of Amphioxus just as in the ascidians, and

that they give rise to the longitudinal mesodermal folds of later stages; it remains

to be seen w^hether these mesoderm cells may not be traced back to a still earlier

stage, comparable with the crescent in the ascidian egg [cf. text figs. XXVII
XXXII).

The origin of the mesoderm in amphibians is a much more difficult and com-

plicated question and one into which I cannot enter fully here. It is generally

believed, however, that in the frosr's cfrir the cells which are to form the mesodermn -^ ^cc

o

present when the dorsal lip first appears, and even prior to that time. They
the deeper layer of cells of the blastoporic ring and, therefore, surround the

below the equator. Whether at their first appearance they surround the entire

blastopore is not plain, but in later stages this is said to be the case. Accordii

this view the notochord is a mesodermal structure difierentiated out of the con-

tinuous ring of mesoderm surrounding the blastopore. There is here resemblance

to the chorda-mesenchyme ring which is present in the ascidians and probably also

in Amphioxus, but in the amphibians this ring appears to give rise at once to a

sheet of mesoderm and not to mcsodemal bands such as arc found in Amphioxus
and ascidians (text figs. XXXIIT-XXXVIIl).

On the whole it is probable that there is fundamental airreement between

Amphioxus and ascidians in the place and manner of mesoderm formation, and
though the amphibians differ in some important respects from the other two classes

it is possible to interpret their method of mesoderm formation in the same "-eneral

terms.

Referring to Rabl's (1892) " Theorie des Mesoderms," Samassa (1808), and
Garbowski (1898) maintain that there is no '• peristomal" mesoderm in Amphioxus,
but that all the mesoderm is '' gastral." If the view here taken is correct, all the

mesoderm of this animal is at first peristomal while the gastral mesoderm is later

derived from this. This is exactly the conclusion which has been reached by Davidoff

(1891), and Castle (1896), with regard to the ascidian, a conclusion which I can
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fully coiifirin from my own work. Furtliennoro, it is not iiiiprol table thai tlio same
thing is true of the nniphibiaiis. This is in connrniation of l^ibl's view that the

peristomal mesoderm is paliniienctic, the gastrul coenogenetic, and the suggestion

is raised that in all these cases the gastral mesoderm is derived IVoni tjje peristomal

through the manner of overgrowth of the dorsal lip of tlie blastopore (text fi

XXXVI-XXXVIII).
Although I have made no special study of the subject, and cannot therefore

speak with assurance, I have seen wo eviiUncc in favor of Van Ueneden and Julln's

view that.eiiterocoels are present in ascidians as in A)upliioxus\ in this respect T

am in accord with the more recent students of asridian development fDavidoff,

Castle).

From these coniparisoiis I think it may be safely concluded that there arc

many fundamental resemblances in the earl\- development of Tunicata, Amphioxus
and Amphibia, and that in consequence of the early dillercntiation of the ascidian

^^^ and embryo and because of the known cell-lineage of some of its important

organs the development of these animals throws light upon the embryology of other

chordute classes.

VIL THE ORGANIZATION OF THE EGG.^

It is interesting to observe how recent studies of development have led to the

recognition of morphogenetic dillerentiatious at earlier and earli(^r stages in the

ontogeny ; a dozen years ago the germ laj'crs were the earliest differentiations of

this sort which were generally recognized. It was in the attempt to determine the

cellular oriuin of the m-rm lavers that it became evident that the clcavaiie cells

themseU^es were of morphogenetic value. Some of the dinTerentiations of the

cleavage cells could be traced back to the very iirst cleavage or even to the

imsoirmonted egg ; thus the studv of cell-lineaire led loc^icallv and uiiavoidablv to

the coiicliKslon tliat the cleavage celLs and even the unsegniented eiig liiust l>e organ-

ized Avith reference to the 2')arts and axes of the future aniniuL

For our present pnrposes the organization of the germ cells has reference only to

such differentiation's as are of dh'ect value in the buildin*]^ of the einbrvo. in other

words, sucli as are morpliogenetic, and it may be held to include phenomena of

polarity, symmetry and localization; it obviously includes other things also, such as

regeneration and regulation, which are not, liowever, objects of investigation in this

work.

A. Polarity.

Fifty years ago Reniak showed that the pigmented hemisphere of the frog's

egg gave rise to the cells of Von Baer's "animal germ-layer," while the white

hemisphere gave rise to the "vegetative germ-layer." The middle of the ecto-

dermal hemisphere has ever since been known as the animal pole, the middle of the

endodermal hemisphere as the vegetative (vegetal) 2)ole, It is a remarkable fact

^ A more complete discussion of this subject, esi)eciany that portion of it which relates to ex-
perimental work, IS reserved for a subsequent paper, only such matters being treated here as are the

outgrowth of the observations recorded in the preceding pages.

">
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that with a few possible exceptions, which are by no moans well

polar bodies are formed at the animal pole of the egg in all cases.

established, the

This is a fact of

al occurrence and of the highest significance ; it indicates that befc

luring the maturation of

1 of the esrir substance of

the egg there occurs a polar differentiation or localiza-

such a kind that in all cases the future ectoderm is

formed at the maturation pole and the endoderm at the opposite pole.

The apparent exceptions to this rule are few in number and may be examined

in some detail ey are limited to the eggs of certain insects, Peirojuyzon
J

copcpods, Ascaris, echinoderms and ascidian Th ly reason for suppo

Korschelt and Heider (1903, pp. 545, 546) do, that the polar bodies are not formed

at the animal pole in insects and in Petromyzon is that they here lie to one side of

the pointed end of there proof they do not lie at the middl

of the ectodermal area. Hacker (1899) says that in the larger species of Cyclop

" neither the place of formation of polar bodies, the place of entrance of

sperm nor the position of the first cleavage spindle are preformed

are secondarily determined by the p of the effo; in the esir sack
55

(PP

193, 194). However, this egg is one which is not easy to orient, and it has by

means been pro\

the ectodermal a

it the polar bodies do not form in this case at the middle of

Even if the iustice of all of Hacker's statements be admitted

not rotate so as to cause theit has not been shown that the cleavage spindle may not

first and second cleavage furrows to pass through the maturation pole, as is usually

i case. Such a rotation of the first cleavage spindle takes place in nematodes.th

d a somewhat similar rotation of the entire egg, after the formation of the fir

cleavage spindle, has been described by Bigelow (1902) in the case of Lepas, where

it had previously been held that the first cleavage was equatorial. Hacker's obser-

vations do not show that the chief axis of the egg is not predetermined, and they

not prove that the maturation pole and the ectodermal pole do notcertainly d^

coincide.

In Ascaris megalocephala, Boveri (1887) observed that the second polar body

is usually formed at some distance from the first "whether througli waiKh'rIiig in

the protoplasm or through a turning of the entire egg I could not determine

first clea\^gc furixnv frcfpiently

o
5J

(P-

32). His figures (1888, pi. IV) show that the

pas'ses through the point of attachment of the second polar body. The study of

the cell lineao-e of Ascaris has shown that most of the ectoderm is 8Ci'T0«'ated in

one of the first two cleavage cells (the "primary ectoderm cell" of Ziir Strassen,

1896). This would seem to indicate that in this animal the polar bodies do not lie

at the middle of the ectodermal pole ; however the relations of the maturation

pole to the ectodermal pole and to the first cleavage are not clear in this case, and

it may not be impossible that Ascaris may yet be found to conform to the general

rule.

As for the echinoderms, Wilson (1895) supposed from indirect evidence that

tlie maturation pole and the future animal pole did not usually coincide in

Toxopneusles, and further that the chief axis of the egg was establi.shed only after
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lurfilization. Il<>\vo\d\ tlic ovidi'iico in fav(ir of this is not conclusive as AVilson

admits. On the other hiind^ Bjveri (lOlU^ has shown in the most convincinsr man-
ner that in Shon<ryJocentrotus tlie polarilv of flu* etry: mav he liat-ed haek to the

c»vocyt<\ aii<l that tliis polarity dctt'rininos the crnstnilar axis. It is, tlien'fore,

possible that in all cchinodcrins the polarity of tho c^^sr is prodctcrmiiiod in the

ovary, and not aftor tlie maturation and fortilization. nnd that in all cnws the

maturation and eetodermal iw>les coincide.'

The most remarkable and apparently ^vcll cstalili^hed of these oxccptions to

tlio rule tliat the polar hudies arc formed at \\w animal poll* is that of the aM'idians

•studied ^^\ Castle (1894^ 189G), where the polar bodies vvitc said to 1h* fonniMl at

the vegetal or endodermal pole of the egg- However, this conclusion rests upon

erroneous orientation, as I have shown in the preceding pa^es; in asvidians as in

otiicr aninials the polar l)odies an* formed at the cctodiTinal polo, T1uM*e are, IImto-

fore, no wadl established exceptions to this general law.-

In many cases it is known that the polar dillerentiatiun of the egg may be

recognized while the egg is still in the ovary, Ki^frivnce has just hrcn made to

the condition in Strongyhcentrotus in which the ])ole of attachment to the ovarian

wall becomes the maturation pole of the ii'^*^ and tho ectodermal pole of the larva.

Boveri says that in all known castas the pole toward whieh Iho genninal vi'siele is

eccentric becomes the animal pole. !]i Unio^ Lillie (1900) has d(Mnonstrated that it is

the free pole of the egg wliichj>ocomcs the maturation and ectodermal pule, while the

pole of attaidiment b(HM)mes the v<*getal pole. In a number of gash'ro]>ods (/,/;;/;//rei,

Succinea^ Polygyra. Limax^ Pliysa^ Planorbis. Ancyhis) I have found that there

is a marked polar diirerentiation of the egg in the ovary, the germiiuil vesicle being

eccentric toward the free pole of the ovocyte. I have elsewhei-e (lOl)**]) shown

reason for believing that in dextral snails the polar bodies are formed at the frt»e

pole and in sinistral snails at the attached pole of the ovocyte. In his work on

Cerebratulus. AVilsun (1903), found that the polar bodi(^< were foiiiK^d at the free

p(de of the ovocyte, and again in his recent paper on Dentaliiini (1004), he finds

the side of attachment in the ovary represents the lower or vegetal hemisphere.

We find then that the ehief axis of the egg is very generally present in the ovocyte,

nnd that the free side usually gives rise to the maturation aiid ectodermal pole,

wliilethe attached side becomes the vegetal pole; but in echinodernis and probably

also in sinistral gasteropods these conditions are reversed, the side of attachment

becoming the ectodermal pole.

In the gasteropods named above, 1 found it possible to recogni/.e this polarity

of the ovocyte at a very early stage ; in general it coincides with the ^* organic

axis" (Van Benedcn), or the ** cell axis'' (Heideiihain) /. ^., the axis passing through

the eentrosome or sphere, and the center of the nucleus. Tliis cell axis is a general

^ However, Garbow.^ki (1004) affirms that in Adennn (jlaciaVr^ the polarity of the egg is not

d?termined even in the 8-cell and l(5-cell stages, and that tlic bhi.-tomereii are eqnipotenlial np to the

oOO-cell .^tage

!

^ Wheeler (1897» p. 41-46) ha^^ discu<ied in an admirable manner the aj)parent exceptions to

this law of polar ditlerentiation and conclude^: that these exceptions are by no means well establiifhed,
r

12 JOUEX. A. X. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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characteristic of many, if not of all cells, and as it is present in all the cells of

the cleaving egg, where it is preserved from one cell generation to another (v.

Conklin, 1902), it maj^ be considered to be a differentiation which is continuons

from generation to generation. But while the cell axis determines the egg axis

and this the gastrular axis, it is not necessary to suppose that in the early

ovarian history of the egg one pole is composed of ectodermal substance and the

other of endodermal. On the contrary, this is probably not the case. My obser-

vations on the living eggs of ascidians and snails leads to the view that it is not

the extrusion of the polar bodies at one pole which causes that pole to become
r

the ectodermal one, but rather that it z's the movement of the germinal vesicle with

its contained clear protoplasm to one pole^ and the spreading of this protoplasm

at this pole, which is the determining factor. In short it is the localization of
ectodermal substance at the maturation pole which causes that pole to give rise

to ectoderm. I shall return to this subject in the section on localization.

Whether other axes of the egg are predetermined before cleavage is in most

instances unknown. In a few cases all the axes of the future animal are marked

out before fertilization ; for example, among insects and cephalopods, as is well

known, it is possible to identify anterior and posterior, right and left, dorsal and

ventral axes of the egg while it is yet in the ovary. In most cases, however, the

only axis which is recognizable before fertilization is the chief axis of the egg.

This is true of the ascidians, but here there are certain evidences, which will be

presented in the next section, that the otlier axes are already established, though

not directly recognizable until after fertilization.

B. Symmetry.

Van Bencden and Neyt (1887) suggested that bilateral symmetry may be

characteristic of all cells of bilateral animals, and Lillie (1901) has expressed a

similar view regarding the eggs of such animals. This hypothesis, if true, would

materially simplify the problem of the earliest differentiations and localizations of

the Q^g, but it is supported by little direct evidence ; in fact, it is surj^rising that in

most bilateral animals bilaterality appears so late in development. In most annelids

and mollusks the Qg^ and early cleavage stages are to all appearances radially symme-

trical, and in many cases bilateral symmetry first appears with the formation of

the mesentoblast cell, 4d. In echinoderms bilateralit}^ is said to appear first in the

gastrula stage ; in Amphioxus during cleavage ; in ascidians it appears immediately

after fertilization and before the first cleavage ; while in cephalopod and insect

eggs it appears during the growth of the ovocyte in the ovary. Wilson has

repeatedly expressed the view that characteristic differentiations, such as bi-

lateral symmetry, arise at different periods of development in different cases, and it

cannot be denied that the ocular evidence is in favor of this view. On the other

hand, there are certain considerations which lead to the conclusion that bilateral

organization may be present in the developing ^^% or embryo long before it is directly

visible. For example, in Neritina there are two groups of granules in the t)roto-
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plasm of the un^f^iiu'iited ojiir. uno on each side of ilic jmhir hodles. Blorhinaim

("ISS2) oh-sorved that those graniilos were ultimately localized during cleavage

in the ri-lit and left " Urvelarzellen." Thev therefore mark out a ]>i!ater:il orirau-

izatiou of the uiiseirini'iitiJ ejrii- althou^li flie cleavage in) to tlu* tiuu' of tlio forma-

tion of the '• Urvelarzellen" is tvpicallv spirtil and radiallv symmetrical, in other

gastoropod cirgs, where these granules arc lacking, not a trace of hihitcral orLianiza-

tion is visible before the formation t)f the mt^^<*nto}>laht Cill
;
yxi it cnii scarct^lv l>u

su|)[)o?seJ that the eggs of these gastcro[)0(ls are 9n unlike those \^^ Ncriiina as to he

actually radially symmetrical as they appear to be. Rather it seems probable that

the bilateral organization which appenrs in this one respi'ct in tlie Ntri/n/a egg 19

charactLiistic of other gasteropod eggs also, thouirh it does not usually bcronie

apparent until a later stage,

Cranipton (ISD-i) discovered that the cleavage of the egg in sinl>tral Bnall> Is

reversed as compared with that of dextral forms. I have shown elsewhere (1008)

that the inverse sj-nmiotry of sinistral snails is traceable to the inverse organization

of the unsecrmented eusr. Of this fact there can ho no doubt, thouiih it is not vet

certain how this invei^se organization niny have been produced. But an inverse

organization of the e^^^ such as would produce inverse symmetry of the embryo
and adult, implies of necessity' a bilateral organization to begin with; it must be,

therefore, that the eggs of these gasteropods are bilateral, though this fact is not

direetl}' evident.

In the ascidian cg^ the first appearance of bilatcrality which T have l)een able

to detect occurs soon aft*.'r fertilization wiien the sperm n Helens moves toward one

side of the ejrg which later becomes the postcTJor pole. One might, therefore, l>e

inclined to consider that in this case the esr? before fertilization was radiallv svmme-

trical, and tliat the chance movement of tho sperm into one UK^rldian delermimd

the median plane of the embryo, were it not for the fact that all the movements of

the sperm within the egg seem to be directed l)y tlio organization of the cytoplasm.

The sperm always enters the egg near the vegetal pole, but tlie fact that the point

of entrance is nearer that pole in some instances than in others shows that tliat

point is not a fixed and constant one. After the sperm has penetrated the peri-

pheral layer of protoplasm, and has turned so that its centrosome is directed for-

ward in its movement tli rough the egg it moves up to the equator of the egg in a

path nearl}^ parallel with the surface. Arrived at the equator, the upward move-

ment ceases and the sperm nucleus and centrosome, after meeting the egg nucleus,

turn in toward the center of the egg. These movements are of such a con-

stant character that they cannot be the result of chance; they must be directed

and probably by the cytoplasm of the egg. Furthermore, it seems probable from the

evidence of such cases as figures 81 and 85 that ///*? sperm nucleus does not

always take the shprtcst path to the equator as it should do if the egg were

radially symmetrical and the median plane were really determined by the path

of the spermatozoon. On the other hand^ it sometimes apparently takes the longest

path as if it 7nust needs ?nove in a certain meridian. This seems to indicate that
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iJie inedian plane of the embryo is not determined by the chance path of the

spermatozoon within the egg^ but rather that both the median plane and the

path of the spermatozoon are determined by tJie structure of the cytoplasm.

Finally, in cases of normal or artificial parthenogenesis the median plane

cannot be determined by the path of the spermatozoon. In eggs of this kind

the establishment of bilateral synnnetry must be held to be due to the structure

of the egg itself or to environment, and whichever of these views may be accepted

it follows that the path of the spermatozoon cannot be regarded as a general factor

in determining the median plane of the embryo.

These and other similar considerations lead to the view that bilateral organi-

zation is frequently present in the egg before it becomes visibly manifest, and

they lend support to the hypothesis of Driesch (1896) that the eggs of all bilateral

animals are bilaterally organized, there being a '* polar bilateral direction of par-

ticles" in the "intimate structure of the Qg^i' If this be true^ the eggs, the cleav-

age stages and the blastulcB of annelids and mollusks, of echinoderms and Amphi-

oxus are as truly bilateral as they are in the ascidians^ though this bilaterality

viay be masked by a radial form of cleavage aiid by an appare7itly radial orgaiti-

zation of the egg.

I cannot pass over this subject without referring to the extensive worlv of

Roux (1883, 1885, 1887, 1902, 1903) on the determination of the median plane in

the frog's Q'^%. This work is too widely known to require more than passing

notice. By means of " localized fertilization," i. e.., the application of spermatozoa

to any meridian of the q^^, Roux has determined that the first cleavage plane
w

passes through the entrance point of the spermatozoon and that the median plane

of the embryo usually coincides with the first cleavage plane. He therefore con-

siders that the median plane is in typical conditions, determined by the path of the

spermatozoon. Moskowski (1902), on the other hand, holds that the first cleavage

plane and the median plane of the embryo are determined by definite movements

of the Q^^;^ substance and not by the path of the spermatozoon. Castle (189G)

believed that the plane of the first cleavage and the median plane of the cmlnyo

were determined, in the ascidians studied by him, by the place of entrance of the

spermatozoon, the point of entrance marking the posterior polcj but since the point

of entrance is near the vegetal pole, while the posterior pole lies near the equator,

it is evident that the point of entrance cannot mark that pole. It is true that the

protoplasm which gathers around the head of the sperm as soon as it enters the egg

moves with the sperm to the posterior pole and there remains permanently, but the

location of this protoplasm at this pole is evidently due to something other than the

point of entrance of the spermatozoon. There is no question whatever that, in the

ascidians, the path of the sperm within the egg coincides with the plane of the

first cleavage and with the median plane of the embryo, but there is evidence, n<

I have shown, that this path is itself determined by the structure' of the egg.
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C. Cytoplasmic Localization.

1. Localization in C/eavatrc Stao-es.

That flicro is a spocifioaticni aiul localization of tliosi^ portion?^ of the proto-

plasm of the eprjr which are destined in development to jiive rise to definite or^rnns

has l)ecu repeatedl}' alTirmed and denied since Ills first propounded llu' d(utiine of

"organ forming i^M^m regif)ns" in 1S74. At fii'st this doctrine t<K)k the form of a

mental projin^tion of the early embryonic orirans back npun the nnse^mcntcd cprg.

Later the study of cell-lineage showed that defmite orjrans of tln^ hn-va or adult

arose from di Unite blasti)meres, which in turn came from definite nortlons of the

ted
v..

possible to mn]) out the cleavage cells

d the nnseirmented i^irir into region? corrcsi^ondini; to certain organs of the embr\

to show that Ihcj'e reiiiims were visiblv difi

another. Nevertheless the fact tlnit certain blastomeres constantly gave rise to

certain parts, and that other blastomeres developed very dilVerently and gave rise

to other parts, led students of cell-lineage generally to the view that there must Ite

some protoplasmic difference between such blastomeres^ though it might not be

directlv visible.

On the other hand WiM^e those who maintained tliat tin* protoplasm of tluM^arly

clea\age stages was undlfierentiated and that specifications which d^^leiinined the

fate of these cells arose only at a later period and under the infiucncc of environ-

mental or extrinsic conditions, such as nnitual interaction between the cells, position

in t]»e develonin^i; endjrvo, ric^ Such views were maintaincMl on the irround of

experimental work, especially that of Driesch, Ilertwig, Morgan, Wilson and others,

but it should not be forgotten that the cxi)erimenial work of Roux funn^shed
r

important evidence in favor of the independent diflriditiatlon, ^' Sr/bsfd/Jfrrrfizi-

r7uig\ of different blastomeres;

Thus while the studv of cell-lineairc showed conclusively that certain cells

were destined in the course of normal development to give rise to certain organs

and that the individual blastomeres were more or less dilferentiated from one another,

tlie results of experimental work showed that in many animals individual cleavage

cells were capable of giving rise to an entire embryo, and it was, therefore, affirmed

by some investigators that these cells could not be difierentiatcd for any particular

end. Inasmuch as these facts of cell-lineage and of experimental embryology were

well established, it was only possible to harmonize these discordant results by some

form of interpretation. This was undertaken from two different standpoints: (1)

It was affirmed that the early cleavage cells were not really differentiated for any

specific end and that each might develop into any part of the embryo; if in any

case certain ])arts or origans came from certain blastomeres it was due merelv to the

"continuity of development" (Hertwig, 0.. 1S92).

(2) On the otlier hand, it was suggested that these discordant results as to

the dlllerentiation of the early eleavage cells might he explained hy the fact that

the e"ri:^s of different animals rai^rht differ in the time at which differentiations

arise. In the eggs of echinoderms, AmpJiioxus, fishes and frogs, which had been
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cliiefly employed in experimental work, the cleavage was not known to be constant

and differential in character: whereas in all forms the cell-lineaiie of which was

known, the cleavage was both constant and differential. I therefore suggested

(1897) that for the present it would be advisable to recognize two types of cleavage,

a determinate type in which the blastomeres are differentiated from one another

and are constant in their manner of origin and development, and an indeterminate

type in which such differentiation and constancy are not known to occur. At the

same time I was careful to state that this indeterminateness might be only apparent

and not real, and "that the denial of a definite prospective value to each blasto-

mere might rest upon the curious basis that no one had followed a single blasto-

mere tlirougli tlie development" (1897^ p, 191). In favor of such a distinction was

the experimental work which had been done on the eggs of ctenophores and gaster-

opods : the cleavage in these animals is known to be determinate^ and it was found

that from a part of an egg only a part of an embryo would develop. In all cases

constant and differential features appear sooner or later in the course of develop-
M

ment, but if in some cases they appear late in the cleavage while in others they

appear early this would explain the fact that in some species a whole embryo may
be produced from one of the first two or first four bUistomeres, whereas in other

cases only a partial embryo results. Wilson in particular has defended the view

that specifications arise at different times in different eggs, and that these differ-

ences in the time of specification may explain the different potencies of blastomeres

or portions of the egg.

While it is entirely possible that differentiations may appear in some cases

earlier than in others, experiments on the development of parts of eggs are no

satisfactory test of the presence or absence of such differentiations as the eggs of

echinoderms and ascidians well show. The echinoderms were supposed to pres-

ent one of the best examples of an indeterminate form of cleavage ; fragments of

the egg or isolated blastomeres here give rise to entire embryos, and it was conclud-

ed that differentiations must appear in these eggs relatively late in development.

But Boveri (1901) has shown that in Strongylocentrotus^ and presumablj^ in other

echinoderms also,^ a remarkable stratification of the egg, corresponding to the pri-

mary organs of the larva, appears at the time of the maturation of the ^^'g. Tliese

observations have taught us more with re«]rard to the actual differentiations of this

Q^^%. as contrasted with the potencies of its parts, than all the experiments which

have ever been made. Again, the ascidian egg has one of the most determinate

and morphogenetic forms of cleavage known and the differentiations of the various

parts of the unsegmented egg are very great, and yet the experiments of Driesch

(1895, 1903) and Crampton (1897) have shown that entire embryos may be pro-

duced from isolated blastomeres of this egg; such experiments apparently demon-

strate the totipotence of the first four blastomeres of the ascidian egg,- but all the

\See foot-note, p. 89.

'Since this paper was written I have carefully studied the potency of individual blastomeres of
the ascidian egg by the experimental method. My results, which will be published elsewhere, show
that nothing resembing a normal embryo or larva is ever produced from any fragment of an egg which
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experiments in tlie world could not liavesliown a? siitisfnctorily as direct observation

lias done the roniarkaMe cytoplasmic dillcrcntiutions and localizations of this Cfrcr.

It seems, therefore, that this apparent conllict between the results of observa-

tion and of experiment on the early development of (he egtr. between the pn)>pec-

tive tendency and the prosju'ctive potency of it^ various parts, can be harmonized

neither by the claim tliat difierentiationj* do not exist in the early stages of devel-

opment nor by the assumption that differentiations aj>pear earlier in some cum.•>

than in (titers.

(3) Tt seems raiher that the true explanation of this discrepancy is the one

originally suggested by Roux (1892, 1895), viz., that there is a diffenMice in the

pnerative or regulative capacity of diflerent ova and that in the exj)enmental

studies referred to we are dealing with indi?'cct development or regeneration, as con-

trasted with direct or normal development. Just as some adult forms show little

capacity for rejreneration or n

re

D f e([ually complex difl

tion show this power in a high degree, so it seems that the capacity for regulation

hown by eggs is more or less independent of the degree of their did

To all aDDcarances the asci d |(V" of ninl

lusks or ctenophon^s, and yet the former has a much liiLdier regulative capacity

than the latter. If this view of the relatit'e independence of differeufiation and
regulation be correct the conjlict between the results of cell-lineage and of experi-

mental embryolog)' disappears^ for the prospective tendency or the actual differentia-

tion of a blastofuere and its prospective potency deal with tivo distinct things.

•2. Localization before Cleavage.

The 2>henomcna of germinal localization have heretofore been studied for the

most part during the cleavage and subsequent periods of development; only within

the last few ^earS has this study been extended to the egg before cleavage. Never-

theless the brilliant researches of Driesch, Lillie, Boveri, Fischel, Wilson and Carazzi

in this field have already yielded most important results, and are full of promise for

future work. In some cases this localization of different kinds of protoplasm or of

organ-formiug substances has been directly observed, in other cases it has been

inferred from the results of experiment, but in many instances both observation and

experiment lead to the conclusion that the morphogenetic processes begin before

cleavage. The work of Lillie on Unio (1901) and Chcetopterus (1902), and especially

experiments of Fischel (1897, 1898, 1903) on the ctenophoro egg, and of Wilson

(1903), and Yatsu (1901:) on the nemertine q^^ have shown that definite regions

of the unsegmcnted o^^^ give rise to definite organs or regions uf the eml)ryo.

Apart from the early separation of protoplasm and yolk which occurs in many
yolk-laden eggs, localization of visildy different kinds of protoplasm in the unseg-

mcnted ep:jr has been observed in relatively few cases. Anions- the earliest observa-

does not include the wlude of the rij.'^ht or left half.

cdU but have no power (o rpve r*^*j to miiscle, chorda
thoi^e portions of the cyg which normally give rue to

sense organs, If

masses cf
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tions of this sort are those of Robin (1875) and Whitman (1878) on tlie eggs of

leeches. Here peculiar aggregations of protoplasm occur at the two poles of the egg,

after maturation and fertilization, which have been called " polar'rings." Vejdovsky

(1888) discovered that these polar rings arise in Rhytichebnis horca a peripheral

layer of brown protoplasm, which has a great affinity for stains. The substance of

this layer collects at the two poles of the egg after maturation and fertilization and

thus constitutes the polar rings. During the cleavage most of this substance is seg-

regated into the large posterior maci*omere of the 4-cell stage, and it ultimately

passes into the mesomeres (probably the first and second somatoblasts of Wilson).

Nevertheless other portions of this protoplasm go into the micromeres; in fact it

forms " the general material for the building of the body, with the exception of the

intestinal epithelium " (Vejdovsky, 1888, p. 12.3). Polar rings have also been

observed by Foot (1894, 1896) in AllolobopJiora, and their method of formation in

this form has been determined in a most careful and satisfactory manner ; this work

will be discussed more fullv in the next section on the srenesis of e":.2r organization.c "^"-^ ' ^ "-co ""O

One of the most remarkable cases on record of the localization of visibly differ-

ent kinds of ojplasm is found in Myzostoma glabnim in which Driesch (1896), and

more recently Carazzi (1904), observed two conspicuous zones of protoplasm in the

egg before maturation^ an upper one which is of a redish tint and a lower one which

is green. During the maturation of the ^^^ the upper zone differentiates into

two, an upper red zone and an equatorial colorless one. According to Driesch

(1896, p. 120) the red zone gives rise principally to the substance of the micro-

meres (ectoderm), the clear zone to endoderm, and the green one to the snl>stance

of the somatoblasts (ectoderm and mesoderm).

Another case of visible localization of the substances of the unbCfrmented ol^'j
+

w\as observed by Boveri (1901) in the ovocyte, egg and larva of Strongyloceiitrotits

lividus ; here before maturation and fertilization the surface of the egg is covered

by a uniformly distributed red pigment; after maturation this gathers into an equa-

torial zone leaving an area of clear protoplasm at the upper pole and another at

the lower one. Later development show^s that the upper clear cap gives rise to the

ectoderm, the red zone to cndoderra and the lower cap to mesenchyme.

A visible localization of differently colored substan<«'s in the unsegmcnted egg

also occurs in fresh water snails belonging to the genera Physa^ Planorbis and

LivincEa. Tn these animals I have found (Conklin, 1903) that a clear cap of pro-

toplasm appears at the upper pole during maturation and then gradually spreads

over the upper hemisphere of the egg; the upper hemisphere thus becomes milky-

white in the living ^^%^ while the lower half remains yelknv. I have followed these

white and vellow substances through the development and find that the white sub-

stance gives rise to the ectoderm, the yellow to the mesoderm and endoderm.

Quite recently Wilson (1901) has observed in Denialium a localization of unlike

substances in the unsegmented egg and by a series of experiments he has shown

the part which some of these substances take in the formation of certain orgnns of

the larva. As in the case of Strongylocentrolus there is here an accumulation of
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e<|u;itorial re<i:ioii. T

protoplasm at each pole of the t'gg with a broad i)Igiiieiit haiul nrouml the

lie dear polar areas, tlie lower of which forms a prominent

lobe, Wilson regjird;> as eoni[)nrable with the "polar rings" of leeches and oligo-

cha^tes.^ In the coarse of development thonppt'r wliite area is allotted to tln' three

(piiirtets of ectomeres ; the middle pigmented zone ij; mainly allotted to the four

basal cntonieres, w hile the lower zone passes mainly into the first somatoblast (2d),

and possibly also into the second somatoblast (4d) and the h-ft jvi^ft-rior mierumere

This work is the iiiDst complet*' and important which has yet be(^n done on

the subject of cytoplasmic localization and it firmly establishes the fact that dillcr-

ent substancDs and areas of the unsegmented egg are caui^ally ndatiil to din^'niit

organs and parts of the larva.

It is doul>tful whether an^- other case of cyt«^plasmic localization hitherto

reported is more remarkable than that which has been descrilu'd in the preeetling

for the ascidian o<^'^. The most striking features of

irreat difl d this localization

plished and its bilateral character.

(1) The first of these features is the result of the diflerent pigments which

are associated with the different kinds of protoplasm, and which mark out as on a

map the various germinal areas of the og^. In CyntJn'a the pigment in the perijdi-

i\cr of

fi Not the pignuMit but the pro-

toplasm ^vitll wliicli it is associated is of differential value, for the i

differ most ivniarka])]^' in dillerent geniM'a of ascidians, bnt the organ.s \vhi(*h arise

from similar areas are in all cases similar. What has been Fnid of tlir niu^mentmav

also be said of the j'olk; this inert substance is not in itself of differential value

but it lies in a definite region of the egg and probably in a particular kind of proto

plasm, wdiich it marks out as the yellow pigment does the peripberal layer.

Of these three kinds of protoplasm the yellow (mesoplasm) goes almost entireh

he muscle and mesenchvme cells, th

d the nuclei of other cells, the clear p

h a small portion of it may be f<»und

^otoplasni (ectoplasm) Is chlt'lly distiibu-

ted to the ectoderm and the gray yolk-laden protoplasm (endoplasm)^ to the endo-

derm, thouirh here also some of these substances are distributed to all the cells. It

is not to be supposed that these three kinds of pnttoplasm are the only ones present

in the ^^^. rather it is 2)ro1)able that others are present which are not visibly distin-

guishable. In fact, soon after the cleavage begins, it is noticeable that the proto-

plasm in the dorsal part of the crescent is a fainter yellow than that in the ventral

part; while from the time of the fertilization onward the middle of the crescent is

marked by a small area of clear protoplasm {v. p. 21) ; the deeply pigmented

» Several years ago I suggested (Conkliu 1897, p. 39) that the yolk lobe ("polar lobe," Wilson)
\Yaa comparable to the polar rings of leeches.

2 It should be observed that these names are given with reference to the part which tliese

different portions of the ooplasm phiy in the development of the aniuial; the peripheral layer of the

ovocyte, w^hich would be called ectoplasm if the ovocyte alone w^ere under consideration, is mesoplami
w*hen regarded from the standpoint of its fate in development.

13 JOUEX. A. N. S, PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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portion of the crescent gives rise to the muscle cells, the lighter or clearer portions

to mesenchyme. Inasmuch as the protoplasm which enters into the muscle cells

and mesenchyme is localized witli such definiteness in the unsegmented egg it can

scarcely be supposed that the substances which are to give rise to the neural plate

and notochord are not also definitely localized though they may not be directly visible.^

If this presumption is correct the visibly different organ-forming substances are

by no means the only ones present.

(2) The striking effect of this cytoplasmic differentiation is heightened by the

manner in which localization takes place. -The downrush of the i^eripheral layer

of yellow protoplasm to meet the entering sperm, the subsequent movement of this

protoplasm together with the sperm nucleus to the posterior pole and the formation

there of the crescent, the migration of the clear protoplasm to the lower pole, thence

to the posterior pole and then to the center of the egg.—these phenomena are so

evident and they occur so rapidly that they strike the observer with amazement.

(3) Finally the bilateral character of this localization is most notable. In all

other recorded cases of cytoplasmic localization the various substances become

arranged in zones around the chief axis of the egg and the symmetry is apparently

radial ; here the early stages of localization are also of this sort, and the gray upper

pole, the clear middle zone and the yellow lower pole of the Cynthia Qgg immedi-

ately after fertilization are not unlike the localizations in the eggs of Myzosto7na or

Stro7igylocentrotus, but in the ascidian this apparent radial symmetry gives place

almost immediately to a marked bilateral symmetry which is brought about by the

movement of the protoplasm from the lower hemisphere to the posterior pole and

the formation there of the crescent.

Certain fundamental resemblances which run through all these cases of cyto-

plasmic localization are so striking that they scarcely need any emphasis here. The
existence in the unsegmented egg of a peripheral layer of proto];)lasm which is

clearly distinguishable from the remainder of the egg is a phenomenon of very wide

occurrence. In most of the cases just named this peripheral layer aggregates at

one or both poles of the egg after fertilization, and in animals belongi^ig to phyla

asfar apart as an?telids, cchiiioderms, mollusks and chordates the substances at the

upper pole give rise to ectoderm^ those at the lower pole to mesoderm^ while the

endodcrm arises from the region intermediate between these two. Although maiiy

differetices appear in the later development of these animals they do not detract

from the value of these fu7idamental resemblances which apparently afford a sound

basisfor a comparative morphology of ova.

1 Since this was written I have been able to distinguish the chora neural-plate substance as early

as the 2-eell stage ; it is tiie light gray protoplasm at the anterior border of the dorsal hemisphere
(figs. 28, 32 et seq.) Photomicrographs of living egg of this stage will be published soon in which
this substance is clearly shown.
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D, GkNESIS of the Oia.AXIZATlON OF TlIK EtiC.

It is probable that tlie difil'ivntiatioiis of ejrir colls, of blastoniorr?, and ix)ssibly

of all tvpcs of cells, are reducible to two fumlanioiital procof^ses:— (1) the genesis of

unlike siib.^tanees, and (2) tlie IcK'alization of iW^v ^ul^stan^i^s In dcnnito parts.

Few observations or experiments have been made on tlio former of tliese proct^ssea

and probably no other problem of development would 1 natter repay a thurou^^i

invoi^tigation ; tlic loealization prol>lem lias bei'n np[in>aehrd from many sidrs nnd

has 3'ielded results of great interest and importanee.

It is a significant fact that localization in the unsegmcntcd egg takes place in

so many cases at the time of maturation and fertilization. Tliis is the vi\^v in cer-

tain aseidians, fi*esh-\vater snails, nemerteans and echin(»d(Tms; in yfyzosioma and

Dentalium the two poles of the egg are dissimilar while the k^'^^ is still in the ovary,

but here also active localization goes on during maturation. In ascidians and

fresh-water snails it is not possi1)le to detcMaiiine whether the movenu^uts which

lead to localization are dependent upon the maturation or upon the fertilization of

the ("^'1. since as yet it has not been possible to separate experimentally these

processes; they certainly seem to be associati'd with tlie entrance of the s]>erm-

atozoon, but ^since the maturation does not hero occur until after the fertilization,

it is not possible to determine with certainty the relative importance of these two

processes in causing localization. In Strongyfocentrolus the movc^ments which

lead to the formation of the red pigment /one occur aftiT the extrusion of both

polar bodies and before fertilization ; in this case therefore the localization is

associated with the maturation.

1. Role of the Nucleus in Differentiation ; Cytoplasmic Organization and the

Nuclear Inheritance Theory.

The localization which is ellected in the ascidian egg upon the entrance of the

fipermatozoon is by no means the initial localization in this ki^^'^. In the ovocyte

b3fore maturation and fertilization the mesoplasm, which later give rise to the meso-

derm, exists as a peripheral layer of protoplasm, the ectoplasm, which in later

stages is chietly distributed to the ectoderm, is in large part contained within the

germinal vesicle, while the yolk-laden portion of the egg, the endoplasm, which

later passes largely into the endoderm, is nearly central in position (figs. 61, 76),

At an earlier stage neither the peripheral layer nor the yolk are recognizable as

such; the cell body is composed of granular deeply-staining protopla^nn, and around

the nucleus is a distinct granular mass, the '^"'^'olk matrix'* of Crampton (1899).

In the very young ovocyte this granular mass is situated chiefly on one side of the

nucleus, and freipiently contains at its cent<ir a large granule, sunxjunded by a clear

area, which I take to be the centrosome ; the granular mass surrounding this is

accordingly sphere material or archoplasm.

In the growth of the ovocyte the sphere material enhirges and spreads around

the nucleus, forming the yolk nucleus or matrix ; It then begins to disintegrate into
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granules or Larger masses/ as described by Crampton, which wander out into the

cell body. Crampton has observed that these granules give rise to the yolk spher-

ules which first appear in the protoplasmic ground substance around the nucleus,

leaving the peripheral layer of the egg free from yolk.

I ain of the opinion that the peripheral layer also contains portions of the

archoplasm or sphere material ; the staining reactions of this layer are like those

of the archoplasm ; in the disintegration of the sphere flocculent masses of archo-

plasm pass into this layer; finally, comparison with other forms favors this view.

The careful observations of Foot (189G) on the yolk nucleus and polar rings

of Allolobophora show that in this animal the polar rings may be traced back

step by step to a substance in the vicinity of the nucleus of the very young ovo-

cyte, which Foot identifies with archoplasm. In the later stages this substance

becomes distributed throughout the cell and forms a more or less irregular peri-

pheral layer; finally the' substance of this layer aggregates at the two poles of the

egg to form the polar rings, as previously described.

Among gasteropods the sphere material is largely of nuclear origin, containing

nuclear sap and dissolved oxychroinatin, which have escaped from the nucleus

during the period of mitosis (Conklin, 1D02); if the same be true of the ascidians

both the peripheral layer of protoplasm (mesoplasm) and the yolk (endoplasm)

contain elements which were ultimately derived from the nucleus at the last ovo-

gonic division.

Tlie clear protoplasm (ectoplasm) which is apparent in the egg after matura-

tion, and which, in the course of development, passes mainly into the ectoderm is

largely contained within the nucleus of the ovocyte. In the first maturation divi-

sion an extremely large quantity of nuclear sap, containing an unusual amount of

dissolved oxychromatin, escapes into the cell body where it can be recognized as an

area of clear protoplasm. This clear protoplasm can be followed through a large

part of the development, both in ascidians and in gasteropods. In the latter parti-

cularly this clear nuclear plasm is plainly visible in the living egg. It forms a

fusiform or columnar area around the first maturation spindle, and after the formation

of the polar bodies it flattens out at the surface of the egg, forming first a cone,

then a lenticular mass, and finally a cap of clear protoplasm. This cap extends

down over the egg to a region a little below the equator, and finally during cleavage

it is largely localized in the three quartets of ectomeres.

In the ascidians the later history of this nuclear plasm is not so easily followed

as in the gasteropods, owing to the presence of a peripheral layer of mesoplasm,

and to the fact that its movements here are more extensive and complicated.

In Cynthia it flows to the lower pole along with the yellow mesoplasm, then it

moves with the sperm nucleus to the posterior side of the egg and finally to its

center. Here it surrounds the cleavage spindle, and at the close of the first

cleavage moves toward the animal pole so that the larger part of it comes to

lie in the upper hemisphere. In subsequent divisions it surrounds all the nuclei

though the most of it goes into the ectodermal cells as in the case of gasteropods.

1 These fragments of the yolk nucleus are larger and more easily seen in Molgula than in either

Ciona or Cynthia.
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This truly remarkable condition in wlnoh considerable portions of the cyto-
plasm are traceable to the nucleus is of the utmost theoretical importance. From
all sides the evidence has been accumulatin.sj; that the chromosomes are the seat
of the inheritance mntprinl im+il now this theor3- practically emon-
stration. On the other hand, all students of the earlv history of the e^-f^ have
observed that the earliest visible diflerentiations occur in the cytoplasm, and that the
position, size and quality of the cleavage cells and of various organ bases are con-
trolled by the cytoplasm. However, in the escape of large qiiantiiics of nuclear
material into the cell body and the formation there of specific protoplasmic sub-
stances we have a possible mechanism for the nuclear control of the cytoplasm, and
when^ as in the case of the ascidians and fresh water gasteropods, these substa?tces

are definitely localized in the egg^ and can be traced throughout the development
until they enter into the formation of particular portions of the embryo, a specific

mechanism for the nuclear control of developtnent is at hand, and the manner <

harmonizing the facts of cytoplasmic orgajiization with the nuclear inheriian
theory is clearly indicated.

Of course substances which enter the nucleus and contribute to its growth
must reach it through the cytoplasm, but this does not signify that the same sub-

stances are given back to the cytoplasm as are taken up from it ; on the contrary

we know that some of the substances which escape from the nucleus [e. g., oxy-

chromatin) are not identical with those which enter it. Considering the necessity

of the nucleus in assimilation and regeneration, it seems most likely that differentia-

tions of the cytoplasm proceed in the first instance from the nucleus; and, indeed,

in the case of the eg^^ cell, some of the important cytoplasmic substances can

be actually seen to come from the nucleus. This does not indicate that these sub-

} nucleus ; on the contrary there is direct and
visible evidence that they arise epigcnetically. Such epigenesis, however, does" not

from the beginning in th

nify lack of p other hand all the evidence favors th

view that back of the organizatioti of the cytoplasm is the organization of the

chromosomes, which is definite, determinate and primary.

What has been said with regard to the genesis of the different substances of

the cytoplasm applies in the main to their localization. It is evident that this

localization is progressive, and that it arises epigenetically. But though we may
push back this localization to earlier and d to simpler and simiiler

forms we cannot entirely do away with it, even though it may be traced to polarity

and chemotropism. Some basis of localization must be present in the earliest

stages of the oogenesis, but this may possibly be little more than is found in the

body cells in general. It does not seem improbable that the differentiations and

localizations of the ovocyte and of the tissue cells are comparable in their manner

of orisfin. The most remarkable difference between the two is that the tissue

cells havins: reached the limit of their differentiation are incapal)le of further

development whereas the egg cell having reached the limit of its differentiation in

the ovary may, under the conditions of a free cell, begin another series of differen-

tiations which lead to the production of an organism.
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2. Factors of Localization, a. CytoplasfJtic Movements.

Undoubtedly the most important of all the localizing factors so far recognized

are cytoplasmic movements. Such movements have been observed in unsegmented

eggs as well as in the cleavage cells, and they are generally associated with local-

ization of unlike substances and frequently with cell division. The importance of

such movements in the differentiations of the egg I first recognized in Crepidula

(1899), where the movements of the cytoplasm during cleavage are very exten-

sive. In the ascidian egg, on the other hand, these movements are most pronounced

in the period between the fertilization and the close of the first cleavage. In both

the ascidian and gasteropod these movements are definitely directed and bring

about a constant and tj'pical form of localization of the materials of the egg.

The fact that these movements are definitely directed shows that they are de-

pendent upon a constant organization of the cell ; their immediate cause Is unknown.

So far as I have observed, these movements always begin soon after the disappear-

ance of the nuclear membrane and the consequent escape of nuclear material into the
1

cell bod3^ In the case of the gasteropods, I have suggested (1902) that one of the

characteristic movements of the telophase of division is due to the affinity of the

sphere material for oxygen. After the formation of this sphere material, during

each cell division, it moves to the surface of the cell and as nearly as possible to the

animal pole. If, however, the eggs be placed in water, from which the oxygen has

been removed by boiling, this movement to the surface does not take place. In the

ascidian the entrance of the spermatozoon seems to be the inciting cause of the

movement. The peripheral protoplasm (mesoplasm) rushes down to the point of

entrance and masses around the spermatozoon ; then when the latter moves toward

the posterior pole this protoplasm goes with it and is thus gathered into the cres-

cent ; finally, when the sperm nucleus moves in toward the centre of the egg the

larger part of this protoplasm remains at the surface, while a small portion of it is

drawn in with the sperm toward the center of the ^^^. In these movements, as well

as in the subsequent ones during cleavage, the mesoplasm remains near the surface of

the cell and in this respect resembles the sphere substance of the gasterojxKl cirir.

The flowing of the protoplasm to meet the entering spermatozoon is a phenome-

non of rather general occurrence. In most cases this leads only to the formation

of a small protoplasmic field around the sperm and sometimes to the formation of

an entrance cone ; in the ascidian practically all the protoplasm of the ^^^ takes

part in this movement leaving the maturation spindles with only a trace of pro-

toplasm around them. This withdraw^al of the protoplasm from the animal pole

may be associated with the fact that there are no centrosome or asters in the

maturation spindles, whereas there is a large centrosome and aster in connection

with the sperm nucleus. Certainly the clear protoplasm Is usually found in the

region of the asters. What the exact nature of this attraction between the proto-

plasm and the spermatozoon is, is not known, but the important point here is that

the cause of the remarkable movements of the protoplasm which follow the ferti-
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li/.ation of the ascltliaii ojjfg is not nniquo, nml that the whole movement is peculinr

only because of its extent and the dcfinito manner in which it is directed.

The movements which take phice during clea\am' are in j)art merelv the

general movements which accompany cell division and in part they arc of a locali-

zincr character. In the former class are the vortical movements which prohahlv

cansc the scpartion of the chromosomes and tlie division of the cell body (Conklin,

1902); in the latter are such movements as that ^\hIc]l occurs nt the close of the

first cleavage by which the clear protoplasm is carried from a central position into

the uj^per hemisphci'e of the egg. Afti-r the cleavage has b«gun the localizations

due to movement are sirietly liniiti'd to the individual cells, im movements of a

localizing character occurring throutrh cell walls.

X

b. Cell Division as a Factor of Localization.

This brings ns to the much discussed qnestioTi of the rule of cell (Jivjj^ioii in

development, tuid more particuhirly of tlie innuenee of cell divisioii on phenomena of

localization. There can be no doubt that in many Cirirs the localizntion which

begins before cleavage continues during that pruc(\ss.

To a certain extent clt*ava»^e inav be recjarded as a locali/in^j: factor, hut iU

importance in this respect is certainly far less than that of the active movements
just described. Inasmuch as localizations may take place in the absence of cleav-

age or Ix'fore it begins, and snn'e many cleavages are non-dijlerentlal it Is evident

that there is no close nor neccssar}- connection between the two. Furthermore

the cleavage planes do not always coincide with the lines of localization ; this is

phown especially well in the nseldlan, where the localization In the unsegmented

egg is particularly distinct. Thus the cleavage planes do not follow closely the

boundaries of the crescent; the first and second cleavage planes arc })lac.ed symme-
trically with reference to the crescent, but they do not coinci<le with any of ibs

boundary lines. The third cleavage plane lies above the upper border of the

crescent when first formed ; later the crescent extends up to the equatorial plane

80 that the cleavage plane and the up]ier boundary of the crescent coincide (fig. 31,

32). The fourth cleavage cuts off the median posterior crescent cells from the

lateral ones, but leaves an area of yolk in both of these cells (fig. 37). In the

median posterior cells this is a small wedge-shaped mass of yolk which is later

covered and obscured by the yellow crescent substance (fig. 39), The neural plate

arises on the anterior side of the egg from cells w liich lie both above and below the

equator, or plane of the third cleavage ; these neural plate cells are rich in pro-

toplasm, and correspondingly the area from which they arise is richly protoplasmic.

The third cleavage cuts right through this protoplasmic area leaving a portion of

it above and a part below the equator. In the 8-cell and IG-cell stages the anterior

dorsal cells contain both neural-plate and chorda substance; '(\\q, portion of each of

these cells turned toward the equator Is protoplasmic, that turned toward the vegetal

pole yolk-laden (A«-, A'*, figs. XVII, XIX, 116, 117). At the next cleavage

these two portions are separated, the upper protoplasmic part becoming the neural
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plate cells, A'^^ and A''-^, while tlie lower yolk-laden part Ijecomes the chorda cellsj

A"^ and A"'^. The chorda-neural suhstances are thus contained in the same cells

until the sixth cleavaa^e, thou2;h their substances are distinct at a much earlier

period. Still other instances might be cited to show that the planes of local-

ization and the planes of cleavage do not always coincide. This is in part due to the

fact that the boundaries of the different kinds of germinal material, e.g.^^ the yellow

protoplasm of the Cynthia egg, are not as sharp as are the boundaries of the cells,

and consequently the cleavage furrows cannot precisely separate different kinds of

germinal material. Nevertheless the cleavage planes are, under normal conditions,

constant in position and character and bear a constant relation to the planes of dif-

ferentiation. But that this relationship is not a casual one is further indicated by

experimental studies on cleavage in which the position of the cleavage furrows may
be altered without altering the localization of germinal materials or the typical form

of development. Therefore the factors which determine localization and those

which determine the form of cleavage are more or less independent.

All of these facts speak unmistakably for the view that localization is more

fundamental than cleavage as Whitman (1893) has so ably maintained, and that

such correspondence as may exist between the two is of secondary origin and of

minor importance. Nevertheless the extreme constancy of cleavage forms shows

that we have here a phenomenon, which if of secondary importance to germinal

localization, is still of real significance. I have shown that in Crepidula the

cleavage is a localizing factor, though secondary in importance to protoplasmic

movement, and it seems probable that Wilson (1903) is right when he argues that

the relative isolation produced by cleavage gives opportunity for the increase of

any initial differences which may exist in the cells at the time of their formation.

Finally it must be concluded as a result of both observation and experiment

that the type of cleavage is less constant and less fundamental than the type of

localization, but that cleavage may itself be a factor in the progressive specification

of cells (cf. Wilson, Lillie, Conklin, et al.).

E. Types of Germinal Localization; Evolution of Tvi'ks.

The wonderful resemblances in the germinal localization of annelids and

moUusks, as shown especially in the cleavage, have been repeatedly commented

upon. Furthermore this localization is for shadowed in the q^^ before cleavage

begins, and this suggests the inquiry as to whether the resemblances between types

of localization grow closer as one approaches the ovocyte, and whether the man-

ner as well as the results of localization are comparable in the different types. At

present our knowledge of the localization in these earliest stages of development

is very incomplete, and a comparison can be drawn only between annelids, mol-

lusks, ctenophorcs, echinoderms, ascidians and possiljly nemerteans and nematodes.

In most of these phyla a peripheral layer of protoplasm is present before

maturation, which after maturation and fertilization collects at on« or both poles

of the egg; also with the possible exception of the ctenophores and nematodes,
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there is remarkable uniformity in the localization of the pnhstanccsoftlie germinal

layers in all of these iiroups, tlie ectodermal snh>{anee8 being located in the npj>er

hemisphere, and the endodermal and mesodermal in the lower hemisiihcre of the

0^'^. But in the localization of important organ base.'? there are many difTerencos

between these phvla.

1. AuncIid-MoUusk Type.

The pattern of locali/ation in auni'lids and mollusks is very similar during the

cleavage stages and, so far as can be judged from present knowledge, it is much the same

in the unsegmented eggs of these two ph\ la. The fact that the ectoderm, mesoderm

and endoderm come from cells which are idfutical in origin, ]H>sition and luiniliir;

that the umbrella, prototroch, cerebral ganglion, sub-wsophngeal ganglion, mesoder-

mal bandsj blastopore, stomodamm and intestine come from corresponding region of

the egg in the two groups, these facts speak strongly in favor of the regional homolo-

gies of the eggs of these phyla, whatever maj" be thought of their cell iKunologles

(Conklin, 1S07; Thild. 1900). But regional homologies as well as cell homologies

must be based upon pimilarities of germinal locali/.atiou, and we would, therefore,

be justified in concluding that the types of localization were similar in tlie unseg-

mented eggs of annelids and mollusks even in the absence of any direct knowledge

upon that subject. But the experiments of Crampton (1806) on lllyanassa and

of Wilson (1904) on Denialiurn as well as the observations of Lillie (1899, 1001)

on Unio, and my own observations on localization in the eggs of Crcpiduhy Physa,

Planorbis and Limncea furnish considerable information as to the time, the manner

and the nature of localization in the mollusean egg during and btn»ie cleavage, while

numerous works on the cell-lineage of the annelids as well as the observations of

Wheeler (1807), Driesch (180G) and Carazzi (1004) (m the unsegmented Q'^^ of

Myzostoma sliow that the nature of localization is here very similar to that found

in the mollusks.

In all of these cases the only formative substances which arc directly recogniz-

able before cleavage are those of the future germ layers. In the main the ectoder-

mal substances are located in the upper hemisphere and the endodermal in the

lower, though Wilson (1001) has found that the apical organ does not form in the

larva of Dentaliuin when the polar lobe at tlie vegetal pole is removed. The meso-

dermal substances are also located in the lower hemisphere, and since the primary

mesoderm cell (Id) always come from the left posterior macromere of the 4-cell

stage and from the posterior blastomere of the 2-celI stage it may be inferred that

immediately before cleavage it lies posterior to the vegetal pole; whether it may be

located exactly at the vegetal pole in still earlier stages and then later shift to the

posterior side, as in ascidians, cannot be determined at present.

When a polar lobe is present the mesodermal substance is probably located in

it. Crampton (180G) found in Illyanassa that the mesoblast cell (Id) did not form

when the lobe had been removed ; Wilson (1901) holds that in Dentaliiim the sub-

stance of the lob3 is allotted to both the first and second somatoblasts (2d and 4d),

and that its size is proportional to the size of those cells and of the parts to which

14 JOUEN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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tliey give rise. He calls particular attention to the fundamental resemblances

between the eggs of Dentalitim and of Mysosfoma in the matter of the polar

lobe and the ^' pillar of protoplasm." Furthermore this lobe is comparable to

the polar rings of leeches and oligochretes. Such a lobe, although present in some

annelids and mollusks, is not present in all of them, and this would at first thought

seem to mark some important difference in localization. But the presence or

absence of such a lobe probably indicates no fundamental dissimilarity in the locali-

zation, but racier variations in the surface tension and fluidity of different eggs.

Although there are many interesting differences between various annelids and

mollusks in the size of the polar lobe, of the blastomeres and of larval organs, these

differences mark variations in the proportions of parts rather than in the t^pe of

localization. In all known cases among annelids and mollusks corresponding organs

arise from corresponding regions of the egg.

It may be concluded also from the work of Wilson (1903) and Yatsu (1904) on

Cerehratulus that the character of the localization in the nemertlne egg is essentially

like that of the annelid and mollusk, though many of the details of localizntion

are less accurate^ known in this case than in the others named.

2. Ctenophore Type.

If Fischel (1903) is right regarding the localization which he ascribes to

the unsegmented ctenophore egg there is one fundamental difference between the

ctenophore and other animals whose types of localization are known. On the

authority of Metschnikoff he derives the mesoderm (somewhat doubtfully it must
be said) from the micromeres at the upper pole of the egg, and consequently in his

fig. 21 (p. 708) he localizes the mesodermal material at the upper pole of the unseg-

mented Q^^^. A zone below this, reaching to the equator or a little lower, repre-

sents the ectodermal substance, and in it is located the material for the ciliated
r

plates. At the lower pole and in the central part of the egg is the material sub-

stratum of the endoderm. In all other well established cases the ectodermal sub-

stances lie near the animal pole, while the mesodermal and endoderm al substances

lie near the vegetal pole. Inasmuch as an apical sense organ is formed at the

animal pole in ctenophores in much the same way as in annelids, mollusks and
nemerteans, it is difficult to resist the conclusion that the localization of the ecto-

dermal, mesodermal and endodermal substances in the ctenophore egg will ulti-

mately be found to be similar to that which prevails in other types.

3. Echiuoderm Typ

The form of localization in the echinoderm egg, as shown by Boveri's

(1901) work on Sirongylocentrotiis, is in many respects similar to the annelid-

mollusk-nemertean type. In this case, however, the mesoplasm is located at the

lower pole of the egg and is sorrounded by an equatorial zone of endoplasm, whereas
in annelids and mollusks, after the first two cleavages^ the endoplasm lies at the

lower pole, and the mosoplasm on the posterior side of this pole, and in one only of
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the first four bln^tomores. Wlutlicr tlu- im "Ooplasm licfa on one sitlo of tlip \i iii'tal

pole in the un>c^Tnenii(l es<i of nnnelids nnd inoHiLskK cnnni.i l)e affinnod tm dirvet

evidrnoe. but it 8eeni> nut unliktly that this is the c.iso. If ihij* be true there is

here a diftercncc between cchinoderms aiul aiuulids or niulbi'^ks. in the form of

localizatioiK thoujili it is hy uo ineniis inii>i>>.Hihli' lo drrtvi* one t\ pt* fixMii tlio otluT.

FiiiuUj , the tj pc of localization in the vOscidian cprir JilTcrs in manj rcspcct5

from that of the other phyla montiono<i. thouiili showing ct rtain irf^neral rt\*i('!!i-

blanci's to all of them aiid particularly to tin* niini^lid-uiollnsk type. Cattle lia*

called attention to the fact that there are no important rescniblanceH between

ascidians and annelids in their cell-lineage^ and with tViiR opinion T entirely agree.

Ncverthele««^ In ih^ localization of ectoplasm, nu'soplasni nnd endoplasm in the

nnsegmented e!r*jj there are many pimilaritie? bet\v<Tn these l^hyla, but in the po^i-

tion of specific organ bases the differences are quite notable.

Among ascidians the ectoplftBm which escapeg trotu the germinal vesicle at the

animal jwle does not remain tin ix*, as in the frt^^h-water snails, but flows rapidly

to the lower pole, then to the posterior side of the egg, then into the center and finally

into the upper hemispliere of the egg; in otlicT phyla tlu* ecU>plasm Ixsonies dinnt-

ly localized at the upper pole, here only Indirectly. The nie^oplasm is first !»f\trregated

at the lower pole in a manner whicli recalls the oggo^ S/nm^v/occn/ro/uSy and then

finally becomes localized on the posterior side, a result which somewhat rescuibleii

the condition In uniudids and tnollusks; in the apeidian> Iho (m 1U of the im^soder-

mal crescent lie in the posterior lip of the bla.stopore, in annelids and mollusks the

telobhist< and mesodermal bands lie in a similar position in the early jjastrula

stages, but owing to the closure of the bla.>loporc from ludiind forward tluy are

ultimately- removed some distance from the blastopore lip. The ine,-^)derm and

mesodermal organs may therefore be said to arise from corresponding regions of the

e^g in th(»se two groups of animals (text figs. XXXIX^ XL). The endoplasm al>o

is localized in corresponding regions of the egg in these phyla.

WheUy however, we come to compare the positions in the eggs of these phyla

of important organ bases the differences are very marked. For example, in

annelids and mollusks the a])ical plate and cerebral I'-anglion are formed near the

animal pole, the sub-oesophageal ganglia from the ventral plate, which is derived

from the cell 2d, lying not far below the Ci^uator on the posterior-dorsal side and

just above the mesodermal teloblasts (text fig. XL) ; subsoquently in the conereseiice

of the posterior lip of the blastopore, the bases of the sub-oesophageal ganglia are

carried to the ventral side. The nervous system of annelids and mollusks thus has

a double origin, one portion arising from the region of the animal poh^ tlie other

from the posterior pole, and these two portions subsequently lieeome connected

together by commissures which surround the oesophagus. In the ascidian the

entire central nervous system is formed a?* a continuous plate which lies along the

anterior side of the q^^^. stretching from a point about CC^ from the animal pole atid
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0° from the equator to a point a little below the equator (text fig. XXXIX) no

portion of the nervous

from the posterior pole

ystem comes from the region of the animal pole and n<

Furthermore, the mouth, which is here a new format

d has nothing to do with the blastopore, does not open through the nerve pi

but lies between the anterior end of the neural plate and the animal polo.

We have here differences of a fundamental order, even in the earliest stages of

development, between the vertebrate, or rather chord ate.or rather chord ate, and the invertebrate ; th(

arly development throws no light upon the way in which the one may have been de

ed from It is of course possibl of a cond

nervous system surrounded the entire blastopore as a ring, which in the case of the

annelids underwent concrescence from behind forward, thus forming the ventral

plate and ganglia, but which in the chordatcs underwent concrescence from in front

ms.

XXXIX
end.

XL
Figs. XXXIX, XL.—Diagramatic representations of the types of germinal localization in ascidians

and annelids. Mesodermal substance is shaded by lines, neural substance by fine stipples, and chorda
material by coarse stipples. Fig. XXXIX, the ascidian type; egg viewed from right side. The meso-
plasm, composed of mesenchyme (m'ch) and muscle substance (ms), is represented in its final position,

which it assumes before the first cleavage. The neural plate (n. p.) and chorda (ch.) substances are not
distinguishable in the unsegmented egg, but are here shown in the positions in which they appear at the
2-cel! stage; the chorda and mesenchyme substances should be shown as meeting on the side of the egg,

thus forming a chorda-mesenchyme ring around the endoderm. The ectoplasm (ect.) and endoplasni
(end.) are localized, as here represented, at the close of the first cleavage. Fig. XL, the annelid type;
egg viewed from left side. The substances of the first and second somatoblasts (the foimer stippled along
one border, the latter shaded by lines) are shown in the positions in which these cells are ultimately
formed ; in the unsegmented egg the lobe which contains the substances of these cells lies nearer th©
lower pole. The substances of the cerebral ganglion (c. g.), ventral ganglia (v. g.) and prototroch (proto.)

are not distinguishable in the unsegmented egg, but are shown in the regions to which they may be
traced by means of the cell lineage.

backwards* But however probable

the early development of ascidians.

theory may be it find support in

ans. It is true that a nerve ring has been described

unding the blastopore in ascidians, but I have not been able to find evidence

of its existence. Furthermore^ there is no evidence in the development of

that there is any concrescence of the anterior lip of the blastopore ; on the

the anterior

ary

the sides

lip backward over the arcbenteron as rapidly in tbe mid

1 which practically all writers on ascidian embryology

Finally, the lack of an apical plate and

ascid otable difference from the

on at the animal pole hi the

dition found in most inver-

tebrates. In his great work on Salpa^ Brooks (1893) has shown in masterly faj^lilon
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(]ic wealxiir^s of (lie nnnolidan liviH)tli«'si«! of the oriirin of cliurdatcpniid Iins adflncrd

much cvideiue in favor of the view that tho prix.it nuta/oio .»{iin» run htwk t.»

simple and mimito pehigie nncr-tois wh<w, common meeting plarr- iiiu.'«t In' h< foinul

in still mori' recnit time?. Tho e:»rli«>t JiiTereiilatiuns uf the C''ff seem to me to

favor this view.

In conelusi '<M>ni<» nec(">'^arv to ivenirnl/v <t'\iral (vin'sof

niic l(>CMlizati(»n. IJetvveen annelid? and mollusks the Himilaritics of l()cali7ntioi]

extend to the hase« of numerous nart« and orcrnns. thus e«»nfirniin'r the vii w of

]">hvlugenetic ri'lati(tnshii) of

cleavage sta^c.-; and k tvpe of localization and
the types found in the other phyla enumerated there are general agreements in tlu'

localization of the materials of the g«»rnilnal layers, hut few, if any, riMmblances
which extend to the haf»es of parlieular organs. The annelids do not ap[>roach

the chord ates nor the cchinoderms in the earliest btajres of lucali'/ation nnv m
closely than in their eleava-ic sta«ie?: or later development. In all rci>p<its in wh

ire

localizations differ in the eggs of these anlmnl«i tiny reseinlile the later diflerences

in their embryos. /// s/ior/, there is no convergence toward a common type of local-

ization as one goes back to earlier and earlier stages in the ontogeny.

Important results flow from this conclusioUj for th»' doeliine that "Oniogcny

is a short recapitulation of Phylogcny" assumes that there is such convergence

toward a common tvpe of structure in the early stnGrcs of development. If there he

no such convergence tho causes of the resemblances which exist bctwei-n C6i

hry be Fought in 5ome other

clirection. Students of the cell-linea'/e of annelids and moUusk.s have maintained

that homologies of cleavage nuist be due to similarities in the protoplasmic struc-

f[ire of the clcavaL^* cells. The same must also be said of the or^ranlzation of the

egg before cleavage ])egins. Similarities in the material substance of the egg and

in the form of its localization must lie at the bottom of all later appearing simil-

arities. And this fact, upon which all students of cell lineage have insisted,

furnishes a possible explanation, as Morgan (1903) has recently pointed out, of

the resemblances between the embryos of related forms.

Speculations as to the origin and evolution of types of germinal organization are

likely to be more interesting than valuable in the present state of our knowledge.

Wilson (1892) first suggested that the localization of the materials of embryonic

parts or organs in certain cleavage cells ^vas an illustration of the principle of "2)re-

cocious segregation" first propounded by Lankester and aflerward elaborated by

Hyatt, in its application to palaeontology, under the title of '• the law of accelera-

tion." Lillic (1895) maintained that "it is parallel precocious segregation which

conditions cell homologies," and he further showed (1899) thnt the size and rate of

division of individual cells in every case possesses prospective significance; in

short, that the cleavage forms are l>eautifully adapted to produce a given type of

ndult structure. Ri-cently AVilson (1908, 1904) has expreiised the view that the

earliest differentiations and localizations of the eg'jr, even before cleavage begins, are

examples of this same principle of '' precocious segregation."
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Although this principle is carefully stated so as not to directly affirm that the

organization of the es;2r is the result of the orsranization of the adult, or that the

adaptations of the early development have arisen secondarily after the adult struc-

ture was established, these ideas are nevertheless plainly implied. The early

appearance of differentiations is usually explained as a " throwing back of adult

characters upon the egg." The whole life cycle is viewed from the standpoint of

the adult ; the embryo and germ exist /6>r the purpose of producing a certain end
;

the adult is primary, the germ secondary. But do not all such ideas put the cart

before the horse ? What is the evidence that any inherited modification of an adult

structure can arise without an antecedent modification of the germ ? We know that

the adult is moulded upon the q^%, that specific modifications of the germ do, in

some cases, produce specific modifications of the adult, but the converse proposition

is certainly not established. " Precocious segregation " rej^resents the backward

rather than the forward look ; it is a teleological rather than a causal explanation.

As there can be no transmission of heritable qualities from one generation to

another except through the germ cells, so there can be no evolution of adult forms

except through the evolution of the germ cells. Any inherited modification of a

species implies some modification of the germ cells of the species. Even " accel-

eration" or "precocity" must be due to a modification of the germ in its earliest

stages,—a modification of some unknown sort which hastens diiferentiation.

It cannot be maintained that all those animals in which differentiations and

localizations are present in the unsegmented egg are, for that reason, debarred

from any further evolution, but if this be not true then it must follow that the

type of Q^^g organization must undergo modifications during the course of evolution,

and granted this we have no need of the principle of ** parallel precocious segre-

gation " for explaining any of the homologies of the early development. If the

resemblances between annelids and mollusks are not due primarily to the similari-

ties in the adults or larva? or cleavage stages, but to phylogenetic similarities in the

organization of the unsegmented egg, we have in this initial resemblance a sufficient

explanation of all later resemblances, whereas if we reverse this procedure and

hold that the similarities of the adults or larvae are the causes of the likenesses in

the earlier stages we must of necessity resort to some such teleological principle

as "precocious segregation" for an explanation.

In view of the fact that there are such definite types of differentiation and

localization in the eggs of many animals and that the causes which lead to the

evolution of animals must operate through modifications of this organization, the

character and manner of such modification become problems of the first importance.

If the nuclear inheritance theory is true, such modifications must in the first inst-

ance affect the chromosomes ; but how and in what respect is wholly unknown. In

the case of the cytoplasm it is evident that such modifications may concern the char-

acter, or quality, of the differentiations and the place and manner of their locali-

zation. Modification of any of these might be expected to produce modifications

in the resulting animal.
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Relativelj sliirlit niojifioations of tins locj\lizati»ni, liowevor prrKliu-od, mnv lend

to piMfouiid mmlifuMtions of tho resulting cinbrvo ;uid adult. I have clscwlicixj

(1003) shown reason for belioving that tho can^o of invorso symmetry is to ln'

found in the inverse organi/ntion of the egir, niid tlial tliis invfrse orirani/ation may
pjisibly be produci'd by the maturation of tlie egg at opposiii' polciij in dextral and
sinistral forms. This case show? that one of the most remarkable forms of muta-

tion with which we arc aoqnaintod may U' thensult of modificati<»ns in the localiza-

gerniinal sub
t 1

One of the great difTiculties in expl olutionarv princi

pies, of different phyla has b ( of corresponding

parts. These difficulties are Aveli illustrated by the theories which attempt to

derive the vertebrates from annelids, or from any other invertebrate tyi)e. Without

assuming to defend anj' of these theories it may here be pointed out that if evolu-

tion takes place through modifications of germinal organization, it if^ no more

difficult to explain the different Ineation of part;* than their different qualities.

Changes in the relative positions of parts, which would be impossible in the adult,

may be iTtr by cases of inverse

symmetry. Tlie question is hcie rai,«pd, wlK'tliei tiome similar sudden .'ilteration of

germinal organization may not lie at the basis of the orijrin of new types.

SUMMARY.

I. ASCIDIAN E.VI1(HV0I,(>(;Y.

1. The orientation of the ascidian enr? and embryo adopted bv Tan Bencden

and Julin is correct, that of Seeliger, Samasfa ajid Tastle is wrong (p[>. 20-87).

2. The cell-lineage given by Castle is correct for the early stagcf!; from the

48-cell stage on it is wrong (pp. 56-59).

3. The egg axis corresponds very nearly witli the ga.^frular axis; during the

closure of the blastopore this axis is shifted so that it is no longer dorso-ventral as

in the early stages, but is antcro-ventral and postero-dorsal in direction in the larva

(pp. 73, 75-77).

4. The relation of the germinal layers to the cleavage planes is very diflerent

from the account given by Van Bencden and Julin and by Castle, and is more

nearly in accord with that of Seeliger, Davidoff and Samassa. All cells above the

equator (3d cleavage plane) are ectodermal and neural plate cells; all below are

endodermal, mesodermal and neural plate (pp. 47-48).

5. The factors of gastrulation are (a) change of shape of the cells of the

animal and vegetal hemisplieres, (b) overgrowth of the marginal cells (pp. 64-C5).

Peculiarities of the gastrula are foreshadowed in the egg at a very early stage

(pp. 45, 50, 59).

C. The nmscle and mesenchyme cells arise from a common base, the meso-

dermal crescent, which surrounds the posterior side of the egg just below the

equator (pp. 19-21) ; ultimately these cells surround the posterior margin of the

y'
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blastopore (pp. 51-55); the most laterally situated of these cells become the large

muscle cells of the tail of the tadpole, the portion of the crescent lying nearest the

dorsal mid-line becomes mesenchyme (pp. 61-67). In the overgrowth of the dorsal

lip of the blastopore the muscle cells become separated from the mesenchyme (pp.

.69, 84-87).

7. The chorda arises at the anterior border of the blastopore from yolk-laden

cells which resemble endoderm (pp. 53, 61, 62, 70-72, 83, 84).

8. The neural plate arises on the anterior side of the egg from cells of both

hemispheres ; it extends from the margin of the anterior lip of the blastopore to a

point about one-third of the way from the equator to the animal pole (pp. 52-54,

61-63, 66-68, 70, 72, 73, 82, 83).

9. The nervous and muscular systems do not arise from a common base as

claimed by Castle; there is no nerve ring around the blastopore (pp. 61, 72, 73).

10. A comparison of the early development of ascidians with that of AmpJii-

oxus and amphibians shows that there is fundamental agreement among them in

axial relations of egg and larva, in bilaterality of cleavage, in the method of closure

of the blastopore and probably in the origin and position in the embryo of the

neural plate, the chorda and the mesoderm (p]). 73-87).

XL Cytological Results.

11. The maturation spindles are peculiar; they have no centrosomes nor

asters ; they are formed entirely within the nuclear area from nuclear linin and

chromosomes ; their fibres at first radiate in all directions, and finally they form a

barrel-shaped spindle. The chromosomes separate without any possible influence

from centrosomes or traction on the part of spindle fibres (pp. 15, 16).

12. In the first and second cleavages a small nuclear spindle like those pres-

ent during maturation, lies between the two large asters, and in Ciona it is quite

distinct from them. The separation of the daughter chromosomes takes place here

as in the maturation divisions (pp. 40, 41).

13. The spermatozoon enters near the lower pole and rotates after entering

so that its centrosome is directed forward : the centrosome is derived fiomoo
the middle piece of the spermatozoon and can be foUow^ed without interruption uni

it divides, at right angles to the copulation path, and gives rise to the sperm ampl

aster and finally to the cleavage centrosomes (pp. 22-24). A netrum is formed

the division of all centrosomes (p. 40).

III. Organization of the Egg.

14. In the ovocyte of Cynthia partita there is a peripheral layer of yellow

protoplasm, a central mass of gray yolk, and a large clear germinal vesicle, which is

eccentric toward the animal pole. These same parts are present in the eggs of

other ascidians, but are differently colored (pp. 11, 12).

15. When the wall of the germinal vesicle dissolves at the beginning of the

maturation divisions a large amount of clear protoplasm, containing dissolved
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oxycbromatiu, is liberati-d into the cell body. This clear proluj.lasni is eccciitric

toward the animal pole and is distinct from the yolk nnd periphcrnl hiver (p}).

13, 17).

16. Immediately after the entrance of the spermatozoon the yellow and clenr

protoplasm flow rapidly to the lowi-r pole, wlicif the yellow prt>toplas!n colheltj

around the point of entrance; the clear protoplasm lies ut a deeper level. The
yellow protoplasm then spreads ont until it rovers the surfiico of the lower hemi-

sphere. This flowing of protophism to tin- point of entrance of the sperm is com-

parable with what takes place in many nnimals, thoui^h here much more extensive

and rapid than elsewhere (pp. 19-21, 77).

17. The withdrawal of protoplasm iVoni the n]>por poh- leaves the malurntion

fpindles closely surrounded by yolk. The polar bodies are thus formed at the

middle of a yolk-rich hemisphere, which is, however, the animal pole and not

the vegetal pole as was claimed by Castle (pp. ll»-i]l, '29, 30, 30, 87, 87-90).

18. The sperm nucleus moves from the j)oint of entrance t(mard the crpiator

in a path which is apparently predetermined. This path lies in the jdanc of the

first cleavage and the point, just below the equator, at which the sperm nucleus

stops in its upward niovement, becouies the posterior pole of the embryo. The
median plane and the posterior pole are probably not determined by the path of the

spermatozoon, but by the structure of the og^. All the axes of the future animal

CD

are now clearly established,—antero-posterior, right-h'ft, doiso-vtiitrnl (pp. 22, 2G,

90-93).

19. As the sperm nucleus moves to the posterior pole the clear an«l the yellow

protoplasm move with it; the latter collects into a y«'llow ciciscent with its middle

at the posterior pole and its horns extending about half wwy around the egg just

below the equntor. This position it retains throughout the whole development,

giving rise to the muscle and mesenchyme nils mentioned in 6 (jtp. l'J-21, 97, 98).

0. After the sperm and egg nuclei have met at the posterior pole tiny move

in toward the center of the egg and the clear protoplasm goes with them ; the only

place where the latter remains in contact with the surface is along the upper border

of the crescent. At the close of the first cleavage the nuclei and clear protoplasm

move into the upper hemisphere, and thereafter, throughout development, this

hemisphere contains most of the clear protoplasm and gives rise to the ectoderm

(pp. 20, 21, 42, 102).

21. The yolk which before maturation was central in position is shifted

toward the animal pole when the protoplasm flows down to meet the spermatozoon :

when the sperm nucleus and surrounding prott)plasm move to the posterior pole

the yolk is moved down around the anterior side of the egg to the lower pole, and

when the clear protoplasm moves into the upper hemisphere the yolk is largely

collected in the lower hemisphere. This yolk rich area gives rise to the endoderm

(pp. 20, 33-35, 42, 102).

22. At the close of the first cleavage the principal germ regions of the embryo

are visible in their definite positions and proportions, vi2. : the muscle-nicsenchyme

15 JOURN. A. N. 8. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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crescent and the ectodermal and endodermal areas. The chorda and neural plate

areas are also visibly different from surrounding areas at this stage (pp. 42, 50, 95,

97, 98, 108).

23. In many cases the cleavage planes do not follow the lines of differentia-

tion but cut across them. Although cleavage is, under normal conditions, constant

in form, it is less constant and fundamental than the type of localization, and the

two are relatively independent (pp. 103, 104).

24. The chief factor of localization is protoplasmic flowing; cell division is a

factor of subordinate value (pp. 102-104).

25. Experiments which demonstrate the totipotence of blastomeres or regions

of the egg prove nothing with regard to the presence or absence of differentiation

in those parts. Some eggs with a high degreee of differentiation have at the same

time great capacity for regulation, e.g.^ those of ascidians ;
* others with no greater

differentiation have little regulative capacity, e. g., ctenophores and mollusks.

Therefore the potency of any part of an ^g^ or embryo is no satisfactory measure of

the degree of its differentiation (pp. 93 95).

26. The organization of the ovocyte is not the initial organization. The yel-

low protoplasm (mesoplasm) of the Cynthia egg is probably derived, at least in part,

from sphere material (archoplasm) which arose from the nucleus at the last ovo-

gonic division. The yolk (endoplasm) is formed by the activity of the " j'^olk

matrix" (Cramj^ton) which also is probably sphere material. The clear protoplasm

(ectoplasm) is derived from the germinal vesicle at the first maturation division. Thus
many important regions of the ^gg come, at least in part, from the nucleus, and a

method is thereby suggested of harmonizing the facts of cytoplasmic locah'zation

with the nuclear inheritance theory (pp. 99-101).

27. There are several distinct types of germinal localization. The annelid-

mollusk type does not approach that of chordates or echinoderms in the earliest

stages of localization more closely than in the cleavage or gastrular stages. There is

no convergence tow^ard a common type in the earliest stages (p. 104-109).

28. Embryonic repetitions (recapitulations), as well as many other homologies,

probably result from similarities of egg organization common to each type (p. 109).

29. " Precocious segregation " is not a satisfactory explanation of the origin

of germinal organization (pp. 109, 110).

30. The evolution of animals must be accompanied by an evolution of the

type of germinal organization j modifications of this organization are probably the

immediate causes of evolution. Transformations which would be impossible in

adults are readily brought about by modifications in the organization of the egg

{e.g.^ inverse symmetry). Perhaps profound mutations or even the origin of dis-

tinct types may be so explained (pp. 110, 111).

* See foot-note p. 95.
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EXPLANATION OF FIGURES.
All figures represented in the plates were clrr\\Yn with the aid of the camera lucidn. Plntos I-V

represent the living eggs of Cynthia {Styela) pardfa, and the coh>rs iiMd are in no mi.m- diagrammatic
but are as nearly as possible those which appear in life; plate VI-X show fixed and stained tggs of the

same species; plates XI and XII, fixed and .<(:unod eggs of CHona iufr^finnlu. The fijiures of the
living eggs of Crjnthia (plate? I-Y) were drawn at the stage level und<r Zei«* Ap...liruma(ie Ohj. 4
mm., Oc. 4, and are therefore magnified 250 diameters. With the exception of figs. -IG 19 all the

detail? shown in these drawings were observed in living eggs wIlhoiiL nrironce tu fixed and stained

material; in the figures specified certain cell outlines were added to the drawing> of the living eggs
after a study of prepared material. The figures of plati-s VI-X 1 1, with the exception of figg. 61-75,

owere drawu at the stage level under Zeiss Apochromatic Obj, 3 nnn., Oe. 4; in the priKN"^^ of ropr

duction they liave been reduced about oue-fifth so tliat n' ihey now appear tliey represent a magnifica-

tion of about 266 diameters. Figs. 61-7a, plate VI, were drawn under Zeiaa AiKH'hr<»muiic Obj. 1.5

nun., Oc. 4, and therefore represent a magnification, after reduction, of about 535 diameters. The
chorion and test cells, tliough present in must of tlie egg^ drawn, have bwn oniitt<^d from all the

figures, except those of plates T, YI and VII; the chorion, without the te^st cells, i^ ^huwn in plates

Il-V.

g-

V

Reference Letters.

A.—Anterior.

a.p.—Animal pole,

bp.—Blastopore,

ch.—Chorda

en.—Chorion.

c. p.—Clear protoplasm.

Cr.—Crescent of mesodermal substance (yellow

in CyntJna).

Cr. s.—Substance of crescent.
+

D.—Dorsal.
r

end,—Emloderm.

f. c— Follicle cells (outside of chorion).

Germinal vesicle.

kp.—Karyoplasm (achromatic substance from

nucleus),

mb.—Thick membrane which becomes chorion.

m'ch.—Mesenchyme.

ms.—Muscle cells.

n,—Nucleus.

n. p.—Neural plate.

nl.—Nucleolus,

n, t.—Neural tube.

P.—Posterior,

p. b.—Polai' body.

1 p. b.—First bolar body.

2 p. b.—Second }>()lar body,

p. 1.—Peripheral layer of protoplasm.

1 P. S,—Fir^'t i>olar spindle,

2 P. 8,—Second polar spindle.

Sn.—Spermatozoon.

t 0.—Test cells.

v.—Ventral.
V. end.—Ventral (caudal) endoderm.

V. p.—Vegetal pole.

y. h.—Yellow hemisphere of egg.

yk.—Yolk.
z Zwischenkorper (mid -body).

^ n.—S|)erm nncleus.

9 n.—Egg nucleus.

NOMEXCLATURE OF 'CeLLS.

A—Anterior halfof egg; B—Posterior half; AB—Right half; AB—Left half; A and A—Right

and left anterior quadrants; B and B—Right and left posterior quadrants. From the 8-celI stage

caponward the cells of the endodermal hemisphere are designated by

mal hemisphere by lower case. The first exponent indicates the cell generation, counting the unseg-

position

(

the animal pole) having the highest. See



,#

Plate I.

Figures of the Living Eggs of Cynthia partita; Maturation and Fertilization.

Fig, 1.^—Unfertilized egg before the fading of the germinal vesicle, showing central mass of gray yolk,

peripheral layer of yellow protoplasm, test cells and chorion.

Fig. 2.—Similar egg after the disappearance of the nuclear membrane, showing the spreading of the

clear protoplasm of the germinal vesicle at the animal pole.

—Another egg about five minutes after fertilization, showing the streaming of the peripheral

protoplasm to the lower pole where the spermatozoon enters, thus exposing the gray yolk

of the upper hemisphere; the test cells are also carried by this streaming to the lower

Fig. 3.

hemisphere.

Figs. 4 and 5. Other essB showinor successive stage in the collection of the yellow and clear proto-

plasm at the vegetal pole; clear protoplasm lies beneath and extends a short distance

beyond the edge of the yellow cap.

Figs. 6-10.—Successive stages of the same egg drawn at intervals of about five minutes; viewed from

the vegetal pole. In fig. 6 the area of yellow protoplasm is smallest, and the sperm

nucleus is a small clear area near its center. Figs. 7-10 show stages in the spreading of

this yellow^ protoplasm until it covers nearly the wdiole of the lower hejnisphere; at the

same time the spernj nucleus and aster move toward one side of the yellow cap and the

yellow protoplasm begins to collect into a crescent at this side.

Fig. 11.—Side view of an egg of about^tlie same stage as fig. 10, showing the eccentric position of the

sperm nucleus and a small area of clear protoplasm at the upper pole where the polar

bodies are being formed.

Fig. 12.—Polyspermic (?) egg, viewed from the vegetal pole, showing four collections of yellow proto-

plasm around as many sperm (?) nuclei (see p. 24).
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Plate II.

i Cleavage,

Figs. 13 and 14. (

sphere; in all the figures the animal pole is above, the vegetal pole below. Above the

yellow crescent is an area of clear protoplasm (c, p.).

Fig. 15.—Similar stage of another egg showing the aggregation of test cells over the crescent and the

protrusion of the chorion at this place,—an unusual phenomenon.

Fig. 16.—Egg showing crescent, viewed nearly from the vegetal pole.

Pig 17.—Another e^g showing crescent and clear protoplasm, viewed from posterior pole; the animal

pole is above, the vegetal below.

Figs. 18, 19, 20.—Successive stages of the same egg drawn at intervals of about two minutes, showing

the approaching division of the egg.

Figs. 21, 22, 23, 24.—Succesive stages in the first cleavage of an egg, drawn at intervals of about two

or three minutes. The egg is viewed from the posterior pole and shows the complicated

forms taken by the yellow crescent during the division, also the enlargement of the area

of clear protoplasm and its extension toward the animal pole.
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Fig3. 25

Fig. 27.

Fig. 28.

and 26

Plate III.

Living Eggs of Cynthia jmrtita; First to Fourth Cleavage,

Same egg as the one shown in figs, 21-24; final stages in the first cleavage.

Fig. 29

Another egg at the close of the first cleavage ; seen from the posterior pole.

End view of egg of same stage as preceding, showing the lateral limits of the yellow cres-

cent, the clear protoplasm in the upper hemisphere and the yolk in the lower. The
' anterior portion of the lower hemisphere is composed of light gray material; this is the

gray crescent and gives rise to chorda and neural plate.

Four-cell stage, viewed from the animal pole.

Fig. 30.—Similar egg seen from the vegetal pole; the crescent covers about half of the posterior

blastomeres.

Fig. 31.—Eight-cell stage; the crescent is limited entirely to the two posterior blastomeres at the vege-
tal pole; wdiile under observation the furrow between B^*' and b^"^ shifted from the posi-

tion indicated by the fiiint line to that shown by the heavy line, thus giving rise to the
''cross furrow" shown in the next figure.

Fig, 32.—Eight-cell stage, viewed from the right side, showing a small amount of yellow protoplasm
around all the nuclei.

Fig. 33 Same stage viewed from the vegetal pole, showing the yolk laden endoderm cells and the
crescent.

Fig. 34.—Same stage viewed from the posterior- animal pole, showing the clear ectodermal cells and /

the crescent.

Same stage seen from the anterior-vegetal pole; yellow protoplasm around all the nuclei.
Fig. 35.

Fig. 36.—Fourth cleavage of the egg seen from the vegetal pole.
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Plate IV.
4

Living Eggs of Cynthia partita ; Fourth Cleavage to Gastrula.

Fig. 37.—Sixteea-cell stage viewed from vegetal pole.

Fig. 38.—Sixteen-cell stage, from the animal pole, yellow protoplasm around the nuclei.

Ficr. 39.

Fi

(cl

Fig. 40.—Same stage viewed from the posterior pole.

Fig. 41.—Egg passing into the 32-cell stage; postero-dorsal (vegetal pole) view.

Fig. 42.—Thirty-two-cell stage, postero dorsal view.

Fig. 43.—Forty-four- cell stage; posterior view, showing separation of mesenchyme (m'ch)
cell s )

Fig. 44:.—Same stage, dorsal view, showing subdivision of endoderm cells.

Fig. 45.—Similar stage, posterior view, showing separation of another mesenchyme cell from a muscle
cell.

g. 46.—Seventy-four cell stage, dorsal view, showing division of 4 chorda and 4 neural plate cells;

there are 10 mesenchyme and 6 muscle cells, besides 10 endoderm cells.

Fig. 47.—One hundred and sixteen cell-stage, showing the beginning of gastrulation, also the neural
plate, chorda, muscle and mesenchyme cells.

Fig. 48.—Slightly older stage showing advancing gastrulation with inrolling of cells at edge of blastopore.
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Plate V.

Living Embryos of Cynthia partita; Gastmla to Tadpole,

Fig. 49.—Gastrula showing neural plate, chorda and muscle cells; about 176 cells,— 96 ectoderm, 32

mesoderm, 20 endoderm, 8 chorda, 8 dorsal neural plate and 12 ventral neural plate cells.

Figs. 50 and 51.—Two stages of one embryo, the second drawn about ten minutes after the first^ the

Fig. 52.

yellow cells in the mid-line (m'ch.) are mesenchyme cells, the others (ms

Posterior view of elongated gastrula, the blastopore reduced to a narrow slit.

Fig. 53.—Dorsal view of similar stage, the blastopore a small opening at the posterior end of a groove

Fig. 54, An older embryo, the blastopore covered, by the forward growth of the posterior lips.

Fig. 55.—Embryo with inrolling neural plate and with muscle cells arranged in three rows.

Fig. 56. Embryo of about the same stage as that shown in figs. 52 and 53 ; seen from the left side

showing neural groove, three rows of muscle cells which run transversely to the long

axis, and a row of mesenchyme cells in the long axis.

Fig. 57.^—Embryo viewed from posterior end, showing blastopore-raphe with open groove above and
with three rows of muscle cells on each side, also a row of mesenchyme cells.

Young tadpole seen from dorsal side, neural groove open in front and closed behind, small-

celled mesenchyme in front of large muscle cells.

Fig. 59.—Same stage as preceding seen from the right side, showing neural groove, mesenchyme and

Fig. 58.

three rows of muscle cells.

Fig. 60

side three large muscle cells each of which belon
(

1

5/

These muscle cells are connected across the raid- line at the posterior end by a few

small mesenchyme cells.
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PLATE VL
Sections of Eggs of Cynthia partita; Maturation and Fertilization,

Figs. 61-735 magnified 535 diameters; Figs. 76-87 magnified 266 diameters.

Fig. 61.—Ovarian ^g^ fully formed, sho^Ying germinal vesicle surrounded by yolk, and peripheral

layer of protoplasm containing test cells and yellow granules (small spheres in figure).

Fig. 62.—Free egg shortly after the dissolution of the nuclear meinbrane, showing in the middle of the

clear karyoplasm fragments of nucleolus, chromosomes and a granular mass from Avhich

spindle fibres arise; the peripheral protoplasm contains yellow granules.

Fig. 63.—Egg similar to the preceding, hut with the spindle fibres more fully formed.

Fig. 64.—Similar to preceding, spindle fibres radiate in all directions.

Fig. 65.—The first polar spindle lies near the surface of the egg and its fibres are approximately para-

tangential; the peripheral layer of protoplasm has streamed away from the anin)al pole

and the karyoplasm from the germinal vesicle has spread out here in a broad disk.

Fig. 66,—Metaphase of first polar spindle which is nearly parallel with surface ; no centrosomes present.

' Fig. 67.—Anaphase of first polar spindle which is turning into a radial position.

Fig. 68.—Separation of first polar body.

Fig, 69.—Metaphase of second polar spindle, which is paratangential in position.

Fig. 70.—Anaphase of second polar spindle.

Fig. 71.—Second polar spindfe approaching a radial position.

Fig. 72.—Separation of second polar body.

Fig, 73.—Fusion of chromosomal vesicles in o^gg to form egg nucleus.

Fig. 74.—Vegetal pole of egg of the stage shown in figs. 65 and 79, showing the entrance of the sperm

into the o^gg and the collection of yellow granules around the sperm head.
r

Fig. 75.—Later stage in the entrance of the sperm ; formation of sperm aster from the middle-piece.

Fig. 76.^—Free egg before the solution of the nuclear membrane but after the extrusion of the test

cells; the chromosomes at the periphery of the germinal vesicle.

Fig. 77.—Egg after being laid but before fertilization ; chromosomes and granular substance which

forms spindle fibres in the center of the karyoplasm. The egg remains in this condition

until fertilized.

Fig. 78.—Same as preceding, save that spindle fibres are forming and karyoplasm has moved nearer to

the animal pole.

Fig. 79.—Egg showing the entrance of the spermatozoon near the vegetal pole and the spreading of

the karyoplasm into a thin cap at the animal pole.

Fig. 80.—Slightly more advanced stage showing development of sperm aster and collection of yellow

granules at vegetal pole, spermatozoa have entered some of the test cells.

Fig. 81.—First polar spindle assuming a radial position ; increase of cytoplasmic area surrounding the

sperm nucleus and aster, the latter are moving across the egg axis and hence in the

longest path toward the equator.

Fig. 82.—Stage slightly more advanced than the preceding; sperm nucleus, aster, clear and yello\y

protoplasm becoming eccentric toward the posterior side.

Fig. 83.—First polar body formed
;
prophase of second polar spindle.

Fig. 84.—Metaphase of second polar spindle; yellow protoplasm collecting into crescent.

Fig. 85.—Anaphase of second polar spindle, spermatozoa in some of the test cells.

Fig. 86.—Telophase of second polar spindle.

Fig. 87.—Movement of sperm nucleus and aster and of surrounding protoplasm to the posterior side

of the egg; approach of the germ nuclei.
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PLATE VIL
r

Sections of Eggs of Cynthia partita; Fertilization and Early Cleavages.

Fig. 88.—Division of sperm aster ; crescent substance at periphery on posterior side.

Fig. 89.—Similar to preceding but showing egg nucleus.

^igs. 90 and 91.—Sections at right angles to first cleavage plane but oblique to egg axis, showing the

union of pronuclei ; clear and yellow protoplasm and sperm amphiuster in posterior half

of egg.

Fig. 92.—Section in the plane of the first cleavage (future median plane) showing the union of the

germ nuclei, the clear protoplasm and crescent on the posterior side of the egg, and the

polar bodies above.

Fig, 93.—Early prophase of the first cleavage, in the plane of the spindle axis.

Fig. 94 and 95.—Two dispermic eggs; the first showing two sperm nuclei on the posterior side.of the

egg with a single crescent; the second, two sperm nuclei and one egg nucleus, with the

clear protoplasm and crescent about equally divided, by a tongue of yolk, between the

two sperm nuclei.

Fig. 96.—Section in the plane of the first cleavage and transverse to the spindle, showing a cross sec-

tion of the equatorial plate near the middle of the egg, surrounded by clear protoplasm,

also the crescent at the posterior border with some of the yellow spherules all around

the spindle.

Fig. 97,—Metaphase of the first cleavage ; equatorial section at right angles to the preceding.

Figs. 98 and 99.—Early and late anaphases of the first cleavage; sections in equatorial plane.

Fig. 99.— Constriction of cell body; chromosomal vesicles at the ends of the nuclear spindle. In both

figures the daughter centrosomes are elongating in the equatorial plane and at right

angles to the first spindle axis.

Fig. 100.—Telophase of the first cleavage, showing the rotation of nuclei, centrosomes and cytoplasm

toward the animal pole of the egg.

Fig. 101.—Equatorial section, prophase of second cleavage; crescent substance at the posterior pole.

Fig. 102.—Section at right angles to the preceding and through the axis of one of the spindles; nucleus

and cytoplasm lie above the equator, yolk and crescent below.

Fig. 103.—Equatorial section showing precocious division of the centrosomes in one of the blastomeres.

Fig. 104.—Anaphase of second cleavage; equatorial section; chromosomal vesicles at ends of nuclear

spindles.

Fig. 105.—Telophase of second cleavage ; equatorial section, showing the bending of the middle of the

spindle toward the center of the egg, and a large amount of clear cytoplasm and of

crescent substance in the posterior quadrants.

Figs. 106 and 107.—Two sections through one and the same egg in the eight-cell stage ; the first

through the anterior blastomeres ; the second through the posterior. The cytoplasm is

most abundant in the cells at the animal pole, the crescent substance in the two posterior-

vegetal cells, though it is also found around all the nuclei. The polar bodies, which are

shown in stippled outlines, are not in the plane of either of these sections, but in the

region between them.
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PLATE VIII.

Surface Views of Entire Eggs of Cynthia partita; Eight to Fortyfour Cells.

Fig. 108.—Eight-cell stage ; left side of egg; showing spindles of third cleavage.

Fig. 109.—Anterior view of 8-cell stage, showing cytoplasm most abundant in the animal pole cells,

and the yolk largely collected in the anterior cell of the vegetal hemisphere.

Figs. 110, 111, 112.—Stages in the fourth cleavage; figs. 110 and 112 viewed from the animal pole, fig.

Ill from the vegetal pole.

Fig, ] 13.—Telophase of fourth cleavage, vegetal pole view ; caps of deeply staining protoplasm lie at

the hinder borders of the small posterior cells (B=-^).

Figs. 114 and 115.—Anterior and posterior views of the 16-cell -stage; fig. 115 showing caps of

Slightly older stage with some of the animal pole cells dividing.

deeply staining protoplasm at the posterior pole, which later go into the posterior mesen-
- chyme cells (B'^ figs. 130, 131).

Figs, lie and 117.—Ventral and dorsal views of a 20-cell stage, showing the cells at the vegetal pole
dividing before those at the animal pole.

Fig. 118.

Figs. 119-123.—Five views of one and the same egg; fig. 119, ventral; 120, dorsal; 121, anterior;

122, posterior; 123, right side; the latter shows in dotted outlines the great elongation
of the cells at the animal pole and the flattened shape of the cells at the vegetal pole

;

all the designations of cells in fig. 123 should be underscored ; 44 cells, 16 ectoderm, 10
endoderm, 10 mesoderm, 4 chorda and 4 neural plate cells.

Figs. 124-129.—Six different views of one and the same egg in the 44-cell stage showing the divisions
of the ectodermal cells and the second cells of the crescent (B^-*) ; when these divisions
are completed there will be 62 cells. Fig. 124, ventral ; 125, dorsal ; 126, anterior ; 127,
postero-dorsal.
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Plate IX.

Surface Views of Entire Eggs of Cynthia partita; Forty-four fo Tiro Hundred and Eiglitecn Cells.
r

Figs. 128, 129.—Same egg as shown in figs. 124-127, Fig. 128 from the left side; the equator of the

^gg (plane of the third cleavage) is the heavy line running between A and P and

separating cells designated by lower case from those designated by capital letters. Fig.

129.—View from the posterior pole.

Figs, 130 and 131.—Ventral and dorsal views respectively of one and the same ^g^\ 64 cells, 32 in

each hemisphere, distributed as follows: Ventral hemisphere^ 26 ectoderm, 6 neural plate

•)

), 10 mesenchyme (B^-^ B^-^, B^-^ B^ ^^ A'-')

Fig. 132.—Postero-dorsal view of an ^gg in the same stage as the preceding showing direction of

division of mesenchyme cell (B^'^),

Figs. 133 and 134.—Ventral and dorsal views respectively of one and the <\\m^ egg; 110 cells; Ven-

tral hemisphere 64 cells, 52 ectoderm, 12 neural plate (a^'^ a^**, a® '7, a®"^ a^'*^, v?'^);

Dorsal hemisphere 46 cells, 10 endoderm, 8 chorda (A^^ A^'^, A®''^ A^'-*}, 8 neural plate

(A'-7, A^-^ A«-s, A'"'), 12 mesenchyme iW'\ W\ W\ W'\ B'^ A^-^}, 8 muscle (JV-\ W\
^8.15^ B^''^). Gastrulation has begun.

Fig. 135.—Dorsal view of a slightly more advanced stage showing increasing gastrulation; 118 cells,

ventral hemisphere 64 cells, dorsal hemisphere 54, viz.^ 10 endoderm, IG mesenchyme, 12

muscle, 8 chorda, 8 neural plate; when the divisions indicated by spindles are completed

there will 4 additional endoderm and 2 additional mesenchyme cells.

Figs. 136-139.—Four views of one and the same egg] fig. 136 dorsal, 137 posterior, 138 anterior, 139

ventral; gastrulation well advanced. 124 cells; Ventral hemisphere 64 cell?, 52 ecto-

derm, 12 neural plate (a^"'^, a^'^, a^'^^ a^^^, a^-"% a^'^) ; Dorsal hemisphere 60 cells, 14

endoderm, 8 chorda, 8 neural plate, 18 mesenchyme, 12 muscle. Spindles are already

present for divisions, which, when completed, will lead to 178 cells, viz., 9G ectoderm, 12

neural plate of ventral hemisphere, 12 neural plate of dorsal hemisphere, 8 chorda, 20
mesenchyme, 12 muscle, 18 endoderm..

Figs. 140-143.—Four views of one and the same egg\ 140 dorsal, 141 posterior, 142 anterior, 143

ventral. Gastrulation is here far advanced. 180 cells; Ventral hemisphere 108 cells,

96 ectoderm, 12 neural plate; Dorsal hemisphere 72 cells, 12 neural plate of dorsal hemi-

sphere, 8 chorda, 20 mesenchyme, 12 muscle, 20 endoderm; when the divisions indicated

by spindles are completed there will be 4 additional neural plate cells.

Figs. 144 and 145.—Two views of the same egg; 144 dorsal, 145 median optical section in sagittal

plane. In fig. 145 the polar body is not visible, but its supposed position is indicated by
the dotted outline at the animal pole; the dotted outlines at the lower pole indicate the

mesoderm cells which lie in the lateral lip of the blastopore and out of the plane of the

section
; the rolling in of the muscle cells in the lateral lips is well shown.

Fig. 146.—Anterior view of an egg of about the same stage as the preceding, showing the division of
the 12 neural plate cells of the ventral hemisphere.

Fig. 147.—Ventral view of a similar stage with the ectoderm omitted in order to show the endoderm
*

and mesoderm from the ventral side. At this stage all the ectoderm cells have passed
into the 9th generation, all the endoderm into the 8th or 9th, all the mesoderm except
B^-* into the 8th or 9th, all the chorda and neural plate cells into the 9th. There
are 218 cells; Ventral hemisphere 128 cells, 104 ectoderm, 24 neural plate of ventral

hemisphere; Dorsal hemisphere 90 cells, vh., 16 neural plate, 16 chorda, 20 mesenchyme,
12 muscle, 26 endoderm.
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Plate X.

Entire Embryos of Cynthia partita; Gastrula to Tadpole.

Muscle cells shaded by vertical lines, mesenchyme by transverse lines, nerve plate and tube by fine

stipples, chorda by coarse stipples.

Figs. 148-151.—Four views of the same embryo; fig. 148 dorsal, 149 ventral- posterior, 150 same view

but deeper level, showing mesoderm and endoderm, 151 right side. Many of the ecto-

derm cells are passing into the 10th generation.

Figs. 152-154.—Three views of one embryo ; fig. 152 dorsal, showing closure of the blastopore from in

front, 153 same view but deeper level, showing cells beneath the ectoderm, 154 ventral

view of mesoderm and endoderm below ectoderm.

Figs, 155 and 156.—Two ventral views of an advanced gastrula, the first showing the superficial ecto-

derm, the latter the endoderm and mesoderm lying beneath the ectoderm.

Fig. 157.—Left side of embryo, showing, in optical section, muscle cells, mesenchyme, chorda and nerve

plate.

Figs. 158 and 159.—Two optical sections of the same embryo, the former (158) through the open blas-

topore at the posterior end of the embryo, the latter (159) through the region anterior to

the blastopore.

Figs. 160-162.—Three views of the same embryo from the ventral side but drawn at different levels;

160 surface view showing ectoderm ; 161 same view deeper level, showing mesoderm and

endoderm ; 162 same view still deeper level, showing chorda, mesoderm and endoderm.

Fig. 163.—Dorsal view of embryo of same stage as preceding showing nerve plate and tube, mesoderm
and chorda.

Figs. 164 and 165.—Two views of same embryo from right side; fig. 164 median optical section show-

ing chorda, nerve tube and endoderm ; 165 more superficial view showing muscle cells

and mesenchyme.

Fig. 166,—Older embryo from right side, showing in optical section nerve tube, chorda, mesoderm and

endoderm.

Fig, 167.—Young tadpole from left side showing in optical section nerve tube, chorda and mesoderm.
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PLATE XI.
F

Efjgs of Ctona intestinalis ; Ovocyte to Fourth Cleavage.

Figs, 16S-179 actual sections; figs. 180-187 ivJiole eggs. Orescent substance and clear protoplasm

stippled. Polar bodies are actually present ivhere dratim.

Fig. 168.—Half

a layer of yolk surrounding the nucleus and a peripheral layer of clear protoplasm

;

around the whole egg is a layer of small follicle cells which later develop into the very

large conical cells which surround the chorion.

Fig. 169.—Older ovarian egg, showing the area of the yolk increased and the test cells limited to the

peripheral layer of protoplasm, which is sharply differentiated from the yolk.

Fig. 170.—Still older ovarian egg, showing the test cells arranged in groups or "nests" at the periphery

of the egg.

Fig, 171.—Ripe ovarian egg ready to escape from the ovary, show^ing the extrusion of the test cells and

the formation of a thick homogeneous membrane around the egg, which ultimately

becomes the chorion.

Fig. 172.—Free but unfertilized egg which has shrunken away from the chorion, showing the first

maturation spindle, the peripheral layer of protoplasm collected over the lower pole of

the egg and the achromatic substance of the germinal vesicle (kp) spread in a broad

layer over the upper pole and around the central yolk.

Fig. 173,—Extrusion of first polar body and entrance of spermatozoon ; the sperm nucleus lies in the

peripheral layer surrounded by clear protoplasm in which astral rays are developing.

Fig. 174.—Nearly equatorial section of the egg showing sperm nucleus and amphiaster at the posterior

side of the egg; at the surface is the granular protoplasm of the peripheral layer.

Fig. 175.—Section of egg in plane of first cleavage (median plane), showing the approach of the germ

nuclei and the movement of the peripheral layer of protoplasm from the lower pole to

the posterior side to form the crescent; in the darkly staining substance of the crescent

is a clear triangular area which corresponds to the clear area surrounding the spenn

nucleus in fig. 173.

Fig. 176.—Section of slightly older stage in plane of first cleavage, showing the union of the germ
nuclei

;
polar body out of the plane of section.

Fig. 177.—Anaphase of first cleavage, showing the complete separateness of the nuclear and astral

portions of the mitotic figure ; the crescent substance shows at the ends of the spindle.

Fig. 178.—Telophase of first cleavage, showing " zwischenkorper " (z), also the bending of spindle axis

and shifting of cytoplasm and nuclei toward the animal pole.

Fig. 179.—Anaphase of second cleavage, showing separateness of nuclear and astral portions of mitotic

figure, also position of crescent on postero-dorsal side; polar body out of the plane of

section.

Fig. 180. Entire egg of Ciona, showing formation of second polar spindle, peripheral layer of proto-

plasm, sperm nucleus and aster.

Anaphase of first cleavage viewed from posterior pole.

Fig. 182.—Two-cell stage seen from posterior pole, cytoplasm and nuclei lie near animal pole, crescent

Fig. 181.

Fig. 183.

Fig. 181

near vegetal.

Four-cell-stage seen from vegetal pole; the crescent covers about one half the surface of the

two posterior blastomeres.

Eight cell-stage, left side, showing cap of deeply staining protoplasm at posterior pole of

cells (B-^^), which later goes into the posterior mesenchyme cells (B^^ fig. 200.)

Fig. 185.—Eight cells, posterior view; spindles of the fourth cleavage present.

Fig. 186.—Fourth cleavage, vegetal pole.

Fig. 187.—Fourth cleavage, animal pole ; 16 cells.
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PLATE XII.

Whole Eggs of Ciona intestinalis ; Sixteen Cells to Gastrula.
w

Crescent substance stippled in all the figures; clear protoplasm also stippled in jigs, ISS-lOl,

Polar bodies are actually jn^esent where draicn.

Fig. 188.—Sixteen cell stage, anterior pole.

Fig. 189.—Sixteen cells seen from vegetal pole; all but two of the cells are passing from the 5th to the

6th generation.

Fig. 190.—Similar stage viewed from animal pole.

Fig. 191.—Animal pole view, 5tli to the 6th generation; 20 cells; when the divisions are completed,

which are here indicated by spindles, there will be 32 cells.

Figs. 192-195.—One and the same egg in the 32-cell-stage. Fig. 192.—From animal pole. Fig. 193.

' From vegetal pole, spindles present in many of the cells, which are about to pass into the

7th generation. Fig. 191.—From posterior pole; all nuclei at the animal pole in a

resting condition. Fig. 195.—An tero-vegetal view.

Figs. 196 and 197. (d

sal) poles; most of the cells at the vegetal pole have just passed into the 7th generation
;

spindles are present in all the cells at the animal pole preparatory to their division into

the 7th generation ; 44 cells, 20 of the 6th and 24 of the 7th generation.

Figs. 198-204.—With the exception of fig. 199, all these figures represent views of one and the same

^E^' Fig. 198.—View from animal pole showing all the ectoderm cells in process of

division. Fig. 199.—Another egg of the same stage as the preceding, but seen from a

more anterior point of view. Fig. 200.—Vegetal pole showing all the cells at tliis pole

in a resting condition. Fig. 201.—Same egsr seen from a more anterior point of view.

Fig. 202.—Same egg viewed from the anterior pole. Fig. 203.—Viewed from the right

side showing in dotted outline the great elongation of the cells of the vegetal pole and a
corresponding flattening of the cells at the animal pole. Fig. 204.—Viewed from the

posterior pole. 76 cells, viz,, 32 ectoderm, 10 endoderm, 18 mesoderm,. 8 chorda, 8 neural

plate; when the divisions indicated in the ectoderm cells are completed there will be 64
ectoderm cells and 108 cells in all.

Fig. 205.—Gastrula corresponding in stage to fig. 140 of the Cynthia egg\ 178 cells, viz., 108 ectoderm

1)

y)

Fig. 206 and 207.—Older gastrula with blastopore much restricted by the growth of the anterior lip.

Fig. 206.—View of superficial ectoderm and mesoderm. Fig. 207.—Deeper view of

same embryo showing endoderm and mesoderm.
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE

ACADEMY OF NATURAL
OF PHILADELrHIA.

Twelve volumes of the New Series of the Journal (Quarto) have been issued—1847 to 1904.

ers, and to others $12.50
Mammalian Fauna of Dakota

The price per volume of four parts is $10, or $3 per part to subscrib
per volume, or $3.75 per part. Vol. Vll contains ''The Extinct Mar
and Nebraska, with a Synopsis of the Mammalian Remains of North America/' Illustrated with
thirty plates. By Joseph Leidy, M,D., LL.D.

The First Series of the Journal, 1817 to 1842, in eight volumes octavo, may be obtained
at $40 to members, and to the public $48.

The First Series of the Proceedings of the Academy, octavo, 1841 to 1856, of which
eight volumes were completed December 31, 1856, may be obtained at $24 to members, and to the
public $36.

The Second Series of the Proceedings, commencing January 1, 1857 (of which four-
teen volumes were completed December 31, 1870), may be obtained at $42 to members, or $3 per
volume separately, and to the public $3.75 per volume.

The Third Series of the Proceedings, illustrated, commencing January 1, 1871 (of which
thirty-four volumes were completed December 31, 1904), is published at $5 per annum to sub-
scribers, payable in advance ; single volumes, $6.25.

American Journal of Conchology, 18G5-71. Seven vols., 8vo. Containing 2500 pages,
illustrated by 150 plates, many of them colored, besides about 1000 wood engravings. Published
at $70. Price reduced to $40 for the set. Separate volumes, $6 each.

BOOKS KOR SALE.
The Academy has the following works for sale at the prices affixed :

Manual of Conchology. By Geo. W. Tyron, Jr., continued by Henry A. Pilsbry. A
complete, fully illustrated monograph of recent mollusks. Series I, Cephalopoda, Scapho-
poda, Amphineura and Marine Gastropoda : 17 volumes (finished). Series II, Terrestrial

Mollusks, 14 volumes published. Plain edition, per part, $3; per volume, $12. Colored
edition, per part, $5 ;

per volume, $20. Fine edition, heavy plate paper, plates in duplicate,

colored and India tinted, per part, $8
;
per volume, $32.

Description of Shells of North America, with 08 colored plates. By Thomas Say.
1830-34. $10,50

Monograph With iUu

species. By Geo. W. Tryon, Jr. Fine edition, plate paper, with duplicate plates, colored

and tinted, $20 ; colored edition, $13.50
;
plain edition, $8.50.

Monograph of the Fresh-Water Univalve Mollusca of the United States. By S. S.

Haldeman, 1840-44. W. Tryon, Jr. Many colored plates.

Prices for the continuation : Fine edition, duplicate plates, $14 ; with colored plates, $8
;

with plain plates, $6.

(Melanians)

Jr. Cloth, $1
;
paper, 50 cents.

:an W
Dates of Publication. By Geo. W. Tryon, Jr. Cloth, $1 ; paper, 50 cents.

By Geo.

Monograph of the Order Pholadacea and other Papers. By Geo. W. Tryon, Jr. Cloth,

Edited
$1

;
paper, 50 cents.

Complete Writings
by Wm. G. Binney and Geo. W. Tryon, Jr. $1.

Observations on the Genus Unio. By Isaac Lea, LL.D. 4to. Vols. 1 to 13. With Index,

Nos. 1, 2 and 3, complete. Several hundred fine lithographic Plates, $60, Same, Vols. 2 to

13, inclusive, except Vol. 4. Each volume separately, $5.

Synopsis of the Genus Unio. By Isaac Lea. LL.D. Fourth edition, $5.

An Illustrated Catalogue of Japanese Marine Mollusks. By F. Stearns and H, A.

Pilsbry. Cloth, $3 ; paper, $2.50.

Contributions to Geology. By Isaac Lea. $3.

Fossil Foot-Marks, By Isaac Lea. Large folio, text and plate. $2. Plate alone 50 cents.

Notice to Booksellers Academy will be supplied

sellers at a discount of 20 per cent, on the prices charged to the public.

J
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WRITINGS ON ARCHAEOLOGY

By Clarence 13. Mooke.

Certain Shell Heaps of the St. Johns River, Florida, hitherto unexplored. The
American Natur-alist, Nov., 1892, to Jany., 1894, inclusive. Five papers

with illustrations in text, and maps.

Certain Sand Mounds of the St. Johns River, Florida. Parts I and II, Journal of

the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, 1894, Yol. X.
Quarto, 130 and 123 pages. Frontispieces, maps, plates, illustrations in the

text.

Certain Saud Mounds of Daval County, Florida; Two Mounds on Murphy Island,

Florida; Certain Sand Mounds of the Ocklawaha River, Florida. Journ.

Acad. Nat. Sci. of Phila., 1895. Yol. X. Quarto, 108 pages. Frontispiece,

maps, plates, illustrations in text.

Additional Mounds of Duval and of Clay Counties, Florida ; Mound Investigation

on the East Coast of Florida ; Certain Florida Coast Mounds north of the

St. John's River. Privately printed, Philadelphia, 1896. Quarto, 30 pages.

Map, plates, illustrations in text.

Certain Aboriginal Mounds of the Georgia Coast. Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. of Phila.,

1897. Yol. XI. Quarto, 144 pages. Frontispiece, map, plates, illustra-

tions in text.

Certain Aboriginal Mounds of the Coast of South Carolina ; Certain Aboriginal

Mounds of the Savannah River ; Certain Aboriginal Mounds of the Altamaha
River; Recent Acquisitions; A Cache of Pendent Ornaments. Journ. Acad.

Nat. Sci. of Phila., 1898. Yol. XI. Quarto, 48 pages. Frontispiece, maps,
illustrations in text.

Certain Aboriginal Remains of the Alabama River. Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. of

Phila., 1899. Yol. XL Quarto, 62 pages. Map, illustrations in text.

Certain Antiquities of the Florida West-Coast. Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. of Phila.,

1900. Yol. XL Quarto, 40 pages. Maps, illustrations in text.

Certain Aboriginal Remains of the Northwest Florida Coast, Part I; Certain

Aboriginal Remains of the Tombigbee River. Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. of

Phila., 1901. Yol. XI. Quarto, 100 pages. Maps, illustrations in text.

Certain Aboriginal Remains of the Northwest Florida Coast, Part II. Journ. Acad.
Nat. Sci. of Phila., 1902. Yol. XII. Quarto, 235 pages. Maps, illustrations

in text.

Certain Aboriginal Mounds of the Central Florida West-Coast ; Certain Aboriginal

Mounds of the Apalachicola River. Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. of Phila., 1903.

Yol. XII. Quarto, 136 pages. Maps, illustrations in text.

Sheet-copper from the Mounds is not Necessarily of European Origin. American
Anthropologist. Jan.-March, 1903. Plates in text.

The So-called " Hoe-shaped Implement." American Anthropologist, July-Sept.,

1903. Illustrations in text.

Aboriginal Urn-burial in the United States. American Anthropologist, Oct.

Dec, 1904. Plate.

A Form of Urn-burial on Mobile Bay. American Anthropologist, Jan.-March, 1905.

Certain Aboriginal Remains of the Black Warrior River [Moundville] ; Certain

Aboriginal Remains of the Lower Tombigbee River; Certain Aboriginal

Remains of Mobile Bay and Mississippi Sound ; Miscellaneous Investiga-

tion in Florida. Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. of Phila., 1905. Yol. XIII. Quarto,

about 200 pages. Maps, illustrations in text.
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CERTAIN ABORIGINAL REMAINS OF THE ULACK M'ARRIOR RIVER

By Clahknce B. Mooue.

The Black W o Alabama, p
southerly course, and passing the city of Tuscaloosa and the town of M

Tombie;bee river iust above D
The Black W f damj! and l(H'ks, is naviirable at the

present time, the spring of 1905, from its union with the Toiiibigbee

short distance above Tuscaloosa,^ 139 miles, hy water. It is with this portion of the

river, our course being nortliward. that tlie present report of our work during part

of the season of 1905 has to do.

Mr. J. S. Raybon, captain of the flat-bottomed steamer from which our archm'^o-

logical work is done, previously had spent considerable time on the river, from

Tuscaloosa dow^n, with a companion, in a small boat, stopping at each landing to

make careful inquiries as to the location of cemeteries and mounds. The names

and addresses of o'vvners of these were furnished us, and, permission to dig having

been obtained, there was little to do u[»on our arrival on the river but to proceed

with the digging.

The Avarm thanks of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia are

tendered all owners of mounds or cemeteries, who so kindly placed their pru])erty

at its disposal.

Mounds and Cemeteries.

Mound near Areola, Hale County.

Mounds near Candy's Landing. Hale County.

Mounds near McAlj)in's Woodyard, Greene County.

Mound near Stephen's Bluff, Greene County.

Mound below Lock Number 7, Halo County.

Mound at Calvin's Landing, Greene County.

Mound near Bohannon's Landing, Hale County.

Mound near Gray's Landing, Tuscaloosa County.

Mounds and cemeteries in Tuscaloosa and Hale Counties, near Moundville,

Hale County.

Mound in Moundville, Hale County.

Mound near McCowin's Bluff, Tuscaloosa County.

» It is said on the authority of the United States Engineer Office, Tuscaloosa, Alabama, that the

old name of the river from Demopolis to Tuscaloosa was Warrior, and al)ove Tuscaloosa, Black War-

rior; but that the entire river is known now as the Black Warrior.
' Additional locks, soon to be completed, will permit navigation a considerable distance farther

up the river,

16^^ JOURN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.



126 CERTAIN ABORIGINAL REMAINS, BLACK WARRIOR RIVER.

Mound and cemeterj near R. H. Foster Landing, Tuscaloosa Countj.

Mound near Jones' Ferrj Landing, Tuscaloosa County.

Mound near Hill's Gin Landing, Tuscaloosa County.

Mound and cemetery below Foster's Ferry Landbridge, Tuscaloosa County.

Cemetery above Foster's Ferry Landbridge, Tuscaloosa County.

MOUXD NEAR AkCOLA, HaLE CoUNTY.

In a cultivated field bordering the water, on property of Mr. B. G. Gibbs, of

Demopolis, Alabama, is a mound about one-quarter mile in a southerly direction

from the landing. The mound, which apparently had long been under cultivation,

was a trifle more than 7 feet in height. Its basal diameter, N. and S., was 200

feet ; E. and W., 160 feet. In corresponding directions the diameters of the summit

plateau were 130 feet and 90 feet. An excavation previously made in the central

part of the mound showed it to be of clay at that point.

We shall say here, reverting to the subject more fully later in the report, that

southern mounds of the class of which this one is, have been found to be domi-

ciliary and not to contain burial

of such mounds were used as ce

Sometimes, however, the flat plateaus

hich may be detected by comparatively

superficial digging. This mound, dug into in many places by us, yielded no indica

of burials

Mounds near Candy's Landing, Hale County.

These tw^o small mounds are 1.5 miles SSE. from the landing, near the northern

side of Big Prairie creek. They were located by our agent, but as we were unable

to obtain permission to investigate them, they were not visited by us.

Mounds near McAlpin's woodyard, Greene County.

These mounds, all in the swamp, required the services of a guide to locate

them. All evidently were domiciliary and all were dug into superficially by us,

without material result. They are composed of sand and clay, in varying pro-

portions.
T

One of these mounds, about one-half mile in an easterly direction from the

landing, is approximately 6 feet in height. The basal diameters are 55 feet E. and

W., and 44 feet N. and S. The diameters of the summit plateau in the corres-

ponding directions are 33 feet and 23 feet.

About one-quarter mile in a SSW. direction from the other is a mound 4 feet

9 inches high. The basal diameters are 62 feet and 50 feet ; those of the summit
plateau, 25 feet and 17 feet. This mound is of irregular outline through wash of

floods.

About one-quarter mile NE. from the landing is the third mound, very sym-

metrical and almost exactly square. Its height is C feet; its basal diameter, 80

feet; the diameter of its summit plateau, 45 feet. Its sides almost correspond with

the cardinal points of the compass. To the east is a great excavation with steep

sides, whence came the material for its making.
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Morxi) NEAu Stkimikn's Bluf. C
This mound, at the lamling, o})\nu'^ and vory symmetrical, with stoop sidos,

and summit phitoau as h'vol as a tloor, is on property belongiiiji to Dr. J. W.
Clements of Bartow, Polk County. Florida. Its heiglif is U M 9 inches. Its

diameters are: at base, NNE. and SSW., loO feet; ESE. and WNW., VJo feet:

summit plateau in corresponding directions, 100 feet and 135 feet. The mound wa.s

dug into superficially by us in many placo's, in a vain .search lor human remains or

artifacts.

Mound below Lopk Numi;i:h T. Hale County.

Within sight from the water, on the eastern bank of the river, about three.

quarters of a mile below lock and dam Number 7, on nroin'rlv belon'Mic- to (he

Black Warrior Lumber Co., of Deniopolis, Alabama, is a mound of omc^^

»—

(

O 48 feet and 40 fcot in ba.<al diniuoters. Tl
mound was dug into h\ Ci

S.

MouxD AT Calvin's LAxinNr.j Gkkknk County.

Within sight from the landing, almost at the edge of the bank, on pnipirty

of jMi\ W, B. Inge, of Green^jhoro, Alahnnia, is a square mound of clay, 4.5 feet in

height, having a basal diameter of 40 feet. No uieasurement was taken of the

summit plateau, which seemed to have been enlarged for the foundation of a house

that had been upon it. No burial or nrtifaet was wwi witli, tluMiuh eoiisidi^-alde

digging was done bv us.

Mound near Bouanxon's LandtnGj IIalk Corxrv.

Following a road from the landing, through the swamp about three-fourtlis of

a mile in an ESE. direction, one reaches a clearing on jirojuM'iy of Mr. C. W Cuia-

mings, Stewart Station, Alabama, in higli swamp, wliere is a deserted liousey and,

nearby, the mound with a small buikling upon it- This mound, the sides of which

almost correspond with the cardinal points of the compass, is lo.5 feet in height.

Neighboring trees show a deposit of mud left by freshets, almost 8 feet from the

ground ; hence this mound must have afforded a welcome refuge to the aborigines

in flood-time. Tlie western end of the mound is raised about 2.5 feet higher than

the rest of the mound. The maximum diameter of the mound. E. and W.. is as

follows : 25 feet under each slope; the lower part of the summit plateau, 3-1 feet;

beneath slope leading to higher part of summit plateau, 18 feet; higher part of

summit plateau, 27 feet; total 129 feet. The maximum diameter N. and S. is 115

feet, 65 feet of which belong to the summit plateau. Considerable digging to a

depth of from 4 to 5 feet yielded in one place fragments of a human skull.

Mound near Gkav's Landing, Tuscaloosa County.

In a cultivated field, on property of Mr. James W. Strudwick, of Tuscaloosa

Alabama, near the landing, was a mound which had been so much ploughed over

that a mere rise in the "round remained. Considerable digging failed to show tliat

J

o

it had been used for burial purposes.
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MOUXDS AND CeMETEKIES, IX TuSCALOOSA AND HaLE COUNTIES, NEAR

MOUNDYILEE, HaLE CoUNTY.

This famous group of mouuds, uear Moundvillo/ lies between the town and

the Black AYarrior river which is about one mile distant from the town. The

larger, better preserved, and more important mounds belonging to this group are in

Tuscaloosa county, on property of Mr. Hardy Clements, of Tuscaloosa, Alabama.

Other interesting mounds completing the group, belonging to Mr. C. S. Prince, of

Moundville, are in Hale county, the county line dividing the Clements and Prince

estates. The cordial thanks of the Academy are tendered Messrs. Clements and

Prince for full permission to dig, both in the mounds and in the level country sur-

rounding them, a permission which, coming as it did in the planting season when
our presence was an inconvenience, is especially aj:)preciated.

So far as we can learn, no report of investigation at Moundville has been pub-

lished, though an occasional reference, not always entirely correct, has appeared in

archoeological publications.

We here give a survey of these mounds, prepared at the time of our visit to

Moundville hy Dr. M. G. Miller^ who^ in addition, as in all our former archaeological

field studies, had charge of the anatomical work of the expedition.

The heights of the various mounds, which depend on the side whence the alti-

tude was taken, are as follows

:

Mound A.—21 feet 10 inches.

Mound B.—57 feet.

Mound C.—From 18 feet 9 inches to 20 feet 6 inches.

Mound D.—16 feet 6 inches.

Mound E.—From 15 feet 7 inches to 19 feet 6 inches.

Mound F.—From 15 feet 9 inches to 21 feet 2 inches.

Mound G.—From 20 feet 9 inches to 22 feet 6 inches.

Mound H.—From 9 feet 6 inches to 10 feet 4 inches.

Mound I.—13 feet.

Mound J.—From 13 feet 10 inches to 16 feet.

Mound K.—From 13 feet 9 inches to 14 feet 2 inches.

Mound L.—From 12 feet 9 inches to 14 feet 10 inches.

Mound M.—From 11 feet 7 inches to 12 feet 9 inches.

Mound N.—From 18 feet 11 inches to 21 feet 2 inches

Mound 0.—From 16 feet 9 inches to 21 feet 7 inches.

Mound P.—From 23 feet 6 inches to 26 feet 10 inches.

Mound Q.—From 11 feet 5 inches to 17 feet.

Mound R.—20 feet 10.5 inches.

Mound S.—3 feet.

Mound T.— 6 feet 5 inches.

This great group of mounds, all above the highest level attained by the river,

* The town, until recently, ^Yas called Carthage, and is thus spoken of in various publications.
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that no need for refuge from flood iinpelled their building, lies on a level
i

o l>ack from the river bluff. This plain could have afforded

at all stasfes of the river for the i2;ames and ceremonies of an aboriginal center,

which at one time Moundville must have been. Evidence of aboriginal occupancy

extends in all directions bevond the limits of the circle.
ft/

The mounds, which have been approximately oblong or square in outline, with

summit plateaus usually level, are so arranged that two principal ones are sur-

rounded by the rest. One of these, Mound A in the survey, fairly central, exceeds

in area any of the others, the basal diameters being 195 feet and 351 feet; while

Mound B surpasses the others in altitude, its height being 57 feet.

Near many of the mounds are depressions, formed by excavating the material

for their building, some containing water, others drained by means of ditches.

These depressions are not present within what, for convenience, we call the circle

formed by the mounds (although it is not exactly circular), but are sometimes to

one side of the mounds, sometime^ outside the circle : and the mounds within the
w

enclosed space do not have such depressions. It is evident, then, that the mounds
were built according to some fixed plan, and that these shallow ponds were inten-

tionally placed outside the area of the circle, perhaps that those living on the plain

within could have more convenient access to the mounds.

Certain of the mounds have graded ways, more or less distinct, leading to their

summits. These ways are shown on the survey. Others of the mounds may have

had similar ways; but if so they have become effaced through cultivation or wash
of rain, or both.

At the northern side of Mound B is an artificial plateau, marked V on the

survey, one and two-thirds acres in extent, roughly speaking. This plateau ranges

in height from 2 feet 6 inches to 16 feet 5 inches, the greatest altitude being at the

northeastern part.

On the survey are shown deep gullies formed by wash of rain which seems
gradually to be eating away the territory on which the mounds are situated.

The ridge north of Mound R, particularly described in the report, is marked
U on the survey ; and W is the field north of Mound D, where much d

done.
cc'"c

Excavations made previous to our visit to Moundville are shown on the plans

of the various mounds.

Although we were provided with efficient apparatus in abundance to take pho-

tographs, and there were those on our steamer amply able to do so, no photographic

illustrations of the Moundville mounds will be given in this report. Long experi-

ence has shown us that a photograph of a mound, through undue exa«^seration of

the foreground, is worse than valueless ; it is misleading. A mound, stupendous to

the human eye, appears quite ordinary in size in a photograph.

Although there had been considerable diggins? into the smaller mounds ofco*"o
Moundville previous to our visit, no record has been kept of the result, and the

artifacts, if any were found, are not available.
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On the otlier hand, one continuallv hears of interesting '' fimls " made in the

level grouiitl in the vicinity of the nnnnxls. niul the h\A
covered can ht? traced.

orv < >f the ohjects iVxS'

AVe are indebted to Mr. C. S. Prince, of wliom we have spoken as one of the

s o r 11 11:le (iiseoverv meretlpresent owners of the Moundville mounds, for cxaii detail;

of effigy-pipes of stone, many vears ago.

Ml'. O. T. Prineo, father of Mr. C. S. Prince, acquired the proper! v on wliieli

the mounds are in 1S57. and died in 1802. The pipes were found at the time of

Mr. 0. T. Prinee's t«'nure of the ijrooertx. h\ two colored men who were di'j"'inir a

dltrh near one of th(^ 8inalU*r mounds of the ^roup—the one marked M on our

survey.

These pipes were lield for a Ioul'^ time in the Prince family, and wire shou n,

with certain otlier relics, ])efore a scientifu' soiMety in 1875, whvu a pliotograph of

them was made (Fig. 1). Later, one of the pipes wa? dispostnl of and, fortunately,

fell into the hands of Gen. Gates P. Thrnston, who describes and fnrures it.
^

Fig. 1,—Antiquities found at MoundviHe.

Two of the pipes shown, and one that was excli

int of its inferior condition, with eoual cood fort

ded fr tlle aph on

rocured

by Profe F. W. P for Peabody Cambrido The\

Figs. 2, 3, from photojiraphs kindly furnislied by Professor P

At the time the pipes went to Cambridge, a stone disc, 8

found in the level irround at MoundviHe, was,ille, was disposed of to Professor Putnam and

shown here in Fig. 4, from a photograph also courteously furnished hy him. A
production of a drawing of the design on the disc, made by Mr. C. C. Willoughby,

is given in Fig. 5, Mr. Willoughby informs us that a part of the desimi at the

' "Antiquities of Tennessee," p. 187.
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lower left hand side has sealed off. Tlio dotted Unes .-how wherc the stone has
come ()ll in thin Hakes. The de.<<ign is ai>parent on the stone in these places, hnt
it lacks distinctness.

borne 3-ears a,uo, a colori^d man, plouLdiiriir near one of tlie lai'irer mount
Monndville, fonnd a superb 1

amphibolite/ and liighly pol

S. Prince, from wlioni it wi

let and liandle

s obt c

Is at

d from a ^-olid mass, pn»bablj

This hatehet (Fig. G) was |)r«>eureil by Mr. C
d by the Ai-adeniv of Xatin*al Seit^nci^s.

-bL

**~-'t.

^
l^i

T-'^*"

w WWm ^
A'

r

^

f
/

Fig. 4.—Disc of stone. Mouudville. (Diameter 8.75 inches.)

The hatchet, 11.6 inches in length, with a neatly made ring at the end of

handle (not clearly shown in the oduction), resembl

one found by Dr. Josej)h Jones, near Nashville^ Tenn.. and descriled and figured

^ Ail determinations of rock in this paper and in tlic tliree whirh follow it, have been made by

Dr. E. Goldsmith, of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelpliia. \^ It lias not been deemed

advisable to mutilate ?j)ecimens for analysis and for microscopical examination, Doctor Goldsmith has

not ahvays been able to identify materials with the exactness he otherwise could.
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by him. ^ C. C. Jones describes and figures ^ this same hatchet, and speaks of the

finding of another exactly' similar in South Carolina.

Thruston also describes and illustrates^ the Jones hatchet, and refers to the

South Carolina specimen, and to still another, someAvhat ruder in form, as coming

from Arkansas.

It is interesting in this connection to note the presence of "celts" with stone

handles in Santo Domingo,^ though these hatchets are much inferior to the speci-

men from Mound ville.

Fig. 5.—Design on disc from Moundville. (IIa>f size.)

The monolithic hatchet from Moundville seems to be much more beautiful than

the one discovered by Doctor Jones, for it leaves nothing to be desired as to finish.

and the graceful backward curve of the part of the handle above the blade seems

more artistic than the form of the corresponding portion of the Jones hatchet,

which is straight.

Some years ago Prof. E. A. Smith, State Geologist of Alabama, visited Mound-
" Explorations of the Aboriginal Remains of Tennessee," p. 46.

'' "Antiquities of the Southern Indians," p. 280; Plate XII.
* Op. cit, p. 259.
* J. Walter Fewkes, "Preliminary Report on an Archaeological Trip to the West Indies," Smith-

sonian Miscellaneous Collections, Quarterly Issue, Vol. I, 1904. Plate
'"
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Fig. 6.—ilonolitliic hatchet from Moundville. (Lenj^th 11.6 inches.)
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ville and received as a gift a disc about 12.5 inches in diameter, said to be of sand-

stone, of the same well-known type^ as the one

Museum. This type is characterized by marginal notches or scallops usually with

referred to as being in Peabody

incised, circular lines on one side below them. The disc obtained by Professor

Smith, however, hke the one in the Peabody Museum, has an interesting incised

r \r

--'

Fig. 1,—Disc of stone from Moiindville. (Diameter about 12.5 inches,)

decoration on the side opposite that bearing the incised circles, in which it differs

from the ordinary discs of this type. The disc in question has on the reverse side

an incised design of two horned rattlesnakes knotted, forming a circle,^ within

1 Rau, Archseological Collection of the United States National Museum, p. 37 et seq. Also
Holmes, ''Art iu Shell,'^ Second Rep. Bur. Eth., 1880-81, Plate LVII, p. 277 et seq,

2 Our friend Sefior Juan B, Auibrosetti, Curator of the National Museum, Buenos Aires, who, it

may be said, incidentally, has been much impressed by certain points of resemblance in the aboriginal

culture of Argentina and that of the United States, in his "El Bronce en la Region Calchaquf,"
Anales del Museo Nacional de Buenos Aires, Tomo XI (Ser. 3% t. IV), pp. 286, 287, describes and
figures a disc of bronze, 331 cm. in diameter, now in the National Museum of Buenos Aires, around
the margin of which two serpents form a circle.
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d

hich is a ivpr

to the N ()

)f an o

nnl M
present in the Museum of

had the i^lensi

h;ni(i KtNiring an eye upon it. Tl

re it remained a Ion-' time, but is

University of Alabama, near T
re of examining it in company uf Profes-ur Smitli. (1

kindness and tliat of Mr. James A. Anderson of the CidWieal Snrvi^v of

irouj^li \v]to»e

we are able to give a photogranliie pro of

bed and fiurnred

(Fijr. 7). T

O
of di

and 5

Id have done

ies made sin

; Professor H(

o V Professor II

Tn wvw
disc mn\ 1m* aceepiiMl pi

Fig. 8.—Waler-bottle from ^louudville. (T)ianieter 6.12 inches.)

In the museum of the University of Alabama, near Tuscaloc^sa, is part of a

water-bottle, said to have been Hjund at Carthage, M'hi(*h place, the reader will recall,

is now known as Moundville, This vessel,' which was courteously' lent to the

Academy of Natural Sciences by Prof. E. A. Smith and Mr. James A. Anderson, and

is shown in Fig. 8, bears upon the base an incised dcisign. Around the body uf thi*

vessel, which is somewhat broken, have been four designs similar, in the main, to

' Op, cH., p. 278, Plate LXVI. fig. 6.

2 All measurements of cartiienware vessels given in this report and in the three pa|)er8 which

follow it are approximate.
We quote from our preceding reports: *' It must be borne in miml in resj>eot to process work that

reductions in size are made with regard to diameter and not area. If a diagram 4 inelies by 2 inclies

is to be reduced one-half, each diameter is dlvi<]ed by two, and the reproduction, which is called half

size, is two inches by one inch. The area of the ongirial diagram, however, is eight square inches,

while that of the so-called half size reproduction is two is-puire inches or one-quarter the area.'* In

other words the reduction is linear.

18 JOURX. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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that on the base. One of these designs is ^iven in diaorram ^ in Fisf. 9.o o o o Near the

heacTj in certain instances^ where space has allowed it (Fig. 10), and on each tail, is

a swastika enclosed within a circle. Professor Putnam writes us '' This design [the

bird-figure] shows the characteristic duplication of parts in a most interesting man-

ner. In the centre of the figure we notice the symbol which is common to many of

the shell gorgets from Tennessee and which corresponds to the symbol on the

Korean flag as well as to the well-known Chinese symbol indicating the positive

and negative, or male and female." Professor Putnam next j)oints out hoAV, from

this central symbol two heads of a bird which he identifies as a woodpecker, extend

Fig. 9.—Vessel from Moundville. Decoration. (About half size.)

Fig. lO.^Vessel from Moundville. Decoratiou

(About half size.)

and how on

on the rinht

de of these heads a sj^mbolical wins of the bird

d left of the portion

Then
of the bird, on each of

hich is the svmbol of the swastika. Altogethe
?>

says Profe Putnam
ferring to the whole design, '^ this is a beautiful symbolic figure and in general

workmanship and design it resembles some of the sculptures on bone from the Ohio

mounds.''

The bird shown in the design has been identified by Mr. Witmer Stone, of the

Academy of Natural Sciences, as the ivory-billed woodpecker {Cainpephilus princi-

palis Linn.), a bird now found in one part of Mississippi and in parts of Florida,

but having ranged well north of Moundville in former timess. The aboriginal

artist shows the tongue of the bird extended to a somewhat exaggerated degree,

although the thrusting out of the tongue is a habit
+

common to woodpeckers.

Emerging from within the open bill are various symbols^ perhaps emblematic of

bird-speech. The call of the ivory-billed woodpecker resembles that of a young
child, according to Wilson.

The tail of the woodpecker, when spread, is fan-shaped and the individual

feathers at the extremity are pointed—peculiarities carefully shown by the abor-

iginal artist. When spread, the tail of the woodpecker is used by the bird to

' It may be said here, as applying to these diagrams and others of the Moundville specimens,
that proportions have been so far modified as was necessary to portray a curved field on a flat surface,

though otherwise the representation is exact.
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l^YOl^ itself up and thus steady it at its work. This fratiire wouhl no douht strike

the aboriginal eye and thus cause it to aitacli more importance to tlie tail of

the woodpecker than to its wings.

Among the wonderful objects of wood lound by Cu.shing at tlu' settU'vnent of

Marco, Island of Marco, one of the Ten Thousand Islands, whiih lie off the south-

western Florida coast, is the picture of a bird painti'd in colors on a tablet of wood.*

Mr. Cushing believes the painting to be that of a jay or kingfisher, "or more jirob-

ably still, of a crested mythic bird or bird-irod. oomltiniiiir attributes of buth."

Four contiguous circles in line avo ivu resen foil as Iravhij^ tlu* oikmi lull of (liis bird.

rii

Mr, Cushing believes to be speei

le ivory-billed woodneckcr was ] bv the aborisinos. Its

head, modelled in gold, has been found in Florida.' Catesby' tells u;s that ''the

Bills of these Rirds are much valued hv the Canada Indians, wlio make Coronets

of 'em for their Princes and great warrierj^, by fixing tlicni round a wreath^ with

their 2X)ints outward. The NortJiern ludiaiis having none of these Birds in their

cold country, purchase them of the Southern People at the price of two, and some-

times three Buek-skins a Bill."

We shall now describe our digginii:at Moundville, with certain details discussed

in advance, to avoid repetition.

This work occupied thirtv-five days with thirteen trained di^iL^ers fr(»in our

boat and five men to >superv]se. In addition, local hi^lp, ten men per day on an

average, was employed, mainly to 1111 excavations and to sink trial-holes in the

summit plateaus of the mounds. Long experience had shown us that square and

oblong mounds, in the south at least, were not designed primarily as burial mounds,

although sometimes burials were made In tbeni, locally, in graves dug from the

surface. These trial-holes, averaging four feet square and four feet deep, when
made in sufficient number on the plateau of a mound, were considered to be an

excellent method of detecting the presence of burials, for, although the entire

surface of the plateau was not dug through, it was extremely unlikely that skele-

tons or bundles of bones could all lie in an area not du^^r into by at least one of a

number of well distributed shafts. AVlien the presence of human bones was

detected, more complete methods of investigation were adopted.

The material of which the mounds were made was claj^, clay with admixture

of sand, and, in places, to a limited extent, almost pure sand. On the whole, how-

ever, the mounds were chietly of clay with an admixture of sand, often a very small

percentage.

Inside as well as outside the circle, on the level ground, were many sites

giving evidence of aboriginal occupancy. These sites were more or less thoroughlj-

investigated by us b\- means of trial-holes. These holes were not always as deep

^ Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, Phila., Vol, XXXV, Xo. 153, Plate

XXXIV, p. 98 et seq.
'' Rau, Smithsonian Report, 1878, p. 299.
' **The Xatural History of Carolina, Florida and the Bahama Islands," London, 1731, Vol. I,

p. 16.
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as those that we dug into the mounds, since, when undisturbed soil was reached, con-

tinuance w\is unnecessary. In our report we give records only of sites where tan-

gible results were obtained. In some sites no burials were met ; in others, burials

were few and without artifacts.

The form of burial at Moundville did not include urn-burial so far as we were

able to determine, but did not vary otherwise from methods of burial found in

various southern states. When the entire skeleton was present, as a general rule

it lay at full length on the back. There was no orientation of skeletons, the skulls

being directed toward all points of the compass. Had it been otherwise, our fortune

at Moundville would have been better, as vessels of earthenware almost always lay

near the skull, hence by following the skeleton from the feet up, we could have

reached these vessels with the aid of a trowel rather than, as was too often the case,

hy unintentional blows from a spade.

All human remains at Moundville were badlv decayed and nearly all were

represented by fragments only. No crania were saved.

Parts of crania found by us were carefully examined for evidence of ante-

mortem compression, but none was met with, save in one case where it seemed to

us to be evident. This fragment, the anterior part of a skull, was sent by us to

the National Museum. The following report as to the fragment was received from

Dr. Ales Hrdlicka :
" The skull shows in a moderate degree an artificial frontal

flattening. This variety of deformation was produced when an infant, by the pro-

longed application of a direct pressure (pad or board) over the forehead, a custom

which existed in several of the Gulf States." Therefore, frontal flattening was
not unknown at Moundville. It must be borne in mind, also, that as the crania

examined w^ere usually in small fragments, evidence of compression in many
could well have escaped us.

The earthenware of Moundville is shell-tempered as a rule, but not always.

In large cooking vessels the particles of shell are coarse and show on the surface.

In the better ware the pounded shell is less noticeable, because it is more flnely

ground and for the reason that the Moundville ware, except in the case of cooking-

vessels, is almost invariably covered with a coating of black, more or less highly

polished on the outer surface. This coating was not produced by the heat in firing

the clay, but was a mixture intentionally put on by the potters. Scrapings from
the surface of a number of vessels were furnished by us to Harry F. Keller, Ph.D.,

who, by analysis, arrived at the conclusion that the black coating on the earthen-

ware is carbonaceous matter. Under the microscope it appears as a lustrous

coating, which must have been in a liquid state when applied. Chemicals have
little efl'ect upon the coating ; it is insoluble in alcohol and in ether, not attacked

by acids, and but slightly aifected by caustic alkali. From its appearance and
chemical behavior, Dr. Keller concludes that it must have been applied in the form

of a tarry or bituminous matter which, upon heating out of contact with air, was
converted into a dense variety of carbon. Doctor Keller is of opinion that a mix-

ture of soot and fat or oil might produce the effect, though the numerous lustrous

particles resembling graphite rather suggest the carbonization of a tar-like substance.
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The earthonware of Moundvillo is clintaotcri/.eil hy Tiionotony of form, the
bottlo, the bowl, and tlie pot bt'iiiii almost the solo i\pjvt;c'iitMftvos of the

It is to the striking inciseil (locorafioii that we
the earthenware of the place.

potter s art me
must look fo

C

Stamped decoration was absent. Not only was the complicated stamp of

\lab
in a single instance, but our old, intimate, and hitlierto ever-itnsent friend, th

small check-stamp, was absent also.

The custom of perforating the base of vessels pl;u>cd with the dead, in orde

('

c free to accompany tlie spirit ofto " kill" the vessels tliat their souls m
departed, was not practised at Moundville, thonjih it extended for n distance up
the Tombigbce river, below its junction with tlie Black Warrior.

detailed description of the discoveries at Mound-
object met with by us, either throudi its method

The reader will note in the detailed

ville, which follows, that not one object ii

of manufacture or the material of which it was made, iravc indication of influence

of Europeans. The greatest pains were taken b\- us during the entire iuvesti-^ation

to note the presence of any object oV>tained from the whites. Presumably, later

Indians did not use Moundville as a center for burials.

All objects found at Mound ville by us, with the excejttion of certain dupli-

cates, which were sent to Phillips Academy Museum, Audover, Mass., are to be

seen at the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.

MOUNDVILLE.

Mound A.

Mound A, the central one of the Moundville grouj), about 22 feet in height

and irregularly oblong in horizontal section, has a summit plateau 155 by 271 feet.

Thirty-three trial-holes were sunk in the plateau, showing yellow clay with a slight

admixture of sand. One small arrowhead of jasper alone rewarded our search.

Mound B.

when viewed from the levelMound B, 57 feet in height, seems stuj^endous

ground. Two steep causeway's, one at the north, the other at the east, lessen some-

what the angle of ascent, which, on the western side, is thirty-eight degrees. The

summit plateau, roughly oblong, is 118 feet in width by 149 feet in length. Twenty

-

two trial-holes sunk by us yielded neither human bones nor artifact. The supe

ficial part of the mound is of 3'eIIow clay with a small percentage of sand.

Field North of Mound B.

This field, probably between one and two acres in extent, and bordering tin

northern side of Mound B, is under cultivation and shows on its surface numerou:

traces of aboriginal occupancy. Eighteen trial-holes and 150 feet of narrow trench
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all about 2.5 feet deep, were excavated tlirongli loamy material to undisturbed soil.

No human remains were encountered. The onlj object of interest met with among

the usual midden debris was a hoe-shaped implement of granitic rock, 5 inches long

by 4.75 inches wide. An attempt at perforation has l)een almost carried through

on one side, but has been barely started on the other side (Fig. 11).

In a paper by us, published

in 1903,^ we adduced considerable
I

evidence to prove, what others

had su2:2:ested before, that the so-

called hoe-shaped implement is a

ceremonial axe.

Field West of Mouxd B.

This field ctly to

th of Mound B d con-

derably Her than the one

J described, was rather un-

promismg m appe trance. Eiglit

al-holes gave no material result^

d, from the appearance of the

soil, no promise of success.

On the border of

deep o

this field,

lly made

Fig. 11.—Ceremonial axe. Trench near Mound B.

(Length 5 inches.)

overlooking a

wash of raiuj were several

slight eminences consisting of a

mixture of loamy sand and clay,

in part washed away. These undu-

dof

In a mingling of bones in whicl

shape, were t

three adults and

o

resented
7

Vessel No. 1. a small bow 1

loroughly searched.

one child were rep-

protuberances on one side and
the other—doubtless conventionalized head, tail, and four legs (Fig. 1

'i-.

Fig. 12.—Vessel No. 1. Field west of Mound B.
(Diameter 5.4 inches.)

Fig. 13.—Vessel No. 3. Field west of Mound B
(Diameter 6 inches.)

^ ''The So called 'Hoe-shaped Implement/" Amer. Anthropologist, Vol. V, pp. 498-502, July
September, 1903.
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ithNear Vessel No. 1 were Vc>'sel No. 2 (a small, iindeeorattd watcr-liottle w
wirle mouth), and a discoidal stone 1 ineh in diameter.

Near the skull of a child, whose skeleton lav at full lenjith on the baek, wa?
Vessel No. 3, a bowl with se!uii:lohular body and ilarimr

rim, undeoorated save for a mUched mardn (Fiir. 13).

Besides the usual midden debris tlirre wt-re in the

soil, apart from human remains, a human head and the

head of a fish, imitated in earthenwaix^ which had formed

parts of vessels; a rough arrowhead or knife, of chert ; six

discs made from potsherds, one very neatly rounded ; and

an interesting representation of a human hand, done in

hard and polished earthenware, having two boles for sus-

pension (Fig. 14).

Fio. 14." r. ndnnt nf eartheti-
w;ire. Ffild west of Mouml
B. (Pull Biw.)

MolNI) C.

Mound C, ovorlookiiiL^ the river, an irregular pentagon in liorizontal sis'tlon,

has a basal circumference of about 485 feet ^vllile the eircunin'rci»pe of its sumnni
plateau Is 295 feet. As tlic niouiul is on a deci(h*d slope^ lu^ar land seeniiniilv arti-

ficially depressed^ and is bordered hy a ravine on one side, tlie height is diflieidt to

determine, varying locally between feet and 20 feet, approximately.

Twenty-one trial-holes were sunk in tlie sunindt plateau, in sonir (if whirli wc
came upon human remains almost at om^e.

In one hole, 4 feet dow^n, \vas a bunched Imrial.

In another hole, 2 feet from the surface, was a singh^ skull witli a lunich of

bones badly decayed and (Tushe<l. AVitli these bones wine a small (pumtitv of mica

and Vessel No. 1—a \vator-bottle painted red, Avitli decoration in er(\am-colored

paint (Fig. 15). Half of the decoration, which is similar to the other hall*, issliown

in diagram in Fig. 16. This water-bottle proved to Ix* the only vessel with painted

decoration found bv us at Moundville. Near it was Vessel No. 2 in frairments.

This vessel, a cup, since put together, has a rather rude, incised decoration shown

in FiL^ IT. In the same hole, 3 feet distant, w^ere small frairments of human bone

and bits of pottery.

From other excavations came the usual hones, pebble-hannners, and ])its of

pottery, and two shells.

While disfirins: the trial-holes it was noticed that no human remains were dis-

ed thern half of of

thern half of the plate was blackened with admixture of organic matter.

With these facts in mind, we determined to dig superficially that part of

h seemed to promise favorabl

' the body of the mound by a

( dcd
*N^

1 of considerable si/e. Consennently

feet sciuare, near the central part of

denth of 16.5 feet, or 1 foot below bed ground, wh
had converged to dimensions of 14 feet by 16 feet. A small d
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Fig. 15.—Vessel N"o. 1. Mound C. (Height 8 inches.)
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Fig. 16,—Vessel No. 1. Decoration. Mound C, (About lialf size.)

Fig. 18.— IMim of rxnivHtions, Mound C

Fig. 17.—Vessel No. 2. Mound C. (DiHmeter i inclics.)

cunsideriil>ly deepen substantiatod our belief that the base of tlie mound had horn

the superficial work done bv us inreached. A plan :<howing the excavation and

this mound is given in Fig, 18.

In the northea.stern part of the great excavation burials were met with at a

depth of from 2.5 feet to 4.5 feet.

Two and one-half feet from the surface, with no burial remaining, was a hand-

some disc of metamorpliic gneiss, 10.25 inches in diameton with scalloped rim and

with incised decoration on one side only (Fig. 19). On one side of the disc are

traces of paint.

In an earlier part of this report we have described the finding of two stone

discs at Mound ville, previous to our visit, and have given references to works in

which the area of distribution of lame stone discs and slabs is described and their
*^

pro))able use discussed. Stone discs and slabs^ were found by us on many occasions

at Moundville. as will be noted in this report, and in each case the disc or the slab

was more or less thickly smeared with paint, sometimes cream-col oi'ed, sometimes

' Compare, Jesse "Walter Fewkes, "Two Summers' Work in Pueblo Ruin?," 22nd Ann. Kep. Bur.

Am. Eth., Part I, p. 185 et seq., wliere ceremonial slabs found in Arizona are described.

19 JOURX. A. N. S. PHILA., AOL. XIII.
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red The cream-colored paint upon one of the discs, analyzed by Dr. H. F. Kell

? white-lead. "White-lead, as the reader is aware, is lead cproved to be an impure white-lead.

bonate and of the same composition as the incrustation frequently found on the sii

pliide ore of lead. Masses of galena (lead sulphide) are often found in the mound

Fig. 19.—Stone disc. Mound C. (Diameter 10.25 inches.)

and as the reader will see, such masses were met with by us at Moundville. Accord-

ing to Dr. Keller, even a careful quantitative analysis of the carbonate deposit from

galena would not show wdiether it was originally the manufactured pigment or the
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native carboiiato; tluTofore we caiinot tletiTiiiiiH' cliuinicallv wlietlRT or not the
ft-

paint on the disc is Eiir()j)ean uhite-lead.

It is out of tlie question to suppose that abt>rigine8 nianufat'tured whitr-lcad

ironi the sulphide ore. the process beinir too roinplicatrd. nnvssitatinir. as it doi'S,

the reduction of the sulphide on' to nit'tallic lead and ihe production of the carbo-

nate paint from the metal. Therefore,' as to the provcniinee of this paint we have
three hypotheses

:

1. That the paint was made hv Kuro[)eans.

2. That tlie paint is carbonate of lead scraped by the ahorijrinis from masses

of galena.

3. That the from masses of g
and that this finely-ground lead sulphide, during long lapse «»f time in the mounds,

became the carbonate. This hviiothesis is streniithencd bv the fact that in vorv

any cases we have found masses of o p
diiccd by rubbine. and in some cases hollows nrolKiblv ma(h' In the same wav.

Doctor K made in this wav wouhl sliow. at

1
of

As the result of bclk've the fort'iroiiig to he the on

ways of accounting for the presence of whitehead in tlie nioundj^. In view of the

fact that no object surely of Euroi>ean j»rovenance was found in tlie mounds or

cemeteries of MoundvillCj and the knowledge that the aborigines had the material

at hand to manufacture a hvad paint with the aid of bear s grease, it s«^oms conclu-

sive to us that the paint on the discs and shil)s is pun^ly of nborii:inal orii^in.

The universal presence of paint upon these discs and slabs g<MMns to offer a

clue to the purpose for whicli tliey were used, and, until a better sugprestion is

offered, we shall consider tliem nalettes for the niixim: of naint.

Beneath this disc in Mound C were tliree vessels, two badly crushed {\

Nos. 3 and 1), the third (Vessel No. 5), with a handle broken and missing, 1
it

d scroll decoration of a pattern to be figured several times in other p

of

Vessel No. 3, Avhen pieced together, proved to be a broad-mouthed water-bottle

decorated with a kind of incised meander in a cross-hatched field (Fig. 20).

Vessel No, 4, repaired and partly restored (Fig. 21), has around the body eig

incised open hands alternatelv pointing upward and downward. On each hand

eye. Part of this design is shown in diagram in f o

Thirty inches from the surf^ice were friable fragments of sheet-copper corroded

h and tliroug

Many shell beads and bits of sheet-copper lay with a fragment of a tibia, ab

feet from the surface,

A skeleton at full lemith, about 3 feet down, had on one side of the skul

copper ear-plug of the usual type, and on the chest the crumbling remains of

must have been a sheet-copper ornament of considerable feize.

A trifle more than 3 feet from the surface was a skek^ton at full lenjith c
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Fig. 20.-yessel No. 3. Monnd C.
w

(Height 5.4 inches.)

t.

I
y

--.

^
'•^' m

M.-
-..h ] J- f

Fig- 21.- Vessel No. 4. Mound C. (Diameter 5.7 inches.)

- - ^ -ji'
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back, Avitli frngiiu'iits of sliict-coppor at tlio

and a few hits on tlio iij)pei- part of tljo chest.

both knees were beach

eael

liead

At

A small

s, some ronncl, some tul)nhir.

1 alunit half an hich in length. At each ankle,

on the outer side, was a deposit of small, splierlcal

pebbles that evi(h>ntlj belonged to rattles,

(piantity of iiiiea ];i\ near one knee.

A fc^krlotoii at full loiiL^tli on tlio l)ack. at alu>nt

the t^amc deplli as the last, liad uviw tlie head a drill-

point wroni:iit froin n jasper pebble^ and a disc of

nietamori)liIc gneiss [Tiii. 23), 7.S inches in dian le-

Fra. 22.—Vessel No. 4. Decoration.
Mound C. (About half size.)

ter, with an oblonu slab of sedluienlarv rock, 4.75

inches broad by 5.75 inches long, beside it (Fiu. 24).

Fig. 23.—Stone disc. Mound C. (Diameter 7.8 inches.)
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Resting on these two was another disc of metamorphic gneiss, of the same diameter

as the other. The whole deposit was covered with decayed wood. The discs, some-

what crushed, have been repaired. On each are traces of pigment. Neither on

these discs and sUibs nor on any others found by us at Moundville was there incised

decoration on both sides; and on neither side had an attempt been made to repre-

sent figures.

jK

r-^

if

^

- -

^

^

^'-

^

^-w^. ^i**--"

j:^

^ *% - - r''

-i^ .^o'*^'*'* -

Fig. 24.—Stone slab. Mound C
(Length 5.75 inches.)

Fio. 25.—Vessel No. f.. Mound C.

(Height 0.75 inches.)

Another skeleton at full length on the back lay at the same depth, with no
artifacts in association ; and not far distant,

another burial of the same kind. Near the

of what seemingly had been a flat, tapering

somewdiat lower le\' still

skull of the latter were fragments of

and certain other parts rem

blade of sheet-copp point

one or more ornaments, with fragments of matting

also bits of corroded sheet-copper belong

thin,was aNearby
oblong layer, of small, spherical pebbles, covering a space 8 by 10 inclie

enclosed above and below in a black substance decayed beyond reco<'nit

these pebbles, was a diminutive disc of earthenware or soft clay-stone, h

even

W

marking in th
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At 52 and 5(i inches

spread bones, including one skull, nnd a

small quantity of niiea.

Vessel No. C lay in fraL'nu'nts in t

belonged to human renniins tliat had b

proved to be a truncated cone in s]ia]>e (F

from the surface, resnoctivi'lv\ were a bunch of

ng alone. AVith b

T

m^

wall (if

on rcinov Vi].

l)VV^\U\\l{\)] \

l^'cccd tog(*tlior, (Ik: vessd

Fm. 2G.—Ceremonial axe of stone. Mound C. (Length G a inches.)

AVlien tlio great excavation, in tlu^ nortln^nstern part of wliii^li lav ilie l)unals

and relics we liave just descrihidj had readied a depth of 0,5 feet, a change in the

material of wliicli the mound wa?^ composed was noted, the nppi^r ])art liavinL^ been

brown and red-brown clay with an admixture of ^and and orpmic matter lu-rc and

there. Wliile tliere had been more or le.s.*^ stratlfitNition in places in the iij)p(/r pait,

the nmterial in the main was hrmiogeneous. Below this h^vel of 0.5 f<^et from tlu^

surface, the mound Avas more stratified, and the chiy contained much less sand and

was of various shades of gray. It became eviddit that we had reached a level

which, at an earlier period, had been part of a sunmiit plateau of the mound. Con-

firming this view, various pits were discovered, each extending from this lower

level several feet down into the mound. In two of these nits were human remains.

In one, 4.5 feet below this lower, or original plateau, were crowns of teetli and a

line of bones in the last stage of decay. In another pit, 5 feet across and 34 inches

down from this former summit plateau, teeth and a line of deca^'cd bones again

were present, A number of similar pits were noted hy us, but either the bones

had entirely disappeared through decay or the fragments were so small that thej-

were thrown back before the presence of the pit was discovered. One pit, witli a

layer of decayed bark along its base, was disturbed by our men while we Avere

absent from that part of the mound. In this instance bones may have been

present, but if so their fragments were too minute to attract attention in the dirt

thrown out.

In the clay taken from the excavation at a depth of about 8.5 feet from the

second, or present, summit plateau of the mound, or 2 feet below the lower level,

was an imitation in wood copper-coated, of a canine of a large carnivore, with a

perforation at one end for suspension. This ornament, 2J5 inches in length, had

been wrapped in matting, some of which remained.
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At a depth of 9.5 feet from the upper level 3 feet below the lower one,

where was ceremonial axe of plut

flaring edge, about 6.5 inches in length (Fig. 26)

one found by us in the famous

dhering to it at one pi

This axe, which much resemble

ound at Mt. Royal, Florida, had red oxide of iroi
•

*

_ ^
About 2 inches of the upper part, away from tht

blade, w^here the handle had been, was not polished like the rest of the implement

being finished more or less in the rough.

Perhaps a recapitulation of the results of ma\ be out of

I

We have here a mound 15.5 feet high at the central part, which originally had

.^ht of but 9 feet. It was occupied for a period while at the latter level, and

burials were made in pits dug from its surface Later, the height of the mound

,ed by 6.5 feet, and the summit plateau of this enlarged mound was agani

d locally as a place for burials

^

Fig. 27.—Ceremonial axe of copper, with part of handle in place. Mound C. (Full size.)

It ident to us that the mound had unde but staircs of

pancy, as ther^ were no change in the material below

hive spoken, and

above the base.

o of a pit h o

the lower level of which we

beginning lower than this level 9 feet

It occurred to us, as a point of interest, carefully to note the earthenware from

lower part of this mound der hethe diflerence existed

between it and the earthenware found above, but vessels were found th

o id, and as but two small, undecorated sherds were obtained by

for comparison were wanting.
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Having disposed of the deep excavation, we turned our attention to the

northern part of the summit plateau of the mound through which we dug to a

depth of fully 5 feet. The area excavated, as before said, is given in the plan

showins; the great excavation.

All burials, so far as could be determined, were in pits that had l)een dug from

the surface, thoudi often, on account of aboriginal disturbance, the exact limits of

these pits could not be traced.

Four feet below the surface, with a few, soft fragments of human bone, was a

ceremonial axe of copper, 8 inches long, 3 inches across the blade, and 1.75 to 2

inches broad in other parts. Remains of a wooden handle, 2 inches in width, still

adhere to the metal, showing that 1 inch of the implement projected behind the

handle (Fig. 27). C. C. Jones^ describes a somewhat similar axe from Georgia and

rightly places it in the ceremonial class, calling attention to its light weight and

delicate structure.

A skeleton complete down to, and including, part of the thorax had,^ under the

chin, small fragments of a sheet-copper ornament that had been encased in matting.

Near a femur, lying alone, was a considerable number of tubular shell beads,

each somewhat less than 1 inch in length.

At a depth of IG inches from the surface were certain scattered human bones

near a small pocket of fragments of calcined bone, also human, with more unburnt

bones beyond.

A skull and a few bones in disorder lay together. With the skull was Vessel

No. 7, in fragments, and a small cup with incised, ribbon-fold decoration, resembling

in form and in design Vessel No. 21 from this mound and Vessel No. 15 from

Mound 0.

In the same pit, but not immediately with the bones, was a ceremonial axe of

copper, to which fragments of a w^ooden handle still adhered. This axe, like most

copper objects found in the mounds, was encased in decayed material—wood, in this

instance. The length of the axe is 6.4 inches; it is 1.5 inches across the blade,

and 1 inch in breadth at the opposite end. The breadth of the space covered by

the handle is 1.25 inches; 1.5 inches of the axe projected behind the handle (Fig.

28 D).

In this same pit lay a skeleton at full length on the back. At each side of the

skull was an ear-plug of the ordinary form, made of wood, coated with sheet-copper

on the upper surface. The companion parts of these ear-plugs, which were worn

behind the lobes of the ears, were not found
;
presumably they had been made of

some perishable material. Below the chin was an ornament of sheet-copper in small

fragments which, put together, form in part a gorget with scalloped margin, having

three roughly circular lines surrounding a swastika defined by excised po

(Fig. 29). Near the skull were Vessels Nos. 8 and 9, both crushed to fragi

Vessel No. 8, pieced together, bears an incised design several times found by
r

J

' "Antiquities of the Suiitherii Indians," p. 226 ei seq.
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Mouiidville (Fig. 30). Vessel No. 9, repaired^ shows an inci^^cd iiirandor around

body (Fig. 31)

d

possibh- hid whore a skeleton had

disappeared through doc^ay, was a i)end-

ant of sheet-copper, encased in decayed

wood. In the upper part are excisions

to form a swastika, and an excised trian-

below (F A\ L tliis pendant

smaU fragments of

I other bones,

apart from artifacts, Avas a mass of galena

about the size of a child's fist, with frag-

ments of bone. This galena, or sulphide

of lead, w^as heavily coated with carbonate

of lead, which could readil ed

Fig. 20.—Part i>r sheet-copper gorget. Muund C.

^Fnll si/.e.)

In the same pit, but deeper, lying near a fcAv small bits of skull, was a disc,paint.

probably of fine-grained gneiss, IG inches in diameter, without decoration. Nearl

aboye the disc, w^ere small fragments of sheet-copper and Vessel No. 0^, crushed

0'

Fig. 30.—yessel Xo. 8. Mound C. (Height 7 iucLes.)
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Ad- _ ^_^u- ^^ ^M*. ^ >d^

^'

Fig. 31.—Vessel No. 9. Mound C. (Height

Fig. 32.^rtMHlaiit of sheet-copper
Mound C. (Full size.)

Fig. 33. —Ceremonial axe of copper. Mound C. (Length 13.75 inches.)

I
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small fragments. With Vesf^t'l No. 0^ was Vessel No. lU, also in fraLniieMts, wlilcli.

cemented togetlier, proved to be a small, wide-moutlied watrr-bottle with a scroll

decoration on a cross-hatch field.

Somewhat more than 4.0 feet down was a dark line in the soil, perhaps the
last trace of a decayed skeleton. With it. together, were two small masses of
galena, minnte fragments of sheet-copper, and a neatly made discoitlal stone of
qnartz, 2 inches in diameter.

M

Slightly more than a foot helow the snrfiee was a small deposit of fragments
of calcined hnman hones, accompanied with a little charcoal and burnt elav in

small masses. It appeared as if these foreign substances had been gathered up
with the bones at the place of cremation.

Near a dark line, probably left by decayed bones, was a ceremonial axe of

copper, 13.75 inches long, 1.9 inches across the flaring blade, and .4 inch wide at

the opposite end (Fig. o3). This implement, encased in wood, as usual, has no
handle remaining upon it, but it plainly shows where a handle has been, with part

of the body of the axe behind it.

Scattered fragments of calcined human bones, with part of one unburnt bone
among them, lay 2 feet from the surface.

Remnants of a skull and part of a long-bone ]ay together; with them were
fragments of corroded sheet-copper.

Apparently apart from human remains was an undccorated but gracefully

shaped water-bottle (Vessel No. 11), which, unfortunately, received a blow from a

spade.

Four feet from the surface, with a few fragments of human bone and many
tubular shell-beads, each slightly less than an inch in length, was the remainder of

what presumably had been a shell drinking-cup. Pieces separated through decay

lay near it. The large fragment, which had upon it parts of two engraved fightin

figures, received a blow from a spade, which, however, did no material harm, inas-

much as the parts separated by the blow had lost through decay all trace of

engraving. That which remains of the enirraved desiirn shows what is left of twoo o
fighting figures. BeloW;, a figure with parts of the trunk missing, as well as the

legs and the lower part of the left arm, has the right arm upraised to strike with a

weapon of some kind—perhaps a war-club. In the ear of this figure is represented

a large ear-plug, and ornaments, probably copper, are on the head. The second

figure is represented by a leg and part of a foot. An unidentifiable object, but per-

haps the handle of an axe, is between the figures (Fig. 34).

Enoraved figures on shell, of the same class^ as those from Moundville, have

been found in Missouri, in Tennessee, and In Georgia, and on copper in Georgia.

1 W. H. Holme.s, "Art in Shell," Second Rep. liiir. Etli., 1880-81 ; also same author in Sinitli.

Misc. Col., Vol. XLV, Quarterly issue, Vol. I, Pt. I.

Thruston, "Antiquities of Tennessee," 2nd ed., chap, ix and supplement to chap. ix.

Thomas, in Fourth Rep. Bur. Eth., 1883-4, p. 100 ei seq.

See also Starr, in Proc. Davenport Acad. Nat. Sci., Vol. VI, p. 173 et seq.

Saville, in Bui. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., N. Y., Vol. XITI, p. 99 et seq.
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Incidentally, it may d that the statement made by Doctor Thomas that the

famous Etowah plates show European infl accepted by competent

d

With a lone skull was a beautiful, little bird arrow-bcad, of transparent quartz

Vessel No. 12, in fraQ:ments, was found away from humi

probability bones buried with it had disappear 1

.n remains, tbougli i

decay, or perhaps th

.* *

Fig. 34.—Part of engraved shell. Mound C. (Full size.)

had been cast aside in an aboriginal disturb This vessel, pieced

of crosses d hatch design (Fig. 3 Nearby lay

a mass of galena (lead sulphide), showing manj- facets as if worked d

specific purpose (Fig. 36).

for a

Two burials, one above tlie other, Avhich had skeleton full D

/
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Fj(}. 35.—Vesael No. 12. MouikI C. (IlfiKlu G:S> iiichen.)

Fig. 36.—Mass of sulphide of lead showing the white carbonate used for paint. Mound C. (Full size.)

indicated by fragments of bone still remaining, had eacl

A bit of sheet-copper lay not far away.

1 f sh

With an irregularly bnnchcd burial was a small quantity of

Vessel 13. a widc-moutlicd water-bottl th shallow denre

ded decoration (Fig. o7), a favorite pattern at iMound

ay apart from any f remnin.>?. N where the vessel

ay was an interesting fire-place that formed the base of

found. This fi the f( of 1 deen and 40

inches in diameter, was made of clay, hardened and burnt red by fire to a thickness

of 6 inches. On the bottom of the basin wa? a quantity of gray material mingled
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i

r^^ 1

Fig. 37.—Vessel No. 13. Mouiul C. (Height 6 inches.)

ayed

od with a abstance 2.5 inches possibl

The gray material, analyzed by Dr. H. F. Kelle
?

de-

red

pally of carbonate of m d d. The color

dirty brow d to a b

amoun

dratcd oxide of manganese, of the mi

The brown specks are distinctly visible und

fying glass, and evolve chlorine from hydrochl acid the material is

treated
))

Vessel No. 14, a broad-mouthed

water-bottle, with ude d oil

decoration, lay in fragments, apart from

uman remain

With a few fragments of bones of

hild ly, one upon was

left by decay and the blow of a spade, of

the

sheet-copper ornam

if each, four excise

onts. In

d spaces

form a swastika. On one of the discs are

rows composed of many small pearls re-

maining as when strung (Fig. 38).

A highly-polished and beautifully

made discoidal stone of brown and white

conglomerate, presenting a striking appearance, lay apart from human remains.

Fig 38.— Gorget of sheet-copper with string of pearls

Mound C. (Full size.)
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Vessel ;< Nu. 14 No. 15. in fracrmcii

e witli a (loooration common at Moiuul-

With no bonus visible noarbv were
Ench of these is a broad-nioutlied water-

ville, having depressions in the body, surrounded by incised !<e roll-work.

Forty-five inches below the surface a great shell drinkinir-eu}) (/v/zj^z/r A
1

bowl 1 beaded

th, was f(

b

s Ve

In tl le shell euP
was a Idack substance in whieh was a splinter of hone. proha1>ly remains of food

undville. Nearb^' was ;

water-bottle (Vessel No

\i f vessels at M

17), in

do '•'celt" of volcanic stone and a wide-mouthed water

fragments. This vessel (Fig. oOy. pieced together, bears on each sid an

ed meander surrounding small, shallow depressions. AVith this water-bottle

a coarse, brown-ware cooking vessel, with two loop-liandles (Vessel No. lb).

Fig. 39.—Vessel Ko. 17. Mound C. (Height 5.9 inches.)

A broken shell drinking-cup, without decoration, lay apart from bones, so far

as we could determine.

About 4 feet below the su
r

remained of an entire skeleton. B
fjice were . few human teeth, probably all that

the teeth, where the neck hud been.

was

illu^

of a pendant of m oded copper siniihir to one Jy

ated (Fiu\ 32), as coming from this mound A-t each side of

the head been was

sheet-copper on the

•plug of ordinary type, consisting of a disc of wood

side (Fig. 40), The parts winch, placed behind

21 JOUEN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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the lobes of tlie ears, held these ornaments in place, were not found

sumed they had been entirely of wood.

With some frai^ments of badly decayed bone emoni of copp

with part of the wooden handle still remaining upon it in fairly good condition, the

wood maintaining a rounded surface. The length of this axe^^is 5.75 inches; width

of blade, 2 inches. The blade projected .25 of

28 F).

inch behind the die (F

Above this imi)lement was a* copper-coated bead of shell, somewhat b

A ial axe of

copper fell with caved mate-

7.8 inches;rial. Length,

width of blade, 3.2 niches

In the neigh-

FiG. 40.—Wooden ear-plugs, copper-coated. Mound C. (Full size.)

(Fig. 28 C).

borhood from which the axe

fell were fragments of what

had been a large breast-piece

of sheet-copper. Unfortu-

nately the badly corroded

state of the metal precluded

any chance of recovering this ornament save in very minute fragment

Somewhat below scattered fragments of bone

ed skeletal remains, were parts of what probably

pit,

ad b

bits of much d

f

mil one to be described in connection with Burial N ni

this mound With the frasfments of this ornament was what Prof. F. A. L

dly has identified as of bison-ho This material read could

of a pin of bone. A similar strip of bison-horn lay

inent near Burial Nc

Near the ceremonial d the breast-niece, but not with d

d the probably d of a hum skeleton.

line was a ceremonial axe of copper, about 9.G inches long and 2.25 inches across

the Baring blade (Fig. 28 B). On the cutting edge is a series of nicks, or tally-

marks, similar to those so often found on ceremonial objects. If farther proof

were needed to assign these coj)per axes to the ceremonial class, these notches along

the edge of the blade certainly would supply the deficiency.

Vessels Nos. 19 and small, undecorated, broad-mouthed water-bottles, lay

together, with no bones remaining in association.

A small deposit of fragments of calcined human bone lay 18 inches from the

surface.

We now come to Burial N noteworthy Forty inches below

rf dark line, doubtless marking the former presence of

Near the eastern extremity of tliis line were a few human teeth and part of

J
Assuminsr

< i

that this black almost the last trace of a skel that

full length on its back, heading eastward (an assumption borne out by

position of the jaw and by finding the lower ends of the tib d fibul
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proper distance tlierefroiti). wo can sa\' with reasonable accuracv wlicre the objects

foinul witli this burial luul been placed oriirinally.

Forty-five globular beads of wood, copper-coated, eacli about 1.1 inch in

diameter were around tliu ankles, the bones of which were ])restM'vrd ]>\ i]\v pri^jjs-

ence of the copi)er. Witli tliese beads were a few perforated pearls, the size of a

pea and smaller.

Across the knees was a ceremo-

nial axe of copper^ about 11.5 incln

in len<i'tli and 1.9 incbe? across the

de (Fiir. 28

At
coated beads similar to the others.

At the lower part of the chest,

the broad end with two perforations

for suspension being toward tliu head,

was a pendant of sheet-copper, about

6.75 inches in length, with excised

parts forming a swastika and having a

triangle cut out from the copper below

(Fig. 41).

On the chest, below the chin, were

two gorgets of sheet-copper, one lying

on the other. The larger (Fig. 42),

roughly circular, was uppermost. The
smaller (Fig. 43), an eight-pointed star

within a circle, still has cord in two

perforations made for suspension. Be-

low tlie chin was a number of small

perforated pearls, badly decayed ; and

parts of several strings of pearls ad-

hered to the larger gorget.

Under the head was a curious

object of cojjper (Fig. 44), doubtless a

hair-ornament, 14.5 inches in length,

flat, pointed at each end, with a maxi-

mum width of .6 of an inch.

At the left side of the head was a

curious hook-shaped ornament (Fig.

45)j with a strip of ])ison-horn, which,

presumabh^, had taken the place of a

pin of bone. This hair-ornament is

similar to one found with another burial in Mound C.

. /

Fig, 41.—Pendant of sheet-coppcr. Mound C. (Full size.)

o of the objects worn by this imx)ortant personage who, perhap
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«
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Fig. 42.—Gorget of sheet-copper. Mound C. (Full size.)

r

one time owned the great mound wherein he now figures as Burial No. ST, is an

effigy of a human head (Fig. 46), which Lay with the gorgets on the chest and,

possibly, formed a center-piece to the annular one. This interesting little gem,

carved from amethyst and perforated behind for attachment, is shown in four posi-

tions in Fig. 47.

Aboriginal work in amethyst is uncommon. We found a beautifully made pen-

dant of amethystine quartz in the rich mound at Crystal river, Florida; and inves-

tigation under supervision of Mr. Warren K, Moorehead resulted in the discovery

of a pendant of amethyst, somewhat more rudely made than ours, in southern

Indiana.

Mr. George F. Kunz, who is so familiar with gems and hard stones, writes of

this n^st head i^ The drilling was undoubtedly done by no other agents

than quartZj either ck holl d
?

d the sawings by d a

string or a thong across the ol)ject, using sand as an abrasive, possibly wet. Th
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Fig. 43.—Gorget of sheet-copper. Mound C. (Full si/e,)

/

/ t

^^:m

FiCr. 4(>.—Amethyst head.

Mound C, (Full size.)

Fig. 44. —Hair-ornament of copper. Mound C,

(One-third size.)

Fig. 45.—Hair-ornament of sheet-copper

Mound C. (Full size.)
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grooving and notching were apparently done partlj^ witli a narrowwith bit of hard

ral, or by means of sticks, the parties using sand again as an abrasi\

d or rubbed into the spot to be worked upon
t?

This ends the list of objects found w
black material in the soil nearby, which

eller who writes :
'' The material you se

Burial No. 37, with the exception of

as submitted for analysis to Dr. H. F.

me yesterday is a typical specimen of

al p It
L^

haracteristic reactions of asphaltum, and

2.65 per cent, of mineral mat

Asphalt is found in Alab

Vessel No. 21, a cup in

showins: the ribbon-fold design (Fig. 48)

fra put cd d

But one burial in the mound was found at a depth of 5 feet, although a numbe

4.5 feet and 4 feet from the surf; I additio b 1yd

d
5 O bunch aboriirinal d were met with, having no arti-

fact There were present in the mound, away fr

fragments of sheet-copper in two places and one bird-arrowpoint of quartz.

With a full-leno'th burial the number of which is not given in our field

shells
(
Tnlotoma magnifii We are indebted to Dr. H. A. Pilsbrj d

to Mr. E. G. Vanatta, of the Academy of Natural Sciences, for all detern

of shells iiiven in this report and in the three other reports in this volume

•-.

Jr _-*'iB?^". ^ '/^ ^—

'

Fig. 47.—Amethyst effigy of head. Four positions. Mound C. (Full size.)

Fig, 48.—yessei;No. 21. Mound C. (Diameter of body 3.8 inches.)

1 '^Asphaltum in 1893.
?? U. S, Geological Survey. Extract from ''Mineral Resources of the

United States, Calendar Year, 1893." Washington, 1894.
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(Irouxi) Xortmkast of MorNF» C.

Directly northeast of Mound C i.s a plot of \V(kkU<1 gi

base, a deep jiully on one side, and the ri\er hlulT on

ha\inir lla- uioinid

il(Ulier.

A certain amount of diL^LMin; was done in this ground, first near the end
fartlicst from the mound, and afterward not far fr e hase of Mound C, I'esultlnL''

in the discovery of thirtv burials of the same ireneral forin as tl lOSi' Wt Inu i

m \ d

The artifacts found with these burials seemed to indicate that thoir former

owners had belonged to a class less prosporotis than was represented bv remains

found by us in other [)laces of burial at Moundville. X()coi>per was nut with, and
in many cases cooking pots of coarse ware were used as burial nrenmpaniments.

Where vessels of other forms were found the3- were undecoratcd as a rule, and
when decoration was present it was ollen of inferior executiim.

Fig. 49.—Vessel Xo. 1. Ground XE. of Mound C.

(Diameter 4.8 inches.)

Fig. 50.—Vessel Xo. 3. Grfinnd XE. of Mound C
(Dinnieter (j inches.)

A skeleton tlexed on the rijiht side had mica, and shell beads at each wrist.

The skulls of two infants lay together without tlie (ither hoiRvs^ wliic^h, owing

to their extremely delicate condition, may have been thrown back unobserved by

our diggers. Near these skulLs ^vere two small pots^ Vessels Nos, 1 and 2. of coarse,

unblackened ware, both having looi)-handleS;—Vessel Xo. 1 liaving had nine

originally (Fig, 49).

The skeleton of a child, cut off at the pelvis by aboriginal disturbance, had

a pot of coarse, red ware, with two loop-handkbnear the head Vessel No. 3,—

(Fig. 50).

A skeleton Ivinir at full length on the back had near the bead an undecorated,
r

broad-mouthed water-bottle (Vessel No. 4), and a large fragment of another vessel.

Shell beads were at tlie neck, the left wrist, and at both ankles.

In a pit 4 feet below the surface, was the skeleton of an infant, extended on

the back, surrounded bv almost pure clay, while the soil at tliis place had a large

V
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-'^i^

Fig. 51.—Vessel No. 6. Ground NE. of Mound C. (Diameter 7.6 inches.)

1 ^

m -,r^

0r

^ IP-".-?

Pig. 52.—Vessel No. 9. Ground NE. of Mound C. (Heigbt S.l inches.)
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admixture of At the head of the skoU'ton ^vere twDhir-n' slierd

fully worked

fi

Vessel No. 5 lay apparently una^^siK-iated with hnmaii remains and crushed to

ueiits. After the parts wore eeineulid to^dlur the vessel proved to have a
broad, short handle projecting horizontally Iron

coarsely done, is a variety of scroll in a field of

In a pit, where a number of burials were. 1

one de I

two vessels (Xos. (» and 7) near
part of a skeleton, the upper iiart of wliirh doubtless had b

placing a b
^

Vessel No. 0. u small 1k)w1 of inferior, Idack

^
I

s

%4 ^\ i.

.d =1-^ k
v

V c

^
J,

'Ofll:
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Fig. 53.—Vessel No. 9. Ground NE. of Mound C. ireight 6 inches.)

22 JOUEN. A. N, S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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incised decoration of the ribbon-fold design, had a rudely imitated head

of an animal looking inward and a conventional tail at the opposite side of

bowl (Fig. 51) Vessel No t pot of coarse, black had two loop-handl

with two small knobs each. In the general disturbance in this pit these pots

presumably had been shifted from a position near the head of a skeleton

Fig. 54.—Vessel No. 9. Decoration. Ground NE. of Mound C. (About half size.)

Vessel No. 8, badh hed, lay apart from Put togethero

proved to be a beautiful jar of highly polished

of scrolls, depressions, and incised encircling lines (Fig. 52)

The decor made up

Vessel No. 9 (Fig. 53), with incised design, somewhat similar to others show

before, has, in addition r presentation of fingers projecting downward

diasfram in Fig. 54
C^

The cross and cross-hatch design are shown four times

^
downturned fingers. This vessel lay, unconnected with any

burial, in a pit where there had been much aboriginal d

Near the skull of a burial lay

a pot, Vessel No. 10, of coarse, red-

yellow ware, with four loop-han-

dles (Fig. 55), and Vessel No. 11,

a w^ide-mouthed water-bottle (Fig.

56) bearing on each of two sides an

incised design consisting of a cen-

tral symbol, to which is attached,

at each side, the triangular tail of
rf

the w^oodpecker, with its pointed.

dividual fe shown d
_-^^^^^i

Fig. 55. Vessel Xo. 10. Ground NE. of Mound C.

(Diameter 5.75 inches.)

grammatically in Fig. 57.

At the heads of two skeletons

lying at Ml lengthy side by side^

Avas Vessel No, 12, a pot of coarse,
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iinl)l;ickeno(l ware with seven loop-liandk':?, and Vessel No. 13, a small bowl with

undecoratcd body and a riidolv imitated animal head lookinir inward above the rim.

Beneath the bknll of an infant lav a lame ^;la]» of linionite.

^"i

t
f

^
W

Fig. 56.—Vessel No. II. Ground NE. of Mound C. (Height 7.4 inches,)

Fig. 57.—Vessel No. 11. Decoration. Ground NE, of Mound C. (About half size.)
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On the chest of the skeleton of an adult, lying at full length on the hack, a

)f shell, thickly coated with patina and with a deposit from the surround

day and

1 successful effort

This fforiret, bearing a complicated design on one side, aft

P usted to expei

removing the accumulated material to a certain extent, were unable to make cle

de

Forty-six inclies below the surface lay

having shell beads at the neck, and

skeleton at full o

ulder a slab of sedimentary

9.5 inches by 14 inches by 1.1 inch thick. This slab, carefully dressed

sides but one, Avhere two deer o front and back separated

from another portion, has for its only decoration two incised, parallel

end on one side. On this slab are remains of red and of white pigmc

Vessel No. 14, a cook of y lay near several

cervical vertebrae in a pit where great aboriginal disturbance had taken place.

Near decaying fragments of a skull was found Vessel No. 15, an undecorated

broad-mouthed water-bottle.

Apart from hu remains, singly 5 were several fragments of ^^ celts

;

small disc of stone; several discs Avrought from bits of pottery; slabs of

yy
one

immer circular stone doubly pitted mica m a of a

piercm ^ implement of bone with the articular portion remaining; a part of

smoking-pipe of coarse earthenware^, with rough incised lines on two opposite side
w

It is worthy of remark how, in northwestern Florida and westward along the Gulf, i

: Holmes,^ where potterywell as in the middle Mississippi district as pointed out

vessels are of such excellent ware and of such variety of form and decoration, wo

find pipes of the same material so inferior in ware and characterized by such uniform

want of originality as to shape and ornamentation.

As we shall have occasion to refer to the finding of a number of j^ipe

Moundville, we may say here that we fully Professor Holmes' belief

pipe America on the arrival of Euror
)>

d the more1^1:1 the

ds are investigated, the more forcibly is this belief corroborated

Mound D.

Mound D, with a summit plateau measuriiig approximately CO feet by 90 fe

yielded to our trial-holes dark, disturbed soil and burials in the middle half of t

and in th part of de Theref deemed

it advisable to dig out the northern part of the plateau, to the depth of from 3 to

4 feet, wdiere the loaiu}^ soil ended and more solid clay began. The area dug through

and the parts in which burials proved to be are sh the plan (Fig. 58)

Ten trial-holes

result.

k into the southern half of d al

There were present in the soil, apart from human remains (though bones with

1 "Aboriginal Pottery of Eastern United States," 20tb An. Rep. Bur. Am. Etb., p. 83.
^ Oj). cit, p. 45.
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ich they may have been jR'rliai>s liad d

sistencv of m
follcnving: A small amount of slieet-coppor of

bread-crust: (»tlier bits of sheet-coimor: a sii of
sheet-copper in finollier place; a pipe of very coarse earthenware, rudolv made.

fl

stones
c two rouirhlv nnuh* disc(Hthd

tly rounded ; one ( f

....*.* -• • * . •'. ."1.
J

IVlaUHoI's •^ ' k

Mound. P
Sca.lt in tcct
i> Jo Ja

i

Fig. 53.—Plau of excavation. Mouud D Fig. 59.— Pipe of curllienware. Mouatl D. (Full si«e.)

cc

and b

f greenstone or kindred rock, with cutting edge at cither end,

CO) a slab of y rockj oval in out-

barrel-shaped beadj probably of resin, 1.75 inches in lengtli. D
Keller, who anaU part of this bead, foun which, though in

pects resembling amber, is not fossilized. The interior is pcrfocth

almost colorle

m
iS- The specific

until heated to

o 1.091 : it softens at about 100^ C
00 It by fr

Unlike ambar, it is larirelv soluble in alcohol and other solvents. On burning; it

very little ash. containing oxide of iron."

I addition to the usual dwelling-site debris, hones, pitted stones,

?ad of a frog, rudely rep

pointed, perhaps used ir

ed

etc., there were present: a small rpiantity of rather coar^

fragments, one sherd having projecting from its rim the h

resented; three pointed implements of bone and one less

basketry; and a bone, kindly identified l)y Prof. F. A. Lucas, as having b

a swan.

Eighteen inches from the surface, Avith no human bones remaining nearby,

completely inclosed In decayed wood, was a ceremonial axe of copper, 14.25 inches

in length, Avith flaring cutting edge 1.5 inches broad, varying in breadth l>etAveen

.5 inch and 1 inch, Avith a maximum thickness of A inch where tliere is a kind of

oflset made by the hammering of the copper. Part of a wooden handle still adheres

to the metal (Fig. 61).
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',W.-.'

'I '
• -> ';^

- it _ .. i .' I ' I

Fig. 60.— '* Celt." Mound D. (Fall size.)

Fig. 61 Ceremonial axe of copper.

(Length 14.25 inches.)

Mound D

*f

W
m

Fig. 62.—Vessel No. 4. Mound D. (Diameter 4.75 inches.)
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With the skeleton of a child, cut off })clow the prlvis, douhth\'is an Ml)original

disturbance, was a musscl-.«hidl (Lampsi/is nrfus), mncli worn at one end as if 1

use.

rom 2 to o feet below tlie surPMCo. eoverin^j a considerabl

of bones, inch

Vessels Nos. 1

n \\

d Avater-boltle of coarse iiialiTiaL and a

small bowl with rude, inciseil-hne dei^oratlon below the v\m^ liavin*r an u[)ri;^ht

f 1

three vessels (Xu:<. 10, 11 and 12\ which will be describ

With a burial represented by crowns of

corrotled sheet-copper^ and e (\ ?
th incised deconit

ope hand with the ope yQ upon pcatc Th
k

In a pit was a skeleton at full length on its back, having shell beads near tlie

head and at one wrist. Crushed to fraiinients, near this skulk was Vessel No. 4, a

bowl of black ware that has since been put together (Fig. 62)^ having upon it an

engraved design representing three human skulls, one inverted, Avitli three human
hands alternating with them, two pointing downward, one upward. On each hand

is the open eye (Fig. Co), An especially curious feature iu respect to tlie skulls is

that the articular part of the lower jaw, or possil)ly the wliole ramus, is represented

as projecting beyond the base of the skull. Later in this report we shall have

something farther to say on this point.

J y

Fig, 63.^ Vessel No. 4. Decoration, Mound D, (About half size,)

In the same pit was another skeleton Iviiio^ at full leiiirth, face doA\

h ds near tlio sk On
part of what was probably a sheet-copper pendant with a repousse ey(

mewhat simihir to those found in Mound H at Moundville.

t three feet from the surface was a skeleton at full length on the Ijaek
r

having at the legs Vessel No. 5^ crushed flat. This vessel^ pieced together

64), shows an incised o fl o bodies

f a bird projecting from In soil a])out 6 V

pel of metamornhic Lnieiss. 10

diameter, in an upright position^ having a sealloped margin and two concentric

d below it on one 6 The customary p

The position of been thrown back aft
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aboriginal disturljance and, presumably, the vessel found near the legs of the

skeleton had Ijcen thrown there at the same time. At the head of the same skeleton

was Vessel No. 6, crushed flat into bits, and Vessel No. 7, an undecorated bowl with

inverted rim, badlj broken, and containing another bowl (Vessel No. 8) with scal-

loped projections around the margin.

Vessel No. 6, since repaired and the missing parts restored, has for decoration,

on two opposite sides, the woodpecker, with two heads, one pointing upward, the

other doAvnward, and a tail projecting from the common body at each side. No

speech symbols are represented as leaving the open bill, nor is the tongue extended.

Three skeletons lay radiating from a common center represented by the skulls.

Two of these skeletons lay at full length on the back ; the other had the upper

part of the trunk lying on the back, but was turned on the left side from the pelvis

downward. The left humerus of the last skeleton showed a former break with

considerable bending of the bone and development of new tissue,

was sent to the Army Medical Museum at Washington.

This specimen

Fig. 64.—Vessel No. 5. Mound D. (Height 5.5 inches.)

With part of a skeleton, including bones from the dorsal vertebrae downward,

of very coarse ware, with two loop-was Vessel No. 9, a small, undecorated pot

handles.

A skeleton at full length on the back had three shell beads of medium size at

one ankle.
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A
Th

V iirar

o

fresh-water shells of the following kinds

:

stapes^ Q. peruodosa^ Unio cougarcvus^ ObU'iiuaria rejli

kehton t»fa clnhl, extended on the back.

imilar position, liad with it a nnniher (tf

Obovan'a cirenins^ Quad) ula cbrna. Q.

spok

Near the fartlier extremity of

T/uncilia p
depojjit of )>onefi of

we re Ve N 10 small, undeeorated mnn
we havc

Fio. 65.—Stone disc. Mound D. (Diameter 10.25 inches.)

23 JOURN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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Vessel No. 11, a small, uiiflecoratetl bowl; and Vessel No. 12, a water-bottle, also

small and undecoratcd.

In addition to tlie Inirials already descril)ed, there were in the mound, without

artifacts :

Skeletons full Icimth on back, one of an adolescent—8.

Skeleton at full lengthy face down— 1.

Scattered deposits of bones—2.

Aborisrinal disturbances—5.

Infant skeletons^ badly decayed, two side by side

—

4.

There were also instances where bones had been widely scattered in pits over

burials. In one case the bones of a child were mingled with the soil that filled a

pit^ on the bottom of which lay a skeleton.

Field North of Mound D.
r

A short distance north of Mound D is a cultivated field^ about two acres in

extent, having rising ground, artificially made, on the northern and southern ex-

tremities, and dark soil such as is found in dwellinir sites. We were s^uided to this

field (marked W on the survey) by a colored man who sold to us a disc of meta-

morpliic gneiss, 7.25 inclies in diameter (Fig. 66), which he said he had ploughed

up at that place.

Two days were devoted by us to this field, with a digging force averaging six-

teen men. In tlie southern part of the field alone were artifacts discovered, with

the exception of one shell bead.

Burials ranged in depth from superficial to 4.5 feet. Those near the surface

lay in the dark soil that covered the field, made up of sand, clay, and the remains

of organic matter. The deeper burials were in pits extending into yellow sand in

places, into yellow clay in others, which underlay the artificial soil that had accu-

mulated during and since the use of the field as an aboriginal place of abode. Other

pits present in the field, including one 6 feet deep, contained no human remains.

In the southern end of the field were :

Bunched burials—2.

Skeletons flexed on the right side—3.

Skeletons flexed on the left side—3,
+

Skeleton closely flexed on the left side—1.

Skeletons at full length on the back—15.

Skeleton of an infant, badly decayed—-1.

Skeleton of a child, badly decayed—1.

In addition, there were recent disturbances rising from cultivation of the soil^

aboriginal disturbances, and many scattered bones whose form of burial we were

unable to classify.

On the surface and in the dark soil of the dwelling site were many pebbles;

pebble-hammers; sandstone hones; pitted stones, triangular as a rule; and frag-

ments of coarse earthenwarCj many having loop-handles. Tliere \vere present^ also.
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drills; discs imide from earthenware vessels; several bird-nrrowhcads of ja.<i)er and
one of quartz; three rough arrowheads or knivis. one of chert ; and a lontr. slender

arrowhead of jasper.

Near certain loose bones were a mass of limonite and an implement of bone
decorated with notches and incised lines.

Fig. 63.—Stoae disc. Field north of Mound D. (Diameter 7.25 iacbes.)

One of the bunched burials referred

din;:: over a number of square feet.

deposit of bones

two carefully

Ne

ceheads of nuartzite, one 6.25

in this mass of b

iches. the other 8

length. AVith these were masses of limonite and of hem

head, and a thin slab of fe \t another part of this deposit of

bones were two lanceheads of quartzite, 7 inches and 7.5 inches in length, respec

n*fnpl>m('Tit. whioh the other two lanceheads
ely, having notches at the base for
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did not have,

grinding dowi

A\ lancelieads found was a number of beads made

iAiiculosa tahiiata and Lithasia showaltei

The badly decayed skeleton of child had shell beads at the wrists and

knees.

Another skeleton had, near the lower part of the trunk, shell ornaments, very

badly decayed, made from small sections of conch, pierced at one end. At the right

shoulder, where the wrist of one hand had rested, were shell beads.

With several burials were small quantities of mica.

A No. 1.—A shallow basin f

coarse, shell-tempered ware, undecorated

save for notches around the margni (Fig.

This vessel lay alone near the sur-67).

face^ the skeleton to which it

presumahly having been ploughed away-

belonged

Vessels Nos. 2 and 3.—A skeleton

in?: at full length on the back, had on the

Fig. 67.—Vessel No. 1. Field north of Mound D.
(Diameter 9.5 inches.)

Fig. %^, Vessel No. 3. Field north of Mound D
(Height 4 inches.)

upper part of the thorax a fragment of coarse earthenware, 6 inches by 8 inches,

approximately. The skull was somewhat elevated. Some inches below it was a

fragment of pottery of about the same size as the other^ and beneath it Vessel No.

2^ a small bowl with notches around tiie margin. By the side of this bowl, but not

covered by the pottery fragment, was a small, undecorated water-bottle. Vessel No.

3 (Fig. 68).

Vessel No. 4. —Two feet from a skeleton and somewliat below it, standing

upright on the floor of a shallow pit, was a wide-mouthed water-bottle of black ware,
r

having around the body a decoration of depressions and incised lines forming a

scroll, a popular pattern at Moundville.

Vessel No. 5.—An undecorated water-bottle of coarse^ red ware, found lying at

the head of a skeleton. Under the skull was a slab of a derivative of trap-rock^

irregularly oblong, 4 inches in length by 3 inches broad. At the feet were frag-

ments of sheet-copper and two small^ neatly-made discoidal stones. A femur from

this skeleton, showing"pathological condition, was sent to the Army Medical Museum
at WashiuL^ton.
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Fig. 69.—Vessel No. 6. Field north of Mound D. (Diameter 8.3 iucbts.)

Vessel No. G.—Tliis vessel (Fig. 09), fouiul lying by the skull of n .^keletoUj

presumably represents a frog.

Vessels Nos. 7^ 8, 9, 10.—Twenty-two inclies from tlie surface was a skeleton

extended on the back. Immediately at the left of the skull, which had a fragment

of pottery beneath it, was Vessel No. 10, and two others (Vessels No^j. 8 and 0),

were just beyond it. All these were of inferior wan*^ and vi\v]\ had two loop-

handles below^ tlie rim and two small projections equidistant then^from. "Within

Vessel No. 9 was a pot of coarse ware, in fragments. The photogrn]ih of this

skeleton, reproduced in Fig. 70, unfortunati'ly could not be taken in a position to

show all the vessels.

Fig. 70. -Skeleton with certain accompanring vessels. Field north of Mound IX
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Vessel No. 11.—This vessel, a wide-mouthed water-bottle (Fig. 71), with incised

scroll design surrounding depressions, had been placed beside the skull of an ex-

tended skeleton. Beneath this vessel, but not in contact with it, was a fragment of

a pot.

Vessel No. 12.—An interesting

water-bottle, with handles, as shown

Near this vessel was ain Fig. 72.

Ves-

large fragment of pottery.

Vessels Nos. 13 and 14.

sel No. 13, a small bowl with incised

decoration of the ribbon-fold pattern

(Fig. 73), and Vessel No. 14 (Fig.

74), a wide-mouthed water-bottle

with four incised desisrns, all similar

(two of which are shown), lay near

the remains of the skull of an infant

or of an older child, from which the

remainder of the skeleton, in all

probability, had crumbled awa^

Vessels Nos. 15 and 16.— Ves

15. a sm undecorated
Fig. 71.—Vessel No. 11. Field north of Mound D.

(Height 5.8 inches.)sel No.

bowl, ai

mouthed water-bottle bearing a decoration consisting of the characteristic d
d \ No. 16. a broad

sions surro

full length.

ded d lay together beside the skull of a ske at

Vessel No. 17.—A bowl badly broken, but since put together (Fig. 75), having

as decoration incised scrolls partly interlocked, lay by the shoulder of an extended

skeleton.

Vessel No. IS.^This vessel, found in fragments just below the surface, has

upright bands with cross-hatch decoration.

Vessel No. 19,—Into a pit, probably roughly 4 feet deep and f(

in diameter, another pit had been dug. This

de

ond pit, 28 inches deep and 30

in diameter, extended 6 inches beyond the margin of the lower pit on one

At the bottom of the upper pit was a skull, several cervical vertebra), and one

clavicle,

and cert

AVith the clavicle were decaying fragments of a sheet-copper

beads. Considerably above these b was a bunch of parallel

long-bones made up of Avhat remained of

patella, and one ulna.

humeri, two femu tibi

Near the skull of the lower deposit a broad

thed water-bottle (Vessel No. 19^), having two holes for suspension.

Vessel No. 20.—Part of sel of ape, h a port of

rmi

(Fi<

th the remainder which has been ped. The base is flat

This vessel belongs to an unfamiliar type of which more will be said

with Vessel No. 37, Mound 0.
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Fiu. 73,—Ve>>t-1 No. 13. Field north of Monnd I),

(Height 17 niche*,)

Fig. 72.—Vessel No. 12. Field north of Mound D. (Height 8.6 inches.)

^

f

•f

9

^-' Vr

u <

-1-

'

~̂ -J'

- /

1

t

*

«*- ^'

f
.A^

Fig. 74.—Vessel Xo. 14. Field north of Mound D.
(Diameter 4.4 inches.)

'(-.tr— -

Fig. 75.—Vessel Xo. 17. Field north of Mound D. (Diameter 4.4 inches.)
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The head of a duck (Fig. 77)

lay alone in the soil.

belonixins: to an earth

^.^

Fic;. 76,—Vessel No, 20. Field north of Mound D.

(Height 3.4 inches.)

Fig. 77.—Duck's head of earthenware. Field north of Mound D
(Full size.)

Gkound South of Mound D.

Between the cultivated field that borders Mound B on the east and the southern

side of Mound D is a strip of land covered with small trees, and having a deep

gully on two sides. This strip^ running very nearly north and south^ is about 500

feet long and varies from 75 to 140 feet in width. Nineteen trial-holes, considerably

larger than those sunk by us in summit plateaus of mounds, w^cre dug in the eastern,

or higher part of this strip. These holes were about 3 feet deep except where pits

were encountered, in which event they were correspondingly enlarged and deepened.

Twenty-fiv'e burials, including two skeletons together, were met w^ith. These

were similar in form to other burials found at Moundville.

All earthenware found with the dead came from two pits.

At the head of a skeleton, 20 inches down, was Vessel No. 1, a small, un-

decorated, wide-mouthed water-bottle ; and Vessel No. 2, a handsome pot of polished,

black ware, wath two loop-handles, made in the ef^^y of a frog (Fig, 78). Else-

where in this cemetery various fragments were met with which indicated that the

concept of the frog had been a popular one during the time the burial place w^as in

With the same skeleton was a small "celt" with one side smooth and theuse.

ther rough, except at the cutting edge.

Vessel No. -3.—A little toy bowl, representin h head and

flipper missing (Fig. 79), lay near the surface apart from human rema
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Fig. 78.— Vesst'l No. 2. Ground south uf Mound I>. (Diaiutkr C.7ri iijcla^,)

Fig. 79.—Vessel No. 3. Ground south

of Mound D. (Full size.)

In tlie saino pit as the froff ufTigy-vci^^ol wore a

skull and ccit:H!i <1islrirlM'*l boiu's. Near tlu* skull

Avere V^essel No. 4 (Fiir. 80). a Hiiiall. w iile-nunillird

water-bottle Laving tlie popular decoration consisting

of inclosed scrolls surrounding deprc^isions in the hodv

of the vessel, find fiairnients of another ve>^<d that

had been broken hv an aboriirinal disturbance.

were the skull and upper

'niainder having been cut

\nuther ])unal. Near the

part of

the same pit

skel

skull was V ;e1

for

5. I of ware.

the shell-tempering showing all over it, witli two

loop-handles, and having below the margin a circle of projecting knob

pot was Vessel No. 6, a wide-mouthed

^\

and n)unded

usually flat

Pt je style that prevailed at M the bases were

On part of the bodv of the vessel is a faintly outlined pattern where

decoration has been started and abandoned (

An extended skeleton lying on its back

21 JOURN. A. N. S. PHILA, VOL. XIII.

face a Dortion of

/
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Fig. 80.—Vessel No. 4. Ground south of Mound D.
(Diameter 4.4 inches.)

Fig. 81, Vessel No. 6. Ground south of Mound D.
(Diameter 6.6 inches.)

bowl, inverted. The neck was not covered, but over the chest and abdomen to the

pelvis had been placed a layer of sherds.

In another pit was a full-length skeleton on its back, having near the left side

of the skull Vessel No. 7, a small, undecorated bowl, in fragments,

shoulder were two smoking-pipes of inferior ware (Figs. 82, 83).

At the right

Near the risrht

humerus was Vessel No. 8, a small, undecorated bowl, broken into two parts. With
L

the bowl was Vessel No. 9 (Fig. 84), in fragments, a wide-mouthed water-bottle

bearing on each of two opposite sides a design of a bird with two heads, one pointing

Fig. 82.—Pipe of earthenware. Ground south of Mound D
(Full size.)

Fig. 83 Pipe of earthenware. Ground south of Mound D
(Full size.)
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P M

I

I
In.

1

Alt

ih-

. I

I

Fig. 81.—Vessel No. 9. Ground south of Mound D. (Height 5.2 inches.)

apward, one downward, and a circular symbol, perhaps denoting the body in common

At each side of this body is a triangular tail with pointed, individual feathers (Fig

8 The bird, presumably, is intended to represtMi

ack Warrior near the Moundville mounds.
q

To this heron, or these h

however, have been uiven

Moundville pottery deco

of the woodpeck

Aboriiiinal ar were not

popul

Iways consistent.

istency, if the heads are intended for those of

o bird not usins^ its tomrue in the manner common to woodj

In the same pit, at the head of flexed the right side, was a

broad-mouthed No. 10 (Fig. SG), with scroll, finger, and cross-

1 decoration; and an nndecorated bowl, Vessel No. 11, with notched m
With the skeleton of an infant were two canine teeth of larL^e caniiv*»rt'

on.perforated for suspens

Apart from human remains was a fragment, 5 inches in length including the

point, of what had been a sword or dagger, of chert.

Several discs cut from sherds of earthenware vessels were fouiul singly.
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Fig. 85. Vessel No. 9. Decoration. Ground south of Mouud D.

(About half size.)

Fig. 86. Vessel No. 10. Ground south of Mound D.

(Diameter 5.9 inches.)

Mound E,

Mound E, about sq as to its summit plateau, each side being about 140

feet oth. has undergone much cultivation, and there is much sLant to the

iDart of the phiteau Avhere heavy and repeated wash of

deeply into the mound Thirty-three trial-holes yielded no indication of burial

Mound F.

Mound F, seamed with "uUies on every side, evidently

P
plateau through ash of rain, after Th P

rable

irt of

plateau remaining is about 40 feet east and Avest by 70 feet north and

Eleven trial showed of b northeastern part of

d Considerable trenching was next undertaken, extending the full Icn

One of these trenches showed additional burials in

L>

of the mound on each side.

same part of the plateau.

Eventually a space 38 feet long by 28 feet wide, was marked out on the northern

part of the plateau, and well to the eastward, excluding northern and western por-

tions of the plateau where no indication of burial had been found. The area thus

selected was completely dug through to a depth of 4 feet, and deeper when necessary

in following pits.

Burials proved to be confined to a limited area along the eastern side of

plate the northern p P burial

had washed away with parts of the northeastern limit of the mound

nineteen umber, were very fragmentary, bem

had been greater, but

The burials,

of decay, and

often represented merely few crumblins: bit

\

frarrments.

N 1 IS a small, broad-mouthed bottle decorated, found in

Vessel No. 2, small bowl h, incised decoration, lay with a disc, 6
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made from a portion of a potton N well' witli

these ol»jeets, though presumal>lj

Apart from liuinaii remains

probably of tufa, of a tv[)e of w'

where, namelv. with the base 8o

>

about an inch in d

n b .M

n

f a mueh truneated cone. Sonu'what hit^r f

f the same tvpe but a triHe hir;;er. T

Fig. 67.—Vessel Xo. 3. Mound F. (Heiglit G.2 incbes.)

the middle of each of its flat surfaces pb I rl V

met The findinir of this stone, while d I

field immediately north of Mound II >()ii a discoidal

haviuir, at first glance, the appearance of hematite, but m-ing m rcaiiiviM'insr in alit limonite

id underiione ehan^e to hematite on the surface only.

h in diameter, wa? dr

Mound F was a caref

completely through. W
This discoidal. 1.5

discoidal stone found

roinuled disc of potterj, seemingly made from a frag
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ment of a vessel, haviii"' five small perforations formin circle some

what below the marg

Vessel No. 3, a broad-mouthed bottle, lay sm frafrmeiit

skull of an extended skelet The vessel, pieced together (Fig. 87), be

of curious symbols. The rosette figures represent the sun, accord

Holme 1 We have accordin Professor Putnam

possibly a winged This symbol be

Mex It would be quite in keeping to repre

o Professor

d the sun,

blance to the ollin of the

m arrow Avith the sun, the

representing a ray or dart of the Sun-god, and the sun representing his shield

portrayed by our Indians dow the present time The oup of symbol

\

el is shown in diagram in Fig. 88

sel No. 4. a wide-mouthed wate bottle, lay apart from human remain

Fig. 83.—Vessel No. 3. Decoration. Mound F. (About half size.)

^

«

\

Pieced together (Fig. 89), the vessel shows four triangular tails of the woodpecker

with their individual, pointed feathers, two tails pointing upward ar

ward. On each tail is a swastika (Fig. 90), incomplete in two instan(

d two do

Lying apart from where burials were, was a grotesque figurine of earthenwar(

(Fig. 9*^1), evidently a toy, with the legs broken off at the junction with the body

There is a hump on the back. Two projections on the head probably rcpresen

copper hair-ornaments; two similar projections have been broken off^

Vessel No. 5 decorated pot fl d
O'

loop-shaped

handles^ lay near fragments of a skull

Oj>. cit.y p. 91.
' " He took fi

riing arrow, a ;beet

rom pegs where they hung around the room and gave to each * * * a chain-liglit-

-lif'-htning arrow, a sunbeam arrow, a rainbow arroAV," ^ ^ =i^. "Navaho Legends,"

thevvs, Memoirs of the Am. Folklore Soc., Vol. V, j>. 111.

)rb of day is to the Navaho, only tlie himinous shield of the god, behind which the

ides, invisible to those on earth." ''The Xight Chant, a Navaho Ceremony," Wash-

o Memo

^
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Fig. 89.— Vessel No. 4. Mouiui F. (Diameter 6.5 inches.)

Fig. 90.—Vessel No. 4. Decoration. Mound F. (AUoul half size.)

Vessel No. 6, a shallow bowl with scalloped margin and rudely incised interior
1

decoration (Fig. 92), was found near what remained of a cranium.

At the head of a skeleton extended, was Vessel No. 1. crushed to fragments.
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an

found b)

ad-mouthed

lis at Mound

of tlie coarsest ware of any of

In caved soil was Vessel No. S; a small, undecorated bowl of very inferio:

At the right elbow of an extended skeleton was Vessel No. 9, a pot of

wnth loop-handles.

Fig. 92.—Vessel No. 6. Mound F. (Diameter 8 inches,)

Pjg 91 _Part of fijinrine. Mound
F. (About full size.)

Fig. 9i.—Vessel No. 12. Mound F. (Diameter 5.75 inches.)

?

r

^

•i

,.i.

Fig. 93.—Vessel Xo. 10. Mound F. (Height r>.3 inches.) Fig. 95.—Pipe of soapstoue. Mound F. (Full size.)
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Fig. 96— Vessel No. 13. Mound F. (Heigrht 5.2 iucbes.)

*' "-.-, :^

Fig. OS.—Vessel No. 15. Mound F. (Height 4.3 inches.)

f

^!
• «f

w

Fi«. 97.—Vessel No. l-l. Mound F. (Height 7 inclies.) Fro. 99.—Earthenware effigy of owl. Mound F. (Full size.)

Vessel No. 10, not identified with any burial, is a broad-mouthed water-bottle,

badly broken. On each of two sides of the body of the bottle is a rude attempt to

delineate the human head, now^ partly w^eathered awa}- (Fig. 93).

Near the skull of a full-length burial was Vessel No. 11, a pot of coarse, ])rowii

ware, broken to bits ; and Vessel No. 12. a bowl, somewhat crushed, with a number

of small knobs in a group side, near the rim (Fig. 94 hap

shell fo We found a number of fragments of similar vessels at M
Burial No. 17, so decayed that only with difficulty could the bones be identifi

25 JOUEN. A. N. S. PHIL A., VOL. XIIL
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as bel an extended skeleton, had near what was left of the skull, a

beautiful pipe of soap?

general appearance of

blackened d polished 9 F the

P I from its decoration of projecting knobs one

uld not refer it to the Moundville but consider it rather a Geor for

gh in that State similar pipes are of C. C. J fis: one

from a mound near Macon, and we obtained one on the Georgia coast and

ni mound on the bank of Savannah river. With the burial with which

the pipe was, was Vessel No. 13, a small, undecorated, broad-mouthed water-bottle

(Fig. 96).

At the head of a skeleton was Vessel No. 14, a broad-mouthed water-bottle

of a well-known southern type (Fig. 97). At the knees of the was a

15) at

small, broad-mouthed water-bottle, badly broken.

A full-length skeleton had a small, undecorated water-bottle (Vessel No.

the head (Fig.^98).

Apart from human remains was a curious little effigy of an owl. rather rudely

made, standing on four legs (Fig. 99).

Mou^^D G.

Mound G, the sides of which have been much washed by rain, has a summit

plateau that measures about 65 feet by 80 feet. There are no signs of previous cul-

tivation of the j^h'^'teau, but an uniurportant trench has been carried in from the

eastern side, partly across the plateau. Twenty-five trial-holes gave no indication

of pit, of burial, or of artifact.

Mound H.

Mound H, evidently a mucli smaller mound^ originally^ than its companions.

lias been ploughed away and dug

throu2:h to such an extent that it is

no longer possible to conclude as to its

former height or shape. The height

of the mound given in our list is per-

haps misleading, including as it does a

Fig. 101.—Shell beads. iMound H. (Full size.)

Fig. 100.—Vessel No. 3. Mound H, (Diameter o.o inches.)

mass of flattened debris thrown out by

former diggers* A small part, which

had escaped former excavators, proved

of considerable interest.
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Vessels Nos. 1 and

d

water-Uottle nnd a bowl, resportivoly, butli of coarse

found
ob

bon
The \vater-bolt1<\ wliii'h stinul upriirbt, had

A

been pieced together (I

water-bottK', Ibnnd soiiiowliat broken, has since

Riirial No. 1, an adult Iving at full len-tli, had ft

inch in diameter, at the ankles, and oiuht of about

ell bi-ads. ]racii ./;>

wrist. On the ch
^'

>(

tween A 1 .C of an inoli in lenirth (V

At tlie riglit shoulder and arm were 2CG
1), and

(he .sinie si/o at the rl'jrht

It?, neatly made, rai

1st) a number badlv broken.
c'^'c

beads of

1 leniith. A\

f

tliese beads were

. the use of whicl

f

1

' kii

pare

fotnid at the

Ujider the

Fig. 102.—Gorget of copper. Mound H. (Full size.)

chin were fi tly pieced together

been a six-pohited star enclosed within a circle and having a repousse e\

(Fig. 10 AVith this goriret was a number of small;, perforated pe

d as bead Near the head, where the hair had been, was an ornament of sheet

copper that fell into small fr s on removal. On the other side of the head

1 button-shaped object of wood, perhaps an ear-plug, about .75 inch in diameter

an encircling groove, and copper-coated on the upper, or convex side.

Apart from human remains, and alone, Avas a small, circular ornament of sheet

copper^ with a beaded margin and a central concavo-convex bo

arrowhead also laj^ alone.

A
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Buriul N skeleton of a powerfully b pecialU ad

m ale

.

At the right foot was a disc of fine-grained gneiss^ 7.5 inches in diamete

with incised scallop d the inarsrin and

(Fig. 10 s d .*/ »

S( derajjle amount of red p

parallel lines bek

cnt. At the ankl

of tlio skeleton were sixteen beads of shell, 1 inch and 1.25 inch in their minor and

major axes. At knee Avere many spool-shape h bead At the right

of the pelvis A\ as a copper ceremonial hatchet (Fig. 28E), 5.75 inches in length

V*.X

^
^^^

^^^^^^^^jjj^^^i

Fig. 103.—Stone disc. Mound H. (Diameter 7.5 iuclje.s.)

1 1.9 inch across the flaring' hlade. The part formerly occupied by the handl

1 inch of the implement projecting behind it, is clearly apparent. At the rig]

wrist were seven

material.

*—

;

beads of d m pool-shaped beads of sam
Near the right elbow were thirteen pendants of sheet-copper, all

but no two exactly alike, each in the form of an arrowhead bearing a repousse eye



''

\

-r,

^

*\
A

Fig. 105.—Hair-ornament ofsbeet-copper,

with bone pin in place. Mound H.
(Fall size.)

Fig. 104.—Pendants of abeet-cnpper. Mound H
(Fall size.)
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104). These lay with the bases together, the pointed ends spread in fan-

shaped fashion as if the bases had been strung together through a perforation in

each and the points had spread somewhat on the arm. At the left wrist and fore-

arm were eight beads of shell, each about an inch in diameter, and a quantity of

spool-shaped beads. At the neck were a number of small shell beads. At each

side of the head was a wooden ear-plug, copper-coated, the part belonging l)ehind

the lobe of the ear being absent, probably through decay. At the skull was a hair-

ornament of sheet-copper (Fig. 105) with a pin of bone in place in a socket riveted

together to receive it. On the body of the ornament is repousse work, including a

delineation of the human head. The small projection at the top of the ornament

is fastened on by means of a rivet. Lying on this orna-

ment was a small circle of sheet-copper, .75 inch in diame-

ter, enclosing a five-pointed star (Fig. 106). There is a per-

foration in the margin and two in the center of the orna-

ment, in which cord remains in place.

In addition to the burials noted, we found in the rem-
FiG. 106.—Orimnieiit of sheet-

copper. Mound H. (Full
jjj^j-j^ ^f ^^^ mouud dug througli by us one skeleton full

Size.)

length on tlio back, and an aboriginal disturb

g of a skull and a fe o

A shell drinkino;-cup lay apart from human rem

MouxD I.

Mound I, its soil loosened by cultivation and greatly washed by rain, is a mere

wreck of its former self The area of what is left of the summit plateau is approxi-

mately 85 feet north and south by 40 feet east and west. Seventeen trial-holes in

the plateau indicated that it had not been used for burial purposes.

Mound J.

Mound J, somewhat atfected by wash, has a shallow and narrow trench fol-

lowing its slope upward on the southern side and continuing part way through the

plateau. The sides of the plateau are irregular in length, measuring about 80 feet

east and Avest by 30 feet north and south. Nineteen trial-holes yielded in one in-

stance a few fragments of human bone just below the surface.

Mound K.

Mound K, largely washed away, has what is left of a summit plateau now 60

feet long by 20 feet broad. An unimportant trench had been dug in from the

northern side, expanding considerably in the central part of the plateau. Nine

trial-holes were sunk by us, one of which, on the eastern side, came upon half of a

large slab of sedimentary rock, with a scalloped margin at the unbroken end, and

having a quantity of red paint on one side and red and cream-colored paint on the

other. With this fragment was part of a coarse vessel of yellow-broAvn ware, square

in horizontal section, with rude, incised decoration.
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Encuurnged by this discovery, two i,m.-e trial-holos were made and a treiu-li
was dug, 22 feet 6 inches long In G feet hmad, 1 feet deep on the .summit platrau,
and o feet deep on tlie slope, over a part of which it extended. With the exce].tion
of a rough ball of eartlienware, about 2 inclK-s in dianietor, no objects were found.

As the summit plateau had been thor.^uglily covered by ns,'the investigation
was abandoned with the conviction on cur part tliat while burials had hwu present,
doubtless in the eastern part of the original plateau, tluy had washed awav with
the mound, leaving the artifacts found by us. which were near the eastern .-d-c'.

MuiNi) L.

Mound L. the sides of which almost exacth
bounded y a cultivated fiLhl. and on the south and cast

larks the place whence material for the mound

o
was taken. The summit plateau, which has been under cultivation, is 93 feet k
E. and W., and 80 feet broad N. and S.. approximately.

The height of the mound is 12 feet 9 inches from the nortli : tVom the west,
13 feet 4 inches; from the south, 14 feet 10 inches.

Twenty-five trial-holes, covering the entire plateau, were suidv by us with (mlv
negative result.

Next, an excavation 18 feet square, having for its center the central part

the summit plateau, was carried to a depth of 14 feet 10 inches, at which \v\v\ i

excavation was about 13 feet C inches by 12 feet 4 inches. The mound showed

of

distinct stratification.

found were several small bits of pottery

f dual nccupan<'y; the onl\

As the base of our excavation, however, still seemed to be com nosed of dis-

hed clav, a circular hole 4 feet

foot lyey sand of lead

pth of 1

I

ded downward to an unascertained depth. Here we have a domiciliary mound,
ir, we believe, to the majority of such mounds, that is, one not put to secondary

place of b

Mound M.

Alound M, is simply the remnant of what has been a small domiciliary m
partly washed awa}'. The dimensions of what remains of its summit pi

by 22 feet. Tl

MouxD N.

Mound N, fairly symme 65 feet sq

been under cultivation. T

y sort, convinced us that this mound had not been used for burial p

discovery of

Mound 0.

Mound 0, a symmetrical, little mound but slightly aflected by wash of rain,

and previous to our visit, a stranger to the plough, had been trenched from the
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eastern side to beyond the center of the summit plateau. This trench^ 8 feet wide

at the top, expanded at the end to a circular hole about 13 feet in diameter. Both

trench and hole were comparatively shallow, the depth being perhaps from 3 to 4

feet.

The mound, 11 feet 9 inches high from the east and 16 feet 7 inches high from

outh, has its lon^^er sides extending almost due north and south. The plateau

about 33 feet by 53 feet in extent.

Nine trial-holes almost at once resulted discovery of human remains

two places, and of artifacts in the extreme northeastern part of the mound at a con-

siderable distance from these burials.

As the plateau seemed to have been extensively used for burial, it was com-

pletelj dug through by lis to a minimum depth of from 4 to 5 feet.

Burial No. 1.—This burial lay beneath artifacts discovered by means of one of

our trial-holes. Nine inches from the surface was a disc of sedimentary rock, 12.5

diameter (Fig. 10 Around upper surfi hat

Fig. 107.—Stone disc. Mound O. (One-quarter size.)

cave, are two parallel, encircling lines, rather roughly incised. From the lower sur-

face projects a circular core, the diameter of which is about 2 inches less than that

of the upper part.

Nine inches below the slab, was a skull, with a left clavicle, a left humerus,

and a few cervical vertebrae. The skull rested on part of the upper surface of a

disc of fine-grained gneiss, 9 inches in diameter, having nineteen notches on the

margin and two encircling, incised lines on one side. On one surface of the disc are

traces of cream-colored paint ; on the other surface is much red pigment. Resting

on the disc, near the skull, lay an ear-plug of wood, copper-coated, 1.5 inch in
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diameter, with a central boss porforateJ tli rough tlie middl In soil thrown out
by the digger was found a somewhat disc of wood

de and having a similar central perforated boss. This disc Drohablv formed

cfe rethe part of the ear-plug

the larger one was worn in front.

d to b Itehind the lobe of ear, while

W e if1 f the skeleton wonld
similar to those just described,

head as the one first found, and th

These discs, however, were on the sanu' sid e o f

c

b

presumnblv, had o b

A skeleton at full length on the back had on the chest a mass of Ldauconite. or

green earth.

Another skeleton, also extended, had near the skull Vessel No. 1, a small,

undecorated bowl.

Vessel No. 2, a bowl of verj^ inferior ware, la\' apart from human remains.

Four feet d sma 1 quantity of decaj'ing, fibro

of coj^per with it was shown by a green stain only.

T

f ;&*

=-f

'm w

*

Fig. 108.—Vessel Xo. 3. Mound O. (Diameter 5.8 inches.) Fig. 109.—Vessel No. 5. Monnd O. (Height 5.75 inches.)

A skeleton at full length to the hips^ the rest having been removed b\

aboriginal disturbance^ had skull;, Vessel No. 3^ a bowl with a rude effigv of

animal-head, and a conventional tail on the opposite side. A fore-leg is indicated

on one side of the bow d a corresDondins member doubtl on the oth

side : this was missinsr, but has been d (Fig. 108), AYith Vessel No. 3

Vessel No. 4, an undecorated^^ Avide-mouthed Avater-bottle in fragments.

An extended skeleton had lar2;e shell beads at each wrist, Avith a f(

intermingled At the ankles Avere fifteen great beads of shelly about 2 inch

by 1.75 inch by .75 of an inch, BeloAV the chin Avere a fcAV pearl d as bead

d fragments of sheet-copper. There AAcre also copper-coated objects of Avood

resemblins: ear-plusrs, less than an inch in d

26 JOURN. A. N. S. PHILA., A'OL. XIII.
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Fig. 110.—Stone slab. Mound O. (Length 14 inches.)
t
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Shell bea.Ls. badlv dwaycd, were with di^^turbccl hones, as uas als.» a fra-iiu'ut,

een a long, pointed implement of cliertv
4./0 inelies in leniith, of what had b
material.

About a foot from a skelrton at full k-n-th was a broad-moutlird watir-bottle,
Vessel No. 5, with parallel, vertical bands alternately eross-hatehod [V'u^. TOO).

With a few fragment.^ of bones were nine large ^hell beads.

Burial No. 14, 38 inches from the surface, was represented bv a sin-de tooth

Fig. 111.—Stone disc. Mound O. (Diameter 8.5 inches.)
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Nearby was a slab of fine-grained gneiss (Fig. 110),
far as we could determ

14 inclies by 9.5 inches, with scalloped ends and incised line decoration on one sid

On one major surface of this slab is red pigment, and cream-colored paint is on t'

other. With the slab was a disc of fine-grained gneiss, 8.5 inches in diameter (F

111), with notches around the margin, and three encircling lines and fiiint traces of

sc has red

rget, hope-
d of meander side As in the of the slab, the d

paint on one side and white pain other. Nearby lay

Fig. 112.—Vessel No. 6. Mound O. (Height 6.75 inches.)

With this burial was Vessel No. 6, having on two sides the double-

The
lessly decayed.

headed woodpecker design with a tail extending from each side of the body,

speech symbols are present, but not the extended tongue (Fig. 112). In addition,

three fingers are shown near the head of the bird, at each side (Fig. 113).

A copper-coated ear-plug and fragments of sheet-copper were found apart from
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Fig. 113.—Vessel No. 6, Decoration. Mound 0. (About half size.)

i

\
->

i

w

f

Fig. 114.—Vessel No. 9. Mound O. (Height 5.9 inches.)
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human bones. Elsewhere in the mound a careen stain alone denoted the former

presence of cojoper.

With a bunch of bones, perhaj)s an aboriginal disturbance^ was a cylindrical

fragment of wood that had been copper-coated.

Vessel No. 7, a small, rude, undecorated bowl, and Vessel No. 8, a rude bowl

of inferior ware, were together, with fragments of a wooden ornament^ copper-coated^

apart from human remains. *

About 39 inches from the surface was Burial No. 19. By the order in which
they lay, small fragments of bone here and there indicated a full-length burial.

Fig. 115.—Vessel No. 9. Decoration. Mound O. (About half size.)

Near the skull was Vessel No. 9, a wide-mouthed water-bottle showing an enf^raved

lar in the main, varyach side (Fiir, 114 The desiiins, thouirh

somewh in detail^ especiallv as to the eve.

c Sim

I accompanying diagram (F

115)j is shown the eagle from the side opposite the one in the half
tion. Holmes

reprod

from M
bottle found b\

other

Florid With the striking water-
bottle in Mound was a disc of fine-grained gneiss, 8.5 inches in diamctci, „,

the customary notches and line decoration (Fig. 116), with paint of three shad
cream-colpr, and pink side, and red oth Placed

alh on this disc was another disc, undecorated, also of fine-grained jrneiss, 5.4

lameter, showing considerable piament.

With a burial of scattered

skull, was Vessel No. 10, in franr

bones, perhajis an aboriginal dist

Cemented together, the vessel shows the
design of the woodpecker on each of two sides, with speech symbols and extended

individual feathers are not rep-but with a variation in the tails where the

ted pointed (F 11 Probabl for the purpose of gannn f̂*" space, the
head has been made smaller than the upper one, as shown in dias^ram in Fi«-

Op. cit, PI. LI (fig. e), and PI. LXIX.
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Fig. 116.—Stone disc. Mound C). (Diameter about 8.5 inches.)

118. With Vessel No. 10 was Vessel No. 11, a wide-iuouthed water-bottle in

fragments.

Near an isolated skull were Vessels Xos. 12 and 13, respectively a small pot

with loop-handles and a rude bowl in fragments, having incised line decoration

under the rim.

Ljing apart from liuman bones^ which perhaps had decayed away or had been

disturbed in aboriginal times, were the outer half of an ear-j^lug of wood, copper-
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f

Fig. 117-—Vessel No, 10, Mound O, (Height 6.25 inches.)

Fig, 118.— Vessel No. 10. Decoration. Mound O. f About half size.)

^
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d ; Vc:^sel N (Fig, 110), a broad-moiulicd water-hottlc havin«r for decora-
depressions surrounded bv scrolls: and A

od ribboii-fold docoration, wliicli was H
bottle.

-0), n enp witb

k of the Avnlcr-

Fict. 119. -Vessel No. 14. Mound O. (Diameter 5.4 inches.)
Fig. 120.—Vesbcl No. L'. Mound O. (Diameter of hi^j 4 inches.)

Fig. 121.—Vessel No. 16. Mound O. (Height 5.5 inches.)

27 JOUEN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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wfitcr-bottle, found in fra.innents which, put
Vessel No. 16 is a broad-mouthed water

;her (Fio-. 121), present a design shown in diagram in Fig. 122

A burial represented by a few

Vessel No. 17, of inferior ware, lay in fra

had with V N 17, 18/19

Vessel No. 18 (Fig. 123), a wid

mouthed water-bottle; has a decoration consisting of down-turned hand

ope On each hand is a symbol, perhaps a conventionalized ej

Fig. 122. —Vessel No. 16. Decoration. Mound O. (About half size.)

-tt

^.

^{

i

W
.1, .4.-

Fig. 123.—Vessel No. lb. MouikI 0. (Heiglit 6.75 inches.)

#
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filled

Fig. 124.—Vessel No. 19. Mound O. (Diameter of bowl 4 iiulies.)

Vessel No. 19 (Fig. 124), a cup with a meander decoration, was found pai

a mass of m analysis bv Dr. IT. F. Koller showed to he

beins derived

in the fer

porary p

presence of

This earth might have beon^ and doubtless was, used

The color, however, would soon d throuii'l I d
i^

when

Fig. 125.—Vessel No. 20. Mound O. (Height 5.2 iiicbes.)
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exposed ti

red piginc

havins!: a

broad si

red paint

On the glaiiconite within the cup -shell containins;
--m-m'

nt. With these vessels was a slab of stone^ undressed as to its sides

certain concavity of each

rface. on one of which was

7

Vessel No. 20 <r 12 ^y m
fragme in a pit near bone but

Avas not attributable to any burial

P The d Sim to

Fig. 126.—Vessel No. 20. Decoration. Mound O.
(About half size.)

several found at MoundvillOj but not

noted elseAvhere, so far as we know.

of the sign of the four quar-

ters represented by series of three

digits pointing in the four directions.

Centrally are series of concentric cros-

ses and circles. Between each series

of digits is cross-hatch, as shown in

diao!;ram in Fio;. 126.

ted

Vessel No. 21,

wide-mouthed
, undecora-

bottle, la\

rted in a pit where, seemin

had been tossed in a disturbance in

This vessel bears aaboriginal times.

perforation in the base, presumably

the result of accident at its first dis-

interment.

Near a disturbed burial was a

disc of fine-grained gneiss, 7 inches in

diameter, having the usual decoration,

with traces of white paint on one side

and red on the other.

jr

Fig. 127.—Ceremonial weapon of
chert. Mound O. (Full size.)
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urface of pit containing several burials at greater depth

Fi- 1

Vessels N 3 d b fi

away from liuman remains.

Vessel No. 2G, with only a fraiiment of decavinL'- bono nearby, in caved soil.c
fill water-bottle with a decoration so faint tliat It can iu?t h

half-tone roproduetion (Fi<i\ 1

c
o

Fig. 12S.—Vessel No. 26. Mound O. (Diameter 4.75 inches.)

AVitli disturbed bones were corroded fragments of what Fccm to have been hi

ments of sheet-copper^ but their incomplete condition make absolute identifi

impossible.

Vessel No. 27^ found alone, is an undecorated, wide-mouthed water-bottle (t

129)

Apart from human remains was Vessel No. 28, a broad-mouthed, undecorated

r-bottle (Fig. 130), with Vessel No. 29, a small, undecorated pot that once had

proyided with two loop-handles.

.

No. 37 consisted of a deposit of fragments of calcined human bones atBurial

the bottom of a pit 32 inches deep. This p

19 inches, had contracted to 13 ir

calcined deposit, somewhat less in

1

here the calcined

maximum diameter of

fragments were. The
d ameter than the pit, had a depth of 9 inches.

Throu""hout the soil above the deposit were other fragments of calcined bone.

Vessel No. 30, a bowl in fragments, unassociated with human remains, bas five

pneirelino-. incised lines below the rim.
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kA;

Fig. 129.—Vessel No. 27. Mound O
(Height 6.5 inches.)

i

V >>-

7t - \'-^y^'^ views''

1 .

/

Fig. 130.—Vessel No. 28. Mound O.
(Height 5.5 inches.) Fig. 131.—EflSgy-pipe of stone. Mound O. (Heights inches.)

In the southwestern corner of the mouiid^ 3 feet down^ were two effigy-pipes.

One^ of carbonate of liniCj representing an animal, had so deteriorated through lapse

of time and long contact with moisture that the consistency was about that of clay

;

in fact^ the clay surrounding the pipe was of greater tenacity than it, as, upon

removal, the pipe left small particles adhering to the soil. The other, found lying
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f

m
rw

' ,.i^

fi

1

w
/

Fig. 132.— Effigy-pipe of stone. Mound O. (Heights inches.)

on its side^ immediately ^vitli the one just described, is a fine effigy-pipe of soft, red

claystone, 8 inches high, representing a squatting male figure, shown in both front

and side view in Figs. 131, 132. Unfortunately the knees, part of tlie right arm,

the right hand, and part of the left hand, of the ^"^^y^ ^^^ ^^ been broken oflf
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Fig. 133.—Vessel No- 31. Mound O. (Diameter of bowl 4.75 incLes.)

Fig, 134.—(Torget of sheet-copper. Mound O. (Full size.)
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before interment and hence were not fouiul. These pipe:< were not inuncdiatcly
associated witli burials, though human bones were found nut far distant.

Witli di;<turbed ]»one.-5. towthiT,

were Vessels Nos. HI , H2, and 33. Ves-

}sel No. ol, a cup, lias a kind uf mean-

der in a cross-hatch field (Fig, 133).

ing

Fig. 133.— Vessel No. 37. Mound 0. ^Diameter 1.25 inches.)

Vessel No. 32 was badly broken. Ves-

sel No. .'Jo, also ill rraiinieulsj provt'd

to be a small bowl with slightly inver-

ted rini and Ineisod decoration consist-

of two cncirrling, parallel lines

passing under fonr eipildlstant prulu-

bc'ranees situated slisrhtlv below the

rim.

With Burial No, iO, a skull and

a few decaying bones probably repre-

senting a skeleton^ were Vessels Nos.

34 and 35. Near])y were Vessel No,

36, hi fragments, and a mass of galena (lead sulphide) the surface of which is coated

with a cream-colored deposit of carbonate of lead, suitable for use as paint. Vessel

No. 34 is a small, coarse, undecorated, wide-nu»uthed wnter-bottle. Vessel No. 35,

a small, coarse bowl, lias rudely executed, incised, curved lines ])elow an in-turned

rim. Vessel No. 30 was badly broken. Adhering to fragments of bone belonging to

the trunk of this burial, enveloped in decaj^ed wood or bark, was a circular gorget

of sheet-copper, 6.5 inches in diameter, which broke slightly on renu>vnl. This gor-
r

get, pieced together, shows a central swastika formed hy excision, surrounded hy

many repousse circles (Fig. 134).

Vessel No. 37, of eccentric form (Fig. 135), is of a type once before represented

in our search at Moundville, in which a portion of the rim is much lower than the

remainder. This vessel has been repaired and slightly restored.

In the northeastern corner of the mound, near a disturbed burial, was an orna-

ment of sheet-copper in fragments and a small mass of lead sulphide. At the distal

end of one femur belonging to this burial were large sliell beads, and similar shell

beads were at the distal extremities of the leg bones, which were in the pit at some

distance from the femurs.

With a b ball of bl substance, about two inche diamc

facets where presumably material had been rul>bcd off for as

paint Analysis by Dr. II. F. Keller proved the mineral to be ps

hj-drated peroxide of manganese containing considerable quantities of oxid

cobalt.

Shell beads twice, fraiiments of sheet-copper twice, and pi

times, were found in this mound in addition to examples given in detailed dcscript

In this mound human bone met ^\ ith in forty-two places, exclusive of

28 JOURN. A. N. S. PHIL A., VOL. XIIL
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small fragments here and there. The burials, very badly decayed, were scattered

to a much greater extent than were most of those encountered by us at Mound-

Presumablv the superficial part of the mound had been dug and redug for
ville.

burial purposes

The situat

1 but few entire burials remained

in which burials occurred in this d contrary- to what

had been found to be the general rule, for while two or three b

m the norl

! mound

bu

r

; met wi

hed.

in the part of

d. b

numerous alono; the entire western side with the except

corner. Certain burials were present in the northwestern part and some in central

parts

Th ymmetrical mound was fully filled us, as were all others at

Moundville where dug into by ddition. as we had encroached somew

the sides of Mound 0, boards were placed at mar

soil, to prevent subsequent wash of the soft mate]
r

Field East of Mouj

projecting abo\

Near the base of Mound 0, on the eastern side, a number of trial-hole

ated fielddug by us in a culti^

tended on the back, and, in another pi

the findino; of adult skeleton.

skeleton of an infant

head an interesting little vessel with incised line decoration and proj

d (Fig. 136)

ft'm

r
%

Fig. 136.—Vessel No. 1. Field east of Mound 0.
(Maximum diameter 3.75 inches.)

Fig. 137.— Ornnnieiit of earthenware
Field east of Mound O. (Full size.)

Apart from human remains, in other holes, were a small discoidal of amphi-
r

bolite and a flat, polished^ annular ornament of hard earthenware, about 1.75 inch
-

in diameter (Fig. 137). This ornament is provided with two holes for suspension

and a central opening surrounded by incised decoration. The object seems to have

been made expressly for an ornament and not shaped from a fragment of vessel.

Mound P.

Mound P has a summit plateau 75 feet in width on the north and on the south,

and 95 feet Ions; on the west. Its length on the eastern side is 120 feet. The
plateau has a very decided slope downward from south to north. Twenty trial-

holes revealed no sign of burials or of pits.
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1'

Morxi) Q.

d Q sliowod no silhi of i)rovious cultivation or of diiririnur fo

f the eastern side had been destroyed

Fig. 138. Part of earthenware vessel. Mound Q
(About full size.)

Fig. 140. Vessel Xo. 1. Field north of Mound Q
(Diameter 4.5 inches.)

tor
?

for

orcnpiiHl tlie plateau in recent times.

T f<

m\\

on the Avest, and 1»ui 19 feel on tlic

east where the road entered, had rathci

rich soil in places, which often indi-

cates the pi f b N
trial-holes were made without fmdinyr

b 1 the e d

f an owl, which had belonged to a

Fig. 139.—Ornnment of sheet-copper. Mound Q.
(Full size.)

vessel (Fig. 138), and a small ornament

of sheet-copper, representing a six-

pointed star within a circle (Fig. 130),

\xv\e mot w^ith in the soil.

Field North of Mound Q.

Directly- north of Mound Q was a

small cultivated patch of ground in

which some diiriiinir was done bv us.

It became apparent, however, tlmt,

owing to cultivation and wash of rain,

burials had been carried awav or left

so near to the surface that their accom-

panying artifacts had snstained injury

from the plow.

A skeleton at full length on the

back had at its head a small pot with

two loo2>handles and repousse decora-

tion (Fig. 140).

A number of other burials were

without artifacts.
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Mound R

MouxD R.

165 feet by 180 feet, approximately, ^

le aDDearance of bavins: lost about 3 f(had long been under cultivation, had the appearance

height over much of its horizontal surface through cultivation and wa^h of rain.

This conclusion was reached from the fact that, at the edge of the plateau, in places

of trees hold the soil the level is several feet above that of

f the plate . On the other hand, it is possible that the

remains of a rampart or wall that originallj

ated poi of

ded the plate

d that the trees growing upon this raised portion are not the cause of

but simply ed to remain when of the plat was

because the part on which the trees are was too steep for

'ared for

Twenty-

seven trial-holes in

burial.

plateau gave no indication of its former use as a pi of

Ridge North of Mouxd R.

Northwest of Mound R, is an old cemetery for colored Reports

are current in Moundville that in digging graves at this place many relics have been

unearthed, but considerable investigation by us on the borders of this cemetery were

without material result.

East of the cemetery are a patch of cultivated ground, then a strip of land

with trees upon it, and, beyond, another cultivated patch. The wooded strip, about

200 feet long and 50 feet across, is bounded on the north bv the river bluff and on

is tract (marked U on the
-

hat above the level of the

the south by Mound R. The northern 75 feet of

survey), which formed a r dge or lo mound somew
remainder of it, which was that of the adjacent fields, were thoroughly dug through

by us to a depth of from 3 to 4.5 feet. Even at this depth it was impossible to say

that undisturbed ground had been reached in all cases, as fragments of pottery and
midden refuse

b

ay lo

occupied as a dwell

Presumably this territory had long

site. No pits, however, extended to a depth greate

than 4 feet, and it was in pits that burials seemed to o

A considerable area surroundinii- this ridse. includ

ooded strip from which the rid

& part of

a
negative result.

dug by us extensively but Avith only

The low ridge dug by us, which attained its maximum height almost at its

d, contained a few burials here and there throuirhout; but the great

rity of interments and

end, wh
iirtifacts of importance came from

g •pits had been dug and red

and of objects buried with them
o detriment of skeleton

At in the

fuse and apparently

d were pits, some of considerable size
?

tended for burial purposes

containins:

One pit, which began 30
from the surface and evidently had been formed during the accretion of

mound, was 10 inches deep and 14 inches in diamcte
fire, and clay hardened by flan

bits of pottery, and deer-bones

Bordering it were marks of

In this little pit, or oven, were ashes, charcoal
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In tlio iuouikI also were flat riro-])laccs, (»no at least liaviMir i-lav lianli'iiod like

brick from continued heat.

A pnt-sliaped depo.^it. S iiK'lics in diameter. ( inelies deej), ItcLMnning 'J. feet from
the surface, seemingly composed of slips of charred cane, ^vas found nway from
liuman remains.

Also apart from human bunes was a deposit of charred woven malerlal and
charcoal.

Ri'uiains of the deer were scattered throughout the mound. In one place were
bones of what must have been a large part of the carcass of one.

Throughout the mound was the usual midden refuse and otiier objects, including

bits of mica, a number of rough discoidal stones, haninu'r-stones. rcbbles, hones.

pitted stoiieSj and a givat mini1»or of fragments of polisluMl ^' celts." TlieFO fra;j-

mentis, which had l)een l)roken use and not in process of manufaotun*, as the

They were presenthigh polish on parts of them show^ number from forty to fifty.

in all parts of the mound and were found with burials twice—prtthably :in aeeidcnlal

association. This tireat nund)er of frasjments of
**'

celts" in a mound or dwelling-

site is new in our experienee.

But one unbroken "celt" was met with—a ncatlv made hatchet of volcnnic

rock, 4 inches long, lying apart from any burial.

Also in the mound were two fragments of ij(*a11op<*d stone discs.
m
Throughout all the digging of this low mound but one arrowhead was met

with—a small projectile point of red jasper. • This fact emphasi/^es the marked

scarcity of arrowheads noted by us during our digging, and tliroughout our surfaci^

surveys, at Mound ville.

In all the digging in this low ridge but one fragment of quart7ite was found,

so far as our observation went. Abundance of this material, hown^ver, lav on the

surface of the field north of Mound D.

Part of an interesting pipe, probablv of stone belonging to the amp! libole group.

IT
owith the head of a turtle projectin

from the bowl, lay alone in the soil

(Fig. 141). Similar protruding heads

of turtles are found on vessels of earth-

enware along the northwestern Florida

duced

coast.

Two small, flat slabs of liei

each with several facets as if pn

by rubbing, were found separately.

Throughout the mound were frag-

ments of very large vessels, of coarse

shell-tempered ware, evidently belong-

ing to cooking utensils, many with

loop-handles, calling to mind the great

vessels found by us along the Alabama

Fig. 141.— Part of stone pipe with head of turtle.

Kidge nortli of Mound R. (Full hize.)

river where, however, they had been

,ed fo b
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Several effigies of heads of birds were met witli, including the head of an owl

rnents which had been broken from earthenware, vessels.

Many fragments of excellent black ware were scattered throughout the mound

especially in the northeastern part, where most of the burials were. These frag-

ments presumably belonged to^vessels that had been placed with burials but which

later were broken in the dicrdng and redigging of that part of the mound in which
"^ eJ

they occurred. One sherd of excellent ware and with artistic decoration is shown

in Fig. 142.

A part of a cooking vessel, with a series of small loop-handles below the rim,

lay in the mound.

Fig. 142.—Sherd. Ridge north of Mound E. (Full size.)

made from iiarts of toppThere were found also pottery discs

shaped objects of earthenware, one some

been a toy ladle of pottery ; and part of a disc of pottery not made from a frag

broken
;
part of what seems to h

ment of but directly as an ornament, as is shown b face which is

polished although there is a gradation in thickness between the central part and the

margin. Around the margin are notches, and incised decoration is on one side of

specimen Ther

Two piercing implements of bone, several tines of deer-horn, and various

mussel-shells, one very large {Lampsilis piwpuratiis)^ were in the midden debr

In a mound where had been uch disturbance burial oft dis

placing another, an exact record of the number of burials and form is impos
sible to give. In cases where a burial obviously had been made in a certain wa}
but had undergone partial disturbance, it has been classed by us under its orifina

form. We have designated as aboriginal disturbances such bones as were too muc"

scattered to afford evidence of their original positions. Burials lay from just belo^

surface to a depth, in one instance, of 4 There were in the mound
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Skelotdiis nt full leii-tli on tlio bacly, including two cliildren

—

?>^.

Aboriginal (llsturbances, includinix seven oliildron—15.

Skeleton flexed on the right side— 1.

Skeleton flexed on the lel't side—1.

Skeleton of child. i)artlv Hexed—1.

Bones of infiint— 1.

Decayed bones of child— 1.

IJoiies of cliildroii disturbed by our diu'irers—2.

Bundled burials, including that of a child— 3.

Lone sknll—1.

The vessels of earthenware from this mound will be described in detail.

Vessel No. 1.—This vessel, a broad-mouthed water-bottle_ of highlv-nolishcd,

143), lay I decoration consists of

bol of the four (quarters, the cross, which is here represented by four

gits having conventional finger-nails. I

body of the vessel, scries of fingers pointing upward and downward, and certain

decoration, as shown in diagram in Fig. 144. Designs generally similar

to that on this vessel, b details, were found several

times at Moundville. With Vessel No. 1 were a shell drinking-cup {Fulgur pcr-

versuvi), and Vessels Nos. 2 and 3, respectively, an nndecorated, Itroad-mouthed

water-bottle and a rude bowl bearing in effigy the head of some animal, lookii

inward.

Vessel No. 4.—An undecoratcd water-bottle (Fig. 145) lay at the head of ii

£3

skeleton.

Vessel No. 5.—In the outskirts of the mound, away from human renuilns, was
a large part of a coarse cooking-pot. AVithin this fragment was a beautiful toy-

bowl, 1.5 mch in diameter and 1 inch in height, symmetrically- wrought from a

chocolate-colored, banded stone.

Vessel No. C.—A neat little bowl with inverted rim, having faint, Incised

decoration, found at the head of a skeleton.

Vessel No. 7.—A bowl in fragments, lying near the sknll of a child.

Vessel No. 8.—About two-thirds of a bowl havinsr alarjre. flat handle

of the bowl is missinghorizontally from one side. The opposite part

Vessel No. 9.—A skeleton at full length on the back had charcoal at the feet

and minute fragments of a sheet-copper ornament nearby. At the head was a wide-

mouthed water-bottle (Fig. 146)^ bearing an engraved decoration, one of the most

remarkable it has been our good fortune to encounter. This design, shown in

diagram in Fig. 147, consists of four skulls facing each other in pairs, with two

skeleton arms and heads between them. In addition, two symbols are given, the

meaning of which is entirely beyond our ken. The skulls shoAV the sutures and

* The design has not been strengthened on the vessel, nor has retouching been done on the pho-

tof^raphic negative. A white powder has been rubbed into the lines of the design in order to bring

them out more clearly in the photograph.

Erratum.— 1\\ the second line from the bottom of this page the word " /lear/.* " should be " hands.''
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Fig. 143.—Vessel No. 1. Ridge north of Mound E. (Height 5.75 inches.)

the orbits^ but part of the lower jaw is incorrectly placed^ being portrayed as ex-

tending beyond the occipital part of the skull.

While it is possible that this anatomically incorrect representation of the lower

jaw arose through ignorance, it should be remembered that the aborigines of Mound-
ville were very familiar with the human skeleton, lying exposed^, as it did^ in the

dead-houses and later being a center of interest during the performance of funeral

rites.

Possibly the lower jaw was accentuated by the artists of Mound ville because

of its being regarded as a symbol of importance^ as it was by the Mexicans^ and

perhaps this consensus of opinion arose through '^parallelism of thought."

On the other hand, it seems likely enough that the people of Mound ville, to
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Fig. 144.—Vessel No. 1. Decoration. Eidgc north of Mound R.
(About half size.)

Fio. 145. Vessel No. 4. Ri<lj:<' north of Mound R.
(Diainetcr 7 inches.)

Fig. 146.—Vessel No. 9. Kidge north of Mound R. (Full size.)

29 JOURX. A. N. S, PHILA., VOL. XITI.
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some extent, were directly influenced from Me If were the case, the

misrep of ramus on these skulls would be fa

seek. The M codices are replete with representations of the lower j 5

shown in place in the skull d in the head, and sometimes even d

ed out, as in a diairram, or represented as a receptacle for various obi

alone,

ts. In

manj', if not in all, of the process is exaggerated

being given the form of a hook. Presumably this was done because the artist re-

ded P as a distinctive feature of the lower i d hence

was dete should not ape attention. M H. Newell Wardle, of

Academy of Natural Sciences, to whom we are indebted for many refe

this subject, has called our attention to the point that, presumably, this emph

g of the articular p of J
xp of assthetic

Fig. 147.— Vessel No. 9. Decoration. Eidge north of Mound E. (About half size.)

familiar from the northwest coast of Ame
always placed .picuouslj presentation, though

dorsal fin of the orca

1 majority of cases it

In the same way, the Eg\add be invisible from the view-poi

man eye, when the head is in profile, very much as if the human head conformed

atomically to that of a fish.

So determined was the Mexican artist that the essential attributes of the lower

should not escape attention that jaw, rej^resented in pijaw

skull, still showing the articular processes, although presenting a fi

observ

the

the

3T. A good example of this is shown in Codex M
The codices, however, it must be noted, so far as our o

[T no such

great exaggeration of the articular part of the lower jaw, or perhaps of the whole
ramus, as we find at Moundville, where part of the lower jaw is represented as

extending beyond the occipital part of the skull.

The skeleton fore-arm shown on this vessel
^^^ r

fore-arm shown on this vessel from Moundville, with the radius

and ulna distinctly represented, has a parallel in many figures in the codices. An
' XIII, 3, p. 76.
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interesting exani])U' is irlvcn in Codox
place of tlie slain," shows tlie rihs. vcr
of one upper arm, and of both fore-arm;

of the Mexican fmures of tlie dt-ath-irod

Niittall,' where Mictl;

rtebnr. the bones of b

o f the

riiriouslv I'liouirli. a ]>eculiaritv of i]i(»>l

of the lower arm and the leg, the humerus of the uitner arm and the femur of th

well b out in the fiirure tothigh are shown as double bones also—a feature

which we have referred.

The reader is referred to a few of verv mauv renrcscutations in the codices, of

the lower jaw and of skeletal extremities.'

Fig. 148.—Vessel Xo. 11. Eidge north of Mound R. (Height 5.4 inches.)

Holmes^ shows a death's head design on a vessel from Mississippi.

Vessel No. 10, a small, wide-mouthed water-bottle, laj with the sen

child, with which were two shell beads, each about an inch in len

Vessels Nos. 11 and 12 were together near a few scattered bones,

ie-mouthed water-bottle (Fig. 148), has five depressions on the bod

' p. 78, lower right-haud corner.
* Codex Vaticaiuis B., pp. 75, 76,

Codex Laud, Kiugshoroiigli, II, p. 11.

Codex Borgia, Loubat edition, PJ. XXVI.
Codex Borgia, Ivingsborough, III, pp. 59, 63, 65.

Codex Cospiano, Loubat edition, PI. IX, X, XI.

Codex Tejervarv-Maver, PI. Ill, XXXII.
' Oj). cit, PI. LVI.

D,
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of which is a design probahly representing an arrow and the

a small, undecorated dish of coarse, yellow ware.

Vessel No. 12

Vessel No. 13 is a diminutive, wide-mouthed water-bottle, undecorated

more than 2 inches in height. This bottle, found dissociated from human

bon pit where aboriginal disturbance, no doubt, had separated it from

buri

Vessel N 14 bowl with parts of a water-bottle, badly bed, lay not

immediately associated with bones, though as at least seven burials lay in the pit ii

which the vessel was found, the cause of the separation may well be imagined

W it were fragments of sheet-copper and a shell (Fig. 149)

bearing a bird decoration^ whicb received from a trowel.

Vessel No. 15, a Ayide-moutbed

bottle th scroll d and fo

groups of tbree finger-tips each, pointing

doAvnwardj lay badly crushed at the head

Fig. 149.—Shell gorget. Eidge north of Mound E.

(Full size.)

Fig. 150.—Vessel No. Ida, Eidge north of Mound R
(Diameter 5.5 inches.)

of a skeleton. With this vessel was Vessel No, 15^^ part of a small bowl with four

equidistant protuberances (Fig. 150).

Vessel No. 16, is a broad-mouthed water-bottle in fragments scattered through

a pit^ having the well-known depressions and scroll decoration.

Vessel No, 17^ a broad-mouthed water-bottle (Fig, 151)j found at the head of a

skeleton, bears on opposite sides an engraved design representing an antlered and

givewinged rattlesnake with forked tongue extended. This design 5 Avhich we
diagrammatically in Fig. 152, suggests the winged and crested rattlesnake shown by
Holmes^ as on a vessel from Arkansas, and referred to as " one of the most re-

markable ever obtained from the mounds.^' '^ There can belittle doulit/' says Pro-

fessor Holmes, " that the figures of this design are derived from the mythologic art

of the people.

Vessels Nos, 18, 19, 20.—These vessels, respectively, a small bowl with beaded

>>

margin ; a ]>road-mouthed water-bottle with incised decoration showing five open

hands pointing downward, on each of which is an open eye (Fig. 153) ; and a pot

With four loop-handles, each bearing three small protuberances (Fig. 154), were

present together under the chest of a skeleton.

^ Op. eit., p. 91.

As there had been much disturb-
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Fig, 151.—Vessel No. 17. Kidge north of Mound R. (Height 6 inches.)

ance In the pit in Avliicli these vessels Avere, aiul as disturbed skeletons (of children)

were near at hand^ it is possible that these vessels, originally placed at the head of

a skeleton, owed their final position to the general disturbance that had prevailed in

the pit. Vessel Xo. 20, which had a small perforation somewhat aliove the base,

was found among roots of a tree, and had sustained a fracture of the rim through

their agency. Presumably the perforation on the side is traceable to the same cause.

Fig. 152. Vessel No. 17. Decoration. Kidge north of Mound R, (About half size.)
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.h.'d--4^

Fig. 155.—Vessel Xo. 23. Ridge north of Mound E. (Diameter 6.75 inches.)

Fig. 153.—Yessel No. 19. Ridge north of Mound R.

(Diameter 3.5 inches.)

'^^

^

^ yr

Fig. 154. Vessel Xo. 20. Eidge nortb of Mound E.
(Diameter 6 inches.) Fig. 156.—Vessel No. 24. Eidge uorlli uf Mouna E. (Diameter 4.25 iuclies.)

Vessel No. 21, a wide-mouthed water-bottle with depre d scroll deco
ration, la\ of Burial No. 33, Avith other objects to be descriljcd

^yVessel No. 22, an undecorated, broad-mouthed water-bottle, ]

tered bones of a child.

Vessel No. 23, a pot found in fragments, having notched decoration around the

rim and two loop-handles (Fig. 155). There have been four equidistant projections

on the body of the vessel, one of which belongs on a part not recovered by us. The
ware of this vessel, black and polished, is superior to that usually found in Mound-
ville vessels of its shape.
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Vessel No. 24, a I moutliod watcr-bottlo with two inoist-il desipis rei)re-

d tails of wotul-iicckors. in nairs ( Fiir. 150V
A esscl No. 25, an uiidecoratiMl vessel, lionelesslv cru.'^hed

Vessel No. 20. a wide-mouthed watei-1)ott1

lO o 8

107^ heariii!! tlie incised

Vessel No. 27, an interesting watcr-hottle. of whieh a part onlv was recovered :

the remainder lias1)GCii restorod. TI

diay:ram in Fiir, 1

Vessel Xo. 28, an undocoratod
c

N 9, a small, rnd f

cmains of

lyiiiLT. as nsnal, near a skull.
^^ r

ware, liavimr a lijon-liandlo on ont

Fig. 157.—Vessel Xo. 26. Ridge north of Mound R. (Diameter 5.25 inches.)

Ftg. 153. —Vessel No. 26. Deconition, Ridge north of Mound R, (About half size.)
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Fig. 159.— V^essel No. 27. Decoration. EidKe north of Mound E. (About half size.)

Vessel No. 30 consists of tlie lower part of a water-ljottle, found in a pit near

disturbed human remains (Fig. 160). The decoration, which is most interesting,

represents the head, tail and wings of an antlered and winged rattlesnake, as

shown in diagram in Fig. 161. With this vessel was part of an undecorated bowl.

Vessel No. 31, exact details as to the finding of which are not in our field notes,

is a broad-mouthed water-bottle with the incised meander decoration shown in

Fig. 162

ption of earthenware, but fcAv had been deposited withWith the exci

the dead in this low mound ; but such as were placed there fully made up in quality

for the deficiency in number.

In the outskirts of the mound lay a skeleton extended on the back, having

the skull part of a polished ^'^celt" and de mauh probably of diorite

Fig. 160.—Vessel No. 30. Eidge north of Mound E, (Diameter 5 inches.)
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FiCr. 161.—Vessel No. 30. Decoration. Ridge north of Mound R. (About half size.)

13 inches in Icniilh, sliattered blows at one end, having a eliallow. ench'cling

groove, where it had been fastened to a handle^ somewhat more than lialf-way above

the heavier end.

With bits of femur and fragments of other decaying bones was a rude, un-

decorated smoking-plpe of coarse ware and of ordinary type.

In a grave-pit was a skeleton at full lengtli on tlie back, above disturlK^d bones

of a child. Near these remains were shell beads, a shell gorget having a cross

within a circle and a scalloped margin on one side (Fig. 163), and fragments of sheet-

copper On the vertex of the skull of the adult were two beads of wood overlaid

Wh

k

"- -

w

^f

mask

p"*

•f^^T%; 7 ^
^

Fig. 163.-~Shell porget. Ridge north

of Mound R. (P^iU size.)

Fig. 162.—Vessel No. 31. Ridge north of Mound R. (Height 5.75 inches.)

Fig. 164.—Copper fish-hook.
Ridge north of Mound R. (Full size.)

30 JOURN. A. X. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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#

Fig. 165.—Effigy-pipe of limestone. Eidge north of Mound E. (Full size.)
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Fig. 166.—Effigy-pipe of limestone. Side view. Eidge north of Mound E. (Length 5.75 inches.)
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Fig. 167.—Stone vessel. Ridge nortL of Mound E. (About half size.)

til sheet-copper, each somewhat less than an inch in diamete

stained green from contact with the metal. Nearby, in th

Part of the skull

^

fish-hook (Fig. 164), unbarbed, but grooved We believe this to be

\y fish-hook of copper ever discovered in southern United St

Di nder the head of a disturbed skeleton was a disc of

o 5.5 diameter notched c having a of

paint on one side and a quantity of red pi

twplvp Rnhcrical shell beads each about .6

With the d

(liameter.
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\.

%-

Fig. 168.—Stone vessel. Duck's bead, side view. (Slightly under full size.)

on

On the chest of a partly disturbed skeleton were fragments of a shell gorget.

In a pit, 1 7 inches from the surface^ were the remains of a skeleton of an adult,

s backj the part extending from about half-way down the trunk having been
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Fig. 169.—Stone vessel. Duck's head, front view. (Slightly under full size.)

off in making space for At tlie sk \

of an undecorated vessel, and bits of sheet-copper *s^- bead

these, immediately tlie sk fTiL^v-pipe of

No. 21.

. With

possibly
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phosphate rock, doubtless representing a panther, since neither the wolf nor the

hear, the only frequenting the neighborhood of Mound

in the past, assumes the crouching position shown by the effigy. This pipe, shown

in two positions (Figs. 165, 166), is 4.2 inches in height and 5.75 inches from end of

snout to tip of tail. Traces of carbonized tobacco or of some other herb, remain

in the bowl.

Alongside this pipe and projecting beyond it, was what seemed to be a sharp

fragment of stone. This fragment, when taken from its position, proved to be part

of the rim of a large bowl, from which projected upward a beautifully-carved

arching neck and head of a crested duck, evidently the drake of the woodduck. Part

of the crest is missing. Some distance away, in the same pit, lying on its side just

below the surface of the ground, as if it had been removed at the time the skeleton,

with which part of it remained, was cut off, was the rest of the bowl to which the

duck-head belonged. On the side of the bowl opposite the head is the conventional
r

tail usually found On vessels of earthenware on which a head is represented. The

vessel, the parts of which have been reunited, is 11.5 inches in maximum height.

The height of the bowl proper is 6.8 inches; its diameter is 11.75 inches. The

thickness of the rim, which varies slightly, ranges between .25 and .3 of one inch.

On the head and neck of the duck, on the conventional tail and on the body of the

vessel, is incised decoration executed with wonderful accuracy, all things being con-

sidered. This triumph of aboriginal endeavor, the "Portland vase" of prehistoric

art in the United States, is shown in Fig. 167 ; the head of the duck is represented

in three positions in Figs. 168, 169, 170; the decoration on the back of the neck

and head is shown in dia2:ram in Fiir. 171.

The missing part of the crest of the duck was vainly sought by five men^ who^

for several hours, passed between their fingers all material that had been thrown

from the excavation—the clayey nature of the soil unfortunately precluding the

use of sieves. Presumably the blow that broke the head from the rest of the bowl^

struck the crest also, shivering parts to small fragments.

When this vessel was found we knew it to be the result of nmch labor, altliough

we supposed it to be of soft stone—slate presumaldy. Examination, however, showed

the material to be of far greater hardness than characterizes slate. Naturally, the

vessel has not been mutilated for exact determination of its material^ which, how-

ever, probably has been arrived at with a reason aljle degree of certain t}^ We have

referred to a maul found in the low mound from wdiich this vessel came. Not far

away, a member of our party picked up a fragment of what had been a polished

bowl of stone of a])Out the thickness of the duck-bowd, and, as indicated by its cur-

vature, probably of about the same size. This fragment, a part of the maul,

and the vessel found by us, w^ere submitted to Dr. E. Goldsmith, w^ho, by minor

tests, decided that all three w ere of the same stone, and named the group from which

they came.

Complete quantitative analyses by Dr. H. F. Keller, of part of the maul and of

a portion of the fragment of the stone vessel showed them to be practically of the
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m

Fig. 170.—Stone yessel. Duck's bead, back view. (About full size.)

Fig. l7l.—Stone vessel. Decoration on head
and neck of duck. (About balfsize.)

dof of these analyses, and two slides for

one made from each of the same two specimens, were submitted to Prof George P.

Merrill, Head Curator of Geology, United States National ^Museum, who kindly had

consented to investigate the matter. Professor Merrill writes :

4

•^^I find on examination that the rock is so highly- altered that its original

mineral composition cannot be determined with any degree of accuracv-

From fiir as it has been nrcserved d
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process of alteration, and a consideration of the chemical composition, as given in

your analyses, I am inclined to regard the stone as a diorite. This, however, must

be accepted with a certain amount of allowance, for the reasons before stated."

With a reasonable degree of certainty, then, we can pronounce the vessel from

the low mound north of Mound R to be of diorite, a rock so hard that the making

of the bowl by aboriginal methods must have been a task indeed.

We are indebted to Mr. James A. Anderson, whose kindness we have ac-

knowledged before in this report, for a geological map of Alabama, made by Prof.

E. A. Smith, State Geologist. It is seen by this map that the middle eastern part

of the State is, geologically, of igneous and metamorphic rocks, so that the vessel

or the material to make it, as the case may be, had, of necessity, no great distance

to come.

Field West of Mound R.

west of Mound R is a cultivated field having considerable slope

A tree of recent growth in this field has some of its roots about a footpi

Immediately

showingabove the present surrounding level, thus

prolonged cultivation must liave wrought at Mound
destruct

1*

Considerable digging was done in this fields and several burials were met with

addition to a number of disturbed bones.

A skeleton at full length on the back, lying just below the surface, had, at the

V-

^
» .

.^

-,^m
«

y

W/.V'

If

Fig. 17;^.—Vessel No. 1. Field west of Mound R
(Diameter 5 inches.)

Fig. 173 Vessel No. 2. Field west of Muuiul li.

(Diameter 3.75 inches.)
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knees, a smokincr-pipc of coarse ware and fra'nuciits of

head of jasper nearby. Under tlic logs were several small IraLnuents of slieet-

copper. At the feet were 103 pcbl.le? and parts of Vf

jasper ads of iasDcr. moi
and one drill of the same material. At the left knee was Vessel No. 1 . a rnd

w\ater-hottle of coarse, yellow ware, with tliree large, hollow fet't (FiL^ 172). Pari

of the body of this vesstl. which had ]»een carried away by the pluiigh, has l>een

restored. At the skull was Vessel No. 2 (Fig. 178), which, by an unfortunate })low

from a plough, has lost its nppcr part. The det-oration is a repetition of the o[)en

hand with the open eye upon it.

A handsome piercing implement of bone, G inches long, highly polished, with

three notches at each of two sides of the blunt end, lay apart from human remains.

A fnll-length skeleton, on the back, had at the neck a quantity of beads made
from portions cut from thick parts of mussel-shells, where the muscular attachment

is. These nacreous beads nuist have presented an attractive appearance in their

time.

A skeleton, also at full length, whose interment had cut through another

skeleton, had shell beads at the wrist.
X

A smallj thin disc of limoiiitej with luanj scratches on each ^nle^ and a small

stone chisel with double cutting edge, lay sipart from human remaiii?^.

MouxD S.

Mound S. a small remnant of

•J

Mound T.

Mound T, apparently another small remnant within the (Mrde, wns thoroughly

dug into hj us with no result except the discovery of part of a disturbed skeh^ton

just under the surface.

c

Here ends the account in detail of our digiring at Mouiidville. Let us now

consider the question of domiciliary mounds. In much of our work at Moundville,

and all alone: the Black "Warrior river, for that matter, we have assumed that 1

mounds with flat summit plateaus were built by the aborigines for purposes o

than that of sepulture. Noav let us see on what grounds this assumption was b;i

As we have to do with southern mounds, we need go no farther for data than

own field of exploration in the South.

The mound on Little Island,^ South Carolina, elliptical in outline, 11 feet to 14

feet in height, was about 100 feet by 150 feet in basal diameter. The summit

excavation in the central part of the momid,

our

plateau w\as 38 feet by 61 feet. An excavation in the central part (

about 45 feet by 55 feet, to the base, was made by us. One superficial burial a

met with, and also the bones of an infant under a house of clay and wattle, wh

1 <(Certain Aboriginal Mounds of the Coast of .Sr>utli Carolina," Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. of Phi la.,

Vol. XI.

31 JOUEX. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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was found on the base of the mound. Evidently this mound was not built for

burial purposes.

On St. Helena Island^ South Carolina., is a mound, about 13 feet in height,

known as Indian Hill. In shape it is approximately a truncated cone with basal

diameters of 138 and 129 feet. The summit plateau, about circular, is 62 feet

across. A trench 18 feet wide at first, later contracted to 15 feet, was dug along the

base to its central part. Four distinct stages of occupancy were met with, but no

burials.

The Shields mound,^ near the mouth of St. Johns river, Florida, has a height

of 18 feet. Its base, excluding a graded way, is about 214 feet square. Its summit

plateau is 115 feet by 133 feet.

Excavations around tlie base of this mound yielded burials that appeared to

have been rather recent, and having no artifacts with them.

Next the entire eastern slope of the mound was dug away, and, in addition, 10

feet of the eastern end of the body of the mound, under the summit plateau. This

digging, which was done along the base of the mound, was extended inward 27 feet

in a trench 175 feet broad. Then the trench, reduced to a breadth of 115 feet, was

carried in 21 feet fVirtlier. The mound sliowcd various periods of occupancy but

no burials were found at a depth of more than 3 feet from the surface.

Next, all that remained of the summit plateau was dug through at a depth of

from 6 to 8 feet. Human remains, reduced almost to dust in many cases, were

found in abundance, all within 4 feet of the surface, with four exceptions, which

were 6 feet down. Here we have a domiciliary mound with superficial burials.

Near St. Johns Landing,^ on St. Johns river, was a mound, circular in outline,

7.5 feet in height. Its basal diameter was 95 feet; its summit plateau was GO feet

across. Twenty-one men, working five days, levelled it to the base. With the ex-

ception of two burials near the surface, no human remains Avere met with. Assuredly,

this mound was not intended for burial purposes.

Near Walton's Camp,^ Santa Rosa county, Florida, is a mound about 12 feet in

height. The basal diameters are 178 feet by 223 feet; those of the summit plateau,

135 feet by 179 feet. A great amount of digging in this mound showed it to have
been used as a place of domicile and to have been heightened and increased in

extent at different periods. Only superficial burials were found in it.

It was on account of the results obtained in the foregoing mounds, and in a

number of others not particularly noted here, that we assumed the mounds of Mound-
ville, on account of their size and shape, to have been built for a purpose, or for

purposes, other than those of burial, a conclusion, we think, borne out Ijy the result

of our work in Mound C and in Mound L. Of course, it is possible that certain of

the mounds there were built by stages, and that burials were made from the

' "Certain River Mounds of Duval County, Florida," Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. of Phila., Vol. X.
' "Certain Sand Mounds of the St. Johns River, Florida," Part II, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. of

Phila., Vol. X.
» "Certain Aboriginal Remains of the Northwest Florida Coast," Part I, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci.

of Phila., Vol. XI.
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various levols of occupancy, as was shown to have occurred in Mound C. But oven
if such were the case, and to determine this would be a stupendout^ work, tlie

character of tlie mounds would remain the same.

Mouxi) IX MouxDviLLE, IIai.t- County.

In the town of Moundville, in front of the dwelling of Mr. J. A. Elliott, in

pine woods, is a much-spread, circular mound of sand, ahout 8 feet in hei'Hit.

Thirteen trial-liole.s iM-odnocd no noslflvo rf»siilt

Mouxi) Near McCowix's Bi riF, Tuscaloosa County.

This mound, ahout feet in height, in sight from the river, has been oblong,

but at present its corners and sides have been greatly rounded by cultivation. AVe

w^ere unable to obtain permission to investigate this mound ; however, a small exca-

vation, made by us in the central part of the plateau, showed the mound, at that

place, to be of hard clay and very unlike domiciliary mounds in which burials have

been made.

Mouxi) NEAR R. II. FosTKK Laxdixg, Tuscaloosa Couxty.

At this landing is a plantation, belonging to Miss Florence II. Foster, of Sylvan,

Alabama, on which is a mound almost obliterated by cultivation. That wliich re-

mains was dug into at a niiuil>or of places by us, but no ?^ign of linnian l)onos or of
r

artifacts AA^as encountered.

Parts of surrounding fields show traces of aboriginal occupancy. Though many
holes were dug l)y us to undisturbed soil, but one burial |)it was revealed. In this

grave-pit were two skeletons at full length lying on their l^acks^ one 2 feet below

the surface^ the other 3 feet. No artifacts were Avith thenu

MouxD NEAR Jones' Ferry Landing, Tuscaloosa County.
L

This mound, about one mile in a northerly direction from the landir

tivated field not far from the water, had been largely ploughed away. Fragments

of pottery and a human tooth lay on the surfiice. As the field from which the

mound rises is subject to overflow and consequent wash, no excavation was permitted.

MouxD near Hill's Gix Landing, Tuscaloosa County.

This mound, in a northerly direction from the landing, near the river, on

property of Dr. T. M. Leatherwood, of Tuscaloosa, is G feet 8 inches high. Its

lenirth east and west is 183 feet; its breadth north and south is 100 feet. Its

nit plateau is 91 feet by 69 feet in corresponding directions. Thirteen trial-

; Yielded neither human bone nor artifact.

n
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Cemetery below Foster's Ferry Landbridge, Tuscaloosa County.

Reports are current that human bones have been found at this place in th

tivation of the fields, and that vessels of earthenware have been laid ba by

fr Certain Museum of the University of Alabama, near Tus

ae from Foster's Ferry, but we are informed by Mr
Anderson, who is irreatlv interested that

and that data as to the exact locality whence they came

obtained

no-. Con-

iderable digginc^ was done by place, in spots pointed out by residents

g furnished evidence in the past of being places of burial, but neither bones

tifacts were met with by us.

h or washed away by freshet

Presumably former had been ploughed

There is a remnant of a mound on th

bank

Cemete ABOVE i Ferry Lan Tu Countt

A short distance above the landbridge, on the eastern side of the river, is ao

plantation where, it is said, abori has been found and wh agent,

mounds, saw much broken pottery on the surface. We were not per

mitted to dio: here, the owner fearing ill eifect from loosened ground at the comin

of another freshet.

o

There are other localities along the Black Warrior river below Tuscaloo

whei'e the finding of aborlghial earthenware has been reported, but permission

dig was not forthcoming, the owners fearing injury to the property in flood-time.

The reader will note that along the Black W
Allwith the Tombigbee, and Tuscaloosa, no burial mound was met with by us.

aboriginal interments were in graves. The occasional use of the summit plateau of

domiciliary mound metery by aboriiiines, formo pt this

rule
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CERTAIN ABORIGINAL REMAINS OF THE LOWER TOMBIGBEE RIVER.

By Clarence B. Moore.

As the reader is aware^, tlie Tombigbee and Alabama rivers unite to form the

Mobile river about forty-five miles^ by water, above the citj^ of Mobile, Alabama.

The Mobile river and the Alabama Avere investigated by us daring the season

of 1899. 1

During the summer of 1900, Mr. J. S. Raybon, captain of the steamer from

which our mound work is done, started with a companion at Columbus, Miss,, the

present head of navigation, and continued down the little Tombigbee river, as the

upper part of the Tombigbee before its union with the Black Warrior, near De-

mopolis, is sometimes called, and down the Tombigbee river to its junction Avith the

Alabama. In this way were located a great number of mounds, the owners of which

almost unanimously accorded us permission to dig.

Part of the winter of 1901 was devoted by us to a careful examination of

the Little Tombigbee river between Columbus, Miss., and Demopolis, Ala., 149

miles by water. In addition^ the upper 29 miles of the Tombigbee river, from De-

mopolis to Bickley's Landing, were investigated.^ This left unexplored by us 156

ndles by water between Bickley's Landing and the junction of the Tombigbee with
V

the Alabama. It is with these 156 miles that this account of part of our work of

the season of 1905 has to do. Instead of going downstream, however, as we did

in 1901, this season we went up

ended before.

the Tombigbee to the place where our av ork had

The warm thanks of the Academy are tendered all owners of mounds and camp
sites on the Tombigbee river, who so courteously placed their property at its disposal.

Mounds and Camp Sites Investigated.

Mound near the Cut-off, Clarke County.

Mound at Hooks' Plantation, Clarke County.

Mounds at Three Rivers Landing, Washington Count}^ (4).

Mound at Payne's Woodyard, Clarke County.

Mound near Carney's Bluff, Clarke County (2).

Mound near Gaines' Land n? Washington Countv

Mound near Bolan's Woodyard, Washington County.

^ ** Certain Aboriginal Remains of the Alabama River," Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. of Phila., Vol. XI,
^ " Certain Aboriginal Remains of the Tombigbee River," Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. of Phila.,Vol. XI
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Mounds nonr Jnoksjoii, Clarko Couiitv (2).
I

ds at Jackson Landing, Clarko County
Mound in Kimbcirs Field, Clarko Coi

Mound opnoslto lVa\ov's Landini'\ AV

no crook, AVasliington County.

Mound near Malono's (Jin, Clarke Countv.

Mound near T>a>:s' Landinir, Clioctaw Countv.

Mound at Cox's Landiiur. Clarko Countv.

Dwelling Site at Thornton's F^pp'r Landing. Clarke County.

Mound near Powers Landing, Choctaw County.

Mound near Noble's Gin, Clarke County.

Mound below Bashi creek, Clarke Countv.

Mound near T?ashi (*reek, Clarke Countv.

Mound on the AVatters' Plantation^ Marengo County.

Mound below Horse creek, Maren^jfo Countv.

Mounds below Beaver creek. Marengo County (4).

Mounds near mouth of Beaver creek, Marengo County (14).

Mounds near Breckenridge Landing, Marengo County (40 to 50)

Mounds near Steiner s Landing, Choctaw County (3).

^ Landing, Marengo County (31)

MOUXD NKAR TUK CuT-OFF, ClAIMvE CoUNTV.

The Cut-off is a narrow water-Avay between the Alabama and Tombiii1)ee rivers,

1^3 The mound, on proi

Mr. C. G. Foote, of Calvert, Alal)aina, is in fbi<*k swain[), about 150 yards from th(^

southern side of the Cut-off, and approximately three-quarters of a mile from the

Tombigbee river. The mound is comjjosed of a mixture of clay, sand, and loam.

Its height is 5 feet 4 incln^s; its basal diameter, 02 feet. As it was not deemed

ad g to its use as a nhu^e of refi

times of high water, thirteen excavations, each about 3 feet square, were made in

it to the base.

In one excavation was a small bunched burial consisting of a skull Avith its

lower jaw, one clavicle, one bit of pelvis, one scapula, three cervical vertebrae, and

several foot-bones.

Nine inches from the surface was a sirinll layer of fragments of calcined, human

bones, including parts of a skull. Directly beneath this layer was a pile of unburnt

bones, with two crania, accompanying which was; a hone of ferruginous sandstone.

Dissociated in this mound were a few pot-sherds, one shell-tempered, several without

shell-tempering. Certain sherds, of excellent ware, bore incised decoration.

MouxD ON Hooks' Plantatiox, Clarke County.

Hooks' plantation, the property of Mr. A. F. Hooks, of Mcintosh Bluff, Ala.,

is about two miles above Mcintosh Landing, Ijut on the eastern side of tlie river.
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The mound, which resembles a natural ridge and probably was an elevation made

by wash of water in flood-time, to which, perhaps, an amount of sandy clay had

been added at one end by the aborigines, is in the swamp about one hundred yards

in a southeasterly direction from the landing. No measurements were taken, as we
found it impossible to distinguish between the artificial and the natural, but 2 feet

closely approximates the maximum height. As this mound serves as a refuge for

cattle during high water, it was not completely leveled, though a large part of it

was dug through.

Fourteen inches down was a skull in fragments, like all others found in the

mound. Near it were two bits of bone.

Beginning one foot from the surface was a layer of bones, of irregular outline,

20 inches by 30 inches in maximum diameters, including four skulls, one belonging

to a child. The average thickness of this layer was somewhat less than that of the

skulls it contained.

Near the deposit just described was a bunched burial, including one skull.

Fragments of a long-bone lay about 8 inches below the surface.

Six inches down was the lower part of a bowl of inferior ware, in fragments,

resting on its base. This remaining part had a depth of eight inches. On the

bottom lay an astragalus of an adult. Above this bone was a pile of fragments rep-

resenting part of another vessel. Presumably the ground had been under cultivation

in former times, and all these fragments were remains of an enclosing bowl and its

surmounting, inverted vessel. In all probability most of the bones included in this

urn-burial had been carried away by the plough which broke the vessels.

In another part of the mound was the base of a large bowl, probably all that

remained of an urn-burial.

Ten inches from the surface was a flat mass of hematite, about the size of a

fist, in a small pocket of charcoal. Several nails and one spike of iron lay together

apart from the interments.

With the smaller bunched burial, to which reference has been made, were glass

beads. With the larger burials were glass beads ; four beads of sheet-copper or

sheet-brass, corroded through and through; an object of glass resembling the stem

of a wine-glass with the base broken away; and four Romanist medals of saints,

certain of which had been wrapped in matting, parts of which remained. Three

of these medals had '^^ eyes," or small, circular attachments for suspension. The
"eye" belonging to the fourth medal, broken off, had been substituted by a small

hole. The unappreciative savage, however, had placed this hole at the lower side

of the medal, so that the saints hung upside down when the medal was suspended.

Mounds neak Three Rivers Landing, Washington County.
L

These mounds, four in number, in sight one of another, on property of Mr
James B. Slade, of Slade's, Alabama, are about two hundred yards in a SSW
direction from the landing. It is said positively that these mounds, in common witl

the surrounding territory, have been under cultivation in the past, a report boriK

out by their extended appearance.
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b

The northernmost mound, of clear. voUow .<;uh1, yielded no return siivc half
nier-stone" wrought from a clayey material. Two holes show where the par

le ornament had been hushed to'^Hher with the aid of similar nerforations in tln me
missing half.

The second mouiidj 18 inehes high and 35 feet in basal diameter, sin-mcd to

have been built for domiciliary purposes. It was composed of sandy loam, alnui^t

black, having a sprinkling of shells, mostly broken, one kind lu'ing a frt'sh-watvr

mussel {Quadrula trapezoides). Certain of the shells are calcined. 'IMie dark sand,

discolored by admixture of organic matter, was found to a depth of 30 inches, or

one foot more than the height of the mound. This does not imply, however, that

work had been done by the aborigines beUnv the original surface of the ground, but

rather that sand and leaf-mould had gathered on the geiu-ral level around tlie mound
fter its dondciliarj' m

blackened earth, shells, deer-bones, and other debris, had in one part a local la^er

of clear, yellow sand, wdiich had been cut through, here and there, for burials phiced

below it. The mound, then, had been used as a burial nu)nnd after its completion

or during the last stage of its occupancy. The mound was ctmipletely leveled by U8.

Apart from human remains, were: hannner-stones
;
pebble-hammers; pebl^les,

wdiole and broken ; hones of ferruginous sandstone ; several tines of staghorn ; a

e carnivore; part of a bone needle with an eye; a number of

broken arrowheads or knives; eiirht laiicelieads, arrowheads, and knives, three of

chert^ five of quartzitej some variogatod ; varioiLs frairinents of cartliciiwaro^ some

shell-tempered, others not, none showing any novcltj in design.

Two feet nine inches down, apart from human remains, was an inlcresting de-

posit of eight leaf-shaped implements of (piarf/ItCj each aljout 2.5 inclu^s and 4.5

inches in maximum diameters, neatly piled one upon another.

AVhile the burials in this mound were not marginal, neither were they entirely

central, though all maj' be said to liave been in the body of the mound. The con-

dition of the bones, while far from irood, was better than is the case in many mounds,
c-j

owing, perhaps, to infiltration of lime salts from the shells. Two skulls with their

mandibles Avere saved in fair condition. Each shows marks of cranial compression

on the frontal part, as did each skull in this mound, not too badly crushed to allow

determination. One of the two skulls, that of an adolescent, showed, in addition
L

to the effect of frontal compression, a longitudinal groove along the middle line of

the skull. The two crania, the only ones found by us in a condition to pres(M-ve

durin*'- our entire season's work, were sent by us to the United States National

Museum at ^Washington.

Eighteen inches from the surface, below a space cut through the local layer of

sand, of which mention has been made, was a bunched burial consisting of Inaies of

an adult and of a child.

Fifteen inches ])elow the surface lay a bunched burial with one cranium, and,

at about the same depth, some distance away, was a bunch of bones with two crania.

With the latter burial were a number of glass beads.

3-2 JOUEN. A. N. S. PUILA., VOL. XIII.
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A skeleton at full length on the back lay 1 foot 10 inches from the surface.

The cranium was one of the two to which reference has been made.

In a iirave 3 feet 5 inches deep, made by cutting tlirough the local layer of

3'ellow sand, and extending below the base of the mound, lay a skeleton at full length

on the back, in anatomical order up to the upper dorsal region. The uppermost

dorsal, and the cervical, vertebrai were in disorder. Just beyond them were the

i-ight clavicle and the manubrium. The skull, the left clavicle, both scapulae, and

both humeri were missing. The radii and ulnae and all the finger bones were in

place, as were most of the ribs. The head and neck of the right femur and the cor-

responding acetabidum, which showed a pathological condition, have been sent by

us to the Army Medical Museum at "Washington.

Two feet six inches from the surftice was a skeleton at full length on the back,

having all bones present except the calvarium. The atlas was turned over back

by the removal of part of

The skeleton of a child, flexed on the right side fi

surface.

The skeletons of two children, side by side, each flexed on the left side, lay 2

feet 3 inches down.

In a grave which had been cut through the local layer of yellow sand, 20 inches

from the surface, was the skeleton of a child, partly flexed on the left side.

About the same depth in another part of the mound was the complete skeleton

of an adult, lying at full length on the back.

A skeleton, also at full length on the back, had a skull showing marked frontal

flattening, one of the two sent to the Army Medical Museum.

There were also in this mound : a bunched burial with one skull ; a lone cal-

varium
;

part of a skeleton without a cranium, parts in order, others not ; the

skeleton of an adolescent, in order to the lumbar region but disarranged above.

But a few inches below the surface was the body of a large bowl, of coarse,

shell-tempered ware, with rough, incised and punctate decoration. In this large

fragment, from which the rim was entirely missing, were ten human vertebra?, a

sternum, one clavicle, one scapula, and certain ribs. Obviously the upper part of

this bowl had been wrecked by contact with a plough, and possibly, at the same

time, an inverted bowl, serving as a cover, and perhaps some of the bones, may have

been carried awav. We have found numerous urn-burials in this condition in

Geoma and alonsr the Alabama river.

Thirty inches from the surface lay a skeleton at full length on the back. The

left arm was parallel with the body ; the right forearm was flexed upward, the hand

resting on the shoulder. The skull lay on its vertex, the face turned from the rest

of the skeleton. Three cervical vertebrae lay beside the skull; the mandible and

one clavicle lay a little beyond it. Presumably in removing the skeleton from the

dead-house after the flesh had decayed, the skeleton being held together by ligaments,

the skull and certain neighboring parts had become detached and had been care-

lessly replaced. Near the neck were many glass beads and two barrel-shaped ones
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of shell. By the .skull were two lU'atly-mado shell liair-[tnis, mow pointed than Is

usually tlie ease. Inverted on the hase of thf^ skull, coveiMug Imt part of it, like a

cap, as shown in Fig. 1. was an imperforate bowl of common shell-tempered ware,

undecorated save for f<^nr small, equidistant projeetions at the rim. The monsurr-

ments^ of this bowl are : maximum dianu'ti^r, 0.5 Inches; diamttcr of op<'nIng, 5.5

inches; heiii'ht, 4 inches.

Jn a recent paper^ mention was made of what mi^jht 1)e called a form of urn-

burial that had been noted in New Mexico and Ari/ona. where tlu^ skull. Ivinir with

its skeleton^ was covered by an inverted bowl. In the early part of the present

Fig. 1.—Burial. Mi>uml near Three Rivers landing.

season (1905) we found in a mound to the north of Mo1)ile bay^ Alabama, just such

a burial, the skull bein^ entirelv covered bv a curiously decorated bowd. Unfor-

tunatelj we found no repetition of this form of burial cither on Mobile haj' or on

Mississippi sound, as may be noted in the report which follows this one. This dis-

covery, on the Tonibigl)ee river, of a bowl inverted on a skull, though not covering

it, may be regarded as additional evidence that the custom of placing bowls over

skulls^ with their skeletons, occasionallj- was practised farther east than has hitherto

been reported.

The third mound in order, on the edge of the bluff, originallj^ circular in out-

line, had a small part washed away. Its height was 2 feet 2 inches ; the basal

^ All measurements of earthen ware in this report are approximate only.

^ "xVhoriginal Uru-burial in the United States," b}- Clarence B. Moore, American Anthropolo-

gist, Oct.-Dec.° 1904.
^ The reader will not confuse this custom with a well-known form of urn-burial practised along

the northwestern Florida coast, where inverted bowls were placed over isolate*! skulls or skulls accont-

panied by a few bones only.
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diameter, 50 feet. More tliaii tliree-qiiarters of the original area of the mound

du or awaj being left but portions around

was sand with admixture of loam S
i^

of form as a

The ma
f abode

wanting.

Apart from human remains, together, were sixteen pebbles or parts of pebljles,

a hone, and near these a lamp of hematite. Elsewhere in the mound^ away from

burials, were : a circular stone, about 4 inches in diameter, pitted on each side ; a

mass of ferruginous sandstone, which probably had been used as a hammer j four

arrowheads or knives, some of chert, some of quartzite; a sharp flake of chert;

several pebbles ; a few bits of earthenware.

Human remains in this mound were badly decayed. There were present in the

mound what was left of twenty-two crania, exclusive of those of children. Three

of these showed frontal compression and six did not. Thirteen skulls were too

badly decayed to allow determination. One of the skulls with anterior flattening

had, in addition, a longitudinal groove of the kind noted in the preceding mound.

As exact description of all burials in this mound would be wearisome to the

reader, only those of especial interest will be noted in detail. There were present

in the mound burials in fourteen places.

•
- \

^-

FiG. 2.—Decoration on part of vessel. Mound near Three Rivers Landing. (About half size.)

Seven inches down was a large pile of long-bones carefully placed parallel one

to another. This pile, which represented several individuals, possibly five or six,

slanted upward somewhat. Farther in the mound, in contact with the pile, were
F

one skull, a pelvis^ vertebr^; ribs, and a fcAV other bones. On and above the upper

part of the mass of long-bones were many fragments of what seemingly had been
1-4

part of a large vessel of ware shell-tempered in places as if the powdered shell had

been unevenly distributed. But little of the rim remained. The decoration, in-

cised, probably consisted of a repetition of two symbols, one being a paw or perhaps

an open hand (Fig. 2), and the other a leg.
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Tl inclu's fi face f piirallcl k)ii'r-)'unc?.

consisting: of seven liunu-ii, .six radii, six ulna*, seven femurs, seven tiltia\ and
fib 111 a\ At one end of tliis

With its rim S inches h

f;

foration, was a bowl of infc

S^

T \ t < .<c 1

of

5 Inches; its heiglit, S In the sand which filled

for, p
b

of a yonnir infant. Here we have an urn-burial wllluait a coveiiu'^

•osumably. had a plouiih struck an uiiikt vossi'L 11m* rim of llif oiu*

I lediatclv iiiultT (liis uni-burial was a
bunched burial oousistiug of bones belonging to t^^o adult?. V
tion was accidental.

The fourth and soutliernuiost mound was the smallest of all. Eight holcF,

carried below tlie base, showed it to be of yellow sand. The only object found was
part of a human skull.

Mound neah Payne's Woodyakd, Ceakke CorNTY,

This little mound, circular in basal outline, about 200 yards WNAV. from the

landing, on property of Mr. JefTerson Bush, living nearby, had a height of 4 feet,

and a diameter of 40 feet. It was coTuphtely dug down by us with tlie exception

ft
of parts around two trees. The composition of this mound was interesting, it bcin

one of the class found in this region and spoken of as "rock-mounds" by the in-

habitants. It was composed of sancl with a small adnuxturc of clay, and contained

a great number of masses of ferruginous sandstone placed t<»gethor in various parts.

These masses Avere often of irregular shapo^ but someti?m*s were triangular, oblong,

or rough 1}^ circular, some no larger than the head of a child, others possibly seventy-

five pounds in weight.

;

Ji

I

-^ *

^
m^

Fig. 3.—Vessel of earthenware. Mound near Payne's

Wood jard. (Diameter 3.25 inches.)

Fig. 4, Vessel of earthenware. Mound utar Payne's Woodyard.
(Diameter 6.5 inches.)

1
m
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Apart from human remains, in various parts of the mound, we

f a shape well suited for pebble-hammers, but showing no mark of

f similar form lay along the river

entally introduced.

bank, those in the mound
As pebbl

i been ac(

Singh- and apart from human remains was an imperforate bo^^

punctate decoration (Fig. 3) Al fr 1 of pe

two quarts capacity, of fairly good ware and highly polished (Fig. 4). The rim

show On it and es of a deco

hich at first glance one might think were made by a roulette, or notched

of a kind fisjured and
V ^

ibed by Hoi .1 but on examination it mav be

seen that these punctate markings are at irreguhir distances apart. Tt be

1
that as ted imDlemen d d the vessel, th

impress of the point made up the clay. Around the body of

hich has a mortuary perforation of the base, is a single, incised line.

There were also in this mound single fragments of vessels and parts of ve

in fraiAinents. some undecorated

with the interestinir, incised decora-

tion shown in Fig. 5.

One vessel, of which but com-

paratively small fragmen

found, had been decorated in red

were

pi the outsid on part

of the outside, and red pigment with

d decoration ly All

found by us in th

moun from the part

some near the margin, some far

t

Fig. 5.—Fragment of earthenware vessel. Mound near Payne's
Woodyard. (Height 4.4 inches.)

uSj consisting

the surface.

of three fragments of a femur

ther in.

A smallj rude cutting implement

of chert lay in the sand.

Toward the center of the

mound the grouping of masses of

rock Avas more marked. Among
these Avas the first burial found by

and part of an ulna^ 30 inches from

Ahnost exactly a central posi in the d. 3.5 feet doA the

of an adulL nartlv flexed o I the skull badly crushed

It seemed as if a special arrangement had been accorded the masses of rock bet^\

which this skeleton lay, as large, flat slabs were above it, as well as below tlie L

and chest.

d

^ "Aboriginal Pottery of Eastern United States," 20th An. Rep, Bur. Am. Etli., p. 77.

*^
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MOUXDS XEAli CAKXEY's BLrFK. Cl.AliKE (V)rXTY.

: the edge of the bluff overlookinir llic river, about oiie-hulf

ding, in full view from tlie road, was a svmmetrical mound,

,
on property belonjiing to Mr. P. A. IJryant. livinL^ nmrhv.

u^al diameter. 40 feet. It had been duL^ ii5.5 feet; its ba.^al diameter. 40 feet.

some extent, previous to our visit.

The mound^ wliich was completelj- levelinl 1)y

with masses of roek, similar to the one at P

mile nortli from

circular in l)a.^;d

Its hciirht was

northern side \k\

of sand minirled

M'oodvard

.

' ." It

^O; .

'/"IT//;

* i

*

^

^
> J.

Fig. 6.—Vessel No. 1. Larger mound near Carney's Bluff. (Diameter 6.75 inches.)

head knives, ofIn the sand were a number of pebbles; several arrov

tzite^ broken and whole; several bits of chert; a pebble show^ing eonsiderabh

; and part of a flat, oval pebble with a central hole of considerable size^ whicl

have been natural, thouirh a rou«:hness of the mariiin of the hole seemed t(

dicate ade it had at least bee rued Several bit

arthenw are bearing the small check-stamp lav in the sand

gilt feet in from the margin of the mound, on the eastern side, 28

parts ofdown, were a number of fragments, presumably of several vessels or of

vessels- AVith these were three vessels and a large fragment, as follows:

Vessel No. 1.—This vessel, of yellow ware, trilateral with circular aperture

ornamented w ith notches, has an incised decoration as shown in Fig. 6. The mor-

tuary b r^ present.

Vessel No- 2. An corated pot of inferior ware, of about three p
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capacity, with sligbth' flaring rim, parts of which rise above the rest at three

irregularly distant points (Fig. 7). There is a basal perforation.

Vessel No. 3.—A curious A^essel of coarse, yellow ware, that has had in relief,

the head, arms, and hands, of a male figure. The right arm, now missing, with a

hand of generous proportions, which still remains, crossed the body, the hand resting

upon the left arm (Fig. 8).

The fra^-ment was the lower two-thirds of an undecorated. 2:lobular vessel, w^ith

a hole knocked through the base.

Certain fragments found nearby belonged to a coarsely-made vessel, partly

shown in Fig, 9, The lower ];)art of another effigy-vessel, in many bits, was present

in the mound.

Four feet nine inches dow kulh much brol

showed no flattening N other k present

The frontal part

the mound w^as in dition

furnish any indication as to cranial compre

Two feet five inches from the surface were two femurs, one tibia, one humerus

\

iy

f

m

W
m

Fig. 7. Vessel No. 2. Larger mound near Carney's Bluff,

(Diameter 6 inches.)

' •

.'^

Fig. 9.—Fragment of vessel of earUienware.
Larger mound near Carney's JJluflT.

Fig. 8. Vessel No. 3. Larger mound near Carney's Bluff.

(Diameter 4.5 inches.)
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one radius, one ulna, and certain crnsbed bones nuicli decayed, also pan? of a skull

—

evidently a bunched burial. Massrs of rock lay at each sjide. and a slab, on its

edge, was at one end.

Two feet from the surface were i)arts of a skull, badlv decaxid. also one ftniur,

one humerus, one ulna, and one mandible. No rocks lay above tliis burial, but

masses were nearby on the sides and below it.

Below the trench left by the previous diggers were : one lone skull ; a skull in

fragments, with remains of certain long-bones nearby; frajiUKiits of a skull and of

a few other bones. These burials were not among masses of rock.

Five feet tlirce inches from the surface was a skull with rocks all around it,

having no particular arrangement.

Not far from the base, and almost in the center of the uKuind, was a skeleton

closely flexed on the left side, not Immediately associatt<l with massep of rock.

No basal line was visible in this mound, and, therefore, to insure com])lete in-

vestigation, the digging was carried along at a depth considerably greater than the

height of the mound, reaching to a depth of S feet at times. Almost immedintely

below the central part of the mound, its base about feet fron> the surface, was

what seemed to l)e a grave, though its limits on the sides were not distinctly defnu d.

On the base of this grave, with many small fragments of charcoal scattered in tlie

sand, was a skeleton partly flexed on the right side. No masses of rock lay imme-

diately above this skeleton, but 4 feet above it, and contiuuing to the surface, was

a great mass of slabs of ferruginous sandstone, closely piled.

In another part of the mound was a small layer of charcoal which did not seem

to be associated with burials.

On the slope of a bluff about one-quarter mile north of the mound just de-

scribed, also on property of Mr. Bryant, was a mound 5 feet 7 inches high and ''0

feet across its circular base. There was no sign of previous disturbance. This

mound, which was entirely dug away by us. proved to be of sand witli but few

masses of rock—practically none being met with in its outer half

In the sand were three arrowheads or knives, found separately—two rudely

made of quartzite, one more carefully fashioned from chert.

In the eastern part of the margin of the mound were fragments of about half

of a small undecorated vessel. Several sherds lay here and there in the sand,

probably having been introduced into the mound with the material for its building.

Twenty inches down in the outer part of the mound was a small bunched

burial, including a much decayed skull, badly crushed.

Farther in, 4 feet from the surface, was a small bunched burial with which no

fragments of skull were found.

Near the central part of the mound were two badly decayed skulls in close

proximity. Near one of these were two round, flat pebbles of about equal size.

Two or three feet from the center of the mound, 3.5 feet from the surface, was

a badly decayed skull.

33 JOURX. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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Although the mound when measured by us showed a height of about 5.5 feet,

yet, bemg on a slope, it is possible that a greater height Avas accorded by us than it

was entitled to. At all events, what seemed to be a base-line ran through the

mound, and this base-line was not more than 4 feet from the surface in the higher

parts of the mound. A few feet west of the center of the base, beginning at the

base and extending downward 3 feet, was a pit of irregular outline, having an

average diameter of about 6 feet. At the margin of this pit were two skulls,

together. In the upper part of the pit was much clay, and below the clay was black

material, probably sand darkened by admixture of organic matter. In this black

material were scattered a few small masses of ferruginous sandstone and a part of

the base of an earthenware vessel, having one foot and a remnant of another. No

human remains were encountered below the margin of this curious pit.

Mound near Gaines' Landing, Washington County.

About one-half mile by water up West Bassett Creek, on the right-hand side

g up stream, on property belonging to Mr. Henry L. Gaines, of Mobile, Alabama,

field lately used for the raising of cotton. In this field, which has been

der "ht rising of the ground, marking where a mound had

been almost ploughed away. On the surface were scattered human bones. A cir-

cular area 30 feet in diameter was marked out by us and dug away to a depth of

about 2.5 feet. The material was clay with a slight admixture of sand.

In several parts of the mound, just below the surface, were scattered human

bones where burials had been disturbed during cultivation of the field. Slightly

deeper was a large mass of long-bones, parallel with one another. At one end where

the mass diminished somewhat in thickness, three skulls, in fragments when found

us, had been placed.

Immediatelv below the surface were the remains of three urn-burials, consisting

of the lower parts of coarse, undecorated, shell-tempered bowls, in fragments but

held together by the surrounding clay. Each of these bowls, from which, pre-

sumably, the rims had been ploughed away, contained human bones, and one had,

in addition, several large fragments of a good-sized vessel of excellent ware, shell-

tempered in places and bearing incised decoration, probably belonging to a sur-

mounting A'-essel.

A stone, pitted on each side, lay alone in the clay.

Mound near Bolan's Woodyard, Washington County.

This mound, about half a mile in a westerly direction from the landing, is about

5 feet in height and 50 feet in diameter, approximately. We were unable to obtain

permission to investigate it.

Mounds near Jackson, Clarke County.

About one-quarter mile in a straight line east of the railroad station at Jackson,

in pine woods, were two mounds, in sight one from another. The northerly mound.
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d sustained p r no previous
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fei't on eacli sidt

of mound, the remainder, h o f
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und in eleven places, consistingH remains were f( (» skull

bunches^ and fragments of bone, all in tlie last stnge of diray
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feet arrowheads ; also six entire arrowheads or

mound were various im-
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wrought.

IPresumably having been with a skeleton whirl

had decayed awaj^ was an ornament of corrugated

copper (Fig. 10)
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eley. Mobile bay.

AYith a bit of long-bone, having two or three frag-
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one excen-

together, fou ecu arrowheads and knives

of chert, all unbroken, with

tion. Separated from these by a short d
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' With

knives—se

a lone skull were eight arr heads d

of quartzite, one, incomplete, of

chert.

At the center of the base of the mound, as nearly

could be determined, was a small bunched burial

kulls. With this burial was a knife of

barrel-shaped bead of earthenware, 1.5

and a toy-bowl of a soft claystone, about

ameter. This little toy, interestingly

having

quartzi

1,75 inches in d

nh, has a mortuary perforation in the b
Fro. 10.—Ornament of sheet-copper.

Mound near Jackson. (Full size.)

d mound, exceeding twice the height of the other and of

same diameter, had been badly dug into previous to our visit. Four considerable

holes made by ns and enlargement of the earlier one yielded nothing.

Mounds at Jackson Landing, Clarke Countv.

At Jackson Landing, within the limits of the large saw-mill of the C. W.

Zimmerman Manufacturing Company, of which Mr. C. W. Zimmerman, of Jack

preside remains of two mounds which extensive digging by us showed

have been domiciliary- presumably
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Mound in Kimbell's Field, Clakke County.

Kimbell's field, long under cultivation, controlled by Mr. T. I. Kimbell, executor,

of Jackson, is about 300 yards northwest of the Zimmerman sawmill at Jackson

Landing. The mound, which had been much ploughed over, showed no sign of

Drevious dio'dns:. Its heidit was 5 feet; the diameter of its circular base, 48 feet.

completely dug away by us, its composition being a mixture of sand

d c

Human remains were met with in forty-five places, the deepest being 3

from the surface. All bones M'ere in the last stage of decay and crumbling to bits.

The burials were as follows :

Isolated skulls—23.

Bunched burials, with a skull but without the full complement of the skeleton— 8.

Small bunched burial with two skulls—1.

Small bunched burial without skull—1.
F

Skull and one long-bone—1.'

Skull and two long-bones—1.

A few long-bones together—1.

A sinofle lonir-bone or a fra2:ment or fragments of one—8.

The remaining burial of the forty-five, 22 inches from the surface, consisted of

a skull and certain long-bones. AVith these were charcoal and less than a handful

of bits of calcined bone, the fragments too small to be positively identified as human,

though probably they were.

With a fraorment of femur was a neat pebble-hammer. With an isolated skull

of mica, roughly elliptical, 6 inches by 7 1 perfor

d a place nearby where another perforation had been unskilfully mad

attempted and abandoned

Unassociated with hi d found singly were the upper part of

; four arrowheads, three of ciuartzite. oisheet-copper ear-plug of the ordinary type \ four arrow^h(

of chert ; a cutting implement wrought from a large quartz pebble ; two leaf-shaped

implements of quartzite, lying a short distance apart.

A few bits of pottery lay here and there in the mound, some undecorated, some

with the small check-stamp, one w^ith lined decoration, another with lined and

punctate marking.

In the western margin of the mound was a small, undecorated, imperforate bowl

(Vessel No. 1), placed upright in part of another undecorated bowl. Both are of

inferior ware.

In the eastern margin, lying mouth down, was a gourd-shaped vessel of excellent

ware (Vessel No. 2), with oval aperture, and having a mortuary perforation. There

are three annular decorations in relief emphasized by a surrounding depression

(Fig. 11).

Much farther toward the center of the mound Avas Vessel No. 3, in fragments.

This vessel, pieced together, is imperforate as to the base, and has a semiglobular

body with an octagonal rim l^earing punctate decoration, probably made in this in-

stance by a trailing point and not with a roulette, or notched wheel (Fig. 12).
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Fig. 11.—Vessel No. 2. Mound in KimbelTs Field. (Diameter 6.75 inches.)

Fia. 12.—Vessel No. 3. Mound in Kiniheirs Field. (DiaiuettT o.i iiicLcs.)

=3UL

Fig. IS.-Vessel No. 4. Mound in Kinibell's Field. (Diameter 9 inches.) Fig. 14.—Vessel No. 5. Mouud iu Kimbell's Field. (Diameter ;5.2o inches.)

d the center of the mound, together, were five vessels of in

above a deposit of human bones, though, as burials were numci

part of the mound, the vessels may not have been

These vessels are as follo^\

e remains.

Vessel No. 4 This vessel, of vellow ware, and in fragments, since cemented

h
to-ether, has a mortuarv perforation of the base. Somewhat below tli

ha^s one small proiection, is an encircling band made up of a design, four times dis-

played, consisting of a circle having on each of two opposite sides a pointed oval as

shown in Fi- 13. Possibly these emblems in conjunction are a highly conven-

d bird-form The feather symbol, often foimd on bird-vessels, upright, f(

part of the design at each side
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Vessel No, 5.—This vessel, semiglobular, imperforate, with thickened rim, bears

a small check-stamp decoration (Fig. 14).

Vessel No. 6.—A perforate pot with small check-stamp decoration (Fig. 15).

Vessel No. 7.—An undecorated jar having a basal mutihition (Fig. 16).

Vessel No. 8.—A bowl of considerable size, of inferior ware, found in many
fraocmcnts. The only decoration consists of two encircling, incised lines below the

rim.

Fig. 15.—Vessel No. 6. Mound in Kimbell's Field.

(Diameter 5 inches.)

Fig. 16.—Vessel No. 7. Mound in Kimbell's Field
(Diameter 4.9 inches.)

Shell-tempered ware was not present in this mound.

At or near what seemed to be the center of the base of the mound, was a pit,

roughly circular, apparently beginning at the base, where its diameter was a]>out 5

about 20 inches. This pit, which contained no

human remains, was filled with the material composing the mound, but colored black

In this material were very many small masses

feet, and converging downward

with admixture of organic matter,

of ferruginous sandstone.

Mound Opposite Peavey's Landing, Clarke County.

This mound, in sight from the river, is at a nameless landing directly opposite

Peavey's Landing, on the

formerly oblong in outline

basal diameters are 125 feet NNW. and SSE., and 90 feet ENE. and WSW

other side of the river. The mound, 10 feet

is now irrescular from wash of water in flood-

c

It

Th
summit plateau is 55 feet by 40 feet in corresponding directions. As the mound
evidently was domiciliary, and as its destruction could not be permitted owing to
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its advantage as a place of icfiige for cattle in high water. invcstiL'-atlon was re-

stricted to making a considciable uuinlfer of holes in the jjiimmit plateau to h-ani

whether or not supeifKial l)urials had taken place in the niuund. NiIiIht huinaii

remains nor artifacts were met with. The digging. ?o far as it went, shewed the

mound to be of clay.

Mound xear Santa RocrK Cin:KK, Washincton Cou.vty.

This mound, in a cultivated field about one-half mile in a sontlurlv direction

from the mouth of Santa Boiruo creek, was about 1 foot in heiLdit and \9> fcrt iji

basal diameter. Careful investigation showed the mound to be of sand with a slight

admixture of clay. It vielded no material result.

M0UNI> NEAR MaI.ONk'S GlN, Cl.AHKK CoUNTV.

This mound, on property of Mr. J. M. Deas, of CofTeeville, Ala])ama, in a cul-

tivated field, about three-quarters of a mile SSE. from the landing, is of irn-gular

outline, its length being 40 feet and its maxinunn breadth, 2S feet. Its height is 1
r

foot. A few fragments of cliarcoal and one or two bits of pottery alone isliuwcd the

d, which was of clay? to be of artificial

Near the river b G ( donosits mad
up principally of Qtiadrtila heros^ Q. pcDiodosa^ O^ iraprzoides^ Q. ebffi(7^

nietanevra^ Lampsilis purpurahis^ L. claibornensis^ Obliqtiaria 7'cjlexa^ TruftciUa

peuita^ Unto gibbostcs. Scattered over adjacent fields arc flakes and small masses

of chert; pebble-hammers; bits of quartz; masses of ferruginous sand^^tonc, pitted

side ; arrowlieads and knives of q d

of f inferior potterx

Mound near Bass' Landixg, Choctaw County.
L

This mound, in a eornfield, the property of Mr. D. B. Bass, of Bladen Springs,

Alabama, is in full view from the river, about one-half mile l>elow Bass' Landing.

The mound, which apparently had been subjected to much wash of water, had an

irregular outline with basal diameters of 45 feet and 32 feet. Its height was 3 feet

7 inches. Thorousrh diirdns: showed the mound to have been made of a mixture of

sand and clay, with much more sand in some parts than in others. No remains of

anv kind were discovered.

Mound near Cox's Landing, Clahke County.

This little mound, beautifully situated on the edge of the l)Iuff immedir

above the landing, on property of Mr. J. W. Nichols, of Manistee, Alabama, h

basal diameter of 26 feet and an apparent height of but 2 feet. No sign of prcv

examination was evident. It was entirely dug down by us with the exceptic

parts around two trees.
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IIiiTnan remains, encountered at the very margin , were found in thirty phaces,

at a depth of from 1 foot to nearly 3 feet. The burials^ hadly decayed, resembled

those found in the mound in KimbelFs Field, lone skulls and mere fragments of

long-bones constituting separate interments. In one case decay had gone so far that

only a few teeth were present.

With a skull and a bit of long-bone was a mass of galena, about 1.5 inches by

1 inch by .75 inch. Another mass, about double that size, lay with an isolated

skull. Galena, lead sulphide, assumes a new importance in the mounds since we
know from our investigations at Moundville on the Black Warrior river that the

carbonate of lead which forms on the lead sulj)hide, probably was used as a paint.

A few bits of inferior pottery, a flake or two of chert, several flakes and masses

and broken arrowheads, of quartzite lay in the mound apart from human remains.
+

At some distance from the center, sand slightly darker than that of the mound,
and containing scattered fragments of human bone, was noticed. This discolored

sand suggested the presence of a pit, but as it seemed to merge more or less with

the sand around it, definite limits could not be determined. No base-line was met

with in this mound, hence it is impossible to say whether or not a pit found beneath

the sand we have described was connected with it or not. Had there been a base-

line and that line had been cut through, it would have been evident that the black

sand above and the pit below formed parts of the same excavation. In the pit, 5

feet 3 inches from the surface of the mound, was a deposit of sand, 5 feet in length,

3.5 feet in breadth, and 1.5 feet deep, deeply blackened by organic matter. In it

were bits of pottery having no relation one to another—not a vessel broken and

thrown in. For a certain distance above this dark deposit were scattered, small bits

of charcoal.

DWELLIXG SITE AT TiIORNTON's UpPEK LANDING, ClARKE CoUNTY.

Near this landing, which is 133 miles by water from Mobile, on property of Mr.

E. L. Long, of Mobile, and Mr. J. P. Armistead, of Coffeeville, Alabama, are small

shell deposits consisting mainly of two vi^ipara, namely, Campaloma ponderosum
and Tulotoma magnifica^ the latter peculiar to tlie Ahibama river system, and
several Unionidge, including Quadrula comuta and Q. pcrnodosa.

The neighboring fields are strewn with the usual debris of dwelling-sites. We
gathered a heart-shaped mass of sandstone, pitted on each side, and another, more
roughly made, having five pits.

Mound near Poave's Landing, Choctaw County.
r

This mound, through which a road had been dug, was on property of Mr. H.
A. Powe, of Bladen Springs, Alabama, about one-f|uarter mile below the landing,

on the river bank. The mound originally had been about 5 feet high and about 48
feet across the base. The remnants of this mour.d were dug into to a considerable

extent by us without discovery of human bones or artifacts.
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MoiM* xEAu Nohlk's G1X5 Clarke County.

In a cultivated field^ tlie pTOpcrty of the Mohilc Lnmbrr Company, of Mobile,

was a mound about one-quarter mile above the gin, near tbo river s bank. This

mound, which, evidently, had long been under rnltivation. was nuu-li spread by the

plough and probably reduced in height at the same time. It resembled an irregular

ridge 85 ft^et long. At the narrower end it was 36 feet across. At 55 feet from

the latter end it Avas 49 feet across, its maximum width, and there attained its

c^reatest heiirht, 4 feet 3 inches.

In the snrrounding field, the surface of which had Ijocn disturbed by thi* plough

and by wash of water in a recent Hood, wen^ flakes and siuall masses, of ([uartzite.

1in all directions, but, curiously enough, no fragment of pottery was noticed, althougl

careful search was made.

This mound, which was completely leveled by us, made of clay having a

certain admixture of sand, seemimilv had not been du<: into before our visit, excent

to place four posts for a small shed for cattle. Near the unirgin were a few frag-

ments of potter}^, bearing a small check-stamp. Farther in were several bits of

ordinary ware, undecorated, and one sherd bearing a scries of parallel, incised lines.

In the marginal parts of the mound, perhaps surface deposits ploughed under, were

quartzite and several broken arrowheads; f(
C-J o

implements; six arrowheads, possibly knives, all quart/ite. Oue arrowhead was

rather neatly made, being serrated and having one side flat, the other convex.

Under the shed, where probably the material from the post-holes had been thrown,

was a small ^^celt'' and a neatly-made gouge of volcanic ston(\, witli a shar^^ edge

concave on one side. With a lone skull was a neatly-made ^^celt" of volcanic

stone, 7 inches long.

No human remains were met Avith mitil the outside 10 feet of the mound had

been dug away, and burials were infrequent until more central parts of the mound

had been reached. There were present, all in the last stage of decay, seventeen

burials, from 6 inches to 38 inches below the surface, as follows :

Lone skulls— 6.

Small bunches without skulls—5.

Small bunches with skulls— 5.

A single femur—1.

With one burial was a quantity of sandy clay colored with red pigment ; and

in another place, where no burial was found, the clay was reddened where possibly

a burial had disappeared through decay.

MouxD BELOW Basiii Ckeek, Ceakke County.

About one mile below the mouth of Bashi creek is a cultivated field belonging

to the Mobile Lumber Company, of Mobile. About one hundred yards from the

river, in this field, is a mound of irregular basal outline, apparently much spread by

cultivation and at the same time reduced in heiglit. On the surface of tlie mound

34 JOUKX. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII
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and in the large surrounding field were many flakes and chippings, mainly of

quartzite ; and on the mound were small bits of inferior earthenware. The present

measurements of the mound are : basal diameters, 220 feet east and west; 180 feet

d o 6.5 feet

Many excavations yielded heads of ouartzite, and one of

chert. One fragment of bone was met with, too much decayed for identification

Mound near Bashi Creek, Clarke County.

In a field formerly under cultivation, about one-quarter mile in a southeasterly

direction from the mouth of Bashi creek, on property of the Mobile Lumber Company,

was a mound that evidently had lost parts of two sides through the agency of the

plough. Previous visitors had left a hole in the central part, 3 feet by 4 feet, by

4 feet deep. The mound, which was entirely dug down by us, consisted of a mix-

ture of clay and sand. Its height was a trifle more than 5 feet; its basal measure-

ments, 25 feet by 34 feet.

Human remains were encountered in twelve places, one burial being more than

4 feet deep. The burials, with one exception, resembled in form those in mounds

lately described by us, and were fragmentary and badly decayed. Just beneath

the surface were a number of bones together, having under them fragments of what

had been a vessel or a large part of a vessel of considerable size. The ware, shell-

tempered, was inferior and undecorated. Here, doubtless, were the remains of an

urn-burial.

With one burial were two flakes of chert.

The bones in this mound were so badly decayed (in one case one fragment

only being present with a few teeth)^ that it is hard to say whether or not objects

found alone had been with burials originally. In addition to many flakes;, chip-

pings, and small masses of rock, there were in the mound, singly and apparently

away from bones, twelve cutting implements, lances, arrowheads, and knives, all of

quartzite except one of red chert.

There were also in the mound an
r

interesting implement, apparently

an arrowhead or knife, utilized as a

drill after breakage, an ellipsoidal

pebble-hammer, and a ball of grani-

tic rock, about 2.5 inches in diameter.

Lying closely packed together

was a deposit of fifty masses of sand-

stone and of ferruginous sandstone,

from the size of a fist downward,

together with a slab of the latter

stone,

stone

A neatly-made smoothing-

of fine-grained, ferruginous

sandstone, apparently shaped to be

held in the hand, lay alone.
Fig. 17.—Sherd. Mound near Bashi creek,

(About full size.)
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While the surface of the snrroundinjr field was sfrovvn witli frnirincnts of st<nu\

practicalh' no pottery was in evukiiee. and in ilir mound almost nn equal seareily

of earthenware Avas noted. Of several hits nu't wiih.onehore \\iv small rlun-k-

stamp; another^ the novel, incised decoration shown in Fig. 17.

About 10 inches from the surface were a numher of :^mall frairnients of shect-

coppcr, corroded through and through. On the hasi^ of the nu>und was a copper

ear-plug of the usual type or, more convctly speaking, tlie ouirr ]>ar{ of tho oar-

plug Avas present, that part which was worn hehind the lohe of the ear, serving to

hold the outer part in place, being missing. Possibly this part liad been of some

perishable material. Various materials, doubtless, were utilized 1y the aborlgine^

for the rear portion of the ear-plug. In Florida we found ear-plugs with discs of

sheet-copper to be worn in front of the ear, which Imd been attarhed to circular

bits of earthenware for use behind the lobe.

Just below the surface, together, were two outer halves of car-plugs of shcct-

copper, with beaded margins.

MouxD ox TUE AVatteks' Plantation, Makkngo Covntv.

The Watters' plantation, the property of Mr. J. A. Walters, of ^

f Brown's Landiug. The Uiound, 5 feet high

feet across its circular base, is but a few feet from tlir m ater s edge, in a cul-

field. There was no sign on the surface of previous digiring, the mound

a peculiarly uniform and rounded appi'arance. Lati^r, however, evidence

that one or two narrow and superficial holes had been made and refdled, became

apparent. As the mound was suitalde as a refu

oart 10 feet in diameter on all sides was left unl

o

this, 84 feet across, w as completely dug away at a level somewhat below that of

the base of the mound. In this way tliat part of the mound most exposed to wash

of water was left intact, and this was accomplished presumably WMth no loss to our-

selves as nothing material was met w^th until considerable digging had been done,

the first burial found beinsr 5 feet in from where the excavation was commenced.

The mound was compot^ed of sand with a small admixture of clav.

At tlie beginning of our digging. 3.5 feet down, on the base, which was clearly

marked iu this mound, we came upon a fire-place. Wo cannot pay how far this

fire-place extended outward, but when uncovered by us it was present along the cir-

cumference of the northern half of the mound and continued in for about G feet.

It was marked by burnt earth and a layer of charcoal with a maximum thickness

of 1.5 inches.

Scattered through the mound were the u^ual fragments of quartzite ; eight

arrowheads, knives, scraj^ers, and drills, of the same material; and one neat little

bird-arrowhead of chert, somewhat broken. A few bits of earthenware were scat-

tered through the mound, chiefly undecorated, though two or three bore the small

check-stamp.

Human remains were encountered in thirty-two i.lace«. mainly in the more
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central parts of the mound where were all entire skeletons. The bones, badly de-

cnyedy were found from the surface to the base, while one skeleton lay in a pit more

than a foot below the base, or more than 6 feet from the surface. The forms of

burial were as follows :

LonQ skulls— 8.

Small bunches with a single skull—2.

Small bunches without skull— 6.
4

Fragments of bone—2.

Skeletons flexed on the right side, including one of an adolescent—4.

Skeletons flexed on the left side, includmg one of an adolescent and one of a

child— G.

Skeleton full lensrth on back—1.

Ten inches below the surface was the lower part of a skeleton, flexed on the
r

left side, extending to the upper part of the thorax. Scattered bones of the upper

part lay around. This^ probably, was a recent disturbance.

A skull and part of an arm bone lay 29 inches from the surface, in a pait of

the mound where burials were numerous and where an aboriginal disturbance might

have been looked for.

A skull with scattered bones lay 1 foot down.

This completes the list of thirty-two burials.

Behind a flexed skeleton already noted, lay many disarranged hones.

One of the flexed skeletons had resting on the leg hones the sknll of a child.

Two of the flexed skeletons in this monnd were more closely drawn together

than are those we usually call flexed, and vers^ed on the closely flexed.

The lower extremities of a flexed skeleton showed marked pathological changes.

A femur, tibia, and fibula belonging to this skeleton have been sent by us to the

Army Medical Museum at Washington. The corresponding bones of the other side

were badly broken in digging.

In the central part of the mound, separate, were five skeletons associated with

charcoal. One of these skeletons had earth colored with red pigment on the trunk,

extending to the pelvis, and considerable charcoal near the head. Charcoal was at

the head of another skeleton and at the feet of a third. The position of the char-

coal in the two other instances is not given in our field-notes.

Near certain scattered bones was a neatly made arrowhead of cehrt.

A flexed skeleton had with it, together, one jasper pebble; two pebbles of the

same material, somewhat broken ; a drill fashioned from a j^ebble of jasper; a drill

of quartzite; a pointed implement of the same stone, jierhaps a drill; a roughly

made or unfinished implement ; and the end of a rude, pointed tool, the latter two
of quartzite.

A flexed skeleton of an adolescent had many shell beads at the neck.

Lying near the pelvis of a skeleton of a child, together, were a piercing imple-

ment made from the cannon-bone of a deer ; a bone of a raccoon ; a quartz pebble

;

and a pointed fragment of quartzite. With this deposit, curiously enough, con-
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sidering tliat it lay with the bone? of a child, uhere careful search ?ho^vc•d no other

bones to be near, was a smoking-pipe of earthenware, of the u^ual tj^pe of this

region as to form, but of considerably better ware than it; K)uked for in this part of

f

Fig. 18.— Pipe of earthenware. Mohtk^ on Walters' PlHiitation. (lleinlit 4.12 iiiclit's.)

the country when pipes are concerned. The only decoration is an incised, encircling

line around the bowl (Fig. 18). Within the pipe was a small, neatly-made fish-

hook of bone.

Mound below Horse Creek, Choctaw Count v.

Another d i' J. A. W the of

by Tlie ])laiitation, not in the neighbor-

hood of any particular land one-half ni b mouth of

which enters the river, however, on the opposite, or eastern, side,

ty-

The mound, in a cultivated field, though itself showing no sign of

rds of the river and parallel with it. is a fine example of a small dom

ary mound, being perfectl}' square with a tlat summit i

62 feet ththe base is

inches.

Although it was evident fr

for domiciliary purposes, yet to

44 feet.

eau. The diameter of

The height is 4 feet 9

pe of tlie mound
detect any surf

ble part of the mound wa.« dug away. ntered
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Mounds below Beaver Creek, Marengo County.

In Avoods, almost at the water's edge, uLout one mile below Beaver creek, on

property of Mr. Joseph H. Compton, of Nanafalia, Alabama, were four small mounds.

These mounds were -completely dug down by us with the exception of part around

a tree in one mound and of certain marginal portions in all the mounds, which
seemed not to have belonged to them originally, but to be due to wash of water.

As no bones or artifacts were found until considerable digging had been done by us,

it is probable our estimate was a correct one.

The southernmost mound was about 40 yards distant from its nearest neighbor.

Its height was 3 feet 3 inches; the diameter of its circular base, 45 feet. Near the

eastern side was a deep depression whence material for the mound had come. Pre-

vious diggers had left a shallow trench, 5 feet in width, extending inward 19 feet

from the eastern margin. Along this trench and in material thrown from it were
small fragments of human bones.

The mound, which contained much more sand in the upper than in the lower

part, seemingly had been built on a dwelling site which contained the usual debris,

including fresh-water mussel-shells {^Lampsilis rectus^ L. purpuratus^ L. anodon-
toides)

.

From the mound came pebble-hammers, pebbles, chips of quartzite, small masses
of fossil wood, a quantity of limonite with the surface transformed into hematite,

and a pebble much worn as a smoothing implement. But few bits of earthenware
were met with, and these are of inferior quality. In but two or three cases had
there been attempt at decoration, and this, rudely done, is of the kind known as

cord-marked, which, as Professor Holmes^ has shown, is made with the aid of a cord

wrapped around a wooden paddle.

Human remains, decayed through and through, were met with in six places, in

addition to the fragments of bone referred to as lying near the trench. These
burials are as follows :

'

Burial No. 1.—A frao:ment of a skull.

Burial No. 2.—A skeleton lying at full length on the back, 2 feet below the

surface, with charcoal under it and extending somewhat beyond it.

Burial No. 3.—Four feet from the surface, with charcoal above it, was a full-

length skeleton on its back, having near the skull, grouped together, six fragments
of quartzite, three of which, fairly sharp at one end, may have seen service as

drills. With these were one bit of sandstone, a small jasper, arrowhead, and part

of what may have been an implement of bone. On the thorax of this skeleton lay

a spearhead or dagger, of quartzite, 7.25 inches long by 2.25 inches wide.

Burial No. 4.—-Immediately by the side of Burial No. 3 was an elongated

bunch of bones beneath charcoal.

Burial No. 5.—On a layer of charcoal, 3 feet from the surface, lay a skull, with
a pair of femurs 2 feet distant.

Burial No. 6.—A skull and certain scattered bones lay 20 inches from the
surface, with charcoal beneath them.

1 ti A.boriginal Pottery of Eastern United States." 20th Ann. Rep. Bur. Am. Etlin., p. 73,
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Tlio next mound. elliptioal in o>ni<nn\\va^ oG fcvl loni: l>v27 foot 111 mnxinunn
Avidtli and soniewliat loss tlian 2 foci liiirli. It j^liowcd no mark of previous diuLnnir.

Tliis mound Avas coInl)o^^lJ of snml mixed with a eoiii^idorablc jirojmrtion of* day.

and midden refuse lav at the base. One rull-Kiiirtli skrletoir. Ivinar on th(» Iw* K.

was tlio only occnrronoo of hnman liinains. An iniplt nuMit t)riluTU alnMit 5 InrlicB

lonur, prol>al»lv a knife, sliowinir a flat cl(*avaire on one side and eonsideraMe work

on the otlioFj lay alone in tlie earili, as did a pointed implement of quartziie.

The next nionnd was praetit\dly in ei»ntaet witli the t^ne to tlie south of it. Its

height was 4.5 feet , the dlanu'terof its cirenlar ha^e^ 40 feet, Tt was ahnu>l of

pure sand, no midden refuse lyin^ on the hase.

Unman remains, all l»adly decayed, wen^ three times enconntiTed.

Eighteen inches down were the remains of a skull and fragments of a long-

bone.

All that was left of what had heen a hurial flexed on the left side, lav I'*)

inches from the surface.

At a depth of 18 mches were fragments of what had heen a skeleton at full

length on the back.

This moimd, which was symmetrical and practically untouched previously, sur-

prised us b}' the paucity of its yield.

The fourth mound was about 00 vards farther north. Its base, rnuLfhU' circular,

had a diameter of 30 feet; its height was 3 feet. Tliis mound, almo^ft of pure

clay, was completely dug away with thi^ exception of the part around a larg»* tree

to which reference has been made, without discovery of artifact or lx>ne.

Mounds near Mouth of Beaver Creek, Marengo County.

In thick swamp, which is under water in hii:h staL^( s of the ri\er. about one-

half mile in an EXE. direction frum the south side of the mouth of Beaver cictk,

on propertv of the Misses Luther, of Luther';* Store, Alahama, i,*^ a group of four-

teen mounds, according to our count, though possibly some escaped us. These

mounds, of sand, in close proximity one to another, have circular bases as a rule,

though some are slightly elliptical. Among the mounds are many stccip depres-

sions whence sand for the building of the mounds was taken, and, in obtiiining

measurements of height, it is wise to be on level ground and not in one of these

depression?, lest undue altitude be accorded the mounds. In size these mounds

vary considerably. The largest has basal diameters of 38 feet by 33 feet, and a

heif^ht of 4 feet 8 inches. The smallest mound, excluding certain insignificant

elevations as to the nature of which we are nj)t sure, has a basal diameter of 23

feet and a height of about 2 feet.

As all these mounds serve as a refuge for cattle when the swamp is under

water it was not our wish to destroy them: therefore, the four southernmost

mounds, three of the largest and one of the smallest, were dug out centrally to
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their bases, the excavations having, respectively, diameters of 16 feet, 17 feet, 12

feet, and II feet. These excavations afterward were carefully refilled.

Not a sin<rle fragment of earthenware was met wdth in the mounds, nor w^ere
o'^ **"n

the usual bits of stone present. One rough piercing implement of quartzite lay

alone, as did a fiat pendant of slaty stone, about 3.75 inches in length, with an
r

elongated, pear-shaped outline.

Human remains were hopelessly decayed. In one mound were : what was

left of a skeleton lying at full length on the back ; a skull and tw^o small fragments

of long-bone; and a skull, two scapula? and, perhaps, parts of two humeri with
^

another skull 5 inches lower. On the base of this mound was a skeleton lying at

full length on the back. Near the skull were seven ordinary river pebbles, eighteen

fragments of pebbles, one small arrowhead of jasper, one rude, pointed implement

of quartzite, and one fragment of shell. AYith these were two fragments of a jaw

of a wildcat, kindly identified for us by Prof. F. A. Lucas.

In another mound w\as a lone skull 18 inches down, and, lying on what we

judged to be the center of the base of the mound, traces of a full-length burial.

A third mound had a lone skull 16 inches from the surface and, centrally on

the base, a skeleton flexed on the right side with a bunch of bones beside it, in-

cludins; three skulls.

The only human remains met with in one of the three largest mounds were

parts of a skull.

This grouping together of a considerable number of small mounds, which is

first met with at this place, going north on the Tombigbee, is noted here and there,

following the river for a distance of seventeen miles until Bickley's Landing is

reached, where, in 1901, w^e found forty small mounds together. Above this point

such groups of small mounds are not encountered on the Tombigbee.

Mounds near Breckenridge Landing, Marengo County.

In high swampj about one-half mile NNE. from the landing, at and near a set-

tlement of colored persons, is a group of small mounds on property belonging to

Messrs. J. D. Carter and Brother^ of Myrtlewood, Alabama Certain of these

mounds are in thick brush, some in open woods, a few in a cultivated field ; others

are immediately in the settlement. It is our belief that vie failed to make an

entirely accurate count of these mounds. Presumably some escaped our enumera-

tion and others were twice included. At all events, the mounds number between

forty and fifty—certainly more than forty. In height they range between 1 foot

and slightly less than G feet, though the latter height is exceptional. In basal

diameter the mounds are between 15 feet and 45 feet. We did not note at this

place the presence of shallow pits or of deep depressions whence material had been

taken, which were so numerous in the group of mounds near Beaver creek.

As these mounds are resorted to by cattle when the river overflows its banks,

we felt constrained to limit our investigation of them to the method we had adoj^ted

with the mounds near the mouth of Beaver creek—by excavating the central por-
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tion of certain of the moiiinls down to the base, niul aPtorwanl n-tunnnir the

material.

of sand with a j?liLdit admixture ul" dav. were treated

ill this wav. The few scatterinsr sherds met with are of

tempered, and. where deeorated at all. h

exception, which has tlie small checl\-stainp.

All bones in these mounds were badly decayed. There was ojie nc

feature as to burials; skulls had been placed to the cast of the bones thcj

panied, whether tlie

variety.

with om

burial was what was left of a skeleton or was of the bunched

Mound Number 1.—Tliis mound, measurimr 4 feet inches high, and 20 feet

across its base, had a core 10 feet in diameter dug from its center by us. An arrow-

head of quartzite la}- apart from bones. Nine inches from the surface, centrally in

the monnd, were a skull, two femurs, and a fragment of a small bone.

Mound Number 2.—Height, 2 feet 8 inches; diameter, 24 feet acrosF i

base. The diameter of the portion excavated was 10 feet. A skull lay

from the surface. At the same depth, but some distance away, were fragments of

bone, probably human. Near the skull was a nest of pebbles evidently carefully

selected, as each was nearly round and about the size of a small pea. Presumably

they formed part of a rattle, the turtle-shell belonging to which had decayed away.

With the pebl)les were six small arrowheads of jasper, rather roughly made ; a neat

drill wrought from a jasper pebl^le, still sIh

its base; also eight i^ebldes and bits of pebl

o of

-h

Mound Numbers.—Height, 5 feet 6 inches; diameter, 33 feet; diameter of

portion excavated, 16 feet. Centrally in the mound, 2 feet down, was a skull with

two phalanges nearby. Next came a space devoid or])()nes or artifacts, :ind then a

pelvis and two fenuirs in line as if they belonged to a skeleton from whicli the ril)S

and vertebra^ had been taken or had disappeared through decay. Beside the skull

was a considerable deposit, as follows: three "celts," 10 inches, 7 inches, 3.75

inches, in length, respectively, one of volcanic rock, two presented to the owner of

the mound w^ithout identification; three cannon-bones of deer; four pebbles, each

about the size of a child's fist, three apparently used as smoothing-stones, one prob-

;
a mass of w hat chemical analysis has shown to be glauconite,

ich takes its color from iron in the ferrous state, presumably used— o ~ -^

as a paint; fragments of fresh-water shells; six snuill, barbless fish-hooks of bone,

all more or less broken; five small arrowpoints, four of jasper, one of (piartzite;

one bit of pottery ; 37 pebl>les, bits of pebbles and small masses of stone, all jasper

or quartzite; an unidentified object, perhaps a fossil; a foot-bone of a d

piercing implement of bone ; four masses of red, or brick, clay
;
a claw not i

^

features for positive identification; part of a jaw of a wildcat; an incisor of a

beaver : a tooth of a woodchuek ; a penis-bone of an otter; the foot-bones of

ammer

fiord

35 JOUKN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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pantlier [Felis concolor). The last five identifications kindly were made for us by

Prof. F. A. Lucas.

Centrally, on the base of the mound, was a bunched buri o

bones of a child. At the eastern end of the deposit were two adult skulls and one

beloncrins; to a child. With these were a few cylindrical, shell beads, each about an

inch in length

Mound Number 4.—This was situated in a cleared field, and had been ploughed

over to some extent. Its height was 4.5 feet; its major and minor diameters 46

feet and 36 feet, respectively. This mound, which was almost surrounded by a

shallow trench, was completely leveled by us. About 3 feet down, considerably to

one side of the center, was a burial similar to one we have described before as found

at this place, where a space without bones lay between the skull and the pelvis.

From the pelvis two femurs and two tibiae extended in proper order. Probably the

foot-bones were dug away by our men. On or near the center of the base, 43
r

inches down, was a skeleton flexed on the right side. Back of the skeleton was a

bunched burial having one skull. Over this burial, but not over the skeleton, was

charcoal.

Mound Number 5.—Height, 1 foot 10 inches; basal diameter, 19 feet; portion

centrally dug out, 12 feet. Twenty-two inches down were a skull, then a space

without bones, and then, on the same level, a pelvis with two femurs in place ex-

tendiniir from it. Near the skull, the earth was colored red. In a deposit along

side were : one pebble ; one arrowhead of quartzite ; five small arrowpoints of

jasper; part of an undecorated smoking-pipe of an ordinary type, and a mass of

clay material. On top of the skull lay a badly-decayed bone of a lower animal, and

a lancehead of quartzite, 4.5 inches in length.

Mound Number 6.—Height, 1 foot; diameter, 16 feet; portion excavated, 11

feet across. Ten inches down were a skull, a fragment of scapula, two humeri, part

of an ulna, and a bit of bone on the other side of the skeleton where the forearm

would have been. Next came a pelvis in position and at a proper distance from

the skull. Extending from the pelvis were two femurs. Near the skull were a

small, unbarbed fish-hook of bone, grooved for a line at one end; several small bits

of pottery and a few chippings from pebbles. With this material were two hunum

phalanges.

Mound Number 7.—Height, 1 foot 6 inches; diameter, 19 feet; a core 12 feet

across was dug out by us. In it were a lone skull and several fragments of pebbles.

Mound Number 8.—Height, 1 foot 8 inches; diameter, 21 feet; 11 feet of the

inside dug out by us. Just under the surface was a deposit consisting of a good-

sized arrowhead of quartzite; one bit of pottery; 29 fragments of pebbles; two
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bits of animal bone, badly decayed ; a diminutive arrowhead of jasper; a neat drill

made from a jasper pebble; a i)iercinir iniplenu'nt of bone. At a <lrj)tli of 1 foot,

and 1 foot distant from the deposit just deseribed, was a skidl, folli^wcd l>y fv space

occupied only by a fragment rcjsembling part of an arm-bone. Next came a de-

caying bit of pelvis and two femurs rightly jdaeod, having two tilna^ flexed back.

About one mile from r)reckenridge Landing. In a SE, din^ctioUj is a group of

about twenty small mounds which the owner is unwilling to have investigat<Mh

Mound neak Stkixkh's Landing, Choctaw County.

About one-half mile \n a southerlv direction from Stciuer s Landiuir, on in

of tlie Allison Lumljer Coinpuny, of Bellamy, Alabama, about 50 yards fn

water, was a mound of elongated oval outline, that had long been under culti

Fragments of bone lay here and there on the surface. Its length was 54 fc

maxinmm feet fi

also the mound attained

3m the narrower end. was 34 feet; here

gilt, 2.5 feet. Tlie mound, which showed

fortunately was shat-

no sign of former digging, but was completely leveled by us, Avas composed of sand

with an admixture of clay. In it, apart from human remains, were several jasper

pebbles; one arrowhead or knife, of quartzite; and a small arrowhead of jasper.

On the surface lay an arrowhead of quart/. A few bits of inferior ware, without

shell-tempering, were scattered throughout the mound. Decoration, when present,

w\as of the cord-marked kind previously referred to. An undecorated smoking-pipe

of earthenware, of the type common to this region, which ui

tered by a blow from a spade, lay apart from burials.

In the higher part of the mound, 2 feet from llie surface, lay what was left of

a skeleton which had been at full length on the back. Over the trunk was charcoal.

Near the head were two broken pebbles of jasper and fragments of fresh-water

mussel-shells. At the shoulder was a handsomely polished "celt" of volcanic

stone, about 6 inches in length.

In the same part of the mound, near the surface, was a lone skull.

It is probable that this mound had been much higher at one time and that

certain burials have been ploughed away during its cultivation.

One-half mile north of Steiner's Landing are two small mounds in which we

were not permitted to dig on account of a recent change in ownership.

MOUXDS NEAR ReMBERT'S LANDING, MaREXGO CoUNTY.

In woods, the property of Mr. D. J. Meador, of Myrtlewood, Alabama, about

one mile in a westerly direction from the landing, is a group of &}

d

d

actually in contact. These mounds, CI

1 perhaps omi sm

certain ones in the group near Breckenridge Landing, none exceeding 4 feet

o h some seemed to do so, owing to depressions near them

material for their construction had been taken
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Seven of these mounds were dug by us in the same way that those near

BreckenriJi^e Landinc; were treated, and proved to be of sand with an admixture

of day, some having considerably more clay than others.

Human remains in these mounds were so hopelessly decayed that presumably

some burials had totally disappeared.

Mound Number 1.—Height, 3 feet 4 inches ; basal diameter, 26 feet, the central

12 feet of which were dug out by us. At seven inches below the surface of this

circular mound was what was left of a skull. Twenty inches down w^as a bunched

burial made up of a skull and a number of long-bones, and a mass of material too

much decayed to identify. The skull in this case was to the west of the bunch.

Near it were several pebbles and small masses of rock, also a flat, roughly circular

mass of hematite, 6.5 inches by 7.5 inches, pitted on each side, the depressions

being highly polished. On the base of this mound were marks of where a la

fire had been.

o

Mound Number 2.—A trifle over 2 feet in height, and 20 feet across the base.

The central 9 feet were dug from it by us. East of the center, 16 inches down,

were the remains of a skull, some distance to the west from which, at the same

level, were fragments of two lonir-bones.

Mound Number 3.—Height, 2 feet 3 inches; diameter, 19 feet; a core 9 feet

in diameter dug from its center by us. Somewhat east of the central part of the

mound, 6 inches down, were fragments of a skull. At a depth of 2 feet, west of

the center, was a skull, then a space without bones, then a femur, and a fragment

of bone, perhaps representing another femur, both at right angles to an imaginary

line drawn throufifh the skull. Two sherds of inferior, cord-marked ware and an

arrowhead of quartzite came from this mound.

Mound Number 4.—This mound was 2 feet 8 inches high, 23 feet in diameter,

the central 10 feet of which were dug out by us. Neither bone nor artifact was

encountered.

Mound Number 5.—Height^ 2 feet; diameter, 17 feet. On the base of the

mound which was entirely dug away by us, was a fireplace on which was a small

fragment of skull, black, but whether through the agency of fire or stained by char-

coal was not apparent.

Mound Number 6.—This mound was 1 foot 3 inches high, and 17 feet in

diameter. A central portion 12 feet across was investigated. Somewhat to the

east of the center were remains of a skull; some distance to the west were frag-

ments of bone. A few pebbles and small masses of rock, somewhat chipped, came

from this mound.
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Mound Number 7.—Heidit, 15 inches; diameter, 20 feet. The central part

of this mound, 12 feet in diameter, was excavated. Fourteen inches down were

fragments of long-bones, parallel. At the same level, somewhat to the west, Avere

parts of a skull.

The next landing above Rembert's is Bickley's, where our former work on th(

Tombigbee ended. The river, therefore, has been covered by us from Columbus

Miss., to its junction wdth the Alabama river.

The Tombigbee river^ from its junction with the Alabama to Columbus, Mis

practically the head of o 334 miles above, by water, while it

yielded to our search but few artifacts and but little new in the way of data, is of

interest on account of the comparatively sharp limits confining the j)ractice of cer-

tain aboriginal customs along its course. Realizing that later investigation by

m ly modify conclusions based on our work, we shall, with the help of the

accompanying map, outline these areas as noted by us.

At Hooks' Plantation, 17 miles above the junction of the Tombigbee and

Alabama rivers, and at Three Rivers Landing, 20 miles above the junction, the

f some artifacts found shows European infl

At Hooks' Plantation, at Three Rivers Landing, and at Gaines' Landinf?, 27c

miles above Three Rivers Landing, urn-burials were present in the mounds. In

the mound near Bashi creek, 66 miles farther up the river, however, were the re-

mains of a single urn-burial.

At Payne's Woodyard, 35 miles above the junction, at Carney's Bluff, 10

miles farther up, were the " rock mounds."

At Payne's Woodyard, at Carney's Bluff, in the mound in Kimbell's Field, 10

miles above Carney's Bluff, entire vessels of earthenware had been placed in the

mounds as offerings to the dead. If we exclude urn-burials, a different custom

entirely, no other votive offerings of vessels of earthenware were met with by us

on the whole river, with the exception of one small vessel of inferior w are found

just below^ Columbus, Miss.

At Beaver creek, 139 miles above the junction, and again north of Beaver

creek ; at Breckenridge Landing, 5 miles above Beaver creek ; at Rembert's Landing,

11 miles farther up the river; and at Bickley's Landing, one mile above Rembert's,

Avere found numerous small mounds grouped together. These localities are all on

the eastern side of the river and are within an area having a diameter of six miles.

At Brj^an's Burn, 159 miles above the junction, the region of the great domi-

ciliary mounds begins and continues northward as far as our investigations went.

Opposite Peavey's Landing, however, 88 miles below Bryan's Burn, is a domiciliary

mound of a size entitling it to rank among the great ones of the upper river.

^ In summing up we shall include, also, that part of tlie river investigated by us in 1901. All

distances given are measured miles, following the course of the river.
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CERTAIN ABORIGINAL REMAINS ON MOBILE BAY AND ON

MISSISSIPPI SOUND.

By Clarence B. Mooke,

Mobile bay, about fortj d

broadest part, is almost surrounded by Baldwin and Mol>ile counties, in the State of

Alabama. An opening at the south connects the bay with the Gulf of Mexico.

accompanvins map, Mississippi sound extendAs shown on the

ard of Mobile bay, bordering part of Alabama and Mississippi. Its length is

about eighty miles ; its width, from five to twelve m
Mr. J. S. Raybon, captain of our steamer, Avho

and persistent in locatir

of thebay, with the exception

bordering Mississippi sound, in advance of

de. and :'fully

After

familiar with monnds

d the shores of Mobile

traversed the territory

of Mobile bay was examined by us in tlie end
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In this report is given the result of our work in 1905 on Mobile bay, which is

meager, and the outcome of our search along Mississippi sound as flir as Biloxi,

Miss, which is purely negative. At Biloxi, somewhat more than half the length

of the sound having been covered, our work w^as abandoned, as our agent rej^orted

no mounds of importance beyond, and because our work on the sound had been so

discouraoim>\

The warm thanks of the Academy are tendered to owners of mounds and of

sites around Mobile bay and along Mississippi sound for courteous permission to con-

duct investigations on their properties.

Mounds and Sites Investigated on Mobile Bay.

Mounds on Simpson Island, Baldwin county, Alabama (3).

Shell deposit at Blakeley, Baldwin County.

Mound near Starke's wharf, Baldwin County.

Shell mound near Fish river, Baldwin County.

Shell ridge near Bon Secours river, Baldwin County.

Mounds on Seymour's bluff, Baldwin County (7).

Shell bank, Strong*s bayou, Baldwin County.

Mound on Bottle creek, Baldwin County.

Mounds and Sites Investigated on Mississippi Sound

Shell deposit on Dauphin island, Mobile county, Alabama.

Mounds near Coden baj^ou, Mobile County (4).

Mounds near Bayou Batre, Mobile County (2).

Mound near Mary Walker bayou, Jackson county, Mississippi.

Mounds near Graveline bayou, Jackson County (7),

Mounds near Belle Fontaine point, Jackson County (2).

Mound on Tchu la Cabawfa river, Harrison County, Mississippi.

i

/

MOUNDS AND SITES INVESTIGATED ON MOBILE BAY.

Mounds on" Simpson Island, Baldwin County, Alabama.

Simpson island, the southern extremity of which is about three miles in a

northeasterly direction from Mobile, is about 18 miles in length. It is one of a

number of islands to the north of Mobile bay. Its western boundaries are the

Mobile and Spanish rivers; its eastern. Lizard creek and Tensas river; the junction

of Mobile river and Lizard creek forms its northern boundary ; Raft river bounds
it on the south. The northern portion of the island is the property of Mr. Thomas
M. McMillan, of Mobile, Alabama.
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?
About two miles from tlie northern end of the inland, on the western side

about 75 3'ards from the river s bank, in denize cane-brake in tlie .swamp, is a sym-

metrical mound a trifle more than 7 feet in height. Its eiroular base is al)out 5G

feet across.

A number of excavations indicated tlie mound to Ix* composed of a mixture of

swamp-mud and small clam-shcdls {Rafigfa anicatd). No indication of its use lor

burial purposes was met with, and presumably its character was domiciliary.

Al)out one mile below the m(»und just described, on the same side (>f tin' i^^land,

is a clearing w^ith frame houses upon it. Alwut 250 yards in a southerly diroetion

from the houses, on the cultivated ground, not far from the water on the west and

contiguous to the swamp on the east, was a mound, circular in outline, B feet in

height and 87 feet in basal diameter.

As this mound, composted of a large percentage of slu'll [Ratigia cuttenla)

mixed with tenacious muck, is regarded as a stable refuge in high stagef< of the river,

its demolition was considered inadvisal)le. Permission, however, was granted to dig

most of the mound, leavina; the mamin un<listurbed and solid against wash of water.

Therefore, a central portion 50 feet in diameter was dug out hy us and sul)se(piei»tlv

refilled.

. In two places, at least, masses of lime reduced from the shell by fire, were

encountered. Throughout the mound, very sparingly, were bones of lower animals,

hicluding teeth of alliirators. The usual dwclb'ug-site material was present, in-

hones of ferruginous sandstone, pebbles, poblde-hnmnu-r?, smciotliing-stones,

! roughly chipped to a cutting edge at each end, and a tine of stag-horn

sh

Frairments of earthenware were not markedly numerous. The ware graded

from inferior to excellent, some shell-tempered, some uot. Decoration, when prcsc

was hicised, or the small check-stamp, or showed curved imprints as if made b

finiier-nail or a section of a reed. The head of a fros? and the head of a duck, or

ments from earthenware vessels, were met with, as were several loop-shaped handles.

Human remains, all badly decayed, were abundant. No cranium was recovered

in condition to preserve, though in several instances frontal parts showed no mark

of compression. No burial lay deeper than 18 inches, while many were nearer the

surface. In many'cases were found bones thrown carelessly together as if from re-

cent disturbance ; but owing to the dark material from which the mound was made,

beinir the same as that on the surface, it was impossible to say if recent digging had

been done or not, i

mound, being abse

( dim

Many fragments of o ihc appearance of

hay scattered through the mound, and, in addition, near a number of

keletons, were disconnected bones having no relation to them.

Excludimr these disturbances of bones, aboriginal or otherwise, there were

present, in the portion of the mound dug by

36 JOURN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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Bunched burials 15.

Skeletons at full length on the back

Skeletons at full length, face down-
4.

3.

Burials to be described particularly—7.

One skeleton lay face downward as far as the knees, the

against the thighs.

legs being drawn back

In a little pile were most, if not all, of the bones of a child, including the

skull.

Two burials were lone skulls in fragments.

One skeleton lay partly flexed on the back, the knees upturned and directed

toward the left.

The skeleton of an infant lay alone.

Near the northeastern margin of the mound lay the skeleton of an adult, on

back head the skull turned slightly side. Completely

the skull, the rim restins; on some of the cervical vertebne, Avas an inverted

imperforate bow base but 8 from surface. This bowl (Fig. 1), of

solid ware, having a maximum diameter of 11.75 and a height of 3.75 inches, bears

an interesting, incised decoration consisting of a variety of symbols, a portion of

which, representative of all, is shown diagrammatically in Fig.

'i

m^

.**'^i,'*-'.'^.'

^
'- '^.

«'-
-̂t^-L-

ms

vs'.

Fig. 1.—Bowl found turned over skull. Mound on Simpson Island. (Diameter 11.75 inches.)
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This burial, which may be caUod a kind of urn-burial, occurrlnji; in Alabama,

is of considerable interest inasnuicli as this form of urn-bnrial. namely an entire

skeleton, the skull belonging to which is covend by an in\erted liowl. has not bten

described, to our knowlediri'. as met with fartlier eastward than Arizona and New
Mexico.^ Along the northwestern Florida coast we Htund urn-burials wIumx- isolated

skulls or skulls with a few scattered bones, were covered by larjre bowls i!i verted

over them, but this form of urn-burial is dilVerent from ihat found on Simpson

island. The l)urlul here detailed is tin- onlv one of tlie kind we havi' mot with,

with the exception of one, somewhat rescinhllnir it* roinn] hy n*' in a monntl near

Three Rivers Landing, Tombigbee river, Ahiljama.^

Fig. 2.— Decoration on vessel from Simpson Island. (About half size.)

Certain bunched burials in this mound were noteworthy as showing careful

arrangement. One was made up of the bones of an adult and those of a child, in-

cluding the skulls. One consisted of a considerable Ininrh of long-bcmes, all parallel,

but without skulls,

arranged, the upper

were two skulls.

Another was composed of two series of long-bones carefull

the lower. On the bunch

No bunched burial kuU A central

biinch or layer, 8 feet long, 14 to 22 inches in breadth, was made up mostly of

r divid

ly but carefully piled, among which

With this bunch were five crania.

femurs

Below ^the knee of the skeleton of an adult was a discoidal stone, 3..0 inches

^ Clarence B. Moore, "Aboriginal Urn-burial in tlje United States," American Antlu-oi«)logi=t,

^'^"P"Certa?n Aboriginal Remains of the Lower Tombigbee River," Journ. Aca.l. Nat. Sci. of Phila.,

Vol. XII I, p. 251.
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diameter, rather roughly made, the only artifact, with the exception of the bo\

it was found with human remains in this mound.

About one hundred paces through the swamp in a SSE. direction from the

mound just described, is a mound of irregular outline, with basal diameters of 121

feet and 150 feet. Its heidit is 3.5 feet. Eighteen excavations made by us, each

3 feet square at the opening, showed the mound to be mainly of the same mate

as its neighbor, though one excavation yielded shell alone. At one point a skelel

lying at full length on its back, was found.

In the Smithsonian Report for 1878^ an account is given of the finding of

urn-burial in a shell deposit on Simpson island, l)ut the exact location of the deposit

is not specified. Two shell deposits on the southern part of this island were visited

by us, one on Raft river, the other on Grand bay. These deposits seemed general

over the surface, no defined heaps being noted. The discovery of burials in such

for system must denend

ch

Shell Deposit at Blakeley, Baldwin Couxty.

Blakeley, a small settlement, is on the mainland opposite the junction of the

Tensas and Apalachee rivers.

About one-quarter mile in a southerly direction from Blakeley, bordering the

Waaler and extending back, is a shell deposit a number of acres in extent. The

exact area of this deposit would be hnpossible to determine, much being covered by

sw^amp-niud, fallen trees in the swamp holding quantities of shell among their

upturned roots. The deposit, made up of small clam-shells (Raiigia cuneata) with

considerable admixture of loam, varies much in height, 6 to 7 feet probably being

the maximum; but this is quite exceptional and is confined to several small areas.

Considerable shell material has been hauled aw^ay, leaving human bones, here and

there, upon the surface.

Eleven excavations, each 3 feet square, and from 2 to 3 feet deep (which was

about the height of that part of the deposit), were made by us by waj- of trial. In

some, human bones were encountered ; in others, not.

In one hole, not far from the surface, were parts of four skulls, and other scat-

tered bones. At a depth of 16 inches was a circular deposit of fragments of

cremated, human bones, 10 inches in diameter, 4 inches deep. No sign of fire

marked the immediate vicinity of this deposit. Just above the bones lay a tool

with a blunt point, made from an antler of a deer, showing no mark of fire. Thirty-

two inches from the cremated remains, in the same hole, at about the same level,

was a mass of fragments of calcined shell, including, however, a number of shells

no trace of fire. No charcoal was present with this deposit. About 1 foot

below a skeleton which lay near the cremated remains, was another skeleton, flexed

on the left side. One hand resting on the neck was in contact with an ornament of
+

I Page 290,

o
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to at least one of

of tin* holies of llie La

lit, 3 inclios loTiL^ by 1.5

wide, i? corrugated on one side and belongs to a type eonnnon to tbe mound at

Crystal river, nortliwest Florida; tlie larger mound at Murpby island, St. Johns

river, Florida, and otlier localities. With tlie (Hipper lay two nuisstd-sbells. One

{Lampsilis aiwdoutoides) one end ; tbe otluM- was bn^ke^i to

fragments in digging. Near tbe skull of tbe skeleton on wbicli was the eupj^er

ornament lay an isolated calvariuin.

In anotber excavation were a few scattered liuman bones.
r

In a tbird bole was a' considerable deiH>sit of fruunients of i^dcincd sbelbwitb-

out cbarcoal but containing also unbnrnt sbi^lls, similar to tbe deposit descrilad

before. On tins material, 32 incbes from tbe surface, lay a skeleton ilexcd to tbe

left. Near this skeloton, l)ut about 8 inches hiirhcr, hiy another .skeleton, flexed <in

the rinht side. In another part of tlie same hole were a few scattered bones.

Tliese were tlie only trial-holes that yielded human remains.

Comparatively few sherds were met with during the digging. One fragment,

the base of a pot, has three feet.

It was determined by us to make additional excavations near that part of the

shell deposit where the three trial-holes, which were all near to each other, had

productive. Seven add k, five being 6

uare each, one 5 feet square, and another 5 feet by 10 feet. Sul)secpieiitly, these

:cavatioiis were greatly enlarged until some of them joined. All were carried to

depth of more than 4 feet, seemingly the height of the deposit at that place,

here their abandonment was necessary as water-level had been reached. Slicll
?

however, continued down an undetermined distance.

Burials were found almost exclusively in two adj

•ed. T soft for those that have been rein-

forced with lime-salts coming from shell, were In no case, but one, mo

8 inches from

8 hii

ption, scattered bones, lay at a depth of 3 feet

Disconnected bones, and aboriginal disturbances where, apparently, bui

cut throuc^h in makinsj^ other graves, were met with in a number of in

In addition, burials were encountered as follow^s

Skeletons closely flexed on the right side-

Skeletons flexed on the right side—4.

Skeletons closely flexed on the left side—

2

o

Skeleton flexed on the left side (a child)—1.

Skeletons at full length on the back, including two infants side by side—4.

Skeleton at full length, face down—1.

Skeleton at full lenL^th on back, to knees which were bent at right ai:

(child)—!

closely flexed, the trunk chest downward, the legs to tl

fant, at full len<rth, exact position not determinalilc—1.

1

Certain skeletons jiiven above deserve p
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The skeleton of an adult, at full len back, had

ginous sandstone around the Back of the head
5

do

by 4

unde

approximately, and 1 iiicli thick.

a slab about 6 inches square.

In front of fac

^ibs of ferru-

ilab 7 inches

and a little

Another, about half the size of

fore
^ rf

O'-'^^^D?
T addlay on its side in front of the mouth.

e below the other, and another lav at the left side of th

ay

A skeleton at full length, face down, had below the skull a small, undecorated

pot of infe basal perforation, and around

of ferruginous sandstone thorax lay additional slab, and another lay

ware

pelvis. On the thighs were two fragments of a decorated vessel of

hown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3.—Fragments of earthenware. Shell deposit at Blakeley. (About full size.)

In two or three other instances, b with slabs, similar to those h

described, w^ere met In one case a stone lay over a skull; in another l)urial

le slabs lay under the skull, on the thorax, and somewhat under the left side of

pelvis.

An arrowhead or knife, of chert lay

Apart from human

the chest of the skeleton of an infant

remains were a rough cutting implement of

vhead or knife and a fragment of an arrowhead, of the same material.

But few bits of earthenware were encountered daring these excavations.

of excellent ware, shows ornamentation red pai of a vessel

So far as noted by us, no ware in this deposit3 feet ; two have four feet each.

shell-tempered.

Though care was taken to observe, it was impossible, so fj

say wh burials in this shell deposit made from the p

surface or during the growth of the deposit. The uniformity in color of

deposit made the detection of intrusive burials impossible.
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MouxD NEAR Starke's Wharf, Baeovtin roi-xTW

Starke's wliarf is on the iiortlieastern part of MoMle l>ay.

About one-lialf mile in a N. by \V. direction, a little bark Inun the }>ay, h an

abandoned settlement. Within the limits of this settlement uns a mound of !?and,

5 feet 6 inches in he

loniTinir to Mr. Georire IL Hovle. of r>attle*8, Al
c 64 foot across its circular base, on proj^rty bo

The mound, which was somewhat spread, hnd undrr^oiu^ previous diggintr ti>

^xtent of a narrow but dcen hole in the center, nart < f which had 1>eon filU'd

again. The mound was entirely leveled by us.

surface-material were two irlass beads and a bit of sheet-lead, found pop

arately. At the bottom of thi^ previous excavation, beneath scvcra

was the iron blade of a spade. A beginner, misled by tliis discovery;

assign an unduly late origin to the mound.

In the outer nart of the mound no burials were met with. At

feet of sand,
r

f ferriifrom the margin lay the decaying remnants of a sknll witli a hone (

sandstone. There is an outcropping of this rock on the shore of the hay. not far

from the mound.

When the mound, which was surrounded b^' diggers, had been icilnced to

diameters of 28 and 37 feet, various burials were met with and continued to be

found until the center of the mound was reached,—one at 18 inolics, some at 2.5

feet, but usually from 3.5 to 5 feet, from the surface. Two burials lay C feet down.

All bones were in the last stage of decay, being mere fragments whidi cruiuhled

under pressure. Buiials were as follows :

Lone skulls— 10.

Skull with two fragments of femur—1.

Two skulls with a fragment of femur— 1.

Skull with a few fragments of other bone—

1

Bunched burials, three with one skull, one w
Two femurs together—-1.

Two tibiae together—-1.

Crumbling fragments—6.

Comijaratively few a

4

tifiicts lav with the burials. With a few fj c

bone was mica, to which, seemingly, had been given the outline of a spearhead.

With a bunched burial were a bit of cliert and a triangular fragment of pottery.

A lone skull had with it mica, ferruginous sand.>tone, and yellow, paint-like

material, probably limonite.

With two femurs was a frasrment of pottery of considerable size, and in several

cases in this mound, in the same way, a part of a vessel apparently did duty for

the whole.

Charcoal was associated with a numT)er of burials. Two tibia^ lay ben

layer 20 inches wid g, and 1

Sindv, and apart fro ible

with which some of them had been had disappeared through decaj
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mer-stonGj a number of pebble-hammers^ pebbles, a small bird-arrowhead of f^uartz,

and a slab of ferrughious sand-stone.

Together, with no burial at hand, were five pebbles, some showing use as ham-

mers, and many small fragments of an undecoratcd vessel.

Another deposit, lying alone, consisted of one pebble ; a rude arrowhead of

quartzite ; an astragalus of a deer ; and a cutting implement of soft, clayey stone^
+

4.7 inches long, with one end prepared for hafting (Fig. 4).

With the exception of the fragments to which refer-

ence has been made, no earthenware w^as present w^ith

burials in this mound.

About 15 inches below the surface was

pipe of inferior earthenware, undecoratcd, with the excep-

tion of a few parallel lines on the margin of a kind of

shoulder extending beyond the base of the bowl. On

two sides of the rim of the bowl, and on one side of the

a smoking-

r > port tended to receive the stem, small parts have

chipped away, apparently mutilation

(Fig. 5).

Fig. 4.—Implement of stone.

Mound neitr Starke's Wharf.
(Length 4.7 inches.)

%

w

nr

9

i

Fig. 5.—Pipe of earthenware. Mound near Starke's wharf, (Height 2.2o inches.)

In fi
'O

the rface, was part of pipe of

ordinary type and of infe

Five feet from the surface, in many fragm was an ndecoratcd ssel

which, when whole, had a globular body with a short neck

Throughout the mound lay a limited number of sherds, some of rather infer

irino-. Decorationware, others of excellent, yellow paste, all without shell-temp

present incised dthem varied. There were

and the two in combination ; also in

stamp is represented, as are three

and de

d and punctate de

with d P
The small check

of a pattern of complicated stamp

seemmo J
far westward for this kind of decor One of th com

plicated stamp designs, and two other sherds from this mound, are shown in Fig. 6

One fragment of a vessel, part of a base, shows a mortuary- perforation.
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The mound near Starke's wharf was the only burial mound found by u? on

Mobile T);iy, if we exclude that on Simpson Island, whioh. properly spi-akinjr. is

somewhat north of the bav.

^' '-

inc -\

f
> - -I 't

Otl

I

m

Yia, 6.—Sherds. Mound near Starke's wharf.

37 JOURX. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL, XIII.
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Shell Mound near Fish Riyer, Baldwin County.
I

On the bay, about one-half mile in a northerly direction from the northern

point of the entrance into Fish river, is the property of Mr. William V. Street, of

Point Clear, Alabama. Adjoining the house is a shell field that has been under

cultivation. In this field is a mound composed of oyster-shells with a slight admix-

ture of small clam-shells {Rangia cuneata) and black loam.

This mound, roughly circular in outline, about 3 feet in height and 60 feet

across the base, had thirteen holes dug into it by us; each from 3 to 5 feet

diameter at the surface, and extending to the base.

No human remains were met with.

Broken pottery was found in considerable quantity, all shell-tempered, though

it was noted that the finer quality of ware contained shell pounded into more

minute particles than that in the coarser variety. The decoration is incised, in the

main, consisting chiefly of series of roughly parallel, encircling lines. Punctate

decoration is present on some fragments of coarser ware, and a combination of line

and cross-hatch on one specimen of fine paste. The small check-stamp is repre-

sented by a single fragment. Loop-handles are numerous.

One small disc, carefully cut from a fragment of earthenware, came from the

mound, and two larger ones from the surface of the surrounding field.

Similar discs, made from fragments of earthenware vessels, have been met with

in numbers in various regions from Canada* to Costa Rica.^

sa\

We have found imperforate earthenware discs of this kind in South Carolina,

Georgia, and in Alabama, but not in peninsular Florida, where the discoidal

ne also is not found. These discs doubtless were used in some game. Mr. Laid-

s the Crees and Salteaux employ them in a game similar to our "billy

button." Hartman saw earthenware discs of this kind in use among the children

of the Pipiles of Salvador, who fastened a bunch of feathers to a disc and throwing

it into the air, called it " pigeon" or "little rooster."

In northwestern Florida^ we found two earthenware discs centrally perforated,

one on each side of a skull, against the bone, with a disc of sheet-copper on the

outside of each of the pottery discs. Cord remaining in the copper discs showed

that each had been connected with one of the earthenware discs and that the cord,

passing through the lobe of the ear and fastened to the earthenware disc, which was

worn behind the lobe of the ear, had kept the copper disc in place in front of the

lobe. Once asain, in middle Florida, we found two similar discs of earthenware with

fragments of sheet-copper. Such earthenware discs, utilized to economize in the

^ G. E. Laidlaw, " The Aboriginal Remains of Balsam Lake, Ontario," American Antiquarian,

March, 1897.
^ C. V. Hartman, " Archseolugical Researches in Costa Kica," Stockholm, 1901, p. 33, foot-note.

p. 43.

See also Gerard Fowke, "Stone Art," 13th An. Rep. Bur. Am. Ethn., p. 109.

W. H. Holmes, "Aboriginal Pottery of Eastern United States," 20th An. Rep. Bur. Am. Ethn.,

Stewart Culin, " Chess and Playing Cards," Kept. U. S. National Museum for 1896, p. 709.

"Certain Aborimnal Remains of the NW. Florida Coast," Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. of Phila.,

Vol. XII, p. 336.
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use of copper, are, of necessity, ceiitralh' perforuioil and furm a nedisiiMe p«'r-

ccntage of tlie earthenware discs that are found.

But to return to the mound. An interc^^tiiiir

I ffigy of a human liead. of i-arthcnuare. originally part

of a vessel, was met with in this mound (Fig. 7). Tlie

nose, hroken at the end, has U'cn carefullv stnoolhfd

at the place of IVacturo.

A flat pebl>U\ neatly roundotl lay among the

j^hoUs. A ma^^ of ferruirinous sandstoiu' and a .small

d\^c of the same material came fn^m llie inouiul; a

larger disc of the :same mat<^rial was foimd on the Mir-

face of the field, as was a quartz pebble 3.5 inches in

lenjith. to which a cuttiuii edire had been dven at one

end.

Shell Ridge nkaii Bun Skcolhs Rivkk.

B County.

On the south side of Bon Sccours river, about 1

nules up; at

. 7.—Part of earthenware vessel.

Shell mound near Tish river.

(About full size.)

le northeast point of Oyster bay, behind

f Mr. W. R. Steincr, on whose property

due or mound of

Eleven excavations, from 3 to 5 fi

e base, the Lrreatest dei)th being 4

di

ut fields.

openinjr, weiv carri<'< 1

Tl le due, where dug. was compo

of black, sandy loam with a var} rr of ovstcr-shflls amon? wL

a few small le lis. Below shells was a laver of black, loamy snnd, free

from admixture of shell: and beneath this was j

F
'c

lis found in four places, none at a deptl

than 2 feet

Near the fragments of a skull was a shell hair-pm with part of the

issing through an early fracture.

Ten cannon-bones of the deer, parallel one to another, lay in a little pile

5 feet from the surface.

In addition to several pebbles and masses of ferruginous sandstone, two

sh

The ware

of hematite were found, very bright in color, ready to grind foi

The earthenware, of which many fragments were uncovered, varies greatlj

quality, some fragments being strong and bearing a considerable pol

is shell-tempered in nearly every instance, though in several specimen, me ^y^ u

to detect evidence of shell, and in one fragment sand-tempering is plamly visil

The ware, when decorated, bears the small check-stnuip; incised designs, includ

Dart of the human hand; punctate markings; and, in one specimen, raised d

A selection of sherds from this place is shown in Fig. 8 d



j

a

^ L'-

Fia. 8.—Sherds. Shell deposit near Bon Secours river.
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made from fraprmonts of earthenware voss<'ls, were fotind. One of tlii.--e, fallow n

witli tlie sliord!?, lias a pi'iToratioii near the contor rroin which five radii oxttiid on

one side of the disc and six on tlie other.

Mounds ox Skymouk's Bluff. Haudwix County.

Ah)iig Se\ mour s bhilV, which is near tlio southeastern end of Mobile )>ay, near

the water, are seven uioinids on properties of Mr. Owen Ifohcrts. of Mobile, and

Messrs. William T). Todd and J. W. Nelson, of Cas(pie, a nearby Peilleinenf. These

mounds, all of sand more or less blackened with organic matter, were probably

erected for domiciliary purposes, as an exhaustive examination t>f one, and a careful

examination of five others, yielded only a few animal bones, one rude arrowhead.

and some fragments of earthenware.

One mound, used as a cemeterj- in recent times, was oidy casually investigaiid

by us. It resembles the others outwardly and probably belongs to their class.

The w^esternmost mound, to which the principal examination was given, had a

height of 5.5 feet with a basal diameter of 120 feet. Of the remaining mounds,

some were slightly larger than this one, some smaller.

The earthenware from these mounds, including parts of shallow platters, when

decorated, bears the small ebeek-stamp almost exclusively, though m one mstanee

head of a duck, in relief, Is piesent. None of this ware, so far as noted

admixture of shell.

As these mounds indicated the presence of a considerable iK)puhitioii in i rlv

devoted by us to a search for a cemetery. Much of tlie

efull\- sounded with iron rods, and adjacent wf^ds were

d in the end

of cemeteries. Our effo

Shell Bank, Strong's Bavou, Baldwin County.

Going westward from Seymour's bluff along the shore of the bay a distance of

perhaps L5 miles, shell fields are encountered with deposits of shell, increasing iu

hnlk until the culmination is reached on the shore of Strong's bayou, in a mass of

oyster-shells known as Shell Bank, the property of Mr. J. C. Nelson, of Casque.

All along the bay-side the wash of water has laid bare a section of shell deposit,

which was carefully examined by us. No human bones were seen, but a number

of fragments of pottery lay in the shell, while other sherds, some water-worn, were

upon die shore. If the small check-stamp is represented in the decoration of the

earthenware in this shell deposit, some of which is excellent and ])ears incised and

punctate markings, as shown in Fig. 9, it was not noted by us. Only shell-tempered

ware was seen. Here, in two respects, we note a contrast between the earthenware

of the shell deposit and that of the neighboring domiciliary mounds of

Two discoidal stones which, no doubt, had fallen from the shell bank, lay bel

be
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Cedar Point, near the southwestern extremity of Mobile bay, has a considerable

shell deposit which was not dug into by us.

We were unable to locate any aboriginal remains on the western side of Mobile

bay, though careful inquiries were made on Fowl river and on Dog river.

-"i.

p.r,l—.-V 'I
TVT_\ .-_^_ r. fc\y _\,
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Fig. 9.—Sherds. Shell deposit, Strong's bayou.

Mound on Bottle Creek, Baldwin County, Ala.

This locally-famous mound, considerably north of Mobile bay, properly cannot

be included among aboriginal remains of that bay ; but as it should not be passed

without notice, a description of it will be given here.

The mound, on property of Mr. B. F. McMillan, of Stockton, Alabama, is in

a cultivated field about one-quarter mile from the western bank of Bottle creek, at

a point about four miles up stream. Bottle creek connects Middle river with

Tensas river.

The mound, 46.5 feet in height, oblong with rounded corners, has a basal length

E. by N. and W. by S. of 306 feet. Its width is 251 feet. The summit i^lateau is

100 feet in length and 42 feet wide. Judging from the shape of the mound, it be-

longs to the domiciliary class, and this belief was strengthened by the examination

of a considerable excavation made by former diggers on the western side of the

mound. So far as tliis digging shows^ the mound is of clay. No excavation was

attempted by us.
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Surrounding the mound had been a dwelling-site, and the ploughed surface

showed hammer-stones, fragments of chert, and bits of potter}-, the last including

a bird-head ornament from a vessel, 5 inches in hel-rht.

A sprinkling of small olani-shell? [Rangla cuneatd) was ol)sorvnMo over tlie

ground.

Near the mound and in the swamp were circular elevation:; and ridges^ all of

clay with the exception of one wliioh Avas of ^sand and clay. Careful examination

showed tlic't^e to have been dwellinG:-sites containiiuj: tlie usnal dchris and, in one in-

stance, a toj-bowl of earthenware, about an inch in diametrr. Within the sites

and on the surrounding surface was fairly good carlhenMare, some of the fragments

being rather rudely decorated. Nearly all were shell-tempered, though in one in-

stance, at least, the tempering was of coarse sand. One of the woll-known earthen-

^vare discs, cut from a frajrment of a vessel came froui a dwell ing-site. This disc

bears what may have been an interesting, incised decoration made after the excision

of the disc, but unfortunately, it is too much w^eathercd to deterniine the character

of the design.

^^One circular elevation, about 5 feet high and 100 feet in diameter, had near

the surface a flexed burial, presumably iutrusive. In addition, were two recent

graves Avith skeletons at full length, near which were iron nails and fragments of

wooden coffins.

MOUNDS AND SITES INVESTIGATED ON MISSISSIPPI SOUND.

Shell Deposit ox Daui'iiin Island, Mobile Count v, Alabama.

Dauphin island, part of which is bordered by Mobile bay, and part by Missis-

sound, of which it is the southeastern boundary, is mainly a narrow strip of

sand. At its eastern end is a considerable aboriginal deposit of shells, mainly

of

Some diir«-ino- by us yielded frairments of earthenware, some shell-tempered,

others not. The ware, when decorated, resembles that of Mobile bay. Loop

handles and effigies of heads of birds are present. A selection

island is shown in Fig. 10.

No human remains were found, though in the great shell-heap

burials may Avell have escaped us.

of sherds from th

MOUXDS NEAR CODEN BaYOU, MoBILE CoUNTV.

Coden bayou, a part of Mississippi sound (where work was begun by us afte:

leaving :^Iobile bay), and the nearby town of Coden have their name from an abbrc

viation of Coq d'Inde, "turkey," the former name of the bayou, which name i

bears on the Gover

Four small mound Mr. Henry Klass, Jr., of Mob

to Mr. E. F. Long, of Coden, were investigated by us near this pi
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Fig. 10.—Sherds. Sliell deposit, Dauphin island.

material result, no liuman remains and almost no pottery being found. These

been considerably dugmounds, all of which had

sumably belong to the domiciliary class.

into previous to our visit, pre-

MOUNDS NEAR BaYOU BaTKE, MoBILE CoUNTY.

About one mile north of the ba\ side, is a property known

the Tate nlace, belon Messrs. William E. Gordon and William Vizard, of

Mobile. On this property, which is in sight from the water, are two mounds, one

of which, of clay, 6 feet in height and 80 feet across its circular base, had under

gone mu di to our visit. A eful am of mound

yielded no human remains and but one small fragment of

Nearby somewhat smaller mound, also domiciliary

M

r

Mound near Mary Walker Bayou, Jackson County, Mississirn.

ary Walker bayou enters West Pascagoula river not far from the sou

ide of the bayou, near its mouth, is the residence of Mr. David S

d.

About 100 yards in a northwesterly direction from the house is a mound of sand

of circular outline, 3.5 feet in height and 56 feet in diameter of base. A thorougl

o d this mound to have been domiciliary in ch

/
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Mounds neak Gkaveline Bayou, Jacksox County,

Beginning not fur from the eastern side of Graveling bayou, back from tlie

bluff that overlooks the souml at \hh phicc, are seven mounds of samh all within

three-quarters of a mile from the bayou, on property of Mr. J. 1. Fonh of SerantnUj

Miss. All these mounds are cirenlar in outline with the exivntion of llie Inrirest.

Avhich is oblon^i: in horizontal seetion, al)out feet in heiirht. wiih basal dianietiTs

of 81 feet north and soutli and 93 feet e:ist and west, the sides iihnost correspondinii

to the cardinal points of the compass. The smnmit phitcau of this oblono" mound
is 38 feet north and south and 50 feet east and av*'?!. Each of tlie seven mound?

was carefully examined by us without discovery of huuiau remain!'. A few l»its of

earthenware were met with, onlv one of which bears docoratiou.

Mounds xkak Belle Fontaine Point, jACK?fiN Countv.

About two miles in a nortliwesterly direction froui Belle Fontaine point are

three mounds on property of Mr. S. G. Ramsey, of Fort Bayou, Mi??. One of tlieso

mounds, used as a modern place of burial, was not investigated b}- us, but as it rv-

sembles the other two, both small, which investigation showed to Ite domiciliary,

it is doubtless of the same kind.

Mound on Tciiu La Cahawfa Rivkk, ITakkmson County, Miss.

This mound, said to be on land the ownership of which has reverted to the

State, is about six miles in a northerly direction from Biloxi. though mucli farther

if reached by water. It stands about two hundred yards from tlie eastern bank of

the Tchu la Cabaw^fa river, and about one-half mile al)ove Hawley's blulT, which is

on the opposite side of the river.

The mound, in pine woods, is of clay; its outline rounded but irregular. Its

basal diameters are 450 feet N. and S. and 290 feet E. and W. Its height is 11

feet thou^di if measured from points whence material for its building has been taken,

the elevation is somewhat greater.

This mound, evidently domiciliary, was dug into by us to a reasonable extent,

without material result, for the purpose of ascertaining whether superficial burials

had been made.

•*.

As d had been so unifoi

by us in advance to locate mounds had failed to find any west of B

gation of the abori d was abandoned

point, as we have said
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MISCELLANEOUS INVEST ICAT ION IN FLORIDA.

])V Clakkn(k 1>. Mooi;k.

Our archcTological exploration in Flurida, during the peaj^on of UK)!, was

nn satisfactory to a certain extent; but as it lias ever hoen our wis^h to let no inves-

tigation of ours pass unrecorded, we give a brief deserij)tiun of the season's ^vork.

THE KISSLMMEE REGION.

Kissinimee o lie southern extremity of Lake Tolmpcknliira

flows throudi C\ press Lake and Lake Kissim

that State.

mee, and continues in a southerly course to Lake Okeechobee. A canal connects

the southwestern side of Lake Okeechobee with Caloosahatchee river, which empties

into San Carlos bay, an arm of the Gulf of Mexico. These geographic featurrs nre

shown on maps of Florida, and are presented on (he outline map accompan

report, which shows also the scope of all our archnpoh

A few 3^ears ago it was possible, by the aid of ccu'tain canals, to make a j*)ur-

ney by water, in a steamer of light draught, from Lake Tohopekaliga to the Gulf.

Recently, however, the canals had been neglected, and an extensive growth ol' water-

weeds, miles in extent, had formed in Kissimmee river north of Lake Okeechobee;

in addition, a heavy dam^ had been built across Caloosahatchee river, somewhat

south of the lake. It was impossible, therefore, at the time of this exploration, for

us to take our lar-e, flat-bottomed steauier from the Gulf coast, where she lay. mto

K
Mr J S. Raybon, captain of our steamer, an expert in locating mounds, with

a companion familiar with the territory, carefully traversed the region between

Lakes Tohopekaliga and Okeechobee, inclusive. The report, however, was dis-

couracring. Nowhere was there news of the discovery of earthenware vessels,

and such few objects as were reported to have been found by the inhabitants were

mainly of European make, and, perhaps, intrusive.
^ i

•
i .

Lake Okeechobee was reported to be surrounded by marsh, and to be without

mounds. Nevertheless, we determined to explore the region, if possible, and for

this purpose chartered «teamer which took in tow a flat-boat on which

quarters had been built for the use of our colored mound-diggers.

After investigation of the mounds of Lake Tohopekaliga, which was p

thout positive result, as the appen.lod account will show, a severe accident

d ould have rendered
OCCUrreu lO our Bieaiu-uwii^^i, i.xxxv... ,

_ .. ,• c

sidcrable time. No other boat being availal>le, the investigation of

therefore abandoned.

^ Since removed.
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MOUNDS OF LAKE TOHOPEKALIGA, OSCEOLA COUNTY.

Mound near Kissimmee.

In a prairie, near the lake-shore, about one mile in a SSW. direction from the

town of Kissimmee, on land of Mr. Walter Bass, Sr., of Kissimmee, is a mound,

circular in outline, that has been much pawed and trampled by cattle. Its present

height and diameter of base are 3 feet and 80 feet, respectively. It is built of sand,

as are all the mounds of Lake Tohopekaliga.

Twelve excavations, each about 3 feet square, extending to the base of this

mound, resulted in the finding of one arrowhead of chert, a fragment of earthen-

ware bearing the ubiquitous small check-stamp, and several sherds of most Inferior

ware, each about .5 inch in thickness, with decoration of incised lines. No human

remains were found. The mound was doubtless domiciliary.

Lanier Mound.

Situated in nine woods, about 6 miles in a southerly direction from the town

of Kissimmee, on property of Mr. J. M
5

by, is an artificial rido

o

of white sand extending almost due north and south. This ridge is 250 feet long

and 90 feet in maximum basal breadth; its greatest height is 12 feet 3 inches.

Previous to our visit, considerable digging had been done in this mound by persons

in some cases known to the owner. No discoveries were reported by these persons.

Although the Lanier mound had every appearance of having been constructed

for domiciliary purposes, and the lack of success of previous diggers tended to bear

out this idea, three excavations were made by us, each 10 feet square and extend-

to the base of the mound. One of these was in the southern part, where the

mound reached its greatest height; another, of almost equal depth, someAvhat more

to the north, and the third toward the northern extremity, where the height of the

mound was about 8 feet.

In one excavation no relics or remains were encountered. In one was a small

deposit of charcoal, and three bits of inferior, undecorated earthenware, found

separately.

In the second excavation, at a depth of about 20 inches, was a " celt," with

fragments of a human pelvis and parts of a femur and a humerus. About 3 feet

distant, at the same level, was a human skull without the lower jaw.

Two and one-half feet down, in the same excavation, was a ^^celt/' almost

oblong in outline, with a bit of shell and two fragments of bone, too small for

identification.

In our opinion this also was a domiciliary mound and the ^"^ celts" and human
remains were intrusive.

MOUXDS NEAR BrOWX's LaXDIXG.

Brown's landing is about one mile south of Edgewater, on the southwestern

I of Lake Tohopekaliga. A mound is situated in pine woods about 2 miles in

ithwesterly direction from the landing, in sight from the public road, on prop-
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of Messrs. H. M. Pfann *Jc Co.j of Campb 5

feet 4 inches in height and G5 feet across the base. It has hern dug int(» to so

men
it excavation it was ahandoned by us. Various fr

of human bones were met with, and a number of shenhs of vcrv infer

fter slig

ware, all undecorated save one upon whirh was a certain amount of red pigment.

In addition, a single bead of blue glass, about the si/.e of a bm-ksliot, lay alone in

the sand.

About three-quarters of a mile southwest of the mound just described, in open

woodsj in full view from the public road, is a -rnouud of white sand, 9 feet 4

?s hiirh and 150 feet across the circular liase. Tliis mound, which liad every

appearance of being domiciliary, was dug into supcrfuially by us In man^

but no human remains or artifacts were encountered.

About three-quarters of a mile in an easterly direction from the mound just

described is another, flat and irregular, evidently domiciliary.

Between these two mounds, though not directly connected with them, nr(

parallel artificial ridges, about 300 yards apart, extending about NW. and SE,

estimated to be from 3 to 5 feet in height. One is 200 yards, the other 300 y

in length, approximately. These embankments do not run parallel to an imagmary

line connectinix the mounds, but cross it and seem to terminate in two small

swamps
The two mounds and ridges arc on property belonging to Messrs. H. M. Tfann

& Co.

MOUNP NKAH FkiKR CoVE

This mound, on property of Mr. Stephen C. Partin, of St. Cloud, Fl

about one mile in a southeasterly direction from the cove near the SE. end of

lake. Tt had been long under cultivation, and, in consequence, was widely spread

by the plow. Its height, at the time of our investigation, was 3 feet; its basal

diameter, 83 feet. It^was pitted and trenched in all directions by us, but yielded

onlv a few, small fragments of human bone and a bit of undecorated pottery.

Mound near Lee's Landing.

Lee's landing is on the eastern shore of Lake Tohopekaliga, and the mound

d about half a mile northwesterly therefrom, in a beaut

tliTestate of Judge George F. Parker, of Kissimmee. Greatly spreadby }

'sent heiiiht is only 2 feet. Its diameter, difficult to determine

through irregularity of outline, may be considered about GO feet.

This mound was carefully excavated by us in parts free from roots of orange

trees. Toward the center, badly decayed, was a full-length skeleton on its b

and a second skull, without mandible, 1>
Near this skull

efully-made arrowhead or knife, of chert. Nearby were a crushed skull,

d parts of two skeletons which, seemingly, had been mutilated by some modem

excavation. found
/
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Mound near McCool's Landing.
r

McCool's landing is somewhat north of Lee's landing on the eastern lake shore.

The mound, on hammock land, on property of Mr. W. A. McCool, of Beaver Falls,

Pa., is about half a mile in an ESE. direction from the landimr. It is 15 inches in

height and 26 feet in diameter^ and is thickly covered Avith small oaks and scrub-

palmetto. Numerous carefully-made excavations yielded nothing.

r

Mound near St. Elmo Landing.
F

St. Elmo landing is near the NE. extremity of the lake. The mound, on

property of the United Land Co., of Philadelphia, is about one-quarter mile in an

easterly direction from the landing. Its height is 3 feet, its diameter 75 feet.

TAvelve excavations, each about 3 feet square, yielded three bits of undecorated

pottery. Presumably the mound was domiciliarj- in character.

PEACE CREEK AND CHARLOTTE HARBOR.
Leaving the Kissimmee region^ we transferred our crew and the colored diggers

to our steamer which lay at Fort Ogden^ on Peace creek which empties into Char-

lotte Harbor (see outline map).

The lower part of Peace creek, previously investigated by our agents, was

searched by us without discovering aboriginal mounds worthy of extended investi-

gation.

Charlotte Harbor was examined a second time, a former visit having been

made in the season of 1900,. Avithout material result. A number of reported

mounds turned out to be shell-heaps only.

Mound near Hiokorv Bluff, De Soto County.
r

The remains of a mound near Hickory Bluff yielded to us only a few frag-

ments of pottery of inferior grade, bearing crude line and punctate decoration, a

selection of which is shown in Figs, 1, 2, 3.

Mound in Gasparilla Sound, De Soto County.

On a key believed to be nameless, the first large key north of Boca Grande

Pass, in Gasparilla sound, were the remains of a sand burial mound almost demol-

ished by treasure seekers, according to report. A small remaining part, dug down
by us, contained the considerably decayed remains of from fifteen to twenty skele-

tons, some loosely, some closely, flexed; but these burials yielded only a single

skull worthy of preservation (Acad. Nat. Sci. catalogue, No. 2227).

The sole artifacts found with the skeletons were three shell drinking-cups,

one imperforate, two with basal mutilation, with one burial; and two perforate

ones with another burial. A number of fragments of inferior, undecorated ware lay

where former diggers had left them. Two fragments of considerable size, found by

us, have rude decoration, and on one is a loop-shaped handle (Figs. 4, 5). Sand

tinged with hematite lay in various parts of the mound.
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Yui. 4.—Sherd. Mouiul in nasparilla Sound,

Figs. 1, 2, 3.—Sherds. Mound at Hickory Hlnff. (Two-thirds size.)

Pi,} 5._sherd. Mound in flahparilla Sound.

THE SOUTHERN FLORIDA COAST.

The remainder of the season of 1904 was devoted to exphnatlon of the coa^^t

Florida and adjacent We had explored a part of region

in the season 1900, when we investigated from a point north of T bay

rd to Chath of

Certain Antinnities of the Florida West-Coast," Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. of 1

XL
This 904), beginning at Charlotte Harbor, we continned

thronc^h Pine Island sound, Estero bay and along the Culf of

Marco, next to the

Marco our course la;

Key, and along the

nnd islands.

orth of Ten Thousand islands. From Kc}

the keys, including Chokoloskee Key and Lossman's

Cape Sable, the southern boundary of the Ten Thous

« •

Rounding Cape Sable and visiting pom of on the main
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investigating various keys, we continued eastward, then northward, to Miami; to

Fort Lauderdale on New river, where the Everglades were visited ; and finally, to

Lake Worth, which Avas the southern limit of our work during the season of 1896.

As a result of this part of our journey of the season of 1904, we formed certain

conclusions, and fortified others which we had previously expressed in print,

namely

:

(1) That while the shell deposits of the southwestern coast of Florida arc of

great interest as monuments of the ahorigines, their contents ofter little reward to

the investigator.^

2) That the sand mounds of the southern Florida coast were built mainly for

domiciliary purposes, and that such as contain burials yield but little pottery,

whole vessels being practically absent.

(3) That these burial mounds contain but few artifacts of interest - and that

such artifacts as are met with in the smaller ones, and superficially in the larger

ones, are often of European origin, marking a strong contrast with the mounds of
a »

the northwestern Florida coast and of St. John s river.

(4) That the failure of the aborigines to place earthenware with the dead, in

mounds along the southern Florida coast, did not arise through lack of its posses-

sion^ but rather that the custom of doing so did not obtain there. Fragments of

earthenware, though fewer in number and of far inferior quality on an average than

in central and northern Florida, are met Avith along tlie southern Florida coast.

Similarly, along the whole eastern coast of Florida, entire vessels seem to be absent

from the mounds,^ though inland, in the northern part of the peninsula, at least,

whole vessels are fairly abundant.

(5) That while the muck, /. e., mud and organic matter, which fills the

canals and small artificial harbors of the Ten Thousand islands, in one instance

yielded so rich a reward to Mr. Cushing's labors, it seems likely, as Mr. Gushing

believed, that the objects of wood found by him at the town of Marco, Key
Marco, were present there through some particular cause. Certain it is that

extensive digging in the muck by Mr. Gushing and by ourselves in other locali-

ties, yielded nothing of wood, and that ditch-making and the like by the

inhabitants of the Ten Thousand islands have brought to light, so far as we can

learn, almost nothing of that material. An attempt to duplicate a discovery

such as Mr. Cushing's would resemble a search for a needle in a hay-stack.

AVe shall now describe certain work in detail.

* Incidentally it maybe said that the great shell deposit on Bullfrog creek, Tampa Bay, described

and figured in the Smithsonian Report for 1879, has since been entirely demolished to furnish material

for streets of the town of St. Petersburg. It Avas reported that in the removal of the deposit nothing

of interest was found.

M
bones.

''Mound Investigation on the East Coast of Florida," by Clarence B. Moore, Phila., 1896.

Privately printed.

Tlie late Andrew E. Douglass spent years in investigating tlie mounds of the eastern coast, from
St. Augustine in the north to Miami in the south, without finding an entire vessel.
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MouxD ON Pine Island, Lee County.

Pine Island is a narrow island about firtccn miles lonir. inst south o\^ Clinr-

lottc Harbor.

About three miles below the iiortlieastern extrt'mity of Pino Island, just ofT

shore, is a key* about three acres in extent, c;dhil "Lnhan Old Fiohl," which is an

aboriginal shell deposit with a j^hell mound upon it.

About three-quarters of a mile in a WNW. direction from the shell ke}'.

on Pine Inland, was a burial mound of sand, slightly over 5 feet in hcijrht and

60 feet across the base. Tlic mound was away from the solid ground, on what

is known as a sand-spit, /. ^., territory not usually covm d by tidrs, but subject

to overflow during unusually high ones,—a curiou? spet to choose for a place of

burial when solid ground was so near.

Near this burial mound is the eastern end of the aboriginal canal that extends

across Pine Island, a distance of about two miles, and ends at the huge deposits of

shell and mounds of sand, formerly known as the Battery Place,* but now called

Pineland, on the western shore of the island.

The mound, then on property of the late J. II. Kreamcr, Esq., of Philadelphia,

was partly investigated by us in the winter of 1000.' During this investigation

there were found burials at thirty-eight points, loosely-ilexed, closcly-flexcd, and

several masses of disconnected bones; also aboriginal disturbances.

With the burials were three "celts" of iron or of steel; glass beads, in three

instances; two tubular beads of sheet-silver, with overlapping edges; one kite-

shaped pendant of thin sheet-silver, decorated witli a cross repousse \
a handsome

Inncehead of hornstone, 4 inches long; a lancehead of chc-rt; two arrowheads of

ilcedony; a tooth of a fossil shark, with a perforation. At the beg

-nvniinn. at the northeastern side of the mound, were many fragniei

f

belono-in- to different vessels, placed thickly together; also several shell drinking-
0*"'0

b

- d a number of conch-shells [Fulgur perversum).

In the winter of 1904 the mound was revisited by us and completely exca-

vated, with the kind permission of Mr. and Mrs. Ferdinaml Hnrrsen, living near-

by, who had acquired the proi^erty since the former investigation.

This mound,, built on lime-rock, was of gray sand except near the

1 was black through admixture of organic matter. In this black material,

^^^^^^^ ^ ^ ss from a few inches at the margin to about eighteen

inchJs arthrcenter,^ lay a number of burials, many flexed, some to the left, some

to the rioht In parts of the base was what seemed to be an inextricable confusion

of burials- and the badly decayed condition of the bones and the presence of water,

at times, made determination of the form of burial impossible. Nevertheless, it was

Portnin that amonii the burials were scattered disconnected bones, sometimes singly.

*^

o

:!-S«s.i:'^QH»c;;^^S^^^^

Pliila., Vol. XT, p. 362 et seq.

tiq
f
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sometimes in masses. In other parts of the basal area of the mound were single

flexed burials, as well as bunched burials with sometimes a single skull and some-

times several crania. There were, also, two closely-flexed skeletons in graves

below the base, and among the skeletons at the base, which were somewhat

loosely flexed as a rule, were two in a state of close flexion. In the body of

the mound, but showing no sign of being intrusive, were two flexed burials and

many bunched burials.

As the burials were numerous in this mound, and often encroached one upon

another, it was deemed best to score singly such burials as were surely flexed and

to keep a tally of the skulls found in bunched burials and where, through com-

mingling of interments, it was impossible to say just what the form of burial had

been.

There

flexed

vere, then : four closely-flexed burials and thirt;^^

skeleton with the lower part cut off" by an abori

b

tion, 177 skulls were found. Thus, during our second investigation, b

senting 219 individuals were unearthed.

3 loosely

In addi-

Is repre-

bones, as a rule, showed considerable decay. But three skulls were saved

oood condition preserved at the Academy of N Sciences Phil

delphia, are numbered 2228, 2229 and 2230, respectively

Th d. follow o the rule anion 2: mounds of southern Florid

plays but a small part among objects placed dead, contained

but one whole vessel

forate as to the base

ude. undecorated bowL about 7 inches m diameter

Th bo^\ seemingly? was not associated with human
remains.

There were also in the mound, scattered here and there, various sherds, as

well as parts of vessels each represented by three or four fragments. In all cases,

save one, the ware is inferior.

-'---"'--^^•-^-^

^

^ 'W :-r

#*

.»

f

w ^

jr^-

Fig. 6.—Sherd. Mound on Pine Island. (Half size.)

As might be expected in earthenware found so far south in the peninsula, b

decoration is p pottery from this mound Three or four frag

ments of one vessel show a roughly executed, incised and punctate design (Fig. 6)

The ubiciuitous small check-stamp was three times encountered.
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One frfiiriiient of a rim sliowcd a series of two oases tlie loop-

handlo decoration was m(

sliown in Plate CX, ^^ T
probabl

1 Annu Repo of the IJurcau of A
Eth (TV " 1

With the burials along the base of the mound no Imph'niiMit or ornament of

Europea o f( of pine wood from the basal part of

showed a clean cut which could have been made only

N

V-^

Al base were found : a numb f

f stone worked c

a thin

5

fi f Iimeslom* above a burial.

about 1.5 feet in lenjith as to its sides; a small fossil sliark

tooth, near a

perversuni) ; (

ber of sh {Fuk

P nindo from tlio same vark'tv

of shell; one Fulgur with grouiiil benk, and with bo

whorl removed, probabl

Fig. 7.—Glass cross. Mound ou

Pine Island. (Full size.)

"(1

fr

chisol.

tl u

Fulgur pervcrsum^ with part of

There was

varictv of

rl removed

and [a Ider, opposite the op

allow a handle to pass tlirough at right angles, and anothei

hole above this one and above the should

f T of \V SlM»lM»uld cr of le

shell wbieli is between these holes is o !>•

material used for attachment. The beak is mucli grontid

and splintered A ( of many shells used

our

nplemcnts by aborigines of southern

" Antiduitics of the Floridn West-C

ven m

Fig. 8.—Object of earthenware.

Mound on Pine Island. (Full

size.)

Al of w (*re f( a larsrec

am s identified by Dr. 11. A. Tilsbry ns Col-

lista bosay h 1 shoulder of

d mber of conchs, wrought to a certain extent but not sufficiently to show

Avliat their d f O more

may have been drinking-cups partly completed

With or near burials in the body of the mound were a single glass bead

siderable number of small glass beads, one large hammer-stone, and sandstone

hone.

Ther ;ly d burials, li of the tvpe

obtained by aborigines from early white traders; three pairs of scissors; two broad

pruning knife pi

ment 28 inches

pointed

sqi
of

This imi)lement, of iron or of steel (as were all the foregoing)

presnmably intended for a dr
afted

;

^ " Aboriginal Pottery of Eastern Uuited States,'' by AV. TL ""h^f •

•^ Jourmifof the Academy of Natural Sciences of riuiadelph.a, \ol. XL
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Three beads of sheet-silver^ with overlapping edges^ somewhat less than 2

inches^ 1.25 inch^ and 1 inch^ in length, respectively, came from various parts of

the mound-, with or near burials, as did part of a glass cross (Fig. 7) ; a fragment of

an earthenAvare vessel, about 1.5 inches in length, verging on ovoid in outline (Fig.

8), and a rude though interesting pendant of glass, showing aboriginal work on

European material (Fig. 9).

With a burial was a concavo-convex pendant of thin sheet- silver, about 5

inches long, Avith tAvo holes at one end for suspension (Fig. 10).

Fig. 9.— Pendant of glass.

Mound on Pine Island.
(Full size.; Fig. 10.—Ornameut of sLeet-silver. Mound on Pine Island. (Full size.)

We have here a good example of a mound distinctly post-Columbian^ contain-

ing many objects as to the European provenance of which no doubt can be enter-

tained.

Mound near Punta Rassa, Lee County.

About two miles in a northerly direction from Punta Eassa^ in the heart of a

mangrove swamp, a mound was reached by rowing up Shell creek a short distance,

and then going into the swamp about 300 yards, from the northern side of the

creek. The aid of a guide is necessary. The mound, which was kindly placed at

-'.-^tc;
-

#

%
I*. ,

•--

Figs. 11, 12, 13.—Sherds. Mound near Punta Rassa. (About full size.)

disposal bv the owner, Mr. George R. Sliultz, of Punta Rassa, is of 2)ure

sand The outUne of th is circular, save at one place, where of fl

projection extends into the swamp. The mound is 14 feet 6 inches in heig If
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present conditions existed when the iiionnd was huilt. ilie sand u^vd in its making

must have been carried some distance, perhaps from the crtu'k, ns the Idaek muck

of the sAvamp surrounds the mound on every side.

The basal diameter oftlie mound is hard to determine. Eitlier much sand has

Avashed from tlie numnd, forming a deposit at its base, or a sort of platform Avas

built to serve as a base. The diameter^ cxchidinir tliis d(*posit or phitform. Is alwiut

90 feet.

A <2;reat hole had been d

Througliout tlie suitouik

of shell, extending in all di

fields and numerous rnusc"\va\

90 yard

field. Another causeway extends from the same part of tlie mound nt m

dini'rent angle toward the same shell

third causeway leads from the mount

fails to loin. A

A considerable amount of digging hy us yielded 7 flexi'd burial-^, from 1 foot

to 5 feet m depth. No artifacts lay with

them, though previous diggers report the
L

finding of many glass beads, and one such

bead was met with hy us in sand previ-

ously thrown out.

A small number of sherds Avere found,

two or three of which arc of excellent ware.

Several are decorated with the small

check-stamp, and others have Incised and

punctate decoration of inferior execution

(Figs. 11, 12 Fjg. 14 RaMR

MOUXD ISLAXI), ESTKHO BaV, LkE CoU

This interesting key known as Mound Island, described in a former report,^

isited bv us. We learned from Mrs. F. M. Johnson that nothing ofwas asraiii \

importance had been recovered since our previous visit, either from the shell

deposits or from the famous sand mound which has yielded so many objects of

European manufacture. Mrs. Johnson kindly had saved for us two bird-head deco-

rations which had belonged to earthenware vessels, somewhat similar, though

«nort as cominsi from Goodland Point,
inferior, to those described in our former repr

Key Marco, which also are referred to by Profe

Marco, Ky.y Marco, Lee Cou

Island of known as Key

as we have said, next to the northernmost key of the Ten Th

f kevs borde Florida coast for a distance of

70 mi C

1 «'

2 <(

Certain Antiquities oftlie Florida West-Coast." ^^ „ , ^a , . i t> , en
Aboriginal Pottery of Eastern United States,"^^. IT. Holme., 20tl. Annual Report of the

Bureau of American Ethnology, p. 128.
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The town of Marco, at the northern end of the ishand, is^, as previously

mentioned^ where Mr, Gushing made his great collection of aboriginal olrjects,

mainly of wood. These objects^ as the reader is aware, lay in muck which forms

the bottom of a small artificial basin in the shell deposit, formerly connected by

a short canal with the neii>lil)orini2; water.

It is needless here to dwell on Mr. Gushing's archaeological discoveries at

Marco, the most important that have been made in Florida, as his preliminary

report,^ which his untimely end rendered final, gives a sufficiently clear description.

Id gladly know : HowThere is one point, however, which archaeologists wou
did this great assemblage of objects come to be in this particular spot? Arti-

ficial harbors, basins and canals abound among such keys of the Ten Thousand

islands as were selected by the pile-dwellers as places of residence, yet^ as Ave

have said, no collection of objects has been met with elsewhere in the muck,

though considerable digging has been done by explorers and by modern inhabi-

tants of the keys.

Objects of wood dropped or thrown ceremonially, into water, would float ; and

it is hardly likely that, at periods of low water, objects were buried ceremonially in

the muck. It was Mr. Gushing's belief, personally expressed to us, that the objects

found by him, contained in houses or in a temple on the banks of the court, or

basin, had been forced down by some cataclysm of nature and subsequently held

in the muck. This would seem to be a reasonable explanation, and

especially so as Mr. W. D. Gollier, of Marco, through whose kind per-

mission the basin was examined, informs us that in the year 1873 a

Fig. 15.—Pendaut of lime-rock, Marco.
(Fall size.)

Fig. 16.—Pendaut of lime-
rock. Marco. (Full size.)

Fig. 17.—Pendant oflime-
rock. Marco. (Full size.)

Fjg. 18.—Object of clay.

Marco. (Full size.)

tidal wave, brought on by a hurricane, did much damage at Marco and submerged

muck-pond in which the objects were found by Mr. Cushi

On the other hand, it misrht be asked, if buildinirs were thus destroyed, wh\
of the preservative qualities of the muck, the debris was not preserved

objects which were p On the whole, the o

A careful of the surface of shell fields of Marco resulted in the

discovery of a number of tools wrought from entire shells, some of which differ

somewhat from those described and figured in our former report on this region.

Varieties, hitherto undescribed, from Marco; from Goodland Point, Key Marco; from

Chokoloskee Key and from other localities, will be given at the close of this report.

1 Op. cit
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We obtained from Mr. Coll collection of liundtvil nciulniits or

cc of shell, of coral, and of the coarse lime-TOek found upon tlu' k

Most of these were of ordinary tyjM\ similar

Fio. 19.—Pendant of shell.

Nameless Key near Key
Marco. (About full size.)

?

Fig. 21.— Pendant of earth

enware. Goodland Point

(About full size.)

to a number figund by us in our prcccdinjr

report.

One pendant from this lot of Furfaee-

finds from Marco, of rather «-oini)act, \rllu\N'

limc-roek, reprejientiiig the head of a dnek.

is shown in Fi.ir. 15. Two pondant,-. our of

yellow, one of white, liine-roek, also i^vo\\\

Marco, are shown in Figs. 10. 17. A pyra-

niidal oUjoct of tenacious rhiy containing

quart/, grains ami fragnu'iit.s of shell, moldctl

and dried, from the same colU'ction. is given

in Fisr. IS.

k

a large numlKT of obj

Marco,

in the

m
fri

to those from Marco, were obtan

Mr. Addison, ^vho lives on the k

d

One of

shell, w

sp 1
)(>ndanl f

hioh Id to trrn(

one end for suspension, has another gro<ive

[id the body, tlie use of which is t

(Fig. 19). An implement of hone. fr

th ( face, with four pcrf«

in Fig

A number of imphMuents wrouglit from

entire shells were found by

face of this key.

the siir-

GOODLAXD POINT, KFA' MAKCO.

From r.oodland point, five miles hek

le town of Marco, w

terest were procured

e obtained a limited

any

ber of pe

__^ of stone, of shell, of coral, and

one (Fig. 21) made from a fragment of an

earthenware vessel. Many implements

entire shells, were gathered
wi

bv

ht from

IS from the surface at this pomt.

WIGGINS KEY, LKE COUNTY

The onlv object of interest obtained

us on \\
C. t-i-

pendant of ^^hell,

having a perfoi add
» . •

to the

F

.'Kr--

Tj-

-%,

¥1

Fio. 5W.— Implement
of buiie. Nm"»-le«t

Key n«««r Kcv M»r-
co. ( Al»»ut full *'*^

)

FlO. 22.— Pendant of

shell. Wiggins Key.
(About full size.)

n
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CHOKOLOSKEE KEY, LEE COUNTY.
The interesting Cliokoloskee key, described in our previous report, has been

determined, by a recent survey, to be in Lee county, and not in Monroe county, as

was formerly believed to be the case.

A searcli, extending over a number of days, yielded many fine implements

wrought from entire shells; also a number of pendants, etc., were obtained from

persons inhabiting the key. Among
these was a carefully wrought pendant

of lime-rock (Fig. 23), presented to us by
'- •

-I )ii

'/J ' •

,^*

• ' .•5A\..i

>

Fig. 23.—Pendant of lime-
rock. Chokoloskee Key.
(About fuU size.)

Fig. 24.—Pendant of shell.

Chokoloskee Key. (About
full size.)

Fig. 25,—Pendant of shell.

Chokoloskee Key. (Full

size.)

Doctor Green, postmaster of Chokoloskee^ and two pendants

of shell, one heart-shaped (Fig. 24), the other showing a

method of suspension entirely novel in our experience of

objects of shell (Fig. 25) and unusual in pendants of stone,

consisting of a perforation, beginning near the end at one side,

Another line pendant of shelland coming out at the top.

hole, was lashed to the shell at the groove to form a tool.

from this place is shown in Fig. 26.

A novel object from this key is an oyster-shell having a

central perforation and, in addition, a groove at one end, as

showm in Fig. 27. Presumably a handle, passing through the

A
part of the shell, broken from the edge back, lends support to

this supposition.

At our former visit to Chokoloskee key we made the

acquaintance of Mr. C. G. McKinney, then living there. Mr.

McKinney had for a long period paid close attention to abori-

ij^
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Fig. 26.—Pendant of shell.

Chokoloskee Key. (Full
size.)

ginal objects found upon the key. We were informed b^ him that, of the very

many objects known as ^^ sinkers" found on the key, none had been met with near

the water, and that he was firmly convinced that these so-called "sinkers" had a

use other than one pertaining to the taking of fish.
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Fig. 27.—Implement of shell. Chokoloskee Key. (Full size.)

W

Fig. 28.—Object of black mangroTe wood.
Chokoloskee Key, (Half size.)

t^

^-ri

Fig. 29.—The same, end view.

In one part of the key is an inter-

esting artificial harbor, which, no

doubt, served as a shelter for canoes

in aboriginal times. This harbor, pro-

tected from open water by an embank-

FiG.30.-Cup of wood. Chokoloskee Key. (Full size.) Hicnt of shcll, save at a narrow

entrance, was on property owned by

Mr. McKinney, who, controlling the water by the insertion of a sluice, dug many

trenches in the muck with the idea to pile this material above water level, and

thus to gain a rich area for cultivation.

In the course of this work, Mr. McKinney, whose archaeological interest was

ever alert, came upon three objects of wood, which are now in possession of the

Academy.

One of these, of black mangrove, shown in Figs. 28, 29, was burnt somewhat

40 JOURN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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side by a person to whom it was entrusted by Mr. McKinney Tl O

which was about 2 feet down in the muck, became cracked superficially

in a way that might seem to represent carving in the fig It

groove surrounding it d

faces. In shape the

hows work of a blunt tool

resembles the head of a n

both

object,

1 dryii

a central

minal sur-

er.

fo heavy

mangrove wood would be especially fitted; but in the case of a mace there

ould be no cause to remove the handle. Possibly the object d as a

of w ith one d bl the pointed d was fastened at a

right angle to a handle by means of the central groove.

Fig, 31.— Object of wood. Chokoloskee Key. (Half size.)

A cup of

from

Another [obj(

a sketch in

soft wood was found in the muck by Mr. McKinney (Fig. 30).

ect, in two parts, also of a soft wood, is shown photographed

31 The h bee a

still discernible in places. Holes for

de decoration in black j)igment,

are at the base. The purpose

for which this object made is problematical
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LOSSMAN'S KEY, MONROE COUNTY.

After investiG^ating a number of keys whicli yielded iiotliing of inte flX)

an archaeological point of view, Lossman's key. oru of the liirLTest, if not the

largest key

are lar»e,

Ten Thousand islands, was visited. At

'^y d platforms, of shell, a thorough survey of which

be of

South of Cape Sable and eastward among the keys and nt)rth\vard to Lake

Worth, where our journey ended, we met with nothing of especial arcluvological

interest. After leaving the Ten Thousand islands, no ^^hell keys were met witli by

durimr an extended search, all island n of sand or of

We
IMPLEMENTS WROUGHT FROM ENTIRE SHELLS.

ill now describe in detail certain implements of shell found bv (lunn!:o

from imidemeTits of the same tvpc
the expedition of 1904, which differ somewhat

described in our report on "Certain Antiquities of the Florida West-C
»>

r

r-W.

Fig. 32.-Shell implement. Russell's Key. (About full size.) Fig. 33.—Shell implement. Marco. (About full size.)
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Fig. 32 represents a fractional part of a massive Fulgur perverstim^ of a type

similar to that shown in Fig. 37 of our previous report^ where a hole to the right,

and a notch to the left, of the axis, enabled a handle to pass behind it. In this

case, however, an additional perforation, much worn, behind the axis, is present,

and probably corresponded with a hole since broken away through use. When
this happened, presumably, the use of the hole back of the axis was abandoned,

and a new hole to the right and a notch to the left were added. This implement,

which was found on Russeirs key. Ten Thousand islands, probably served as a hoe.

,.-W5»'-f->»™^^*«-T-

1'

.

a

'^^

-"
-'l

S^OVl.T

^ f

'W

r

Fig. 34,—Shell implement. Cutler. (About full size.)

r

In Fig. 33 is given a Fulgurperversum from Marco, showing the usual removal

of part of the body-whorl back from the edge of the aperture. There is a small

hole above the shoulder, or periphery, which seems, as a rule, to have had no con-

nection with the tool, inasmuch as numbers of shells, not made into implements,

show a similar perforation, which may have been made to sever the muscle and

free the shell-fish from its shell. The feature of this particular implement is two

small, circular holes, side by side, in the back of the shell, facing the notch in
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front. Possil *_ desire (1 angle for the handle

d

Yvj[. 34 illustrates a Fulgiir pervcrsnm from Cutler, on the nmiulaud of

eastern coast, Dade county. hows the usual removal of part of

the edge of the aperture, but no porf<

perforati

1 above the shoulder. Tl

and a notch at tlic edac of

ture. would seem that the central hole which faces the be

broken, was abandoned with its corresponding notch, and that two new holes were

made for attaching the handle.

T -\'

#=

n

f

^

%

\

Fig. 35.—Shell implement. Battey Place. (About full size.)

The implement show

heavy shell of the

in 'ig. 35, wrought from a compi

as the last, is of an ordinary pe

ely small

of which

but

addition to the removal of part of the body-whorl, at the edge of the aperture,

ay within, laying bare part of the A single perf

body The peculiarity of this implement is the pre

small perforations above the shoulder, in line, one on each side

perforations are smaller and more regularly made than the single ones of i

These
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free the fish fr the shell. Moreo\have spoken as made, possibly, to

there are two holes instead of one.

could have aided in attaching the handle, but the other hole is shut off from
One, above the main hole in the body-whorl

handle by the convolution of

Pine island, Lee county.

This implement is from the Battey pi

."
If:

f

'^'1

-'

*

J-

Fig. 36.—Shell implement. Chokoloskee Key. (About full size.)

L

We come next to a Fulgur pervcrsum from Chokoloskee key, shown in Fig. 36

which has th al of part of the bodj There is but one perfora

which is to the ris^ht of the apert This hole, which shows no wear, can-

been used for the insertion of a handle corresponding hole
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the opposite side, and no notch. Mowovcr, the hole is not in line with the

uired position for a notch. The cutting edge of the beak, ho\vever, .sIuavs con-

siderable wear. ablv. this implement was held direct! v in the hand.

The implement shown in Fig. 37, a heavy FuJgurptrvcrsum, with part of

body-whorl removed, and a small, irregular ho

forations in line in the remaining part of the b

the shoulder has four per-

ex tending from the aper-

FiG.ST.-Shellimplement. Chokoloskee Key. (About full size.)

"ound from left to

the second and fo

o The first and third holes are in line for a handle

The third hole corresponds also with a notch in the

hich h as
edo;e of the aperture. 1 liis

: ^ r.i i i i i

a gouge. Like the preceding example, it came from Clmkolo.kee k^c^

In the plement from Goodland I M every
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way similar to the foreo-oinir save that the notch is absent. It Liv on the surface,

as was the case Avith all the implements descriljecl in this collection.

A badly battered Fidgiir perversum^ which probably served as a hoe, came
from Chokoloskee key (Fi O 8). The body-whorl has been cut away a number
of inches back. The rude hole above the shoulder is present. There are three

holes in line somewhat below the shoulder, and a notch, . The first and third

holes, counting from left to right, allowed a handle to pass to the right of, and

behind, the axis, but as parts of the shell gave way at the third hole, this hole

m

'9

w

y^

1 r

•r

y

W
w
^

f

#

Fig. 38.—Shell implement. Chokoloskee Key. (About full size.)
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Fig. 30 Shell implement. Chokoloskee Key. (About full size.)

41 JOURN'. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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._' ^^
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Fig. 40.—Shell implement. Chokoloskee Key. (About full size.)
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became useless, and c qiiently, the correspond
*i iVi abl

V_^

The tool was then utilized by making liole iiuniber two and

There is represented 9 Fulgur / ^vit] 1

ed

periphery Tl body-^vhorl

perforiiti

red. Tl

^Icanly-gnnind

the :^houh!or,

perforations to allow a haiulle to pass to the right of, and b

\...\r +i.oT*n \^ Qlcn n iin+ph which does not correspond witbbut there is also ipond cither hole. T!

implement came from Chokoloskee key

i

£:-

m

^

^^^ 41.—Shell implement Fikahatcbee Key. (About full size.)
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\ t
t

\

:v

*¥

f
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Fig. 42 Shell implement. Goodland Point.

(About full size.)

Fig. 43.— Shell implement. Goodland Point.

(About full size.)
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Fi"-. 40 shows a Fuhrur hcrversum. from the same key, with tlie hoh' abovt*
O oy till

the shoulder and the body-whorl removed in part from the ^yViy\ backwara.

Also, as is often seen in these tools of shell, a part of the body-whorl ha? been

cnt away, exposing the upper third of the colunulhi. Tlu>re arc- three perfora-

tions, alniost in line, somewhat below^ the shoulder. NunduTs one and th

to r;<rl,t, would allow a handle tt> nass behind and to the riiiht of the

ee

from left

columella; hole number two probably eorresi)onded with a notch on tin' od-.^

whieh has been broken away.

Fig. 41 illustrates a /^/</^«;-/r/xrr.j«;« from Fikaliatchre (sometimes spclkd

Fakahalchee) key,^ Ten Tlioiisaud islands. The perforation above the shculder

is present; the body-whorl has been removed several inches from the ed-.', haek-

^vard. The beak is ground to give an excellent cutting edge for a .-f>uge.

There are two holes throutrh which a handh^ could pass to tlie right of the axis

and behind it; and there is a circular hole in the body-whorl to the rij^ht ol

the aperture, the use of which is not plain. This latter hole corresponds with

neither of the other two holes and is entirely out of line for a noteh, which.

moreover, is not present. It

where part of

belongs to th

has been removed, perhaps to facil

of the handle; but if so, the hole is much more evenly-made and

frounder than is usually the case in openings <

Fi.^ \'^ shows a type of implement found in abundance among the 1

Thousand islands, consisting of Fasdolaria, with much of the body-wlr

removed and two perforations behind, to allow a handle to pass at an^ upwr

l^
behind the columella. A round hole is prcscn fr

d J to aid i.i attachment. This spe(«imen, which was used as n hammer,

from Goodland Point, Key Marco.
, .

, ., i i

Fi.^ 43 represents an implement from Goodland Point, which, though Mown

different position, is similar to the one last described, save that it has a beau-

tifully-ground, cutting edge for use as a chisel. Tl

of this type that we have met during our two exped

sands island

the Ten Tl

incidentally, it may be said that, as can be seen by referring to^ our ^^ C

of Florida West-Coast," page 393, the Fulgur can'ca, or Fulgu

of Florida
with the aperture to the right, is not found on the wes ern coast oi -oriua axn

L... .h. niovi^ines of that redon were restricted to Fulgurpervcrsum and Fasa
c" =

O

olaria for use as implements.
. r ^.i + ,..;ti

On the eastern coast of Flon.la /r,,,/,/,„-„^,^««/.« .s .nfrequontly met « ul

.

and Fulgur perversum is far less .nassivc than is that shell on the western coaH

! Florifa. Therefore, on the eastern eoast the aborign,es were almost rc^tr-eted to

FuUrur carica in the manxfactnre of implements destme.l f,r heavy uo. k.

In over Florida, however, Fulgur fierversuM was used for drn,l<n,, eu,s. and

ts" made from the lip of the massive Strombus gtgas are found.

' Op. cil., p. 377.

cb
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INDEX.

CERTAIX ABORIGINAL REMAINS OF THE BLACK WARRIOR RIVER

Aiiicthvst offiffv of liuman head, 1C4. Candy's Lauding, mounds near, 126.

Analytical doterini nation of vessel of

diorito, 238,

Areola, moiiml near;, 126.

Arrow-and-sim symbol on earthen-

ware, 190, 228.

ArroAvpoints, scarcity of, at Mound-

ville, 221.

Asphaltmn, mass of, 166.

Axe of copper, av

notches, 1(52.

ith ceremonial

4

Bapal perforation of vessels, not

found at ]\roundville, 141.

Bead of rosin, 173.

Beads luade from parts of mussel-

sliells, 211.

Beads made by grinding down small

shells, 180.'

Beads of wood, copper-coated, 163,

3o->
oo.

Beads, spool-shaped, of shell, 195,

196, 198.

Beads, tubular, of shell, 195.

Bison-horn, pin made from, 162,

163.

Black Warrior river, 125.

Bohatnion's Lauding, mound near,

127.

Bone, piercing implements of, 172,

173, 222, 241.

Bono, pin of, attached to hair-orna-

ment, 198.

Bowl, toy, of stone, 223.

Canine-tooth, of wood, copper-coated,

15L

Carnivores, teeth of, perforated, 187.

Catcsby on aboriginal trade in wood-

pecker bills, 139.

"Celt," beveled, 173.

"Celts," many fragments of, in one

mound, 221.

Ceremonial axe of stone, 152.

Ceremonial axes of copper, 154, 157,

162, 163, 173, 196.

Ceremonial weapon of chert, 213.

Clements, Mr. Hardy, owner of

mounds at Moundville, 128.

Coating, artificial, on vessels at

Moundville, 140.

Codices, :\rexican, lower Jaw vari-

ously represented in, 226, 227.

Composition of Moinidvillo mounds,

139.

Copper axes with ceremonial notches,

162.

Copper, ceremonial axes, 154, 157,

162, 163, 173, 196.

Copper-coated bead of shell, 162.

Copper-coated beads of wood, 163,

233.

Coppor-coated canine tooth of wood,

151.

Copper-coated ear-plugs of wood,

154, 161, 195, 198, 200, 201, 204,

207.

Copper fish-hook, 235.

Copper, sheet, gorget with six-

pointed star and rrpoufise eye, 195.

Copper, sheet, gorget with swastika,

154, 160, 217.

Copper, sheet, hnir-ornameut of,

with l)ison-horn pin, 162, 163.

Copper, sheet, hair-ornament of,

with bone piu in plaee, 198.

Copper, sheet, hair-ornament of,

with rcpotisf^c human head, 198.

Copper, sheet, ornanu-nl of, with five-

pointed star, 198.

Co]iper, sbeet, ornament of, with six-

poiated star, 219.

Copper, sheet, pendants with o])en

eye, 175, 196.

Cojjper, sheet, pendants with swas-

tika, 155, 161, 163.

Cranial compression practised at

Moundville, 140.

Cross, design of, on gorget of shell,

233.

Cross, sign of, made of scries of three

fingers, 212, 223.

Burial, form of, at Moundville, 140.
^^^^^^^^^ hair-ornament of, 163.

Burial Xo. 37, lyfound C, 162.
F

Calcined human l)ones, 157, 162,

213.

Calvins Landing, monnd at, 127.

Copper, sheet, ear-ornament of, 175

Copper, sheet, gorget, annular, 1G3.

Copper, sheet, gorget with eight-

pointed star, 163.

Design of a cross, made up of series

of three fingers, 212, 223.

Design of arrow and sun, on earthen-

ware, 190, 228.

Design of down-turned ha nds, in

relief, on earthenware, 206.

Design of eagle, on earthenware, 206.

Design of eyes, on copper, 175, 195,

196.

Design of eyes, on earthenware

(Figs. 122, U2), 210, 222.

Design of head, wings and tail of

horned rattlesnake, shown sep-

arately, 232.

DcsiOT of heron on earthenware, 187.
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Design of horned rattlesnakes, knot-

ted. 136.

Design of horned^ winged rattle-

snake, 228.

Design of human sknll^ on earthen-

ware, 175, 223, 224, 226.

Design of human skull, on stone disc,

131.

Design of tail of AA^oodpecker, with

swastika, 190.

Design of the cardinal points, 155,

158, 170, 212, 223.

Design of the cross and down-turned

fingers, on earthenware, 170.

Design of the tail of the woodpecker,

Eaoie, desio-n of, on earthenware, ! Glauconite with burial, 201, 211.

20G.

Ear-plug of slice t-cojipcr, 175.

Ear-pUigs of wood copper-coated,

154, IGl, 195, 198, 200, 201, 204,

20 -N

Eccentric-shape, vessel of, 182, 217.

Effitry of human hand in earthen-
0*y

Gorget, circular, of sheet-copper, 163.

Gorget of shell, bird design, 228.

Gorget of shell, design of cross, 233.

Gorget of sheet-copper, with eight-

pointed star, 163.

Gorget of sheet-copper, with six-

ware. 143.

on earthenware, 170, 175, 190,

231.

Design, open hand and eye, on earth-

enware, 147, 175, 210, 228, 241.

Design, open hand and eye, on stone

discs, 131, 133, 137.

Design, painted, rare at Moundville,

143.

Design, woodpecker, 137, 138, 139,

176, 204, 206.

Diorite, maul of, 232, 238.

Diorite, unique vessel of, 238.

Disc of stone, found at Moundville,

now at Peabodv Museum, 131.

Disc of stone, with design of knotted

serpents, fonnd at Moundville,

136.

Disc of stone, with design of skulls

and open hand and eye, 131.

Discoidal stones, 150, 15?, 160, 173,

189, 218, 221, 241.

Discs of earthenware, 150, 172, 173,

179, 188, 189, 222.

Ethgy of human head in amethyst,

164.

Etfigy of owl, in earthenware, 194.

Effigy-pipes, discovery of, at Mound-

ville, 131.

Effigy-pipes of stone, 214, 215, 237.

European influence not noted at

Moundville, 141.

Excavation to hase. Mound C,

Moundville, 143, 145.

Excavation to base, ^Mound L,

Moundville, 199.

Feet, water-bottle with, 241.

Field east of Mound 0, Mound-

ville, 218.

Field north of Mound B, ]\round-

ville, 141.

Field north of Mound D, :Mound-

ville, 178.

Field north of Mound Q, Mound-

ville, 219.

Field west of Mound B, iloundville,

142.

Field west of Mound E, Moundville,

240.

Fiditinj]^ figures engraved on shell,

pointed star and repousse eye, 195.

Gorget of sheet-copper, with swas-

tika, 154, 160, 217.

Graded ways, at ]\Ioundville, 130.

Graves, all interments in, along

Black Warrior river, 244.

Gray's Landing, mound near, 127.

Ground northeast of ^Eound C,

Moundville, 167.

Ground south of jNTound I^, ^Mound-

ville, 184.

Hatchet, monolithic, Moundville,

133.

Heights of Moundville mounds, 128.

Hematite, rubbed slabs, 231.

Heron, design of, on earthenware.

18 i

water-level. Moundville

X^J

157, 158.

Figurine of earthenware, 190.

High

mounds above, 128, 130.

Hill's Gin Landing, mound near,

243.

Hoe-shaped implement, 143.

Holmes, Prof. AV. H., 137, 172, 190,

20G, 227, 228.

Horned and winged rattlesnake, de-

sign of, on earthenware, 228.

Horned rattlesnake, head, wings, and

tail, shown separately, 232.

Horned rattlesnakes on stone discs,

136.

Discs of stone, Moundville, 145, 149, ^-'^'^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ earthenware, 170, Human hand, earthenware pendant

150, 155, 172, 175, 178, 196, 200,

204, 206, 212, 221, 235.

175, 212, 223.

Fish-head of earthenware, 143.

Discs of stone used as palettes for
Fish-hook of copper, 235.

paint, 147, 150.

Doraiciliar}^ mounds, in the south,

not ordinarily used for burial pur-

poses, subject discussed, 241.

Domiciliary mounds not ordinarily

used for burial purposes, 139, 241.

Duck-head ornament on vessel of di-

orite, 238.

Duck-head ornament from vessel of

earthenware, 184.

Foster, E. H., Landing, mound near,

243.

Foster's Ferry Landbridge, cemetery

above, 244.

Foster's Ferry Landbridge, cemetery

below, 244.

Frog, effigy-vessel of, 184.

Galena, lead-sulphide, masses of, 155,

157, 158, 217.

Glaueonitc used as paint, 211.

representing, 143.

Human head, repousse, on sheet-cop-

per ornament, 198.

Human skidl, design of, on earthen-

ware, 175, 223, 224, 226.

Human skull, design of, on stone

disc, 131.

Ivory-ljilled woodpecker, design on

vessel, 137, 138, 139, 176, 204,

206.

Jones' Ferry Landing, mound

near, 243.
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Lancclicads of quartz itc, 179.

Lock Xiinilun- 7, mound below, 127.

Lower jaw incorrectly represented at

Moimdvino, 175. m, 92(5.

Lnea'^. Prof. F. A.. 1G2, 173.

Map, 123.

^Fatllicws, Dr. "Washington, quoted,

190.

Maiil of diorite, 232.

Merrill, Prof. George P., 230.

]\round A, iroundville, 141.

Mound B, Moundville, 141.

]\round C, ^Foundville, 143.

:^^ound D, Moundville, 172.

Mound E, Moundville, 188.

Mound r, :\roundvi]le, 188.

Mound G, Moundville, 1!)4.

Mound II, Moundville, 194.

Mound I, ^Moundville, 198.

Mo\ind J, Moumlville, 198.

Mound K, :\[oundYille, 198.

Mound L, ]\roundville, 199.

Mound M, Moundville, 199.

Mound X, Moundville, 199.

Mound 0, :^[oundville, 199.

Mound P, ]iIoundville, 218.

Mound Q, :\roundville, 219.

Mound E, Moundville, 220.

]MounfT S, Moimrlvillo, 241.

:^^omul T, Momidville, 241.

Mounds and cemeteries, 125.

Moundville, mound in, 243.

Moundville, mounds, description of,

130.

Moundville, mounds near, 128.

McAlpins Woodyard, mounds near,

126.

McCowin^s Bluff, mound near, 243.

Open hand and eye, design of, on

earthemvare, 147, 175, 210, 228,

241.

Open hand and eye, design of, on

stone discs, 131, 133, 137.

Ornament, circular, of sheet-copper,

with eight-pointed star, 163.

Ornament, circular, of sheet-copper,

Avitli five-pointed star, 198.

Ornament, circular, of shoet-coppcr,

Avith six-pointed star, 195, 219.

Ornaments of earthenware, 218, 222.

Ornament of sh<vt-(oppor, with bone

pin in ])laco. l!'8.

Qui, clllgy of, 104.

Owl-lu'ad from eartlicnwaro vesi^eh

219.

Paint, white-lead, at around villi*, (d

aboriginal nuikc, liU, 117.

l*aint, on stone diMS and slnb>. I ir>.

14G, 117, ir>n, 175, 19(;, lOS, 200,

204, 206,212, 235.

Panther, etKgy-i)ipe *>f, 237.

Pathological conditions of bones.

176, 180.

Pearls, })erforal*'d as beads, 160, 163,

195, 201.

Pendant of eartbcnware, buman

hand, 143.

Pendants of sheet-copper, witb re-

pou^^se eye, 175, 196.

Pendants of sheet-copper, with swas-

tika, 155^ 163.

Perforation of base of vessels, not

found at Moundville, 14 1.

Piercing implements nf bone, 172,

173, 222, 241.

Pipe of soapstono^ 194.

Pipe of stone, fragment of, witb tur-

tle's hea.1, 221.

Pipes, elhgy, of stone, 21 I, 237.

Pipes of earthemvare, 173, 186, 233,

241.

Pitch, mineral, 166.

Plan of excavation, ^found C, 115.

Plan of excavation, Mound D, 1T2.

Prince, ilr. C. S., owner of mounds

at Moundville, 128.

Psilomelane, probably used as paint,

217.

Putnam, Prof. F. W., 131, 138, 190.

Eattlesnake, horn?d and winged, de-

sign of, on earthenware, 228.

I^attlesnake, horned, design of head,

wings, and tail, shown separately,

232.

Rattlesnakes, horned, knotted, on

stone disc, 136,

Patties, pebbles formerly contained

in, 149, 150.

Pesin, bead of, 173.

Ridge north of Mound R, IVIound-

vdle, 220.

Rivets used in j>lieet-rop))er orna-

ment, 198.

Sluvt-copper ear ornament, 175.

Sheel-eopper gcir^* i. eircular, 163,

Slieet-copper gorget Mith eigbt-

]M>inted slar. 163.

Sheet -copper K*>rget with six-

pointed star, 195.

S]Kvt-ec»ppiT g*»rg<'ls with >wastika,

151, ir.O, ;M7.

Sheet-eo]>p<T ]iair-<»rmmient with bi-

son-burn pin, 162, 163.

Slieet-copiHT lniir-<»rnam<»nt with

bone ])iu in place. 198.

Sbect-co])pcr hair-ornament with ;r.

pnvfiH' liuman bead. 198.

Sheet-eopper ornaiiient with five-

]>ointed star, 198.

iSlHH»(-eopp<'r ornament with siv-

pointcd star, 219,

Sheet-copper piMidants witb Vf'pous.'ie

eye, 175, 196.

Sheet-copper jiendaids witli swastika,

155, 161, 163.

Shell drinking-cups, midecorated,

161, r.)8, 223.

SI le drink ing-cup with engraved

fighting figures, 15^, 158.

Sliell gi>rgets, 172, 228, 233.

Skeletoji fore-arm, design of, on

earthen vess<»l, 226.

Skeleton fore-arm in Mexican co-

dices, 226, 227.

Skeleton with earthenware vessels,

illustration, 181.

Slabs of stone, ] 19^. 172, 198, 204.

Socket for bone pin, in ornament of

sheet-copper, 198.

Stamped decoration, coiiiplieated,

and check, absent at ^loundville,

. 141.

Stephen's BlufT, mound near, 12

Stone disc, found at ^loundville, now

at Peabotly ^luseum, 131.

Stone discs, Moundville. 145, 119.

150, 155, 172, i:5, 178^ 196, 200,

2U4, 206, 212, 221, 235.

Stone discs, with design of knott<^d

ser[»euts, found at iloundville,

136.

Stone slabs, 119^. i:2, 198, 2' *l.

i
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Sun-?vmbol on earthenware^ 190,

09Q
.-V /^f vJ •

Survey of Moimdvillc mounds, 129.

S\vaPt"ika, 138, 154, 155, 160, 163,

190, 217.

Tortoise, effigy of head of, from stone

pipe, 221.

Tortoise effigy-vessel, 184.

INDEX.

Uniformity of shape, in :\roundville Weapon, ceremonial, of chert, 213.

ve'^sels 141 Wliite-lead paint at Moundville, of

Urn-burial not present at Mound- abori^ginal make, 146 147.

Wmged and horned rattlesnake, de-
vilie, 14U.

^.^^ ^^^ ^^ earthenware, 228.

Vessel, unique, of diorite, 238. Wooden beads, copper-coated, 163,

A^essel, woodpecker design with swas- 233.
, -, . .

,-, ^o7 -|oo Woodpecker, ivorv-bdled, design ot,
tika, lo^ 108.

^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^gg^ ^^^ ^^^^ ,^^^^

Wardle, Miss H. N., 226. 206.

CERTAIN ABORIGINAL REMAINS OF THE LOWER TOMBIGBEE RIYER.

Areas of influence, 278.

Banner-stone, part of a, 249.

Bashi creek, mound below, 265.

Bashi creek, mound near, 266.

Bass' Landing, mound near, 263.

Bead of earthenware, 259.

Beaver creek, mounds below, 270.

Beaver creek, mounds near mouth of,

271.

Bolan's Woodyard, mound near, 258.

Bone fish-hooks, 269, 273, 274.

Bone needle with eye, 249.

Bowl, toy, of claystone, 259.

Breckenrido-e Landing, mounds near,

272.

Gaines' Landing, mound ncai-, 258.

Galena, lead sulphide, carbonate

from, used as paint, 264.

Glauconite, or green earth, probably

a paint, 273.

Gouge of volcanic rock, 265.

Groups of small mounds, location of,

272.

Calcined human bones, 247.

Carnev's Bluff, mounds near, 255.

Certain Aboriginal Remains of the

Lower Tombigbee Eiver, 246.

Charcoal with burials, 268, 274, 275.

Compression, skulls showing, 249,

252.

Copper, sheet, ear-plngs of, 260, 267.

Copper, sheet, ornament of, 259.

Cord-nuirkcd potteT}^ 270.

Cox's Landing, mound near, 263.

Cut-off, mound near, 247.

Ear-plugs of sheet-copper, 260, 267.

Effigy, human, in relief, vessel with,

256.

European provenance, objects of,

248, 249, 250.

Fioh-hooks of bone, 269, 273, 274.

Hair-pins of shell, 251.

Holmes, Prof. W. H., 254, 270.
'

Hooks' Plantation, mound on, 247.

Horse creek, mound below, 269.

Pathological condition of bones, 250,

268.

Payne's Woodyard, mound near, 253.

Peavey's Landing, mound opposite,

262.

Perforation of base of vessels, mor-

tuary,,253, 254, 255, 256, 259, 260,

261,' 262.

Pipes of earthenware, 269, 274, 275.

Powe's Landing, mound near, 264.

Influence, areas of, 278.

+

Piattle, pebbles used in, 273.

Piembert's Landing, mounds near

275.

Rock-mounds,'' 253, 255, 257.a

Jackson Landing, mounds at, 259.

Jackson, mounds near, 258.

Kiuibell's Field, mound in, 260.

Leaf-shaped implements of stone,

249, 260.-

Lucas, Prof. F. A., 272, 274.

Santa Bogue creek, mound near, 263.

Sheet-copper, ear-plugs of, 260, 267.

Slieet-copp<n', ornament of, 259.

Skulls sent to Army ^Vledical Mu-

seum, 249, 250.

Smoking-pipes of

269, 274, 275.

Stcinor's Landing, mound near, 275.

earthenware,

Malone's Gin, mound near, 263.

Maps, 245, 277.

Jledal, Romanist, worn upside-down,

248.

^founds and camp-sites investigated,

246.

Thornton's Upper Landing, dwelling

site at, 264.

Three Rivers Landing, mounds near,

248.

Needle of bone, with an eye, 249.

Xoble's Gin, mound near, 265.

Urn-burial, form of, 251.

Urn-burials, 248, 250, 253, 258, 266.

Vessel with human effigy in relief,

256.

Watters' Plantation, mound on, 267.
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CERTAIN ABORIGINAL REMAINS ON MOBILE BAV AND ON ML^SI^^TPri SOrNH.

I)i^cs of ("arllu'n\var(> iix-d in Ccii- ' Arouiuls aind sites invcstiirau-a .-ii

iral Ainonca. 290.

KfTiirv ui liuinan lioinl, in oarllu'U-

Bavou "Rativ, moumlb near, 29l>.

Ik'llo Fontaine Toint, mounds near.

297.

Blakeley, shell aei>o>it at, 284.

r.on Scc-ours rivei', slwll rid.crt' near,

291.

Bottle ercek, mound on, 204.
,

Bundled burial?, cnrefully aiTanov.1, ' Fish river, slu-U m.mnd near, 290 Paint, n-l, nn rarilu-nuaiv, 2SG

^tohile liay, 280.

|Mu>s..l-sholl" jKTforutod, 2S.").

Ornament of j^luvt- coiiiwr, 2Sr;.

' niiianu'n(> uu earthenwaro vo

Foot on fragments of earlhonwaro. ' .^,gj .^„,_-_

28r). 2.>-t!.

1>.

283. Cravcline hayou, monml^ M<'ar, 207.

Hair-pin of sholl, 29LCaleined luuuan bones, 284.

Cedar Toint, shell deposit at, 294. TTartman, C. V., 290.

Coden b;>vou, mounds near, 295.

Complicated stamp decoration

earthenware, 2SS.

on
I

Horn, imi)lenieni.s of. 2S1. .>!.

Human liead, efTi.L^v of, in eart1i«'n-|

ware, 29

L

r

[mplomi'nt of claystono, 2>^^.

Pauphin island, ?lioll deposit on, ^*o.
!

^ ,,^ .

Decoration of complicated stamp on

cartheiiware, 288.

Description of territory investigated,

279.

Discoidal stones, 283, 293.

Discs of earthenware, as to, 290.

Discs of earthcmvaro. perforated,

used as back-pieces for copper ear-

plug^, ;

r.imoniie, 2S7.

>rap, 279.

Mary Walker bayou, mound near,

296.

Mica with outline of spearhead, 280.

.Mounds and sites inve-^tigab'd on

;^^ississippi smmd, 29.5.

IVrforalion. mortuary, of ba-«' of v.>-

pcls, 2sr., 2S8.

ripr< of earlhfuware, 2^8.

Sand.-tone, ferrngint»us. outcropping

of on bav shore. 2si.

Sandstone, slabs of, with burials,

2S(;.

Sevjuour's blulT. mounds on, 293.

,SlM'«*t-io[>pt'r, ornanu'nl of, 'JSTk

Sl.rll Bank, Slronfr's l>ayon, V'»3.
*

Simpson island, mounds on, 280.

SInrlsr's uliarf. mound near, 287.

Tchu la Cabawfu river, nu)uiid on,

2! 17.

Tov-bowl of earthenware, 295.

Urn-burial, form of, 282.

MISCELLANEOUS INVESTIGATION IN ELOHII'A.

Battey Place, reference to, 305.

Brown's Landing, mounds near, 300.

Causewavs of shell near Tunta Kassa

mound, 309.

Cliokoloskee Key, 312.

ConcUusionB formed, others con-

firniedj 304.

Cup of wood, 314.

Cushino-'s discoveries at :Marco, 304,

310.

Earthenware vessel, pendant made

from fragment of, 311.

Earthenware, whole vessels of, few

in mounds of southern Florida,

European provenance, objects of, of- Kis^sinnuoo,

ten found in southern .
Fbirida

mound near. 3ti<i

Kissimmce n-gion, 299.

mounds, 304.

Frier cove, mound near, 301.

Gasparilla sound, mound in, 302

Goodland Point, 311.

Hammer of black mangrove wood, ^W^ ^^^^

•Marco, ovv.

I

Lanier mound, 300.

Lw's Landing, mound near, 301.

Lossniun's K<'y, 315.

313.

Harbor, artifuial, 313.

orv Blutf, mound near, 302.

304.

Holmes, Prof. W. H., 309.

fmplements wrought from entire

shells, 315 to 325.

I
Miscellaneous Investi,..ation in Flor-

ida, 299.

Mound island, 3(»9.

:Mutilation of base, mortuary, shell

drinking-cups with, 302.

.\[cCoors Landing, mound near, 302.

v.
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Peace creek and Charlotte Harbor,

mounds of^ 303.

Pendant made from fragment of

earthenware vessel, 311.

Pendant made from glass^ by aborig-

ines^ 308.

Pendant of sheet-silver, 308.

Pendants, 311, 313.

Pendants, interesting, from Marco,

311.

Pine island, mound on, 305.

Pine island, mound on, made by

later Indians, 305.

Pine island mound, skulls from, 306.

Punta Eassa, mound near, 308.

Skulls from Pine island mound, 306

Southern Florida coast, 303.

St. Elmo Landino', mound near, 303

Shell-heaps of southern Florida eon-

tain but little, 304.

'^^Sinkers'' not found near tlic water,

313.

Skull preserved at the Academy of

Natural Sciences, 303,

Tidal wave, recent one, at Marco,

310,

Tohopekaliga lake, mounds of, 300

Wiggins Key, 311.

Wood, cup of, 314.

Wood, unidentified object of, 314

y
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MOUNDVILLE REVISITED.

By Clarence B. MooiiK.

In the season of 1905 we conducted an investigation in the mounds and

cemeteries near Moundville,^ Ala., whicli place^ near the Bhiek Warrior river, is

but a few miles distant from the city of Tuscaloosa. Later^, we pul^llshed an

account" of our work at Moutidville,

At the time of this investigation a comparatively small, but seeminirly desira-

blcj part of the plateau was not dug into by us on account of the advanced state

of the cotton which had been planted upon it. To explore this portion, and to do

iited by us before, we returned to Moundvillc

in November, 1906, with the cordial approval of Messrs. Hardy Clements of Tus-

caloosa, and C. S. Prince of Moundville, owners of the mounds andVemeteries near

Moundville, with whose consent our previous Avork had been done.

m
As what we considered a thorouy-h investiiration of the mounds had been

ide at our first visit, we devoted but little time to them on our return—digging

into none of tliern Avith the exception of Mound Q. This mound had been wi'll

covered with trial-holes without result. But as it had on its summit plateau dark,

rich soil to a considerable depth, and as in soil of this kind burials usually are

fsent and because, in the material thrown out from a trial-hole, one of our

'o-ers had found a small ornament of sheet-copper, we decided to ffive the mound
P

another trial.

On our second visit, the summit plateau of Mound Q was fairly riddled by us

trial-holes. Our former judgment was confirmed.

A plan of the Moundvllle mounds, prepared by Dr. M. G. Miller, who has had

o of the anatomical part of

for d this volume, we are

indebted to Mr. F. W. Hodge.

Somewhat less than one month was spent by us at Moundville on our second

visit, with a force of from ten to sixteen men to dig. Every part of the great

plateau in the neighborhood of the mounds, which seemed to offer any chance for

b

by us. In many instances no burials were found ; in others

were encountered with which were no artifacts. In a few

localities our work was rewarded.

1 Formerly called Carthage and so spoken of in Pickett's " Plistory of Alabama "
;
Thruston's

"Antiquities of Tennessee"; efaZ.
, , „. . t^- „ t i ^ *i \ i *

^"Certain Aboriginal Remains of the Black ^Varrior River." Journal of the Academy of

Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Vol. XIII.

43 .TOURN. A. N. S. THILA., VOL. XIII.
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While, beyond question, objects of interest must yet lie buried at Mound-

ville, it is our belief they are widely scattered—too widely so to warrant sustained

investigation. At all events our work at this interesting place is, in all probability,

ded

At our former visit to Moundville, no urn-burials were met with. At
more

second investigation, however, two were encountered which, later, will be

fully described.
' One of these lay at a depth of about four feet among und

burials of other kinds, and surely pre

interments.

On our first visit, no human remains were recovered entire.

On our second visit, some bones in somewhat better condition were found,

owing, perhaps, to the fact that most of our successful work was done in the

ground south of Mound D, which is a narrow plateau having deep gullies on two

sides, which possibly are conducive to better drainage. However, a number of

bones, including one skull, came from localities at Moundville other than the one

we have named.

Two skulls were recovered intact. One of these is now in the collection of

o

the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia (catalogue number 2233). The

other skull is at the United States Army Medical Museum, Washington, D. C, and

has been reported on by Dr. Ales Hrdlicka as follows

:

"The skull which you wished me to examine, marked 'Field near Md. M.,

Burial No. 57, Moundville, Alabama,' and preserved in the Army Medical Museum,

shows the foliowii _

"The cranium is that of a young female adult. It presents a slight and

mainly postparietal, accidental (cradle-board), compression.

" The specimen shows plain Indian features. Its consistency and good state

of preservation of some of the more delicate bones, suggest but a moderate anti-

quity. In type it approaches the form that was common to the tribes of the

southeast and those of later arrival speaking the Creek language. It is impossible

it with the Alibamese or other old tribes in Alabama, on account of

prinl ! there are in the National Museum collection but four skulls from
pare

lack of

the State, and all these show artificial, ' flat-head,' deformation, which obscures the

cranial type.

" Detailed Description and Measurements :

"The specimen shoAvs average Indian features in almost every particular.

The capacity is 1380 c. c, which indicates in a female a fair sized brain. In shape

it is mesocephalic (cephalic index 78) and high (basion-bregma height 14.3 cm.),

but a slight shortening and augmentation in height is due to the occipital compres-

sion. The face presents a moderate alveolar prognathism, such as is usual among

the Indians. The various ridges and processes indicate moderate muscular devel-

opment. The sutures are all quite simple, and contain but three small Wormian

ossicles (all in the lambdoid) ; those of the vault show no trace of occlusion. The

base exhibits rather small middle lacerated foramina, but a slight depression of the
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petrous parts and rudiincntary styloids—all characteristic Indian fonturos. The

nasal aperturo is mcv^orhinian (index 50.), the mean indtx of the two orbits is

(ST.), neither of whieh is exceptional. The teeth are of r

1 form. l)ut both of the tliird molars are conircnitallv ab«ent
L _,*

Measurements :

Diameter antero-posterior max.

Diameter lateral max.

Facial height (alvion-nasion)

Facial breadth (d. bizygomatic max.)

" Upper Facial Index 0-.5

Heiiiht of nose, 4.8: breadth max., 2.4 cm.;

17.5 em
in. or. "

6.90 i»

1
O •).• <<

Heiirht of ridit orbit. 3.2; of left, 3.3 cm.;

Breadth of right orlut, 3.8 ; of left, 3.7 em.;

Maximinii euTiimference of skull ahovo 614)1

XnKion-ooisthion arc 35.3 cm.;

rid<j;efci, 40.2 cm.;

" Thickness of left parietal 4-G mm.

"I trust the above report will prove of some utility. Tt should l)e kej»t in

d that, except under very spoeial circumstance.?, an examination of a sinsrle

LI is of little significance and not fit t(^ base any important conclusions upon."

1 n,ir nr<t visit n. fracrmeut of a skull showed nu)derate artificial ilatteninir.

Many other smaller fragments gave no evidence of this treatment

A small number of fragmentary skulls, found at the time v?

showed the effect of mod

frao-ments evidently belonged to normal sk

far larirer muiiber <»f

first investigation, fragments of hunuiu remains were found pre-
^.vv^--.., --"o

belonging to one skeleton, .showing
sumably bearing traces of the effects of a specific disease.^ At our second visit

many bones were found, sometimes a number

such decided lesions that all these remains were carefully put aside and, later,

were -iven by us to the United States Army Medical Museum.^' The result of

n that institution has kindly been reported to us as follow

James Carroll, First Lieut, and Asst. Surgeon, U. S. Army, C

Army Medical Museum,

a s

In accordance with \ I

from mounds at Moundville, Ala., contributed by Mr. Clarence B

Moore, comprised about 70 pieces, some of them rather fragmentary. Of these
,
U,

,1-,,. n \\\u^ M £;p fnnnfl 1 lircre nmuhcT of syphilitic bones In tlie Bnum prehistoric vil-

H.e ;ur OZ ''"EipTo^itS^/jtt nln^-VJehistoric ViLge Si.e," Fifteentl, A„„ua, Publication

^''° t^j^t:^;^'.^iiri;!,^iSt!M,. ^,..n™...v' /nfcr-<,-«,».. -'»•-';"'•*"
bee al=o

^'•^AJ^f ,/„ u/evmna d.r .S./phUi;" Jeiin, 1001 ; both by Dr. Urn Blooh.

^°'*'n\i?i; Ih^sfbofe^vere «:,t cS7re,,„i,^5 fraCnre, »n.l »,„,c normal hono, belonging to

skeletons showing ai)nornialities.
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fifty show the usual conditions found in bone-syphilis, such as periosteal nodes,

especially along the crest of the tibia, irregular erosions, scleroses and necroses of

long bones, erosions of calvarium as from gunimata; many bones of the same

skeleton beini? af!ected. I do not think there can be any doubt that these bones

are from cases of syphilis.

" Some other bones of the lot show exostoses of uncertain origin ; the remain-

der are either normal or show fractures more or less healed.

" Very respectfully your obedient servant.

" D. S. Lamb, Pathologist.
j>

hundreds of objects found b} o Mound

not one, either as to material or in method of treatment, gave any indication of

other than purely aboriginal provenance, and it is our belief, as well as that of

em rcha3ologists who have examined the artifacts from Mound

upancy of the site was prehistoric.

The art of Moundville is homogeneous. The same classes of

found there with human remains whose only trace wa.s a black line in the soil, as

d with better-preserved skeletons. IS did

we fail to find at Moundville a single object denoting European contact, but there

is no report of any such having been met with there throughout years of cultivation.

It is well known to mound-investigators what importance is attached by inhabit-

ants of a place to the discovery of any object of intrinsic value, be that value

ever so small. The finding of a bead of gold or of a cross of silver causes more

talk than would a whole collection of aboriginal objects of stone. At Moundville,

among whites or blacks, no rumor as to precious metals is current, though on all

sides one hears reports of the discovery of pipes of stone, of objects of shell and the

like reports which in justice to the tactful and intelligent people of Moundville

we must sav almost invariably proved correct.

HUMAN EEMAINS.

Near Mound A.

At the time of our former visit, some work was done in the level ground

the western side of Mound A, resulting in the finding of a number of skel

not associated with artifacts of any sort.

This time, there being no interference on account of growing crops, as wa

case before, we devoted eight hours to the locality, with an average of fifteen men,

makintr trenches and trial-holes. Ten burials were encountered, consisting of eight

skeletons at full length upon the back; an aboriginal disturbance; and a single

skull. The burials, which were from one to three and one-lialf feet in depth, had

no accompanying artifacts, with the exception of one skeleton with which were a

bowl and a water-bottle.
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Ground Northeast of Mound G.

The ground lying to the northeast of M(»iind C wns consiclerahly dug into bj

us at the time of our first visit.

On our second visit much additional di?r<rin<r resulted in the discoverv of seven

skeletons of adults, lying at full length on the back; one lying on the left side,

partly flexed; one aboriginal disturbance; one .skeleton of an infant or of a very

young child ; one of an adult, at fnll length on the back, the upiier and lower parts

being separated by a space of two feet.

A few comnarativelv uninterestiuir vessels were found with the renuiins.

G HOUND South of Mound D.

We investigated to a certain extent at the time of our first visit the narrow-

strip of land between two deep gullies south of Mound D, which is shown in the

plan of the mounds.

add o

d D, a part of the area, 172

feet (see idan. Ffeet lor^g,

Ik was dus throuufh by us to undisturbed j^rouml below. .^^^.^^t'^'K^'k
• .1 n x... i_ _!..i i. .i:., ,..:*!. til^^' V^'-^1=

This work required from ten to sixteen men to dig, with

three men to oversee, for more than ten da^-s of eight work-

ing hours each, a certain part of this time, however, being

occupied in refilling.

The jrround, dark with orsj^anic matter, evidently an

ccumulation during long occupancy, had an average depll

f about 2.5 feet, when undisturbed yellow clay was reached

1

I c had been dusr in places. In

instances burials had been made in the accunudated soil

S *^ '^ ^ I

r

abo\
» .» *

above, \.*^ ! \
^^^-^ *

\io

d in some instances of those in the clay, were not deter- t*^^/
'^'''

6 ""^ ^^^'ob^^'c or ^^ L
M

burial that bad gone on in ancient times, grave cutting ^; \ ^^
.

1.

.

f

'",

* JJ Jfl !•• X*»

through grave, rendering impossilde exact delimitations,

and at the same time creating sad havoc to skeletons and '
I |||^

to potterv. In our enumeration of burials Ave shall call

such as suffered in this way aboriginal disturbances, where

considerable parts of the skeleton remained, but shall take

no note of single bones scattered here and there, of which t*°"-

there was a great abundance.

Durino our dlo-o-ins south of Mound D, 174 burials were encountered by us

Fig. 1.—Plan of ground near
Mouud D, showing eicava-

as follows

:

Adults full length on the back, .

Adolescents full length on the back

79

12

y
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Adults lying on the right side, the limbs partly tlexed,

Adults lying on the left side, the limbs partly flexed,

Adult closely flexed on the back, the knees drawn to the chest,

Adult extended to the knees from which the legs flexed downward

Children and infants, ........
Child o position with knees d to left angle of forty-five

deo

4

4

1

1

19

1

9

47

2

1

1

?

I

I

Urn-burials of infants,

Aboriginal disturbances,

Disturbed by our diggers, .

Not determined on account of decay.

Not determined, ....
This last skeleton lay in soil so hard that it was impossible to uncover it except

piece-meal.

.--—— ^-_ Burials numbers 40 and 41, an adult and infant (Fig. 2)

both fully extended on their backs, lay in a grave together.

The grave, the base of which Avas 4.5 feet from the surface

(an exceptionally great depth for an aboriginal interment at

Moundville), extended about 1.5 feet into the hard clay, above

w4nch was the dark earth made by aboriginal occupancy, 3

feet in depth at this point.

That part of the grave which was in the clay w^as sharply

defined and was filled wdth vellow sand. No sand was

encountered by us elsewhere in our w^ork on this strip of

ground, though similar sand is found in a neighboring field.

It was impossible, owning to the number of aboriginal dis-

turbances, to determine from Avhat level the srave was besrun

J

whether from the original level, that is to say the surface

of the clay, or from some stage in the period of formation of

the artificial soil, or from the present level of the ground.

That part of the grave which lay in the hard clay Avas,

as we have said, sharply defined, the sides being clearlv cut

and perpendicular. The length was 7 feet 4 inches; the

Fig. 2.—Burials numbers
40and 41. Ground south
of Mound D.

breadth varied from 1 foot 4 inches to 2 feet.

On the lower right-hand side w^as an offset in which the

infant's skeleton lay. Another offset was on the opposite

Nothing w^as found in this offset, thoughside, but at the other end of the grave.

presumably it was made for a purpose and perhaps originally contained objects of

a perishable nature.

By the side of the skull of the adult skeleton, w^hich lay almost due east and

west, the head being directed toward the east^ were a broken w^ater-bottle and a

cup-shaped vessel. In the sand near the left-hand side of the skull was an ear-^^lug

of w^ood, copper-coated, badly decayed. In contact with each temporal bone were

several pendants and parts of pendants of sheet-copper.
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In another ptirt of the ground, four feet doun, 1 foot 3 inches of which wore
in solid day, was an inverted bowl 13.5 inches in diameter. This howl, a part of

which was crushed, covered from the head to the wai.st the skeleton of a small

infant. The leg bones, which were missing, probably had extended bej'ond the

bowl and had been cut away without discovery by our digger. With the sl^eleton

were small shell beads, and below it was a large mussel shell [Qitadrula hoykin-

ia?ia^), the concave side uppermost, which may have contalued some perishable

offering.

About 6 inches below^ the surface Avas a bowl 14 inches in diameter and about

6 inches deep, resting on its base. Within were a few decaying fragments of bone,

apparently having belonged to the skeleton of a very young infant.

Above this bowl was another bowl^ or a large part of another one, badly

crushed.

The presence of urn-burials at Moundville was not a surprise to us^ inasmuch

as this form of burial was practised along the Alabama and Tombigbee rivers^

though it is remarkable that but two instances were encountered by us in all our

diL^«;in^^ at Moundville.

Field East of Mound G.

In the field east of Mound G twenty-nine trial-holes were sunk^ and two

burials without associated artifacts were encountered.

pon

Field np:ah Mound M.
w

Not shown on our plan of the mounds is a great field outside the circle,

was not investigated at the time of our first visit as the cotton growing i

was then too far advanced to be disturbed. In this field^ 325 feet W8W. from

Mound M, is the remnant of a conical mound of clay.

Our work at this place^ in addition to many trial-holes in all directions^ was

continued for two days with a force of twelve men, beginning 65 feet in a northerly

direction from the base of the remnant of the mound to Avhich reference has been

made.

Fifty-nine burials were encountered, none differing in form from those
fr

described as comim>: from the ground south of Mound D.

At this place some burials seem to have been made in the underlying clay,

while others were in pits evidently put down from the surface. With the deeper

burials no artifacts were found, and but few—all purely aboriginal—were with the

other burials.

At this place, as elsewhere, a number of bones showing a specific disease were

present. No determination could be reached as to the condition of the deeper

bones owing to their advanced stage of decay.

1 All determinations of shells in this and acconipanyiug papers have heen made by Dr. H. A.

Pilsbry and Mr. E. G. Yanatta, of the Academy of Natural Sciences of riiiladelphia.
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Field West of Mound N.

The digging in the field west of Mound N consisted of twenty-sc

5 put down in the immediate neighborhood of the mound.

Eight burials were encountered, of which bnt one had associated obj

Ground near Northern Side of Mound Q.

Some digging was done b\' us at our former visit, in the lev near the

northern side of Mound Q, resultino; in the finding: of skeletons without artif

in association.

^ ... v.xv. ....v*x.x

Additional work on our second visit yielded four skeletons, all lying at full

th on the back, having no associated objects.

Field AYest of Mound R.

This tract, connected with the great field which is surrounded by
the westward of Mound R. It was investigated by us to

some

On our second visit, two and one-half days were spent putting down trial-

holes and trenching in this place, with an average force of ten men.
As the fifty-eight burials we found here differed in no material respect from

•ound south of Mound D, they will not be par-

ticularly described although exact details of their occurrence, as indeed of all we
found at Moundville, are included in our field notes.

The association of two of the burials was strikinir. Burial No. 25. the skele-

»

o
ton of an adult, lying on the left side with the legs somewhat drawn up, h

o - left

At this place were graves in the red clayey sand underlying the clay of the
field, which was discolored with organic matter. Some of these graves Avere 5 feet

below the present surface, and did not seem to be connected with it. Other and
shallower graves, filled with material extending down from the surface, also were
present.

In the deeper graves no artifacts save shell beads were present with the
burials, all other objects found being in the shallower graves. All these o

however, were purely aboriginal and of the same character as those found in

mounds and cemeteries of Moundville.

Several other places, after considerable digging, yielded sin^-le skeletons.

POTTERY.

The pottery of Moundville, as we have said in our former rej^ort, varies little

in form, being confined mainly to the bottle, the pot,- and the bowl. The engraved
designs on the pottery are its main feature of interest.

As we found to be the case before, earthenware vessels, when present, as a
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head of

them caused by disturbance of the ixraxcs in aboriirinal times in m
f

rments.

Much of the ware (which is shell-tempo

ing, sometimes of great beauty. In our fo

produced by the heat in firing the clay

o

d) is covered with a glossy, bl

of heat upon clay would produce no such result. Presumably, however, the coat-

o obtained in the manner described by Holmes ' as practised by the C
Indians, where the vessel^ surrounded by bark, is covered by an invt

during the firing process. Bark burning in the confined space in which the vessel

^I

first wouldId certainly yield considerabl

on the sides of the vessel, and, being in a liquid state, would penetrate the porous
material to some extent, subsequently being carbonized by further heating.

On our second visit to Moundville many vessels or large parts of vessels were
found, some in many fragments. Such fragmentary vessels have been cemented
together, and, where a part is missing, have been restored with a material some-
what differing in shade from the vessel, that our work and that of the maker of

the ware may not be confused.

The number of vessels (many of which were badly crushed) found by us at

second visit, is as folio

Near Mound A. . . .

Ground northeast of Mound C.

Ground south of Mound D.

Field near Mound M.

Field west of Mound N.

Field west of Mound R.

9

5

114

9

2

28

In describing the Moundville pottery, we shall confine ourselves to the more
noteworthy pieces, the commoner types having received sufficient attention in our
former report.

In figuring pottery—and in fact all objects in this report—reduction in size is

linear. Diagrams of the engraved decoration on the vessels are not absolutely

exact as to size, owing to the difficulty of representing a curved design on a flat

surface ; otherwise they are essentially correct.

Dissociated in the soil were various effigies of heads, broken from earthenware

vessels. These heads are mainly of birds, but they include also the head of a fish

and one of an allisator.

There were also found in the digging many discs made from parts of earthen-

ware vessels, three with central perforations.

One mushroom-shaped object of earthenware was unearthed, lying near the

head of a flexed skeleton,—perhaps a modeling tool, as described by Thruston and

Holmes.

MV. H. Holmes, '* Aboriginal Pottery of Eastern United States/' 20th An. Rep, Bur. Am.
Ethn., p. 55.

44 JOURN. A. N. S. PIIILA., VOL. XIII.
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Burial No. 39, the skeleton of an adult, lying on the left side and partly

flexed, had, near the legs where perhaps it had been thrown by an aboriginal dis-

turbance, an ear-plug of earthenware, shown in Fig. 3.

We shall now describe the more noteworthy vessels in detail, the w^are being

black in every instance, unless otherwise specified.

Vessel No. 2 from the field Avest of Mound R, is a bowl of coarse ware, of

about one gallon capacity. Around a short neck, first upright and then slightly

flaring, are eight loop-handles. The inside is decorated with bright red paint.

Vessel No. 32 from the ground south of Mound D, is a

small water-bottle having engraved upon it the w^ell-known

Moundville design of the open hand and eye} In this

instance the hand, which is shown five times, points down-

ward as in the case of the next two vessels described.

A^essel No. 8 from the field west of Mound R, is a small

bottle of fine, yellow ware, having the design of the hand and

eye six times represented

enware. (Full size.) .
Vcsscl No. 27 from the grouud south of Mound D

has this same design six times shown around the body of the
w

vessel and once on the base.

Vessel No. 22 from the ground south of Mound D^ a small pot of coarse, yellow

ware, with two loop-handles and, on two opposite sides as decoration^ a very rudi-

mentary animal form.

A^essel No. 61 from the ground south of Mound D^ is a small effigy-vessel repre-

senting a frog. Two Larger vessels of this kind will later be particularly described

and fi«;ured.

Vessel No, 5 from the i^round south of Mound D^ is a small bowl with a

notched band around the rim and three equidistant, rudely modeled effigies of

human heads, projecting upward. A fourth head is missing.

Vessel No. 76 from the ground south of Mound D, is a bowl, elliptical in out-

line (with part of the side missing), which has represented a fish. The tail is

present, as are a notched ridge on one side for the spines, and projections on the

other side for the ventral fins. The head is lacking through aboriginal breakage,

and the projection left by it has been carefully smoothed and rounded by the

aborigines.

Vessel No. 7 from the ground south of Mound D (Figs. 4, 5), presents a beau-

tiful decoration which is four times shown. In the center of each design is a

swastika within two concentric circles. Enclosing these are four series of three

fingers each, representing the four directions. A band of cross-hatched design

encircles the body of the vessel ; with which band four equidistant, perpendicular

bands, also cross-hatched, form the sign of the cross, or the four directions. Series

* For the symbol of the open eye on the open hand, In ancient Mexico see ^^ Altmexikanischer
Schmuck und soziale iind milifdrische Rangahzeiehen,^^ Prof. Dr. Eduard Seler. Gesammelte Abhand-
lunjeUj Fig. 99, pp. 569, 579.
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Fig. 4.—Vessel Xo. 7. Ground south of Mound D. i IFeiglit 5.8 inches.)

Fig. 5. Vessel Xo. 7. Decoration showing swastika, cross of the four directions, and perhaps symbols for "above" and

"below." (About two-thirds size.)
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of three fingers point downward in the upper spaces enclosed between these bands,

while similar series point upward in the lower spaces.

We know the ancient Mexicans^ had six world-" quarters " which, in addition

to the four cardinal points, included " above " and " below "
; and that descendants

of ancient Mexicans, the Huichol Indians,^ have the six world-" quarters " also, as

do certain tribes of Pueblo Indians of southwestern United States, including: the

Ilopi^ and Zuni—as well as other Ii

n

Zuni—as well as other Indian tribes.^

Doubtless the six world-" quarters " were recognized by the abori

pants of the Moundville region, but whether they are represented on this vessel,

the cross standing for the four directions (as it undoubtedly does), and the upturned
fingers for "above" and the downturned ones for "below," is another question.

It is likely the fingers in the spaces are simply a duplication in the design—

a

method often followed in the decoration of ancient pottery. Moreover, there are

vessels from Moundville on which fingers are shown, which do not seem to carry-

out the idea of the six world-" quarters." A woodpecker design has downturned
fingers in addition, but no upturned ones. Another vessel with a cross showing-
eight directions is without the upturned fingers, though the downturned ones are

P
On the other hand there is a vessel (all we are referring to now we found on
first visit) with the design of the double-headed woodpecker, the heads point-

ing in two directions, the tails in two other directions, thus making the cross of the
four directions. In addition, series of fingers point upward and downward, thus
indicating the six directions, although we may not accept the idea that it was the
intention of the aborigines to do so.

In a word, it may be that eitlier the aborigines at the beginning intended to
represent the six directions in the way we have described, and later made use of
parts of the symbol for decorative purposes, or, on the other hand, they never
intended to represent "above" and "below" by upturned and downturned fi

and that when these are shown, they were borrowed merely to fill space in" the
design, and were taken from the cross of the four directions, which often at

> '

Moundville, was made up of four series of three fingers each, pointino- in different
ways.

The swastika was abundantly represented at Moundville; sometimes cut or
repousse in copper, sometimes engraved on earthenware; and doubtless the natives
of the Moundville region often used this emblem embroidered on fabrics and
painted onjvood or on hide. Ranjel, DeSoto's secretary, tells how the great

Moundville region, hadof Tascalu9a (T
7

before him always " an Indian of graceful mien holding a parasol on a handle

^
" Codex Vaticamis B." First half. Elucidated by Prof. Dr. Eduard Seler, pp. 67, 71, 242.

Ill, p. 14.
Mem. Amer. M

K
•/?''•

^•-,yA!^^^'''o^r^'''' "^^'P^ ^''''"^' "^^'^^ *^'^ ^'^"^ ^^^^^^' Arizona," Amer. Anthropologist,
April-June, 1906, p. 3o7. i o

>

* "Handbook of American Indians," article "Color Symbolism."
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> something like a round and

Knights of the Order of St.

the cross was white." ^

verj- Large fly-fan, with a cross simihir to that of th

lU

e

John of Rhod es, in the middle of a bhack field, and

Though the accounts given by the chroniclers of the DeSoto exp^

to this banner, yet if we follow the description of Ranjol. an eyewit
d task to recognize the swastika emblazoned on the standard of Tu

I fT<

2
f(

although there is some difference in form between tlie t^wustika and the cross ut*

the Kniirhts of St. JohnG prob their cross was Avhite on a bl

o ke that of Tuscaloosa, that Ranjel gave more attention to this striking

feature than to mere details of sh

Fig. 6.—Vessel Xo. 28. Ground soutli of Mound D. Decoration showing swastita and also cross

of the four directions. (About half size.)

Vessel No. 28 from the ground south of Mound I), is a cup having a rather

faint decoration (Fig. 6) on the base, a swastika within three concentric circles ; and

1 "Narratives of DeSoto." Vol. II. "Relation of Ranjel," translated by Prof. Edward Gay-

lord Bourne, page 121. The paragraph is from Oviedo's " Historia General y Natural de las Indias,"

Vol. I, p. 567.
2 The town, the province, and the cacique bore the same name. Theodore Irving, "Conquest of

Florida," Vol. II, p. 34.

Tascalu5a is correct Creek for "Black Warrior." T. H. Lewis, "Spanish E.xplorers," " Expedi-

tion of DeSoto," p. 186.
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Fig. 7.—Vessel Xo. 54. Ground sontli of Mound D, (Height 4 inches.)

Fig. 8.—Vessel Xo. 54. Deeoratioa showing cross with eagles' heads forming a swastika. (About half size.)
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the cross of the four directions, tlie arms made up of scries of tlircc fin-rers eadi.

extending up the sides of the vcsscL

A'essel No. 54 from the ground south of Mound D, is a bottle (Figs. 7, 8) hav-
ing a beautiful and uiiiqne decoration made up of a cross on the base, which, with
the addition of eagles' heads on tlie sides of the vessel, forms a swastika.

Vessel No. 71 from the ground simth of Mouud D, a })road-mouthed watei

bottle (as were so many of the vessels fouml at MoundvilK'), has for decoration an

^1'-

FiG. 9.—Vessel Xo. 71. Ground south of Mound D. (Height 6.7 inches.)

head and the open hand and eye, alternating each four times (Fig. 9) Th e

pointed projections extending behind the

opposite heads, and three in the other two

eagle's eve are two in number in two

Vessel No. 18 from the ground south of Mound D, is a bottle (Figs. 10, 11

bavins an en2;raved desi^^n showing; the head, two winirs, and tail of a birdO O Cj O ' &

sumably—as fangs, teeth, and rattles are absent. The ke f

odpecker and, possibly, the head was designed to represent that of the eag

It may be, however, the serpent-bird was intended
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Vessel No. 15 from the ground south of Mound D, a bottle (Fig. 12), has the

design of the cross of the four quarters, four times represented.

Vessel No. 45 from the ground south of Mound D, a cylindrical vessel (Figs.

13, 14), bears a rather coarse, incised design twice represented, one being somewhat

larger than the other.

w

/^
r

\

Fig. 10.—Vessel Xo. 18. Grouud south of Mound D. (Height 6.2 inches.)

*

No. 11 and No. 82 both from the orround south of Mound D. and ves-

No. 2 from the field near Mound M (Figs. 15, 16, 17, 18, 19), all with meande

Fig. 11.—Vessel Xo. 18. Decoration. (About one-third size.)

decoration^ are fair examples of the commoner

pottery.

designs present on Mound ville
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I

it

Fig. 12.—Vessel Xo. L"). Ground south of Mound D. (Height 3.75 inclies.)

4 .m
^''

I

*r

Fig. 13.—Vessel J^o. 43. Ground south of Mound D. (Height 4,6 inches.)

45JOURX. A. X. S. FHILA., VOL. XIII.

h
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Fig. 14.—Vessel Xo. 45. Decoration. (About half size.)

.-^

aWs^A.

«

.

.

h

Fig. 15.—Vessel Xo. 11. Ground south of Mound D. (Diameter 5.3 inches.)

Fig. 1G.—Vessel No. 11. Decoration. (About one-third size.)
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1 .

*f

Fig. 17.—Vessel Xo. 82. Ground south of Mound D. (Height 5 inches.)

Fig. 18.—Vessel Xo. 82. Decoration. (About one-third size,)

i

-.

f

--

^ Fig. 19.—Vessel Xo. 2. Field near Mound M. (Heigl)t 4.75 inches.)
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Vessel No. 18 from the field west of Mound R; is a bottle (Fig. 20) with a

painted design show^ing a skull or conventionalized head^ and an open hand—each

being present three times on the vessel. Painted decoration evidently w^as not in

vogue at Moundvillej as but three vessels so decorated have been found by us there.

Holmes^ describes and figures a bottle from Mississippi, with painted design almost

Fig. 20 Vessel No. 18. Field west of xMound R. Painted design showing bead or
skull, and open hand. (Height 5.3 inches.)

exjictly similar to ours, while Thruston^ also shows one from Tennessee bearing the
same general characteristics. The coloring on the Moundville
yellow on a crrdund of brown.

specimen is li^ht

The design, though plainly distinguishable, has
become somewhat dimmed through lapse of time.

> "Aboriginal Pottery of Eastern United States," 20th An. Rep. Bur. Am. Ethn., Plate LVI, b
and c, and page 106.

' Gates P. Thruston, "Antiquities of Tennessee," p. 136.
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Vessel No. 20 from the

ground south of Mound D, a bot-

tle (Fig. 21), has a painted design.

four times shown, oriizinallv red,

no doul)t, but now a dinuv brown,

whicli has the same sluipc as

many of the phcet-coj^per pend-

ants found at Moundville, whicli

l)ear exeised parts forming a

swastika. In this instanee, how-

overj the excised triangle com-

monly seen on these pendants is

absent.

An object of earthenware

from the field near Mound ]M

(Fig. 22) is included by us among
pottery vessels, though we are

unable to say what use it

originally served.
Fig. 21.—Vessel Xo. 20. GrouutI south of Mouml D, raiiited design

showing swastika. JKight 5.3 inches.)

7
^
^

Fig. 22.—Object of earthenware. Field near Mound M.
,
(Height 6.2 inches.)
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Fig. 23.—Vessel Xo. 106. Ground south of Mound D. (Height 2 6 inches.)

Fig. 24,—Vessel Xo. 103. Ground south of Mound D. (Height 5 inches.)
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Vessel No. 106 from the groiiml

mai-ixinal decoration of the " wall of T
f D (F OQ

3), lias a curious

Ve; I . ^

SSL' I No. 103 IVotn tlio Lrrouiul south of Fi-s. 24 bottl t'

Ijcaring an incisod decoration, tlie interpivtation of whirh is onllrclv beyond our
power,

with T

B c to

mciininfiloss d

something, and may
f

from mere fancv

; must stand for

d pome d

Fig. 25.—Vessel No. 103. D'coration. (Alunit half size.)

A^essol No. 110 from the ground south of Mound D (Fig. 2G), a water-hottle of

brown ware, of the fish-effigy variety, might have come from Tennessee instead of

from Moundville, so far as any difference between it and TeIln(^'^see ware can be

detected.

A^essel No. 15 from the fiekl west of Mound R is a bowl (Fig. 27), rc^present-

ing a fish, spines are shown on the back, w^hile projiM^tions below indicate tlie

ventral fins.

Fm. 26. Vessel Xo. 110. Grouiifi south of Mound D
(Maximum diameter 5.4 inches.)

^ Luuiholtz.

Fig. 27.—Vessel S^o. 15. FieM west of Mound R
(Maximum diameter 12.5 inches.)

»
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Vessel No. 55 from the ground

south of Mound D, a small effigy-bot-

tle (Fig. 28), strongly calls to mind the

ware of Tennessee and of Missouri.

Vessel No. 1 from the field west
9 is a bowl ofof Mound M (Fig.

brown ware, representmg a frog. Ves-

sel No. 77 from the ground south of

Mound D (Fig. 30), a bottle, gives a

life-like representation of the same

animal.

Vessel No. 95 from the ground

south of Mound D (Figs, 3l/32), is

a bottle with a curious engraved deco-

ration.

Vessel No. 21 from the trround

Fig. 28.—
^
Vessel Xo. 55. Ground south of Mound D.

(Height 4.9 inches.)

south of Mound D, is a bowl of coarse,

brown ware (Fig. 33), shown here

only on account of its artistic, claw-

shaped handles.

Vessel No. 93 from the ground

south of Mound D, is a water-bottle

(Figs. 34, 35, 36), having for decora-

tion on two opposite sides our old

Moundville acquaintance, the ivory-

bill woodpecker having two heads, a

^f

V.

^

Fig. 29.—Vessel Xo. 1. Fiehl west of Mound X. (Maximum dinnieter 7,7 inches.)
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Fig. 30.—Vessel Xo. 77. Ground south of Mound D. (Ifeiplit .">.8 indies.)

body in common^ and two tails

at right angles from the body,

thus perhaps forming a cross

of the four directions. The
extended tongue and speech-

symbols issuini>: from the

mouthy so often found on

vcr designs, are ab-woodj)ecl

sent in this iu stance.

A^essel No. 86 from the

ground south of Mound D, a

bowl (Figs. 37, 88), has an

engraved decoration spread

over the base and sides, rep-

resenting the ivory-bill wood-

pecker with wings extended.

The bird is shown prop2;)ed

with the aid of its tail, as is

the case when the woodpecker

is at work. The tongue is

f

m m

tT
r

" -^ - - "

Fig. 31.—Vessel Xo. 05. Grouud south of Mound D. (Height 7.2 inches.)

46 JOURX. A. X, S. PHILA., VOL. XIII
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extended; speecli-syml^ols are shown issuing from the mou We believe th

e design to be unii

Vessel No. 5 from
I-

the field near Mound M, is a part of a bowl (Figs. 39, 40)

having a seven-pointed star on the Ixase and various interesting symbols around

the sides.

Fig. 32.—Vessel Xo. 95. Decoration. (About one-third size.)

Vessels No. 13 from the ground south of Mound D, and No. 28 from the field

west of Mound R (Figs. 41, 42, respectively), are water-bottles each bearing a

somewhat similar and evidently symbolic design, but its nature we are unable to

determine.

-I -M

Si"

V

"^-

J. \

»v

f
tr

W"

m
^

>

Fig. 33.—Vessel Xo. 21. Grouud south of Mound D. (Diameter 6.5 inches.)
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Fig. 34.—Vessel Xo. 93. Ground south of Mound D. (Ueiglit 5.5 inches.)

Fig. 35.—Vessel Xo. 93. Decoration showing ivory-bill woodpecker design. (About two-thirds size.)

^
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Fig. 36.—Vessel No. 93. Decoration showing ivory-bill woodpecker design. (About two-thirds size.)

Fig. 37.—Vessel No. 86. Ground south of Mound D. The ivory-bill woodpecker. (Diameter 4.5 inches.)



Fig. 33.—Vessel Xo. 86. Decoration. (About two-tiiirds size.)

^ J

Fig. 39.—Vessel Xo. 5. Field near Mound M. (About full size.)

P
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V
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I
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1

Fig. 40.—Vessel Xo. 5. Decoration. (About two-thirds size.)

Fig. 41. —Vessel No. 13. Ground south of Mouud D. (Height 7.3 inches.)
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b

b

Vessel No. 48 from the ground south of Mound D, is a bowl (Fiirs. 43
les of which

-r L-^

S d

completeh d w ith n representinsr

If the rosette-like figures are sun-s^inbols (and the sun is thus

1 ?s, we bel

afts of th

de <r
11 \y have boon intended to ropre-

This, of course, is coniectiire

No. 88 from the ground south of Mound IK and No. 15a fnmi tlic fu^ld

Mound M, are Lotties (Figs. 45^ 4C de

of a skeleton hand (proTjahly) and a skeleton for

C four

In

Fig. 42.—Vessel Xo. 28. Field west of Mound R. (Height 4.S inches.)

our former Moundville report ^\e described and figured (pp. 175 and 226) two ves-

and skeleton forearms^ and called

attention to the resemblance between these and certain fi.irures in Mexican codices.

sels bearing engraved representations of skulls

We unable at that h

of jaw is shown

', to cite a case in the codices where the

dinix so markedly behind the occipital part

of the skull as it is made to do in the Moundville desig We now able to

deficiency from the Saha

I (< Altinexikanischer Schmuck und soziale xind miUtarische liaiigahzeichen" Fig. 63. Trof. Dr.

Eduard Seler. Gesammelte Abhandlungen.
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Fig. 43.—Vessel Xo. 48. Ground south of Mound D. (Diameter 5.6 inches.)

Fig, 44.— Vessel Xo. 48, Decoiatiou. (About half size.)
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Vessel No. 1 from the field near Mound M, i.< a Loltle of artistic outline (Fijr.

47) with an incised design which is peiha[)s a variant of the leir-svmhol.

'I

^

Fl«. 4.").—Vessel No. 88. Groiiixl south of .Mound D. Design of IihikI iiiid skeleton forearm. (Height .jo inches.
)

Vessel No. 109 from the ground south

of Mound D, is a bottle without decora-

tion (Fig. 48), shown here on account of

its graceful form.

Vessel No. 50 from the iiround soutli

of Mound D, a bottle (Figs. 49, 50) witli

engraved design twice shown, representing

wings of an eagle or of the pbinied or

horned serpent.

Vessel No. 6 from the ground south of

Mound D, a bottle (Figs. 51, 52, 53), bears

engraved on two ojiposite sides representa-

tions of the winged rattlesnake^ in this

case without horns, crest, or plumes. Leg-

47 JOUEX. A. N. S. PHH.A., VOL. XIII.

Fig. 46. Vessel Xo. l.la. Field near Mound M.
^Height ~:i.~y inches.)
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T.

m
w

Fig. 47.—Vessel Xo. L Field near Mound M. (Height 7 inches.)

•

Fig. 43.—Vessel Xo. 109. Ground south of
Mound D. (Height 6.9 inches.;

Fig. 49.—Vessel Xo. 59. Ground south of Mound D
Design of eagle or serpent wings, (Height 5 inches.)
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Fig. 50.—Vessel No. 59. Decoration. (About hulf size,)

V -

-
.

'

Fig. 51.—Vessel No. 6. Ground south of Mound D. Winged serpent design. (Height G inches.)

h

u
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symbols^ however, are clearly represented. The leg-symbols present on the winged

serpent found by us on our first visit to Moundville (Fig. 152 of our report), and

seen on some of the plumed serpent designs of Peru, is a most popular symbol on

the pottery of the northwestern Florida region,^ whence it extends somewhat

northward,"^ and is even found incised in the open-work effigy-vessels.^ Finally^

/

Fig. 52.—Vessel Xo. 6, Decomtion showing winged serpent with leg-symbols. (About half size.)

Fig. 53.—Vessel Xo. 6. Decoration showing winged serpent with leg-symbols. (About half size.)

Fig. 54—Vessel Xo. 1. Ground south of Mound D. Decoration showing the winged serpent. (About half size.)
+

i"Abori(rinal Remains of the Northwest Florida Coast," Parts I and II. Journ. Acad. Nat
Sci. of Pliila., Vols. XI and XII, respectively.

'"Mounds of the Lower Chattahoochee and Lower Flint Rivers," Fijjs. 15 and 16 Jouru
Acad. Nat. Sci. of Phila., Vol. XIII.

' Ibid F\s. 8.
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Fig. 55.—Vessel No. 1. Ground soulli of Mouud D. Dccorutiuii sbowinp the winged seri>ent (About lialf size.)

Fig. 56.—Vessel No. 34. Ground south of Mound D. Decoration showing liead, wings and tail of the
horned or plumed serpent. (About one-third size.)

\

Fig. 57.—Vessel No. 33. Ground south of Mound D. (Height 5.8 inches.)

A
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^.. /

find the symbol usod apart from the animal and placed d as an

ornament simply this custom reaching far down the Florid

Vessel No. 1 from the irround south of Mound D, is a bottle found in so man\

frasrments fsome of wh missins:'), that deemed worthy of reprod

tion here. The enn;raved decoration, however (Figs. 54, 55), a winged rattlesnake

oppos sides of the vessel, without h plumes, h been fully

traced out and is presented

Vessel No. 34 from the srround south of Mound D, is a water-bottle bearin

sed decoration (Fig. 56) sh the head, wings, and tail of the horned or

Fig. 58.—Vessel Xo. 33. Decoration showing the plumed or horned serpent. (About two-thirds size.)

Fig. 59.—Vessel No. 33. Decoration showing the plumed or horned serpent, (About two-thirds size.)

plumed serpent, displayed separ

by us on our first visit to Mound
de c similar in the main to one found

Vessel No 33 from the ground south of Mound D, is a bottle (Figs. 57, 58,

59) bearing two engraved representations of the horned or plumed serpent.

^ Northwest Florida Coast, Part I, Figs. 7 and 25.

2 " Miscellaneous Investigation in Florida," page 306. Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. of Phila., Vol. XIII.
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Fig. 60.—Vessel No. 42. Ground ?outh of Mound D. (Heigiit 7.4 inches.)

Fig. 61.—Vessel No. 42. Decoration. (About half size.)
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Vessel No: 42 from the ground south of Mound D, is a bottle (Figs. 60, 61

62) bearing around the neck marks of long-continued abrasion as by a cord fo

spension The decoration on two opposite sides consists of engraved rep

of horned and winsxed rattlesnakes.

Vessel No. 87 from the ground south of Mound D, is a comi:)aratively sm

bottle (Figs. 63, 64) having as engraved design a single winged serpent This

Fig. 62.—Vessel Xo. 42. Decoration. (About half size.)

^
V

Fig. 63.—Vessel Xo. 87. Ground soutli of Mound D. (Height 4.5 inches.)
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pent Is an interesting variant from

much as rattles are absent and the tail is that of

others appearing on "3

Yes.

efully

X o. 44 from the li'rouiul su

tosetlier since its discovei

f D S bad! bottl t'

'V. Tl-
doubly

bave b

two sv

decora!

In tbe fi

10 ori*:raved decoration (Fig. 65)

added. 1 tbe most notewortbv fl •/>vv

rpe 1 tbe vessel^ beiiiii; tbe

is tbat of

toward a

tbe union of tlie

convcntionali/ed,

sbo

8 from tlic ground soutb of Mound D, a water-bottle ( Fi^^s. GG

d scrolls d I tlle

note Holme

serpent-design. II

f tlie serpent. It to

arly report of tlie Ibncan of Etl

Fig. G4.—Vessel Xo. ^. Decoration. Winged serpent with rattles replaced by biid's tail. (About half size.)

Fig. 63.—Vessel Xo. 44. Gronnd south of Mound D. Decoration sbowinn: tbe merging of tbe two serpents, being tbe
first step toward a conventionalized design. (About one-third size.)

in rebition to of same the one we describimr. " Tl

raved design consists of four ebiljorate, interlinked scrolls^ comprising a number

of lines^ and Ijordered ])y wing-like^ triangubar figures^ filled in Avitb reticulated

lines. This latter feature is often associated with native delineations of mythic

reptilesj and it is no.t impossible that this scroll work is a highly conventionalized

form of some such conception." Vessels with designs kindred to the one in

question are described in other Avorks.

> W. H. Holmes. " Ancient Pottery of the Mississippi Vallev," p. 419, 1882-83.

5 W. H. Holmes. An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethn., 1881-82, Fig. 1-li).

^y. H. Holmes. An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethn., 1882-83, Fig. 410.

Also Plate XV, Fig. c. Report of 1898-99, where the figure is taken from the Report of

, 3

1882-83.
C. B. Moore. "Certain Aboriginal Remains of the Black AVarrior River," Fig. 162.

Compare also tail-piece, page 33, "The Serpent Motive in the Ancient Art of Central Amei

and Mexico," Dr. George Bvron Gordon. Transactions Department of Archaeology, University

Peiina., Vol. I, Part III, 190o.

Vmerica
of

48 JOURX. A. N. S. PniLA., VOL. XIII.
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Fig. 66.—Vessel No 8. Ground south of Mouud D. (Heiglit 5.3 inches.)

Fig. 67.—Vessel Xo. 8. Decoration showing highly conventionalized serpent-design. (About one-third size.)
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Vessel No. 14 from the ground south of Mound D (Figs. OS. G9), hears anotlier

higlilj conventionalized serpent-design of partly interlinked scrolls and serpents'

crests.

Vessel No. 9G from the ground south of Mound D, a bottle (Figs. 70, 71),

bears another conventionalized serpent-decoration in which we see a lessening «»f

uartlv-interlockedthe number of crests and

scroll pure and simple.

conse»iuent ti-ndcnev toward ihe

Fig. G8.—Vessel No. 14. Ground south of Mound I). (Diameter 4.8 inches.)

Fig. 69.—Vessel Xo. 14. Decoration showing highly conventionalized serpent-design. (About one-third size.)

Vessel No. 3 from the field west of Mou R. a verv sfraceful hottle

ig. 72), bears the partly-interlocked scroll without the serpen

ultimate stage in the evolution from the serpent-design.

Vessel No. 6 from the field near Mound M, a water-bottle, bears a d

show c whe
decoration

o see partly-interlocked free fi the
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\

W

Fig. 70.—Vessel Xa. 96. Ground south of Mound D. (Height 5 inches.)

Fig. 71.—Vessel No. 96. Decoration showing highly conventionalized serpent-design. (About half size.)
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Fig. 7-2.—Vessel Xo. 3. Field west of Mouud E. Partly interlocked scroll, or serpent-design. (Height 8.4 inches.)

BONE OBJECTS.

Throughout the second investigation at Moundville many iniplemc

were found, some with the articuhir part remaining—these hitter k
ulna of the deer. A selection of bone implements from M

of bone

I
,

fr the
IS

Al

Ficr. 74, including one Avith a chisel ed

were found several canines of large < pierced for siispen

h
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tines of deer-antlers^ used as arrowheads; knuckle bones of deer^ a part of a bone

needle with an eye.

With fragments of animal bones were a humerus of the Virginia deer and part

of the upper jaw of the black-beafj probably Ursus americamis. We are indebted

to Prof. F. A. Lucas for these identifications.

incisor of a beaver will be referred to elsewhere in this report.

In the ground south of Mound D^

apart from human remains and widely

separated^ were two femurs belonging

to two bears of different size—both

young,

The findin!2; of the

as the epiphj^ses were not

attached. The shafts of these femurs

are highly polished as by Ion and

energetic use. In the same position

in each is a deep depression wdiich

could have been made by friction with

the thumb through a long period of

time. Just such a depression has

been worn on the hard-wood handle

of the trowel which has been in use

for j^ears in our expeditions^ w^hich
«i;..*..*l«W«'^

Fig. 73.—Vessel No. 6. Field near
showing highly conventionalized
one-third size.)

Mound M. Decoration
serpent-design. (About

also shows the high polish seen on the

shafts of the femurs. The great tro-

chanter of each femur is rounded and

ith more vigorous treatment under soft material

ty use

Professor Putnam has suggested

pad of soft hide, perhap

A complete description of these bones (one of which is shown in Fig. 75)
sent to the National Museum, which
were in its collection.

ported milar object

ther th

Archaeologists consulted by us have no sup:srestions to offer

belief that the fern drum-stick

the grooves can well be

The high polish d
ted for if we bear in mind the frenzied beating

the medicine-man, continued over long periods 3 and the light wear on the great

of the head of the d

resulted no doubt from use under a soft covering intended for protection

STONE OBJECTS.

At our first visit to Moundville we found a large vase of diorite, beautifully
carved—a triumph of aboriginal endeavor.

At our second visit, with burial No. 77, an adult lying at full

the back in the ground south of Mound D, Ave

length on
unearthed a stone bowl in many

fragments, all of which, fortunately, were recovered and have been cemented
together (Figs. 76, 77, 78, 79).
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f'i

-I

^

Fig. 75.—Femur of
bear, probably used
as drum-stick.
(Length 14.75 ins.)

The measurements are as follows : height, 4 diameter

d taiL 13.75 inches: diameter of boAvL 9

Tl

m
J material is a hard; wliite limestone which must have

considerable resistance to the carver's tool, thongh at

present the surface of the vessel ha

lapse of time, being soft and j^ellow

The vessel, which is intended

deteriorated greatly through

bird tlie

neck and head extended from the side of the bowl and running

parallel with it to unite asxain ^vith the bowl at the tip of

The
the ides of the bowl and

of tlie bird ;

)art of the b

ilfullj

The 1

d

pi

almost at right angles.

bird presented seems to be hat of

script. According to Mr. Witmer Stone of the Academv of

Nat Sciences, iudiiinu: from the ed benlV d

d of •y ted

the talon Sj

duly elon-

gated nock to afford ample size for the handle. The wattle, p
addition

some

please the fancy of the artist, though a

hut placed farther forward, is found on

th kin vulture {Gypagus papa\ whose northernmost habitat,

however, is southern Mexico.

This vessel, when snow-white and intact, must have been

indeed a striking example of aboriginal work and w^orthy of the

ancient art of Mound ville.

Burials Numbers 58 and 59, in the ground south of Mound D,

two skeletons of adolescents at full length on the back, side by side,

I few pentagonal and hexagonal shell beads, had lying be-one witl

tween them, near the waists, a superb pipe of limestone, representing

an eagle. This pipe, 4.6 inches in length, carved with great spirit, is

a worthy exemplar of the prehistoric art of Mound ville (Figs. 80, 81,

82, 83, 84, 85, 8G). The bird is represented on its back, the head
swung around to one side with the beak open and tongue extended.

JlPJWr^ ^ L-L"-T -'ves;

»*

SL.

'm-

'^

urn

I--! I

^

^

I"

'IUJ»

\
;-:v

'V,.

I
•'-.

', ^
Fig. 76.—Bowl of limestone. (Muxiimim diameter 13.75 iuches.

)
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Fig. 77.—Bowl of limestone, viewed from above.

49 JOURN". A. X. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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Fig. 78.—Bowl of limestone, viewed from below
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Fig. 79.—Bowl of limestone. Decoration of sides and base
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Fig. 80.—Pipe of limestone, representing an cjigle. Moundville. (Lcn<4h 4.6 inchcs.1

Fig. 81.—Eagle-pipe. Another view

Fig. 82.—Eagle-pipe. Another view
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Fig. 83.—Eagle-pipe. Decoration. (Full size.) Fig. 84.—Eagle-pipe. Decoration. (Full size.)

Fig. 85.—Eagle-pipe. Decoration. (Full size.)
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Incidentally, it may be said that the "hump" shown on the tongue hy the native

artistj though somewhat exaggerated, is not imaginary, as ma}

examination of an eagle.

be proved upon

It may be tliat this pipe, showing as it does the eagle

lying upon its back, its legs and claws on the belly, represents the dead bird. By
pulling out the tongue of a dead eagle one would be certain to notice the " hump "

;

hence the examination of a dead bird would have sufficed so far as correct render-

ing on the pipe was concerned.

On the other hand, the "hump" on the tongue is plainly shown on pottery

from Moundville, where the eagle's head is erect and the bird is evidently repre-

sented as alive. Several experts who have charge of eagles in captivity inform us

that under certain circumstances the "hump" on the tongue is visible on the liv-

ing bird. Possibly the aboriginal artist at Moundville was familiar with the charac-

teristics of eagles through the possession there of captive birds—a custom observed

among the Zuiii of New Mexico at the present time.

Fig. 86.—Eagle's head, from pipe, as it would appear on a flat surface, (Full size.)

Owing to slight disintegration of the stone at that part of the pipe where the

head is^ the details of the carving are somewhat indistinct^ but by holding the pipe

suitable light all the details of the head are still distinguishable A wing
presented on each side le.iirs, bej^innin,!? at the tail, which extends outward

rise upward and forward^ the feet and talons resting on the belly and e]iibracing

orifice of the bowl. The opening for the stem is immediately above

the

The limestone of

stone vessel whic^

as that of

hite originally

pipe is made is undoubtedly the same
just described—compact and hard within, snow

Three half-tone pictures of this pipe were sent by us to Mr. Joseph D. McG
ho writes of the pipe as follow

a The specimen is ge7ieris but apparently belon bi

found commonly in the St s of Ten Ark
typ

etc. The material is

unusual from which

whether suitable or :

make a pipe, but the Indians on occasion used anything
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iC

This pipe doscrves a place to itself and T conuratulate j
The pipes of what T have called the bi-coiiical tM>e an

538 of the features of unlike

those on pages 438-39, though your specimen to me has an elaboration of H

ce.work which has a Mexican appearai

"I know of no pipe at all resembling the one y
belonn-s to the tvoe of bi-conical Dines."

more than 1}

Fig. 87.—Ceremonial palette for paint. (Full size.)

Part of f ordinary tj th ch will be

described in detail later in the report

W th f these two pipe of earthenware or of

th at our second investigation of Mound

Nin discs (in diameter from 11.5 to 4.5 inches) and fi

1 "Pipes and Smoking Customs of the American Aborigines," by Joseph D. McGuire. Report

of the U. S. National Museum for 1897.
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nearly all of fine grained sandj-^tone, were found on our second visit to Moundville.

None of these ceremonial palettes ^ bears any interesting decoration sucli as lias

been found on other palettes at

Moundville and elsewhere. One very

rude palette (Figs. 87, 88) has certain

rough markings.

Three frao-ments with marijinal

decoration difiering somewhat from

those found by us before are shown

in Fig. 89.

On practically all the palettes

was paintj sometimes red, sometimes

white the red being hematite ; the

Fig. 88.—Design on palette. (About half size.)

wliitC; wliite lead (lead carbonate).

It may be remembered by those who
have read our first report on Mound-

ville that it is admittedly impossible

for aborigines to have made white

lead, and that the method l>y which

they obtained it was by scrapin

(lead sul-galena

grease.

from masses of

phide), such as we found at Mound-

ville at both of our visits, the white

lead (lead carbonate) which is a su-

perficial transformation occurring on

masses of lead sulphide. This ma-

terial . mixed with bear s

would make an excellent paint.

AVhile at Moundville we found,

sometimes in lumps with burials, or

smeared on objects, red coloring

matter which Ave felt must be hema-

tite (red oxide of iron—the true

red paint). However,

we decided on a chemical determin-

ation in addition to the analyses

made in other seasons of red paint

aboriginal /

I

\

found under like conditions. The
1

result, as we had supposed, showed

the material to be hematite.

1 This subject has been brought to date. " Certain ^^otched or Scalloped Stone Tablets of the
Mound Builders," W. H. Holmes, Amer, Anthrop. Jan.-March, 1906.

Fig. 89.—Fragments of ceremonial palettes. (About half size.)
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Fig. 90.—Ceremonial axe of igneous reck. (Full size.)

50 JOURN". A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII
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With post^Columbian burials, liowever, the paint is not always the red oxide

of iron. Once, in a low mound in Clay County, Florida, we found two skeletons

with Hint-lock muskets, lead bullets, etc. With these was a skeleton, evidently of

a woman, having in one hand a bit of looking-glass and in the other a mass of red

paint. Here we had to do with distinctly post-Columbian burials—very different

from those of Moundville. The red paint proved to be cinnabar (mercury sul-

phide), which it is unlikely aborigines in the United States could have obtained

before the coming of Europeans.

One mass of glauconite, " green earth " as it is called, was found on our second

visit. This earth, which owes its color not to copper, but to iron in the ferrous

state, may have served as a temporary paint, oxidation being likely to impair its

color.

Two "hoe-shaped implements" of igneous rock were met with on our second

visit, one with a burial, the other in ground aboriginally disturbed. One of these

(Fig. 90) is of great beauty, having a convexity of blade and fluke-like projections

below the shank in place of the usual ones which extend somewhat more at an

angle.

The "hoe-shaped implement" is a ceremonial axe, as was recognized by many

before the publication of our paper on the subject.^

At our second investigation at Moundville we found a beautiful little pendant

of shell in the form of a battle-axe (figured under '' Shell " in this paper), which

clearly shows the blade to be the "hoe-shaped implement/' even the method of

fastening the blade to the handle being shown—thongs passing through the usual

perforation in the stone to each side of the part projecting behind the handle.

Another interesting feature of this little axe of shell is that a ring for susj)ension

is provided at the end of the handle, as is the case with the superb monolithic axe

and handle obtained by us at Moundville on our former visit.

Throughout the second investigation we found thirty-one discoidal stones

—

some with burials^ but a larger number in the soil apart from

human remains—ranging in diameter between 3.7 inches and

.95 of an inch. Few are especially well wrought; none is

perforated or cup-shaped. One of these discoidals is of lig-

nite. Three seem to be hematite^ but are of limonite with a

thick coating of hematite, a natural formation after the

making of the discoidal. One of these^ on the base, shows

an abandoned attempt to drill through, a partial perforation

Fig. 91 —Discoidal stone.
witli a corc beius: left. Another discoidal bears the decora-

(Full size.) c

tion shown in Fig. 91.

Although there were found at Moundville quantities of fragments of ''' celts/'

some of which had been of considerable size when entire, no whole specimens of

large size were met with by us. All we found were rather crudely made.

^' The so-called 'Hoe-shaped Implement.'" Amer. Anthropologist, July-September, 1903.
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Six doublc-bladed implements—liatchots ami chisels—wore fi)nml. the majority

apparently of fine-grained, iirneous roek. One of these

is shown in Fig. 92.

a fragment of a

AVe have noted in tlie previous report the compara-

tive absence of weapons at Moundville. Tlie results of

our second visit were conlirm<itorv as to this.

A spear-head of eliert, C inches in length, lay near

the right forearm of a skeleton ; and

spear-head or of a dasrirer. more than three inches lomr,

was unearthed.

Two small chert arrowheads were founds eaeli near

the skull of a skeleton ; and four others lav near the knee

of the skeleton of an adult fully extended on the baek.

This same skeleton^ it may be said incidentally, liad with

the arrowheads many small fragments of cliert ; a water-

bottle near the knee; alonii; the riirht leij; masses of hem-

atite in a condition to use as paint. Another water-bottle

was near the pelvis.

A neat little gorget (Fig. 93), probabl}- of igneous

9>'^

V

Fig. 02.—DuuUu-bladed injfiUnu'nt
and section. (Full si/e.)

rockj lay in the soil alone.

Fragments of mica lay with skeletons and alone in

the soil. On each side of a skull was a disc of mica, 1.5 inches in diameter,

centrally perforated—ear-plugs, no doubt.

No particular mention will be made of pebbles, pebble-hammers, chips of stone,

hones of sandstone, etc., found scattered in tlie soil apart

from burials. A multi-grooved sandstone hone laj near

the skull of a skeleton,

A rude disc of mflammable material, prul>ably from

the nearby coal region, was found.

SHELL OBJECTS.

Owing to lapse of time or to other causes, objects

Fig. 93.—Gorget. (Full size.)

ch Otologically

: Moundville were, as a rule, eith

distinct as to decoration to be of

If all the shell ("and, incidental

the copper) objects which were found in crumbling remn

be represented entire in this memoir, we are confident ai

added to the history of prehistoric art in America.

at Mound

In small frairments, on the second investigation, were found what remained

two shell drinking-cups which evidently had bee ered with incised d

Another shell drinking-cup, decorated with straight lines over part of the

rface, la\ of an extended

Several undecorated drinking-cups also were found
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Ill addition to several gorgets, of which only traces remained, we got from the

ground south of Mound D a

be-

N

Fig. 94.—Shell gorget. (Full size.)

a mound on the Alabama
river/ above the citv of

Montgomery, and is found at

the present day among the

Huichol Indians,^ descend-

ants of ancient Mexicans.

With respect to shell

objects, in one instance alone

were w^e fortunate. Burial
^^ 98, the skeleton of an
adult extended on the bad
had on one side of the head
a bowl and on the other side

a water-bottle,

breast, nrotected

On the
r a bon

which had got in position

above it, was a superb gor-

get (Figs. 96, 97) with
incised decoration represent-

o

gorget (Fig. 94) lyin

tween the skulls of an infant

and of an adult at full

length on the back, which

were almost in contact.

The decoration of the gor-

get, which we believe to be

a very highly convention-

alized serpent design the

rattles and eyes, and pos-

a fang, being, we
IS

sibly

think, distinguishable

shown in Fig. 95.

A fragmentary gorget

of shell is of interest in that

upon it stand two birds

facing each other with a

shrub or bush between.

This same design was found

by us on a shell gorget from

Fig. 95.—Shell gorget. Decoration showing highly conventionalized
serpent design. (Full size.)

' "Certain Aborigirml Remains of the Alabama River," Fig. 55. Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. of
Pliila., Vol. XI.

T^''-
£^'"^ Lumholtz, "Decorative Art of the Huichol Indians," Figs. 436 and 437

Nat. Hist. Memoirs. Vol. III.
Mus
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Fio. 96.—Gorget of shell, (Full size.)
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Fig. 97.-~Gorget of shell. Decoration, perhaps the man-eagle. (Full size.)
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perhaps the maii-eagle/ the serrated m d

the easle.

At the time of our first visit to Mouiidville, we found a shell gorget which is

I). This gorget was so thickly covered with17referred to in our report

patina that the details of the decoration upon it were not distinguishahle

erable work was done wi

Co

lew

to the removal of the coating, but

satisfactory results were not ob-

tained.

Since the publication of the

report, however, much attention

has been given to this gorget, and

we are now able to reproduce the

greater part of the design (Fig. 98).

This design, the lines of which

exceed in delicacy those upon any

shell gorget ever found by us, rep-

resents a fiirure, the head of Avhich,

unfortunately, is in part indistin-

The series of squaresguishable.

Fig. 98.—Decoration ou sbell gorget. (Full size.)
above the head is no doubt part of

a head-dress, though its connection

with the head is not traceable. Other details also are too indistinct to be included

the d o

This gorget evidently belong

sissippi Valley, the claw-hands calling to mind

3 as that of some from the Mi

claw-feet of the fishting fio ''o

With
from Tennessee shown by Holmes

many burials were shell bead th nineteen in the

ground south of Mound
diameter; some very min

some globular^ almost one inch m
ite. There were also small spool-shaped

beads and tubular ones ; and, in one instance, perforated, flat, pent-

agonal, ar d hexagonal sections of shell. With these bead

eral instances were pearls perforated for string

A beautiful little pendant of shell, to which already

referred in describing the so-called ^Mioe-shaped " implements of

stone, is in the form of a ceremonial axe with the ring at the end
of the handle, for suspension (Fig. 99).

Several hair-pins of shell, as well as a number of objects

resembling hair-pins but shorter and more rounded at the point,

tered

A small spool-shaped object of shell went to pieces after

1 See " Eagle." ^' Handbook of American Indians.'^
' W. H. Holmes. Kept. Bur. Amer. Ethn. 1880-81, Plate LXXIV.

Fig. 99.—Pendant of
shell representing
ceremonial axe.
(Full size,)
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covery; and a shell ornament resembling two globes fastened together;, one some-

what smaller than the other was found.

With a burial was a mussel-shell i^Unioforbcsianus) showing wear at one end,

skeleton of an adult^ l^ing at full length on the back, had the skull rest-

ral

Tl

g in a bowl—an accidental position, not an urn-burial. In the bowl were seve

pebbles and a shell {Dosiiiia disais). perforated for susv

1Vpart from human remains in the ground south o Mound Dj was a mass of

:le, some in nairs, amonir which wcro Tt'itip'onia hibcrculaia

Unto crassidens^ Quadrtila cornuta^ Q, pustnlosa^ Q. pyramidata

W a burial were fi o

which^ howeverj ^

ination to be Fiiu

apparently of a gorget, resembling calcite.

microscopic exam-

COPPER OBJECTS.

In our first investiiiation at Mound
the exception of oi

fragments of sheet

fish-hook, and a few

opper

f

found by us except

le mounds, where

on

axes of copper and

many
aments of sheet-copper

were thed We know the foil of

Soto saw chiefs dwellimr on moundo

people li

below.

cipal me

\
<^

ound them on the level groutid

P^

buried on mounds and

these men were more richly endowed Avitli obj

of value than were their foil who were

buried le plain. However^ on our second in-

wliich was confined practically to the

around the mounds, while no arti-flat country aroi

facts of solid copper were found, w^e were fo

nate enough to obtain some objects sheet

On
d of wood copper-coated

he face of Burial Numl 164. a full

length skeleton lying on the back^ in" the ground

south of Mound D, was a most interestinor pend-

m
of s

half-

side of which is show

prod in Fig. 100 d a

drawing of the other side^ after we had ventured

on additional cleaning, is represented in Fig, 101.

The upper part of the pendant has parts ex

Fig. 100. — Pendant of sheet-copper, with
Burial No. 164. One side. (Full size.)

ed to form a six-pointed sta

a symhol to w^hich we shall

On the body of the star^ rep

Below is an excised o beneatl 1
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wh is part of an arm encircled by a string of beads and an tended d

bearing on it the open eye^ all rep

The symbol to which we have referred has been described b;^^

port Moundville^ and by
onr first

the open

eye Subsequent discoveries have modified our

views.

On our second investigation at MoundvillCj we
found two water-bottles bearing the same symbol

incised as a form of decoration (Figs. 41, 42). It

also figures on the copper pendant we are describ-

ing and on a vessel (Figs. 37^ 38) where it appears

in a modified form beneath the tail of a woodpecker

a singular position for an eye.

On the hand which figures on the gorget is

the unmistakable Moundville eye, found at that

phace on many occasions. It seems unlikely that

different forms of the eye should be shown on the

same gorget.

2FurtliermorCj the symbol in question is always

represented with the angles in a vertical line, Avhile

the eye most familiar to the pottery, copper, And
stone of Moundville, as well as the human eye

which it represents, have the extremities in a

horizontal line.

On the whole, whatever the symbol under dis-

cussion may stand for, it seems doubtful that it is a

representation of the human eje.

In contact with the temporal bones of Burial

Number 40 (the adult burial with the infant

already described), probably three on each side,

were pendants of sheet-copper, some in fragments.

These pendants, which bear no decoration, resemble

in form the arrowhead-shaped pendants, each

stamped with an eye and other markings, found by us at Moundville on our first

visit,

senting arrowheads, but we are

pendants. These particular ones perhaps represent the head of the w^oodpecker.

Pendants of the same type, but somewhat dissimilar in detail, were found by
us in mounds of the Alabama River above and below Montgomery. One of these

—teeth being

i-i-'

Fig. 101.—Pendant of sheet-copper, with
Burial Xo. 164, Other side. (Full size.)

and fiii'ured ill our first report. We described these pendants as repre-

now inclined to believe that they are bird-head

pendants^ however, we believe represents the head of a quadruj)ed—

indicated.

'Fig. 102, page 195 ; Fig. 121, page 209.
2 The copper gorget shown in our first report being too thickly coated with carbonate to permit of

finding the holes for suspension, and thus to learn where the top of the gorget was, was arbitrarily

placed in the photograph.
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The f iird to these iiend

tahi markings are present, which in tlu' Moinulville specimens seem to ind

bill of a bird llso the presence of tlu^ eye seems to i

owhead
the re IS no reason 1 an aborigine should not

have placed an ejc upon an arrowhead with the

Ch
boat

A number of other bird-head

sheet-copper, in fragments, some d

pe Of

il with

found

tigation.

We 1 alsOj with various burials, six

entire, or almost entire, sheet-copper pend

C ted-oval in outline, each having excised and

^potisse decoration, including

d th G These pend

g between 6.1 inches and 2.C

semble in type some figured

!_>

fc

(Fig. 102) lay at the neck of an infi
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Fig. 103.—Siieet-cop.
per pendant sbovv-

ing repotfs.^e swas-
tika. (Full size.)

Fig. 102.—Pendant of sheet-copper, with
Huiial Xo, 148. (Full size.)

(Burial Number 14 S)^ with a few

shell beads.

Another pendant (Fig. 103)

lay near the skull of Burial Num-
ber 65, a badlj' decayed skeleton

of an adult, at full lemrth on the

back, in a grave cut into the solid

clay of the base, in the ground south of Mound D. With the pendant, Avhich has

a repousse swastika (all the others found having this cross through excision), Avas

a small cnboidal mass of galena (lead sulphide).

Still another pendant (Fig. 104) lay near the skull of Burial Number 132, an

aboriginal disturbance. This pendant has a large, perforated pearl, through which

Fig. 104.—Pendant of sheet-

copper, with pearl attaclied.

(Full size.)

51 JOURX. A. X. S. PHILA., VOL. XIIL
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able fiber passes, attaching it on the outer side of the peiid

holes for suspension. Several o

pearls fastened in a similar way
copper j)endants found bv us in fragments had

Burial Number 162, the skeleton of an adult, at full length on the back, from

ground south of Mound D, had shell beads at the shoulder and on the pelvis,

ased in wood (as the copper found by us ordinarily is), a fine

pend bel chin broad

end uppermost. Under the chin

and over the right clavicle was an

elliptical gorget of sheet-copper (Fig.

105) having a pearl fastened to it

in the manner already described.

With an aboriginal disturbance

were two sheet-copper discs, each

about 1.25 inch

a bo

diameter, and

centrally per-each having

forated. These discs lay at the feet,

the bone of one great toe being

green by contact. With them
a m of d P determined

chemically to be hematite, and th

knuckle-b of a dee Th
Fig. 105. Gorget of sheet-copper sliowiiig swastikn, witli pearl

attached. (Full size.) discs, which somewhat rcscmbl

those shown by LeMoy as worn
on of Florida Indians, were, however, probably ear-plugs transferred from

d position hy an aboriginal disturbance.

Burial Number 34

shell beads on both wr
of adult, fully extended on back, had

At each side of the head
was of wood, about 1.5 ameter, w^ith

al boss, copper-coated. On the copper had been

, a part of which, badlya covenng of d or barl

decaye

the ui

doubt, worn

the disc in fr

em
der side of each d

Extending from the middle of

a f bone, which
through

1

the lobe of the ear. ted

behind the lobe (Fig. 106)

of some perishable

Two pairs of discs, with pins, similar to those above
described, were found

di

wooden d

-probably t

each pair with a burial,

copper-coated, two inches in

'.V

ber 9 in the field near Mound M
:iy with Burial Num

A most interesting object, probably a rattle, made

Fig. 106.—Ear-plug of . wood aud
sheet-copper, with bone connec-
tion. (Full size.)

of wood overlaid with copper, unfortunately fell into small frac^men
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This object, wliicli Lad undergone injurv. probjiblj through disturbance in early
times, had one end missing. Seemingly it had been intended to represent the shell

of a turtle. The ^^idth was 4.75 inches. Within was a cavity l.G incht-s by 2.25
inches, containing many small pebbles. Nearby were parts of various small ol)jccts

of thin wood, copper-coated, too fragmentary for identification ; also several pearls

liar Moundville eve, wrouirhtpierced

from shell, which apparently had been inset—pre
c

Another copper-coated rattle in small fragments (identified by the presence of
pebbles) was found on.

Fragments of sheet-copper found with various burials will not be particularly
\

ASSOCIATED OBJECTS.

We shall now describe a few selected burials in order to convey some idea of

the association of objects at Moundville.

Burial Number 20, the skeleton of an adult, extended on the back, in the field

west of Mound R, had on the thorax, inverted over another vessel, a bowl with
the head and the tail of a fish represented on oj^posite sides. The lower vessel, a

bowl with a decoration of incised, encircling lines, lay on its side. A head, which
formerly projected from this bowl, is absent through breaknge in aboriginal times,

the thrifty savages having been quick to utilize for the dead what was no longer

desirable for the living. Under this bowl was a bone piercing implement. Imme-
diately beneath the head of the skeleton, with which these vessels were, was the

bottom of what had been a vessel of coarse, heavy ware.

In a pit in the same field as the foregoing lay three skeletons of adults. One
at full length, face down, had a pot at the left shoulder. With the other two—one
extended on the back, the other partly flexed on the right side—was nothing in

ediate

Lying together in the pit, apart from the burials, were a vessel in many frag-

ments; a fragment of sheet-copper; a ceremonial palette of fine-grained stone, 7.5

inches in diameter, w^ith marginal notches; and incised circles on one side
;
part of

a smoking-pipe of coarse sandstone, to which reference has been made ; and an

incisor of a large rodent, kindly identified by Prof. F. A. Lucas as the left lower

incisor of a beaver {Castor canadensis carolinensis).

Burial Number 9, in the field near Mound M, an adult extended on the back,

had near the knees a water-bottle. Four small, neatlj'-made arrowheads of chert,

and a number of small fraorments of the same material, to all of which reference

been made, were near by. Along the right D a

paint. Above, and about one foot from the pelvis was
bottle. Shell beads were at the left w^ist. Between the left elbow and the ribs

were a small discoidal stone and a disc of sheet-conner. Near the head were sheet-

copper pendants in fragments. In skull was the curious obiect of

Fio;. 22, w^hich at first seemed to us to have been made from

i_-
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tlie base of a vessel^ but which proved to ]je not the case. At the back of the

skull was a bone phi, round in cross-section, about 7 inches long; and bits of sheet-

copper. Nearby was another pin about the same length, stained with copper and

having bits of sheet-copper in association. These pins probably fitted into orna-

ments of sheet-copper intended for use in the hair, of the kind found by us in

Mound H at our first visit to Moundville. About one foot from the skull w^as a

pendant of sheet-copper.

Burial Number 44, in the field west of Mound R, a skeleton of an adult

extended on the back, had a small "celt" at the right elbow. Small shell beads

were at the neck. At each side of the head were sheet-copper ear-plugs with bone

pins, which have been described by us elsewhere in this report. Along the humerus

were seven piercing implements of bone. Although these implements lay parallel

one to another, their points were not all in the same direction. With the bone

imj^lements lay two small stone ^' celts," one of which is double-bladed.

In the ground south of Mound D, 1 foot 8 inches from the surface (in the made
ground), Avas a pot-shaped oven of clay, burned hard to a thickness of about one

inch. The diameter of the oven was 1 foot 6 inches; its depth, 7 inches. In it

lay a large part of a cooking pot, covered with soot.

It is our helief that Moundville was at one time an important religious center

and that the great mounds within the circle (which are too large, we think, to liave

heen merely domiciliary) were connected with the cults held sacred at that place.

Prominent among these cults, presumably, was the worship of the sun. We
know from Charlevoix, from du Pratz, and from Chevalier Tonti, that the worship
of the sun still obtained in their time in regions not remote from Moundville, and
that the divinity had temples and priests, and that sacred fire perpetually burnt as

an emblem of the sun.

According to Tonti, the sun was the deity most commonly adored throughout
all that region.

To the eastward of Moundville, in earlier times, the cacique Vitachuco told

the Spaniards under DeSoto that they were " sons of the devil and not of the sun
and moon, our gods; " ^ and in the Moundville region itself a follower of Tuscaloosa
at Mauvila spoke of the sun and moon as deities.^

If then, Moundville was a religious center and heliotry was prominent among
its cults, we would naturally expect the engraved designs on the earthenware to

bear witness to the fact, since religion so often finds expression in the art of primi-

tive peoples. •
/

Let us consider the designs found on both our visits to Moundville, the
plumed or horned serpent ; the eagle

; the woodpecker; the six world-" quarters; " etc.

" La Florida del Inea." Garcilaso de la Vega (Madrid, 1722) Second Book, First Part, Chanter
XXI, p. 54.

''Ibid. Book Third. Chapter XXVI. Page 149.
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If wo liiul tliese to be conneetoJ with 8un-W(UV<1iip clsewheiVj it h likely tlicy liad

a similar signifi

Among the Ilopi/ back of sun-wor:5hip, we generally detect .^k^

the sun beini^r onlv a svnibok mask, or sliiehk not tlie ikhI of tlu* skv or J

from the 8kv-ii:od.

The groat horned or plumed serpent is fi sky-god, sometimes referred t

sun-god, the sun being a sjmhol of certain attributes of tlie j^ky-god.

Near the Hopi pueblo of Walpi, tlie [Spring Tawapa, supposed to 1)0 th(

of the plumed serpent, is called the sun-spriu

The horned or plumed serpent cult, as a form of sun- and sky-\vursl»ip, ^vas

^videly distributed in ancient Mexico, as ^vell as among the (^arly inhabitants of the

Mississippi valley. The plumed serpent and symbols prol)a1)ly repres(Miting the

sun, appear together on a bottle made by the mound builders of Arknnsns.^

In ancient Mexico Quauhtli, the eagle, was sacred to the sun. The sun him-

self was often called "the rising eagle" instead of his more common name,

Tonahtiuh, '•' the lord of dav."

We are indebted to Miss H. Newell AVardle.of the Academy of Natural Sci-

ences, for various references including that which Charlevoix makes to two fi

of eagles on the roof of the sun-temple in the Louisiana-Mississippi region

Tonti describes as " a coni)le of spread-eagles whieh looked towards tlie Sun."

Eagles' feathers are used with d il

of la i^Fewkes). Among the Iluichol Indians, descendants of ancient Mexi-

is, "young Motlier Eagle" is intimately connected with the cult of the sun, and

ording to one account, is his mother.' Among the sanie Indians, the giant

e sun.*w^oodpecker (first cousin to our ivory-bill of Mound ville) is sacred to tl

We have given elsewhere in this report our reasons for supposing it a possi-

bility that the six world-" quarters " of ancient Mexico, and of the present Mexi-

can and Pueblo Indians, were known to Moundville and figured on its vases.

If such is the case we can connect these directions with sun-worship among

the Hopi, where the priest makes offering to the six world-" quarters," of feathered

strings, some of which are tied to an emblem representing the sun (Fewkcs).

winged

first report on Mound
s. each crossed bv an ;

n a vessel (Figs. 87, 88) haloed or

emblematic of the sun's rays, and

possibly indicating the cult of

At all CA^ents, Avhatever opinion Ave may form in regard to the cults of

dville—an opinion Avhich must be based largel} k

the rei^ion to have been a most interesting one and the inhabitants of Moundville

to have figured among the foremost in the art of the ancient peoples of what is

now the United States.

1 " Hopi Shrines near the East Mesa, Arizona." Amer. Anthropologist, April-June, 1006. Dr.

J. Waker Fewkes—and in private letters.

^ W. H. Holmes. 20th An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethn., p. 01.

' Dr. Carl Luraholtz. "Symbolism of the Huichol Indians," p. 14, Mem. Am. Mus. ^at. Hist.

Vol. III.

*Dr. Carl Luraholtz. /bid., p. 11.
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CRYSTAL RIVER REVISITED.

By Clakknce I]. Mooue.

Crystal River, on the western coast of Florida, about twenty-fiNO miles south

of Cedar Keys, was visited by us in the season of 1903. Considerable work with

interesting results was done there near the well-known, rectangular shell-ujound

about three miles from the river's mouth. Eull account of this work is ijiven In

our •'•Certain Aborigliuil Mound?5 of the Central Florida West Coa^t/'*

consulting the accompanying plan it will be nott^l that the scene of our

investigation was an enclosure surrounded hy an einhaukment; ;nid that the eiu^lo-

sure consisted of first a level space^ then much ground sloping upward and, finally,

a well-defined mound rising above this slope.

At our first visit, though we dug away the entire mound and a large portion

of the sloping ground, we left a part of the latter uninvestigated. Tlierefore we
revisited the place of burial near Crystal River in the winter of llJOGj ^vith tlie

kind consent of Mr. R. J. Knight, of the town of Crystal River, the o^vner of the

property ;, to whom Ave were indebted for permission to investigate before.

The j^lan given herewith shows the einl>ankment (C C) ; the lewl ground

inside the embankment (D D) ; the slope (E Ej ; and the mound proper (F). The

area excavated by us at our first visit, with the exception of small portions around

a few^ trees, is shown enclosed in broken line, while the part dug through at the

time of our second visit appears In diagonal lines.

This second investigation, as the plan shows, included all the sloping ground

that remaiiicd, consequently the entire slope and the mound proijcr have been dug

dowm bv us. The maxinmm diameters of the area investi*!:ated are 150 feet

northeast to soutlnvest and the same distance from nortliAvest to soutlieast.

The digging was begun on the margin of the slope and was carried in at a

depth considerably below the surf^ice of the surrounding level ground. The height

of the mound proper above the general level was 10 feet 8 inches, and above the

elevated ground which surrounded it, it was from 5 feet 8 inches to 6 feet 8 inches.

Burials, almost invariably consisting of skeletons, were found bj us at our

second visit to lie as a rule under deposits of shell as we found them before.

These deposits of shell did not extend to the surface, but lay under the superficial

sand; and the deposits were not over single burials as a rule, but were layers

covering a number of burials. In the southern and southeastern part of the ele-

vated ground a layer of shell was almost continuous, and skeletons lay here and

there beneath it. A few skeletons were found in sand apart from shell, but these

were met with at the border of the mound proper, and probably belonged to the

mound. When di<x2:ing down this mound at our first visit we found that its con-

^ Journ, Acad. Nat, Sci. of Phila., Vol. XII,
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struction differed from oping ground around

m 1 less numerous in the mound, and

that deposit

nany burials clear

sand apart from f^h

Bunched burials^ only a few of which were found at our second

bly lay in sand^ and ^y a depth the shell deposits beneath

which oth forms of b '^y H bunched b were found

whore the mound joined

great number of bunched burials which we found

of our first visit.

There were

broken human b-

loping ground and probably were left over from the

d

also in the sand d in the sh

It was impossible for us to classify

mbers of scattered and

lese as to form of burial

d no account of them

sDuring the second visit 186 burials were met with^ as follo\

Full length on back^ of which 27 were children.

Full lengthy face down, ....
Closely flexed on the right side, , . .

Closely flexed on the left side,

Partly flexed on the right side, including 4 child

Partly flexed on the left side, 2 being children,

Partly flexed on the back, knees up.

In caved sand, . • . . .

Details omitted from fleld-notes, a child,

Infant skeleton badly decayed,

Bunched burial with one skull,

Bunched burials with two skulls,

Bunched burials with three skulls,

Bunched burial with seven skulls,

The three remaining burials, somewhat diftering from the general types

115

1

9

8

18

1 <

2

5

1

1

1

2

2

1

be particularly described

:

(1) Adult, trunk on back D d upward and outward an obt

9

5 flexed back at an acute angle, feet crossed.

Adult, full len.ixth on back, Icirs crossed at knees

ch

(3) In a pit below the base, badly decayed skeletons of two infants, together.

Throughout the second investigation but two skulls^ in a preservable condition

ere found. No skulls or parts of skulls showed evidence of cranial compression.

With a number of burials was sand tinted by admixture of red hematite, and
few burials lay with sand made yellow by the addition of poAvdered limonite.

The artifacts found during our second investigation are practically of the same
those found by us before, though the experience of our forme

phasized, namely, that objects of superior quality had been placed the
mound proper and not in the elevated area which surrounded it. On this, the
second ork was of necessity confined to the slop a oround, b

^ The Academy of Natural Sciences catalogue numbers 2231, 2232.
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one

from

Obje

f suDerior ware and f(

of

exclude a

visit) were

the slope joined the

rvstal and of anietl

im'le ()l)iect found ii

per niul reallv b nitunu1.

qunrt/j unbroken pipeSj nnd copper (if we
from d

tered n

dant at the time fi

yield o{

and

Artifacts, as before, were found with some burials and

in the layers of shell. Possibly the scattered objects

d

b c Cd to b

ted by the disordered bones of whicli we have spoken; indeed it is lik

ic of them did. We are inclined to believe that in sonu^ cases, also, artifii

Inches
I I I

1

I

3
T

^ 1 I

\

4 6

Fig. 1.—Sherds. Crystal River.

placed in the shell layers collectively for the dead At all events,

deposit of sand colored with hematite occurred

shell facts, and this deposit of ('( d was comp

f intentionallv placed in the shells and not scattered

been had it been an accidental accompaniment of disarranged bones

Fragments of earthenware found d
CD

dium excellence in the mam, g n little dcnce of know the

52 JOUEN". A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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aborigines of C
check-stamp

R Id plish in the potter art. The sm

ted the complicated stamp to a limited extent. A
sherds, recovered durinir our second visit is shown in Fi";s. 1, 2

One fragment of earthenware is of much interest. At former visit we

were fortunate enough to find in the mound proper a part of what had been a large

Inches
r ! r I I t I EZI 1

I I ' I
' 1 I I

^
2 3 4- 5 O

Fig. 2.—Sherds. Crystal Eiver.

lindrical vessel of This fragment, w^hich be incised and

boldly executed design representing an open hand^ and small parts of other inter-

esting symbols^ is shown in Fig. 18 of our former report^ in Avhich we set forth how
we searched without avail for other parts of this vessel.
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We were fortimato Giiough to find, this time, in sand tossed out on our fonnor

M'sse1.

O

visit, another frac^mont wliicli undoubted I v bcloiiL^nl to the .^anie ivHiarl\nl)lt

The ware is tlie same; the ciirvuture is identical; and the decoration^ in our

opinion, is from the same bold hand that executed the desi<]:n on tlie fratinient

first found by us. Unfortunately

the two fragments do not join

though both belong to the upper

part of the vessel and include

7

parts of the rim. A\ e have.

altogether, less than half the cir-

cumference of the upper six inches

of a vessel oriixinallv about five

inches in diameter. The original

height of the vessel cannot be

determined, though judging from

parts of the decoration which are

missing, the height must have

been considerably in excess of

that of the fragments found by

us. The fragment last found is

shown in Fig. 3.

Professor Holmes writes that

the fii2:ures on these two frairments
L_;

iC are probably parts of a siui-le

design, or at least a group of re-

lated designs, which covered the

entire exterior surface of the ves-

sel. They are, indeed, interest-

as you suggest, and illustrate

the versatile genius of the south-

ern potter ; but they are not gen-

erically distinct in character or

execution from others. ''' '''

^^ I do not see the least reason

for attributing these figures to the

whites or suspecting white influ-

ence. The}' are aboriginal in

every way
Two sherds belonging to a

vessel of coarse, porous Avare

73

Fig. 3.—Frnirment of vessel. Crystal River. (About full size.)

seem to have borne an interesting design where what may have been intended to

represent the head of a bird, front view, appears in r(4ief on the flaring neck of

the At one side is seen an incised design perhaps showing part of
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Fig. 4.—Fragments of vessel Crystal River. (About full size.)

River gave distinct evidence of

contact with Europeans, and as

we have found vessels with feet

in many other mounds, the con-

tents of which gave no proof of

the influence of white men, we
believe that aboriginal vessels

with feet were not of neces-

sity inspired by contact with

Europeans.

We shall now describe in

detail the vessels of earthenware

found by us during our second

visit, continuing the enumeration

from the last number in our

former report.

On the second sherd is probably

part of another wing which, how-

ever, by no means corresponds

with the first one (Fig. 4).

A small fragment of a vessel,

found in this investigation (Fig. 5

and diagram, Fig. 6) seems, judg-

ing from form and decoration, to

have been the tail on a vessel rep-

resenting a bird. If such is the

case, the vessel was a marked

exception, as the life-form, so

abundant in the pottery of the

northwestern coast of Florida, is

conspicuously absent from the

earthenware of the central western

coast.

A fragment of a monitor-pipe

of earthenware was found apart

from human remains.

Among fragments of earthen-

ware met with at this visit, as

before, were a number of parts of

vessels which had possessed four

feet, and several entire vessels each

having four feet also. As nothing

found by us at either visit to the

aboriginal place of burial at Crystal

t

Fig. 5.—Fragmeut of vessel. Crystal River. (About full size.)
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Vessel This vessel, found in soparato fr

b decorated bowl of

rim projecting lioirzontall}', as

shown in Figs. 25 and 33 of

our former rep The b

has sustained the mortuarj

mutilation often practised in

Florida and in parts of Geor

ffia and of Alabama, to " kill

'

the pot that it

free to accomp

departed.

Vessel

f

No. o 8 This
vase, which lay on the cliest

of the skeleton of a child, is

a rudely-made, asymmetrical

vessel of eccentric shape, hav-

ing carelesslj^-made line deco-

There areration (Fig.

two perforations for suspeu-

A small, round perfora-sion.

tion is in the base. Carefully p^^, e—Fragment of vessel. Decoiatiou. Crystal Elver. (Full size.)

placed on this hole was a

.:^v.

m

r

-jfc=

^'^^

-

Fig. 7.—Vessel Xo. 28. Crystal River. (HeigLt 5 inches.)

neatly-made disc of earthen-

ware which was distinctly not

that portion of the base that

had been punched out in order

to make the opening.

Vessel No. 29.—An un-

decorated, imperforate bowl of

inferior ware, found at the head

of a skeleton.

Vessel No. 30.—A rude,

undecorated bowl, from a shell

layer, having a small, round

perforation cut through the

base.

Vessel No. 31.—A diminu-

tive, imperforate toy pot with

four feet, found apart from

human remains.

Vessel No. 32.—An undec-

orated, imperforate toy vessel,

»
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stricted d middle and having a hole for suspe on two opposite

sides of the aperture (Fig. 8)

Vessel No. 33.—A small, undecorated, perforate bowl of

the ankle of a skeleton.

fonnd at

1^

\

f
f

Fig. 8.—Vessel Xo. 32. Crystal Kiver.

(About full size.)

Vessel No. 34.—A pot of coarse ware, undecorated

save for notches at the marghi^ found near scattered

human bones. The usual mortuary mutilation is
I -

present.

Vessel No. 35.—A graceful, oblate-spheroidal ves-

sel of excellent ware (Fig. 9), with basal perforation,

having a short, upright neck and scalloped rim project-

ing horizontally; found in caved sand. The interest-

ing line and punctate designs, each of which appears

four times on the vessel, are shown in diagram in

Fig. 10.

Vessel No. 36.—A small^ undecorated^ imperforate

pot with four feet.

Vessel No. 37.—A small^ imperforate vessel having

four lobes and rude line and punctate decoration,

^

4

iE

t

T r

r
r

^ wT

•"

Fig. 9.—Vessel No. 3o. Crystal River. (Diameter '6.5 inches.)
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with four feet (Fig. 11). A part, missing when tlie rest of the vessel wa:^ founds

lias heeii restored.

Throughout this second investigation we uneartlied fifty-three drinking cup?'

wrought from conch-shells {Fulgur pcrvcrsiuii)^

of which twenty-one are imperforate and thirty-

three bear the mortuary mutihition of tlie base.

This number of cups, however, by no means

represents the total of such cups in the tract

dug through by us, inasmuch as many, probabi;\

as many agam as we
-

liave noted, were found

badly decayed and broken into fragments,

other drinking cups were

Fiive

made respectively

from Fasciolaria gigantea^ Fasciolaria tulipa^

Cassis cameo ^ Fiilgtir pyrtini^ and Fnlgtir

The last shell is of extreme rarity on
Fig. 10.—Vessel Xo. 35. Dccoratiou. (FTalf size).

carica.

the Avestern coast of Florida so far as our experience has gone.

Thirty-three chisels and gouges, made from columella^ of large marine uni-

valves, were found during our Avork. As we noticed before, these columelkv occa-

sionally had a wing or flange left at the cutting edge to increase the gauge.

Seven gouges were met with, made from roughly triangidar sections of the

- Vt» *

/

'A

>

^*»

k

\

body whorl of Fulgtir perversu?n. Several

of these are unfinished, tlie grinding of the

cutting edge apparently having been omitted.

There ^vere found also seven ^^ celts" fash-

ioned from the tliii^k lip of S/rombus gigas^

Most of these, as well as the majority of other

objects of shell found during this investiga-

tion, were badly aflected by lapse of time,

some being covered with a thick coating of

patina, which, peeling off in places, left them

in a rather sorry condition.

During the digging were found : clam-

shells showing wear ; triangular sections of

clam-shells; cockle-shells {Cardui??z) perforated

for the reception of handles ; a conch {FuIgtir

perversuni) with two perforations for insertion

of a handle at right-angles to the shell.

No fewer than fort}' gorgets of shell were

found during our second visit to Crystal Kiver, and had the aborigines who lived

near the great sliell-heap made use of engraved designs on tliese ornaments, as was

sometimes the aboriginal custom elsewhere, the yield would have been interesting

Fig. 11.—Vessel Xo. 37. Crystal River. (About
full size.)

UKleed. Unfortunately, most of the gorgets frorii Crystal River lacked decoration

^ Dr. H. A, Pilsbry kindly has determined all shells referred to in this paper.
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of any The favorite form h been a section of the bodv-whorl of

ch. sometimes including part of the shoulder, with perfora

for suspen of d of three gorgets were found, usually

burials, and in one Instance fou

m
m

m

ts lay toge

adation of

Each series had

within the larger. A few gorgets,

wrought from considerable parts of

body-whorls of Fulgur,, somewhat

resemble shallow drinking-cups,

though the presence of small per-

forations for suspension places them

the gorg The

circular gorgets variously

rated for susnension, some h

fo

& addition : and

annular ones having a projection

to which a cord could be attached.

A few of the gorgets have on the

convex side a series of concentric

circles rudely executed—the only

form of incised decoration met with

on the gorgets at Crystal Eiver.

gorgets ISA selection of these

shown in Figs. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16.

As in our former investif>:ation.

the yield of shell pendants on our

second visit was large, seventy-two

being found m some cases a num-
ber wdth a single burial. All are

of the same type as those found

during our preceding visit, and all

are grooved at one end for suspen-

sion . On many are traces of bitu-

men by the aid of which the cord

or sinew had been attached.

Fig. 12.—Ornament of shell. Crystal River. (Full size.)
Two oblong strips of body-

whorls of Fulgur perversum were

met with, each with a projection at one end for suspension, as shown in Figs. 17, 18.

In several instances small marine shells perforated for use as beads were found
;

and in one case a considerable number {Marginella apicmd) lay with gorgets near

scattered bones.

Where pendent ornament so much in vogue, one [illy would look
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Fig. 13.—Onianunt <»f sliell. Crystal Kiver. (Full size.)

Fig. 14.—Oruament of shell. Crystal River.

(Full size.)

Fig. 15.—Oruament of shell. Crystal Eiver. (Full size.)

53 JOURN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIIT
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for an ample yield of shell beads, since by strings of these such objects ofte

suspended. With three burials only did a few small beads of shell these

Fig. 16. Oniameut of shell.
• (Full size.)

Crystal Eiver.

On one edge are nicks or tally

marks such as often are found on

ceremonial objects.

Four small ornaments of shell,

found lying together with a burial.

are shown in Fig 20.

A shell, a young Fasciolaria

gigantea^ ground smooth over its

entire outer surface, has a round

hole on one side for suspension.

During the second investiga-

tion were found in the sand and in

the shell deposits the usual ham-

mer-stones, hones, flakes of chert,

parts of arroAvheads or kniveSj and

fraofments of "celts.
>? There were

also two small balls of stone and

half of a bar-amulet of slate.

Four "celts" were found, the

largest havimi; a length of 6.5

inches. These were presented to

beads d four larg shell beads, also with

burials, were the sum total of our discovery

th ay of ord beads of shell. At

first visit to Crystal River this dearth of beads

was noted and commented on.

Shell hair-pins, as before, were conspicu-

ously absent.

An object of shell of eccentric form and

problematical use, found by us at the time of

the second investigation, is shown in Fig. 19-

Fig. IT.^Ornament of
shell. Crystal Eiver.
(Full size.)

Fig. 18. -Ornament of shell.

Eiver. (Full size.)

Crystal

Mr. Knight, the owner of the property, without] determination of the stone of

which they are made.
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Altogether; fifteen lanceheatls, arrowheads, and knives were met with, some
with burials and some apart from human remains. Five lanceheads, four of ehert,

^.

Fig. 20.—Ornaments of shell. Crystal River. (Full size.)

one of quartzite, lay with a skeleton. The remaining

points—nearly all lanceheads—are of chert save one^

an arrowhead of chalcedony. Several of the lance-

heads, none of which exceeds 6.5 inches in length,

are beautifully w^rought. one of medium size being

finely pointed and barbed.

With many burials were sheets of mica of irregu-

lar outline, some of them dyed red from contact with

hematite. Other sheets, in abundance, lay apart from

human remains.

A beautiful little ornament representing a turtle

(Fig. 21), perforated for

suspension, doubtless

came from the neighbor-

hood of a skeleton.

though the ornament

Fig. 19.—Ornament of shell. Crystal

Eiver. (Full size.)

apparently- lay alone. The material probably is cat-

linite. Various ornaments of this stone from Min-
r

nesota were found during the first iuA-estigation at

Fig. 21.—Pendant in form of turtle. Two Q^ygtal R
position.s. Crystal Kiver. ^FuU size.)

Seventh stone pend or charm-stones

were found during our second visit, some with burials, others apparently not

directly associated um remains. dants. which do

any particularly new form, are mostly of the limestone and of the ferrug

found the Cr\ Kiver region, and of One nend

of of Quartz, and a few of other hard stones not d
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Florida. One of these j)endants (Fig. 22j is almost a facsimile of the type of the

two curious pendants of copper, each havhig two projections, found by us on our

first visit to Crystal River and shown, one above the other, in

Fig. 53 of our former report. A selection of four pendants

found at the time of our second visit is shown in Figs. 23, 24,

25, 26.

In a deposit, together, were three pendants, probably of

slate, of the same type as the long ones shown in Fig. 48 of our

former report. Their length

inches, respectively.

s are 8.3 inches, 8.5 inches, 8.9

Fig. 22.—Pendant. Crystal
Eiver. (About full size.)

Fig. 23.—Pendant. Crystal
Eiver. (About full size.)

Fig. 24.—Pendant. Cr
tal Eiver. (About full

size.)

In Fig, 27 is shown a fossil shark's tooth which has been used as a pendant,

as two encircling grooves, one at each corner of the root of the tooth, clearly prove.

In a mound of the Georgia coast we
found a fossil shark's tooth from which

part of the root had been cut on two

sides to facilitate hafting. The end ot

this tooth was splintered by use.

Fig. 25.—Pendant. Crystal
Eiver. (About full size.)

Fig. 26.—Pendant.
Crystal Eiver.
(About full size.)

Fig. 27 Fossil shark's tooth used as a pendant
Crystal Eiver. (Full size.)
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Several masses of coral, hemisplierical in shape, lav in llie sand or in the slicU

laver, the flat surface of each mass showinir marks of use as n smoothiiig-stoiie.

Ill sand thrown out at tlic time of the former hivestigatlon was part of an

ear-ornament of sheet-eopi)er, of the form sometimes desi-^nated ••'spool-shaped."

Tlie under portion of the ornament is some^vhat defective bv reason of former

breakage; the upper part is entire.

On the upper surlaee of this upper part Is a thin i^\ov{ of niali^rial rest^nhling

iron rust. That this material was not deposited aftor thr ornanienl w as phieed in

the mound (and we know tliat bog-iron sometimes is deposited in this ^vay) is

shown by two facts : The material does not lie over the entire ornament, but is

symmetrically phiced on the upper, outer surface^ jn^t as silviT plating lias been

found upon similar aboriginal ornaments; and, secondly^ an even covering of

decayed wood is still present above the material. Evidently an even deposit of

bog-iron would not form on one part of an ornament alone, and especially below a

portion protected hy a covering of wood. Therefore the plating was nriificial.

As the ores of iron are not malleable and, therefore afford no material from

which a coating of the kind found by us could have been directly made, the original

plating must have been of metallic iron.

Small fragments of this coatings analyzed by Dr. II. F. Kcllrr. })roved it to be

hydrated oxide of iron, containing nickel. This hydrated oxide could well be a

derivative of metallic iron which had rusted through and through, and this hyj)oth-

esis is strengthened by the fact that the material on the ornament is nmgiu tic,

while hydrated oxide ores of iron are non-magnetic, as a rule.

As it is practically certain that at Crystal River we have to do with a pre-

Columbian site, we must reckon with the fact that this sheet-iron was of aboriginal

origin solely.

It was not in the power of the aborigines to recover the metal iron from iron

ore, and terrestrial native iron is not found in various localities in masses as the

uative, metallic copper is found; conscijuently, it is necessary to explain how pre-

Columbian aborigines in Florida became possessed of iron in its native, metallic

form.

Fortunately this can be done with the aid of Prof F. W. Putnam ' and Dr. L.

P. Kinnicutt,^ who have shown that iron from the Turner group of mounds in Ohio

percentage of nickel, and showing other d

featu

In the plating of our specimen, which is rusted through and through, and

from which only minute fragments could be

nent parts could not be made, but Doctor Keller has noted the presence of nickel

taken, exact determination of compo

^ Sixteenth Report, Peabody Museum, Cambridge, 1882.
* Seventeenth Report, Peabody Museum, Cambridge, 1883.

3 Doctor Keller found but a small quantity of nickel in our specimen, while tiie amount of nickel

in the Ohio nuggets is relatively large. The analysis of the iron from Ohio was confined to nuggets of

metallic iron. Doctor Keller thinks much nickel must have washed from the thin plating of our

specimen during the transformation from metallic iron into iron rust.
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in it, and to our mind there remains no doubt that the phiting on the ear-ornament

found by us at Crystal River was originally meteoric iron (which is metallic) similar

to that found in the Ohio mounds in small masses and as plating on copper ornaments.

Professor Putnam writes :

"I have read vour notice of the finding of an ear-ornament overlaid or covered

on the upper surface with meteoric iron, and I am much interested in this very

decided proof of the close connection of the prehistoric peoples of Florida who

buried their dead in earth mounds, with those of the Ohio Valley region. You

have shown, by many other objects which you have found in the Florida mounds,

that this connection is exemplitied by the arts of the people, and that there was

much in common between some of the peoples of Florida and Ohio. This use of

meteoric iron in covering the characteristic ear-ornaments, which are so common in

the ancient mounds of Ohio and have not to my knowledge been found in the

burial places of the recent Indian tribes, is very strong evidence of the unity of

the ancient culture of the two regions. In other Florida mounds you have found

such ear-ornaments made of copper. * * * The fact that the ancient Floridians

made these copper ornaments in the same manner as did the builders of the ancient

earthworks of Ohio, and that both used meteoric iron for covering the outer surface,

is most instructive in tracing the connection of these ancient peoples.

" Similarly covered ear-ornaments have been found in considerable number in

the Ohio mounds. I first found them on the altar of the Great Mound of the Tur-

ner Group and afterward with skeletons under the Great Mound of the Libert

Group (afterward known as the Harness Group). While Mr. Moorehcad was worl

under my direction for the World's Columbian Exposition he found a numbf

I

o

of these ornaments in a mound of the Clark, or Hopewell Group.

" Not only have we these ear-ornaments made in part of meteoric iron, but,

on the altar of the Turner Group, we found other ornaments made of meteoric

iron, as well as pieces of meteorites, while in the Liberty and Clark Groups celts

made of meteoric iron were also found.

" This shows that the ancient people must have found masses of meteoric ire

which they treated by hammering as they did native copper and native silver; ai

the great interest of your discovery in the Florida mound is that the people who

made that mound at Crystal River had either found a mass of meteoric iron which

they utilized in the same manner as did the ancient earthwork builders of Ohio, or

else this ear-ornament which you found must have been obtained from the latter.

" It is probable that the meteoric iron from the Turner Group was derived

from two distinct meteorites, as there is a slight difference between two of the

d

sm The larger mass from the altar is known in the cataloo;ues ofo

meteorites, as the Andersonville Prehistoric Meteorite (Andersonville being the

township in Ohio where the Turner Group is located in the Little Miami Valley)."

The latest discovery of meteoric iron in a mound is that of Wm. C. Mills,

M. Sc, in the Edwin Harness mound, Ohio.^

^ " Explorations of the Edwin Harness Mound." Ohio Archseol. and Hist. Quarterly. Vol.

XYI, Num. 2.
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Seventy-eight pointed imjilonients of bone, made, as a rule, from the cannon-
bone of the deer, split longitiidlually, were unearthed during our serond visit.

Some doubtless were nsed as piercing implements, while some with (latter points

probably served in basketry. Two slender implements, round in eross-section,

show various small grooves at one end. worn by attachment of thread or fine cord.

Among the pointed implements of bone are a number of lancets from the tails of

sting-rays (Trygoii). These objects, with their keen points, arc admirably suited

for use as piercing implements for which doubtless they were emjjloyi'd. Excludt'd

from our enumeration of implements of bone were very many decayed frncrments

wbich in the past, no doubt, belonged to entire implements.

With finished implements often were unfinished ones, cannon-bones split longi-

tudinally but not pointed.

Part of a lower jaw, which Prof. F. A. Lucas kindly has identified as belong-

ing to the Virguiia deer [Odocoi/eus vtrgim'amis), had been smoothed somewhat at

its lower surface; the foramen had been considerablv enlarn;ed and all that side of

the jaw in front of the four back molars had been cut away.

In several instances knuckle-bones of deer la}' piled tt)gcther.

Variousl}' associated were: turtle-shells; five vertebra^ of an unidentified fish,
t

found together; a vertebra which Professor Lucas considers 2^ro1jably to have

belonged to a grampus {Grarnpus grisetis).

Professor Lucas has identified certain bones from tlie Crystal River place of

burial as follows :
^^ The front of cranium of carnivore and jaws^ are from the same

animal, the short-faced do*x somethin^r like a bull-terrier that seems to have been a

favorite with the Indians of the south and southwest/'

As full details of the association of all objects found during the second hives-

tigation would occupy undue space^ certain selected examples only will be given.

A skeleton lying full length on the back liad, near the proximal end of the

Oht humerus, a shell pendant. Three marine shells [Oliva literatd), perforated

for use as beads, were at the right elbow

Another skeleton, also at full length on the back, had, under the legs, sheets

of mica ; sand, some tinged with hematite, some with limonite. Below the skull

were : more pink sand ; a pendant of limestone ; a slab of compact rock as to the

identity of which there is considerable doubt; one shell pendant; one pendant of

a hard stone not found in Florida; four rudely triangular gorgets made from the

body-whorl of Fulgur, each with one hole for suspension,—the two smaller orna-

ments lying within the larger ones ; a rude section of shell with a central semiper-

foration. Under the head of one femur was an annular gorget of shell with a

projection for suspension and having incised concentric circles on the convex sid

Still another full-length skeleton had at the left forearm, in a small pile,

astragali of the deer and two shells {Oliva literata) perforated for suspension.

At the head of a skeleton partly flexed on the left side was a shell drinki

cup within a turtle-shell and a neatly-made shell pendant within another drinki

cup of shell.

o
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Near the skull of the skeleton of a child, six or seven years of age, were one
_ r

shell chisel and eight stone pendants.

With a full-length burial were : twenty-one pointed implements of bone, entire,

and seventeen of the same material, some broken, some partly decayed j five lan-

cets of the sting-ray
(
Trygon) ; a lot of marine shells [Macrocallista gigantea) ;

a

fragment of a columella of Fulgur ; bits of stone ; sand colored red with hematite

and yellow with limonite ; a number of astragali and phalanges, with part of a jaw-

bone, of a deer. All this deposit lay above the legs and feet of the skeleton.

Near the skull of a skeleton at full length on the back were four lanceheads

of chert and one of quartzite ; also a mass of fossil wood about 4.5 inches Ion

sq

With certain disconnected bones In the shell layer was the skull of a child

near which were two pendants, one of stone, the other of shell, the grooved ends

toward the skull.

Near the skull of the skeleton of a child, lying full length on the back, were

a pendant of shell and one of stone. The grooved end of one of these pendants

lay toward the skull, while the corresponding end of the other was directed oppo-

sitely. Incidentally, we may say here that the exact position of pendants in rela-

tion to parts of the human skeleton was a matter carefully noted by us during our

work at Crystal River. As a rule, when pendants were not ceremonial deposits

apart from human remains, or were not scattered as a result of aboriginal distuib-

ance but lay immediately associated with a skeleton, the grooved end of the pend-

ant lay nearest the bones. Sometimes, however, the grooved end was directed
L

outward. This variety of position^ we think, readily can be accounted for by call-

ing to mind that a suspended ornament hanging taut would have the grooved end,

around which the cord was placed, directed toward the point of suspension; while,

should the strain be removed, as would be the case were the skeleton placed in a

recumbent position, the upper ends of some of the pendants could swing outward.

A skeleton lying at full length on its back had a shell drinking-cup near the

pelvis, and under the right knee nine marine shells {Macrocallisia gigantea)^ the

valves tightly closed, and pierced for suspension at points beloAV the muscular

attachment.

A skeleton partly flexed on the left side had on the thorax eight chisels and

gouges, three made from the axis of the conch and five from its body-whorl.

A skeleton at full length had near the skull one shell pendant and one of

stone. Over the shoulder and at the pelvis were fragments of mica. A stone

pendant lay below the shoulder. On the thorax was part of a lancehead of chcit.

Above the chest were two pointed implements of bone. At the right forearm was
a mass of green material kindly identified by Dr. George P. Merrill, Head Curator

of Geology, United States National Museum, as arenaceous clay colored by iron.

Sand dyed Avith hematite lay at the feet of the skeleton.

A noteworthy fact to which reference has hitherto been made is that nearly

all objects of the greatest interest found in the entire investigation came from the
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d proper. In fact

of marked

o

The mound itself, as wo have said, differed

nd in that the mound contained much loss sli

composition from the slopinir

(^

p of clear sand. This sand continued to the very l)ase of the niduiid on the iren-

of fiice that th

built first, and later surrounded, as to its lower part, l>y the sloping L'nnind.

We know that when the mound proper was l)uilt a hctter class of ohjects was
placed witli the dead. Either the possessions of tliose livini: af that earlier jK-riod

were of a higher grade than those of the persons who later built the cunctery
around the mound, or else the makers of the mound proper were endowed with a

greater spirit of liberality than were those who came later.

Before leavin.or Crystal Riyer, six trial-holes, some 4 feet bv 4 feet, someo
by 5 feet

an. T
made in the southern j^art of d C

wo skeleto found, and one small of

lie 4 feet

C on the

was met
with in sand thrown out from one of
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MOUNDS OF THE LOWER CIIATTAIIOOCIIEE AND LOWER
FLIXT RIVERS.

Bv Clarence B. jMooke.

Chattahoochee river, having its souroo in nortlieastorn (Jeorgia, continues in a

southwesterly direction until it reaches tlie middle of the \vc.<tern boundary of the

State at Westpoint ; thcncCj flowing in a southerly direction, it forms tlie l>oundary

between parts of Georgia and of Alabama and, later, between parts of Georgia and

of Florida, until its union with the Flint river when, as the Apalacliicola river, it

continues in a southerly direction to the Gulf of Mexico.

Flint river rises approxiiiuitely in the central part of Georgia nnd keeps a

southerlj' and southwesterlj- course to its junction with the Chattahoochee.

This report treats of the aboriginal remains of part of the Chattahoochee and

of part of the Flint rivers, in each case our journey being northward from the

junction of the two streams, at wliicli point our investigation of a previous seasoi

had come to an end.^

The portion of the Chattahoochee covered by us (see map) lies between River

Junction, Fla., and the city of Columbus, Ga., a distance of IGl miles by water;

and that part of the Flint investigated extends from the Junetitm to Rainbiidge,

Ga., 28 miles up the stream,—in each case our work being continued practically

to the end of navigation.

As in former years, two agents, one of whom is thoroughly familiar with

1

mound D of us thoroughly

of work that the exact situation of mounds and the names of their owners might

be known to us, previous to our coming, thus saving a great expenditure of time.

On the Chattahoochee the presence of burial mounds was noted by us as far

no as Columbia, Ala., a distance of 48 miles by water. Thenceforward mounds of

a domiciliary character only were met with, having near them, doubtless, cemeteries

in level ground. These cemeteries, however, we failed to find, save in one instance.

It is interesting to note, in the burial mounds of the lower Chattahoochee, the

continuance of certain customs which have been practised in the mounds of the

northwestern Florida coast and of the Apalacliicola river, namely, the ceremonial

deposit of earthenware in the eastern part of the mound for the dead in common,

the use of life-forms in earthenware, excisions in the body of vessels, and the

mortuary perforation of the base.

As to the mounds of lower Flint river, so few were found by us that no

definite conclusion can be reached.

All measurements of earthenware vessels herein given are approximate only,

and reduction of size in the illustrations is linear.

1 See " Certain Aboriginal Mounds of the Apalacliicola River." Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. of

Phila., Vol. XIL
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Dr. M. G. Miller, as during all our previous archaeological investigations, had

charge of the anatomical part of the work of the expedition herein described.

The warm thanks of the Academy are tendered those owners of mounds on

the Chattahoochee and on the Flint who kindly placed their mounds at its disposal.

MouxDS AXD Sites Investigated on Chattahoochee River.

Mound near Kemp's Landing, Jackson County, Florida.

Mound below Hare's Landing, Decatur County, Georgia.

Mound near Old Rambo Landing, Decatur County, Georgia.

Mound near Steammill Landing, Decatur County, Georgia.

Mound near Shoemake Landing, Early County, Georgia.

Mound near Fullmore's Upper Landing, Houston County, Alabama

Mound below Columbia, Henry County, Alabama.

Mounds near Purcell's Landing, Henry County, Alabama (4).

Mound near Paulk's Landing, Early County, Georgia.

Mound near Howard's Landing, Early County, Georgia.

Mound near Colomokee Landing, Clay County, Georgia.

Mound at Fort Gaines, Clay County, Georgia.

Mounds near Starke's Clay Landing, Clay County, Georgia (2).

Mound near Georgetown, Quitman County, Geo

Mound above Eufaula, Barbour County, Alabama.

Mound near Upper Francis Landing, Barbour County, Alabama.

Mounds near Rood's Landing, Stewart County, Georgia (8).

Dwelling site near Hall's Upper Landing, Chattahoochee County, Georg

Mounds near Woolfolk's Landing, Chattahoochee County, Georgia (2).

Mound and cemetery at Abercrombie Landing, Russell County, Alabam

Mound at Mound Landing, Muscogee County, Georgia.

D

Mounds and Sites Investigated on Flint River.

Mound near Log Landing, Decatur County, Georgia.

Mound near Munnerlyn's Landing, Decatur County, Georgia.

Mound near Kerr's Landing, Decatur County, Georgia.

Burial-place on the Chason Plantation, Decatur County, Georgia

MOUNDS AND SITES INVESTIGATED ON CHATTAHOOCHEE RIVER.

Mound near Kemp's Landing, Jackson County, Fla.

The mound, in high swamp, dry at low stages of the river, on property of

Mr. M. A. Warren of DeFuniak Springs, Fla., lay about one mile in a SSE. direc-

tion from the landing. Its height was about 4.5 feet; its basal diameter, 33 feet.

A broad trench had been duji; in from the western side through the center of the
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\

mound^ previous to our visit, leaving, however, the eastern part intact. What was

left of the mound was leveled by us.

Human remains found were confined to a small fragment of a .skulh

Almost at the eastern luaruin, and extending; to the northeast, hetran the usual

cereuionial deposit of earthenware, put in for the dead in common, such as we have

fuU}^ described in our reports on the mounds of the nortliwestern Florida const and

of the Apalachicola river. This particular deposit presented no uvw features. It

began with sherds and parts of vessels and continued inward a number of ftrt, the

latter part of the deposit being made up of groups of two or tliree vessels placid

together, at short distances apart. Owing to the nature of tlie mound, ^vhich was

of clay, no vessel was recovered entire, though a number were represented by a

full complement of parts. There was

little variety of form, pots and bowls

being met with exclusively. The ware

is inferior. Gritty tempering is absent.

Decoration, when present, consists of

the small check-stamp ; the complicated

stamp, faintly impressed; very rude

incised line decoration in two instances

in sherds ; in one case an incised deco-

ration of wavy lines and punctate

markings as sho^vn in Fig. 1. The rim

of this vessel, which has been slightly

restored in places, is not even, but rises

and is depressed in the manner of the

decoration beneath.

All vessels from this mound are

small or of medium size, ai

5^

-\ 4
™»^ w

7
mf

d all, in-

dins: those represented by fra

Fig. 1.—Vessel of earthenware. Mound neiir Kcmii's

Landing. (Diameter 5.7 incbes.)

far could be determined, had undergone the mortuary perforation of the bas«

Florida and in parts of Georgia and of Alabama, which was sup

posed the pot and

d was built.

free its soul to accompany th of

Mound below Hare's LandinCx, Decatur Countv, Ga.

This mound, in high swamp, about a mile and a half in a southeasterly direc

tion from Hare's Landing, on property of the Stuart Lumber Company, of Brinson

Ga., had a height of 5 feet, a basal diameter of 48 feet.

The mound, seemingly intact, symmetrical, circular as to its base, was com

posed of sand in the outer parts and of sand with a considerable admixture of clay

f; m. With the exception of a eb portion of outer

part, it was completely leveled by

Human bones^ so badly decayed that at times minute fragments alone remained

were found in forty-three places, from 2 feet below the surface down to the base
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In Lil instances the bunched b cheated flexed for of

parts of one at least showing a close flexion of a skeleton lying on the bad

I

ph rock.

of

Si

bones did occasional masses of

masses here and there in th d, not closely

associated with burials, though possibly in some instances accompanying bones had

disappeared through decay.

Two feet from the surface, well in from the margin but not occupying a central

place in the mound emains of what probably had been a flexed burial

below which was a thin layer of charcoal beyond d. Imm

diatelv above the bones, for the full length of the burial, were masses of phosph

rock A similar mass lay beside the sk

W the ption of several bits of tifacts accompanied

bones in this mound.

Separately in the soil were flakes and chips of chert; decayed fragments of

one showing marks of use ; a mass ofshells ; several pebbles of fair size
J

alena (lead sulphide) about of a child's fist, showing facets on all side

but one, on w^hich was a slight depression; mica in two places; two handsome

"celts" of hard rock not found in Florida, the larger 12.25 inches in length.

In the eastern marginal part of the mound were, here and there, a few frag

of pottery Tl feet

fragments, vessels or large parts of vessels, all

tions, were encountered together in twos and three

1 the same line as the deposits of

badly crushed w ith but few excep-

!. With these were occasional

decayed fragments of shell

drinking-cups.

These small deposits of

vessels of shell and of earth-

enware continued almost to

the center of the mound.

The of earthenware

^*j»««( ^

Fig. 2.—Vessel Xo. 2. Mound below Hare's Landing. (Diameter?.] inches.)

and large parts of vessels^

nearly all of inferior ware,

and allj so far as could be

determined, having the usual

basal perforation, numbered

twenty-eight in the

sm

gate,

f red paint ; incised work

check-stamp; the complicated stamp faintly and

The decor

aggre-

i con-

isly of a uniform

the

punctate markings.

We shall describe in det

the great majority which con

monplace decoration.

several occasions;

elessly impressed

;

^ssels showing any features of interest, omitting

of pots and bowls, either plain or bearing com

Vessel No. 2.—A bowl with punctate decoration show^n in F n
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Vessel No. 3.

—

Tliis beautiful vase of eccentric form, graceful outline, and

excellent ware, bears* a coating of rod paint (Fig. 3). In addition, there is a well-

executed incised decoration shown diaiiramniaticallv in Fitr. 4. This vessel has a

double base—the body proper liaving one. and tlie oxteiisioii below it liaviiig

another. Both have the

usual mortuary perforation.

Ve ss el No. 4.—An
effigy vessel about 12 inches

in heigh tj showing the

human fornij found m
many fraQ;ments, but since

joined together. Unfortu-

nately the nose is missing.

The figure is carelessly

made and is distinctly in-

ferior to similar vessels

from the northwestern
Florida coast.

Vessel No. 6.—A ves-

sel of yello^v ware, with

ovoid body (Fig. 5), bearing

a rather carelessly made

punctate and incised deco-

ration showui in

/

diagram

Fig. 6.

Vessel No. /

.

ThiIS

interesting vessel (Fig. /),

belonging to the ceremonial

mortuary class^ with exci-

sions in the body (a variety

first made know^n by us in

our reports of the mounds

of the northw^estern Florida

coast and of the Apalachi-

cola river)j was found in

frao ments which have since

been cemented together^,

with slight restoration in- Fig. 3.—Vessel Xo. 3. Mound below Hare's Limding. (Height 7.5 inches.)

\'

\

f

/

The b missm

part.

The w^are^ porous d fo
i^

with made expressly f< 1 tlic

orj as is u^^ually th<

d. is decorated witl 1

red paint,

billed water-bird

On one side is a handle or decoration consi.^ting of the head of a long
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Fig. 4.—Vessel Xo. 3. Decoration. (About half size.)

The discovery of this type of vessel in this mound marksj we believe, its

northernmost occurrence thus far re-

ported.

Vessel No. 8 A^uother ceremo-

?
nial vessel^ Avith open-work decoration

consisting in part of two excised leg-

symbols on two opposite sides, bears a

projecting head of a quadruped. There

are traces of red pigment on the outer

surface of this vessel (Fig. 8).

Vessel No. 9.—A ceremonial^

mortuary vessel (Fig. 9) bearing slight

traces of crimson pigment on the out-

Excised feather-symbols, up-

and horizontal, surround the

no bird-head appears

on the rim. A small part of this rim,

not recovered by us with the rest of

the vessel, may possibly be thought to

side.

right

vessel, though

Fig. 5.—Vessel Xo. G. Mound below Hare's Landing,
(Height 6.5 inches.)

have supported a plastic model of a

bird's head, though we deem this most

Fig. 6.—Vessel Xo. 6. Decoration. (Abont one-third size.)
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Fig. 7,—Vessel No. 7. Mound below Hare's Landing. (ITeiglit 11.9 inches.)
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unlikely? as the missing part of rim is small, and ding parts show no

thickening for the support of the head as almost certainly they would do had a

head been present. Moreover^ the feather-symbol (like others) is often used

independently in decoration.

\

^

L ^

^

-f

w

m

Fig. S.—Vessel Xo. 8. Mouud beluw Hare's Laudiug. (Height 10.4 inches.)
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Vessel No. 10.—A graceful, mortuary vessel (Fig. 10) of tlie cerfinonini class,

"with open-work decoration sliOAvinsr the feather-symbol, and liavni<r remnants ol

crnnson panit on the ontside. On one side of the opening the neck and head of a
bird, from which the bill is missing, project upward.

The four ceremonial vessels fron\ this mound, all of which were found in frair-
' 4

mentSj liave in each case a liole knoeked in the hase and not made llici-e

to the ririnii; of the

previous

clay, as is often the case with ceremonial vessels of this class.

•f

f

«f

^
^
^

riM

Ftg. 9.—Vessel Xo. 9. Mound below Hare's Landing. (Height 7 inches.)

Vessel No. 15.—Obhate-sjiheroidal in shape^ found in fragments since joined

together, having a low, upright rim. The decoration consists of a coating of red

paint, inside and out.

Vessel No. 18.—This perforate vessel, shown in Fig. 11, of excellent yellow

ware, has for decoration below the rim a band of punctate markings.

Vessel No. 27.—An imperforate vessel (Fig. 12) of good ware, found in frag-

ments but since repaired. A deep depression around a central boss on each of the

two longer sides is the only decoration. There are two perforations on one side

slightly below the rim.

K
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Fig. 10.—Vessel Xo. 10. Mound below Hare*s Lauding. (Height 13 inches.)
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In one vessel from this mound was a small sheet of mica; in another was part

of a cannon-Lone of a deer.

I

Mound near Old Rambo Landing, Decatuk County, Ga.

iltivated field on a plantation of Mr. J. L. Dickenson, of Dl

Ga., is a mound about one-half mile in a NXE. direction from Old Rambo Land
Cor measurements of nionnd were dilTicntt to obt N 1oniv IS

ft/

the

mound on a decided slope, but its lower parts at least have long been under culti-

d 1 diameter of 05 feet f(

base, and a height of 6 feet for the mound are the npijroximatc d

o

sions. Th re bad been p limited extent. Considerabl iC-.'CS

/
/

/

T

Fig. 11.—Vessel No. 18. Mound below Hare's Land
ing. (Height 4.8 inches.)

#

Fig. 12.—Vessel No. 27. Mound below Hare's Landing. (Length 6.4 inches.)

tigation on our part indicated that the mound, which was of sand}' clay, had been

made for domiciliary purposes.

Mound near Steammill Landing, Decatur County, Ga.

Three-quartQrs of a mile below Steammill Landing, and ab

the bank, on another plantation belonging to

spread mound of clay in a cultivated field,

this mound.

D
100 yards from

low and much-

No arded our digging in

Mound near Shoemake Landing^ Early County, Ga.

In a cultivated field, belonging to the plantation of Mrs. Blanche Chancy, of

Jakin, Ga., about one mile in a northerly direction from Shoemake Landing, was a

mound about 2 feet high and 45 feet across its circular base, at the time of our

visit. The mound, of sand, bad been long plowed over, and probably considerably

reduced in height. It had been dug into to a great extent previous to our visit,

^-t
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including a trench across from west to east and a central excavation more than 15

feet in diameter.

While we were well aware that little hut gleanings could await our search^

we practically dug the mound through a second time^ finding in some smallj undis-

turbed parts a few fragments of decaying human bones.

Evidently there had been in the eastern part of the mound the customary

ceremonial deposit made for the dead in common^ inasmuch as many sherds^ and

large fragments of vessels ^vhich

had been broken presumably by

the previous digger, were

in disturbed sand. The
f un d

ware

Avhich ranges from ordinary to

excellent, when decorated, bears :

the small check-stamp; the com-

plicated stamp, one variety being

shown in Fig, 13; rude punctate

decoration ; incised parallel lines ;

incised decoration of complicated

design, superior in every way.

Lying on its side^ so that pre-

vious digging had passed above it,

was an interesting vessel about

11 inches in height, and with a

maximum diameter of 8.3 inches,

represcnthig an owl (Figs. 14, 15). The head, incised and in reUef, has the heak

Pia. 13.—Sherd. Mound near Shoeniake Landing. (Half size.)

missing through former breakage. The winscs are incised, as is the tail, on each

side of which is the leg-symbol so well known on the western coast of Florida and
elsewhere. The feathers are represented by pnnctate markings as hair sometimes
is indicated in early Egyptian art.^ The entire decoration on this interesting ves-

sel is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 16. It has not been found possible to draw
the decoration exactly to scale and to preserve the resemblance to the original at

the same time ; consequently the periphery of the field has been somewhat enlarjred.

The base of this vessel has been knocked out, and many scattered fragments

of earthenware from the mound indicated a mutilation of other vessels.

Mou NEAR Fu Ui Landing, Houston County, Ala

This mound, apparently untouched pr to our investigation, with the

ption of a small hole in the center and a certain leveling d

was the d of a larire corn-field, about a d half a

SSW. direction from FuUmore's Upper Landing, on property of Mr. Coy Thompson,
of Columbia, Ala.

The mound, which was completely demolished by us, had an average height

'Jean Capart, "Primitive Art in Egypt," Figs. 128, 129.
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of a1>oiit 8 fert, but being on the side of :i natural {ilopi

according to the side whence tlie measurtiiuMif was tak

In a number of places in the mound wt-re a fi'w fi

bones, but insullieient in fiu'!!! and quantitN lo indicate tl

varicil docid«'»Il\

o of decavin«r human
tor of burial. WItli
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Fig. 14.—Vessel uf earthenware. Mouud near Sbotmake Landing. (Ueight 11 iuches.)
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- ^
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Fig. 15.—Vessel of earthenware. Side view. Mound near Shoemake Lauding. (Height 11 inches.)
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Fig. 16.—Decoration on vessel. Mound near Shoeniake Landing. (About half size.)
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i^

J

the bones were fragments of decomposed chert/ some about the size of the human

head, some somewhat larger,

others smaller. The number

of these masses with w^hat had

been a single burial ranged

from one to four. Numerous

other masses of this stone were

present in the mound, perhaps

marking places where burials

had wholly decayed.

Besiuning at the eastern

of the mound andmargm
continuing well toward the

center, was the usual deposit

of earthenware consisting of:

scattered sherds; fragments of

parts of vessels, placed to-

gether ; vessels in fragments

;

considerable parts of vessels;

and a few entire ones.

The decoration presented

no new features. When the

incised variety was present it

was inferior to the best met

with on the Chattahoochee.

Excluding the most ordi-
FiG. 17.—Vessel No. 1. Mound near Fullmore's Upper Landing,

(Height 7.5 inches.)

nary types present in the mound^ we
shall describe the others in detail.

Vessel No. 1.—A vessel of com-
L

pact^ yellow ware with decoration of

incised, encircling lines^ cross-hatch,

and punctate marking, shown in Fig.

17 A part of the vessel. missing

through

restored.

early breakage, has been

Vessel No. 2.—A vessel of good,

yellow

which is

ware (Fi (T 18). The base,

missing. was almost flat.

The incised and punctate decoration

is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 19,

Vessel No. Almost ovoid in

t-

/ / . i'

-4fc
j^'

-"-«&

'm-

^^

"'e
^'IW^

v**»^

- •

shape, decorated inside and out with

a uniform coating of red pigment. In

addition, the upper part of the vessel

1 Kindly identified by Dr. George P. Merrill, Head Curator of Geology, United States National
Museum, AVashington, D. C.

Fig. 18.—Vessel Xo. 2. Mound near FuUmore's Upper
Landing. (Height 4.3 inches.)
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I

bears evenly distributoJ, punctate markiiiiis. Parts of this vcs^iLl inissins when
the rest were found, have been restored.

Fig, 19.—Vessel No. 2. Decoration. (About half size.)

Vessel No. 4.—A vessel of rather coarse, yellow ware, liaving a hemispherical

body and a long, upright, cylindri-

cal neck (Fig. 20), around which is

an interesting incised and punctate

decoration shown diagrammatically

in Fig. 21.

Vessel No. 5.—An almost cylin-

drical vessel found in fragments,

with certain parts missing. This

vessel, which has been put together

with some restoration (Fig. 22

bears an incised and punctate deco-

ration with portions of the field

covered w^ith red pigment. This

decoration, shown in diagram in

Fig. 23, where the red is repre-

sented by stipple, is once repeated

on the opposite side of the vessel.

Vessel No. 6.—A bowl of j'el-

low ware, bearing incised decoration

on a punctate field, the design being

five times repeated (Fig. 24).

Vessel No. 7.—An imperforate

vessel having five circular compart-

ments, four being on one plane, the

fifth rising above them centrally.

The decoration consists of red

f

FlO, 20.—Vessel No. 4. Mound near FuUmore's Upper
Landing. (Height 9.3 inches.)
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pigment inside and out on the central compartment^ and on the inside of the four

lower compartments, which are smaller.

Fig. 21.— Vessel N"o. 4. Decorntion. (About one-third size.)

Vessels of this class^ of course

varying in detail^ have been found by

us in Florida along the northwestern

coast from St. Andrews Bav to Cedar

Keys; on lower St. Johns river j and

on Apalachicola river. We have

vainly sought to determine the use to

which these A^essels have been put.

Their form might suggest receptacles

for various pigments-, but nei^er have

we found a deposit of paint remaining

in a vessel of this class.^

All vessels in the mound; so far

as noted; with the exception of the

compartment vessel; had the usual

mortuary perforation.

With the exception of the earth-

enware deposit; no artifacts were met
with in the mound.

Mound below Columbia, Ala.

On the same side of the river and
in full view from the water; is a mound
about a mile and a half below Colum-
bia property of Mr. W. L. C

Fig. 22.—Vessel No. 5. Mound near Fullmore's Upper
Landing. (Height 10 inclies.)

ford; of that pi The mound
dently built for domiciliary purposes,

^ Mr. F. W. Hodge, to whom we are indebted also for careful literary revision of these papers,
has contributed the following note:

" The Pueblo Indians make and use such as condiment vessels. They generally have two compart-
ments—one for salt and one for chile—but there are cups with several such compartments. Similar
vessels are used of course for paints of different colors."
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has a heiijrht of 8.5 feet above tlie level of the field behind it. On tlie river .side it

rises in line with the bhiff'. Its general syniinetr}' has been somewhat impaired by

^Yash of water in tloocl-time, though it still presents an inii)ressive ap]>earancc. It

' '.iVt.

- -

• . K

Fig. 23.—A^essel Xo. 5. Decoration. (About l»aif size.)

s

th of base, N. by W. and

lei with the

Its present

E par

138 feet

width varies owing to wash of

past It

57 feet across at the northern

end ; 68 feet at the center ; and

88 feet across the southern

end. The summit plateau is

93 feet in length. Its width

at the northern end, the

middle, and the southern end,

is, respectively, 23 feet, 34

feet, and 54 feet.
Fig, 24. Vessel No. 0. iMound near Fnllmore's Upper Lauding,

(Diameter 4.9 inches.)
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As domiciliary moands (of which cLass we judge this mound to have bee

at times contain superficial burials, a number of trial-holes w^ere dug in the sumn

plateau of this mound, with but negative results.

MouxDS NEAR Purcell's Landing, Henry County, Ala. (4).

On the river bank, about one-half mile N. by W. from Purcell's Land D

the plantation of Mr. Harrison Purcell, of Columbia, on which also are the three

mounds subsequently to be described, is a remnant of a mound, parts of the mound

having been washed away in time of freshet. Considerable digging showed this

remn be partly of clay and partly of sandy clay, in which were nume

masses of rock. No artifacts or bones w^ere discovered

About one mile westwardly from Purcell's Landing, in a corn-field, is what h

left of a mound which has almost disappeared under cultivation. Trial-holes pro

duced no material result.

In a field which has been under cultivation, but now lies fallow, about one-

arter mile NNE. from the preceding mound, is another, much spread by the plow

former times. Its present height is about 2 feet. Trial-holes gave only negative

result.

In woods, about one-half mile eastwardly from the mound just descril)cd is a

rise in the ground hardly distinguishable above the general level, w^iicli was mostly

dug away by us. No bones were encountered, but in the eastern margin where,

doubtless, a burial had been, were several large fragments of pottery and two bowls

of moderate size, one having a decoration of red paint, the other, punctate marking

below the rim. Each had the customary mortuary perforation of the base.

Mound near Paulk's Landing, Early County, Ga.

This mound was reported to us by our agent as being 200 yards from the

river's bank and one-quarter mile in a NE. direction from the landing. The diam-

eter was sriven as 80 feet ; the height, as 5 feet.

The mound was not visited by us, as the owner put a high price on the privi-

lege to dig it—a proceeding in marked contrast to that of most mound-owners w ith

whom we have had to deal.

Mound near Howard's Landing, Early County, Ga.

This mound, in a cultivated field, about one- quarter mile NE. from How^ard's

Landing, seems to be largely of clay. Its height is about 3 feet; its basal diameter,

75 feet approximately. In appearance, the mound greatly resembles a class of flat,

circular, domiciliary mounds found on the Chattahoochee river and elsewhere. We
did not deem it worth our w^iile to offer any inducement to the owner, who seemed
to be courting a pecuniary ofier before permitting investigation.
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Mound xeah Colomokee Ckeek, Ci.ay County, (i.v.

This mound, on tlio river bank, about 150 yards above Culoniok crcH'

been greatly sjiread h\

80 f( The d

Mr. J. C. NVves. of

_ c. Iiad
r

n. Its height is about 4 foot; its diainotorj ahoui

d hoon courteously pharc^d at our disposal hv its

(lainos. Ga., had niauy trial-holes dui: into it hv
he mainly of red chxy. and a})parently a former d

Mound at Fokt Caixks. Ga.

d, about 3.5 feet hiuh and 90 feet across its circular h the

modem cemetery belonirinir to the town of Fort G lVrniit?sion to d o
granted us in a former season by Mr. J. Eugene Peterson. Acting Mavr^r of I

G for d

m At time pe Mr. 1

was renewed by Mr. ^Y. A. McAllister^ Mayor of Fort Gaines, and by Mr. J. E.

PauUin^ President of the Cemetery Committee^ all of whom exi>ressed their will-

ingness to permit the removal of a summer-house situated on the mound, should

find it necessary to d

A number of trial-1

be d in character.

many parts of d

Mounds near Stakk's Clay Landing, Clay County, Ga. (2).

About one mile in an easterly direction from Stark's Clay Landing, i:

field forming part of the plantation of Dr. J. T. Mandcville, of Fort G s

a conical mound of sandy clay, the symmetry of which has been but little impaired

by the spiral furrows left by cultivation. Rising from the level field, the mound,

126 feet in basal diameter and 18 feet in height, is a conspicuous object.

Pr a trench 1 feet de, beginning part way up the

de of the mound, had been carried in 23 feet, where it broadened

material doblong excavation 18 feet long by 15 feet wide. As much of the

been thrown back by the diggers, the original depth of the trench could not be

determined, but it must have been considerable.

Many trial-holes made by us, and considerable work in the former excavation^

yielded neither bone

made by former digg

that of burial.

No history was forthcoming as to any d ery

d

A shori

described is

quarter of a mile in from

domicil

terly direction

This mound, on a slop

d

height. Probably 9.5 feet, the measurement as taken from the south, would

fair average. The o f base is 230 feet, almost east and dth

a

is

110 feet. The summit plateau is 146

produced no material result.

i 74 feet A umber of
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Mound near Georgetown, Quitman County, Ga.

This mound, about a mile and a half in a southerly direction from G o

town, in a cotton-field on the plantation of Mr. W. W. Green, of Gay, Fla., has

been under cultivation for years and is greatly reduced in height. Its present

altitude is 5 feet 4 inches ; the diameter of its circular base, 100 feet. The surface

is covered with camp-site debris, consisting of bits of pottery, flakes of chert, and

the like. Although the mound had been long under cultivation, and, in addition,

an upper portion had been carted away, it is said, we could learn from those in

of no discovery of artifacts or bones. . Trial-holes sunk by

result.

Mound above Eufaula, Barbour County, Ala.

About two miles above Eufaula, in view from the river, remains about half of

what had been an oblong mound of red clay, with a flat summit plateau, the other

part having been washed away during periods of liigli water. This mound, on

property of Mr. H. Lampley, of Eufaula, was evidently domiciliary, as is indicated

by its shape and by the negative result of a number of trial-holes dug by us.

Mound near Upper Francis Landing, Barbour County, Ala.

This mound, near the northern side of Williams Lake, about one-half mile

from Upper Francis Landing, was visited by our agent in advance of our coming.

Its height is reported to be 13 feet; its basal diameter, about 100 feet. The mound
was not investigated by us as the owner refused permission, though much influence

was brouirht to bear.

Mounds neae Rood's Landing, Stewart County, Ga.

On the Rood plantation, about a mile and a half in from Rood's Landing, is a

group of eight mounds, to some extent calling to mind the great earthworks at

Moundville, Ala., though the mounds at Rood's Landing are much smaller, as a

rule, and the circle around a central mound is incomplete, there being no mounds
on the southern side, where a creek passes through the property.

These mounds, of the ordinary domiciliary variety, oblong, with summit
plateaus, ranged between estimated heights of 7 feet and 20 feet, which latter is

believed to be the altitude of the central mound.

Though the place has long been under cultivation, there is no history of the

finding of artifacts, in which respect it greatly differs from the territory around
Moundville, where for years objects of interest have been unearthed.

The owners of this plantation not only refused permission to dio- even to the

smallest extent, but practically declined to allow a survey, by prohibitino- the

cutting of branches of trees, without which proceeding lines could not be run
;

tly we were unable to make of this interesting locality
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Dwelling Site near Hall's UrrKK Landing, rnATTAi!(M)ciiKE (\untv, Ha.

About 0112-eiglitli of a mile in an easterly direction from LlalTs Upper Land-

ing, on the property of >L\ AV. C. Rra<lley. of (\>linn1uis, (ia., Is a largi'. enltivated

field, tliieklv strewn with siLHifs of ahorii^inal octninani^v, im^hidin;; verv nianv

pebbles and parts of peljbles; occasional chips of chert; fraj:nients of pottery of

excellent ware, as a rule, ])ut undeeorated, with the exception of the use (^f green

paint in one instance and of red pigment in anotlier; bits of ghL<s; many parts ot

clay trade-pipes made for barter witli later Indians; part of wlnit liad l»een a wtdl-

niade pipe of soapstone ; strips of brass; a triangular object of shcct-bras?. probably

an arrowhead ; a silver button, etc.

Although no doubt a cemetery is present in some part of this property, care-

ful sounding with iron rods failed to locate it.

Mounds near AVoolfolk's Landing, CuATTAuooruEE Co\^nty, Ga. (2

About one mile KSE. from Woolfolk's Landing, on the plantation of Mr. B. T.

Hatcher, of Fort Mitchell, Ala., are two small mounds closely associated, almost

leveled bv lon<]:-continued cultivation. Many tnal-holes were without result.

Mound and Cemetery at Abercromuie Landinc;, Russell Cointv, Ala.

About 50 yards from the river's bank, at Abercrombie Landing, on the

tion of Mrs. Mary D. Hall, of Atlanta, da., \^ a mound 14 feet high, irreij

basal outline, presumably owing to cultivation of the surrounding area.the surroundinir area. Its diam-

of base are 85 feet and 95 feet. Consi(k'ral)le dicririiiji: failed to show the

mound to be other than wliat it seemed to be. namely, a domiciliary moimd.

Ov^er the surfaee of the field surrouiidini]^ the mound, debris from abc
C^

occupancy was more d seen in any former

experience. In addition to the usual pebbles and fragments of pebbles, we gath-

ered a neatly-made little " celt ;
" part of a small stone pendant ; bits of brass; a

knuckle-bone of a deer; several discoidal stones shaped from pebbles; discs mnde

from fragments of earthenware, etc. There were almost innumerable fragments of

potter}^, many of excellent shell-tempered ware, some of which Avas black. Some

of the sherds bear incised decoration wrought with a rather broad point, but the

designs are neither new nor especially striking.

In the level ground around the mound is a cemetery in wliich we found, from

1 to 2 feet in depth, skeletons, some loosely flexed, some lying at full length on the

back. There were also aboriginal disturbances where the bones of a skeleton had

been disarranged by a burial made at a later period.

The individuals whose skeletons were found by us evidently had experienced

the advantage, or disadvantage, of contact with Europeans, as many of the artifacts

buried with them clearly proved.

One skeleton had glass beads at the neck, and a bit of sheet-brass and a lump

of hematite nearby; a steel or iron blade of a large knife on the body; a broad

57 JOURX. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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chisel of iron or of steel on the pelvis ; and an iron or steel axe a little to one side

of the body.

Another skeleton at full length on the back had shell beads around the neck,

which, probably, when strung, supported a disc of sheet-copper, 4 inches in diame-

ter, having a central hole, and two perforations for suspension near the rim, which

lay nearby. At an ankle and a wrist of this skeleton were a few shell beads. In

the clay thrown out from the grave were two triangular sheet-brass pendants, and

an annular ornament of the same material, 2 inches in diameter, and having an

intervening space where the metal had broken between two perforations for

suspension.

Another skeleton had a large number of small sea-shells [Marginella apicindf
pierced for suspension as beads.

Above the skull of a skeleton was a small slab of stone,^ rounded to some
extent, and four piercing implements of bone, three of which had the articular

processes remaining. Below the skull was a triangular slab of stone and a large

mussel-shell.

Near a skeleton was an earthenware pipe of ordinar^^ form, undecorated and
of most inferior ware.

Realizing that we had to do with burials of comparatively late Indians, we
did not push the investigation of this place to the extent we would have done had
the cemetery been of an earlier period. The mound we believe to antedate the

post-Columbian burials near it.

Mound at Mound Landing, Muscogee County, Ga.

On property of Mr. J. Kyle, of Willet, Ga., in full view from the river, is the
remnant of a mound which repeated floods have largely washed away. No investi-

gation was attempted by us at this place, though the mound was courteously put
at our disposal by the owner.

MOUNDS AND SITES INVESTIGATED ON FLINT RIVER.

Mound near Log Landing, Decatur County, Ga.

In high swamp, dry in low stages of the river, about one mile in a N. by E.
direction from a log landing on the east side of Flint river, one mile approximately
above its union with the Chattahoochee, is a mound on property of Mr. L. B.

Edwards, of Chattahoochee, Fla.

^
Kindly identified by Dr. H. A. Pilsbry, of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.

^ As this object seems to be of small importance, we have not had the stone exactly determined.
Incidentally, we may say that exact determination of many rocks demands chemical analysis and the
making of slides for microscopic examination. Even then, exact determination is not always arrived
at. Determination by inspection alone is a snare. We once submitted to a well-known expert dealer
twelve "celts," each marked with a number, and carefully registered the determinations, all which were
based on inspection only. Later, the identical twelve " celts " were resubmitted to the same expert who
believed them to be a different lot. The determinations of but four coincided with those previously
given. •'
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f sandy clay, alxnit 3.5 ivvi in lieidit and 50 feet across itj; eir-

base, was dug by us to a widtb of from o to 4 feet around its inar-rnial nart.
Hi addition, thirteen trial-bole? were sunk into the remaining portion. >i

ountcred

I f

be
i }ia(l

\ f(

Just below tlie surface of the mound was an undecorated bowl of inferior

flat, imperforate base. Within the bowl w«mv HagnK'nts of

beimr abo

and a soapstone pipe, undecorated. of a common type, which has a bowl aboi
equaling in size the part intended to hold a stem, both parts

transverse section.

We regarded this bowl and its contents as a cache In a domiciliary mound.

MOUXD NEAR MUNNEHLVX*S LaNDIXC, DeCATUR CoUNTV, Ga.

Tills mound, of sand, 2 feet 9 inches in height and 50 feet across its circular

base, on property controlled by Mr. H. C. Allen, of Bainbridge, Ga., was in an old

field about one-quarter mile in a southerly course from Munnerlyn's Landin<^

The mound, which was completely dug away by ns, with the exception of a
portion around a snuill fruit' tree, had sustained practically no digging previous to

our visit, but evidently had been spread somewhat by cultivation. However, as

none of the sixteen burials met with by us in tlie mound was less than one foot

from the surface, it is not likely that any material dauiage had been wrought bv
the plow. Some of the skeletons were too badly decayed to enable determination

of the form of burial; some indicated a close flexion.

Near a burial was a fragment of a soapstone vessel, worked into an ellipsoidal

form, 4.25 inches In length. Below the skull of another burial was the lower part

of an earthenware vessel; otherwise, the burials, two of which lay near de2)osits

of charcoal, were not associated with artifiicts. Apart from human remains lav :

a "celt;" a rude cutting Implement of chert; several chips of chert, singly; and
a deposit of small masses of chert.

A few feet in from the eastern margin of the mound began a deposit of earth-

enware, including many small fragments of various vessels, some large parts of ves-

sels, and several entire ones. The ware of all Is inferior. Tempering with gravel or

with shell is not present. Parts of one vessel show an exterior coating of red paint

;

the small check-stamp was encountered once ; incised or punctate decoration is unre2>-

resented. Several vessels and parts of vessels bear faint, comj)licated-stamp deco-

ration. Two large fragments have this form of decoration more distinctly marked,

one bearing a design showing the human eye (Figs. 25, 26).

Two vessels, the only ones presenting any divergence from ordinary formSj

have flat, square bases with pronounced corners serving as feet.

Two small, undecorated vessels were found together, apart from the ceremonial

deposit of earthenware and, like all vessels and large parts of vessels from this

mound, bear the basal, mortuary perforation.
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Mound near Kerr's Landing, Decatur County, Ga.

This mound, circular in outline, almost entirely of sand, with a height of 5

feet 2 inches, a basal diameter of about 62 feet, in a field formerly- under cultiva-

%

Fig. 25.—Sherd. Mound near Muiinerlyn's Landing,' (Half size.)

2

forming part of the plantation of Judge B. B. Bower^ of Bainbridge, is about

les in a southeasterly direction from Kerr's Landing, and about 5 miles below

»^e, A deep excavation about 30 yards

y-*

*v

Bainbridii^e,

west of the

had come.

d wed whence material

Fig. 26.—Sherd. Mound near Munnerlyn's
Landing. (Height 8.4 inches.)

The moundj which had been considerably

dug into before our visit, was entirely- leveled by

us with the exception of parts around four trees.

Near the center of the base was a former fireplace

with considerable charcoal remaining;.

Human remains, encountered in twenty-five

places, were all so badly decayed that the form of

burial was evident in but few instances. The
closely-flexed form, however, was represented in

some cases, as also probably were bunched burials.

AVith one burial was a "celt" of volcanic

rock, 6 inches in lenirth —the only artifact found

in direct association with the dead. With another burial was a mass of material,

8 by 8 by 5 inches, determined by Dr. Harry F. Keller to be " clay mixed with a
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few per ciMit. of carbon In the gnn n

d." ^- The particle?? of carbon/* ^^avs D
d pretty tliorouglily d di llie mass/*

With some burials was sand colored with hematite; with otliorj^. cliarcoal.

Not found directly with burials were: two arrow Insids or kniyes, of iliei

several Hakes of the same material; two masses of galena (lead sulphide) from t

carbonate deposit occurring on whicdi the aborigines made white-lead paint; a f<

ercd sherds; a large deposit of

This dcuosit. beiiinninL^ near t

l1 a considerable area and extended a number of

usual, eov-

r. It cim-

sisted mainly of a great number of fragments of vessels, several hundred at least,

and repres(Mited parts of many vessels, none of which, so fiir as wc could determine,

had a full complement of iragments [)resent.lenient of iraiiments present. Of course, the determination of the

number of fragments of a vessel wliich may Le in a niuund is iii'ore dinknilt when

a vessel is undecorated or bears a check-stamp decoration, as identifications of adja-

cent parts is less readily made in such eases than when distinctive decoratiim aids

the investigator. However, it is eutirely possibk' tliat parts of decorated vcssi'ls

even escaped our vigihmce by being tlirown back by shovels with sand, for wlien

sherds are widely scattered, one lying here and' one there, the whok; area in which

they lie cannot be passed through a sieve as can be done and is done by us when

of vessels lie more closely tog

Beside the small check-stamp, which greatlj- predominated, the forms of deco-

n present on the ware were : a few examples of the complicated stamp, faintly

pressed ; the cord-marked ; several designs with red paint ; a fe

patterns, sometimes incised, sometimes neatly made with the imjjress of a j)oint

or, in some instances perhaps, of a roulette.^

Gritty ware was sparingly represented; no shell-tempered ware was found.

Here and there in the deposit, farther in than were most of the fragments, were

several whole vessels and large parts of vessels. All these had mortuary perfora-

tion of base, which was apparent also on many fragments.

Certain sherds had belonged to vessels bearing feet.

Entire vessels and large parts of vessels from this mound will be described in

detail

:

Vessel Xo. l.^The greater part of a bowl which had been surrounded below

the rim by a band of rather rudely-executed, incised decoration.

Vessel No. 2.—A pot of inferior ware having a rather faintly-impressed, small

check-stamp.

Vessel No. 3.—A bowl of yellow ware, undecorated save for a single, incised

line immediately below the rim.

Vessel No. 4.—A bowl of inferior material, rudely decorated with incised,

parallel lines below^ the margin.

' "Aborifniial Pottery of Eastern United States," W. 11. Holmes, Fig. 43. Twentieth Ann.

Rep. Bur. Am°Ethnol., 1898-99.
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Vessel No. 5.—A large part of a bowl which has since been somewhat restored^

though no part of this restoration shows in the reproduction (Fig. 27). Tlie punc-

tate design, beautifully executed, which is shown in the illustration, appears four

In the base are two carefully-made, circular, mortuary per-times on the vessel.

forations, side by side. Such duplication of the mortuary mutilation is unusual.

A vessel of excellent, yellow^ ware, graceful in form (Fig. 28),Vessel No. 6.

having an interesting, incised decoration shown diagrammatically in Fig. 29.

i

-I

a'
J
r

r

V

r
r

-r<

Fig. 27.—Vessel Xo. 5. Mound near Kerr's Landing. (Diameter 10.6 inches.)

Vessel A^o. 7

oration.

Similar to Vessel No. 6 as to ware and shape, but without dec
With this were the decaying remains of a large conch [Fulgurperversum)

Vessels Nos. 6 and 7 were found together somewhat farther toward the center of th(
mound than the general deposit of earthenware.

Certain vessels have been

present in the mound, as follows

made up with partial restoration, from frao-men

Vessel No. 8 A pot of inferior ware having for decoration on the upper part
rudely-incised, parallel lines crossed by parallel, d
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c iT
ir
/

>- 4

Fig. 28.—Vessel Xo. 6. Mound near Kcrrs Landing. (Height 7.7 inrliefl.)

Fig. 29.—Vessel No. 6. Decoration. (About one-third size.)
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Fig. 30.—Vessel Xo. 10. Decoration. (About two-thirds size.)

Vessel No. 9.—A dish or platter,

8 inches square^ having a slightly

concave base, and two knobs on

opposite sides, rising above the rim.

There has been a decoration con-

sisting of broad bands of red pig-

ment, which we have been unable

to restore owing to the absence of

the central part of the dish.

Vessel No. 10.—A bowl of

excellent ware having a carefully-

executed, punctate design, shown in

Fig. 30, a number of times repeated.

Two sherds from this mound
are shown in Figs. 31, 32.

Burial Place on the Chason Plantation, Decatur County, Ga.

The Chason Plantation, belonging to Dr. Jefferson D. Chason, of Bainbridge,

is on the eastern side of Fhnt river, about 3.5 miles below the city named. A
slight rise in the ground in a cotton-field forming part of the plantation was reported

Fig. 3L—Fragment of vessel. Mound near Kerr's Landing. (Half size.)

Fig. 32.—Sherd. Mound near Kerr's
Landing. (Half size.)

to be the spot where two earthenware vessels on exhibition at Bainbridge had

been found.

Trenching: and careful soundins; with iron rods over the whole surface of the

higher ground resulted in the discovery of two decaying skeletons and part of an

earthenware vessel.
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NOTES ON THE TEN THOUSAND ISLANDS, FLORIDA.

By Clarence B. Moore.

The Ten Thousand Islands, which have been twice visited and twice written

of bj us,^ were again the subject of our investigation during two seasons, the winter

of 1906 and the winter of 1907. These islands (see accompan^'ing map) fringe the

coast of southwestern Florida for about 80 miles, along parts of the counties of

Lee and Monroe, between the settlement known as Naples on the north and Cape

Sable on the south.

In a former report we have spoken of Little Marco as the northern limit of

the Ten Thousand Islands, but as the coast is bordered by small keys to Naples,

about nine miles farther north, and as this place can be reached by an inside water-

route, the most intelligent inhabitants of the Keys now speak of the Ten Thousand
Islands as beginning at Naples.

Little Marco, it should be said, is not a key, but a settlement on the mainland,

not far from Key Marco. The island next above Marco is not named Little

Marco, but is known as "The Beach."

The settlement of Marco, at the northeastern extremity of Key Marco, the

most important key of the Ten Thousand Islands, was again visited by us and a

careful search made of all the shell territory adjacent. Near Marco we examined
a section of a heap composed partly of shell and in part of kitchen refuse and the

debris of fires, the last consisting of fine ash containing fish-bones, etc. In this

midden refuse were numerous fragments of pottery of rather inferior ware, some
bearing a simple incised decoration, others the imprint of cord. No doubt the

key-dwellers used pottery only to a limited extent.

Among objects obtained by us at Marco were many pendants, two of

of limestone, and two of shell, are shown in Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4.

As we have written in former reports, we gravely doubt that the grooved
objects of shell and of stone, known as '' plumb-bobs," among the keys, of which such
great numbers have been found there, were used as sinkers for lines or fish-nets,

though some are so coarsely made as to seem unfitted for ornament. Mr. Cushing,^

among his wonderful discoveries at Marco, found fish-nets with sinkers in

but none was in the form of the pendants found among the keys, while lines had
sinkers of Turbinella shells with the whorls rudely battered off. The pendants are
not found chiefly near the water, but distributed over such of the keys as have

1" Certain Antiquities of the Florida West-Coast." Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. of Phila., Vol.
XI, 1900.

"M Vol
^ "Preliminary Report on the Exploration of Ancient Key-Dweller Remains on the Gulf-Coast

of Florida," by Frank Hamilton Cashing. Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society Vol
XXXV, Xo. 153, p. 38, 1897.

^ ^'
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aborliiliuil deposits of shell ; some arc too ham]>:oiiK'lv made to liave ser\i d a

utilitarian imrpo^se ; while one in our possession is of a eornlliiie inat<'rial so lii,dit

that it hardh' sinks in water. We found in the eenudcrv and mound m*ar Crvstal

River/ Florida, in plaee on a skeli'tun, a numher of stone pendants assoeiated with
others made of copper. AVe believe thcsL- pen-

dants from the kcvs served some ornanu ntal or

ceremonial purpose—perhaps they were "ehnrm-
stones. It is true, as we have said, that many
of the stone pendants of the keys are crude, but

much of the stone of that locality is not of a

character conducive to good workiiianslnp.

I

H

Fig. 1.

Marco,
full

Pendant of limestone.
Key Marco. (About

.)

Fin. -Pendant of

limestone. ^larco,

Key Maico. (About
full size.)

Fig. 3.—Pendant
ufsbell. Marco,
Key Marco.
(About full

size.)

Fi(;.1. Pcnduntof
K li c i I . Marco,
Key Marco.
(About full size.)

(Fi or

Two interesting pendants from Marco probably represent ducks' heads. One

5) is of a hard stone not found in Florida, but we have not wished to muti-

late it for exact determina-

tion. The other, of lime-

stone, is shown in Fig. 6.

These pendants are another

of the indications of the

high esteem in which the

duck was held by the

ancient southern Indians.

A circular ornament of

shell from Marco, and a

curiously-shaped pendant of limestone from th

7, 8, respectively.

^^* Certain Aboriginal Mounds of the Central Florida West-Coast/' Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. of

Fk;. 5.—Duck -head pendant. Three positions. Marco, Key
Marco. (Full si/e.)

e same place, are shown in Fies

Phila., Vol. XII, p. 99, 1903.
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Occasionally in the shell debris at Marco were ^^ chipped and notched fragments

of heavy cLam-shells/' like those found by Cashing^ on nets in the muck at Marco;
while a fossil-shark's tooth, beveled and showing signs of use, probably as a knife,

was picked up by us In the shell debris of a cul-

tivated field. Teeth of sharks, though fossil

Fig, 6.—Duck-head pendant. Three positions. Marco, Key
Marco. (Full size.)

Fig. 7.—Ornament of shell. Marco, Key
Marco. (About full size.)

shark

tools.

specified^ were found by Cushinir.^ set in handles for use as carviniz;o

We arot also at M
fr the fac near there

d the inhabitants say that many have been gathered

a fragment of cLam-shell wrought on one side to a

very sharp

were hafted

edge (F These probabh

of sm hand-adze

perhaps, were the bhades

\, as described by Gushing,

though " httle bhades made either from bits of shell

the sharp of

oyst

shel

him

57

d not am
are mentioned by

Wh at Marco we

Fig. 8.—Pendant. Two positions. Marco,
Key Marco. (Full size.)

Fig. 9.—Chisel blade and section-
Marco, Key Marco. (Full size.)

Ke,

ted Little M
Key;

Mcll
vaine s Add

Napl all thy, aboriginal shell deposits

d the Crawford

)rthward toward

which

A number of interesting objects came from Goodland Point, Key Marco amon
of shell (Fig. 10) aboriginal sign of the four d

o

someA pendant from the same place (Fig. 11), made from fossil bone or from
material (we have not wished to cut into the specimen to determine it) bea

incised desitrn on each of the four sides

jaws

;

d one being indistinguishable

showing the ev

Three of

diagram in Fig. 12

' Op. cit., p. 38.

these designs

le, a mouth or

are shown in

Op. cit., p. 42. Op. cit, p. 41
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Fikaliatcheo Key. and Russell's Kev, large shell islands, yielded specimens of
aborigiiml work.

CliokoloskoG Key was visitt'il with ^\)0(1 results.

•SL f^^mm

Among various olyccts

obtained there was a

gorget wrought from a

considerahU^ portion of

a shell (soniewliat simi-

lar to the shells we
found in the great plat:e

of burial near Crystal

Riverj Florida), wlileh

resembles a shallow

Fig. 10.—Gorget of shell. Goo(iland Point, Key Marco. (Full size.)

FlO. 11.— rt'twlant. (foodlaiid
l*()int, Key Alurco. (About
full size.)

drinkiiig-cup and might be taken for such an object were it not for two holes for

suspension bored well beloAV the margin.

Fig. 12.—Incised decoration on pendant. Ooodluud Point, Key Marco. (Full size.)

An interesting object from Chokoloskee Key, a massive pick 6.7 inches in

length and 1.25 inches in maximum thickness, wrought from the lip of Stroinbiis
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gigas, is shown in Fig. 13. Much splintering at each end testifies to the amount

of service to which this implement has boon subjected. It is our belief, strength-

ened by the result of inquiry, that this shell implement is unique, though similarly

shaped picks of stone are met with.

Fig. 13.—Pick-axe of shell. Chokoloskee Key. (Full size.)

A pendant from the same place is a carefully-made imitation^ wrought from

shellj of a canine tooth of

a laro:e carnivore. So well

executed is this imitation

that at first

might well

glance one

be deceived

and mistake it for a tooth

in reality (Fig. 14),

Also from Chokolos-

m
% I- r

Fig. 14.—Pendant
of shell. Cho-
koloskee Key.
(Full size.)

Fig. 15.—Pendant of
Chokoloskee Key.
full size.)

stone.

(About
Fig. 16.

shell.

Kev.
m

size.)

—Pendant of
Chokoloskee
(About full

Fig. 17.—Bead of shell. Chokoloskee
Key. (About full size.)

kee Key «

.15);

pendant of a hard stone from a region to the of Florid

pendant of shell (Fig. IG); a well made bead of shell (Fig. 17); an
ornament of shell with the incised sign of the four directions (Fig. 18)

A rude effigy of a hum d cr 19) d
stone, was picked up on Chokoloskee Key by a thoroughly reliable

fragment of pum

known to us, from whom we
being aboriginal work

pe

d it. This effiory ho every apj

long

;e of
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Lossman's Key, near Cape Sable, one of the lai-est kevsof the Ten Thousand
Islands, was again visited by us and it^ two shell depo
in extent

moi
were fully Tlie hirwr deposit, rich in abo

ments, has been recently cleared of the hammock
there we almost walked upon the wires of a 1

imple-

While
d for d(leer or

pa of

Tl of our former reports on the Florid

shell deposits there are many implements wrought from
entire shells. These implements, sometimes whole, but
much oftener broken or greatly worn, lie among great
numbers of unwrought conchs and other shells.

ma\ recall that in the

as IS

loskee Key (F

picture of a cultivated field on Choko-

In our search for these implements we were con-

ded by especially by child

who, laboring in hope of substantial reward, had put
aside, to await our coming, all desi

the surfjice or turned up by the pi

found on

In this way, bj

fforts and by those of others we accumulated 8

very of imple Tl implements

ICi. 18.—Oinamciit of shell. Cho-
koloskcc Key. (About full size.)

we believe to have served mainly as chisels, gouges, adzes, scrapers, hammers, and
grind ially as h d pic the cultivation of the soil, T

d hoes were used 1

those

h' sMo dl

employing them assuming a squatting

, after the manner of less-advanccd pcopl

present time when cultivatimr the trround

Tlle f seasons' labors were
added in part to our collection in the Academy
Natural Sciences in Philadelphia and in j^art \\

sent to various museums in this country, in So

America, and in Europe,

Before describinir new t^

ere

pes of shell

ments found by us in our last two seasons' work,

w^e wish to correct an error into which we iiave

fall In
Fig. 19.—Head of pumice stone. Chokolos-

kee Key. (2.2 inches high.)

port ^ we savj " Th a

small hole above the shoulder periphery [of

the shell], which seems^ as a rule, to have had
ith the tool, inasmuch as numbers of

sho T a similar perforation, which
the shell-fish from its shell."

h been m muscle and

>'* Miscellaneous Investigation in Florida," page 316. Journ, Acad. Xat. Sci, of Phila , Vol
XIII, 1905.
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Fig. 20.—a field on Chokoloskee Key



While it is true that some concl 1

shells (more from some localities than

from others) ^vhich have no hole or

holes in the bod v-whorl for tl le inser-

f do not seem to

abo

ed as tool? have a small hole

shoulder, or
i

jually true that a large proportion of

tlie shells H on tlle do not

have this hole, and, as the contents of

these shells were brouixht to the kevs

as an article uf footlj it is clear that a

hole above the shoulder^ or periphery,

was not necessary to separate the

shell-fish from tlie sliell.

Cashing/ who found In place in

the muck at Marco shell implements

pierced for handles, speaks of them as

follows: ^^ Thus the stick or handle

could be driven Into these perfortions,

past the columella in such manner

that it was sprung or clamped firndy

into place. Nevertheless it was usually

further secured with rawhide tliongs

'—^now mere jelly—passed through

one or two additional perforations In

the head, and around both the stick
5?

and the columella.

This hole above the slioulder is

not always present, however, even in

shells which are distinctly tools, with

chisel-edire and holes, or a hole and ao

notch, for of h

This hole for the thong

percentage of these

ds irenerallv. while at Mcll

sm bout

miles to the northeast of the settle-

ment of Marco, a score of implements,

all that were found by us of the class

we have mentioned, had no hole above

the slioulder of the shell.

We shall now describe in detail

some of the most interesting shell im-

plements obtained by us since the

publication of our last report.

An interesting type from Marco

is a pick wrought from Fasciolaria

(Fig. 21), doubtless used in cultivating

^ Op. ciL, p. 40.

2 The reader will bear in mind that a v^ery

small proportion of the keys of the Ten
Thousand Islands bear evidence of aboriofinal

occupancy.

Fig. 21.—Shell pick. Marco, Key Marco
(Length 11.7 inches.)
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the soil. Th se pick s are seldom found entire, though implements of tlie same

shell with the columella much worn away are abundant. It is likely that picks,

after a certain amount of wear, were used as hammers.
H

The next implenient to be considered^ a heavy Fulgur perversum of moderate

size, differs from types heretofore described in that there is a hole for the handle,

back of the columella, and a notch on the ri^ht as shown in Fig. 22, illustrating a

X
'

' 3-

\

\ ^
£

n-

%

\

- ;

. P'la. 22.—Implement of shell. Mcllvaine's Key. (Height 5.5 inches.)
r

I

specimen from Mcllvaine's Key. Usually when a notch is present it is on the left

f the shell. A number of exam similar to the one shown thefi
ever, were met with by us on Mcllvaine's Key and here. Tl hole
in the PP P shell for a thong or fiber to pass th C**J d none is

needed in this instance as attachment can be made directly to the colume]

no perforatAn interesting implement is a Fulgur perversum with for a
handle belo the shoulder, or periphery. There is, however, in addition to the
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sm hole for attacliiiu'iit, a lar<j:o one above the shoulder, a feature oftenusual

found on tlie eastern coast of Florida, but

seldom on the western coast. This tool,

from Fikahat \i i K ey. perl laps

was used like a spade tlie handle extending

straight upward ; or possibly the shell was
placed at right angles to the handle wliich

crossing the top of the

hole obi:

shell \ the

[|uel fast I a

thong.

An implement (Fig. 23) from Goodl

Point, K
and con^

h f sort

iequently no inserted handle was
;onnection with

part of the she

d

but as the beak is intact, bearing no trace of

a cutting edge or of any use whatever, it is

evident the tool was not used with the upper

2)art held in the hand and the lower part to

cut as a chisel loosen the soil as a

pic as some

inclined to bel

employed as a

closely rosembl

sed. Therefore

the tool to ha^

this

be

kind of hammer or grind

b there

battering, presumabl

tion with some con

of

ved m connec-

such

l^aratively soft

An implement (Fig. 24), wrought from

Fascialaria, is greatly cut away for con-

venience to the user and has a notch to the

right and another to the left for the attach-

ment of a handle. At Lossman's Key, from

which this implement came, it was noted

that a double notch was used more often

than a hole and a notch or a double hole for

the handle.

As we have said before in this report,

the small hole, or sometimes two holes, in

the shell above the shoulder, or periphery,

fiber bound thethrough which thongs or

handle more firmly, were not always em-

ployed. Almost invariably when these holes

\

.1*

f
9

f

1^^^ -^ I.

r

Fig. 23.—Shell implement. Goodland Point
(Length 11.35 inches.)
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for attachment were not made above the shoulder^ they were dispensed with, though

in fe ey are found in body of shell. A small number of

hav^e come to our notice, and 5 in our collection at the Acadeni}" of

Natural Sciences a good example from Fikahatchee Key, where a shell with a fine

eoujire eds^e. ando hole and

date handle, has a small, round pcrf

accommo

m
body-who have served for any

purpose except for the passage of a thong.

Two shells {Fulgtir perversum) added to our

collection since the last report, differ from ordinary

types in that while both have edges beautifully

ground at the beaks, and each has a part of the

body-whorl cut back from the aperture, neither

shell bears hoi for the accommod
of a handle. One implement, however, has a hole

for attachment above the shoulder of the shell,

e. These implements

ttle Marco and the

h

came respectively from Little

Crawford Place, below Naples.

As to another class of shells we are unable

reach deci These

y

found on the Ten Thousand Island

numerous on Wason, or Cora Key, i;

Sj sparingly

were fairly

Pine Island

*

Sound, north of the Ten Thousand Island The

frc

ab

{Fuigur perversum
th

th

)erture as if for i

shoulder usually

refully cut back

) tools and have

small hole, but

Fig.24.—Shell implement. Lossman's Key.
(Length 6.2 inches.^

for attachment. In certain casessometimes two,

some of these holes seem to bear evidence of

On the other hand
have anv hole or notch throu'jfh which a

do these sh

die may be passed T beaks are
siderably chipped as if by use, but above the splintered part is no sign of

remainder of the ground surface, which is so often apparent on other tools the
they have been subjected to prolonored possible these shells w^ere used

c

ith the aid of a handle abutting against the inside of the bodv
thonsr extending over the outside of the shell Presum
ground prior to use, the implemen

beaks were not
picks with unground beak

the case with the large " horse-conchs " {Fasdolaria), one of which is sh
report (Fig. 21).

On the shell keys, and notably on Fikah
sandstone, smoothed d furro^N'ed by

Kej found

These stones, we bel
used in conferring cutting edges on the shell tools of the kej

ses of

those
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Fig. 25 shows an ordiiiarv fi

Fikahatchoe Kcj

part of the shell CI kind, of \vliich

we d thirteen,—-twelve from CI

w considerable wear on Darts

and one fi F «.'«.'.

of the shell in the illus-

bal)ly almost an unused tool, shows but little si<''n of T lerc seems
ba^ howeverj no evidence of wear on the sharp edges within the holes, which

fact m more donbtful these h
purpose for which the\ emi)loyed was the cultivation of

) douht tliC

Tn "Art in

Shell" ^ we see su^i^ested various methods of haftinir nerforated

Gushing sa\ .2 Large clani-sliells, deeidy worn at the b

nig mucli use at the dc
seem to have served both as

scrapers and as digging imple-

ments or hoes ; for some of

them had been hafted by clamp-

ino; curved sticks over the hinji-e

and over the point at the apex,

or umbo—where it showed

wear" . . . No reference is

made by him to holes in these

sliellsj and in point of fact re-

peated search made by our-

selves and by the juvenile

population of Marco^ failed to

discover at that place a single

perforated clam-shell of the

variety in (juestion.

Gushing,^ however, speaks

of varieties of Pectunculus (which is a kind of clam) as having served as scrapers

and shavers, and being '

attached to them to facilitate handling," and also describes (p. 42) a variety of

Area shell, three and one- half or four inches long, through the aperture of which
a strip of bark was passed in a way to afford an excellent grasp. Probably it was
in this manner our clam-shells were used and the comparative absence of wear in

the lioles is owingr to the soft character of the fiber.

Fig. 25.—Shell implement. Fikabatcliee. (Length about 5 inches.)

"• •' perforated at the apices, in order that a loop might be

One feature connected with the thirteen clam-shells found by us is of especial

interest. Of these shells twelve are left valves, having the umbo, or beak (which

in the case of the clam is above the heavy hinge-piece) turning to the right of the

user, thus making it perhaps a trifle easier for a right-handed person to grasp in

connection with a band. In the case of the remaining shell, a right-hand valve,

^ W. H. Holiues. Rep. Bur. Am. Ethn., 1880-81, pp. 206-207, plate XXVL
^ Op. cit, p. 40.
^ Marco was the principal scene of Mr. Cushing's labors.
* Op. cit,, p. 42.
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the beak turns to the left of the user, and probably was selected bj a left-handed

individual.

In Fig 26 is shown a shell {Codakia orbicularis) which has been an imple-

ment of some sort. This shell was dug

by us from one of the great ash-heaps

on Chokoloskee Key, which tliere and

on certain other keys seem to be the

remains of fires long continued.

Spread over the shell keys are con-

siderable numbers of shells {Area p07Z'

derosa\ many with a hole below the

hinge, as shown in Fig. 27.

Gushing (p. 38) speaks of nets
'^ sinkers made from thick,

roughly perforated umboidal bivalves,

having

tied together in bunches," no doubt

Fig. 26.—Shell implement. Chokoloskee Key.
(About full size.)

referring to the Area ponderosa shell.

The number of these shells having

holes, when found on the shell keys,

greatly preponderates over those that

do not have a perforation, in which they greatly differ from the conchs and other

large shells found on the keys. The reason for this is plain,

were selected for food primarily, and the shells of only some

of them were subsequently used as tools. The Area, on the

other hand, is small and moreover is found in compara-

tively deep water when alive. Presumably conditions were

The larger shell-fish

/

such that the Area was not sought as food and the supply

of shells needed for tools came from the beaches. In this

event a very large proportion of the shells carried to the

keys would be perforated for use.

Many of the Area ponderosa shells in our possession

show decided wear on the edges, which leads us to believe they were used as dimin-
utive scrapers. Probably Area shells were employed for different purposes for

tools as well as for net-sinkers.

Fig. 27.—Perforated Jrm shell.
Little Marco. (Length 2.1.5

inches.)
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Aboriginal disturLances, meaning of

term, 341.

P)0\vl of limestone, representing Copper gorget with pearl, 402.

bird of prey, ^^2, 384.

Burial, a noteworthy, 342.Abrasion on neck of bottle, 376.

Alligator -head, pottery effigy of, Burial, forms of, near :\round 1),

345-

Antler, tines of, used as arrow-

34^-

heads, 382.

Arrowhead-pendants of sheet-cop-

per, 400.

Arrowheads of chert, 395, 403.

Arrowheads from tines of deers'

antlers, 382.

Art-center, r^Ioundville an aborigi-

nal, 404, 405-

Artificial flattening of crania, 339.

Copper ol)jects, 3(^9,

Copi)er pendant, representing head

of quadruped. 400.

G>]tper pendants, 342, 399, 400,

401^. 4^2/403. 404.

Canines of carnivores, pierced for I

^^^PP^'' P^'^^^^^^^^s, "arrowhead/' 400.

suspension, 381.

Carthage, former name of Mound-
ville, 337,

Celts," 394, 404.
{i

Copper pendants, birddicad, 400,

Copper pendants with swastika,

401.

Copper pendants wdth pearl, 401.

340.

Association of objects, 403.

Ceremonial axe represented in pen ^^PP^^f pendant with unique decor-

dant of shell, 394. 398. ation, 399.

Ceremonial axes, sometimes known Copper, sheet, disc of, 403.

as "hoc-shaped implements/' 304. Copper, slicct, car-plugs of, 402.

of, with
Art of Moundville I^mogeneous,

(^^^^.^^^^j^j^i p^j^^^^^ ^^^ p^^^ ^,^^^^^ crorget

403. pearl, 402.

Ceremonial palettes, Prof. W. IL ' Crania from ^roundville, 338.

Holmes as to, 392.

Beads of shell, 343, 344, 384, 398, Chisel-edged object of bone, 381.

401, 402, 403, 404. Chisels, stone, 395.

Bear femurs used as drum-sticks, Cinnabar (mercury sulphide) used

. 382.

Beaver, incisor of, 403.

Bird-serpent design on pottery,

35^-

Bird-head pendants of copper,

400, 401.

Birds' heads, pottery

345-

as paint, 394.

Claw-shaped bandies, vessel with,

360.

Conventionalized

Cranial compression at Moundville,

Cross of the four directions, 346,

35^352,361.
Cross of the four directions, formed

by the woodpecker-design, 360,

361.
serpent-design,

Cvlindrical vessel 352-

effigies of,

first step toward, ^//,

Conventionalized serpent-design,

next step, 377. 379.
1^^^^^ ^^ sheet-copper, 403.

Conventionalized serpent-design,
I^^^^^^^l^' ^to^^^^. 394. 403.

Black coating on pottery, how con- ultimate step, 379.

ferred, 345.

Black Warrior River named from

Tascaluga, Creek for Black

Warrior, 349.

Bone, objects of, 381.

Bone piercers, 404.

Conventionalized serpent, on shell

gorget, 396.

Copper-coated ear-plugs of wood,

342, 402, 404.

Copper-coated ear-plugs of wood,

having bone pins, 402, 404.

Bone pins, with fragments of cop-
^

Copper-coated rattles of wood, 402,

per hair-ornaments, 404.

Discoidal stones^ limonite with

hematite coating, 394.

Discoidal stone with engraved dec-

oration, 394.

Discs of copper with perforated

boss, 402.

Discs of earthenware from parts of

vessels, 345.

Discs of mica as ear-plugs, 395.
ti

403.

Bow and Arrow'' design, vessel Copper discs with perforated boss, Discs of stone, ceremonial palettes

with, 367. 402. for paint, 391, 403.
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Disc, stone, of inflammable materi- ' Gordon, Dr. George Byron, 377.

al, 395-

Double bird-design, similar to

Gorget of sheet-copper, with pearl,

402.

Mexican, on gorget of shell, 396. ,

Gorget of shell, perhaps with man-

eagle decoration, 396.

Gorget of shell showing human
Double-bladed implements compar-

atively numerous, 395.

Double burials, 342, 344, 384.

Drinking-cups of shelly with dec- Gorget of shell, with conventional-

figure, 398.

oration, fragments of, 395.

Drum-sticks made from femurs of

bears, 382.

Eagle connected with sun-worship.

404, 405.

Eagle, limestone pipe, effigy of,

ized serpent-design, 396.

Gorget, shell, double-bird-design

similar to Mexican, 396.

Gorgets of shell, 396, 399.

Gorget, stone, 395.

384.

Hair-ornaments of sheet-copper,

404.

Leg-symbol on pottery, 369, 2^7^*

Leg-symbols on pottery of north-

western Florida coast, 372.

Leg-symbols on w'inged serpent,

369^ -^7^'

Lignite, discoidal of, 394.

Limonite, dlscoidals of, with na-

tural coating of hematite, 394.

Linear reduction of pottery, etc.,

when figured, 345.

Lucas, Prof. F. A., 382, 403.

Lumholtz, Dr. Carl, 348, 359, 396,

405.

Eagle-man, possibly represented on Hair-pins of shell, 398.

shell gorget, 396, 398.

Eagles' heads on pottery, 351.

Ear-plug of earthenware, 346.

Ear-plugs of w'ood, copper-coated,

342, 402, 404.

Ear-plugs of mica, 395.

Ear-plugs of sheet-copper, 402, 404.

Ear-plugs of wood, copper-coated,

having bone pins, 402, 404.

Eccentric form, quadrilateral ves-

sel of, 357, 404.

Effigies of heads of birds, etc.,

Hand and eye, on earthenware, 346,

35^-

Hatchets, stone, 395.

Heads of eagles, 351,

Hematite, natural coating of, on dis-
, Modeling-tool, 345.

Man-eagle, possibly represented on

shell gorget, 396, 398.

Meander decoration on pottery,

352.

i\Iica, perforated discs of, as ear-

plugs, 395.

Miller, Dr. M. G., 337.

coidals of limonite, 394.

Hematite, true aboriginal red paint,

392.

Hodge, F. W., 337,

Hoe-shaped implements," 394.

Hoe-shaped implements" are cer-

emonial axes, 394.

a

404.

a

I

broken from earthenware vessels, Holmes, Prof. W. H., 345, 356,

345-

Effigy-bottle

forms, 359, 360.

Eye, of shell, 403.

recalling

Z77. 392, 398, 405-

Tennessee
I

Hone, of sandstone, multigrooved,

395-

Horned and

374, Z7^^

Hrdlicka, Dr. Ales, his report onFemurs of bears, used as drunir

sticks, 382.

Few^kes, Dr. J. Walter, 348, 405.

Finger-cross of the four directions, ' vessel, 346.

winged rattlesnake,

IMoundville a center of aboriginal

art, 405.

Moundville a religious center,

Moundville revisited, 337.

Mushroom-shaped object of earth-

enware, 345.

Mussel-shell, showdng w^ear, 399.

Mussel-shell, with burial, 343.

McGuire, Joseph D., his opinion as

to the eagle-pipe, 390,

Needle, bone, fragment with eye,

skull, 338. Objects, association of, 403,

Human head-effigies on rim of "Open eye"-symbol discussed, 400.

''Open eye''-symbol, so-called, on

346, 351-

Fish-head, pottery effigy of, 345.

Fish, vessel representing, 346, 359.

Forearm, skeleton, and hand, on

pottery, 367.

Four directions, cross of the, 346,

35L 352.

Frog effigy-vessels, 346, 360.

Human remains, 338, 339, 340, 341,

342, 343i 344.

pottery, 362, 400.

Open hand and eye design on pot-

tery, 346, 351.

Ivory-bill woodpecker-design on ^pen hand and eye on sheet-copper

pottery, 360, 361.

Knuckle-bones of deer, 382, 402.

Lamb, Dr. D. S., 340.

Galena (lead sulphide), wdth super-
, Lead carbonate, a deposit on lead

gorget, 400.

Ornament of shell resembling two

united globes, 399.

Oven of clay, pot shaped, 404.

ficial coating of lead carbonate

(w^hite lead), 392, 401.

Glauconite, or "green earth/" per-

haps used as paint, 394.

sulphide (galena), 392.

Painted decoration on pottery,

346, 356, 357-
Lead sulphide present in the Paint, red, from hematite, 392.
mounds, 392.

Leg-symbol as an ornament, 374,

Paint, red, interior decoration of

vessel, 346.
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raint, white, from white-lead, 302.
j

Precious metals, absent at Mound- ' Shell-tempered pottery at Monnd-
Palettes, ceremonial, for paint, 391, ville, 340.

403-

Pearl on copper gorget, 402.

Pearl on copper pendant, 401.

Pearls, 398, 401, 402, 403.

Pendant of copper, with pearl, 401.

Pendant of copper, with six-pointed

ville, 345.
Prehistoric site, M.nindville a. 340. 'Six directions, symbols of the, 348.
Pntnam, Prof. F. W., 382

tery, :^G7.

pot

Onadrihiteral vessels, with stepped q.. ,,
' % '

, , , ,ii .Skull and open hand on bottle, x^^G.
margins, S5y, 359. Skulls from Moundvillc. ;^^9>, 340.

star, 399.

Pendant of copper, with unique

decoration, 399.

Pendant of shell in form of cere-

Rattlo of \v(mk1, o>ppcr-coate(l, 402, '

^^P^^^'^^ad of chert, 395

! 403.

Rattlesnake, horned and winijed,

,98

even

374, 37^-

398
369

400
Pendants of copper, with swastika,

Redressing of broken pottery, abor-

iginal, 346.

on sheet-c<ippcr

401.

Pendants of sheet-copper, 342, 399,
400

Perforated discs of earthenware,

345*

Piercers of bone, 404.

Pilsbry, Dr. 11. A., 343.

Scroll, interlocking, and serpent-

crest decoration on vessel, 377,

379-

Scrolls, interlocked, design derived

from plumed serpent, 377, 379.

Seler, Prof. Dr. Edouard, 346, 348, Stone, Witmer, 384.

btar, six-pointed,

pendant, 399.

Stepped decoration incised on rude

palette, 392.

Stepped margins, quadrilateral ves-

sels with, 357, 359.

Stone bowl representing bird of

pJ*cy, 382, 384.

Stone objects, 382.

Stone pipe, representing eagle, 384,

3<^7^ Sun-worship at Moundville, 404.
Pms, bone, on copper-coated ear- Serpent-bird design on pottery, 351. Sun-worship at ^loundvillc indi-

plugs of wood, 402, 404.

Pins, bone, with fragments of cop^

per hair-ornaments, 404.

Pipe of limestone, representing

eagle, 384.

Pipe of limestone, unique form
and decoration, 384,

Plumed or horned serpent connec-

ted with sun-worship, 405.

jrpent, conv

gorget, 396.

shell

Serpent-design, conventionalized,

first step toward, ^yy.

Serpent-design, conventionalized,

next step, 377, 379.

Serpent-design, conventionalized,

ultimate step, 379.

cated by decoration on vessels,

404.

Sun-worship connected with eagle,

WOO(

tions, 404, 405.

Sun-worship in Moundvillc region,

404.

Sun-worship, plumed or horned

Plumed or horned serpent on pot-
j

tail and rattles, ^yy.

Serpent, plumed, design with hird's serpent connected with, 405.

tery, 374. 37^, 377- Serpent, plumed, design with bird's

Plumed serpent-design, Avith bird's tail instead of rattles, 377.

Suspension of bottle by cord, shown
by abraded neck, ^76.

+

vastika on banner of Tuscaloosa.
tail and rattles, 377.

Plumed serpent-design, with bird's

tail instead of rattles, 377.

Plumed serpent, head, wings and ' tery, 374. 376, 377.

Serpent, plumed, head, wings and 34^, 349-

tail of, on pottery, 374.

Serpent, plumed or horned, on pot-

Swastika on pendants of copper,

40T.

tail of, on pottery, 374. Sheet-copper hair-ornaments, 404.

potterv

357-

Post-Columbian relics, absence of,
. Sheet-copper pendants, 342, 400, 1

Swastika well-known in Moundville
'

Shell beads, 343, 344, 39^, 40T, 402,, region, 348.at Moundville, 340.

Pottery, 344, 345. 403^ 404. Swastika with eagles' heads. 351.

Pottery at Moundville, shell-tem-
^

Shell drinking-^up, decorated, 395. Syphilis, evidence of, at Mound-
pered, 345< Shell gorgets, 396.

Pottery, black coating on, how con- Shell hair-pins, 398,

ferred, 345. Shell inlay in form of eye, 403.

ville, 339.

Syphilitic bones, report on, 339.

Pottery, broken, how treated by us, \ Shell objects, 395.

345- Shell pool-shaped, 398

Tascaluga, correct Creek for Black

Warrior, 349.

Pottery, linear reduction of, when
j

Shell ornament, resembling two Thruston, Gen. Gates P., 345, 356.

Tuscaloosa, the cacique, 348, 349,399figured, 345-

Pottery, only noteworthy specimens Shell pendant in form of ceremonial

described, 345. axe, 394, 398.

404.

Tuscaloosa, the city, ^^^7,

60 JOURN. A. X. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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Urn-burials, 338, 342, 343.

Vanatta, E. G., 343,

Vase of cliorite found on first visit

to Moundville, 382.

Vessel of limestone, representing

bird of prey, 382, 384.

Wardle, H. Newell, 405.

Weapons, comparative absence of,

at Moundville, 395.

White-lead paint, how obtained by

aborigines, 392.

Winged rattlesnake, 369, 374.

Wings of eagle or serpent, on pot-

tery, 369.

Woodpecker connected with sun-

worship, 404, 405.

Woodpecker-head, possible model

for copper pendants, 400.

Woodpecker, tvory-bill, design on

pottery, 360, 361.

World-''quartcrs," the six, 348.

World-"quarters," six, connected

with sun-worship, 404, 405.

CRYSTAI, RIVER REVISITED.

((

(C

Arrowheads, 419.

Association of objects, 423.

Astragali of deer, 423.

Balls of stone, 418.

Bar-amulet of slate, 418.

Beads of shell, scarcity of, at

Crystal River, 418.

Bitumen, 416.

Bone implements, 423, 424.

Burials, form of, 408.

Burials, how situated, 407.

Catlinite, ornament of, 419.

Celts" of shell, 415.

Celts" of stone, 418.

Ceremonial deposits in the shell,

409.

Chisels of shell, 415, 424.

Complicated stamp on pottery, 410.

Copper ear-plug coated with mete-

oric iron, 421.

Coral smoothing-stones, 421.

Cranial compression not practised

at Crystal River, 408.

Crania preserved, 408.

Crystal River Revisited, 407.

Deposits of shell overlying burials,

407, 408.

Dog, jaws of, 423.

Dog, prehistoric, Professor Lucas
as to, 423.

Double burial of infants, 408.

Drinking-cups from shells other

than the conch, 415.

Drinking-cups of shell, 415, 423,

424.

Ear-plug of copper, coated \vith

Feet, vessels with, not necessarily

post-Columbian, 412.

Fossil wood, mass of, 424.

Fragments of remarkable vessel,

411,

Gorgets of Shell, 415, 416, 423.

Gorgets of shell, of peculiar shape,

416.

Gouges of shell, 415.

Hair-pins of shell, absence of, 418.

Hand, open, design on fragment of

vessel, 411.

INIonitor pipe, fragment of, 412.

Moorehead, W. K., 422.

Mortuary mutilation of pottery,

413. 414-

Mortuary perforation of shell

drinking-cups, 415.

Mound, construction of, 425.

Mound, objects in, superior to

those in cemetery, 424.

Objects of stone, 418, 419.

Ornament of catlinite, 419,

Ornaments of shell, 416, 418.

Hematite, red, with burials, 408, Pendant, fossil shark's tooth, 42a

meteoric iron, 421.

409, 423, 424.

Holmes, Prof. W, H,, 411.

Implements of bone, 423, 424.

Jaw of deer, showing w^orkman-

ship, 423, 424.

Keller, Dr. II. F., 421.

Kinnicutt, Dr. L. P., 421.

Knnckle-bones of deer, 423.

Lanceheads, 419, 424.

Lancets, from tails of sting-rays,

423, 424.

Life-form in earthenware, absent

from central west-coast of Flori-

da, 412.

Limonite with burials, 408.

Lucas, Prof. F. A., 423.

Merrill, Dr. George P., 424.

Meteoric iron from mounds. Pro-

fessor Putnam as to, 421.

Meteoric iron on sheet-copper ear-

plug, 421.

Mica, 419, 423, 424.

Mills. William r^ AT S;^ ^^^

Pendants of shell, 416, 423.

Pendants of stone, 419, 420, 423,
'424.

Pendants, their position on burials,

424.

Perforations for suspension of ves-

sel, 413, 414.

Pilsbry, Dr. II. A., 415.

Pipe, monitor, fragment of, 412.

Pottery, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413,

4H, 415-

Pottery chiefly found in the mound
proper, 409.

Putnam, Prof. F. W., 421, 422.

Shell beads, scarcity of, at Crystal

River, 418.

Shell "celts," 415.

Shell chisels, 415, 424.

Shell drinking-cups, 415, 423, 424.
Shell gorgets, 415, 416, 423.

Shell gouges, 415.

Shell hair-pins, absence of, 418.

Shell, objects of, of eccentric form,

418. >

Shell ornaments, 416, 418.
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Shell pendants, 416, 423. 424.

Shells, small, tised as beads, 416, Sting- ray, lancets of, 423, 424.

Stamped dcsi-ns on pottery, 410. 'Turtle, catlinlte ornament in form

423-

Shells other than the conch, used

for drinking cups, 415.

Shell tools 415-

Stone balls, 41??.

Stone.objects, 418, 419.

Stone pendants, 419, 420, 423, 424.

Sherds, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413. _ Tools of shell, 415.

Smoothing-tools of coral, 421.

Spearheads, 419, 424,

Tootli of fossil shark, used as

pendant, 420.

of, 419.

W'sscl, remarkable, fragment?* of,

4TT.

V^cssels of pnittry, description of,

413, 414, 415.

Vessels with feet not necessarily

post-Columbian, 412.

MOUNDS OF THE LOWER CHATTAHOOCHEE AND LOWER FLINT RIVERS.

Base, double, vessel with, 431.

Beads of shell, 450.

Brass gorget, 450.

Burial, forms of, 430, 449, 450, i currence of, 432.

Effigy-vessels, 427, 431, 432, 435/ ^T*»inul at ^luund Landing, 450.

Mound below Columbia, 444.
43^^.

45 T, 452.

Burial mounds where present on

Chattahoochee River, 427.

Burial place on Chason Plantation,

456.

Excised ware, northernmost oc- Mound below TTare's Landing, 429.

Mound near G>lomokee Creek, 447.
Excisions in pottery vessels, 427, 1

Mound near Fullmore's Upper
431, 43^. 435-

Eve-design on pottery, 451.

Landing. 4^8.

'^Celts," 430, 449, 45L 452.

Cemetery, post-Columbian, 449.

Feather-symbol, 432, 434, 435*

FecL on vessels, 453.

Flint River, its course, 427.

Mound near Georgetown
} 448.

Ceremonial deposits of earthen- '

Galena, 430, 453.

ware, 427, 429, 430, 438, 442,

451. 453-

Gorji'ct of brass, 450.

Ceremonial mortuary vessels, 431, u

432, 435-

Charcoal with burials, 430, 451,

453-

Chattahoochee River, its course,

427.

Compartment vessels, 443, 444.

Compartment vessels, where found,

444-

Ilodg-e, F. W., 444.

Hoe-shaped implement," 451.

Holmes, Prof. W. H., 453.

Keller, Dr. H. F., 452.

Lead sulphide, 430, 453.

Leg-symbol, 432, 438.

Life-forms in pottery, 427, 431,

432, 435- 438.

Mound near Howard's Landinsr,

Mound near Kemp's T.anding, 428.

Ab)und near Kerr's Landing, 452.

Mound near Log Landing, 450.

Mound near Munnerlyn's Landing,

451-

Mound near Old Rambo Landing,

437.

i\ Found near Faulk's Landing, 446.

near Shoemake Landing,

Decoration on pottery, 429, 430,
^I^i*i*ill, Dr, George P., 442,

431, 432, 434, 438, 442, 443, 446, ^^i^ca, 430, 437-

449. 451, 453. 454. 456. Miller, Dr. M. G., 428.

M<^und

437-

Mound near Steammill Landing,

437.

Mound near l^])per Francis Land-

ing. 448.

^Mounds and sites investigated on

Chattahoochee River, 428.

Mounds and sites investiirated on

Flint River, 428, 450.

&

^ . .,

'
' f ,

' Arnrfnnrv rprpmnnini ve^^eU A7'\ ^^OUnds, burial, wbcrC prCSeilt On
Domicdiary mounds, where pres- '^^<^^tuary, ceremonial \esseis, 431, '

t t:>- ^

ent on the Chattahoochee River, 43^? 435-

427.

Double base, vessel with, 431,

Double mortuary perforation in

base of vessel, 454.

Drinking-cups of shell, 430.

Mortuary perforation, double, in

base of vessel, 4^4.

Chattahoochee River, 427.

Mounds, domiciliary, where pres-

ent on Chattahoochee River, 427.

Mortuary perforation of base of Mounds near Rurceirs Landing,

vessels, 427, 429, 430, 431, 435,

438, 444. 446. 451. 453. 454.

Dwelling-site, near Hall's upper Mortuary ware

quality, 431.

446

Mounds near Rood's Landing, 448.

usitallv inferior ' Mounds near Stark's Clav Land-

landing, 449.

Earthenware, ceremonial deposits

of, 427, 429, 430, 438, 442, 45L

453-

jMound above Eufaula, 448.

Mound and cemetery at Abercrom-

bie Landing, 449.

iMound at Fort Gaines, 447.

ing 447

Mounds near Woolfolk's Landing,

449-

Mounds of the lower Chattahoo-

chee and lower Flint Rivers, 427.
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Paint, green, on pottery, 449,

Paint, red, coating pottery, 430,

431, 432, 435. 442, 443' 446, 449,

451, 453-

Paint, red, design in, on pottery,

' 443. 456.

Pendant, stone, 449.

Perforation, mortuary, of base of

vessels, 427, 429, 430, 431, 435,

438, 444, 446, 451, 453, 454.

Pottery vessels, excisions in, 427,

431, 432, 435.

Piercers of bone, 450.

Pilsbry, Dr. H. A,, 450.

Pipe of earthenware, 450.

Pipe of soapstone, 451. Rocks with burials, 430, 442.

Post-Columbian cemetery, 449.

Pottery, 427, 429, 430, 431, 432,
|

Shell beads, 450.

434. 435. 438, 442, 443, 444, 44^, I
Shells, small, used as beads, 450.

449, 451. 453, 454, 456.

Pottery, life-forms in, 427, 431,

432, 435, 438.

Shell drinking cups, 430.

Stamped design on pottery,

430,438, 451,453-

429

NOTES ON THK TEN THOUSAND ISLANDS, FLORIDA

Addison's Key, 460.

Adzes or knives from bits of clam-

shell, 460.

Ash-heaps, great, on the shell keys,

470. -

Bead of shell, 462.

Holes for attachment not always

present in shell tools, 465.

Hones of sandstone^ 468.

Human head, effigy of, 462.

•

Chokoloskee Key, 461, 462, 463,

469, 470.

Clam-shells, notched fragments of,

460.

Clam-shell tools, how used, 469.

Clam-shell used as tool, 469.

Crawford Place, 460, 468.

Cross of four directions on orna-

ment of shell, 462.

Cross of four directions on shell

gorget, 460.

Cushing, Frank Hamilton, 458,

460, 465, 469, 470.

Implement of shell, special form

of, 467.

Implements from entire shells, 463,

465, 666, 467, 468, 469, 470.

Implements from entire shells, uses

of, 463.

Implements of shell, how fastened,

465-

Pendants, some perhaps ''charm-

stones," 459,

Pendant with incised decoration,

460.

Pick of shell, unique, 461,

Pick, shell, for cultivation of the

soil, 465, 466.

'Tlumb-bobs,'' a name given to

pendants on the Keys, 458.

Pottery, decoration on, 458.

Pottery used by Key-dwellers, to a

limited extent, 458.

Knives or hand-adzes, from bits of

clam-shell, 460.

Duck-head pendants, 459,

Little Marco, 458, 460, 468.

Lossman's Key, 463, 467.

Marco, 458, 459, 460, 465, 469.

Mcllvaine's Key, 460, 465, 466.

^

Effigy of human head, 462.

Eyes and mouth, incised on pen-

dant, 460.

Fikahatchee Key, 461, 467, 468,

469.

Right-handedness, evidence of

use of clam-shell tools, 469.

Russeirs Key, 461.

in

Net-sinkers and scrapers of shell,

470.

Notes on the Ten Thousand
Islands, Florida, 458.

Goodland 460
Gorget of shell, of peculiar form,

461.

Gorget of shell, 460, 461.

Grooved objects of shell and of

stone, not used for fishing, 458.

Ornaments of shell, 458, 459, 460,

462.

Ornaments of shell, with cross of

four directions, 460, 462.

Ornaments of stone, 458, 459, 462.

Sandstone hones, 468.

Scrapers and net-sinkers of shell,

470.

Shark's teeth, use of, 460.

Sharks' teeth, use of, 460.

Shell bead, 462.

Shell ornaments, 458, 459, 460, 46:

Special form of tool of shell, 467

Hammers, shell, probably made
from worn picks, 466.

Holes for attachment in shell im-

plements, 463, 465.

Pendant of shell, in form of canine

tooth, 462.

Pendants of shell, 458, 462.

Pendants of stone, 458, 459, 462.

Pendants in form of duck-head,

459-

Ten Thousand Islands, where
situated, 458.

Tool
469

Tools from clam-shells, how used,

469.

Tools from entire shells, 463, 465,

466, 467, 468, 469, 470.

Tools from entire shells, uses of,

463.

Tools of shell, how fastened, 465.

Wason, or Cora, Key, 468.
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CERTAIN MOUNDS OF ARKANSAS AND OF MISSISSIPPI

By Clakknce B. Mooke.

PART I.

MouxDS AND Cemeteries of the Lower Arkansas River.

When it became evident Yazoo and Sunfl

in the State of Mississippi (described in the latter part of this report), was i

destined to sncceed, we turned to the Arkansas river.

This river we investigated as far up as Natural Steps, twenty niik^s above t

city of Little Rock, Arkansas, a distance of 194 miles by water, according to t

Government survey. This survey, however, was made long ago, and the river

recent years, by cutting its way across bends, has shortened its course; therefo

d le over hy us was considerably less than the fi

pent on this work, in our flat-bottomed steam(

to dig and four to supervise, was fifty-six^ days^ Including parts of February and

April, and all of March, 1908.

Our custom to send agents in advance to find the exact locations of mounds,

had not been followed in the case of tliose on the Arkansas river.

With the exception of the Menard mound, and the so-called Toltec group

below Little Rock, the mounds on the Arkansas river between its mouth and Nat-

ural Steps (that part of the river with which this report has to do), are insignificant

in number and in size; while aboriginal cemeteries, as to the location of which a

clue could be had, were far from numerous. The river is constantly changing its

course, and many mounds and cemeteries, no doubt, have been swept away in the

past or have been left far inhind.

When Marquette/ the first of the French explorers of this region, visited the

aborigines not far from the Arkansas Eiver, in 1673, he found them cooking Indian

corn '"^in large earthen pots very curiously made." '^^They have also," we are

1 Includinor four days on the White and LaGrue Rivers.

acce

^^^^ ^^^ ^—^ * ^^

B. F. French, Historical Collections of Louisiana, Part II, p. 295.

to the original French in ^largry^^ " DecouverteSy^' the ^'Jihtoncal

To those who have not

Collections of Louisiana,"

edited by B. F. French, will be of interest. The five parts appeared, respectively, in 1846, 1850, 1851,

1852, 1853. The reader, however, must bear in mind that the *^ Collections" contain misprints and
mistranslations, and that incorporated in Parti is the fictitious account by Father Hennepin of a Jour-

ney by him down the Mississippi to the Gulf, which journey the mendacious friar never accomplished.

A second series edited by B. F. French, '^Historical Collections of Louisiana and Florida," two

volumes, one published in 1869, one in 1875, complete these ^* Collections,"

61 JOURN. A. X. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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told, '• large baked earthen plates, which they use for different purposes. The men

go naked and wear their hair short. They pierce their noses and ears, and wear

rings of glass ^^^ beads in them."

At nearly every site investigated by us were found beads of glass and objects

of brass—sure signs, as the reader is aware, of contact between the aborigines and

white men.

Human remains found by us along the Arkansas river were usually so badly

decayed as to be worthless for scientific investigation.

A number of skulls, however, w^ere preserved and were sent by us to the

United States National Museum at Washington^ D. C.

Dr. Ales Hrdlicka has kindly sent us an interesting and complete report on

these skulls, which follows this portion (Part I) of our description of the season's

work.

At one place^ Greer, certain evidence^ was found hy us of the presence of a

specific disease which affects the bones^ this evidence being strongly marked in the

case of a single skeleton, many of whose principal bones were seriously involved.

We attach but little importance to this discovery of diseased bones^ however,

inasmuch as Greer cannot, with reasonable certaintj^, be classed as a pre-Columbian

site. It is true that no European artifacts, such as glass, brass^ iron or lead, were

found there by us ; and that the copper beads (present with one burial onlj^) have

been shown by the analysis of Dr. H. F. Keller to be pure native copper with only

a trace of iron^ hence far purer tlian any product from the smelted sulphide ores

of Europe could have been in early times, or indeed could be at the present time.

Stilb as almost nothing excejDt pottery (which docs not determine their period)

had been placed with the burials at Greer; and as the native copper beads, found

in but a single instance, cannot be res^arded as more than an indication ; and as all

other sites of importance investigated by us on the Arkansas river were^ as we
have said^ distinctly post-Columbian, the question of contact between Europeans

and the makers of the cemetery at Greer must be considered an open one.

In the way of artifacts, but little save earthenware lay with the dead in the

graves along the lower Arkansas, the aboriginal mourners, seemingly, having

considered their duty fully j)erformed by depositing pottery alone.

Vessels were not always present with the dead, though in the great majority

of cases they were so found, sometimes singly, often in pairs (usually a bottle and a

bowl) ; occasionally in greater number, ten in one instance having been found with

a single burial. The smallest vessels usually accompanied the remains of children.

1 In another translation of Marquette's narrative the word '' glass "
is omitted, the statement being

that the natives wear beads hanging from their noses and ears (Hist. Coll, of La., Part IV, page 48).
In the original French the word rassade is used. This word is defined as " beads of glass or of enamel "

byLittre; and practically the same definition is given by the Dictionary of the French Academy.
NoHveau Larousse I/lustre gives rassade as meaning glassware for tradinf]^ purposes. Nevertheless it is

just possible that Marquette, though lately from Canada where glass beads on Indians must have been
a familiar sight, may have used the word rassade in describing beads of shell or the pierced pearls often
worn by aborigines. The Arkansas and the White rivers are today famous for their yield of pearls.

^ As attested by the United States Army Medical Museum where the bones now are.
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As a rule, vessels h\y near tlic skulls; and even in bnnclied burials, tlie vicin-

ity of a skull was often selected as the place of deposit. IMiis rule, Ijowever, liad

many exceptions, and in some sites vessels were found at almost every pnrt of tlie

skeleton, as ni;i\' be seen in the detailed accounts of our investiLMtion. wliidi ai*c

to follow.

As wc have already said, practically all the C('inot(»ri(^s in Vi\st lira toil l»y ut^ on

the lower Arkansas river extended into the post-Columbian period, a fact, ho\vever,

which had little to do with the earthenware of the cemeteries, as has been well

expressed by Professor Holmes.

""There is but little evidcMice of the infliienee of the arf of (lie wliites," lie

says,^ ''upon the ceramic products of this province, although the forms are some-

times thought to be suggestive of Kuropcan models. It is certain, however, that

the art had reached its hiLdiest statue without tlie aid of civili/ed hands, and in tlie

study of its many interesting features we can feel assured that we are dealinir with

purely aboriginal types."

The earthenware of the lower Arkansas river, in common with that of all the

middle Mississippi region, was not '"killed" by breaking a hole in the base or by

making one there prior to the firing of the clay; nor was it broken ceremonially

before inhumation.

The ware, shell-tempered, is not, in our opinion, ccpial to the best we have

found elsewhere (notably at Moundville, Ahi,, and alonjr the northwestern Florida

bein ly fired, and often having the tempering material

ly distributed, as if by im])erfcet kneading of the clay

The dark ware with a hi<:hlv polished
?

n

Mississii)])i and in Alabama, is scared \' met with along A
H o ferior to that

sometimes found elsewhere, we nevertheless encountered in our investigation a

number of well-tempered, AvoU-fired, and carefully-wrought vessels, which among

others, will be particularly described and figured later in this report.

In form, the pot, the bowl, and the bottle greatly predominate, the long-

necked bottles, or carafes, being comparatively numerous. We find also the life-

form, sometimes in combination with the bottle; and we meet with eccentric forms,

occasionally.

An interesting type along the Arkansas river is the "teapot" form of vessel,

which has a more-or-less globular body ; a circular opening on top, surrounded by

a low neck; and a spout and small knob on opposite sides ^ of the body.

1 W. H. Holmes, " Ancient Pottery of the Mississippi Valley," Fourtli Ann. Eep. Bur. Am.
Ethnol., p. 871.

inal lottery ot Ji,astern United tetates, iwentietii Ann.

Arkansas," by the same author, in Third Ann. Rep. Bur.

ties of Tennessee"; Dr. Edward Evers, " Archieology o

Southeastern Missouri" ; Charles C. Willouffhby, "An A
.f Missouri, Part I, The Ancient Pottery of

Vn Analysis of the Decorations upon Pottery from

the Mississippi Vallev," Journal of American Folk-Lore, Vol. X, 1897.

2 Two vessels of this form are figured by Holmes as coming from near the Menard mound, Arkan-

sas river. Third Ann. Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnol., p. 482.
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" The origin of this form of vessel," says Professor Holmes/ " is suggested by

a fine red piece from 'Mississippi/ now in the National Collection. The knob is

the head of a turtle or other full-bodied reptile, and the spout takes the place of

the creature's tail. Many of the animal-shaped vases would resemble this form

closely if an opening were made through the top of the body and through the tail."

This animal-form "teapot" referred to by Professor Holmes, is figured by him

in a later work.^

We found on the lower Arkansas twenty-eight of this "teapot" form of ves-

sel, ranging in size between the mere toy but 1.9 inches in height, and the capacious

vessel 7.6 inches high; some of dark w^are; some of yellow ware having a solid

coating of red -, others of yellow ware decorated with red and white ; and in two

mstances with red, white and black. There were also two life-forms with spouts.

The more noteworthy of these " teapot " vessels will be described in their proper

places.

We believe this novel "teapot" type, so far as the United States^ is concerned,

to be peculiar to eastern Arkansas and nearby regions.^ As we went westward on

the river, the type was less often met with, only one being found in the cemetery

at Greer. We have seen a few said to have come from near the city of Little

Rock. In photographs of two large collections of pottery from Arkansas, west of

Little Rock, the "teapot" form appears but once.

A large percentage of the pottery of the Lower Arkansas is undccorated.^

When decoration is present it consists of the use of pigment, or of designs con-

ferred by a pointed implement, sliarjD or blunt. In the case of some vessels found

in one site, incised decoration w^ith red pigment rubbed into the lines was enconn-
w

tered.

The pigments employed, as Professor Holmes® points out, were generally clays,

white or tinted with iron oxide. Dr. H. F. Keller has made for us eight determin-

ations and analyses of coloring matter on vessels from the lower Arkansas and of

various masses of white and of red material which we found with skeletons, some-

times carefully stored in vessels. The red pigment is oxide of iron; the white
pigment is clay. One of the masses of red material "is very intense in color and
contains more than sixty per cent, of ferric oxide, the remainder being silica and
alumina. This material is undoubtedlv red ocher."

' Fourth Ann. Rep. Bur. Am. EthnoL, p. 403.
^ Twentieth Ann. Rep. Bur. Am. EthnoL, Plate XL, b.

^Compare vessels with spouts, from Panuco Valley, Mexico. Jesse Walter Fewkes, "Certain
Antiquities of Eastern Mexico." Twentj-fifth Ann. Rep. Bur. Am. EthnoL, Plate CXXVII, a, b.

Also compare vessels, with single and double spouts, from Central America. Catalogue of Col-
lection of Seiior Arango, Medellin, Colombia.

* Holmes describes one as coming from "Mississippi." Fourth Ann. Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnol.
p. 403.

' "'

See also two "teapot" vessels from Coahoma County, Miss., which county borders the Mississippi
river. Charles Peabody, " Exploration of Mounds, Coahoma County, Mississippi," Peabodv Museum
Papers, Vol. Ill, Ko. 2. Plate XIV. ^

^ Undecorated vessels, commonplace in shape and so poorly fired that after their long deposit in
water-soaked ground, they were hardly more than paste, were sometimes the principal yield from a
day's work.

® Twentieth Ann. Rep. Bur. Am. EthnoL, p. 86.
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Another mass of red contained a moderate i)ereentage of lerric oxide ^vitll

quartz and clay, forming a liglit red. DouUtle^s admixture of ^vliite clay uitli the
red oxide formed the various shades of cream nnd of pink used in decorating
the pottery.

The ^vhite masses from the several hjcalities are almost pure kaolin and doubt-
less are the same as the white material used on the vessels.

The Tarahumare Indians of Mexico use a uhite earth in the decoration of

pottery,* and Pueblo Indians of southwestern I'liited Slatef^ used kaolin on their

ware.^

The black coloring matter occasionally found on the vessels of the lower
Arkansas, seems to be hardly more than a stain, and does not lii- oii (he \»'ssels In

a coating as do the ferric oxide and the clay. We have not been able to obtain

enough of this material to make an analysis.

The painted decoration, which is almost Invariably on yellow or 3 ellow-red

w\are, offers but little variety. In a majority of cases we find a solid coating of

red, sometimes rich in shade and carefully [lolished.

When designs are attempted, there is great repetition. Of the fifteen bottles

found by us on the Arkansas river, decorated in red and white, but four have

designs other than almost exactly similar partly-interlock«>d scrolls; and two of

these four have scroll-decoration nearlj'- related to that of the majority of the bottles.

The contrast between the monotony of design on the painted vessels of this region

and the great variety on those of southwestern United States is mnrkt d indeed.

In the case of at least some of the bottles from the lower Arkansas, with dec-

oration of white and of red pigment, it seems as if first of all a slip, or coating, of

red had been placed over the entire bottle, and that the white of the painted design

had been laid on top of the red. In places, also, to define the design, the n'd has

been scraped away, leaving the yellow of the ware in which, however, traces of

the red slip still remain.

The decoration on the dark ware of the lower Arkansas has been conferred,

as a rule, by means of a method explained by Professor Holmes, that is, by trail-

ing a broad point along the clay before firing.

The incised design, prof)erly speaking, is rarely found and is seldom other than

of inferior execution, w^hile engraved decoration, made with a fine point, is more

unusual still. Several excellent exam^jles of these forms were met witli by us,

however.

Of the trailed decoration we can sav, as we have said of the painted designs,

that there is great repetition. Some idea epet
V . •

was carried may be gathered from the fact that in one cemetery on the A
we found thirty-two bottles and bowls, all bearing very closely related scroll

formed bv^ combhiations of trailed, broad lines.

^ Carl Luniholtz, "Unknown Mexico," Vol. I, p. 243.

MValter Houdi, ''Archaeological Field Work in Northeastern Arizona." Smithsoniau Ilepprt,

1901, p. 315.
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As moirit of the ware found by us was broken when discovered, or received

injury from the spades of the diggers, it has been necessary to cement the parts

together and occasionally to make shght restorations. In this latter event, how-

ever, care has been taken to introduce nothing not thoroughly justified b}' the

remainder of the vessel, and to use for restoration a material slightly differing in

shade from the color of the ware, that the modern work mav not be confused with

that of the aboriginal potter.

All reductions in size of vessels, and of all other objects, figured in this report,

are linear; measurements are approximate. Decoration shown in diagram is as

exact as to size as is possible in the case of a curved design represented on a

flat surface.

Thanks arc tendered to Dr. M. G. Miller, who has accompanied us on all our

archgeological expeditions, in charge of the anatomical portion of the work ; to

Mr. F. W. Hodge for literary revision of this report; and to Mr. Arthur W. Clime,

who lent us efficient aid as assistant throuirhout the season of 1907-08.

We shall now describe our work on the lower Arkansas river, omitting many
places where our quest was unsuccessful, and detailing only such as yielded tangible

results.

MOUNDS AND SITES INVESTIGATED.

Near Menard Mound, Arkansas County.

Near Sawyer's Landing, Arkansas County.

Near Old River Landing, Arkansas County.

Mound near Goldman Field, Jefferson County.

Mound near Douglas, Lincoln County.

Cemetery near Greer, Jefferson County.

Near Menard Mound, Arkansas County.

The Menard mound ^ is about one mile WNW. from Menard Landing on the

Arkansas river, and six miles, approximately, in an ESE. direction from Arkansas
Post.

The mound is on property of Mr. J. Menard, who lives within fifty yards of

its base, and who owns much land in the neighborhood, all which was placed at

our disposal in the most cordial manner, as was much adjacent property belonging

to Messrs. C. W. Wallace, A. L. Plant, and N. B. Menard—Mr. Wallace even
allowing us to work for days in ground which had recently been plowed.

The high ground on which the mound is built, and much adjacent land, is not

subject to overflow, to which so much of this region is exposed, and hence must
have been the seat of a considerable aboriginal population, as it is about the first

high land encountered in ascending the river.

^In relation to the Menard mound, see: AY. H. Holmes, "Pottery from Arkansas," Third Ann.
Rep. Bur, Am. Ethuol., p. 476, et seq. ; and, Cyrus Thomas, " Mound Explorations," Twelfth Ann.
Rep. Bur, Am. Ethnol., p. 229 et seq.
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The mound, a truncated cone, imposing in npiR'arunce, is 34.5 feet in hoiirht,

measured n\)m tlie north, where the surrounding territory is somewliat hi«jh ; mea.-;-

ured from the nortliwest, where there is a depression, the hii;_dit of the mound is

from 3 to 4 feet greater.

The basal di:uneter of the mound is 107 feet; the diameter of the summit
plateau is 28 feet. On the southwest is a causeway- of oonsidcraltle size.

Tt is not in tlie mound, however, though some digging has dccn done into it

in the past, that the burials and acco'tn[>;inyiiig jirtifaets, which have made the

place famous, have been found, but in sniall rises of the ground in the adjacent

land—dwelling-sites—and even in perfcM^tly level *:round. In all direetions on the

surrounding territory lie bits of pottery and fragments of liuinan hours; in tlie

fields; in the gardens; by the roadside; everywhere, \u faet ; and there is no

inhabitant of the neighborhood but has cxaet details to give^ based on pi^rsunal

experience, of the finding of (quantities of aboriginal pottery.

Unfortunately for late comers, like ourselves, the constant wash of rain over

soil loosened by cultivation had laid l)are a majority of the Inirial?, or so removed

the soil above them that the plow had wrought sad havoc among bones and p<»ttery
;

while desultory digging also had levied a considerate toll, lu conserpiencCj only

gleanings remained for us from a former abundant harvest.

Our work near the Menard mound, with from eleven to thirteen men to dig,

lasted twelve working days and began in the neighborhootl of the Menard home,

where the curious spectacle was presented of the unearthing by us of a mnnlxT of

burials, with accompanying vessels of earthenware, in Mr. Menard's '*fr(»nt ynrd,''

between his veranda and the garden fence.

Our investii!:ations continued over the Menard orchard and fields : were carried

on for a number of days in the dwelling-sites of Mr. AVaUace*s fields and woods,

situated in a northeasterly direction from the mound; were extended to the field

of Mr. Plant, somewhat farther in the same diret*tion, and to the woods of Mr.

N. Menard.

success, so far as the dis-

of pottery is concerned, though small mounds and rises of th o

CJ

present in them in abundance.

One hundred and sixty burials were met with during our work near the

Menard mound.
I'

The bones varied somewhat as to condition, some being badly decayed, while

bones were recovered entire.

Some of the bones showed the effects of inflammatory conditions ;
one instance

of anchvlosis of the radio-ulnar articulation was found; and also a reunited frac-
^ ..

ture of a radius and an ulna. The two latter specimens were sent to the United

States Army Medical Museum, Washington, D. C.

Certain crania from this place were preserved, and in common with all crania

found by us along the Arkansas river, are described by Dr. Hnllieka in a report

which, as we have said, forms the concluding portion of this part of our report.

'-
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Many fragments of crania, of considerable size, were found, some showing

marks of post-natal compression and some evidently being parts of normal skulls.

No fixed orientation as to the head was noted in the burials found, skeletons

having been interred with the skulls pointing in all directions.

The forms of burial were as follows :

Full length on back, 31/

Closely flexed, lying on the right side, 5.

Closely flexed, lying on the left side, 4.

Closely flexed, face down, 1.

Partly flexed, lying on the right side, 17.

Partly flexed, lying on the left side, 5.

' .On back, the limbs widely separated, 1.

Full length on back, feet crossed, 1.

Trunk on back, knees slightly flexed to the right, 1.

Bunched burials, 39.-

Bunches or aboriginal disturbances, 2.

Disturbances, modern and aboriginal, 18.

. Layers of bones, 2.

Children, bones often too decayed for determination of position, 23.

Badly decayed adult bones, 2.

Incompletely described in field-notes, 6.

Particularly described, 2.

The two burials to be particularly described are as follows :

Burial No. 12 was the skeleton of an adolescent, fifteen inches down, head

NW., trunk on the back, the lower extremities turned to the left and slightly

flexed, the legs being drawn tightly against the thighs.

Burial No. 108, fourteen inches below the surface, was a skeleton of an adult,

with parts detached, yet not exactly a bunch.

We shall now describe in detail certain burials which are included in the fore-

going listj to introduce the association of artifacts. All individual skeletons not

otherwise defined were those of adults.

Burial No. 9, sixteen inches down, consisted of a bunch of children's bones,

including three skulls. Near one skull were nine fresh-water, univalve shells,

kindly identified by Dr. H. A. Pilsbry as Viviparns subpurpureus, the upper por-

tions cut off to allow the use of the shells as beads.

Burial No. 10, eighteen inches deep (all depths are taken to the upper
surface of the burials), consisted of a mass of bones in a grave distinctly traceable

from the surface down.

These bones, an ideal examjile of the bunched form of burial (Fig. 1), lay in

a symmetrical pile, the long-bones parallel, the smaller bones stowed away here
and there between them.

1 Two children lying side by side in one grave are included as a single burial,
^ One consisting of bones of three children. Some bunches had two, three, four, five, and two

had seven skulls each.
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At one end of the p
of a child, la^

tliree skulls : of these, one of
hy Slide on f

upon them. Immediately hehind k

the skull of a child

skull of
ll le

This bunched burial lay EXE. and VTSW.. the skulls being at the eastern end.
The dimensions of the pile, which apparently included a" full complement of

bones for four skeletons, were: length, 29 inches j breadth, 10 inches ; hoi-dit, 7
inches.

I _

i

Fig. 1.—Bnrial No. 10, a bunched burial. Near Menard Mound.

Near the bunch lay an undecorated bowl of eartlionware.

The adult skull from this burial^ showing cranial compression^ is one of those

sent by us to the National Museum.
Burial No. 13 was a great layer of mingled bones representing a number of

skeletons and covering a considerable area. With this burial were the bases of

several bowls or bottles, the upper parts of which had been i)lowed away^ and a
F

62 JOUEN, A. X. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.

r
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number of bone pins, some with carved heads, lying parallel one to another in a

heap (F

the skull, a water-bottle and a vessel of

Burial No. 46, a skeleton lying partly flexed on the right side, had, near

a conventionalized shell-form, this latter

vessel lying inverted over a mass of kaolin—white clay used by the aborigines for

paint. Glass beads were near the skull.

Burial No. 48, closely flexed on the right side, had, at the skull, a bottle

and two inverted bowls, in one of which latter was a rausselshell.

At the chin of the skull were four pebbles, one pebble-hammer, and a mass of

kaolin.

Burial No. 69, two feet down, was a bunched burial, very symmetrically

arranged, the long-bones parallel, smaller bones stowed in between, the presence of

fifteen humeri showing that the remains of at least eidit individuals were repre-

sented in the burial. Though a number of lower jaws were present, only a singh

fragment of any other cranial part was found.

Burial No. 73 was the remains of a skeleton of a child, with an undeco

rated bowl and Vessel No. 103, a fine, polished effigy bottle of black ware (Fig

d child with chubby legs extended, no doubt the property16), representing a seat*

of the child when alive.

Burial No. 78, an interesting bunched burial, similar to several found

us near the Menard mound, consisted of a little pit with a lot of long-bones care-

fullj- put in perpendicularly, and surmounted by a skull. Near the skull were two

vessels, one on its side and in contact with the bones.

Burial No. 160, partly flexed on the right side, had shell beads at the neck; a

water-bottle near the skull ; and near the bottle a mass of red pigment, to which

allusion has already been made, and which Dr. H. F. Keller has determined to be

a mixture of clay and oxide of iron, with a not very high percentage of the latter.

There were found near the Menard mound, glass beads with four burials ; brass

beads or small ornaments of brass, with five burials ; and copper beads with one

burial.

In one instance, a small mass of iron, badly rusted, lay with brass; and once

small ornaments were so badly decayed that it was impossible to determine whether

they were of brass or of copper.

Under the skull of a skeleton lay a small stone hatchet, and several hatchets

(one of hornstone having an extremely sharp cutting edge) were found apart from

human remains in the midden debris where most of the burials were. A grace-

fully-made hatchet of fair size, from the Wallace field, was given by us to Mr.

Wallace, without determining the stone of which it is made.o

Small quantities of shell beads lay with several burials.

With a burial was a tooth kindly identified by Prof F. A. Lucas as the right

)er incisor of a beaver. We are also indebted to Professor Lucas for identifica-

1 of other material from dwelling-sites in the neighborhood of the Menard mound,

follows : a single canine tooth and the lower jaw of a black bear; part of the
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skull of a Virginia
u

deer which' '^lad been very neatly opened to extract the

brains" ; "parts of the right humerus and right radius of a bull bufFak)/both from

the same animal."

There were many bison bones in the Wallace field, some of considerable size.

Apart from burials were found : an awl of bone ; tines of deer antlers, neatly sev-

ered from the horn by a cutting tool ; a tubular bead of earthenware^ 1.5 inches long,

5 k; several pottery discs; several stone disc more than 3 inches

1 diameter; a large pebble worked into the form of a barrel^ with a neatly drilled

hole at one end. .6 of an inch in diameter d somewhat more than .5 of

depth, with a considerable core remaining at the base ; numerous rude arrowhead

d knives, of small cutting implements of the same m d

ber of chisels^ each several inches in length, wrought from pebbles and having the

original surface of the pebble still remaining in part.

A flat pebble about one inch in diameter was picked up on the surface ; another

pebble having a length of about two

inches was found with the skeleton of a

child. Both are shown in Fig. 3.

In the Wallace field w^as found a

fragment of a conglomerate rock of hi

on both sid

&

specifi vity, polished

Judging by the curvature of its inner

and outer surfaces, it is evidently part of

a large vessel.

We know the aborigines who inhab-

ited cinity of Menard mound

Fig. 3.—Perforated pebbles, near Menard Mound.
(Full size.)

re carvers of stone of no mean ability

it was on the farm of Mr. W. N. Al

niond, about two miles from the mound
as

that Mr. Almond plowed up the two stone pipe

palette of stone shown in " The American Antiquar

' Professor Holmes ^ in an instructive paper.

d the beautiful ceremonial
' ^ and subsequently referred

We visited Mr. Almond and^ with his permission, dug where the disc had been

foundj but without result.

The palette and pipes are now owned by Mr. H. L. Stoddard, of Stuttgart, Ark.

From a low mound in the Wallace field came a quartz crystal bearing no

groove for suspension. Father Le Petit,^ speaking of the Natchez Indians, describes

their idols as figures of stone or of baked clay ; also bones of big fish and bits of

crystal; and Father Gravier* tells of a bit of crystal in the Natchez temple.

At the present time many and beautiful specimens of quartz crystals come
from the Hot Springs, Ark.

Jan.-

1 May and June, 1904, pp. 154, 155.
^ "Certain Notched or Scallopped Stone Tablets of the Moundbuilders/' Araer. Anthropologist,
March, 1906.
3 French, Hist. Coll. of La., Part III, p, 141,
* French, Hist. Coll. of La. and Fla., 1875, p. 82.

t
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Also ill uiiLklen refuse was part of a bowl of a riulo pipe of earthenware.
Professor Holmes, speaking of the earthenware ])Ipes of tlie re;^ion of which the
Arkansas valley forms part, trulv savs:^ *' Inirt, truly savs :

^ *' In the central and sontliwestern sec-

tions pipes were for the most part remarkably rude and without Jirace of outline,

and generally without embellishment, while the earthenware of the same territory

made and exhibits pronounced indications of the

part of

Two hundred and fourteen vessels of earthenware, mostly undecorated

ordinarj- form, came from the nei«rhl)orhood of

had been

the Menard mound. Tn this number
broken and whole, and fragments larire enough to show tliat

While some burials were ^Yithout accompanying pottery, the miijorlty of inter-

ments had a mortuary tribute of this kind, especially in the Menard place in the

vicinity of the mound, and in Mr. Wallace's iield.

On the other hand, the few burials found by us in the woods, and a fair num-
ber of skeletons in Mr. Plant's field, were without artifacts (tf any sort.

As a general rule, vessels lay near the heads of burials and were usually single

or a pair. In exceptional cases vessels were found by us at other parts of the

skeletons, and on one occasion so many as ten were found with a single burial.

More fully to illustrate certain of these exceptional cases, we shall describe

some of the noteworthy burials in detail.

Burial No. 62, bones of a child, had at the skull two bowls of moderate size,

one inverted; a small bottle, and a diminutive saucer placed on its edge.

Burial No. 83, the skull of a child from which the remaining bones probably

had disappeared through decay, had around it no fewer than ten vessels, compris-

<—

^

of three each and four ve.ssuls phiccd
?

ded
b

Burial No. 98, a skeleton lying partly flexed on the right side, had near the

pelvis, and also near the feet, which drawn back, approached the pelvis, an inverted

bowl more or less covering two small, inverted bowls, side by side, which were lying

on a fourth bowl, also inverted. In contact with this mass of pottery was a small

bowl tilted on its side.

Incidentally, we may say that decayed shell beads were at the neck of the

skeleton, and a knife wrought from a chert pebble lay near the skull.

Burial No. 150 consisted of a bunch of bones with three skulls, one of them

beino; that of a child. Crushed ao;ainst one skull was an inverted bowl, and near])V

were a teapot-shaped vessel, in fragments, and a bowl.

Near the child's skull were two small water-bottles, while the other adult

skull had near it a vessel of eccentric form.

The crania in this bunch lay separated one from another, the child's skull being

on top, one adult's skull at one end, and the remaining skull somewhat at the side.

» "Aboriginal Pottery of Eastern United States," Twentieth Ann. Rep. Bur. Ain. Ethnol., p. 98,
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We shall now describe in detail the more noteworthy vessels from the neigh-

borhood of the Menard mound.

Vessel No. 34. This beautiful bottle (Plate XIII) is one of the very few ves-

sels found by us on the lower Arkansas river showing in two colors a design other

than the scroll. The ware is light yellow. The body is globular, but projects

somewhat at the base, which is flattened. The long, graceful neck, flaring toward

the aperture, is coated with pigment, brick-red in color. Around the body are

spaces of the yellow ware, defined by white pigment. These spaces, circular on

top, with extensions tapering downward, have precisely the shape of the copper

pendants found by us in the great prehistoric site at Moundville, Ala., the circular

portions of which contain either swastikas or stars. On this vessel similar spaces

enclose five-pointed stars on the upper row, and figures somewhat resembling an

arrowhead on the lower tier. All these stars and projectile points (if that is what

the latter represent) are colored with brick-red pigment.

The star does not seem to have been extensively employed on the ware of the

middle Mississippi region. An example, however, is described as coming from

southern Missouri.^

Vessel No. 170 is a bottle of yellow ware, 4.7 inches in height, with red pig-

ment exteriorly on the neck. The decoration on the body consists of four irregular

circles of solid color, red and white alternately. Each of these circles is surrounded

by a circular space without paint, showing yellow ware, which space is, in turn,

enclosed in a painted circle, white around the red and red around the white The
same style of decoration may be seen on the small "teapot'' vessel in Plate XX.

Vessel No. 194, of dark ware (Fig. 4), is of the "teapot" variety which, as

we have said in our introductory remarks, is found only in eastern Arkansas or in

nearby regions.

It seems to us there is a possibility that this type of vessel may be derived

from the gourd, although vessels that unmistakably represent the gourd usually

have a small depression opposite the neck, or extended part, though such is not

invariably the case, as we have seen a few examples in which the knob and not

the depression is present. In Fig. 5 is shown a gourd-vessel from southern Mis-

souri,^ which, were the upper part of the neck cut away and a smaller aperture

present on the top, could well be a vessel of the " teapot" class.

Vessel No. 78 is a toy-vessel of dark ware, of the " teapot '' variety (Fig. 6),

the smallest of this kind found by us along the Arkansas river. The spout and
part of the opening have been restored.

Vessel No. 64 also belongs to the " teapot " variety, and is 7.6 inches in height.

The vessel has a uniform coating of red pigment, which is well preserved and
gives the vessel a rich and striking appearance.

Vessel No. 166 is another of the "teapot" form, coated with red pigment.
Its height is 3 inches, a size evidently fitting it for a child's use. In this particular

1 Dr. Edward Evers, " Arclueology of Missouri," Part I, PI. IV, Fig. 1
2 Evers, op. cit, PI. XIV, No. 228.
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Fig. 4.^Yessel Xo. 194, of the "teapot" variety. Near Menard Mound. (Height 6.25 inches.)
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Fig 5.—a gourd-vessel from Missouri. (Four-fifths size.) Fig. 6.—A'essel Xo. 78. Near Menard Mound. (Full size.)
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instance there was a group of five vessels, mostly small, with no human remains

visibly in association. Presumably the skeleton of an infant had disappeared

through decay.

Vessel No. 82 is another of the " teapots," 3.8 inches in height, with a coating

of red pigment, somewhat worn in places. In relief on two opposite sides are mod-
eled the legs of a frog. The head, which has been on that part of the vessel oppo-

site the spout, is missing through breakage in aboriginal times. We shall figure in

its proper place a more complete frog-" teapot " from another site. (See Plate XVI.)

f
m

Fig. 7.—Vessel Xo. 91. Xear Menard Monnd. (Diameter of bowl 7.5 iuches.)

Vessel No. 91, of dark ware, is a life-form representing a quadruped
being used as supports for the

aid \

On one side is a small head which does not
us in determining the animal represented, \

turned downward. The decoration, made with
scroll variety (Fig. 7).

the opposite side is a tail

broad, trailing poi of

Vessel No. 50 is a graceful bottle of yellow ware, with a neck first contracting
flaring. The decoration consists of a coating of red pigment on the neck and

on the body, partly interlocked scrolls in red and white, as sh Plate Xn
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So many vessels (

Arkansas river tb

r type and stvle of d

: o

Tessel No. 38. Tl

found l)v us alonsi
ft/ 1

llicr than this one.

Fin. 8, is of bl

one

ly made decoration of trailed, hroad lines, wYnvh is precisely

by Professor Holmes^ and doscril>ed as oomiiiL'' ft M
sippi region.

Vessel No. Go is a bottle of dark ware, ellipsoidal in shape, bearing on one
side, partly incised and partly in relief, the lu':id perhaps of a qnadruiK-d or possi-

bly of a fish. On the opposite side appears an upraised tail. The eyes arc dis-

tinctly aboriginal in execution (Fig. 9).

Fig. 8.—Vessel Xo. 33. Xear Meuard Mouuil. {Diameter 7.3 inches.)

An almost exact counterpart of this vessel, which also came from near the

Meuard mound, is twice figured by Professor Holmes.^

Vessel No. 133 is a bottle of yellow ware, well coated with red pigment, and

represents a deep-bodied fish similar to the sunfish. The head and tail project

from the body of the vessel as do ventral and dorsal fins (Plate XV). Tn the plate

the neck of the vessel, which is 1.6 inches in length, of necessity appears some-

what foreshortened. The aperture is slightly exaggerated in size owing to its prox-

i"Abongiuai Pottery of the Eastern UniteJ State.*/' Twentieth Ann. Rep. Bur. Am. EthnoL,

Pis. Lid and LI lib.

'Third Ann. Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnoh, p. 482. Twentieth Ann. Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnol., PI.

XXIIId.

63 JOURX. A. X. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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imity to the camera in the initial process of preparation of the plate,

neck is considerable abrasion, as hy the use of a cord for suspension.

Around the

Vessel No. 185 is a bottle of j-ellow ware, 5.3 inches hi (T also a life-form

representing a fish not unlike the one just described. Much of its original coating

of red paint has been worn away.

\

I

\

Fig. 9.—Vessel Xo. 65. Near Meiiiiid Mound. (Height 5.6 inches.)

Vessel No. 61 is a bottle of rather coarse, yellow ware, the body ovoid with

flattened base. The incised decoration, rather roughly executed, consists of a

meander surrounding circles (Fig. 10).

is a wide-mouthed water-bottle or jar, of dark and ratherVessel No. 30

porous ware The decoration, which is of broad, trailed lines, is a volute design

five times shown (Fig. 11).

»
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Vessel No. 36 is a graceful bottle of dark ware, liavinir a desiirn of whicho c
part, conferred In of a blunt-Dointed

Fig. 1

Vessel No. G2 is an uiidecorated bottle of dark, poroii:? ware, shown in Fi<r. 13

Ve No o 1 tlied bottle or jar. of dark

spherical body on which is a meander decoration consisting of tinvo parallel b

of punctate markings enclosed within parallel lines (Fig. 14). In addition, or

base is a design represented in Fig. 15.

/

4'

f

Fig. 10.—Vessel Xo. 61. XearxMeuaid Mound. (Height 9.9 inches.)

Vessel No. 102 (Figs. 16, 17) is a human effigy-vessel of hard, dark ware, to

which reference has been made in an earlier part of this report. This life-form

represents a child wdth its plump legs extended, and doubtless has been the prop-

erty of the little one with whose remains it was found.

Vessel No. 88 is a pot of yellow^ ware, with a design in which the scroll con-

ferred by a broad-pointed tool trailed over the surface, figures in combination with

punctate markings (Fig. 18).
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\.

\

Fig. 11.—Vessel Xo. 30. Near Meuard Mound. (Height 7.3 inches.)
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Fig. 12.—Vessel No. 3G. Near Menard Mound, (Height 9.7 iucbes.)
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Fio. 15.—Vessel Xo. 31. Decoration of base
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i

i Vessel No. 35, of dark ware, 6.7 inches in height, with a circidar opening at the

d

I

top, near which is a small knoh, is intended to rep-

resent a gourd. An almost exactly similar vessel

from Arkansas is figured by Professor Holmes.^

Vessel No. 20S, a vase of gray, porous ware,

light in weidit, with base resembling a much trun-

cated cone reversed (Fig. 19), has an interesting

incised decoration around the body (Fig. 20), sug

gestive of the bird-head motive,

Vessel No. 200 is a vase of gray, porous ware,

of somewhat unusual form, without decoration

(Fig. 21).

Vessel No. 55. We have here a bowl of yel-

low ware (Fig. 22), with an mterior coating of red

Fig. 13.—Vessel No. 62. Near Menard
Mound. (Height 7.2 inches.)

paint and a band of red pigment below the margin

on the outside, such as is usually found on vessels

of this character along the lower Arkansas river.

On one side is a rndeh" modeled liuman head with

high crest, looking outward ; on the other side, the

conventional tail—both head and tail having a

coating of rod pigment.

Vessel No. 114 (Fig. 23) differs from the one

just described in minor details only.

Vessel No. 174 is a bowl of coarse, yellow

r

m
i

™-

'^v-^^-

^
^. Mf

'Jr-

r ^ J- ^T r
' -*-

IF , X
,'."<»f-

r Fig. 14.—Vessel No. 31. Xear Meuard Mouud, (Diameter 7.4 inches.)

* Twentieth Ann. Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnol., PL XlXf.
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^

•

\.
- «

^
>

.^

»

Fig. 16.—A^essel Xo. 102. Near Meuard Mound. (Height 6.8 inches.)
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I
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Fig. 17.—Vessel Xo. 102. Side view

64 JOURN". A. X. S. PHILA., VOL. Xllf.
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V

1

Fig. 18.—Vessel Xo. 88. Near Menard Muund. (Diameter 4.5 inches.)

J

1

Fig. 19.—Vessel No. 208. Near Menard Mound. (Diameter 6.3 inches.)
1

i

Fig. 20.—Vessel Xo. 203. Decoration. (Half size.)
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>

Fig. 21.—Vessel No. 200. Near Menard Moiiiid. U>iaT)ieter 1.9 iiichea.)

^

Fig. 22.—Vessel Xu. 55. Xear Menard Mound. (Diameter 6.5 inches.)

^
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ware (Fig. 24) with pigment decoration, Laving the head of a bird modeled on one

side and conventional tail on the opposite side.

Vessel No. 171, a bowl of yellow ware, having on each side, marginally, a

__. "1=:^ -lOBUa

\

^
v

Fig. 23.— Vessel No. 114. Xear Menard Mound, (Diameter 8.1 iiiclies.)

^

band of red pigment, and in the lower part of the interior, sh red pigment,
I

the circle and cross, le.^ the symbol of the sun and the four winds, or directions
(Fig. 25).

s
^«.^ '

m
i

-* f
r

^
V ^

Fig. 24.—Vessel No. 174. Xear Menard Mound. (Diameter 10 inches.)

I
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Jouter (168 / tells in a most interesting: wav Low tlie Ceni? (TTasinai, or

Caddo) Indians of Texas^ in celebrating a successful battle, held out scalps toward

the four directions.

Vessel No. 130 is a bowl (Fig. 20) similar to the one just described, with the

addition of equidistant, festooned bands of red pigment between the arms of the

cross. These semicircles 2)robablj- represent (a part for the wliole) entire circles,

or sun symbols.^

r

Fig. 25.—Vessel Xo. 171. Near Menard Mound. (Diameter 7 inches.)

Near Sawyer's Laxding, Arkansas County.

Sawyers Landinn; is five m
Post, on the game side of the river

bj below Arkansas

About one mile in a southeasterly direetion from the landing is the home of a

colored family named Johnson, in

which our search was not rewarded

front of doorway is a small mound in

1 French, Hist. Coll of La., Part I, p. 161.

2 Charles C. Willoughby, ''An Analvsis of the Decorations upon Pottery from the Mississippi

Valley," Journ. Am. Folk-Lore, Vol. X, 1897, p. 13.
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A largo field adjacent to the Johnson property, which had been nnder cultiva-

tion but was f\illow the time of our visit, was placed

Pettit and Pettit, of Stuttgart, Ark., to wh
posal by Me

warm thanks of

tendered

On the surface we found a brass disc about 1.5 inch

Academy

^s in diameter, with a cen-

tral perforation. Analysis by Doctor Keller showed the disc to be of very impure
brass, containing, besides copper d ery considerable amounts of lead and

of arsenic and

Fig. 26.—Vessel Xo. 139. Near Menard Mound. (Diameter 6.5 inches.)

I

We devoted part of a forenoon to this field, sinking holes here and there, with
' seven burials were met with, all near together, in the highest part

the result that

of the field.

Six of these burials certainly were of the bunched variety, one containing
bones belonging to at least two skeletons. The remaining burial-probablv a
bunch also—had been disturbed by recent cultivation.

No bones were in a condition to save.

Twelve vessels were found in connection with these burials, many crushed and
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broken by the pi burials were without artifjicts^ whik^ as many
four vessels hiy with cue interment, a water-l)(>ttle havin.i? b

three smalL shallow bowls, arranired

placed on of

Vessel 5, of V ware, is a

conventional tail on the other. 1 ic

I a bird's head on one side, and

f interest about tliis vessel is tl

of the bird is represented by excisions, an unusual method (Fig. 27)

Vessel No. 7 is a sn:

and fore-lejrs and hind

bow 1

n olod in re

f a froir extendini; forward from

f.

/

Fig. 27.—Vessel No. 5, Xear Sawver's Landing. (Diameter 8.75 inches.)

The aboriginal artist has not been trammeled by details^ as the fore-feet of

the frog are represented with three toes each and the hind-feet each with four toes

—one too few in each case^ as the reader is doubtless aware.

Near Old River Laxdixg^ Arkansas Couxty.

Old river (a former course of the Arkansas) is about 3.5 miles above Arkansas

Post; following the river, on the same side.
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By lauding at the lower side of the lower mouth of Old river and following a

road i^arallel to it, about 1.5 miles, we reached the property of Mr. H. S. Jones, of

Arkansas Post, to whom we are greatly indebted for cordial permission to investi-

& hatever portion we saw fit

Near the road, forming part of Mr. Jones' property is a field

extent, we arc informed), at the eastern corner of which rises a mound about 5

feet in height and 75 feet, approximately, across its somewhat irregular base, except

where a small part of the mound is cut away by a cross-road, where the diameter

is, of course, somewhat less.

Part of the mound, not being on Mr. Jones' property, was not dug into by us.

The part investigated yielded nothing except the neckless body of a water-bottle,

that probably got in with the clay material of which the mound is made.

The historv of the twelve-acre field and of an unenclosed field on the other

side of the cross-road, which latter field has now been so denuded of soil by heavy

wash of rain after cultivation that careful investigation by us was without result,

is a long list of discoveries of earthenware vessels, by all who have had a hand in

the cultivation of the property.

In the twelve-acre field, which is higher than most of the surrounding land

and is not subject to overflow, and in the adjacent barnyard of Mr. L. F. Shepherd,

the manager of the property, are a number of circular rises of the ground, all

dwelling-sites from which, with the exception of those in the barnyard, which have

not been under cultivation, the plow had turned out much clay, hard and red from

ancient fires.

Two of these dwelling-sites (those nearest the mound) were each about 40 feet

in diameter, the others somewhat less.

The sites, nine in all, were carefully dug by us and nearly all found to contain

burials and artifacts, but to a very different extent.

About 30 yards W. by N. from the mound was one of the larger elevations

which had been long and deeply plowed over and doubtless deprived of much of

its original contents, many of the burials being but 6 inches below the surface

the upper parts of the most deeply buried being but 18 inches down.

From this site came thirty burials, thirty-four additional being found in the

other dwelling-sites which had been less deeply plowed and consequently in which

bones and artifacts were in somewhat better condition.

All bones, however, were badly affected by decay ; no crania were saved, but

large fragments of some sliowed moderate artificial cranial compression.

As the forms of burial in these dwelling-sites near Old River Landing pre-

sented nothing markedly different from those met with near the Menard mound,

they will not be described, although exact details are given in our field-notes.

In one dwelling-site were found several burials which we could not positively

assign to either the flexed burial or to the bunched method of interment. These

particular burials, each made up of the parts of one skeleton only, had the bones

largely in place ; a few, however, were in disorder. Presunmbly these latter bones.

i
'4
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having become detacliecl in the Jead-lioiise or on their way to tlie phaco of hnrial,

were piled in indiscriiniiiately at the time of internifiit.

The yield of artifact^; other than i)otterv, was meaner indeed.

With a bunched burial was a diminutive pipe of limet>tone, so water-soaked

that parts fell from it on removal.

Near the skull of a bunched burial was a quartz crystal showing no sign of

workmanship.

Burial No. 17, consistinijr of what was left bv deenv of tlie skeleton of an

infant or of a very young child, had with it, in addition to two earthenware ves-

sels, seven cones of sheet-brass, from two to three inches in height; a number of

blue glass beads; and fifte(Mi very roughly-made shell beads, from .4 of an inch to

somewhat more than 1 inch in leiiiith. The shell beads are about as rouiih in

appearance as any we have met with in all our experience, being little more than

perforated fragments of shell.

Burial No. 27, a skeleton of an adult, partly flexed, lying on the left side,

besides having two vessels of earthenware near the skull and upper part of the

trunk, had near the neck six shell beads, or rather six rough sections of shell that

had been made to do duty as beads, (me of which is shown in Fig. 28.

With another burial having vessels in association were beads of blue glass.

Burial No. 65, the skeleton of an adult, lying partly flexed on the right side,

had with it, in addition to two vessels, two small "celts" hinLi;

together between tlie vessels atid the skull. We have not

thought it worth while to mutilate these ^^ celts" for micro-

scopic slides and for material for analysis, to deternjuie the stone

or stones of which they are made, and deem it useless to hazard

a guess on the subject.

Another small "colt" of hornstonej like one found near

the Menard mound, is remarkable for the sharpness of its edge. fkj. 28.-sheii bead, oi.i

In debris of the dwelling-sites were several small chisels ^>^'l]
^'"'''"^" ^^""

wrought from pebbles of chert ; one or two diminutive " celts "
;

and a canine tooth identified by Professor Lucas as having belonged to a black

bear.

From the surface of the two fields to which reference has been made, but

doubtless in many cases plowed or washed from dwelling-sites now^, or formerly, on

these fields, came neatly-made arrowheads of chert; small chisels of chipped chert;

diminutive cutting-tools of like material ; and two flat pebbles perforated for sus-

pension, similar to those from near the Menard mound.

Associated with the thirtv burials encountered in the dwell in "--site we have^ o
referred to, were forty-nine vessels of earthenware—many, however, crushed and
broken.

In all the sites examined eighty-two vessels lay with the sixty-four burials, if

we include several vessels not immediately wnth interments, but which doubtless

had been separated from them by the plow.

65 JOURX. A. N. S. PHILA., A'OL. XIII.
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The pottery of the Old River dwelling-sites, as a rule, lay near the skull, but,

as usual, there were exceptions.

Much of the ware was inferior in quality and friable to the last degree after

its long exposure to continual soaking with water.

Fig. 29.—Vessel No. 1. Old Kiver Landing. (Height 8 inches.)

As a rule, the vessels met with presented no novelty in form, and were mainly
pots, bowls, and bottles.

Many of the vessels are undecorated. Pigment is the principal form of deco-
ration employed red or d d combi

mg-material, now hardly more than a stain had been used

One feature connected with this place w^as new in our exper

Exceptionally, black

I.

Nearly
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the bowls—and a large number of the vessels found were bowls—had been placed

in the ground inverted. This fact may denote tliat at this place at least, the bowls,

when placed with the burials, did not contain offerings of food.

In some cases, one vessel had been placed within another, as, for instance, a

pot resting inverted within another pot. Another vessel was found turned over a

smaller one which was itself inverted.

The more noteworthy vessels will now be described hi detail.

Vessel No, 19 is an interesting example of the lifc-rorin and "teapot" vessel

combined. From one side projects the head of a fi-og, while on the opposite side

is the spont (a restoration) of the "teapot." In connection Avith these are the legs

of a frog modeled in relief (Plate XVI). The upper part of tlie vessel is coated

with red pigment, while the lower part lias been covered with white colorinf^-matc-

rialj now hirgelj worn away.

Professor Holmes, as Ave have noted in our introductory remarks, describes

and figures^ an animal form "teapot" from

" Mississippi." The fine specimen referred

to by him differs from ours, however, in that

the head is apparently not that of a frog,

while the legs, instead of being modeled in

o

1

relief on the vessel, extend vertically

downward and serve as supports.

Vessel No. 1. This vessel, a bottle,

was found in many fraorments that have

since been cemented towther with sliurht

restoration of the body and almost complete

restoration of the neck (Fig. 29). The ware,

which is yellow, appears in but two or three

spots where the painted designs, which are

pink and white, are not in contact through

oversight on

artist.

the part of the aboriginal

Fig. 30.—Vessel No. 1. Tart of the decoration.
(One-fifth size.)

Both varieties of pigment on this vessel have adhered exceptionally well,

no flaking being apparent.

The design diifers from that^ on most of the bottles decorated in two colors,

met with by us along the lower Arkansas river, and consists of a current scroll in

deep pink surrounding the body of the vessel, with an encirclinpj band of white above
and below, from which four equidistant arms extend downward and upward, respec-

tively, forming, in connection with each other, partly interlocked scrolls; at the
same time the upper and the lower circles and arms form swastikas of a pattern
shown in Fis;. 30.

r

The neck of the bottle has been pink^ matching the current scroll decoration,

* Fourth Ann. Rep. Bur. Am. Edinol., p. 403.
^ Twentieth Ann. Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnol., PI. XLb.
^ I. e.y partly interlinked scrolls, shown in PI, XIV.
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and a slight extension at the base of the vessel, having a flat under surface, is

coated with i)igment of the same shade on such j^arts as are visible.

It is interesting to note that two bottles bearing almost exactly similar decora

tion to that just described, were found in a mound in Coahoma county, Mississippi.

Vessel No. 28, a gracefully formed, acorn-shaped vessel of dark, smooth ware
4.5 inches in height, bears around the upper portion a design six times shown, con

-y

I

' ^

f

ŵ
/
w

%

Fjg. 31.—Vessel Xo. 26. Old Eiver Lundiiig. (Height 5.4 inches.)

of partly interlocked scrolls, each having on its upper part a small, roughly
lar space filled with reticulated lines. The entire design is a convention-

alized decoration derived fi the of crested serpen earthen-
ware, the evolution of which we have shown ^ step by step, through the merging

Paperl,^Vof nf N^2^'pi XV''"''"^^
'^ ^^^'""^'' ^"''^''"'' ^'""'^' Mississippi," Peabody Museum
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?̂er[K'ntSj ami iiitorlinkodj crested scrolls, down to tlie scroll pure andof crested

simple.

Vessel No. 2(> is a bottle of dark and rather inferior ware, witli dou1)le encir-

cling lines of projections around the hoi]y (Fig. 81).

Vessel No. 52. Tliis curious vase of porous, yello^v ware, shown in three

positions in Figs. 32. 33, 34, bears an incised decoration representing a face on one

side of the body of the vessel, and scroll designs over the remaining portions.

Fig. 32.—Vessel Xo. 52. Old River Landing. (Full size.)

Vessel 45. This beautiful vessel, of the ''teapot" variety (Plate XVII

of yellow ware and has a scroll design alternately deep red and pi Th e

red, and the red and p

black separat The base is black

as does a streak of

ler has been black.
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^:.

Fig. 33.~Vessel Xo. 52. Side view. (Full size.)
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*•

Fig. 34.—Vessel Xo. 52. Back view. (Full size.)

^

\

i
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as hardly more than a stain remahis) and the color projects upward from the base

between the pink pigment and the red.

Vessel No. 78 is a bowl of dark ware, representing a turtle (Fig. 35), the

head, tail, and flippers projecting. Two holes

served for suspension.

Vessel

sides of the

+

No. 21. a cookin2'-T3ot, has considerable adb c It bea a

/

/

\

Fig. 35.—Vessel Xo. 78. Old River Landing. (Diameter 6 inches.)

rude decoratio de up of concentric circles, probabh symbols, appar
ently made by the imprint of coarse cord (Fig. 36)

Ve No. 21 IS a pot of y the sed deco

shown in Fig. 37 This vessel has been in for culinary purposes, as traces of

remain on the outsid

Vessels Nos. 9 and 27 are bowls of moderate size, each with four equidistant

loop-handles below the rim, and an upper, outer, encircling band of red pigment,

somewhat more than one inch in width. The interiors of both bowls have rich

coatings of red pigment.
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I

I

Fig. 36.—Vessel Xo. 21. Old River Landing. (Diameter 7.75 inche.s.)

A
'i.

J

mm t
' 1^

0

«HJUittyimgmjbj^i^ittiaAvdH:^:3?>^-

f

Fig. 37.—Vessel Xo. 21a. Old Kiver Landing. (Height 4.8 inches.)

66 JOUEX. A. K S. PHILA.. VOL. XIIL
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Vessel No. 46 is a bowl (Fig. 38) with interior coating of red paint and a band

of tlie same color, abont one inch in width extending below the rim. A human

head, modeled in an upright position, looks outward on one side and a conventional

tail projects horizontally from the opposite side.

-Jt_.

^

'^ ...^

\

^

^

4^

T.

rl

/- ^

Fig. 38.—Vessel Xo. 46. Old River Landing. (DiHmeter 7.4 inches.)

Fia. 39.—A'essel Xo. 54. Old Eiver Lunding. (Diameter 7.5 inches.)

Vessel No. 54, decorated with red pigment, like the vessel just described, has
the head of a bird on one side and the usual conventional tail on the other side

(Fig. 39).
4

Vessel No. 1-i is a howl of porous, yellow ware, decorated with red paint in
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the same manner as are the two last preeediiiy; vessels, und liaviiig, in phice of a

modeled head taken from life, a diamond-shapinl figure witli four perforations.

The conventional tail is present (Fig, 40).

MOUXD NEAR CiOLDMAX FlKLD, Ji:rii:i;SON CoLNTV.

Goldman field is on t

below the settlement of D
side, going up.

In woods subject to

bank of the A ^y

A\ N. fn)m G
field, is a mound about 4.5 feet hiuh and 87 feet across Its circular base

^ -.

.

/^

\ \ -

^

Fig. 40.—Vessel Xo. 14. Old River Landing. (Diameter 7.2 inches.)

Thirteen holes were sunk by us in this mound, resulting in the discovery of

six burials, betw^een 8 inches and 38 inches in depth.

Three of these burials consisted of layers of fragments of calcined human

bones, one layer being of considerable size, the bones representing several indi-

viduals.

With these layers were charcoal and masses of clay reddened by fire. The

cremation, however, did not appear to have taken place in the mound, but else-

where, the reddened clay and charcoal seemingly having been gathered up with

the bones for their final deposit.

AVith one of the layers of calcined bones was a "celt" apparently of igneous

rock.

Two of the burials were limited each to a badly decayed, isolated skull. With
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one was an undecorated bowl; with the other, a bowl bearing rude, encircling

lines, and having had, above the rim, the head of a bird or quadruped, part of

which had been broken ofi' before interment. Both bowls were of most inferior

ware and in frairments.

The remaining burial was a badly decayed skeleton, closely flexed and lying

on the ria:ht side.

Apart from human remains, in the mound was a rude knife wrought from

cherty material.

MouxD NEAR Douglas, Lincoln County.

In the verge of woods, about two miles ESE. from Douglas, on property of

Mr. R. E. Lake, of Douglas, wdio kindly placed it at our disposal, was a mound 6.5

feet high and 70 feet across its circular base. The summit plateau, also circular,

was 22 feet in diameter.

The mound had sustained some digging in the past by treasure seekers, we were

told, and, to a limited extent, on one or two occasions, by inhabitants of Douglas.

This di":i>;ino;, however, had not affected the heiii;lit of the mound or its diameter.

On the western side of the mound was a depression, filled with water at the

time of our visit, whence material for the building of the mound had been taken

;

and a similar, though smaller, depression was on the opposite side.

After some exploratory digging, it was found that only the core of the mound
contained burials, and these were superficial, the mound apparently having been

originally a domiciliary one and subsequently used as a cemetery.

The core of the mound, 44 feet in diameter, was dug out by us, at first along

the base, then a little above it, until a portion 16 feet in diameter remained. This

part was dug out to a depth of 3 feet, as no burials had been met with deeper than

31 inches.

Thirty-two burials were encountered, all proving to be of the bunched variety,

wherever determination was possible. Those not classified were disturbances in

some cases; in others, where many bones seemed to have disappeared through

decay. Several also were bones of children, much crushed and disintegrated.

No skull w as found in condition to save or, with one exception, in fragments

large enough to enable determination as to cranial compression. In this one case,

no compression was apparent.

A pathological specimen found by us in this mound was sent to the United

States Army Medical Museum. Dr. D. S. Lamb, pathologist of that institution,

kindly has reported on the bone as follows

:

" The right femur, from mound near Douglas, Arkansas County, Ark., Burial

No. 12, shoAVS marked atrophy of the head of the bone and downward displace-

ment, the neck forming an acute angle with the shaft, probably a case of tubercu-

lous hipjomt. I say ' probably,' but I know of no other cause than tuberculosis

that would cause such a lesion."

But few artifacts except pottery were present in the mound. With several

burials were shell beads.
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Buriiil No. 9 had a bottle and a bowl near the tjkull. and at the neck, tubular

beads of sheet-brass and small shell beads.

Burial No. 17. a bunched burial, had at one end two skulls side by side.

Imniediatelv above one of t

downturned vessel resemblii o

skulls, and coveriiiir l>Mi't of it and tlie whole of a

e one shown in Plate XI X^ wliich lay ajrainst the

d bowh decorated with red paint. Alongside the fi

1 vessel, but not eovered bv the bow r

pot" variety. Near this group of vessels were two others, one being a small

bottle, decorated with a coating of red pi;

yellow ^vare. having two coni2)artnients—

bivalve form. With the two skulls described

f

no doubt a hiiihU-conventionali/ed. open

o adults) and

their accompanying bones, were the skull and bones of an intant. which fact

explains, no doubt, the presence of the smaller vessels. Near tlie chin of the

infant's skull, that is to say at the neck, was a necklace of tubular beads of sheet-

brass, the material on w hich they wTre strung still holding the beads in place.

Near these ^vere two d bracelets of shcet-conDer. of a si/e

suited to baby arms (Fig. 41), round in cross-section, and tied together, the cord

still intact through the agency of the salts of copper. Near the bracelets were one

glass bead and one tubular bead of brass.

At the opposite end of this bunched burial, aw^ay from the skulls, were two

vessels together, both inverted and both (a bottle and a '"teapot") belonging to

classes of vessels rarely found in that position.

Burial No. 22, that of an infant, had near small fragments of the skull, a

necklace (Fig. 42) made up of tubular beads of sheet-brass and shell beads, the

material on wdiich the beads were strung being still capable of sustaining the

wei<^ht of the necklace. Nearby were nine large shell beads, and a few shells

kindly identified by Dr. H. A. Pilsbry as MargiucUa apiciua. A part of each of

these shells had been cut away to fit them for use as beads, and some of them were

place on a fragment of cord. Doubtless all of them had formed part of

neckl

Five pebbles, tw^o of which were much polished on one side, lay together under

part of an earthenware vessel.

With a burial were two vesselsj one of which, a bowl, was inverted over a

mass of what Dr. H. F. Keller has determined to be almost pure kaolin. This claj,

no doubt, served as white paint, as w^e have pointed out elsewhere in this report.

Fifty-three vessels came from the mound at Douglas, taking into account all

that were found, though many were crushed beyond restoration. The vessels

present little variety of form and do not vary greatly in decoration.

Practically every bowl met with was inverted, as were some other vessels, but

very exceptionallj^ the bottles.

Some vessels were interesting as to apposition.

Vessel No. 45, a bowl, was inverted over a small bowl and a very diminutive

bottle, both of which were lying on their sides.
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1

.1

Fig. 41.—Necklace of beads of sheet-brass and bracelets of sheet-copper. With Burial Xo. 17. Douglas. (Full size.)

i
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^

Fig. 42.—Beads of brassJand of shell. With Burial Xo. 22. Douglas. (Full size.J
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A small vessel of the "teapot" variety had a small cup turned over the open-

of the body.

We o-ive in detail descriptions of more noteworthy vessels found in the mound

Doug

Vessel No. 22. This bowl of gray ware (Plate XYIII) h

and out. Interiorlyred pigment on the upper portion, inside ai

festooned bands, three bands on each of the four sides, probably sun-symbols

band of

ation of

^ -

J*

X

X

r

Fig. 43.—Vessel Xo. 7. Douglas. (Diameter 7.5 inches.)

Vessel No. 7, a bowl of yellow ware with the usual marginal decoration of red

paint on both sides (Fig, 43), has, in the interior, a design somewhat resembling a

pair of antlers^ perhaps an attribute of the horned serpent.

Vessel No. 17 is a bowl similar to the one just described w^ith the exception

that the lower, interior decoration is a cross of the four directions, with equidistant

projections downward from the encircling marginal band—perhaps subdivisions of

the four directions (Fig. 44).

^ C. C. AVilloughby, o;3. clt,, p, 13-
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f

V

^

I

J^-

^ *

f

i

i

K

Fig. 44.— Vessel Xo. 17. Douglas. (Diameter 6.4 inches.)

67 JOURX. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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%'
^

Vessel No. 50 is a bowl of yellow ware having a solid coating of red on the

inside. In place of the usual head deriv^ed from life is a blunt-pointed handle turn-

ing inward, having a perforation. On the opposite side is the usual conventional

tail (Fig. 45).

Vessel No. 3 is a small vessel with four equidistant protuberances around the

rim, resembling the well-known loop-handles so often found in southern United

States. In this case, however, two of these protuberances have been perforated

after the baking of the clay, for purpose of suspension, while the other two remain
solid. For decoration, this bowl has an interior coating of red paint, and a band
of red pigment surrounding the upper, outer part.

Vessel No. 15 is a bowl of excellent, dark, smooth ware, with incised decora-

I

1

y
'^_

-\

Fig. 45.—Vessel No. 50. Douglas. (Diameter 5.6 inches.;

shown in Fis;. 46, in wh the der d the d

the

symbols, have a conspicuous pi

are probably
Eed pigment has been used in the lines of

upper, or flaring, part of the outside of the bowl, while white pigment appears
exteriorly in the decoration of the body of the vessel.

Vessel No. 1, a bottle of light yellow ware, 8.2 inch
lar body, which, including the neck, has a beautifully polished, even coating of red
pigment.

heiffht, has a crlobu

Many bottles of this class, thouirh with the
w-ere found by us in the Ark

less excellently preserved

particularly unless offering some point of divergence

i only 2.8 inches in

gion, but they not be described

Vessel No. 79 is a bottl

pam
ly coated with

This toy, as might be supposed, lay with the skeleton of an inf

d

Vessel No. 30

n-colored pigment on the outside, and of carmine over th

This beautiful vessel (Plate XIX) has an even coating of
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NEAR DOUGLAS, VESSEL NO. 32. (full size.)
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We are unable to say with certaint}' just what this vessel represents; whether

it is modeled after a section of a gourd or is a conventionalized slu'll-forni. On
each of the four^ vessels found hy us is a protuberance (^])posite t1ie projeetinji part,

which partj in the case of a shell, would represent the beak; or the neck in the

case of a irourd. In conventionalized shell-fonns which we havi* seen, where the

conch [Fiilo'nr) drinking-cup is re[)resentedj there is a group of knobs arouiui a

central protuberance.

: On the other hand, nearly all gourd-vessels have a depression In place of a

knobj and rightly so since the depression represents the actual one seen on that

part of the gourd which is opposite the neck. J^rr contra^ as we have pointrd out

in this paper, vessels unmistakably representing gourds sometimes have a knob in

place of a depression.

Fig. 16.—Vessel Xo. 15. Douglas. (Diameter 5.8 inches.)

Vessel No. 51, a diminutive ^'teapot" of dark ware, was found with part of

all boat-shaped vessel inverted over the opening in the bod}'

A No. 3
>>

has the spout dk ded by circles of

pigment. On the two other sides of the vessel are round marking

enclosed of red with spaces of the yellow of

the ware, as shown in Plate XX
Vessel No. 21 is also a a teapot

J?

but somewhat larger than the one just

described. It is decorated in the same man rith the addition of some bl

pigment that has been present on the basal portion, but which is now hardly

than a stain.

There were found by us along the Arkansas river four such vessels, difTering only in size, with a

The knob on one of the vessels is surrounded by four small, incised, concentric
single exception

circles.
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Cemetery xeak Greer, Jeffersox County.

Greer, a small settlement, is on the right bank of the Arkansas river, going

up, 27 miles by water above the city of Pine Bluff. At Greer is the plantation of

Mr. G. B. Greer, five or six thousand acres in extent. After considerable ba

inir with this gentleman, carried on throu.irh his son, we acrpiired the right to dig

o

_ ., ^^.. V,.,.V^
;_,

on the pLantation.

On the Greer estate is an aboriginal mound that has been used as a ceme-

tery in recent times, and which is covered with tombstones and is carefully

fenced in.

In the field surrounding the mound were many signs of aboriginal occupancy,

such as bits of pottery; arrowpoints of chert, broken as a rule; pebbles; chips of

chert, etc. The canine tooth of a large carnivorous animal, and a

small and neatly made "celt," lay upon the surface, as did also a

small ornament, probably of sedimentary rock, with a cutting edge at

one end and a hole for suspension at the other (Fig. 47).

Investigation was carried on by sinking trial-holes and trenches

where signs of occupancy seemed most promising, and then by digging

throughout the area where burials were encountered.

Most of our successful digging was done in two small areas, one

about 40 3^ards in a southerly direction from the mound ; the other

about 30 yards northeast of it, where burials were found in consider-

able numbers, eighty in all being encountered, twenty of which were

of infants and of older children.

Fig. 47.—Peud- Thcsc burials, none of which was more than 2 feet from the sur-
a n t . Greer.
(f"uii" sizeo

^'^'

face (few attaining that depth), consisted, as a rule, of skeletons at

length on the back and of those in a flexed position.

There occurred, in addition, a number of times, three rather unusual forms of

interment which, however, are modifications of the same form, namely :

1. Where the trunk lay upon the back, the thighs raised upward and parted

somewhat, with the legs bent back on the thighs.

2. The trunk on the back, the thighs widely separated and drawn up, the

legs flexed against the thighs.

3. The thighs and legs in the position just described with the trunk bent

forward, sometimes to such an extent that the skull touched the pubic part of the

pelvis, and sometimes so that the cranium rested to one side of the pelvis.

These forms were encountered ten times in all : once in the site southward

from the mound, and nine times in the area northeast of it, though about the same

number of burials Avas present in each site.

But one bunched burial was found at Greer, and this one unmistakably was of

the bunched variety, inasmuch as some long-bones belonging to at least three skele-

tons were neatly piled, parallel—with but one skull, however, which lay beneath

the pile.

There were present also disturbances in which bones had been disarranged by
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the aborigines when making other burial?; ami tliere were, of

burials that had been disturbed by the plow.

un

b V

part of the thorax, unaffected by heat. From this point downward were eharcoal
and fragments of bones, including parts of the lower long-bones, some of which
were burned considerably, but were not calcined.

Most of the bones at Creer were in better condition than we liave bee!i arcns-

d to find o ly all the skulls and fr

of skulls showed antemortem compression, though there were exceptions to this

r ul e

.

Burial No. 59 at Greer has been referred to in the introductory portion of

this report. Many long-bones of this skeleton, which show marks of a ppocific

disease, were sent to the United States Army Medical Museum, while the skull is

at the United States National Museum and is included in the re^wrt by Doctor

Hrdlioka. This burial was 2 feet below the surHice. The skeleton was partly

flexed on the right side, a distinctly al)original form of burial. There were no

artifocts with it, but it lay among burials wliich had them.

Not many feet from Burial No. 59 were recent burials in coffins, doubtless the

remains of negroes, former laborers on the plantation.

We do not believe, however, that under the circumstances as we have "riven

them, there can be any ground to suppose that Burial No. 59 can have been. recent.

But few artifacts, with the exception of pottery, hiy with tlie dead. •

A neatly made "celt/' rounded at one end, after the southern faj-hion, lay

near a burial. This implement we presented to a visitor.

. There were also, associated with human remains: a few shell beads in several

instances; several tines of deer-horn, each showing marks of separation from the

antler by the aid of a cutting-tool; a piercing implement of bone with the articular

part remaining; two implements (found separately) similar in every respect to the

last, with the exception that the points are blunt and rounded—seemingly just

fitted to make broad lines on clay previous to firing; three fragmentary teeth found

together, probably incisors of the beaver; a number of lanceheads and knives,

of chert; and a small and beautifully-made double-pointed implement of chal-

cedony.

With a burial were a number of tubular beads of sheet-copper, w^th overlap-

ping edges, which had stained bright green a cervical vertebra and the chin. Some

of these beads, analyzed by Dr. H. F. Keller, proved to be of the purest copper, as

we have related in the early j)art of this report, a copj^er far too pure to have

been obtained from Europeans, whose supply was derived from impure, sulj^hide

ores.

In the soil, but not associated with burials, were the usual hammer-stones,

broken and whole ; also chisels and cutting imidements, some wrought from chert

pebbles ; a small disc, probably of fine-grained sandstone ; and a piercing imple-

ment of bone, with a perforation at the blunt end.
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Throughout the investiafation at Greer ] 60 vessels of earthenware were found,

or an average of exactly two to each buriaL^

Only a few burials were without a mortuary deposit of vessels, ranging from

one to five in number. These vessels were found, not in a great majority of

instances near the skull, as was the case in sites farther down the Arkansas river,

but arranged variously. Sometimes vessels lay near the skull, in one instance the

head being entirely surrounded with them, or again vessels were found along the

arm, near the thighs, at the knees, or at the feet. For example, Burial No. 7, a

skeleton lying partly flexed on .the left side, had at the right shoulder a Avater-

bottle, another vessel at the elbow% and a bowl at the feet.

Burial No. 61, a skeleton havins; the lower extremities extended and the head

and trunk flexed over and turned to the right, had, under the skull, a bowl con-

taining a smaller bowl ; at the elbow^ a bottle; over the left knee, a bowl; at the

ri2;ht thiifh, a lar^e bowl with a smaller bowl somewaiat above it.

But few vessels at Greer had been placed in the ground, inverted-

- In certain respects the earthenware found at Greer differs from that met wdth

by us farther doAvn the river. The use of red paint as a coating for vessels was

exceptional in this cemetery, wdiile decoration made up of red designs and white

designs in combination was found but twice/though red pigment appears in a

number of instances worked into the lines of incised decoration.

But one vessel of the "teapot" variety w%as met with at Greer, and this vessel

was found witli a burial at a distance from the two sites whence all the rest of the

pottery was taken. : -

The w are from Greer is largely dark, not highly polished, and, when decorated,

bears in almost every instance a scroll decoration made up of broad, trailed lines,

and oifering little variety of combination. The majority of the ware is undeco-

rated and of inferior quality, especially that placed with the bodies of children, a

rather exceptional circumstance, for the aborigines, as a rule, were liberal when
interring their little ones. As usual, vessels with children's remains were small

in keeping with the size of the departed.

In many of the vessels were large musselshells, too fragmentary for identifi-

cation, as a rule, though in one case Dr. H. A. Pilsbry has identified one to be

Lanipsilis piirpuratus.

Red pigment was found in several vessels We have already quoted

484) the analysis by Dr. H. F. Keller of red ocher from this place.

Part of a rude smoking-pipe of earthenware was found in the soil, apart from
human remains.

We shall now describe the vessels from Greer, which merit particular notice.

^In this enumeration all vessels have been scored, whether whole, partly broken or hopelessly
crushed by the plow^ (the last tw^o classes greatly predominating), our object being to ascertain as nearly
as possible the number originally placed with the dead, though, of course, owing to the destruction of
the human remains and of vessels through cultivation of the field, it was impossible to do this with
exactness.
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Vessel No. 100 is a shallow bowl of dark ware (Fi<r. 48), havii

5

incised over the

of

e United States and in Central Ai

Professor Holmes has kindly prei

f a variety found

fo

N

I

I

Fig. 48.—Vessel Xo. 100. Greer. (Diameter 6.4 iiielies.)

a• With regard to the device engraved on the bottom of the earthen bowl, you

remember that it occurs on engraved shells and in various degrees of conven-

tion on the stamped earthenware of the Southern States. It is also a very general

will

1 Thomas Wilson, " The Swastika," Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1804, p. 902.

2 See. also, William H. Holmes, " On the Oriirin of the Cross Symbol," Proc. Am. Antiq. Soc,

t

Oct. 24, 1906.

•*
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occurrence on the pottery of the ancient Pueblos—especially the cliff dwellers

The design is merely a form of th popularly k as the The

cross in of its form cosmic symbol representing the world (the primiti\

universe), the d into fou (north,

- r south east, west) being the convenient

of locating the groups of d

which

made.

offering and appe had to be

We may th regard it as

symbol not so much of th

of all the vast number of d

ers and ao;encies of good d il

the

tself

pow-

sup-

posed 7 aboriginal peoples to occupy the

four quarters of their world

In Fig 49, 50, 51, 52, are show

*''*i^-.v^T^. • •' ^

Fig. 49. Swastika, a stamped decoration on South
Apalacbian ware. (Holmes.)

illustrations suggested by Professor Holmes

in connection with his remarks.

Vessel No. 56. This beautiful bottle

of dark ware, having an oblate-spheroidal

body and fiat base (Fig. 53), bears an in-

d decoration on two sides, showing a

Ve
Lstika of a variety akin to the one seen on

;sel No, 100. Between the two crosses is a

minor decoration, probably added to fill space.

Still remaining in the incised lines are traces of

red pigment.

Vessel No. 111. This bottle, of hard, yellow

ware, with a flat, annular base (Fig. 54), has, in

trailed, broad lines, a swastika decoration of the

same class as the two already described.

Vessel No. 64^ which in reality is but the

basal part of a vessel^ evidently bore^ when entire,

an incised decoration in which a swastika similar

to those just mentioned, formed a part. As much
Fig. 50.—Shell gorg^et with swastika decora

tion. (Half size.) (Holmes.)

as was found of this vessel is

shown in dias!:ram in Fig. 55.

Vessel No. 48. This ves-

Fi«. 51.—Swastika.
(Holmes.)

Fig. 52.—Swastika.
(Holmes.)

sel, of dark ware, polished

(Fig. 56), in shape, we believe,

differs from any hitherto de-

scribed as coming from the

middle Mississippi region. In form it resembles a saucer with a perforated, trun-
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)

Ik

i

I

I

Fig. r>3.—Vessel No, 5G. Greer. (Height 8.6 inches.)

68 JOUEN. A. N. S, PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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cated cone as a support, and recalls to some extent the basal part of certain bottles

from the region in question. This vessel is without decoration.

Vessel No. 51 belongs to the same class as that just described, but differs

from it in that the support has a greater number of perforations and the vessel

bears incised decoration. Around the lower part of the support is an encircling,

incised line, in connection with which are oblique, parallel, incised lines (Fig. 67).

i

Fig. 54.—Vessel No. 111. Greer. (Height 4.8 inches.)

The interior of

58)

-I

upper part bears an

which, and the decor

cised decoration (Fig.

i^essels described after

have consulted with Mr. Charles C. Willoughby,* for wh
this matter we wish to express our thanks.

The central fio^ure, of course, is the cross of the four directions, while the

^ The reader i

Pottery from
lader is referred also to Mr. "Willoughby's paper, "An Analysis o:

the Mississippi Valley," Journal of American Folk- Lore, Vol. X,
of the Decorations upon

1897.
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y

»

Fig. 55.—Vessel Xo. 64. Greer. Decoration, (llalf size.)

I

»

I

I

^.k

i

*i

^

0^
-^ •.±r ^

Fig. 56.—Vessel Xo. 48. Greer. (Diameter 6 inches.)
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Mr. AVillougliby thinkshatch fisrure is a swastika.

in this decoration are analogous to the fou

wh 1 each of the circles surround

the four circles near the edge

common to similar designs in

within each of the four spaces

formed by its arms, a small circle surrounding a dot.

Mr. Willoughbj does not believe that the cross-hatch near the edge and around

the circles in the design figured by us forms a special design, but rather is used as

a back-ground.

Vessel No. 79. We have here part of another vessel (Fig. 59) of the same

type as the two just described. Red pigment remains in the lines of the incised

decoration. This decoration, partly restored, is shown in diagram in Fig. 60.

>

Fig. 57.—Vessel Xo. 51. Greer. (Diameter 6.3 inches.)

Mr. Willoiighby thinks^ but does not feel sure^ that the central design is made

up of serpents' tails with rattles. If such be the case, the rattles are represented

by the cross-hatch design. The remainder of the decoration on this vessel much

resembles that on Vessel No. 51, with the introduction, however, of four additional

circles.

Vessel No. 17. This saucer-like vessel of dark, smooth ware (Fig. 61), has a

most interesting, engraved decoration covering its entire outer surface, which prob-

ably represents various parts of the serpent.

showing the rattles

The central design is formed of four

The four lobes surrounding the inner circle and forming

a cross, are serpents' mouths, show 2; their teeth The smaller circles probably

represent the e\

«
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In some of

believe it likely

serpent, as

outer semicircles the serpents' teeth appear c d ^ve

e ae1 fiLHires renresent crests of

similar d o repre

ponts, and appear again and again through ever\

of Avinged

of con veil

d cd ser-

to the

pie scroll.

Mr. Willoughby says :
" The complete design seems to mc to be analog

I

ii

}

\

i

Fig. 58.—

\

1 No. 51. Decoration.

that of a certain type ^-^ of shell gorgets, which I always believed represented

a serpent.

" It is possible that the small circles in all these designs are eyes. It is inter-

iC. B. Moore, "Mouudville Revisited," Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., PhiUi., Vol. XIII, Figs. 65 to

73, inckisive. ^ ^ . -,, , i -rn t i^r t ^t- tat
MV. H. Holmes, "Art iu Shell," Second Ann. Rep. Bur. Am. Lthnol., Pis. LIV, LV, L,\ 1.
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Fig. 59.—Vessel No. 79. Greer. (Diameter 6 inches.)

Fig. 60.—Vessel Xo. 79. Decoration. (Two-thirds size.)
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esting to note that in the painted desiixns of tlie Nortliwost Coast Tnd J

joints of certain wds of tlio Mex
at S(

eyes

of the 1

joints of tljo body. Tliev also a}){)oar at

Indians,^ and 1 think that the circh'S shoAvn

.1
'-^ also representd Cincinnati tabl

5?

Mr. Willoughby thiiikf^ it probable that the complete designs on the thifc ves-

sels iust described present serpents or serpents combined cosmic elements.

t

I

Fig. G1.—Vessel Xo. 17. Greer. (Diameter 5.3 inches.)

" The supreme power of the heavens exemplified by the lightning," says Mr. Wil

loughby, " symbolized by the serpent, is so closely associated with the clouds, wind

rain water, the four directions, as well as the horizon, that where the representa

of occurs, others are keh' be found. I k

Vessels Nos. 51 and 79, while it may refer to the serpent, also denotes the wind

^See
^The

Zelia Nutta]], "The Book of Life of the Ancient Mexican?," pp. 76, 79,

reader is referred to F. W. Putnam and C. C. AVilloughby, "Symbolism
etc.

in Ancient Ameri-

can Art," Proc. A. A. A. S., Vol. XLIV, 1896.
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Vessel No. 13. In Fig. 62 is shown a bowl of dark ware, with a scroll design

formed by a combination of broad, trailed lines, a design resembling very many

found near Greer. A feature of this vessel, however, is that on two opposite

sides of the opening are projections, each containing a longitudinal perforation for

spension.

Vessel No. 34 is de-mouthed bottle of dark ware (Fig. 63), the bod}

oblate sphere, the neck slightly flaring and surrounded at th

body by a band in relief, ornamented with incised chevrons,

largely a scroll design somewhat similar to many found near G
The d

ith the

[ition is

Fig. 62.—Vessel No. 13. Greer. (Diameter 6 inches.)

Vessel No. 135 is a wide-mouthed bottle (Fig. 64) of the same class

just described

Ve No. 150 is a broad-mouthed bottle of dark ware, with ch decor

tion around the neck and

A notew(

for suspen

Vessel N
then flaring,

this place.

a scroll decoration of broad, trailed lines on the body
Tthy feature about the bottle is that on two opposite sides are holei

119 is a bottle of dark ware (Fig. 65), with neck, first upri

The decoration is simi the main to that from
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t

\

I

I

9f

^
r

4^^^ - r

\

Fig. 63.—Vessel Xo. 34. Greer. (Diameter Q.o iuclies.)

r

69 JOUEN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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Fjg. 6-1.—Vessel No. 135. Greer. (Height 7 inches.)
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\

I

Fig. 65.—Vessel Xo. 119. Greer. (Diameter d.o iucbes.)

I
t
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Vessel No. 10 is a well-made bottle with the usual scroll and attendant deco-

ration (Fig. 66).

Vessel No. 61 has been a

legs and painted a brilliant red. Unfortunately, the head and back (and probably

large effigy of a quadruped, supported on four

Fig. 66.—Vessel Xo. 10. Greer. (Height 7.5 inches.)

a neck, as the ef^gy ^vas most likely a bottle) have been carried away by the sweep
of a plowshare. Vessels of a type presumably similar to this one are figured by
Holmes^ and by Thruston.-

' Twentieth Ann. Kep. Bur. Am. Ethnol., PI. XXVf.
2 "Antiquities of Tennessee." Fig. 46; also PI. IX.

i
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Vessel No. 45 is a bowl of dark ware (Fiir. 67), In sliape an inverted, tnni-

FiG. 67.—Vessel No. 45. Greer. (Di»meter 7 incites.)

(

Fig. 68.—Vessel No. 45. Decoration. (Half size.)

cated cone, with a graceful decoration of broad, trailed lines (Fig. 68), sho^v

on the outer fa the b swastika that had become so indistinct

I
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througli wear that it was necessary to outline it with chalk for purposes of

photography.

Vessel No. 120 is a howl of excellent, dark ware (Fig. 69), having on the

upper part an incised decoration in which remain traces of red pigment.

. *"^'->--

Fig. 69.—Vessel Xo. 120. Greer, (Diameter 7.2jnches.)

/

m.
1'" /

\ It

y
f^'

W

Fig. 70.—Vessel No. 106. Greer. (Diameter9.3 iaclies.)

d decoration thatVessel No. 106 is also a bowl of dark ware, with an inc

one time has had a deposit of red pigment in the lines (Fig.

Vessel No. 121 is a wide-mouthed bottle of dark ware, having a body glob
with extended flat base, and a neck first uj^right, then flaring (Fig. 71). The d
ration, which is incised, is made up of bands of reticulated lines, most of which u

forming a scroll effect As was almost invariably the the cemetery
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Greer, red paint is an adjunct to the incised decoration, which, incident
say here, was not employed when the decoration consisted of broad, tr

Vessel No. 112 is a wide-mouthed bottle of dark ware, witli a bod

ed lines.

extension ding in a flat base (F /
o The decoration, incised 1 tlle

lin

of red pigment, is made up of a combination of spaces fill 1 re

usual

dated
es.

Vessel No o IS bowl of

guishable decoration on the lower part. The
o disti

pper pa be an
d and punctate design in which the scroll has a prominent place (Fig. 73)

V

f

i

Fig. 71.—Vessel No. 121. Greer. (Diameter 6.75 inches.)

74)

Vessel No. 8 is a cooking vessel of yellow ware, w ith soot still adhering (F

The decoration of trailed lines and punctate markings shows scrolls, conct

circles (probably sun-symbols), and diagonal, parallel lines.

Vessel N 37 This interesting little vessel (Fig. 75) is production in

earthenware of one of the musselshells iUnio) found Arkansas and W
rivers,

enware,

Mississir

We do not recall having seen before the musselshell represented

thong the conch and the clam figure in the pottery of the middle
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Fig. 72.—Vessel Xo. 112. Greer. (Diameter 7.7 inches.)

Fig. 73.—Vessel Xo. 30. Greer. (Diameter 5.6 inehes.)
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Vessel No. 110 is a bowl of yellow ware (Fig. 70), liaviui: as decoration a

Fig. 74.—Vessel Xo, 8. Greer. (Diameter 6.5 inches.)

band of red j^igment on both sides, extend-

ing somewhat below the rim. In the in-

terior are four series of double^ crescentic

bands executed in red paint. Centrally,

is a frog shown in red paint, the represent-

ation of which, however, is somewhat

marred through the effect of heat, the out-

side of the vessel and the central part of

tlie interior having been discolored by fire.

It is interesting to note that a vessel

in northeastern

Arizona, bears a frog painted on the base of

found by Doctor Hough 1

the interior.
ii, The frog is a symbol of

water," says Doctor Hough, *^^and its sym-

bolic use is widely diffused in the Pueblo

region, carved in shell, formed in clay,

worked in turquoise mosaic or painted on

pottery."

The frog shoAvn by Doctor Hough is

tailless, while the frog on the vessel from

Greer bears a well-developed tail.
Fig. 75.—Vessel No. 37. Imitation of nuisselshell,

Greer. (Full size.)

^Walter Hough, "Archaeological Field AVork in Xortlieasterii Arlzoiui/* Smithsonian Report,

1901, p. 315, PI. L,

70 JOURN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL, XIII.

I
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It is well known tlnit in the tadpole tlie incipient fr same

botli tail and legs, which fiict, no douht, caused the aboriginal artist to portray

r bowl a frosr with marked caudal development.

Here again, howe\er, we can find a parallel in the S Doctor

Fewkes' de d ficures as cominiT from the Pueblo of Sikj

* ••

w

Fig. 76.—Vessel Xo. 110. Greer. (Diameter 13.5 inches.)

northeastern Arizona, a painted representation of a frog bearing a tail of consider-

able size.

Vessel No. 32, a bowl of yellow ware (Fig. 77), has an interior coating of red

pigment and an exterior band of the same material extending somewhat below the

^J. W. Fewkes, "Archaeological Expedition to Arizona in 1895," Seventeenth Ann, Rep. Bur.
Am. Ethnol., Part 11, p. 677, PI. CXXXIIf.
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V.

run.

tail.

On opposite sido s are an cfliir} of the human liead and a conventional

Vessel Xo. 55, also a bowl of yellow ware, much the worse for ravages of

entirely disap-time^ has had an interior coating of red pigment that has almost

peared. On the outside are traces of the usual ]>and of \\n\ paint below the margin.

On one side IS the

head of an unidenti-

fied animal with con-

spicuous ears erect,

protruding eyes, and

partly open m on t h

s h o w i n ^

i^\- 78).

the teeth

On the

opposite side a tail

curves first upward,

then inward.

Vessel No. 9 is a

bottle of yellow ware,

found in many frag-

ments
Fig. 77.—Vessel No. 32. Oreer. (Di.imeter 7.3 iticlics.)

through con-

tact with a plow, the neck being entirely gone. This l)ottle has been cemented

together with considerable restoration as to the body and complete restoration of

the neek (Fi tr 79). The design varies

somewhat from that on any other vessel

found hy us along the Arkansas river

thoui!;h it is of the same ^reneral character.

Partly interlocked scrolls of white and of

red form the decoration, the scrolls hav-

ing fenestrated ends filled with color the

white scrolls with red, the red scrolls with
-

white* As the paint formerly on this

bottle has been considerably worn away,

we have attempted in the figure to sho^v

the design as it originally appeared, the

dark shade representing red; a lighter

shade showing the yellow of the warej

the white, of course,

without color.

being represented

Fig. 78,—Vessel Xo. 55. Greer. (Full size.)

Vessel No. 136. This small vessel,

with rounded base and square in upper,

horizontal section, is undecorated and is

worthy of note only on account of its quadrangular form which, as has often

been remarked, is unusual though of widespread occurrence.
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^•^^'^---
ii^-j*

Fig. 79.— Vessel Xo. 9. Greer. (Height 9 inches.)
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The Toltec Mounds, Lonoke County.

These mounds, near Toltec station, on the raih'oad, about sixteen miles beh)w

the city of Little Rock, are described as the Knapp Mounds in the Twelfth Annual
Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology,^ as doubtless they were called at the

time of the publication of the Repoit.

The mounds were visited by us, but investigation was not deemed advisable,

as there seemed to be no history of the discovery of artifacts in the vicinitv.

s.

O

Little Rock.

In the State-house at Little Rock^ the capital of Arkansas, we examined a

small case of earthenware vessels said to have been found in the neiirhborhood of

the city.

One of these vessels, of the " teapot" variety; bears a human face on one side,

well modeled in relief, and is one of the most interesting vessels from Arkansas

that w^e have seen.

Since our return, we have tried without success, to obtain from the ufiicials at

the State-house a photograph of this vessel for reproduction.

1 Page 243 et seq.

^



REPORT ON A COLLECTION OF CRANIA FROM ARKANSAS.
(Made, and donated to the National Museum, by Mr. Clarence B. Moore.)

By Ales Hrdlicka.

(In charge of the Division of Physical Anthropology, U. S. National Museum.)

The collection in question consists of twelve more or less perfect skulls, four

of whicli are marked as coming from '^'near Menard mound, Arkansas Co., Ark.,"

while six were exhumed " near Greer, Jefferson Co.," the same State.

All the specimens present about the same degree of conservation. They are

all of much the same yellowish color, fragile, largely devoid of animal matter, but

not mineralized. Two of the skulls are represented by the frontal bone only, and
of the others three lack the lower jaw. Their original and Museum numbers, with

identitication as to sex and estimate of the age of the individuals, are as follows :

Orig. No.

'^ Burial 10''

iC 86

Museum No
249,914

249,915

249,916

249,917

Menard Skulls

Sex.

male

male

female

female

Approximate age of person

55-60 y.

50-60 y.

-35 y.

adolescent.

30

^'Burial 6"

" 60
U

• 7
iC

ii

u

ii

43

12

59
on

ii 5"o

249,918

249,919

249,920

249,921

249,922

249,923

249,924

249,925

Greer Skulls.

female

male

female

male (?)

female (?)

female

female

female

35 y.

55-GO y
40 V.

35 y
45 y.

35 y
40 y.

35 y.

Several of the skulls show signs of injury in life, or of d Thus, in

249,915 (Menard), a hyperostosis of the plate that forms its floor occludes entirely

the right external auditory meatus, while on the left side there is a similar condi-

tion advanced

of unknown
o

of mod
249,919 (Greer), th

?rate size and ir

of old le

frontal eminence, a trace of a similar one in nearh

form, anteriorly

ame
the

the

opposite side, and a large scar over the upper third of the right parieto-occipi

articulation ; in No. 249,920 (Greer), there is a larger (3x2 cm.) scar, resembl

(G

those in the preceding case, on the left frontal eminence: in No. 249,921

symmetrical area over the top and back of parietal shows
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signs of prolonged congestion, resulting in slight hyperplasia of the snrface bone
layer; finally-, No. 2-49,922 shows an old scar in the 1:irge inlon deprojssion which
exists in this case, and in one part of this scar tlie bone is perforated, the irregular

opening measuring 6x5 millimeters. All these scars suggest s^'philitic lesions,

but they are all healed and there is a total absence of the characteristic sypliilitic

ulceration of the bone. Besides the just mentioned conditions, it is noticeable

that dental caries was more prevalent than is usual among the Indians.

Three of the Menard and three of the Greer crania show various decrees of

artificial, intentional deformation of the "flatliead" type, and one additional Cireer

skull (249,922) presents a lateral occipital flattening.*^ Specimens 249.017, '20, '21

and '23 are free from deformation; in 249,!* 15 and '925 the frontal compression is

of so light a grade that it does not affect materially the general shape and meas-

urement of the skulls.

Anomalies of structure are observable in a number of cases, those more worthy

of mention being as follows: An epactal bone, 4.3 x 9.9 cm. in surface measure-

ments, exists in 249,920; and there is, in 249,918, a somewhat rudimentary atlas,

complete neural arch, fused entirely 1 PJ

The thropolo of the skulls from the two localities are

found on examination to be practically identical. They

probability of their proceedin only from the same general

ere is a

ne. but

from the same tribe of people, and ihoy can be legitimately dealt with as one

group

Measurements axd DESCRirTiox.

Porni.—The undeformed skulls of this collection are all decidedly brachy-

cephalic, and several of the deformed specimens give plain indication that they

belong to the same type. The skulls are also all relatively high. Tlie individual

measurements and indices showing these conditions are as follows

:

MrsEi'M
NUMBHR

249.9^5

249.919

249,920

249,921

249.923

249^925

Measurements of the Crania Relative to their Shapes.

M

I Male

Male

Female

Male (?)

Female

Female

Diameter
antero-
posterior
maximum

cm.
17.8

16.5

16.2

17.2

16.5

15-7

Diameter
lateral

maximum

cm.
15-4

14.8

14.5

14.5

14.3

13-9

Basion—
breg:ma
height

cm.
14.3

14.6

13-9

14.15

13.7

13,6

Cephalic
index

86.

i

89.7

89-5

'4-3

86.7

88.5

Height
length
ind

S0.3

88.

85.8

S2.3

83.0

S6.6

Height-
breadth
index

92.9

98.6

95-9

97.6

95-8

^ C91.

S
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Size,

compared

hirly for

Tl skulls der examination are all of rather ,pacit\

?

A,

but can not be said be ptional for Indians, part

of mode in this case Is indicated the al

small lumen of the foramen magnum, as well as by a few of the long-bones sent by

Mr. Clarence B. Moore to the Army Medical Museum (a right male femur among

these measures 41.1 cm.). The next table gives a number of determinations which

have relation to the size

learn, in connection with

of the skulls : it will be of imp to

;il measurements approximate thick-

of the bones form the ial be abled to jud some

accuracy to the pacity The

O 'G O

of nearly all of these skulls is abo\'

hat usual m the Indian.

Measurements of the Crania Relative to their Size.

MuSHUXt
Number Sex

Male

Capacity
in c.c.

(writt;r*s

method)
1

1

Cranial
module
(=nieau
diameter)

Circumfer-
ence (above
supraorbital

ridges)

Nasion

—

opisthion
arc

Thickness
of left

parietal
(above the
squamous
suture)

249.915

C.C.

1425

cm.
15-83

cm.
51.8

cm.
34-5

mm.
6-7

1

249,919
((

1345 15-30 49-9 33-8 4-6

249,921 "(?) 1260 15-28 50.7 35-2 6-7

249.922

"* '
1

— -

1

Female (?) 1305 15-07 48.0 33-8
H

4-6

249,916 Female 1290 14.80 48.2 32-5 4-6

249,91s a
I 170

NEAR

14.90
1

i

1

47.0

1

NEAR

33-3
1

W

6-7

249,920

1

1

1185 14.87 48.6

1

33.8 4-6

249.923 1250 14.83 49-

T

33.9 4-6

249,924

1

4 (

1240

1

14.90
A,

48.8 32.6 46

249^925
n

1

1

I 140

1

14.40 46.3 32.3 3-4

The facial parts of the measurements which are grouped in the

tables. It is seen that the upper facial height is in most of

considerable This is due to a relatively great development in height of

upper alveolar process, which assumes really exceptional proportions in No. 249,916
The total flicial height is less pronounced, due to a relative lowness of the inferioi

maxilla. The breadth of the face is throughout moderate. The nasal index ii
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grouped about the boundaries of tlie lepto- and luesorliyniCj tlio orbital index is varia-

ble, with a predominance in the undeformed skulls of the mesosemo. The prognath-

ism is on the average only slightly greater than is usual among the Indians. l)ut is

excessive in two of the specimens (^Nos. 249,010 and 24'J,924). Tlie palate is pre-

dominantly brachynranic (Turner). The angle of the lower jaw presents nothing

unusual, with one possible exeeptii^n (No. 240,921, abnormally large, if tliis skull

is that of a male). The breadth as well as the height at symphysis of the lower

jaw are both moderate in all the specimens.

Measurements Rei^ativh to the 1'actal Parts.

1

MUSFUM
NUMRKR

1

Sex

total
height
of the
face

Alveolar
point

—

nasion
lieiftht

Diameter
hi zygo-
matic

niaximiim

Facial
hidex,
total

1

cm. cm. cm.
1

i

249.915 male 12.4 7.7 14,6 S./,9

249,919
i<

? ? 14.5
1

9

249,921 " (?) II. 9 7-45 13 2 90.1

249,922 female (?) 12.0 7-35 13-2 90.9

249,916 female 13-2 8.05 12.7 103.

9

249,918 1
II. 6 71 13-7

1

84.-1

249,920 ? ? ? f

249.923 lO.O 6.7 ^3-3 81.9

249,924

1

12.0 7-65 13-

1

pr.6

249,925
1

,

? 7-25 12.8 f

5^-7

f

5^-4

55-7

6J.4

5^-8

f

5f>-4

5S-4

J)s6.6

cm.

2.75

2.50

2.50

2.30

2.45

2.50

?

2.55

2.40

2.60

f9.i

So.o

46s

/5-5

47'

Si.o

t

49 5

4J-J

500

cm.
403

3

3

3

3

3

20

45

65

30

?

350

3- 50

340

Nose:
1 Hcighl

^^^^^

^H

^

Orbits

:

Facial (mean of Nose : Note: Orhit-= mean
index, that from

^v ^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^

breadth index mean hn;ullli
upper nasion to

the nasal .

1
hoi^ht {Br oca)

1

1

notches)

cm,
450

385

3-9

405

370

3-75

?

3-75

3-75

360

l_

Orbits
mean
indrx

756

83.1

SS.s

86.

4

{9S.6)

[SS.o)

93-S

( 93-3

)

94 4

Measu
d

=^ -^1-

—

PrOGNAI HISM 1

1

Palath1
Lower Jaw Frontal Bonk

1

1

1

1 Fora-
Height

i

1

1

1 men
fro rn

1 ^t S v^ *
! Diam- Diam- ma If-

\f (^^prT"^l\T Basion

—

Basion—
* 4 1

1

alveolar Angle Exter- Exter-
.^ 1

Index Piam- Height
A 1 1 «> A eter I

eter nam

:

-^' Jl V^ JCf w i>l

Number Sex ; forepart
of

Basion—
nasion {b^

1

Angle
between

1 miadie
of nasal

point to
middle

be-
tween

nal
length

nal '

breadth
/y X loo^ eter

bigo-
•

Angle 1 at

(mean) sym-
\ 1 '

frontal

mini-
frontal mean
maxi- diani-

alveolar a and b notches of nasal a and d (X) (y)
^ X ' niai physis mum mum eter

point {a)
1

1

1

1

notches
1

1

1

1

degrees

1

1

1

cm.

1

cm.

1

1

cm.

1

degrees cm.
AAOUT

cm.

r

cm.
1

cm. degrees cm.
1

cm.
1

cm. cm.

249,914 male ?

1

1

1

f • ? f ?
1

. ?
h

[

r

FAR
f «

1

/ ? lo.o ;

1

(12.3); ?

249-915 10.7

1

II. 4 74.0 9.8 2.10 57-5 5-8 6.9 ' 119.0 10.9 116,5 3-4 9.8 (12.3) 3-35

249,919
i i

•

1

10.5 f
1

8.95 (1-95)
\

? ? ? f
L
h

> f
# ?

MM
10.15 12.6 3-15
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Descriptive Notes.—In the undeformed skulls, the forehead is generally well

built; the sagittal region is anteriorly uniformly oval, or there is but a slight

median elevation, while from the summit backward and particularly in the region

of the obclion, a number of the specimens show a shallow median depression ; the

temporo-parietal region is convex, without bulging, and the parietal bosses are not

pronounced ; the occiput is also convex, without bulging, as it does in long crania.

In several instances the locality of the inion, usually marked by a protuberance,

presents a depression; this is especially marked in Nos. 249,918 and 249,922.

The supraorbital ridges are in all these crania less developed than nsual, while

the opposite is true of the mastoids, particularly those of the females, which are

much above the average and could in most of the cases easily be taken for those of

males.

The sutures show generally a submedium serration; obliteration is irregular

in the difierent specimens, but in a number of instances is seen to have involved

the coronal suture below the temporal ridges before it has advanced much in other

localities. The pterions are all of the H form and mostly of fair width. Sutural

bones are small and quite infrequent.

The nasion depression, due to the small supraorbital ridges, is generally more
or less shallow; the nasal bridge is of but moderate height, especially in 249,925;

the inferior borders of the nasal aperture are in most of the cases sharp, but in

249,918 they are dull, with moderate subnasal gutters, while in 249,923 they are

dull and there are moderate subnasal fossae. The spine, as usual in the Indians, is

mostly of submedium dimensions as compared with that of whites."

The malar bones and zygomae are in all these specimens of only moderate

strength and prominence. The canine, or submalar fossae, are of medium develop-

ment. The chin is generally of moderate protrusion ; in 249,921, and especially

in 249,915, it is square. The angles of the lower jaw are in no case prominent.

The base is characterized by small depression of the petrous bones, small mid-

dle lacerated foramina, and submedium to rudimentarj^ styloids—all features com-
mon in Indians. In two of the ten skulls, in which the examination of the floor

of the auditory meatus is possible, there is a small defect in the same—in 249,921
on the left, in 249,922 bilaterally.

The dentition has been found regular and complete in all cases where it was
possible to examine the same, except in 249,919, where there are traces of one or

possibly two rudimentary, supernumerary dental elements in the upper jaw on the

right side. The teeth are in all cases of moderate size. The upper incisors, where
preserved, show the pronounced ventral concavity, or shovel form, which is encount-
ered in nearly all of the Indians. The cuspidary formula?, so far as they could be
ascertained, differed in no way from what is most usually found in the whites.

The wear of the teeth is less than usual in other localities.

* This structure is subject to so much variation, and is so often damaged, particularly in old skulls,
that the writer finds it impracticable to utilize it as the point from which the nasal height is to be meas-
ured, utilizing instead the mean of the lowest points on the border of the two notches of the nasal
aperture.
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Deductions.—The collection of skulls described above, consists of one ^vl'll

defined type, characterized mainly by brachyceplialy. Tliere are, in addition,

features which may be regarded as local or tribal modification?, connected 2)rob;i))ly

in the main with the habits and environment of the people, consisting In more than

usual development in heiglit of the upper alveolar process, a considerable develop-

ment of the mastoids in the females, and small development, in both scxef, of the

supraorbital arches. The people were not tall in stature, and their food was not

coarse.

The type of people indicated by the skulls prevailed at one time over a large

part of the present State of Arkansas, and extended to the Culf Slates. Its exact

limits are as yet but ill defined. It stands in relation—regardless of the custom of

head deformation—with a larsre contingent of the mound Indians, reaching well

into Ohio. More distant peoples of fundamentally the same type are, on one hand,

the brachyccphals of the northwest coast, and, on the other, the people of Yucatan

and parts of the eastern coast of Mexico. The southwestern brachyccphals must

also be borne in mind.

There are doubtless, in the Gulf States, yet living representatives of the type

of people indicated by the Arkansas skulls here described. It exists to an unas-

certained extent among the Tonkawa, And the type is predominant, if not gen-

eral, among the Choctaw. To learn its ancient distribution would be an important

step in the anthropology of this country.
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CERTAIN MOUNDS OF ARKANSAS AND OF xMISSISSirPI

I

By Clarence B. Mooke.

PART II.

MouxDS OF THE Lower Yazoo and Lower Sunflower Rivers, Mississiri'L

The Yazoo river has its origin in the northwestern part of the State of Mis-

sissippi, and flows in a southerly course through the eastern part of tlie alhivial

1 the Mississippi river, near the cit}'plain of the Mississippi valley, to its union wit

of Vicksburo:.

The Sunflower river has its source somewhat to the westward of that of the

Yazoo, and continues southward to its junction with the latter stream, about 44

miles by water above Yicksburg.

The Yazoo region is of considerable archoiological interest, since the Yazoo

Indians, who dwelt not far from the mouth of the river that bears their name, were

at no great distance north of the famous Natchez Indians who, as the reader is aware,

were found by the early explorers living near where now is the city of Natchez,

Miss. The Yazoo had been, no doubt, long under the influence of the Natche?

Indians, and in 1730 we find the Yazoo, on their return from a visit to the Natchez,

massacring the small garrison of the French fort on the Yazoo river.

According to Du Pratz, the Yazoo and other small tribes, after the Natchez

troubles with the French; took refuge with the Chickasaw and were absorbed

them.

B. F. French, however, says^ there were still a few huts of the Yazoo on the

Yazoo river so late as 1851.

A list of the small tribes of the lower Yazoo is given by Coxe,"^and another

Chevalier Tonty,^ who says :
" The Yazous are masters of the soil."

Other lists are given by Du Pratz ^ and by Penicaut.^ Referring to the Yazoo

beginning of the eighteenth century, La Harpe^ says: "Cabins of

Yazous, Couroil, Offagoula and Ouspie are dispersed over the country upon mound

of earth made wath their own hands."

' Hist. Coll. of La., Part III, p. 59, footnote.

' French, Hist. Coll., of La., Part II, p. 227.

' Ibid., Part I, p. 82, et seq.

* Histoire de la Louisiane, Paris, 1758, Vol. II, p. 226.

' Hist. Coll. of La. and Fla., 1860, p. 61.

« Hist. Coll. of La., Part III, p. 106.
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There can be little doubt that in early times the Natchez-Yazoo region had a

comparatively considerable population.

Du Pratz attributes the great falling off in numbers of the Natchez tribe in

his time (1720) to the many human sacrifices following the death of the greater

and inferior " suns," or nobles, which, he says, were more destructive than the

havoc wrought by war.

But the Natchez had their wars also, for, although Charlevoix, speaking of

them In 1721, says they rarely go to war and do not glory in the destruction of

men, de Montigny, who saw them in 1699, speaks of them as then at war "with

almost all the nations on the Mississippi." ^

De la Vente,^ who visited the lower Mississippi river in 1704, found most of

the peoples there at war. " I could not say for how long back," he says, " their

chief glory has been to take a few scalps from their enemies on the slightest pre-

text." M. de la Vente adds that the English gave the Indians firearms and incited

them to make war on each other in order that they (the English) could obtain

slaves thereby.

Parenthetically, it may be said that the English were not wholly to blame in

the distribution of firearms. Of Indians of Mississippi we are told by Father

Membre, who went down the Mississi23pi in 1682, that "they have also axes and

guns, which they procure from the Spaniards, sixty-five or more leagues off."
^

Presumably all the causes given were contributory to the lessening of the num-
ber of aborigines, to which may be added the introduction of smallpox and of

alcoholic drink.

We shall now describe our work on the Yazoo and Sunflower rivers. As
noted in previous memoirs, it is our practice to have agents, who are accustomed

to the work, travel in advance over the region, the investigation of which we have

in view, in order exactly to determine the situation of mounds and cemeteries, and

to obtain the names and addresses of the owners ; thus, in the winter season, in

our flat-bottomed steamer, with a large force to dig, including many who have been

in our service before, we go directly to work on such mounds, whose owners have

accorded us permission.

Preceding our work, Mr. J. S. Raybon, captain of our steamer, who has trav-

eled for a number of seasons to discover mounds for us, accompanied by a compan-

ion, carefully searched the Yazoo river from Sharkey to its union with the Missis-

sippi, a distance of about 257 miles by water, and also covered the Sunflower from

Faisonia to its junction with the Yazoo—about 96 miles, following the course of

the stream.

After about one month's continuous work on the Yazoo and Sunflower rivers

1 M. TAbbe Amedee Gosselin, "Les Sauvages du Mississippi," Congres International des Ameri-
canistes, Quebec, 1906, Vol. I, p. 43.

' Ibid,, p. 43, etseq.

^ B. F. French, Hist. Coll. of La. and Fla., New York, 1875, p. 25, footnote.
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(January-February^ 1908), it having become evident to us tliat our search \vas

inadequately rewarded, we determined to change to another fiehl, after liaving

worked on the Yazoo river as far northward as Racetrack Landing, 187 miles by
w^ater above Vicksburg; and to George lake on the Sunflower river, 17 miles by
river above its union with the Yazoo.

The Yazoo and Sunflower river region forms part of a great aHuvial plain that

is subject to overflow and is ahnost without high ground of any sort. Hence our

investigation was greatly hampered, since permission to dig was refused in some

instances, and restricted in many others, owing to the necessity for landowners to

preserve their mounds for the use of cattle and hogs (and for tlie inhabitants on

occasion) in periods of high water. The need to leave the nunnids^ therefore^ in as

good condition as that in which they were found and without involving any part of

them which might be exposed to wash of water, accounts for many instances of

incomplete investigation on our part.

Presumably, however, the result of our research was" not materially affected

by our limitations^ as enough work was done, we think, ^ to prove the preponderance

of domiciliary mounds in the Yazoo—Sunilowcr region and to 8^lo^v•' Uiat llio j[)laoing

of artifacts with the dead was not widely practised there.

Two points of interest^ however, were demonstrated by our work :

According to Du Pratz/ no tribe of Louisiana practised cremation—referring,

of course, to the great region then known as Louisiana, of which the Yazoo

territory formed a part.

As our report on the Yazoo country will show, cremation was 2)ractised tliere

in aborisrinal times. Hence we must conclude that the custom antedated the timeo

of Du Pratz's sojourn in the region (1718 and later), or, which is more likely, that

this author, though a careful observer, was not able accurately to report on all tlie

customs of so extended a territor3\

Another point determined by our work relates to urn-burial.

When we wrote our paper on " Urn-burial in the United States,*' ^ we were

unable to cite an instance of the discovery of an aboriginal urn-burial in Missis-

sippi. Our work on the Yazoo shows it to have been practised there upon one

occasion at least.

No skulls or other skeletal remains, in a condition to keep, were found by us

in the Yazoo-Sunflower region.

We shall now proceed to describe our work in detail, first tendering the warm

thanks of the Academy of Natural Sciences to all owners of mounds or of

aboriginal dwelling-sites, who so kindly granted us permission to dig in a region

where for reasons w^e have explained, the favor sometimes involved pe

sacrifice.

1 We will gladly transfer to auy institution or to any responsible individual willing to undertake

the work, all the data as to mounds, and letters of permission relating to that part of the Yazoo and

Sunflower rivers covered by our agents, but not investigated by us.

2 Op. cit, Vol. Ill, p. 24.

'American Anthropologist, Oct.-Dec, 1904.
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MouxDS AND Sites Investigated on the Yazoo River

Mounds at King's Crossing, Warren County (3).

Dwelling-site below Haynes' Bluff Landing, Warren County.

Mounds near Haynes' Blnff Landing, Warren County (3).

Mounds near Lcist Landing, Issaquena County (2).

Mounds near O'Neill's Landing, Yazoo County (2).

Mound near Stella Landing, Yazoo County.

Mound near Clark's Ferry, Yazoo County.

Dwelling-site near Monterey Landing, Yazoo County.

Mound at Caruthers' Landing, Yazoo County.

Dwelling-site at Koalunsa Landing, Yazoo County.

Mound near Parker s Bayou, Holmes County.

Mounds at the Fort Place, Yazoo County (5).

Mound near entrance of Tcliula Lake, Holmes County.

Mound on Tchula Lake, Holmes County.

Mounds at the Peaster Place, Holmes County (4).

Mound at Belzona, Washington County.

Mound above Belzona, Holmes County.

Mound near Welsh Camp Landing, Holmes County.X

Mound near entrance of Wasp Lake, Washington County.

Mounds near Wasp Lake, Washington County (6).

Mounds near Silent Shade Landing, Holmes County (2).

Mounds near Carey Middleton Gin Landing, Holmes County (2)

Mounds near head of Honey Island, Holmes County (2).

Mound near mouth of Yalobusha river, Leflore County.

Mounds on the Lucas Plantation, Leflore County (3).

Mound at Racetrack Landing, Leflore County.

Mounds at King's Crossing, Warren County.

At Kinf]r's Crossinor, about four miles in a northerly direction from Vicksb_ ^ V^^V^^,^X^._ o

in full view from the Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad, are three mounds,

and what may be parts of other mounds.

Mound A, on property belonging to Miss M. C. Collier, resident on the place,

was used as a fortification bv the Confederates durino? the sie.2re of Vicksburg, and

balls may still be seen partly imbedded in its clay

Owing to the historical associations of the mound, the owner was unwilling

that digging should alter its present shape ; and in point of fact, investigation

seemed almost unnecessary, inasmuch as the mound evidently belongs to the domi-

ciliary class so abundant throughout southern United States.

At the time of our visit the mound was about 25 feet in height and show^ed

much irregularity in shape, though doubtless formerly it had been a symmetrical

oblong. Its basal measurements N. and S. and E. and W. were respectively 15
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feet and 178 feet. The diameters of the suniinit phitcau, in the same directions,

were 74 feet and 92 feet.

Mound B, about 100 feet east of Mound A, on property of Mr. T. D. Major,

residing nearby, was much spread by h)ng cultivation.

Its height was 5 feet 5 inches; its base, of irregular outline, was 9C feet N.

and S., and 84 feet E. and W. Fourteen trial-holes' were put into this mound
(which probably was domiciliary), without result.

Nine trial-holes were duj: without success into soil blackened with organic

matter, somewhat to the north of the mound, evidentlv a former dwelliiiy;-site.

Mound C, about 250 feet E. by N. from Mound A
Miss Collier, has been almost cut to nieces—in the first

d later, it is said, by

place for

pcrty belonging to

use as a fortifica-

exception of a neatly-made

DwELLIXG-SlTE BELOW HaYNES^ BlUFF LaXDIXG, WaUHEX CoUXTV.

About one-half mile in a southerly direction from Ilaynes' Bluff Landing, on

property belonging to Mr. Richard Harris, resident on the place, is a small dwell-

ing-site in a cultivated field.

Investigation yielded nothing of interest with the

object of limestone, about the shape and size of a hen's

egg, encircled somewhat above the middle by a groove

(Fig. 1), which was found on the surface.

On Mr. Harris' property also are two elevations

that were believed by persons in the neighborhood to

be Indian mounds,

them

Investiiration, however, showed

to be ledges of lime-rock partly covered with

soil, the stone being similar to that in the low hills

about 150 yards distant.

Mounds near Hayxes^ Bluff Landing,

AVarren County.

On the phmtation of Mr. H. K. Williams, resi-

dent on the place, about one half mile in a NE. direc-

tion from Haynes' or

Fig. 1.—Object of limestone. Hayiies'

JBiuff Landing. iFuII size.)

Bluff Landing, on ground slopin

toward the river, is a symmetrical mound, evidently

domiciliary-

This mound, to some extent impaired by wash of water at its NE. angle, has

a roadway leading out from its southern side,
r

Its heiu'ht from the western side is 30 feet 2 inches: from the eastern side. 28

feet 5 inches.

^ All trial holes nieutioned in this report were designed to be 6 feet by 4 feet, by 4 feet deep.

These dimensions, liowever, were not always strictly maintained.
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dThe mound is practically square, the base being about 185 feet in each

tion. The summit plateau is 75 feet square.

Fourteen trial-holes were put down, resulting in the discovery of a few frag-

ments of bones of lower animals, mostly of the deer, and a bone which Prof F. A.

Lucas kindly has identified as being part of a tibia of a wild turkey. There were

also some bits of earthenware, shell-tempered as a rule, a few having a fine black

polish on each side.

In the neisfhborhood of this mound are three elevations, one of which we

believe to be a knoll that has served as a dwelling-site ; the other two, remnants

of mounds.

In one of these, just below the surface, was a skeleton having small glass

beads at the neck.

Mounds near Leist Landing, Issaquena County.

On the property of Mr. Samuel Leist, living on the place, are tw^o mounds
j

an elevation in a field, probably a dwelling-site ; and tlie remnant of a low mound,

on wliich stands a house.

One of the mounds which, like so many in this region, serves as a refuge

for cattle in flood-time, is about 400 yards in a westerly direction from Leist

Landing.

Its height, taken from the eastern side, is 29 feet 4 inches.

Its basal outline is circular in a general way, but somewhat irregular owing to

cultivation of the field in which it stands and to wash of water in times of overflow

of the Yazoo. The sides of the mound also have been imj)aired through wash of

rain and trampling of cattle in all probability, as the highest floods remembered

have covered only the low^er ten feet of the mound.

The diameter of the mound is about 174 feet. There is but little summit

plateau.

Eleven trial-holes were put down in the upper part of the mound, the material

encountered being hard loam.* These trial-holes were carefully filled by us accord-

ing to our invariable custom.

With the exception of three recent burials in coffins, nothing was encountered

by us in this mound.

On the bank of the Little Sunflower river, which here approaches the Yazoo,

and about half a mile N. by W. from the mound just described, is a curious plat-

form covered with loam filled with evidence of long occupancy, averaging 8 feet in

height except at the southern end, where the elevation is 14 feet. Its outline is

irregularly oblong. Its basal diameter N. and S. is about 305 feet ; E. and W. it

is 245 feet, approximately.

^The coraposition of the mounds of the Yazoo-Sunflower region is alluvial deposit, rich in clay,

with the addition of more or less organic matter in places.
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Fourteen trial-holes through dark loam to yellow clay 1)olo\v, showing the

mound had been built and then lived upon, j-ielded no object of inii)ortance.

&

Mound near ^Iilleu Landing, Sharkey Coixty.

A mound near Miller Landing was reported by our agent to be about 12 feet

height and about one acre in extent, but as several houses were u2)on it, investi-

:ion was impossible.

Mound near Sweet Ho.me Landing, Yazoo County.

We did not visit a small mound reported to us as being near Sweet Home
Landing, as permission to dig was not obtainable.

Mounds near Big Mound Landing and Sycamore Landing, Yazoo County.

These mounds, included in the list of our agent as near Big Mound Landing

and Sycamore Landing, were not investigated by us, the ow^ier explaining they

Avere needed for protective purposes in times of overflow.

Mound near Friedlander Landing, Yazoo County.

A mound near Friedlander Landing was visited by us, but not opened, permis-

sion not being obtainable.

H

Mounds near O'Neill's Landing, Yazoo County.

On property of Mr. R. S. Coody, living on the place, in a cultivated field

from O'Neill's Landing, is a sm feet 6

height and 33 feet in diameter

Seven trial-holes to the base, were put dow n with

In woods one half mile in a northerly direction from O'Neill's Landi o?

also on property of Mr. Coody, was a circular mound 28 feet in diameter and 3

feet in heig

A small hole had been dug into the central part of the mound

visit.

This mound was totally demolished by us, tw^o bits of pottery being the only

discovery made.

]\1ound near Stella Landing, Yazoo County.

On property of Mrs. H. L. Taylor, of Bentonia, Miss., in a cultivated field

about 100 yards southw^est from Stella Landing, is a symmetricalj conical mound 7

feet in height and 49 feet in diameter of base.

Two holes, 6 feet by 3 feet each, which w^ere about all the limited summit

plateau could accommodate, w^ere put down and later were considerably enlarged

by extending them under the slope.
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From 4 feet 4 inches to 4 feet 10 inches down (the outer parts of the laj'er

sloping downward) was a stratum of shells mingled with dry, clayey material, light

brown in color. The thickness of this layer was not determined, a hole 1 foot 8

inches in depth not having reached the bottom.

A selection of the shells kindly has been identified by Dr. H. A. Pilsbry, as

follows : Ouadnila trapczo'uies^ Q. piistiilosa^ Q. lacJiryvwsa^ Q. trigona^ Q. ellip-

sis^ Laiupsilis piupuratus^ L. hydianus^ L. fallaciosus^ Vivipants subpiirpurcns^

Pyrauiidiila alteniata—all being shells found in the Yazoo region at the present

time.

Sloping dow^nward in the mound^ the head being 3 feet from the surface, the

knees, 4 feet 9 inches, was a skeleton of an adult, at full length, face downward,
the head pointing west by north.

The beneficial effect of the infiltration of lime salts on bones was well illus-

trated in the case of this skeleton, which, down to the knees, was in a condition so

friable as to fall almost into dust under slight pressure. From the knees down,
however, the bones lay on the shell layer, of which mention has been made, and
were hard and excellently preserved.

The tibiae showed evidence of slight periostitis.

Under the same conditions as those of the burial just described, and interred

in exactly the same manner, save that it headed WSW., lay another adult skeleton.

Neither of these skeletons had artifacts of any kind in association, except a
fragment of pottery, which was probably an accidental introduction.

About G inches above the pelvis of one of the skeletons were the skull and
some of the cervical vertebroB of a child. The remainder of this skeleton, proba-
bly little more than dust, had, no doubt, been thrown out in the di

attracting attention. Around the neck were a number of shell bead
oo'^^^o

In quest of a cemetery, twenty-four trial-holes from 1 foot to 2.5 feet in depth
as the case required, were put down without result in the neighborhood of th(

mound, through black soil showing former occupancy, to undisturbed clay.

Mounds near Enola Landing, Oak Valley Landing, Rialto Landing,
Yazoo County.

We were unable to obtain permission to explore mounds reported by our agent
to be in the neighborhood of Enola Landing, Oak Valley Landing, and Rialto

Landinji;.

Mound near Tarsus Landing, Yazoo County.

A mound near Tarsus Landing, on property of Mr. John S. Hord, of Rose-
neath, Mi??s., was not visited by us, permission to dig having reached us after we
had passed beyond the place. r
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Mounds near Yazoo City, Yazoo County.

A number of mounds near Yazoo City, which Avcrc kindly put at our disposal

by their owners, Messrs. J. C. Hollingsworth and C. H. Clnrk, of that city, were

not visited by us as we were informed by our agent, who had seen the mounds,

that they had been dug into alread}- ;
^ and the prospect for gleanings in the Yazoo

region was not alluring.

^loUND NEAR ClARK 's FeRRY, YaZOO CoUNTY.

In a cultivated field belonging to Mr. E. T. Clark, living near1)y. about one

half mile WSW. from Clark's Ferry, in full view from the river, is a symmetrical,

conical mound, 12 feet in height and 64 feet across the base. The .summit plateau

is 17 feet in diameter.

A deep hole, 6 feet by 5 feet, starting in the middle of the summit plateau,

had been made at night, previous to our visit, presumably by treasure-seekers.

Two trial-holes^ each carried to a depth of about 5 feet^ produced only

negative results.

In many parts of the field around the mound are deposits of broken sliellsj

pebbles, fragments of implements, etc.—the usual debris of dwelling-sites. Frag-

ments of coarse pottery were abundant; some of these bear cord-marked decoration,

a few are colored with red pigment.

About 75 yards due south from the mound is a rise in the ground, thickly

covered with broken shells and other debris. Twelve trial-holes put down to

undisturbed soil yielded nothing of importance.

DwELLIXG-SlTE NEAR MOXTEREV LaXDTXG, YaZOO CoUXTY.

In a corn-field about one half mile NE. from Monterey Landing, on property

of Mr. M. R. Payne, of Koalunsa Landing, is much debris on the surfiice, denoting

occupancy in aboriginal times. Fourteen trial-holes were without avail.

]\IouND AT Caruthers' Landixg, Yazoo Couxty.

At Caruthers' Landing, on property belonging to Mr. J. S. Caruthers, of Yazoo

City, is a mound in full view from the river bank. This mound, which forms part

of a barn-yard, is 4 feet in height and 44 feet across its circular base. It has been

much trampled by cattle, and is consequently spread and irregular in outline.

Fourteen trial-holes resulted in the discovery of two arrowheads.

D^yELLIXG-SITE AT KoALUxsA Landixg, Yazoo Couxty.

At Koalunsa Landing is the residence of Mr. M. R. Payne, of whose property

at Monterey Landing, mention has been made.

Immediately back of Mr. Payne's residence are shell deposits of considerable

1

et seq.

Probably the Clmmpliu mounds described in Twelfth Ann. Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnol, p. 260,
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extent, into which fourteen trial-holes were dug by us, resulting in the finding, in

two j)laces, of many human bones, which, lying just below the surface, gave evi-

dence of having been scattered by the plow, -

Mounds near Belle Prairie Landing and Beeck Grove Landing,

Yazoo County.

Our agent reported to us the presence of low mounds near Belle Prairie Land-

ing and Beech Grove Landing, which we did not visit owing to inability to obtain

permission to investigate.

Mound near Parker 's Bayou, Holmes County.
V

In a cultivated field, about 1.25 miles in a northerly direction from Parker's

Bayou, on property belonging to Mrs. Carrie W. James, of Yazoo City, adjacent to

the barn-yard, is a mound 4 feet 7 inches in height and 64 feet across its irregularly

circular base. Fourteen trial-holes gave no indication of human bones or of

artifacts.

We were informed by tenants on this property that the mound had been
erected "by the old master" in comparatively recent times, for the harboring of

cattle in hi2:h water.

cc"*^n

Mounds at the Fort Place, Yazoo County.

On the Fort Place, the proi3erty of Mr. W. B. Ricks, of Canton, Miss., is a
large mound with a house upon it, in full view from the river banks. As this

mound, we were informed, had been altered in shape to accommodate the house,
no measurements of it were taken by us, nor was any difjcriiicT in the mound
attempted.

About 40 yards WNW. from the large mound, in a cultivated field, is a mound
much spread by the plow, having at present a height of 3.8 feet and basal diame-
ters of 108 feet and 66 feet. Seven trial-holes yielded nothing of interest.

About 65 yards SSW. from the large mound, in the same field, and evidently
much reduced in height and somewhat increased in diameter by cultivation, is a
mound 3 feet 4 inches high and 62 by 70 feet in diameter. Six trial-holes were
without positive result.

A main road in front of the house has cut throucjh two other mounds leavin«-

only remnants. These mounds, which evidently had been about the same size as
the two in the field, are respectively 30 yards NNE. and 40 yards ESE. from the
principal mound with the house upon it.

We have in connection with these mounds, a rather interesting feature. Each
of the four corners of the principal mound is directed toward one of the surround-
ing mounds, perhaps indicating attention paid by the aborigines to the cardinal
directions. The corner of the great mound, which is directed toward the mound
ESE. of it, would be, in the winter time, about in the direction of the risino- sun

i
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MorXD NEAR EXTRAXCE OF TciIlLA LaKE, 1I()1..MES CoUXTY.

About 300 yards W. bv N. from the hindinjj^ on Honoy i.^laiid, at tho i

Tchula lake,^ in a cultivated field on property of Mr. Alfred Key. living n

a mound 3 feet S inches high and 80 feet by GO feet in diameter of l)ase.

f

Tl Ided neither l)ones nor artifacts, hut in several cases

they exposed deposits of musselshells which were too fragnu^ntary for identifi

In the field in which the mound was situate

d other debris, denoting the former presence of

From the surface came a frairmcnt of an earl

1 were nniny l»its of

ter, the inner face of which bears a decoration consistlm;' of a band of briLdit red

paint with alternate bands at right angles, showing red paint and the yellow of the

w^are. The pigment has been determined by Dr, H. F. Keller to be red oxide of

iron.

Mound ox Tchula Lake, Hot.mks Coixty.

On the W. bank of Tchula hikcj about three miles from its mouth, on property

of Messrs. Wise Brothers, of Yazoo City, is a symmetrical mound 7.5 feet in height

and 55 feet across its circular base. Three triahholes of unusually large size were

put doAViij this number being all the top of the mound would acc(mimodate, the

destruction of the sides not beins; desirable. The clav from which this mound was

made was dry and hard, necessitating the use of a pick.

About 1 foot down were a few fragments of human bones; and 3 feet from the

surface were bits of earthenware representing an entire pot, or a hinre part of one,

with decoration resembling the impress of finger-nails.

Mounds at the Peaster Place, Holmes County.

On the Peaster Place, about 4 miles up, on the western side of Tchula lake,

on property belonging to Mr. R. L. Peaster, of Thornton, Miss., are four aboriginal

mounds.

Mound A, a symmetrical mound in sight of the bank of the old river, about

150 yards in an ESE. course from the landing, has a height of 9 feet 4 inches; a

diameter at base of 58 feet.

A hole with perpendicular sides, IS feet 6 inches long and 8 feet wide, was

put down from the top of the mound. This excavation was 10 feet 6 inches deep

in the middle, 10 feet deep at one end, and 9 feet in depth at the other end; which

was under a sloping part of the mound, the excavation including more than the

summit j)la^teau.

The outer part of the mound consisted of a layer of loamy material, dark with

admixture of organic matter, from 2 feet to 2.5 feet in thickness. Below this was

a mixture—mainly clay—which continued until the base of the mound was reached,

^ In many parts of the South what remains of the former course of a river is called a lake.

Tchula lake was part of the Yazoo river in former times.
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and owing to its hard and tenacious character required the aid of a pick to remove.

This fact and the restricted space in which the diggers were confined made the

work a veritable task.

Forty-seven burials were met with from just below the surface to a thin layer

of dark material 9 feet down, on which were three fireplaces, one having fish-scales

near it.

This layer, on which were scattered bits of musselshells and fragments of

bones of lower animals, was probably the original surface of the ground. On this
+

layer had been deposited a number of burials, but no trace of human remains was

found below it, and the ground seemed undisturbed.

The human remains in this mound (with the exception of calcined fragments

which, of course, were hardened by fire) were in the last stage of decay and with

but two or three exceptions (which, strangely enough, came from near the base),

could, even including the teeth, be readily reduced to dust between the thumb and

finger.

The form of twenty-six burials was undetermined by us.

Certain burials will be considered in detail.

Burial No. 1, 1 foot 8 inches down, was a skeleton of an adult, lying at full

length on the back, the skull SSW. This skeleton, from the skull to the pelvis

inclusive, had lain on a bed of fire and the bones were badly affected by the heat,

which had burnt the adjacent clay to a red hue.

Burial No. 2, 10 inches down, was an adult skeleton extended at length on the

back, the head directed SE. This skeleton, from the upper part of the chest down
to and including the feet, had lain on the same fire as skeleton No. 1, the legs of

skeleton No. 2 crossing the chest of the other skeleton.

Although such parts of both these skeletons as had been exposed to heat

showed markedly the effects of fire, the bones remained entire and were not reduced

to small calcined fragments, as is the case when cremation among the aborigines

has been successfully carried out.

Burial No. 5 consisted of the skeleton or of a large part of the skeleton of

an adult, arranged in a bunch. Immediately above this bunch was a small layer

of calcined fragments of bone which had belonged to a somewhat smaller skeleton

than the one below it.

The foregoing burials, which were all superficial, it will be noted, were the

only ones bearing marks of fire that were met with by us in this mound.

Burial No. 7 consisted of leg bones and a pelvis. We could not determine in

this instance if the remainder of the skeleton had disappeared through decay or if

no other bones had been interred. No trace of decayed bones was apparent,

however.

Burial No. 9 was the skeleton of a child, probably flexed and lying on the

left side.

Burial No, 11 was a banch, though some of the related bones were attached

when interred^ as, for Instance, a few of the lumbar vertebra? and the pelvis.

*,
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Burial No. 17. Nine feet down, that is to saj on the base of the mound, lay
the skeleton of an adult, the trunk on the back, the face turned to the ri-^lit' tlie

pper The right forearm was flexed up to the outer !*ide of
the humerus, with the hand turned in toward, and resting on, the shoulder: the
left forearm was flexed ui) d

A a ,.'
—

In addition there were the followin<T b

9

1

9

Lying on the right side, closely flexed, one being a child.

Lying on the left side, closely flexed,

Closely flexed, face down,

Recent disturbances, ....
The skulls found in the mound showed no fixed orientation.

There were also throughout the mound scattered fragments of human bones
and in several instances traces of decayed bones.

A fragment of a radius showed where the bone had healed with good union
after a fracture.

*

Mainly with burials or where traces of burial remained, were a number of
arrowheads or knives, and four lanceheads—all of chert. These points, with one
exception, were rather rudely made, many showing breakage, thus leadinc^ one to

believe that Imperfect objects had been utilized for interment with the dead.

One lancepoint of dark gray chert, thin and carefully wrought, heart-shaped

in outline, would be a fine example of aboriginal w^orkmanshlp were it not for the

absence of the point.

Lying with the burial was a " celt" 5.4 inches long, having a graceful flare on

one side of the edge, though the flare was wanting on the other side. This hatchet

o Mr. Peaster, owner of the mound
The earthenware in this mound showed no evidence of shell-tempering, but

was poor in quality, and when found was spongy from moisture and reduced to

many fragments.

With a burial were parts of a vessel of moderate size, undecorated, which

probably had been entire when deposited in the mound.

From near the surface came many fragments which, when put together, formed

part of a vessel of yellow ware having as decoration a punctate field with ovals

and oblong spaces decorated with red paint and surrounded by depressions so deep

and broad that the designs had the appearance of being in relief

A part of a vessel of inferior, dark w^are, In many fragments, bore a rudely

incised scroll-decoration.

Apparently dissociated w^as a small, undecorated pot w^hich fell into many
fras^ments on removal.

Mound Bj III a cultivated field, about one mile from Mound A, in a SE, by E
direction, is 2 feet 7 inches high and 40 feet in diameter.

Eleven trial-holes were put down, some of which came upon human remains

One foot down were bones not showing the eftect of firC; though charcoal was

immediatelv above them.

73 JOURN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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cha beyond deposit of calcined fragmen

of human bones. 2 feet wide, 2 feet 9 inches long, and about 3 inches thick

J below th fac f d thin layer of fragments of cal

ned human remains mingled with charcoal^ 2 feet long by 1 foot 4 ches wide

Nearby was a small decorated pot in fragmen On the ODDosite side of

was another small not, also in frasrments, havinn^ a slight, rude decoration and

loop-handle

Sixteen inches down were the remains of probably had been leton

tended at full length on the back

.-..-^

'

*

\

' ^'

.1

.f

4
t

.r

\

i.
It

•- ^

*iir"'

I I

If

Fig. 2.—Vessel of earthenware. Mound D. Peaster Place. (Height 5.2 inches.)

Two feet froin the surface was an urn-burial consisting of presumably a skele-

ton—the decaying remains of a skull and some long-bones being noted—which,

after the removal of the fleshy had been taken apart and arranged in a heap on the

ground. This heap had been covered, or rather, almost covered (for a few ends of

long-bones projected), by a large inverted bowl of most inferior ware, which, upon

removal, fell into many small fragments paste-like in consistency. This bowl had

no decoration except a grotesque representation of a human head extending above

the rim, part of which also crumbled away. Near the projecting bones was a small
a celt

>> which was given by us to the owner of the mound.
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A mingling of decayed skeletons was found 32 inches from tlio surface.

n

b

Mouiul C, about 95 yards SE. by E. from Moiiiul B, was a circular rise of tlie

nd, 2 feet 4 inches hish ami 40 feet in diameter. Eleven trial-holes produced

Mound D is in a cultivated field, about one-half mile N. 1)V W. from Mi

A. Its heisrht is 3 feet: its diameter. 83 feet P

tons of adults, at full length on the back, parallel one to the other, the heads

directed ESE. At the skull of one was an inverted vessel of inferior ware, badly

broken, bearing an incised decoration (Fig. 2). On the other side of the head was

part of a vessel in fragments.

Mounds at Holly Mound Landing and at Silver City, Yazoo County.

Large rectangular mounds with summit plateaus, evidently domiciliary, were

inspected by us at Holly Mound Landing and at Silver City, but permission to

mvestigate was not forthcoming.

^louND near Springwood Landing, Washington (^oi^nty.

A mound near Springwood Landing was reported by our agent but was not

visited by us as the owner was unwilling to concede the privilege of digging.

c

Mound at Belzona, Washington County.

Visible from the river bank, about one quarter mile E. by N. from the landii

Belzona, is a mound, 11 feet in height, on property of Mr. M. Cohn, of that place.

This mound, whose longer sides are parallel to the river bank, which, at this

place, is east and west, has a diameter of 1G5 feet by 125 feet. The summit plateau

in the same directions, respectively, is 9G feet and 56 feet. Part of the eastern end

\ '

of the mound has been hauled away in order to utilize the shell, a la

of w^hich, mingled with dark loam, is present in the mound.

Twelve trial-holes put down in the summit plateau resulted in the finding of

two fragments of a human femur in one instance and a human os calcis in another.

Presumably these bones had been gathered with material for the construction of

the mound.

One trial-hole exposed six post-holes in line, about 30 inches from the surface.

These holes were from 3.5 to 4 inches in diameter and about 2 feet in depth. In

another excavation were two similar post-holes.

No doubt an aboriginal building had once stood on a part of the mound before

its final increase in height.c

Mound above Belzona, Holmes County.

About 1 mile above Belzona, but on the opposite side of the river, immedia

D the water's edge, on property of Mr. M. R. Payne, of Koalunsa Landing, M
hose kindness in permitting us to dig elsewhere on the river we have had occa
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to acknowledge, is a mound 5 feet 6 inches in height and 94 feet in diameter

Eleven trial-holes were sunk without result.

Mound near Welsh Camp Landing, Holmes County.

On property belonging to Messrs. L. G. and J. T. Montgomery, of Yazoo City,

about three-quarters of a mile in a straight line SSE. from Welsh Camp Laiidin

though considerably farther by the road, at the edge of a swamp and in full view
from the road, was a symmetrical mound, slightly furrowed in places by rain.

On the surface of this mound w^e picked up a small pottery vessel with a dec-

oration probably made by trailing a broad point on the surface of the clay before

firing. The decoration, however, had become rather indistinct through exposure.

Near the foot of the mound lay an arrowhead or knife, of chert, and an object

probably of red sandstone, flat on one side, convex on the other, 3.75 inches in

diameter and 1.5 inches thick.

The diameter of the base of the mound, which was circular, was 47 feet; the

height as taken by us was 9 feet, but we are inclined to believe this figure exceeded
the actual height, inasmuch as a perpendicular line from the summit plateau to

undisturbed ground at the base proved to be but 7 feet 9 inches in length.

This mound, which was surrounded and practically dug down by us, but sub-

sequently was rebuilt, was composed of soft, brown loam in the outer parts, but as

the digging progressed hard and tenacious material was encountered, requiring time
and much work to penetrate it.

What seemed to be the base of the mound was a line of black soil containin<'-

a few potsherds as well as fragments of bones of lower animals. Below it w\as

undisturbed soil.

The first burial was encountered 16 feet from the center of the mound, and
consisted of human teeth and a few fragments of bone in the last stage of decay.

deptl

In all, seventeen burials were met with, from 1 foot 9 inches to 8 feet 8

in depth, measured to the upper surface of. the burials—those at the ^rreatesi

being four skeletons in a circular grave at the center of the mound, 5 feet 8

in diameter and extending 1 foot 5 inches below the base.

These four skeletons, with skulls in three different directions, lay three on
their left sides and one on the right side. Three were closely flexed, the knees
being drawn up well toward the chin. One of the skeletons, flexed on the left

side, had the legs at right angles to the body.

The skeletons, somewhat crushed, occupied a space 6 inches in thickness.

But one other grave below the base—a bunched burial or a much-detached
skeleton—was found by us.

The predominating form of burial in this mound, where determination was
possible, was that of close flexion, there being, in addition to the burials noted,
four skeletons closely flexed on the right side, and two closely flexed on the left

side. Moreover, two badly decayed skeletons indicated close flexion on the left

side. There was also one bunched burial which may have been only a skeleton

T

-1
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rather more detached than the others, at the tune of interineiit. One of the closelv

flexed skeletons \ay with the mandible reversed.

There were also a burial disturbed in caved soil and one reprosenti^d by trai^es

of bone and teeth only. Probably others of this kind were passed over by us

without notice.

The vield of artifacts from this mound, considerinijj the Initial discoverv, was

disappointing. With each of two burials lay a sii

teen lanceheads and arrowheads or knives, all of chi^rt, but one which was of

iAc arrowhead of

quartzite, none carefully mad part fi

In addition, also dissociated, a nunil)or of broken arrowheads or knives and ii

few small cutting implements, all of chert, were encountered.

There were in the mound also a number of small balls of compact, brown cla^

—possibly sun-dried—and several objects of the same material, diamond-shaped in

section and evidently intentionally made.

Mound near Entrance of Wasp Lake, Washington County.

At the left side of Wasp lake, going in, about one-half mile in a westerly

direction from the entrance to the lake, in a cultivated field belon<!;in<r to Mr. S. II.O "O
McClintock, who lives on the place, is a small mound 3.5 feet high with circular

base having a diameter of 48 feet

Fourteen trial-holes brought no human remains to view, though two undeco-

rated vessels of inferior ware, broken, were found separately in the mound.

These vessels were not shell-tempered, though the ware shows small patches

on the surface, which, however, are somewhat darker than fragments of shell, and

are not affected by acid.

Mounds near Wasp Lake, Washington County.

About five miles up Wasp lake, on the western side, somewhat less than a

mile above Jaketown, are six mounds in the immediate neighborhood of the land-

ing and a number of smaller mounds some distance away.

Although it was impossible for us to obtain permission to excavate these

mounds, we spent some time in examining their surfaces.

Two are large, quadrangular mounds with summit plateaus and evidently

domiciliary; one, a low flat mound; another through which a road has been cut;

while two are mounds from 3 to 5 feet in height, which have been considerably

reduced in diameter to make way for a railroad.

One of these mounds apparently had contained many burials, as fragments of

human bones were scattered about and a large part of a skeleton lay exposed.

Spread over the neighboring field were many fragments of shell and numerous

bits of earthenware, some of the latter shell-tempered and some not. Nearly all

were undecorated, though some bore a beautiful, bright red pigment on both sides.

The coloring matter on one of these, tested by Dr. H. F. Keller, proved to be red

oxide of iron.
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At the base of the cuttings of the two mounds through which the raih^oad

passes, were quantities of fragments of pottery, some shell-tempered and some of

the same sort of inferior, porous ware we had found farther down the river.

Mounds near Silent Shade Landing, Holmes County.

Somewhat less than two miles in, along the Tchula road from Silent Shade

Landing, in full view from the liighway, are two mounds within a few feet of each

other.

Mound A, the northernmore, on property belonging to Mr. Robert E. Warfield,

of Tchula, Miss., is 5 feet 7 inches high and 50 feet in diameter.

An excavation was made by us, 16 feet by 10 feet, with perpendicular walls,

extending through a dark line with light-colored clay below. This clay, which we

considered to be the base, was somewhat deeper than the height of the mound

measured from the outside.

As usual, the outer part

and tenacious.

of the mound proved to be soft, the inner part hard

Considering this mound to have been built for burial purposes (and we do not

see how the reverse can be possible), one cannot fail to be impressed by the small

number of interments in so large a central portion—only seven having been

encountered.

Four burials came from near the surface : two bunched burials ; one probably

a bunch ; one too badly decayed to determine.

Nineteen inches down was a deposit of calcined fragments of human bones.

2 inches by 15 inches by 5 inches thick. On top of part of this deposit was a

small, undecorated bowl of inferior ware, in fragments.

Two skeletons at full length on the back, almost in a condition to crumble into

dust, lay, side by side, 3 feet 8 inches down, the heads directed SW.

Near the skull of one were two small, undecorated vessels of ordinary shape,

and of inferior, porous ware, both in fragments. With these vessels were two

hammer-stones.

The second skeleton also had near the skull a vessel similar to the others.

On the chest, in contact with the chin, was an ornament of wood, rotten

through and through, which had been coated with sheet-copper, a few fragments of

which still adhered. This ornament, circular, flat on one side and convex on the

other, had a diameter of 2.5 inches, a thickness of .75 of an inch.

Near the surface of the mound were two undecorated pots of crude ware,

found in fragments, separately, apart from human remains.

No earthenware from this mound showed tempering with shell.

Mound B, on property of Mr. S. S. Hudson, of Vicksburg, Miss., has a basal

diameter of 46 feet. Its height is 4 feet 10 inches.

An excavation with perpendicular walls, 10.5 feet by 10 feet, and 5 feet 7

inches in depth, was sunk in the central part of the mound. No basal line was
s

f
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encountered, thoniih a hole of additional depth was made, extcndinir mU) seem-

ingl}' undistnrbed soil. Ten inches below the surface was a layer of bones so badly

decayed that the method of burial was past determination.

With this laver, tosjrether, were a small, undecorated bowl in fra-iments and a

badly crushed vessel also without decoration.

At another part of this layer of bones were two other vessels, both budly

broken. None of these vessels was tempered with shell.

Three feet 4 inches from the sairface was a badly decayed burial which evi-

dently had been at full length on the back.

MorxDS NEAR Carey Middletox Gin Laxdixc, Holmes Couxty.

About one-half mile ESE. from the landing at the Carey Middleton gin, though

somewhat farther by the road it is necessary to take in the rainy season, on

property of Mr. Carey Middleton, who lives on the place, are two mounds in a

cultivated field, about three hundred yards apart.

Mound A, 6 feet 3 inches in height, much spread hy cultivation, has a diameter

of G4 feet.

A hole 9 feet by 12 feet w^as carried squarely down through a dark line of soil

disturbed ground

One foot down was a bunched burial of badly decayed bone

Sli'^htly lower was a skull indicated mainly by remnants of

Mound B, NE. by N. from Mound A, is 5 feet 10 inches high and has a present

diameter of 60 feet, much of which has been caused by the cultivation of the mound.

An excavation 9 feet by 11 feet, carried perpendicularly down, was made to a

depth of somewhat more than 6 feet.

Eighteen inches down was a layer of fragments of calcined human bones, 30

inches by 24 inches and 2 inches thick. Mixed with these fra

ay but no ashes or charcoal, which indicated that the cremation had been con-

ducted elsew

Three feet down were human bones too badly decayed to show the method of

burial

The closely flexed skeleton of an adult, lying on the right side, was 3 feet 8

below the surface

Not far from the Carey Middleton mounds is another which our agent infoi

hat larc'-er than the ones investigated by us. This mound, bclon

another person, Avas not placed at our disposal.

MOUXD NEAR MOXTGOMERY LaXDIXG, HoLMES CoUXTY.

Our agent reported to us a mound near Montgomery Landing, which we did

not visit, not having been able to obtain permission to dig.
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Mounds near the Head of Honey Island, Holmes County.

Near the head of the Yazoo river side of Honey island is the plantation of

Mr. A. W. Evans, who resides on the place. The lower part of this plantation is

known as Gold-dust. About half a mile in a NE. by E. direction from the landing

at Gold-dust are two mounds in a cultivated field, in full view of each other, both

much spread by cultivation.

One, largely of sand, has a height of 4 feet 4 inches and diameters of 78 feet

and 64 feet.

The other mound, partly of sand, 2 feet 10 inches high, with diameters of 38

feet and 54 feet, has, somcAvhat below the surface, a great deposit of musselshells,
w

mostly badly crushed. Some less broken than the rest have kindly been deter-

mined by Dr. H. A. Pilsbry as Qitadntla pyramidata^ Q. plicala^ Lampsilis falla-

ciosus^ all shell-fish still found in the Mississippi valley.

Mound near Sheppardtown Landing, Leflore County.

Two mounds near Sheppardtown Landing, described by our agent as visited

by him, were passed by us without a visit, permission to dig not having been

obtained.

Mounds near Shell Bluff Landing, Leflore County.

There are a number of mounds near Shell Bluff Landing, on properties belong-

ing to Messrs. "W. G. Poindexter, of Sheppardtown, Miss., and F. M. Southworth,

residing on his property at Phillipston. Although both these gentlemen gave cor-

dial permission to investigate, we did not avail ourselves of their kindness as the

mounds which were inspected by us so nearly resembled others in which we had
been unsuccessful that we decided not to delay our journey.

Mounds near Phillipston Landing, Leflore County.

Two small mounds near Phillipston Landing, on property belonging to Mr. F.

M. Southworth, to whose plantation at Shell Bluff Landing we have already

Shell Bluffreferred, were not investigated by us for the

Landing were not dug into, though Mr. Southworth had kindly placed the Phillips

ton mounds at our disposal.

Mounds near Garwood, or Roebuck, Landing, Leflore County.

Two mounds near Oakwood, or Roebuck, Landinjr, belonsinii to Mr. HermO' "" ""O'^^O
Aron, of New Orleans, La., were not visited by us owing to the unsatisfactory
return from mounds in this region, though Mr. Aron had willingly given his consent
to our work.

Mound near :\Ioutk of Yalobusha River, Leflore County.

On property of Mr. S. J. Stein, of Greenwood, Miss., at the roadside, about
one quarter mile NNE. from the landinjr, at the union of the Yalobusha, an

I
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V

V
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^able stream, and the Yazoo river, is a moimd ahnost circular in bns;

th a diameter of 46 feet. The height of the mound is 3.5 k^ci. A (

ion 10.5 feet by 8.5 feet by 4 feet deep yielded neither bone nor artif

out-

MouxD NEAR AshWOOD Landing, Leflohp County.

In a cultivated field, a short distance from Ashwood Landing, on property
belonging to Mr. W. C. George, of Greenwood, Miss., is part of a mound, the
remainder having disappeared through cultivation and through wash of rain.

Although Mr. George had consented to investigation of tlie mound, we decided the

work would be inexiDcdient.

Mounds near Star West Landing, Leflore County.

Two small mounds, said by our agent to be about 1.5 miles from Star ^\

Landintr, were not dus: into, althoniih their owner, Mr. F. M. Aldridne. of Grcj_,, ,, ^iv. x.v^v v....^-
»^

wood, Miss. J had courteously authorized the

Mounds on the Lucas Plantation, Leflore County.

On the plantation of Dr. J. H. Lucas, of Greenwood, Miss., about 5 miles

above Greenwood, on the west side of the river, all in sight from the bank, are

three mounds.

The northernmost is a remnant immediately on the bank.

The next, in a cultivated field, has a small modern cemetery upon it.

The third, in the same field, much spread by plowing, is 6 feet 4 inches in

height, and 82 feet

result.

Fourteen trial-holes were sunk

Mound at Racetrack Landing, Leflore County.

In sight from Racetrack Landing, on property of Mr. S. F. Jones, resident on

the place, is a mound with irregularly circular base, 107 feet in diameter, and 20

feet across the circular summit plateau.

The mound, though furrowed by rain and somewhat cut by cultivation at the

base, is still symmetrical, and being 24 feet in height, presents an imposing

appearance.

Three trial-holes in the summit plateau, each 5 feet in depth, were without

result.

On our way up the river our hopes had been buoyed by reports which our

mt had heard of a carved vessel of stone, with a top of like material, which, it

s said, had been taken from the mound at this place.

Our aoent had visited the mound in the absence of the owner, and hence had

o

o

been unable to investigate the report.

The rumor turned out to be without any basis whatsoever, nothing, we were

assured by Mr. Jones, having been taken from the mound.

74 JOURN. A. N. S. PHIL A., VOL. XIII.
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At this point on the Yazoo river, there being no report from mounds farther

up to justify hope of greater success in returns, the investigation of the river banks

and the adjacent territory was abandoned bj us, although, as we have said, abund-

ant work had been mapped out by our agent as far as Sharkey, about 70 miles

above by water.

MOUNDS AND SITES INVESTIGATED ON THE SUNFLOWER RIVER

Mound near Anderson Landing, Sharkey County.

Mound near Bachelor Retreat Landing, Sharkey County.
w

Mounds near Wrong-end-up Landing, Yazoo County (3).

Mounds at Spanish Fort Landing, Sharkey County (3).

Mound at Fairview Landing, Yazoo County.

Mound on Fairview Plantation, Yazoo County.

Mounds at Stalonia Landing, Sharkey County (3).

Mounds near George Lake, Yazoo County (a large group).

Mound near Anderson Landing, Sharkey County.

In woods about one-quarter mile E. by S. from Anderson Landing, on property

probably belonging to Messrs. George T. Houston & Co.; of Chicago, 111., to whom
the Academy is especially indebted for the fullest and most cordial permission to

excavate all mounds on the great territory owmed by them, on the Sunflower river,

and for kind offers to facilitate its work in every possible way, is a mound 6 feet

7 inches in height and 62 feet across its circular base.

This mound, which gave evidence of former, but apparently somewhat super-

ficial, investigation, was dug out by us in the central part, the excavation being 7

feet 6 inches, by 12 feet, by 7 feet 4 inches deep, the sides of the hole being
carried squarely dowm.

Near the surface w^ere disturbed human bones with w4iich were fragments of a

vessel of yell tempering. This vessel (No. 1), whose parts

have been put together, has a quadrilateral body with rounded corners, on which
is a decoration partly punctate and partly produced hj the trailing of a broad-

pointed implement. Below the upper margin of the vessel is a circular band of

evenly made, reticulated lines, and an encircling line of imprints, made with the end
of a blunt tool (Fig. 3).

About 3 feet 9 inches from the surface w^as a small, undecorated bowl of dark
A,

ware (Vessel No. 2), in fragments, with mere traces of a skull and teeth nearby.

Six feet 9 inches down, presumably on the base of the mound, near what were
probably traces of human bones, was Vessel No. 3, in fragments (Fig. 4). The
yellow ware is without shell-tempering. Below the rim is a rude, cross-hatch d
ration, while the body of the vessel has a primitive, trailed design, three times
represented, showing a serpent (Fig. 5).

While we were engaged on other and more superficial w^ork in the mound, an
undecorated vessel in small fragments was encountered.

i
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Ftg. 3.—Vessel Xo. 1. Anderson Lainling. (Height 3.25 inches.

)
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YiG. 4,—Vessel Xo. 3. Anderson Landing. (Height 3.9 inches.)
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Mound at Pecan Grove, Sharkey County.

This mound, which was kindly placed at our disposal by Mr. T. H. Campbell,

Jr., of Yazoo City, was not dug into by

on it.

us owmg to tne presencethe of a building

Mound near Bachelor Retreat Landing, Sharkey County.

By the roadside, in sight from Bachelor Retreat Landing, on property of Mr.

John Ross, w^ho lives at the landing, is a mound much worn by cattle and washed

by rain and by the river in times of overflow. The present diameter of the circular

base of the mound is 60 feet ; its height is 3 feet 7 inches.

Fourteen trial-holes resulted in the discovery of decaying human bones just

below the surface, and of what appeared to indicate a bunched burial, 2 feet 8

inches down.

Fio. 5.—Vessel No. 3. Decoration. (Half size.)

Mounds near Wrong-End-Up Landing, Yazoo County.

In woods about three-quarters of a mile in an easterly direction from Wrong-
end-up Landing, on property of Mrs. J. E. Edwards, whose address we were unable

to learn, is a mound with circular base and summit plateau, whose diameters are,

respectively, 72 feet and 28 feet. Its height is 7 feet 9 inches.

Nine holes w^ere dug into the summit plateau and into the sides of the mound,
four being ordinary trial-holes, and five considerably larger.

Nearly 4 feet down were remains of a badly decayed skeleton.

In another hole, 3 feet from the surface, were a number of bones crushed

together, greatly decayed, including three skulls indicated by remains of teeth.

Two other mounds about one-quarter mile in a northwesterly direction from
the one just described, served as foundations for pens for domestic animals in flood-

time and were not dug into by us.

1
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Mounds at Spanish Fort Landing. Sharkey Cointv.
V

Visible from Spanish Fort Lamling arc tlnve mouiulj^, upon one of which \^ a

house; upon another, a cotton-gin.

A few vartls from the sin, in a cultivated field, on ])roi>ert\ of ^Irs. L. A.

Kettleman, living nearb}^^ is a circular yi^^q of the ground, evidently a dwelling-site

as its surface is thickly strewn with bits of pottery and fragments of niusselshells.

Considerable digging in this place was without return.

The field in which this dwelling-site is, having an area of fort^-five acres, it is

saidj is enclosed, except that part which faces the river, by a semi-circular embank-

ment resembling a levee. It is from this emlKinkment^ whi(*h we believe to be

ginal, like sim s region, that the landing

Mounds at Fatrvieav Landing, Vazoo Coi xty.

In sight from Fairview Landing, on property of Mr. William G, Cliilders, of

Satartia, Miss., in a cultivated field, nre three mounds in line, hut short distances

apart.

The largest, much spread, had been considerably dug into previous to our visit,

and the smallest mound is in use as a cemetery. Neither of the.sc mounds was

dug into by us.

The third mound, lying between the other two. is conical and fairly symmet-

ricah Its height is 11 feet 6 inches; its basal diameter, 75 feet. A moderate

amount of diofsfinor in this mound showed that it, too, had been uped as a cemetery

in recent times.

r

Near Fairview Landing; is a mound belonging to Mr. S. S. Ilcarn, of Wrong-

end-up Landing, Avhich we did not investigate owing to the presence of a house

upon it.

Mound on Fatrvieav Plantation, Yazoo County.

In sight from an arm of the river that here encircles a small island, at the

upper end of Fairview plantation, partly cut away by the road, is a small mound

also belondmr to Mr. S. S. Hearn. The height of this mound is 3 feet; its
B""n

diameter, 35 feet. Our investigation was unrewarded.

Mounds near Maybon Landing, Yazoo County.

Two mounds reported by our agent as near Maybon Landing were not visited

by us, permission to dig not being forthcoming.

Mounds at Stalonia Landing, Sharkey County.
-

On property of Mrs. N. J. Guess, living nearby, at Stalonia Landing, are tlire

mounds, one of which, much cut away by a railroad, shows no bones or artifact

along the section.

The other two mounds are in a cultivated field just beyond the landing.
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One of these, almost plowed away, was dug into by us without success.

The third mound, well preserved, evidently domiciliary, has a height of 9 feet.

Its basal length NNE. and SSW. is 128 feet; and 103 feet SE. by E. and NW. by

W. The diameters of the summit plateau in the same directions, respectively, are

64 feet and 43 feet.

Considerable digging in this mound yielded only a small, flat mass of limestone,

pitted on one side.

^Mounds at the Mouth of George Lake, Yazoo Couxty.

Two small mounds at the mouth of George lake, southern side, were visited

by us but were not investigated, though permission had been given by Mrs. C. E.

Crippen, their owner, who lives nearby.

Mounds near George Lake, Yazoo County.

About one-half mile above the union of George lake ^ with the Sunflower

river, on the southern side of the lake, on the plantation of Mr. W. A. Henry, of

Yazoo City, Miss., to whom the Academy is especially indebted for full permission

to investigate, is a notable group of mounds.^

These mounds, rising here and there around a great central tumulus, stud an

area of about forty-four acres, as determined by a recent survey, we are informed.

Here and there pools of water mark excavations whence material for the

mounds was taken.

The mounds are enclosed, except on the lake-front, by an aboriginal embank-

ment, probably from 4 to 6 feet in height, and no doubt of greater altitude in

early times. Possibly it was then surmounted by a stockade.

The number of mounds that surround the great central one in a rather irregu-

lar way would be hard to determine with exactness, inasmuch as but two of the

entire group have not been subjected to cultivation over the entire surface, and

somej probably never of great size, are now hardly distinguishable. Presumably

more than thirty rises of the ground and mounds small and great could be counted

within the enclosure.

Of all these mounds, however, but three retain any resemblance to their

former shape, supposing them to have been other than mere conical elevations; and

one of these three (now with a well-marked summit plateau), cultivated over its

entire surface, its soft material exposed to wash of heavy rains, will soon be in the

condition of most of its companions.

The most symmetrical mounds and the only ones (except the one we have

noted as in process of destruction) that are not of moderate height, are the

central mound and another about 80 yards in a southwesterly direction from it.

The great central mound (whose sides almost exactly face the cardinal points),

^The reader will recall that a "lake" in this region, is Avhere the river formerly flowed but has

been diverted from its course.
^ This land, being somew^iat elevated, is usually beyond reach of the river, though it is covered in

times of very high w^ater, as was the case in the great overflow of 1882, when the inhabitants and their

stock, from a considerable distance around found these mounds a welcome place of refuge.

o
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with remnants of causeways on the E. and N.^ is now almost devoid of

tion; and trampled by animals and with the soil of the summit plateau 1

o

d

cultivation and offering full scope to wash of rains, which have eaten narrow

channels^ into the sides of the mound, has lost much of tlie symmetry it possessed

until recently, and soon, we fear, Avill be still farther impaired.

The height of this mound is 55 feet, as taken by us from near the base. We
were informed, however, that a surveyor, standing at some distance from the

mound, had determined its height to be more than GO feet.

It seemed to us, however, that the standpoint of the surveyor, as pointed out

to us, was somewhat below the general level, a pool of water being there at the

time of our visit. Perhaps a fair judgment of the height of the mound would be

midway between the figures given by the surveyor and our own, as possibly we

stood somewhat on the slope when our determination was made.

The western part of the summit plateau, 57 feet in length, is about 9 feet

lower than the eastern 42 feet—the total diameter of the plateau E. and W. being

99 feet. In a N. and S. direction the diameter is 93 feet.

The basal diameters of the mound are 263 feet E. and W., and 275 feet N. and

S. Doubtless the mound, at one time, was practically square in horizontal section.

The mound to which we have referred as southwesterly from the great mound

is a truncated cone 22 feet in height, about 173 feet in diameter of base and 86

feet across its summit plateau. The remains of a causeway are apparent on the

northern side.

Strewn over the enclosed area, among the mounds and on them, in some places

in great abundance, are chert pebbles; fragments of chert; bits of musselshell

;

and small parts of earthenware vessels.

The ware, as a rule undecorated, is shell-tempered in most instances but some-

times has a tempering of small fragments of stone which does not react to acid,

often found in the ware of the Yazoo-Suntl TL^

The decoration, when present, so far as noted by us, offers no original feature.

Mr. J. B. Martin, manager of the plantation, to whom we are indebted for much

information as to the place, showed us a small water-bottle of excellent, yello^

shell-tempered ware, with a graceful decoration consisting of a current scroll ai

small circle, four times repeated, boldly executed with a broad, trailing-poini

This vessel, Mr. Martin said, had been found in digging a post-hole on the property

d

There w^ere found on the surftice by members of our party, several sm

delicately-shaped arrowheads of chert
;
part of a diminutive chisel apparently of

silicified wood; a ball of chert, from 2.75 inches to 3.5 inches in diameter. This

ball, which has depressions on two opposite sides as for fingers, perhaps served as a

hammer-stone. We read, however, in the Narrative of d'lberville^ of "a round

stone ball which they strike with sticks" for amusement.

1 One at least reaching a depth of 5 feet.

« French, Hist. Coll. La. and Fla., 1875, p. 74.
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We found on the surface of a low mound, a pipe of earthenware, probably

representing a wolf or a dog (Fig. C). The ware is shell-tempered; the modeling,

without artistic merit.

Thirteen trial-holes sunk into the mound on which this pipe lay were without

reward.

We did but a moderate amount of disrsring on and among the mounds near

George lake,

disturbance.

finding two burials lying near the surface, which had undergone

There was little inducement to dig, as superficial burials, had there ever been

Fig. 6.—Pipe of earthenware. Mound near George Late. (Full

any, in summit plateaus of the mounds must have been long since plowed and

washed away, and the same conditions, no doubt, largely existed th level

ground

Such other mounds as were investigated yielded nothing.

Another discouraging feature was the almost entire absence of history of th

discovery of bone of artifacts on the plantation, despite deep and constant

cultivation and wash of rain, through which the level ground in places, as well

the mounds, is deeply furrowed.

At George lake our journey up the Sunflower river was abandoned, althou^

as we have said, the stream had been reconnoitered by our agents as far as Faison

79 miles above, by water.

as
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By Clakexce B. Mooke.

PART III.

The Blum Mounds, Mississhti.

The Blum group of mounds, in Washington county, Miss, (see map), is about

four miles in a straight line, in a northerly direction from the city of Greenville

;

^Sfoneville

M/\? Of PARTS Of

BOLIIMR COUNTIES /MISSISSIPPI
Scale inmiles

I 2 3 f

1907

about one mile in a southerly direction from Winterville station; and two miles

NNE. from the Mississippi river at its nearest approach.

The group on a plantation belonging to A. Blum, Esq., of Greenville, Miss.,

and of New Orleans, La., to whom the Avarm thanks * of the Academy of Natural

' The Academy wishes also to express its indebtedness to Messrs. J. B. Williams, Esq., of Green-
ville, the lessee of the property, and J. H. McKnight, Esq., of Winterville, the superintendent.
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Sciences are tendered for full and cordial permission to investigate, consists of a

great central mound, 55 feet high, surrounded by fourteen other mounds forming

an irregular ellipse. One of these mounds is so nearly obliterated, however, that

it might well be passed over in an enumeration.

The diameters of this ellipse are about 1600 feet NE. and SW., and 1000 feet

NW. and SE.

The central mound, marked A, and the other mounds marked B to 0, inclu-

sive, are shown in the accompanying plat of a survey * made by Dr. M. G. Miller,

at the time of our visit.

Certain small elevations outside and inside the ellipse, probably dwelling-sites,

have been disregarded in the plan.

The Blum mounds, uninvestigated previous to our visit, though a few holes

had been dug into them (by treasure-seekers, it is said), are not mentioned in the
^' Mound Reports " of the " Twelfth Annual Report of the Bureau of American
Ethnology."

They are not the " Avondale Mounds " referred to in the " Twelfth Annual
Report" and in Thomas' " Catalogue of Prehistoric Works," but are unquestionably

the group described in the latter work as being " nearly opposite Point Chicot,"

which group is more fully described in the Smithsonian Report for 1879, page 383

e^ scq.^ though the plan accompanying the description gives but little idea of the

mounds as they appear at present.

These mounds on the river plain and, consequently, on land subject to over-

flow, are not, however, exposed to wash of water in time of flood, it is said, the

distance from the river being such that the current has no influence, and the water

consequently is still.

The summits of the more important mounds of the group, so far as known,
have never been submerged, the usual rise of water about the mounds when there

is a flood being, we are told, from 3 to 5 feet.

Nevertheless, a number of the mounds (E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, 0) have
no regularity of outline, a fact due, we believe, to long-continued cultivation, though
some of the mounds enumerated have not been plowed over in comparatively recent

times.

Even the regularity of most of the larger mounds, the sides of which are too

steep for cultivation, is considerably impaired, owing, probably, to wash of rain ; to

the constant tread of mules, sheep, goats, and hogs, which frequent the mounds in

numbers; to the deep and extensive rooting of hogs; and to the general wear and
tear of time, which is ever more destructive in the case of mounds like the Blum
mounds which are but little protected by the roots of trees and shrubbery.

It might be suggested that in earlier times, before the erection of the levee,

different conditions tending to make stronger the erosive force of the water, may

1 Though the expedition was amply provided with photographic apparatus, no photographs of the
mounds were made. Experience has shown that the work of the camera in connection with mounds is

misleading, undue prominence to the foreground being given and inadequate portrayal of the heights.
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have existed, or that the muuiKls may liave been much nearer the river (which, as

all know, is ever changing its course) and were exposed in flood time to a deeper

and fiercer current than is the ease at jiresent.

The answer to this would be that Mound J (which is protected by bushes and

shrubbery, and does not seem to be frequented by stock) is almost intnct, and that

this mound has suffered only to the extent of a partial levcliuL- of its causeway,

evidently through cultivation.

A current that would wash away any of the mounds, presumably would eat

into all of them.

The height of a mound often depends on the side from which the measurement

is made. The subjoined list gives the altitudes of the Blum mounds, as taken

from

Mound A—55 feet.

Mound B—13 feet 2 inches.

Mound C—19 feet 6 inches.
4

Mound D—IT feet C inches.

Mound E— 6 feet 7 inches.

Mound F— 9 feet 7 inches.

Mound G— 4 feet.

Mound H— 7 feet 7 inches.

Mound I— 9 feet.

Mound J—30 feet 10 inches

Mound K—12 feet 5 inches.

Mound L— 7 feet 6 inches.

Mound M— 7 feet 3 inches. .

r

Mound N— 8 feet.

Mound 0—10 feet 10 inches.

The Blum mounds and surrounding territory have comparatively no history as

to the discovery of artifacts or of human remains. No human bones were seen

by us on the surface, though extensive ditching had been done, and much of the

Iftv^l o-round and a number of the mounds are regularly plowed over; and only a

—nil this lack of siixns of
limited number of fragments of earthenware lay around—all this

former occupancy being in marked contrast with our experience at

of mounds at Moundville, Ala.

Six days in November and December, 1907, were devoted by Blum

crop

mounds, with five of our trained men to dig, it being impossible to engage additional

help at the mounds owing to scarcity of men on account of the needs of the cotton-

How^ever, as it turned out, a greater force was not urgently called for.

A very long experience in mound-work in southern United States has led us

to believe that domiciliary mounds and mounds built as places of worship (which

classes of mounds are of considerable size and usually are rectangular in outline

with summit plateaus) seldom contain burials. We know, however, there are

thy exceptions to th of ted D
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in the account of our first visit to Moundville/ and that summit plateaus or p
of them sometimes were used for burial purposes.

We commenced Blum group of mounds in the same
m as we did the mounds and cemeteries of Moundville, namely, by sink

trial-holes in the summit plateaus of the mounds, and in the level ground
where appearances indicated the possible presence of a cemetery, with the
intention, should burials be discovered, of prosccutins: the search in a more
thorough way.

The trial-holes in the Blum mounds were intended to be 6 feet long by 3 feet

wide and 4 feet deep, but as the material of which the mounds were made was, as

a rule, a tenacious, alluvial deposit, dried comparatively hard and in places still

f\irther hardened by fire, necessitating the use of picks and grubbing-hoes, th

given were not always adhered to exactly. Sometimes, but not oftdime

the holes exceeded the standard

In the level ground the trial-holes were 6 feet by 3 feet and were usually 4
feet deei3, but sometimes when ground unmistakably undisturbed was reached, the
holes were not carried to a full depth of 4 feet.

We shall now state the extent of the tentative work carried on by us in con-
nection with the Blum mounds, giving the area of each summit plateau where such
was present.

Mound A, summit plateau 100 feet by 132 feet, approximately, w^as accorded
twelve trial-holes on the summit plateau and five at its northern corner.

Mound B, with a summit r)lateau 44 feet by 60 feet, had on it a number of
burials made in recent times, which were not disturbed by us. But five trial-holes

were put down in this mound.
Mound C, with a summit plateau of irregular outline, 90 feet by 136 feet,

received five trial-holes.

Mound D, with an irregular, oblong plateau about 60 feet by 112 feet, was
fairly well covered by the seven trial-holes allotted to it. In one hole, just below
the surface, was an isolated skull badly decayed. In another were fragments of a
skull.

Mound E, part of which had been cut away in the making of a road, received
one trial-hole in addition to a close examination of the section laid bare.

Mound F, four trial-holes. A small oblate-spheroidal vessel of coarse ware
was found near the surface.

Mound G, five trial-holes. Lying near together in this mound were nine
double-pointed fish-scales which Mr. H. W. Fowler, of the Academy of Natural
Sciences, has identified as probably belonging to the alligator-gar {Lepisosteus tri-

stoechiis), a fish abundant in the lower Mississippi river.

The scales of this fish, which Du Pratz^ calls poisson-arme, are said by him
r

P

' "Certain Aboriginal Mouuds of the Black Warrior River," ,Toum. Acad. Nat. Sci., Vol. XIII
p. 241 et seq.

'

' Histoire de la Louisiane, Vol. II, p. 168, Paris, 1758.
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sometimes to have served as points for the arrows of aborigines of tlie lower Mis-

sissippi region. Certain it is tliat the ganoid seales of the alligator-gar, a fisVi

which sometimes reaches a lenirth of from 8 to 10 feet, would be admirably suited

se as projectue points.

Mound H, five trial-holes.

Mound I, which had been much duir into d f(

Mound Jj summit plateau 7G feet by SO feet. N
the summit plateau of this mound, resulting in the discovery of a badly deeayt-d

leton of an adult, at full length on the back, 2.5 feet b

Ten trial-holes were put into Mound K. A number of fish-soales were fo

blv belo T to have

ed as arrowpoints, and, moreover, they lay one overlapping the other as if

ion of the fish had been present originally.

Just below the surface of Mound K were three small, coarse, undceorated ])o

f earthenware, all with Hat bottoms. Near these, together, wore two small pot>,

one with two loop-handles, the other with loop-handles on two opposite sides and

projections below the rim on two other sides.

With these pots was a small fragment of excellent yellow ware, having part

of a design in low relief, painted red.

Ten trial-holes were duir into Mound L. A much-decnyod skeleton of an infant

ee.met with about 2 feet below the surf;

Mound M, five trial-holes.

Mound N, ten trial-holes.

Mound 0, nine trial-holes.

In the level ground five trial-holes were duj' at each of the following sites

:

Ridge ESE. of mound J.

Ground adjacent to the SW. corner of Mound C

Dwellinir-site about 40 feet NNE. of Mound D.

Dwelling-site about 100 feet from W. side of Mound J.

Field W. of Mound J.

Field E. of Mound J.

Ground NE. of Mound N.

Field W. of Mound 0.

Dwelling-site NE. of Mound C (across the road).

Throughout the digging, sherds were rarely met with. Such as were found

in the trial-holes, and those encountered on the surface, Avere mainly of com-

mon ware, though a few, including one we have already described, were of

excellent material—one fragment of black ware having an especially high polish

on both sides.

Decoration, when present, almost invariably consisted of simple designs rudely

incised. Decoration with red paint w^as several times found. Two specimens

tested by Dr. H. F. Keller showed the pigment to be red oxide of iron.

On the surf; from a pebble of
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of pottery which had been given its form before baking and had not been cut from

fragment of

From the trial-holes came musselshells which have been identified by Dr. H
A. Pilsbry as Quadnila perplicata ; Q. fieros ; Lampsilis anodontoidcs.

We for our limited success in finding burials and

r

facts in the neighborhood of the Blum mounds. We know that domiciliary mounds

such as those forming this group probably were, are often without burials in thei

summit plateaus, but one would expect to find cemeteries in the surrounding level

ground. Did such cemeteries still exist in the neighborhood of the mounds, it is

curious we failed to find them—for it is rarely one digs to any extent among

skeletons, wholly or in part extended, without encountering some of them.

If cemeteries underlie the cultivated fields (and practically all the territory

near the mounds has been under cultivation for a long time) one would look for

numerous accounts of the finding of bones and artifacts in post-holes, in trenching,

and in cultivation ; but such accounts, as we have seen, are not forthcoming.

^

I

i
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Abrasion bv cord, on neck of ves-

sel, 498.

Alligator-gar, their scales used as

projectile points, 598.

Analysis of pigments used on pot-

tery from the lower Arkansas

river, 484.

Anderson landing, mound near,

586.

Animal form as origin of ''teapot

vessel, according to Professor

Holmes, 484.

Antler'' design on

Arrowhead and star

* 1

4t
vessel, 528.

a ?j design

painted on w^aterbottle, 494.

Arrowheads, 492, 513, 532, 573,'

577, 5^0, 581.

Artifacts, post-Columbian, almost

universally found along lower

Arkansas river, 482.

Ashwood Landinsf, mound near.

585-

Awl of bone, 492.

Bachelor Retreat Landing.

mound near, 588.

Ball of stone, 591.

Bead of earthenware, 492.

Beads of brass, 490, 525.

Beads of glass, 482, 490, 513, 525,

570-

Beads of sheet-copper, 490, 533.

Beads of shell, 490, 493^ 5^3^ 5-4.

5^5' 533^ 572.

Beads w^orn by Indians near Ar-

kansas river, 482.

Bear, black, jaw and tooth of, 490.

Bear, black, tooth of, 513.

Beaver, tooth of, 490, 533.

Beech Grove Landing, mound
near, 574.

Belle Prairie Landing, mound
near, 574.

Belzona, mound above, 579.

Belzona, mound at, 579.

Big Mound Landing, mound near,

571.

'^Hird's-head" motive, vessel with

design resembling, 503.

Bird's head, vessel with rim sur-

mounted by, 508, 511, 522.

Bivalve, open, vessel in form of,

525-

Blum A., acknowledgment to,

594-

Blum mounds, map of, 595.

Hlum ^Iouxd^s^ Mississippi, The,

593-

Boat-shaped vessel, 531.

Bone awd, 492.

Bone implements, blunt, probably

used in decorating pottery, 533.

Bone, piercing implements of, 533.

Bone piercing implement with

perforation, 533.

Bone pins, 490, 491.

Bones, human, usually badly de-

Brass beads, 41)0, 525.

Brass beads, necklace of, 525.

Brass, disc of, 510.

Crass, sheet-, cones of, 513.

Buffalo, bones of, 492.

lUmched burial, ideal example of,

4^. 4^).

r>unched burial, a vertical form

of, 490.

HuriaU details of noteworthy

forms of, 493, 513, 532, 576, 577,

580.

Burial, form? of, 488, 510, 512,

523^ 5-'4, 53-^.

along the Arkansascayed,

river, 482.

Bones, preserved by lime salts,

57^-

Bones, specific disease of, 482,

533-

Bracelets of sheet-copper, 525.

Ca<ldo, four directions in the

scalp ceremony of, 509.

Carey M iddleton Gin, mounds

near, 583.

Caruthcrs' Landing, mound at,

573-

"Celts," 490, 513. 523. 532, 533.

577^ 578.

Certain ^Iounds of Arkansas

AND OF Mississippi, 481.

Chalcedony, double-pointed im-

plement of, 533.

Chisels wrought from pebbles,

492, 5^3. 533-

Clark's Ferry, mound near, 573.

Clay, white, used as pigment on

pottery, 484, 485.

Clime, Arthur W., 48^.

Compression, cranial, post-natal,

488, 489, 5^2, 533.

Cones of sheet-brass, 513.

76 JOURN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIII.
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Copper, sheet-, beads of, 482, 490,

533-

Copper, sheet-, bracelets of, 525.

Copper, sheet-, ornament of wood

overlaid with, 582.

Crania from lower Arkansas

river, sent to U. S. National

Museum, 482, 487, 489.

Cranial compression, post-natal,

' 488, 489. 512. 533-

Crania of lower Arkansas river,

report on, by Dr. Ales Hrdlicka,

558.

Effigy-vessel^ animal, 496.

Effigy-vessel, human, 490, 499,

Engraved designs on pottery of

low^er Arkansas river, seldom

found, 485.

Enola Landing, mound near, 572,

Evolution, winged serpent to

scroll, 516, 541.

Excisions as decoration of pot-

tery, 511.

Fairview Landing, mounds at,

589.

Cremation, 523, 533, 567, 576, 578, Fairview Plantation, mound on,

582, 583-

Cremation practised in Yazoo-

Sunflower region, 567.

589,

Fewkes, Dr. J. W., 554.

Fish-shaped vessel^ 497, 498.

Cross of the four directions, 508, Form, unusual, in pottery, 536,

528, 538.

Crystals of quartz, 492, 513.

Decoration of pottery of lower

Arkansas river discussed, 484,

485

.

Decoration, painted, on pottery of

lower Arkansas river, 485.

Deer, Virginia, skull of, 492.

Designs, painted, on pottery of

lower Arkansas river, have lit-

tle variety, 485.

Disc of brass, 510.

Disc, ceremonial,

found

and

near

stone

Menardpipes,

mound, 492.

Discs of pottery, 492.

Discs of stone, 492, 533.

Double-pointed implement of

chalcedony, 533.

Douglas, mound near, 524.

Du Pratz as to the Yazoo Indians,

565-

Earthenware, bead of, 492,

538. 540, 551. 555-

Fort Place, mounds at, 574,

Four directions, cross of the, 528,

538.
_

Four directions, cross of the, ves-

sel with sun and, 508, 509.

Four directions in scalp ceremony

of the Caddo, 509.

Four directions, the, indicated by

position of mounds, 574.

Fowler, H. W., identification of

fish by, 598.

Frog-'^teapot,'^ 496, 515.

Frog-vessel, 511.

Frog with tail, painted on pottery,

553. 554-

Haynes' Bluff Landing, dwelling-

site below, 569.

Haynes' Bluff Landing, mounds

near, 569.

Henry, W. A., acknowledgment

to, 590.

Hodge, F. W., 486.

at, 579.Hollv Landinpf, mound
Holmes, Prof. W. H., 483, 484,

485, 492, 493, 497, 503, 5T5, 535,

548.

Holmes, Prof. W. H., his note on

interesting form of swastika,

535. 536.

Honey Island, mounds near head

of, 584.

Hough, Dr. Walter, 485 footnote,

553-

Houston, George T., acknowl-

edgment to, 586.

Hrdlicka, Dr. Ales, 482, 487, 533,

558.

Hrdlicka, Dr. Ales, his paper on

crania of lower Arkansas river,

558.

Human effigy-vessel, 490,' 499.

Human face, vessel with incised,

517-

Human head, vessel w^ith rim sur-

mounted by, 503, 522, 555.

ofImplement, double-pointed,

chalcedony, 533.

Implement, of bone, probably used

in decorating pottery, 533.

Gar, alligator-, scales used as pro- Implement, piercing, of bone, 533.

Implement^ piercing, of bone, withjectile points, 598.

fragments of,Earthenware pipe,

493-

Earthenware, pipe of, 534.

Effig}^ of musselshell, 551.

Effigy of quadruped, 548-

Effigy-pipe, of earthenware, 592.

George Lake, mounds at the

mouth of, 590.

George Lake, mounds near, 590.

Glass beads, 482, 490, 513, 525,

570.

Goldman Field, mound near, 523.

Gourd-vessel, probable prototype

of the ''teapot'' vessel, 494.

Gourd, vessels in form of shell or

of, 531-

Greer, cemetery near, 532.

perforation, 533.

Incised decoration on pottery of

lower Arkansas river, 484.

Incised decoration on pottery of

lower Arkansas river, rarity of,

485.

Indians near Arkansas river, Mar-

quette as to, 481.

Indians of the lower Yazoo re-

gion, Du Pratz, Coxe, Tonty,

Penicaut, La Harpe, as to, 565.
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Interlocked scroll design common
on pottery of lower Arkansas

river, 485.

Inverted vessels, 490, 493, 515,

525^ 534.

Investigation, onr, extent of, in the

Yazoo-Snnflower region, 566.

Investigation, onr, in Yazoo-Snn-

flower region, limitations to,

567-

Iron, 490.

Jontel, as to scalps waved toward

the fonr directions, 509,

Kaolin nsed for paint, 485, 490,

525-

Keller, Dr. H. F., chemical an-

alyses and tests by, 482, 484.

490, 510, 525, 533, 534, 575,

581, 599- .

Menard Monnd, forms of burial

near, 488.

Method of applying painted dec-

oration to pottery of lower Ar-

kansas river, 485.

Miller, Dr. M. G., 486, 596,

"Miller Landing, moimd near, 57 r.

Monterey Landinc:, dwellini^-site

near, 573.

^^Tontoomerv Landing, moimd
near, 583,

ii^r
Killed'' pottery not found on

low^er Arkansas river, 483.

King^s Crossing, mounds at, 568,

Knives of chert, 492, 493, 524, 532,

533^ 577. 580, 581-

Mound at Douglas, used as cem-

etery, 524.

Mounds and Cemeteries of the
Lower Arkansas River, 481.

Mounds and sites investigated on

lower Arkansas river, 486.

Mounds and sites investigated on

the Sunflower river, 586.

Mounds and sites investigated on

the Yazoo river^ 568.

Mounds of the Lower Yazoo and Painted decoration on pottery of

Objects, post-Columbiati. almost

universally fouml along lower

Arkansas river, 482.

Old River Landing, near, 511,

O'Neills Lanihug, mounds near,

571-

Origin of "teapot" vessel, accord-

ing to l^*ofess(^r Th)Imes, 484,

Origin of *^teapot" vessel, sugges-

tion as to, 494.

Ornament of wood overlaid with

sheet-coj^per, 582.

Owners of mounds and sites,

thanks to, 567.

Oxide of iron, red pigment on

pottery, 484, 599.

Oxide of iron, red pigment, with

burials^ 490.

Painted decoration on pottery of

lower Arkansas river, 484, 485.

Lower Sunflower Rivers, Mis-

sissirn, 565.

Musselshell, effigy ofj 55 t.

Koalunsa Landing, dwelling-site Musselshell in vessel near Menard

at, 573-

''Lake/' use of the word in parts

of the southern United States,

575 footnote.

Lamb, Dr. D. S., as to tubercu-

losis of bone, 524.

Leist Landing, mounds near, 570.

mound, 490.

Musselshells in vessels at Greer,

534-

Mutilation, no ceremonial, of pot-

tery, along the lower Arkansas

river, 483.

lower Arkansas river, method

of applying, 485.

Painted decoration on pottery of

lower Arkansas river, monotony

o f, 485-

Parker's Bayou, mound near, 574-

Pathological specimens, 487, 524,

Life-forms in pottery of lower

Arkansas river, 483.

Little Rock, interesting vessel in

collection at, 557.

Lucas Plantation, mounds on, 585.

Lucas, Prof. F. A., identification

of animal bones by, 490, 513,

570-

Lumholtz, Dr. Carl 485 footnote.

Marquette as to Indians near Ar-

kansas river, 481.

Maybon Landing, mounds near,

589-

Menard Mound, 481, 483. 486, 487.

Natchez Indians, Du Pratz, Charle-

voix^ de Montigny, de la Vente,

Alembre', as to, 566.

Natchez Indians, reason for their

decrease in number, 566.

Necklace of beads of sheet-brass,

525-

Necklace of beads of sheet-brass

and of shell, 525.

533-

Pathological specmicn from

Oak \'alley Landing, mound near,

572.

Oakwood, or Roebuck Landing, i
Pigment, red, m connection with

Douglas, Dr. D. S. Lamb as to,

524.

Pathological specimens from vic-

inity of Menard mound, 487.

Peaster Place, mounds at the, 575.

Pebble cut in form of barrel, 492.

Pecan Grove, mound at, 588.

Pendant of sedimentary rock, 532.

Perforated pebbles, 492, 513.

Phillipston Landing, mounds

near, 584.

Piercing implements of bone, 533.

Pigment contained in vessels, 484,

525^ 534.

mounds near, 584.

Object of limestone, 569.

incised lines on pottery, 484,

530. 534< 536, 540, 550^ 55T.

r
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Pottery of lower Arkansas river,

its shape described, 483.

Pottery of lower Arkansas river,

not ceremonially mutilated, 483.

Pottery, unusual forms of, 536,

538, 540, 551. 555-

Quadruped, effigy of, 548.

Quadruped vessel, 496.

Quartz crystals, 492, 513.

Pigments on pottery of lower Ar-

kansas river, nature of, 484, 485,

490.

Pigments, varieties of, on pottery

of lower Arkansas river, 484,

485, 490-

Pigment, white, in connection

with incised lines in pottery,

530-

Pilsbry, Dr. H. A., shells identi-

fied by, 488, 525, 534, 572, 584,

600-

Pins of bone, 490, 491.

Pipe of earthenware, 493, 534.

Pipe of limestone, 513.

Pipes of earthenware of middle

Mississippi region, Professor

Holmes as to, 493.

Pottery, black, highly polished,

seldom found along lower Ar-

kansas river, 483.

Pottery discs, from near Menard

mound, 492.

Pottery, how deposited along

lower Arkansas river, 482, 483. , Sawyer's Landing, near, 509.

Racetrack Landing, mound at,

585. •

^
.

Red ocher, used as pigment on

vessel, 484.

Report on a Collection of Cra-

nia FROM Arkansas, by Dr. Ales

Hrdlicka, 558.

Research on Arkansas river, ex-

tent of our, 481.

Restoration of pottery of lower

Arkansas river, as to, 486.

Rialto Landing, mound near, 572.

Pottery, how deposited in ceme-

tery near Greer, 534,

Pottery, how deposited near Men-
ard mound, 493,

Pottery, how deposited near Old

River Landing, 514.

Pottery, little else but, in graves

of lower Arkansas river, 482.

Pottery, noteworthy, particularly

described, 494, 496, 497, 498,
Sheet-copper, bracelets of, 525.

_ ^I^Vi*=»nKi^ar1c aQ.Q. Ar\r\ Ar\'j r T '^ r

Scroll, evolution of, from winged

serpent, 516, 541.

Scroll design of unusual form,

555-

Serpent design on pottery, Sun-

flower river, 586.

Serpents, parts of, shown on ves-

sels, 540, 541, 543-

Sheet-copper, beads of, 490, 533,

499. 503. 508, 509, 511, 515, 516,

517. 520, 522, 528, 530, 531, 535,

536, 538, 540, 541, 543. 544, 548,

549, 550, 55L 552, 553* 554, 555-

Pottery of lower Arkansas river,

but little affected by the Euro-

pean contact, 483.

Pottery of lower Arkansas river,

decoration of, discussed, 484,

485.

Pottery of lower Arkansas river,

its quality discussed, 483.

Shell beads, 488, 490, 493, 513, 524,

525, 533, 572.

Shell Bluff Landing, mounds
near, 584.

Shell-form, vessel of convention-

alized, 490, 525.

Shell, vessels in form of gourd

or of, 531.

Sheppardtown Landing, mound
near, 584.

Silent Shade

near, 582.

Silver City, mound at, 579.

Landing, mounds

Sites affected by course of Ar-

kansas river, 481.

Skulls from lower Arkansas river

sent to U. S. National Museum,

482.

Smoking-pipes, 493, 513, 534.

Spanish Fort Landing, mounds at,

589-

Springwood Landing, mound
near, 579.

Stalonia Landing, mounds at, 589.

Star-form as decoration on pot-

tery, 494.

Star West Landing, mounds near,

585.

Stella Landing, mound near, 571.

Stone discs, 492, 533.

Stone pipes and ceremonial disc

found near ]\Ienard mound, 492.

Stone vessel, fragment of, 492.

Sunflower river, its course, 565.

Sun-symbols, 509,^ 520, 528, 530,

551-

Sun-symbol, vessel with cross of

the four directions, and, 508,

509-

Swastika as decoration on pot-

tery, 515, 535, 536, 540, 543, 549.

Swastika, interesting form of, 535,

536.

Swastika, note on interesting form

of, by Prof. W. H. Holmes, 535,

536.

Sweet Home Landing, mound
near, 571.

Sycamore Landing, mound near,

571-

Symbols of sun and the four di-

rections, on pottery, 508, 509.

Tarsus Landing, mound near, 572.

Tchula Lake, mound near en-

trance of, 575.

Tchula Lake, mound on, 575.

Teapot" form of vessel, 483, 484,

493, 494, 496, 515, 517, 525, 528,

531, 534, 557-

Teapot," frog-, 496, 515,

(<
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Teapot" vessel, distribution of,

484.

Teapot" vessel, origin of, accord-

ing to 'Professor Holmes, 484.

Teapot" vessel, suggestion as to

origin of, 494.

*'Teapot" vessel, certain varieties

of^ described, 484.

Tempering of pottery with frag-

ments of stone, 581.

Thruston, Gen. Gates P., 548.

Tines of deer antlers, 492, 533.

Toltec mounds, 481, 557.

Trailed decoration, how conferred,

485.

Trailed decoration shows monot-

ony of design along lower Ar-

kansas river, 485.

Tuberculosis, human bone aflFect-

ed by, 524.

Turtle, vessel in form of, 520.

Urn-burial practised in Yazoo-

Sunflower region, 567, 578.

A'ertical form of bunched burial,

490.

Vessel of quadrangular form, 555.

\'essel of stone, fragment of, 492.

X'^essels, either gourd-, or shell-,

forms, 530, 53 T.

Vessels, inverted, 490, 493, 515,

5^5-

\"essels, noteworthy, particularly

described, 494, 496, 497, 498.

499' 5^3. 508, 509, 511, 515, 516,

Wasp Lake, mound near entrance

to, 581.

Wasp Lake, mounds near, 581.

Waterl)ottle, painted witl) uni(iue

design of stars and "arrow-

heads,'' 494.

Welsh Camp Landing, mound

near, 580.

Willoughby, CliarU's C. as to dec-

oration on certain vessels, 509

footnote, 528 footnote, 538, 540,

54L 543-

517- 5^0, 522, 528, 530, 531, 535, Winged serpent, evolution of, lo

536, 538, 540, 54^ 543^ 544- 548,. scroll, 516, 541,

549' 550^ 55L 552, 553^ 554^ Wrong-end-up T-anding, mounds

555-

Vessels, number of, found near

Menard mound, 493.

Vessels, small, usually found with

near, 588.

Valol)usha river, mound near

mouth of, 584.

children, 482, 493. 494, 496, 525, Yazoo City, mounds near, 573

530, 534-

Vessels of unusual form, 536, 538,

540j 55 ^ 555-

Yazoo Indians, their connection

with the Natchez, 565.

Yazoo river, its course, 565.
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Thirteen volumes of the New Series of the Journal
( Quartoj, 1847 to 1908 Tlie price

volume of four oarts is §10, or $3 per part to subscribers, and to others $
$3 Vol. \ 11 contains -The Extinct Mammalian Fauna of

per

Dakota
and Nebraska, with a Synopsis of the Mammalian Remains of North America." Illustrated
with thirty plates. J

Series of the J
$40 to members, and to the public $48

842
1

be ob-

The First Series of the Proceedings of the Academy, octavo, 1841 to 1856, of which

$36
$

Proceedings, commenced J
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per volume separately, and to the public ^3

I, 1857 (of which four-
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2500
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]\Iaxual of Conchology. By Geo. W. Tryox^ Jr., continued by Henry A. Pilshry, A
complete, fully illustrated monograph oi recent niollusks. Series I, Cephalopoda, Scapho-
poda, Amphineura and Marine Gastropoda: 17 volumes (finished). Series 11, Terrestrial

Mollusks, 14 volumes published. Plain edition, per part, $3; per volume, $12. Colored
. edition, per part, $5 ;

per volume, $20. Fine edition, heavy plate paper, plates in duplicate,

. colored and India tinted, per part, $8; per volume, $^2.

Description of Shells of North America, witli 68 colored plates. By Thomas Say, 1830-

34. $10.50.

Monograph of the Terrestrial Mollusca oP Unjted States, With illustration:; of all the

species. By Geo. W. Tryon, Jr. Fine edition, plate paper, with duplicate plates, colored

and tinted, $20; colored edition, $13.50; plain edition, .50.

Monograph of the Fresh-Water Univalve Mollusca of the United Statf^s, By S. S.

Haldeman, 1840-44. Continuation to 187 1, by Geo. W. Tryon, Jr. Many colored plates.

Price for the continuation: Fine edition, duplicate plates, $14; with colored plates, $8; with

plain plates, $6.

Synonymy of the Species of Strefomatidae (Melanians) of the United States. By Geo.

W. Tryon^ Jr. Cloth, $1 ;
paper, 50 cents.

List of American Writers on Recent Conchology, with the Titles of the Memoirs and

Dates of Publication. By Geo. W. Tryon, Jr. Cloth, $1 ;
paper 50 cents.

Monograph of the Order Pholadacea and other Papers. By Geo. W. Tryon, Jr. Cloth, $1

;

paper, 50 cents. \
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